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TO COKRFSPONDENTS.
Mr. Riddle's

final

Mtmoir

This

of

Day is

THE

Reply to Mr. Meikle, unavoidably deferred.

Prony

Defence of M. de

against ccitain charges cont^ned in the

Mr. Watt, in our next.

published, handsomely printed in octavo» price 7««
Number III. cf

(>d.

sewed.

EDINBURGH PHILOSOPHICAL JOURNAL.
2REWSTER

Con-

and Professor JAMESON.
ducted by Dr.
Contents : Mr. Watt on his Improvements of the Steam-enpine Vega
on Curious Ripples near Malacca ; Mr. Scoresby on the Colour of the
Greenland Sea Mr. Young on Poppy Oil ; Mr. Lizars on a New Style
of Engraving: Mr. Herschell on a newr Mode of Analysis ; Mr. Why toe k
on Oars for Steam- boats ; Dr. MacCulloch on Peat ; Dr. Gillies on peculiar Case of Vision ; Mr. Anderson's new Atmometer ; Dr. Hibberton on
the Rocks of Shetland ; Accourt cf a Subtei ranean Glacier ; Dr. Fleming
on the Sertularia Gelatinosa ; Dr. Hamilton on a Map of Ava ; Vega on
a Tabic of Proportional Logarithms ; Dr. Brev/ster on Tabasheer ; Mr.
Neill on the Ayrshire Rose
Mr. De La Beeche on the Depth, &c. of the
iake of Geneva ; Account of the Slide of Alpnach ; Mr. HerscheU on
jMother of Pearl ; Mr. Watt on the Micrometer; Mr. Morton's Patent
"Slip ; Mr. Stephenson on the Scottish Fisheries in 1819 ; Rev. Mr. Jameson on a Method of Uniting Bee Hives ; Amici's Reflecting Microscope j
Dr, Hibbert on the Newr Cod Bank of Shetland ; Mr. Fresnell's Discoseries respecting Inflection of Light
Mr. HerscheU on the Hyposulphureus Acid j Menge*s Account of his Tour in Iceland, 1819 ; Dr. Brewster's History <jf Polarisation ; Ditto on a Singular Case of Phosphorescence ; Amici's Discoveries on the Motion of S*p ; Mineralogical
Heport respecting Elba ; Colonel Beaufoy on the Diurnal Variation of
the Needle ; Profeedings of Public Societies ; Scientific Intelligence, 8cc.
Printed for Archibald Constable and Co. Edinburgh, and Longman
and Co. London. Of v?hom may be had the preceding Numben of thk

—

;'

;

;,

;

Journal.

Price 7*.

6rf,

each.

Just published, Dedicated,

PftiNCE

by Permission,

Leopold of Saxc

to

His Royal Highness

Coauit.G, &c.

REMARKS on

the HISTORY ^nd PHILOSOPHY, but particuMEDICAL EFFICACY of ELECTRICITY, in the
CURE of NERVOUS and CHRONIC DISORDERS and in varioHs
larly

on the

;

Local Affections, as BLINDNESS, DEAFNESS, &c. &c. Illustrated
«fith many New and Striking Cases.
Together with Observations on
CfALVANISM, as an efficient Substitute for Mercurial Remedies in

STOMACH

LA

BILlOUvS and
Complaints. By, M.
BEAUME,
Medical Surgeon-Electrician, F.L.S.» &q. SLCond Edition, greasy efllarjred, wiih Copper-plate Engravings.
Printed and Published by F. Warr, Red Lion Passage, RedLibn
Square.
Sold by Highley and Son, Fleet-Street ; Asperne, Cornhill
Callow, Princea-Street ; aod Warren, Old Bond'Street. Price 10*. in
extra Boards.
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1820.

WITH A PLATE BY PORTER
Illustrative of the

Annular Eclipse of the Sun on
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the Vtli

BY ALEXANDER TILLOCH,
llf.I».I.A.

M.G.S. M.ll.A.S.

MUNICH,

F.«.A.

EDJN.

AND PElU'tr, &0.

LONDO N:
PRIKTEfr^Y-UCHA&O AND ARTHUR TAYLQA,.SHOE.LAN^
And sold by CaIiell and Da ties ; Longman, Hujist, IIees,
Orme, & Brov/k; Hiohley; Sherwood and Co. Harding;!
Underwood; SiMp'riNand Marshall London: Constablh'
arid Co. Edinburgh r Brash and Reid; Duncan; and PenMAK, Glasgow: and Gilbert and Hodges, Dublin.
:

;

;
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CATON

;i

on

INDIGESTION, SCROFULA, CUTANEOUS
DISEASES, SUICIDE, and MIND.

on INDIGESTION, being an Inquhy into the Dis,
and connected with the Functions of the Stomach
with Remarks on tlie Liver, and iis Inaucnce on the Gastric System : to
\riiich are prefixed some general Observations on Scrofulous and Cn^

A

TREATISE

j_ ji eases arising

taneous Diseases, interspersed with select Prescriptions. Price 3s.
By T. M. CATON, Surgeon,
tha united
JNo. 10, Stanhope-Street, Newcastle- Street, Strand, la'.e of
Hosritals of iSt. Thomas's and Guy's.

POPULAR REMARKS, Medical and Litf.rarv, en Ner.vou5,
HvpocHONDRTAC and Hysterical Disease^; to whkh are prefixed
OasERVATiONi on Suicide and Minb, Sec Price 3s, 6d.
Printed for Sheiwood and«Co., 20,

Lombard

T8,

street,

Diseases. Price

3s.

Paternoster- Row
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and Neely^

London: where maybe had, Caton on Female
6d. And on Asthma and Winter. Cough, PriceSs,

ENGRAVINGS.

XL V. A Plate

Vol.
Plant by

to illustrate the

Nourishment produced

—A

to ihtt

Plate to illustrate Mr,
Leaves. By Mrs. Ibbetson.
Bakewell's Sketch of the Atrangement of the Rocks and Strata in the
Northern Counties of England. Plates to illustrate Mr, Robertson
Buchanan's Description of the Steam-Boats on the Clyde j and Mrs.
IsBtTSON's Paper proving that Embryos the of the Seeds are formed in
its

—

—

A Plate to illustrr-te Mr, John Walter's Improvethe R6ot alone.
ments in Naval Architecture. A Quarto Plate on the Roots of Plants.
Plate of Mr. Ssnger's Electric Columns ; Mr, Walker's Electrometer;
Rochon's Apparatus for ascertaining the Heat of coloured Rays.
Vol. XLVl. Mr.T. Jones's New Reflecting Compass. Mr. Woglf's
Plate to illusPatent Boiler for Steam Engines and other Purposes.
trate Mr. W ooLf's Improvement on the Steani-Engine, by which the
possibility of Steam escaping past the side of the Piston is effectually preented.— Plate to illustrate some Electrical Eiperimentsby M.De Nelis
of Malines; with an Extension of them by Mr. Gjnger and Mr. Crosse,
Plate to illustrate the Electrical Experiments of M. De Nslis of
Woolf's improved Steam- Engine.
Plate to illustrate Mr.
Malincs.
Etams's Paper on guiding Balloons through the Atniosphere. A Plate
Quarto Plate to ilillustrative of Dr- Brewster's Paper on Light.
lustrate Sir H. Davy's Paper on the Firp-damp of Coal-Mines, and on
Methods of lighting the Mines so as to prevent its explpsion ; and the Ac»
couHiof Mr. Stephejson's Safe-Lamp for Coal-Mines.
Vol. XLVl I. Illustrated with a Quarto Plate describing the Planisphere ofDENDERA. A Quarto Plate to illustrate Mr, Brown's Paper
on Architectui-e.— A Pl.'te to illustrate Sir George Cay ley's Paper on
Aerial Navigation ; and Mr. London's Hyuronncter.
Quarto Plate

—

—

—
—A

A

—A
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—A
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of the Temple of
Rarovgatp.

A
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at

Thebes.— A

Plate of the

new Baths

at

Vol. XLVIII.
Quarto Plate of tlie Strand or Waterloo Bridge erected
over the Tham.es at the Savoy, London.
Quarto Plate to illustrate
Mrs. iBBtTsoN's Anatomy cf Vegetables.—
Quarto Plate to illustrate
Mrs. ABBtTsoN's Pap?ro.. ihe Physiology of Vegetables. A large Quarto
Plate to ihusfate Mrs^ls bet son's Paper on a new V'ewof Vegetable Life.
Quarto Plate to illuitraie Mrs. Ibbetson's Paper on the Physiology
(jfVcgeubies; and Mr. Morn ax's Mass of Native Iroij((jun(i in Brasil.
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WITH A PLATE BY PORTER
Illustrative of Mr. Lane's Instrument for gathering: Fxuitj
Mr. Young's Mode of preparing Opium from the Pataver
samniferum; and^ Captain Forman's Essaj on a Property
iu I/ight which hnRerto has been unobserved by Philosophers.

Br ALEXANDER TILLOCH,
M.R.I.A. l(.9.a. M.R.A.S.

UUNrCH,

f.S.A.

EIMN. ANDPEUTK,

&C

LOND ON:
AND ARTHUR TAYLOR, SHOB-tANE :
Cadell and Daties Lqncman, HuIist, Re5s,
Orme, & Brown; Higkley; Sherwood and Co.; Harding;
Undkrwood) SiMp^lNandMARtHALfc Londoo: Constable
and Co. Edinburgh: Brash and Reid; Ddncan; and Pbkman, Glasgow and Gilbert and Hodobs, Dablin'.
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I

Tli»

G

Day

Is

Volume, pri<^
an enlarged and improved Edition of

published, very neatly printed In a portable
10s. 6d.y

ALPINE'S SYNOPTICAL

COMPEND

of

BRITISH BOTA-

Jjy, arranged after the Linnean System ; and containing the Essential Characters of the Genera, the Specific Characters, English Names,,
the Places of Growth, Soil, and Situation, Colour of the Flowers, Times
of Flowering, Duration, and References to Figures.
BAGSTER, No. 15, Paternoster Row.
Printed for

SAMUEL

THIS MONTH.

11th

CARROLL,
CONTRACTOR with Government for the present Lottery,
Solicits Attention to the

very

new Feature in

the Scheme, being a peculiar

AI>VANTAGE TO EARLY PURCHASERS,
as

it

will distribute

Sixty Thousand Pounds
^30 each on the
THIS MONTH, APRIL, 1820;
And these 2,000 Prizes of ^30 each will have, in addition
In 2,000 Prizes of

11th

to the «^30,
the Capitals and other Pri2:es in the Lottery, in the ia.m^
The Scheme contains
as if they had not already been drawn.

the Chance of

manney

all

102

CAPITAL PRIZES,
includmg

FOUR

TWO
TWO
To

enable

-

of

-

-

-

-

£30,000
£20,000
£10,000

-

>
3 per Cent Consols.

CARROLL to form this GRAND SCHEMEjTby permission
THOUSAND

of the Lords of the Treasury), he has given FORTY
FOUNDS' Additional Money to the Prizes heretofore allowed by Goveriv
mept in the Lottery J by which
'

£303,500!

'

In Money and €onsols, is presented to the Public: a sum far exceeding the
amount of Frizes in any former Lottery with the like number of Tickets^
Tickets and Shares are selb'ng by

GARROLL,
19, Cornhillf

Contractor,

and 26, Oxford-street, London, who Shared and Sold m tbe
last few Months,

2,387

-

-

706

-

-

1,345

-

-

V CABJ^OLL

has

£30,000 7,003
£21,000 2,226
£20,000

AGENTS io »U

-

-

-

-

^€,

the principal
the Country.

£5,000
£2,000

Sfe.

Towns thfoughout

.
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A YLATE BY PORTER

V/i TH

Descriptive of

IS20.

Mr. Cuthpert's improved HytIro^i>Beuinatic
Apparatus,
|T_^

ill

I

fiic.

_»

!»—

BY AhtXA'kDEn: TIL%&€yy
M.R..T.A. M.G.S. M.R.A.S.

MCSICII, f.S.A. KDIN. ANarr.l'.TU, &c;

LOl^irO'N: ^

;

r.VlMtD BY RtCHAUD AND ARTHt'R TAYLOR, SHOE-LANE
A»d sold By Cadell and Davies ; Long-man, Hurst, Kees,

Brown Highley; SHERv/ooDandCo.iHARDiNG.'j
Ujjn|«wooD; SiMPKiNand Marshall ; London: Co">;' ">• ri
an J Co. Edinburgh Brash and Reid; Duncan;;
MAN, Glasgow:- and Gilbert and Hodges, Dubli
OrmiB^IBc

;

:

—
RACKERMANN,
.Parts. (Part

I.

107, Strand,Fproposes to publish, in Six
to appear May 1st, 1820,)

Monthly
IL,

PICTURESQUE

LUSTRATIONS OF BUENOS AYRES AND MONTE VIDEO,
and

'consisting of '2i Vie-As

Costume, Manand tlieir Environs, Taken
This work will be printed on 4to,

faithful Representations of the

ners, &c. of the Inhabitants of those Cities

on the spot by E. E. VIDAL, Esq.
elephant vellum paper, corresponding with the Histories of Oxford, Cam«
bridge, Colleges and Schools, Westminster Abbey, Microcosm of London,
Each Monthly Part will contain four highly:\v.d Tour along the Rliine.
r<^loured Engiavingi, with S'* pages of descriptive Letterpress. Price 1L#.

Large paper
to.

Sit.

k. AcKERWANN also proposcs
appear on May 1st, 1820,)

to publish in

12 Monthly Parts, (Part

I.

A PICTURESQUE TOUR OF THE

ENGLISH LAKES

with 48 coloured Views, drawn by
during two years residence in
the most roniantic parts of Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Lancashire,
This woik will be printed on demy 4to. vellum paper ; each Monthly
Part wi 1 contain four highly-coloured Engravings, and 24 pages of de-

Messrs. T.

;

illustrated

H. Fielding and

J.

Walton,

scriptive Letterpress. Price Gs. in 4to. Elephant paper, 10*. 6d. Orders
are received by all Booksellers in the United Kingdom.

•

A

Just published, in one vol.

TREATISE

NARY

on

12mo.

9s.

ADULTERATIONS

of

boards,

FOOD,

and

CULI-

POISONS,

exhibiting the Fraudulent Sophistications of
Bread, Beer, Wine, Spirituous Liquors, Tea, Coffee, Cream, Confectionary,

Vinegar, Mustard, Pepper, Cheese', Olive Oil, Pickles, and other Articles

employed

Domestic Economy, and methods ofosTSCTiNC them. By
Sold by Longman, Hu*«, Rees, Orme, and
Browii, Paternoster-row, London.
in

FREDRICK ACCUM.

CATON

on

.

INDIGESTION, SCROFULA, CUTANEOUS
DISEASES, SUICIDE, and MIND.

A TREATISE

on INDIGESTION, being an Inquiry into the Dis,
and connected with the Functions of the Stomach;
with Remarks on the Liver, and its Influence on the Gastric System: to
which are prefixed some general Observations on Scrofulous and Ctr*
cases arising

taneous Diseases, interspersed with select Prescriptions.

By T. M.
No.

10,

CATON,

Price 3s.

Surgeon,

Stanhope-Street, Newcastle- Street, Strand, late of the
Hospitals of St. Thomas's and Guy's.

united

POPULAR REMARKS, Medical and Literary, on Nervous,
Hypochondriac and Hysterical Diseases; to which ijre prefixed
OssKRVATiot.s on SuiciDE r ud Mind, &c. Price 3s. 6d.
.Printed for Sherwood and Co., 20, Paternoster- Row ; and Neely,
78, Lombard-street, London: where maybe had, Caton on Female
Diseases. Price 3s. Gd. And on Asthma and Winter Cough, Price ^s,

ENGRAVINGS.

A

Quarto Pkte of the Strand or Waterl;jo IVidge erected
Vol. XLVIII.
over the Thames at the Savoy, London.
Quarto Plate to illustrate
Mrs. Ibbetso.n's Anatomy of Vegetables.
Quarto Plate to illustrateMrs. Ibbetson's Paper on the Physiology of Vegetables.
large Quarto
Plate to illustrate Mrs. Ibbetson's Paper on a new View of Vegetable Life.
Quarto Plate to illustrate Mrs. Ibbetson's Paper on the Physiology
of Vegetables i amd Mr, Moxnay's Mass of Native Iron found in Brasil,
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A

—A

—A
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NUMBER CCLXV.
For

MAY

1820.

BY ALEXANDER TJL LOCH,
M.Il.I.A. M.O.S. M.R.A.S.

MUNICH, Ji;^. ZnlS AND PERTH, &e.
.

LONDON:^
PRINTED BV RICHARD AND ARTHUR TAYLOR, SHOE-LAKE

:

ara m

ym

III!

And sold by Cadell and Davies; Longman,. Hurst, Rees,
Or Ml-., 8c Brown Highley Sherwood andQo. Harding ;([JK
}

;

;

UnDER'.VOODV SlMlMCIN ifndMARSHALL ; LouJon: CONSTAIILE ^jJI
and Co, Edinburgh: Brash and Ri-.iu Duncan; and Pen- ^^
;

MAN, Gl.lsgOw: and Gilbert and Hodges,

Duhlirj.

—

^
^
J
.«

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Cnpt. Forman'i Paper wa¥ received
this

at too late a period to

be inserted

"^

month.

Mrs. IsnETSoN on Botanical Physiology has been received, and will
in our next. The other Communications alluded to by Mrs. I.

be inserted

*K

will

meet with every

attention.

Just published, in one vol.

A

TREATISE

NARY

on

12mo.

ADULTEJFLATIONS

POISONS,

9t. boards,

of

FOOD,

and

CULI-

exhibiting the Fraudulent Sophistications df

Bread, Beer, Wine, Spirituous Liquors, TeajCofFee, Cream, Confectionary,
Vinegar, M-ustard, Pepper, Cheese, Olive Oil,- Pkkles, and miier Alticjds
employed in Domestic Economy^, and methods oi detecting them. "^y
FREDRICK ACCUM. Sold by Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, aftd

Brown, Paternoster ^row, London.

ENGRAVINGC^•'.

I

—

Mr. Woolf's
Vol. XLVI. Mr. T. Jones's New Reflecting fpropass.
Plate to illusPatent Boiler for Steam Engines and other Pui*poses.—
trate Mr. Woolf's Improvement on the Steani-Engine, by which the
possibility of Steam escaping past the side of the Piston is effectually pre-

A

vented.— A Plate

to illustrate

some

Electrical Experiments by

M.DeNehs

with an Extension of them by Mr. Singer and Mr. Crossf..
Plate to illustrate the Electrical^Experiments of M. De Nxlis of
Plate to illustrate Mr.
Malines. Woolf's improved Stean^EnpJne.
Plate
Etans's Paper on guiding Balloon* through the Atmosphere.
Quarto Plate to ilillustrative of Dr. Brewster's Paper on Light.
lustrate Sir H. Davy's Paper on the Fire-damp of Coal-Mines, and^on
Methods of lighting thf Mines so as to prevent its explosion ; and the'Accoantof Mr. Stephenson's Safe-Lamp for Coal-Mincs.
Vol. XLVI I. Illustrated with a Quarto Plate describing the PlaniQuarto Plate to illustrate Mr. Brown's Paper
srHERE of Dendera.
Plate to illustrate Sir George Cavley's Paper on
on Architecture.
Quarto Plate
Aerial Navigation ; and Mr. Lokdon's Hydrometer,—
of the Temple of Kournou at Thebes. A Plate of the new Baths at

of Malines

;

—A

—A
—A

—A

—A

A

—

Ramsgate,

—A

A

Quarto Plate of the Strand or Waterloo Bridge erected
Vol. XLVIII.
Quarto Plate to illustrate
over the Thames at the Savoy, London.
Quarto Plate to illustrate
Mrs. Ibbetson's Anatomy of Vegetables.—
large Quarto
Mrs. Ibbetson's Paper on the Physiology of Vegetables.
Plate to illustrate Mrs. Ibbetson's Paper on a new View of Vegetable Life.
Quarto Plate to illustrate Mrs, Ibbetson's Paper on the Physiology
of Vegetables and Mr. Mornay's Mass of Native Iron found^n Brasil.

—A
A

—A

A

;

A Plate to illustrate Dr. Evans's Communication on
Magnetism a new Electro-atmospherical Instrument and
Mr. Andrew HorK's Paper on Vision. A Quarto Plate to illustrate
Mrs. Ibbetson's Physiology of Vegetables.— A Plate to illustrate the
Solar Spots wl;ich appeared during the Year 1816;— and Mr. Bevajj's
Improvement on the Sliding- Rule. A.Plate descripti' ; of Mr.Ei»*ij|»'s
Injtrumcnt for tlie Measuiemcnt of the Moon's Dis&nce from ^P^n,
Vol.

XLIX.

Terrestrial

—

;

—

;
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JUNE

For
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WITH A PLATE BY PORTER
Forman's Essay on

Illnstrative of Capt.

the Refl'^aion, Refrac-i

Inflection of Light, &c, ; and Mr. Chas. Bonnycastle's Communicacion i.especting the Influence of Masses

lion

and

of Iron on the Mariner's Compass.

BY ALEXANDER TILLOCH,
I.R.I.A. M.G.S. M.R.A.S.

MUNICH,

F.S.A.

EDIN. ANDPEllTH, &C.

LONDON:
PRINTED BY RICHARD AND ARTHUR TAYLOR, SHOE-LANE
And sold by Cadell and Davies Longman, Hurst, Rees,
Orme, & Brown Highley Sherwood and Co.; Harding ;I
Underwood; SiMPKiNandMARSHALL ; London: Constable\^
and Co. Edinburgh: Brash and Reid; Duncan; and Penman, Gl;tsg(>\v: and Gilkert and Hodges, Dublin.
:

;

;

;

MINERALS

GB. SOWERBY,

No.

FOR- SALE.
London,

8, Lisle-street, Leicester-square,

, having received since his return from Germany and France, many
Cases of foreign Specimens, bcrs to announce that he now has a large

COLLECTION of BRl'l'KSH'and FORIEGN MINERALS, amongst
which are most of the new and rare Substances, for Sale on moderate
Evich Specimen is labelled and priced.
terms.
Collections of the value of Five Pounds and upwards, properly arranged
and catalogued, made up at a short notice.
Ladies and Gentlemen desirous of increasing or completing their Collections may depend on having their Orders, by Letter, supplied on liberal
Terms for present Money.
G. B. S. has also a considerable COLLECTION of FOSSILS, parand he furnishes Books on Mineralogy and Natural Histicularly Shells
tory in general on the most liberal Terms.
;

—

.

I

INDIGESTION, SCROFULA, ERUPTIVE
DISEASES of the FACE and SKIN, &c.

CATON

on

This

A

TREATISE

on

Day

is

published,

INDIGESTION,

being an Inquiry into

tlie,

Dis-

and connected with the Functions of the Stomach;
vith Remarks on the Liver, and ils Influence on the Gastric System: to
which are prclixed some general Observations on Scrofulous and Cueases arising
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Remarks on Damp Decks, and other Circumstances in the
Medical (Economy of Ships. By A Naval Surgeon.

To Mr.

Tilloch.

—

In allowing in your valuable miscellany [The PhilosophiMagazine] immediate publicity to the following remarks on
Damp Decks, &:c. you will, in all probability, particularly in §uch
humid weather as the present, render an essential service to that
useful class of men for whose benefit they are solely intended.
I have the honour to be, sir,
Your most obedient and very humble servant,

Sir,
cal

A Naval

Portimouth, Dec. 22, 1819.

Damp
" The

Sdrgeok.

Decks, &^c.

ship, in the first place, by frequent diying and ventilation, is preserved from damp and foul air." Dr. Parr's London Medical Dictionary,
art.

—

Scorb.

A SHIP in the midst of the deep, having by far its greater part
immersed beneath the surface, is a circumstance that suggests to
us the natural formation and collection of vapour in it, and likewise the difficulty of its extrication, on the additional considerations of the nature of the one and of the form and structure of
the other.
Besides, water insinuates itself more or less into the holds of
all ships, which, with the water in casks, &c. must in a greater
If to this be added the
or less degree be productive of vapour.
great portion of steam which arises at the meals, &c. and the
great quantity of exspiratcd vapour thrown out l)y several hundreds
of men so closely situated, the quantity of vapour thus collected,
so great as to need an incessant extrication of it, particularly
consider its intermixture with what is implied by the
foul air of ships ; namely, air consisting of a redundancy of carbonic acid and an ext.ess of azote, or deficiency of oxygen from

is

when we

Vol.55.No. 261.

Ja/z.

1820.
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-of its

consumption

;

and

likewise, in a cer-

tain degree, noxious gases, arising from animal effluvia, especially
that contained in unaired bedding, unwashed clothes, &c. and

the putrefaction, however slow, of provisions ; all which render
the more noxious.
Reflections on this invariable tendency to moisture, and on the
abovementioned particulars, point out the extreme necessity
it

of keeping the decks and cabins of ships as dry, yet clean, as
Experience and scieuce grant, that the internal cleanliness of ships is not only conducive to health, but absolutely es-

possible.

sential to the prevention of disease.

The mode

of effecting cleanliness

is,

however, often extremely
something like igno-

injudicious, or betrays incousideration, or

rance.

What

honest candour extorts, surely will not be ascribed
How many instances have there been of wash-

to presumption.

ing decks, and barely swabbing them after, when the entire atmosphere has teemed with fogs and moisture, vv-ithout a breath
of wind, when stoves hcive been deemed unnecessary, or not so
To say the truth, under such peculiarities
much as thought of
of the atmosphere, common stoves can be of very little use; for
the rarefaction produced by their use tends but little, from its
slowness, to the extrication of moist air, when wind-sails can be
It causes an ascent not entirely to the hatchof little or no Hse.
ways, but in part to the beams and planks overhead, where the
air thus partially rarefied insinuates itself, or is attracted ; and on
!

becoming somewhat condensed, accumulates,

until

its

dispersion

by change of weather or alteration of temperature. Hence it is
that decks washed in damp weather are often not dry for two,
three, four, and even sometimes seven days after. In such states
of the air, an exact scrape and clean dry sweep is perhaps the

mode

necessary to be adopted.
when the temperature is very low, some
estimate can be made of the surrounding vapour from its collection and condensation every morning overhead, on the planks
and beams of the lower decks and confined cabins.
In the navy, the system of washing or scrubbing hammocks or

only

In frosty weather, or

is, like every other system of it, rigid in the extreme.
Clothes, as shirts, stockings, &c. are generally washed or scrubbed twice a-week, oy which changes of the same are as often afforded, and are as conducive to comfort as absolutely essential
Hammocks, as far as my experience authorizes me
to health.
to say, are also scrubbed twice, or, at least, once a-week all the

decks

In my hutnl>le opinion, once a-week in summer or
fortnight in winter, and relatively in hot or dry, and cold or moist
climates, if not carelessly left about the decks, is adequate to the

year round.

purposes of cleanliness.

Is

the frequency beyond this indispensable ?

in the
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from a mere ostentatious principle of
hammocks, which, through selfconceit and contrast, glut the eyes of such as virtually have the
superintendence of them?
The quarter and main decks are washed every morning at four
o'clock, or at day-break, by those who slept-in during the middle watch, or from twelve until the same hour ; and the lower
decks of frigates, and orlop decks of line-of-battle ships, are
washed twice, or, at least, once a-week throughout the year.
I will not presume to determine how often, or precisely when
the decks of ships should be wetted ; but, by the way, simply observe that the time should be regulated by intervening circumstances
and the less the necessity, and the drier the ship, the
healthier it is for ships' companies.
In ships of-the-line, the oeconomv of the sick-bay rests with
the surgeon. But as it is comparatively small for the number on
an average sick, the patients who have not room to sleep in it,
must lie between decks, with the regulation of which he has nothing to do.
In frigates the sick are also under the necessity of
sleeping on the main deck, unscreened from the strong partial
draughts, as well as unprotected from the rude jostle of the
thoughtless.
These are very sensible of the great alteration of
temperature from the early opening of the ports and wetting or
W£ishing of the decks.
This sudden alteration of temperature is
frequently as much or more than ten degrees.
Those who perchance are partially uncovered, instantaneously awake, from the
sensations induced by the change, or, if they do not, they are likely
to suffer by it; because an immediate alteration of temperature
to, or beyond this degree, is known to be generally productive of
sable

?

or, does

it

arise

useless refinement in bleached

;

inflammation.
In detached services, and in long cruizes and voyages, while
such a system of washing and slopping prevails, and to which
every sacrifice is made, need the dreadful consequences be pointed
out ?
It is nonsense to say that it makes men hardier, or obviates an unnatural tenderness.
A learned philosoj)her and ingenious moral writer, in his inimitable essays, succinctly points
out, with his usual discrimination, the dangers arising from the
fallacy of such notions.

There are many on board ships variously

affected,

who

yet

do

not apply to the surgeon for relief, through the fear of being stigmatized as sculkers, or the greater fear of having their allowance
of wine or spirits withheld. Such have their hectic exacerbations,
and have to turn out of their hammocks, as the phrase is, on these
occasions, and strut about the decks for two hours or more, in
cold water half way up their legs, handing or dashing it along by
buckets full ; l)y which the perspiration Ijctumc^ suddenly ^up-

A

li

pressed,
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pressed, and the body has to encounter the

ill

effects of the

sud-

den transition from heat to cold, particularly from its long conThese observations are in every sense applicable to
tinuance.
the predisposed or susceptible to tubercles, and those diseases
by which it is generated.
Spirits and the stronger acids evaporate speedily, and are, to
use vulgar language, not vehicles of cold ; therefore it is that
they obviate the implied effects of it, in stimulating or astringeing
the exhalants and integuments of the head, when the hair is cut,
That the
or the head or other parts of the body become wet.

muriatic acid, &c. contained in sea-water, thus stimulate or
astringe, in a certain degree, the exhalants and skin, and thereby
overcome the antagonizing agencies of their vehicle, cold water,

and the consequent sudden and continued abstraction of calorific
from the feet and legs, is in many cases very reasonable to bebut the privation too long continued counteracts the sa;
lutary effects of the stimulating qualities of the acids, induces a
change of action in the vessels, and disturbs the circulation.
lieve

Moreover, the state of the air of ships from damp decks opposes the cure of acute inflammatory diseases, by unremitting
aggravations, and by counteracting the intended effects- of a most
efficient class of medicines, sudorifics. It is the bane of all chronic
complaints, especially chronic rheumatism, the inseparable conIt is unfavourable to the
comitant of old grog-drinking sailors.
cure of ulcers, and really inimical to the cure or palliation of tu-

pulmonic inflammations by which, for the most
produced.
It is judiciously ordered that partial draughts of pure atmospheric air be communicated to the lower decks and places of
ships in the navy, and that this should at all times be attended
This perhaps is the
to, even though the decks are not washed.
only practice which can be entirely depended on for the extrication of foul air, and therefore should, when practicable, supersede
bercles, and the

part,

it is

the use of fumigations, which, in my humble opinion, rather
tend to conceal than to decompose or dispel it.
I ca'inot have done with this subject without introducing the
following strange remarks, from the recent work of an excellent
writer on that grand portion of the earth :

Semper
nor can

I

soli

rubens et torrida semper ab igni

;"

from offering a doctrine different from his,
which he has expressly and courteously given in

refrain

after the liberty

the Sabine strain, viz.
Si quid noviiti rectius istis,

Candidus imperii:

si

non, his utcre mecum."

"In

t

in the
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"

In a ship of-the-line on the home station, I have been in
gales of wind during the winter when the decks were floated with
water for weeks together, without the possibility of drying them.
I have listened night after night to these torrents rushing and
roaring from one side of the lower deck to the other, as the ship
rolled, while five or six hundred men in hammocks were suspended nightly over the moving current, in the most advantageous
manner possible for feeling its influence. And what was the conso(|uence ? Why, that there was not a man on the sick list."
" But the scene changes; the gales subside the wind veers
round to the eastward we regain our station off the coast of
France, where the sea is smooth, the air keen, and the decks per-

—

—

—

And what is the result ? Why, that half the ship's
company is laid up with pneumonias.^'
Taking the truth of both these remarks and replies for granted,
though I cannot but candidly confess they bear to my mind the

fectly dry.

—

—

easy implication of a certain figure of speech
might not this gentleman, with his usual sound reasoning, ascribe the former, should
actually happen, to that certain capability of resistance, for a
limited time, in the powers of the healthy constitution to the

it

prejudicial influence of

should

it

wet and confinement? and the

latter,

actually follow, to that state of susceptibility induced

by this circumstance ? thereby particularly admitting the .subsequent agencies implied in the changes of the scene, when the orthodox doctrine of the ingenious and learned Dr. Brown can be
so easily referred to.

Here

very plainly intimated, that off the coast of France,
wind, though not strong, has alone been
productive of pneumonia, although the previous circumstances of
living for weeks together between wet decks, of blowing and wet
weather, and of a change of wind and weather, are at the same
time admitted.
The east wind is notorious for its dispersion of
moisture; and moisture followed by a wind which disperses it,
It is thus that the
has a particular influence on temperature.
human constitution is acted upon by an easterly wind, and that
According to the laws of
the brute creation feels its influence.
the animal oeconomy, the system, from its reaction to the agencies
implied in these antecedent circumstances, becomes predisposed,
so as to be particularly susceptible of the subsequent agency of
A
the keen easterly wind and of the change of temperature.
it is

in winter, an easterly

sharp easterly wind that has lasted anytime, abstractedly considered, without any reference to the weather preceding it, or to
the change itself, implies a comparative regularity of a low temperature, which, though it may from its arid <|ualities aggravate,
cannot, in my humble opinion, i)e solely productive of pneumo-

A

4

nia.
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Reportfrom the Select Committee appointed

Ilia.

I

beg leave to

refer the reader,

to consider

who must judge

for

him-

to the text for the prcemissa el consequentice.
For my own part, warm dogmas or positive assertions cannot

self,

produce in my mind any conviction, without, at least, some train
of reasoning, or axiom of counnon experience by way of proof
and I cannot but subscribe my mite to exonerate " some naval
surgeons," who have admitted the mischievous consequences of
wet or damp decks, from the unjustifiable imputation of embarrassment, and the unbecoming implication of ignorance ; since,
in addition to what I have just explained, there is no one, either
life, or in the least acquainted with the internal state
of a ship, so inexperienced or void of sense, as not to know the
verv different effects arising from sleeping or remaining in a damp
laundry and a dry comfortable apartment, or between damp decks
or in a wet galley or manger, and the commodious and ventilated
cabin of a commissioned officer or captain, independently of the
Resides,
occurrences of contagion in discipline or drunkenness.
it is observable that laundresses, however accustomed to dampThey are seldom long
ness, are still susceptible of its infltience.

in civilized

livers ; for, in general, they die of premature old age, either affected with chronic rheumatism, or affections of the pleura or
lungs, produced and repeatedly aggravated by it ; nor are their
husbands, children, or inmates in winter, scarcely ever entirely

free

from the same complaints, in consequence of washed clothes
in the rooms in which they sleep or sit.

being hung up to dry

II.

Report from the Select Committee appoirited to consider the
Falidily of I he Doctrine of Contagion in the Plague.
[Concluded from

vol. liv. p. 439.]

— Was

formerly an officer at the quarantine
Dr. William Pym.
To be infected by the plague, contact
establishment at Malta.
or very near approach to the person under the disease is supposed to be necessary. Believes that it is independent of any
Considers insulation by the means
disease of the atmosphere.
Knows
of quarantine, the most effectual step for preventing it.
one instance of the plague having been communicated at sea;

some French gun-boats were taken by the Theseus man-of-war
in the year 1800, they were ordered alongside, and while lying
there, the person ordered on board to issue provisions, &c. reSupposing, as is the c-ise in
ceived the infection of the plague.

England, the (luavantine regulations should have been established,
and in force for 12 or 14 years, with care, would not the contagion

the Validity of the Doctrine of Contagion in the Plague,

9

if brought by persons or goods on board ships
from foreign countries, show itself, if at all, in these quarantine
establishments ?
Considers the length of the voyage, and the
care in opening the bales of goods, particularly their being opened,
in the open air, as one means of preventing the appearance of
plague in this country. The lazarettos are certainly the most

gion of the plague,

—

likely places for the

plague to show

itself.

Being asked to inform the Committee, on his own knowledge,
what the usual practice of the expurgators is, in the personal performance of their duty, with respect to ships coming with foul
bills

of health

?

— answers,

" The first step is, with respect to
number of bales on deck in the

bales of cotton, to get a certain

importing ship; the bales are opened at one end, and a certain
quantity of cotton drawn out, by the person employed pushing
his hand and arm in as deep as he can (in this country they do
it with their hands ; at Venice and Marseilles, when cargoes are
infected, they do it with iron hooks.)
The bale remains in this
state for three days, as well as I can recollect, when\he other end
is opened, and undergoes the same operation for three days longer;
the bales are then removed into the lazaretto, where they are again
opened at both ends, the cotton pulled out, and exposed to the
air as much as possible for forty days."
Is at present confidential
adviser to the Privy Council in matters relating to quarantine.
Was sent to Standgate Creek in 1813, and then thought the duty
of the expurgators was done negligently.
Supposes it is better done now; the officers have had their line of duty pointed
out to them, and understand it better than they did formerly.
Believes now that all goods, coming with foul bills of health, are
exposed to ventilation ; and that many cargoes have been embarked when no plague prevailed; but one accident of plague
occurring before the sailing of the vessel, makes it necessary to
have a foul bill of health. Considers the fever at Gibraltar to
have been a much more serious disease than the plague ; during
the fever of 1S04, when the population of Gibraltar was not
20,000, G,000 persons died.
Sir James MacGregor.
Mas been on the medical staff of the
army twenty-six years. Has seen the plague in Egvpt, and (as
director-general of the army medical department) is in possession
of the details of the plague in Malta and the Ionian Isles. Was
in Egypt in 1801.
Few cases of plague came under his own inspection.
Was Mt the head of the medical department of the
army which came from India to Egypt; it was his duty to apportion the attendance, and frame general arrangements. In this
army 165 c;tses occurred. The two first cases that appeared
were hospital servants. These two, and four other men that
slept in the room, all proved fatal.
It never could be traced

—

how

;
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how the first patient caught it ; but it was discovered that the
plague existed then in Rosetta where hospitals were situate.
The hospital in which the first cases of plague appeared, viz. that
of the 88th regiment, was situate in Rosetta, and the plague was
Believes the plague to be contagious by conthere at the time.
tact ; should have some doubts of a very close atmosphere, but
has no direct evidence of thatj could often trace it to contact.
Should think most cases are by actual contact. Means actual
contact both with the body, and with clothes infected with miasmata.
Gives as his reason for considering it contagious, his
having traced it clearly from one subject to another, on the first
appearance of the disease in Egypt in 1801. As before stated,
there were about 165 men affected in the army; immediately
after the discovery of the plague, all the cases of it were sent to
a pest house; the suspicious cases, those with symptoms of fever, were placed in observation rooms; and then the whole of
the remainder of the 165 men were, without loss of time, removed to another hospital prepared for them. Before any man
was removed to the new hospital, the strictest precautions were
used ; his hair being cut off, he was put into a bath, and the
whole of his clothing left outside the hospital and destroyed
each man was then provided with new and fresh clothing. The
consequence of these precautions having been rigidly enforced
was, that after entering the new hospital, no new case of the disHas known instances where contact with plague
ease appeared.
patients has taken place, but no disorder has occurred; on the
first appearance of the disease in the months of September, OcNovember, and December, when the disease was virulent,
of very few cases where the disease did not follow contact;
but afterwards, when the most rigid precautions were taken, and
towards the end of the season, and when the disease was in a
mild form, people went sometimes together with impunity; a case
of plague has been detected, and people in the same tent have
not liad it.
Of those aflflicted with the plague soon after the first
part of the season, none recovered
indeed the subjects of the
first part of the season were mostlv native troop<<, the Sepoys;
and many unfavourable circumstances along with the virulence of
the disease attended.
Tiie Indian army consisted of 7,886; of
tober,

knew

;

tlio'se

3,759 were Europeans, and ^,127 natives of huh'a.

There

died of the plague, of Europeans 'SS, and of natives of India 127.

The

inhabitant-; of

Egypt have an idea that the

plaiiiie

generaUy

The general beJohn's dav, the summer soKstice.
lief is, that the extremes of heat and cold arrest the plague.
It
subsides gradnallv; from perhaps Echru.niy or M:Mch till June.
ceases on S»

It is

a pretty general opinion that the disease

extinct in the country, but that

it is

is

never entirely
by causes

called into action

which
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which we are perhaps not very well acquainted with. Thinks it
probable that the circumstance of no plague occurring in England may be owing to none having ever been imported ; but
there are many circumstances to be weighed, between the present
and the time the plague prevailed in England ; improvements in
the structures of the houses and towns ; cleanliness, ventilation,
police regulations, are enforced in a degree imknown in the
17th century. Medical science stands now on different grounds ;
and we have acquired a knowledge of the disease, its treatment,
and prevention. In Egypt, as well as in Turkey, many existing
circumstances tend to the propagation of contagion, and rendering it more virulent. Were typhus fever to a])pear in those countries, it is difficult to conceive how it ever could be eradicated.
From the nature of fomites, considers the risk would be increased
from having no quarantine. The risk in this country would be

and

compared with a country where the intercourse was short and
by land, with the country where the plague raged.

less,

Dr. James Curry, Senior Physician

to Guy's Hospital.

siders plague as contagious, to a certainty;

and

— Con-

for this reason,

that all persons who are apprized of its contagious nature, may,
by keeping apart from those persons who labour under the disease, or are suspected of labouring under the disease, be perfectly
from it, even at a very short distance from them ; and probably, if they were to keep to the windward of them, they might
free

even almost touch them with impunity. Thinks the plague attends, and is usually incidental to, a particular state of what is
called by Sydenham and others, constitution of atmosphere;
and the various changes which take place in the air at different
times, appear to be produced by an interchange of electricity between the earth and atmosphere, which occasions that particular
state of the human constitution which renders it liable to some
one certain species of disorder, for the time it exerts its influence,
and not to others. For instance, the small-pox will prevail under one state of atmosphere ; the measles under another, and
scarlatina under a third; and we scarcely ever find that two of
those disorders prevail at the same time each has a particular
or appropriate state of atmosphere which especially favours it.
Considers the cause of plague as two-fold ; the plague is in itself
a highly malignant fever, arising from a peculiar and very virulent morbid poison, generated by the bodies of the sick whilst
labouring under the disease, and capable, when applied to the
bodies of those who are in health, in sufficient dose or intensity,
:

of exciting the same kind of fever in them : the spread and diffusion of the plague, however, seems to require the co-operation
malaria produced by the state of the soil and the
of a malaria

—

atmosphere
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atmosphere operating upoa each other hence, at one time it
mav be particularly rife and violent, and at another time it may
Malaria is the Italian word for a morbific
not' appear at all.
vapour arising from the earth, under the influerice of the sim's
heat, and of the electric interchange already alluded to ; it is
found every season all along the coasts of the Mediterranean, but
the esin u much greater degree in some places than in others
sential caus^e of the plague is double; first, the specific poison,
which is generated or multiplied in the bodies of those who labour under the disease, without which it cannot exist ; and secondly, a state or condition of the atmosphere, which gives a
:

:

strong tendency to support the disease among the people at large;
it is virtually occasioned by a state of the atmosphere, and it is

communicated by the

infection, either in clothes,

wearing ap-

parel, or bed linen: animal matter, such as feathers, silk, or wool,

The
will preserve it much more readily than any thing else.
contagious principle of the plague cannot be communicated the
same wav as that of small-pox, that is, by inoculation if the
matter be introduced into the system, it does not entirely introduce the plague, but it will introduce a disease which is nearly
similar. Has never understood that there is any difference between
that form of the plagsie which affects a person who has touched
another afflicted by it, and that which afflicts those who receive
it from the odour or vapour arising from a person who is so disThe same remark mav be made with regard to the smalleased.
:

pox

;

the contagion of the small-pox

is

communicated

in

two

ways; one is bv the palpable mode of inoculation, or contact;
and the other is from the gas or vapour arising from the infected
It is the case with some diseases, that they cannot be
person.
Does not say it is always so with respect
propagated by contact
to plague; but, for instance, measles, with all the experiments
that have been made on the subject, never have been palpably
communicated by inoculation. Each poison jnay be supposed to
have a peculiar mode of existence, and a peculiar mode of proThe same case occurs with regard to the lioopingpagation.
The hooping-cough has never yet been communicated,
cough.
except by the breath, or by coming near the person infected with
Doubts whether a person removed from the place where he
it.
was taken ill of a fever, either in England or Ireland, and carried
pven to a short distance, v.ould communicate it to anybody, even

—

under the verv worst state that he could have that fever. Gives
At one time it xvas a great
the following reason for thinking so
question, whether the yellow fever at Philadelphia was of domestic origin, or originated from importation; and after we began
to take patients from Philadelphia to a place called Bush Hill,
not
:
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not a single example took place of their communicating the disConsiders the plague much less contaease to other persons.
gious from goods than from persons j because the clothes of a
person affected with the plague become saturated
in the person,

and are much mere

liable to

witli

the poison

communicate the

dis-

order than goods.
Besides, it is scarcely to he supposed that
bales of goods, coming from a country affected with the plague,
would have been handled hv persons who had the plague, because persons so affected would be incapacitated from labour.
Believes, as to goods which have l)een imported from a country
that is infected with the plague, that if they communicated it at
all, (which he doubts) it would be from those goods having been
extremely confined.
It does not meet with a suitable soil or
sun here.
Is of opinion that the plague which prevailed in London in the year 665 was more probably generated here, than
imported.
Is disposed to believe that every plague, even in the
Levant, is oftener generated, than propagated by contagion.
Thinks, if the plague were imported into England, it would affect
but few; and the cases would be so insulated, that it would be
very soon cut off.
From the circumstance of Holland never having been at all affected with the plague, although admitting goods
from the Levant without difficulty, concludes it would be the same
with regard to this country, and with an equal immunity. Holland admits goods from the Levant, even without quarantine.
Being asked, Is there not some beneficial consequence arising
from touching terra Jirma ; is there no electrical effect ? answers, " Nothing but that which would occur equally on board
of ship.
The question, taken in its general bearing, would make
rather against the supposition inferred by your question. Several
years ago, when I was lecturing on the subject of contagion and
fever, and the influence of malaria arising from the land, the late
Captain Pelly happened to be present at the lecture ; and I was
mentioning the fact, that in the West Indies, cceteris paribus,
the inhabitants to the windward of the islands have not the fever
so much as those persons who reside on the leeward side ; because those persons who reside on the leeward side of the islands
are necessarily exposed to the fever arising from the land which
intervened between the windward side and the leeward side.
In
corroboration of that, he mentioned a very curious circumstance,
which had been re|)eatedly observed by himself, and by many
other officers who were in the Channel fleet, that as soon as they
got out of sight of land, and had an entire sea breeze, the men
and boys might go to sleep in the tops, and wake after an hour
or two without any injury ; but as soon as they come up the
Channel, so as to receive the influence of a land wind from the
Englibh or French coast, they always wake with a cold upon them
1

—

if

;
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they have been so to sleep, or have a cold a short time after; so that it would appeiiv, that all land wind has something
Is of opicontagious attached to it, in a greater or less degree.
nion that epidemic diseases, under any circumstances, may become contagious by a very near approach to the bodies of persons
labouring under the disorder. The vapour arising from the bodies
if

wards

of persons infected, would produce the di^'-rder readily and viouch a great many
lently; but in all epidemics they arise in
points at once, that it would be almost impossible to say that
In a
they were produced by contact with infected individuals.
conversation about four years ago, with a ve'v intelligent Spaniard, who was secretary to the embassy goin;; from Spain to
Sweden, he mentioned a very curious fact, with .:^^pect to tiie
town of Medina Sidonia, which is about twelve miles from Cadiz.
The first time it was affected with the contagion of the epidemic
of Cadiz, only a few houses on one side of a street were affected ;
and the next season, when it occurred in Cadiz, it attacked the
greater part of the town of Medina Sidonia; but it was insulated
in the first instance.
Being asked. Whether he attributes that to a current of air ?
answers, ''There are many circumstances which escape common
observation, and which cannot be accounted for by many, that
have yet an influence upon human health. It may be illustrated
by a fact, which is commonly observable in this country, by the
excessively offensive smell arising from our sewers on particular
occasions, which has usually been attributed to the wind setting
in a particular quarter, or blowing up a particular grating, and so
up into our houses. But it appears to have no connexion with the
direction of the wind, nor any se?isiMe state of the atmosphere
but rather depends on some peculiar change that has taken place,
apparently of an electric nature, between the earth and atmosphere.
The point may be further illustrated by a variety of phaenomena, that are constantly occurring before our eyes, but which
are little attended to, and still less inquired after, as to their
Frequently during the summer in this country, you may
causes.
observe a puff of warm air come against your face as you are going along, without any circumstance that can explain it, except
that owing to some local cause acting upon such portion of the
general atmosphere, is to render i;, sensibly hotter than the general mass : it is what is commonly called a hot gleam.
This
appears to be only a lesser degjee of the same phaenomenoti which
produces the sirocco of Sicily, the hot winds of India, the harmattan of the Coast of Guinea, the samiel winds of the Desert.
You
will also frequently observe, in a day when the air is perfectly
still and calm, that in travelling along the road, or crossing a
plain, like that of Salisbury for example, without a tree, a wall,
or
.

;
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or a hedge being near, which could account for it, a whirl of
leaves and dust will rise in the air, and travel from a few yards,
perhaps to a quarter of a mile, and cease there ; and then another perhaps will arise, and go on.
These are only so many
lesser degrees of what is known in other countries, especially

North America, the West Indies, and still more the Eastern Archipelago, bv the name of tornadoes and tiffoons ; and thev can only
be explained satisfactorily by supposing, that a change has taken
place in the relative electrical state of the earth and atmosphere,
and occasions either a sudden and considerable condensation or
expansion of the air over the particular spot, in consequence of
which the circumambient air rushes in to fill up the void ; and
these whirls or tornadoes travel in various and even opposite disame time, no doubt according to circumstances,
which are dependent entirely upon some electric interchange which

rections at the

determines both the force and the extent of the motion.
Dr. Robert Tainsh. Was Surgeon of the Theseus, when in
the Mediterranean, at the siege of Acre. Had five cases of plague
on board, three Englishmen and two Frenchmen. They all recovered, and there was no communication of the plague to any
other persons on board the Theseus.
Mr. Edward Hayes. Was born at Smyrna, and resided there
nearly all his life.
Has seen very frequent occurrences of the
plague.
The merchants always avoid it by shutting themselves
up from communication with the town, and only communicating
through purveyors, who are generally people who have had the
plague themselves.
Has often known instances of persons having communication with persons who were afflicted with the
plague, without catching the infection themselves.
Considers
the plague to be absolutely contagious, that is to say, the atmosphere must be in a state when it will spread a great deal more
than at other times. When an European dies of the plague, they
generally destroy the clothes ; that is, such as they cannot wash.
But when the natives die of the plague, the clothes are sold again;
that is, until lately. They now discover their folly, vid begin to
take the same precautions that they do with respect to Europeans'
clothes; at least with regard to the higher order of Turks, but It
is by no means a general custom. The greatest part of the Turks
make no hesitation in putting on the garments of a person who
has died of the plague, nor in sleeping in the same places ; but
that arises, in a great degree, from their being Predestinarians.
Great cold or great heat generally destroys the plague in Smyrna.
It is erroneously supposed that it must cease about the 24th of
June, because the 24th of June is St. John's day ; but it is quite
absurd to suppose that, because it has been seen to cease sometimes before; and has continued sometimes as late as July or
August,

—

.

—
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August, when the great heats destroy it. The virulence of the
disorder is ahnost invariably over by August. It begins in March
or April.
Goods are shipped promiscuously, whether the plague
rages or not, to all parts of Europe. Thinks that goods shipped
during the time the plague is raging, convey the contagion ; and
that every country that receives those goods, receives in a degree
the contagion of the plague. Has repeatedly known cases to occur,
from which he is satisfied in his own mind that the plague was introduced solely by goods, without contact.
Sir Robert fVilson, M.P,
While in Egypt with the army,
saw many cases of plague, and gives the following as the result of
his observations. The army that invaded Egypt was divided into
two corps. One was stationed at Alexandria, and the other moved
on against Cairo; a part of the army which remained stationary
at Alexandria had a detachment at Aboukir, where the preceding
vear many thousand Turks had been put to death in consequence
of a defeat in an action with the French, (^and where several hundred British and French had recently been interred ;) every precaution was taken to prevent the introduction of plague into that
part of the army which blockaded Alexandria and was stationed
at Aboukir, and from particular local circumstances all communication with the country was successfully intercepted, except
under authorized regulations ; notwithstanding \yhich precautions, plague broke out three distinct times, beginning amongst
the troops occupying Aboukir, and extending to those stationed
before Alexandria.
That part of the army, Turkish and British,
which moved against Cairo, passed through the country where
numerous villages were infected with the plague ; and during the
march the soldiers had constant communication with the inhabitants of those infected villagesAt xMenoof, where the plague
had raged with the greatest violence, a bakery was necessarily
established for the use of the arniy ; but none of the persons who
attended that bakery were infected with the plague.
At Rahmanich there was a lazarette or plague hospital ; several men were
lying infected with the plague, and many were brought out already
dead; others were dying in the environs of the town of the same
disorder.
The Turks stript the bodies of all, indiscriminately, of
their clothing, and there was no restraint whatsoever in the communication with the inhabitants, who had also free access to the
camps; yet no plague was communicated to the troops. The city
of Cairo had lost a great many inhabitants the same year, by the
When the army arrived at Cairo and united with the
plague.
Grand Vizier's army, many of the graves in which the inhabitants
had been buried who had died of the plague, were opened, and the
bodies stripped of their clothing, with which the Turks covered
themselves, and yet no soldier of either the British or Turkish
armies

—
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armies was infected with the plague.
The disorder ceased between the 17th and 24th of June, at the precise time when its
cessation had been anticipated and assured by the inhabitants,
except at Ahoukir, where it continued to exist sotne time longer.
It was also allirmed to us by the French officers, that although the
plague had raged in Cairo that year with very great violence, and
carried off some of the French army, yet notwithstanding a constant communication was held between the garrison stationed in
the citadel and the inhabitants of the town, the soldiers in the
citadel were not affected, in any one instance, with the disorder.
Many thousands of the inhabitants of Lower Egypt had died that
year of the plague.
The Indian army, passing through Upper
Egypt, had traversed a country in which about sixty thousand inhabitants were said to have perished whole villages having been
destroyed
but yet the troops of that army brought no infection
vvith them, nor were any precautions adopted to prevent contagion on their junction with the British European army. To these
circumstances Sir R. W. was an eye-witness.
Wishes also to
state, that as they moved through the country, the inhabitants
pointed out to them particular villages that were infected with
plague, and which plague did not extend out of those particular
villages to any of the contiguous villages, although there was no
precaution whatever used as to the communication with the inhabitants of the infected villages. Conversing with Dr. Desgenettes,
the chief physician of the Fiench army, and M. Assilini, the head
surgeon of the French army, they assured Sir R. W., that whe)iever a battalion infected with the plague had been marched out
of the infected place, the soldiers recovered, and never conveyed the infection to other garrisons ; and that troops marching
into that infected garrison which had been vacated, did not become themselves infected, unless they remained there longer than
;

;

And M. Assilini further assured SirR. that seveand soldiers, who had the plague, havijig removed themselves, or been removed when sick of the plague, into

eight or ten days.
ral

French

officers

other places, they had almost always recovered.
But he said,
was in j)ersuading people to make the exertion
of movement ; for they were generally so enervated that thev preferred to remain where they were aiid meet their fate.
Thinks
the plague is a fever originating in a particular state of the atmosphere, produced from local causes and confined to their influence.
Should suppose it must arise from a putrid state of the
atmosphere; because those villages which, were infected, were
stated by the inhabitants to be generallv those where the mud
had been left longest, and the moisture only, after considerable
stagnation, had been absorbed.
The Nile annuallv overflows all
the inhabitod land with a body of water four or five feet in dejUh,
his great difficulty
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and charged with avervrich mud, which it deposits. After several months, when the Nile falls, the water, in a comparative pure
state, is carried off the land by canals, which at a prescribed season are opened for that purpose. As the sun gains power, the
moisture of the mud which has been left is absorbed, until the mud
becomes quite drv and brittle; the absorption is so great that the
ground is over all its surface broken bv large fissures, sometimes
three or four feet in depth, and which render the passage for
horses extremelv dangerous.

—

ChnrlesDahtonNevinson, M.D. Is of opinion that the plague
of 1665 did not originate in this countrv, and that no degree of
cleanliness would prevent its being extended to the individuals of
the country, if they were sufficiently exposed to the contagion.
Considers all regulations which prevent the communication of
persons infected with the plague with others, as useful, of whatever kind, whether performing.quarantine on ship board ; in floating lazarettos, or in lazarettos on shore. The plague not appearing in the lazarettos is no more a proof that it is not contagious,
than that typhus is not contagious because it does not extend in
the hospitals in this metropolis, where every precaution is used

by ventilation and cleanliness to prevent its propagation. In St.
George's hospital he never knew an instance of its communication for nearly twenty-six years, and has certainly seen some of
the worst states of typhus in that hospital.

—

Richard Powell, M.D. Thinks the plague is contagious.
Deduces this opinion from the recorded facts upon the subject,
which establish it to his mind as strongly as any fact with which

we are acquainted.
Edward Ash, M.D.

—

Has travelled a good deal, and endeavoured to collect all the information he could upon the subject
of the plague in travelling on the continent.
Is of opinion, that
the plague is decidedly contagious ; that it is propagated from
body to body ; and from infected articles of merchandize, goods
or clothes, to human bodies.
This opinion is formed upon several facts.
One was the immunity from plague which was preserved in the Foundling House at Moscow, which was free from
the disease while the population of the town was perishing around,
by drawing a cordon of troops around the building, vvhich was
com})!etely insulated, and making the most strict quarantine regulations
by means of which none of the inmates of the hospital perished.
Another principal fact was, the effect of shutting
up or wholly insulating the Frank quarter, during the prevalence
of the plague in Constantinople, Aleppo, Smyrna, and all the
other towns vvhich are ex])oscd to ravages of the disease ; a measure the success of which in preventing the spread of plague, renders it impossible to suppose that the jilague should be commu;

nicated
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nioated by the air only, and renders it highly probable that contact is necessary to spread the disease.
James Frank, M.D. Has been in countries where the plague
existed.
Thinks it is highly contagious. Was upon the expedition with Sir Ralph Abercronibie in the year 1800, and had the

—

first establishment of the plague hospital at Aboukir.
The army
landed in the month of March, and was perfectly free from the
disease till about the middle of May; when a person from the
commissariat depot at Aboukir was reported to be ill, and it was
said that he had the plague; he was removed from thence to the
hospital, which might be the distance of about a mile, and confined in a tent by himself; he had been ill about four-and-twenty
hours before at the depot, and it was supposed that he was intoxicated, and that his disease arose from excess ; he died.
On
the second or third day, two more persons, from the same depot,
in a day or two afterwards, were reported to be sick in the same
manner, and they were sent to the same place. It was doubtful
whether it was the disease ; and then it became a question how it
had got to the depot. There were two reports ; one, that it was
imported by a Greek boat from Cyprus with Cyprus wine; and the
other,that it was brought fromRhamanehby thcArabs, where it was
known the plague had been raging. It was afterwards said that
a man had died on board this Greek boat. The impression upon
Dr. F.'s mind is, that it was brought by this Greek boat; the
disease had been at Cyprus and upon the coast of Syria ; and
Brigadier General Koehler, and the detachment of artillery under

his

command, had

and died at Jaffa
he had the superinten-

fallen victims to the disease,

three months previous.

As before

stated,

dance of the plague hospital at Aboukir, and consequently the
arrangement for the accommodation of the plague patients, though
not the immediate charge of the sick; for it had spread from the
attendants, who had caught the disease from those persons above
mentioned who had died, to the sick of the hospital. His whole
arrangements were made, upon the principle of its being contagious, to prevent its sjueading to the army, which was in the
lines before Alexandria, at a distance of ten or twelve miles from
the depot.
The hospital at that time consisted of the wounded
men after the actions of the Sth, the 13th, and the 21st of March.
There were very few sick, who were placed in some rude huts,
which the French had built; for there was no house whatever at
Aboukir, the village having been destroyed; and among those
sick the plague patients were sent, it having appeared that the
disease had been communicated to them by the attendants upon
the first plague patients ; and as it was impossible to say who had
got the plague or who had not, Dr. F. rcconuricndcd that the
whole should be guarded by sentinels, and that the whole should be
throw
B 2
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thrown into quarantine: this was effected. The disease increased
in the huts at Aboukir ; and the medical officers, and the servants attending- upon tliose patients, were ahiiost all seized with
the disease j and several of then) died three or four hospital mates
;

From

these facts deduces his opinion that

it is a contagious disease ; for had it not been so, there would have been an
equal number of patients, or probably more, among the wounded
than there were in the huts the wounded men, who were in
tents and in temporary buildings, being separated from the huts
at least half a mile, or probably nearer a mile. These precautions
having been taken, of throwing the whole of the plague patients,
as soon as circumstances would admit, under quarantine, kept,
he thinks, the army upon the lines before Alexandria very free
from the disease ; believes there were very few, if anv, cases of
plague sent from thence to Aboukir. The plague was almost entirely confined to Aboukir ; there could have been but very few,
if any, of the army before Alexandria who had the plague, during
the whole of the time that the plague hospital was at Aboukir.
If a person infected with the plague on board any vessel in the
Mediterranean, was coming to Great Britain, should suppose
that he would either die or be cured upon the passage, if the
vovage was very long; if he lived, he would probably arrive
Considers that it
without the seeds of the disease about him.
would not be possible to introduce a person from the Mediterranean, infected with the plague, into our quarantine establishThinks it probable that infected
ments, after a long voyage.
goods will retain the infection, unless exposed to the air ; and
therefore whenever they are exposed to the air, the persons handling them are liable to infection if certain circumstances are favourable to bringing out the contagion.
Believes the plague in
the year 1665 was the true Levant plague.

died.

;

—

Richard Harrison^ M.D. Was at Naples in 1816 and 1817:
during part of that time the plague raged severely at Noja, a
town situated about 150 miles from that place. Saw, also, at
Naples, in the spring and summer of 1817, several persons labt)uring under a contagious disease, which corresponded with
the descriptions generally given of the plague; but will not assert
Supposes the cause of the plague
it to have been that disorder.
Considers the quarantine establishments as
to be contagion.
very useful ; but should conceive, from what he has seen in the
(juarantine establishments here, at Venice, Naples, Malta, and
other ports of the Mediterranean, that considerable modifications
might take place.

—

John Mitchell, M.D. Being asked to what cause or causes
he would attribute the freedom of England from the plague, an-

—

swers.

tfie
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"The

they go

diseases of a place are in their nature, even although
under the same name, as subject to variations, as are

the nianners, customs, and circumstances of its inhabitants.
At
one time in this country we liad well-marked agueish and asthenic
or inflammatory complaints; now we have few instances, at least
in London, of pure agues, and our inflammatory complaints degenerate into asthenic congestions or defluxions." We have had
a change from nervous to l)ilious ailments, and this not founded
on the caprice of medical systems, but in the nature of the com-

plaints themselves.

In Sydenham's time, whose works are full
of the descriptions of the epidemic fevers of London, dependent

on particular constitutions of the atmosphere in various years, it
was computed that 66,000 out of the 100,000 died in London
of fevers. This large proportion of fevers is now supplanted bv
other diseases
and even our fevers are not of the same complexion they were in those days, for we are strangers to the symptoms in them denoting their former pestilential or malignant
quality.
But certainly, if any causes could have contributed to
the immunity we enjoy from tJie plague and bad fevers, they are
to be found in the greater cleanliness and less crowded state of
the inhabitants, with the widening of the streets, and the
better
and more general construction of common sewers and drains to
;
which may be added the profusion of water now distributed
through the metropolis. There is a passage in Assalini, en eminent surgeon, who accompanied the French in their expedition
to Egypt, and who has published the result of his investigations
on the plague, very much in point. After stating that the present
;

visitations of the plague in
its

ancient grandeur

;

Egypt were unknown in the days of
and that the ruins of entire cities destroyed

and overwhelmed, with tlie majestic remains of monnments, in
part submerged and surrounded by water, afforded suflficient evidence of the revolutions and changes which the whole surface of

Lower Egypt had undergone; he proceeds thus

'
At this day,
the lakes, the marshes, and the filthiness which one finds in
the
cities of Lower Egypt, are the principal causes of the
frequent
diseases to which they are sul)ject, and which can never be eradicated until we have found means to purify the atmosphere of
their environs.
This important advantage may be obtained, by
draining off the waters of the lakes and filling them up by keep;
ing the cities clean, paving them and giving a free exit to the
:

;

rain water, which stagnating in different parts of these cities, becomes corrupted, and, conjoined with filths, infects the atmo-

sphere.
By similar operations, several cities and provinces in
tlurope, America, and the Indies, have been rendered healthy.
1 have no doubt that the salnlirit*' which we enjoy at this
day in

France and Italy,

is

the result of the amelioration of agriculture

B

3

and
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and the perfection of the arts,' As Dr. Mead (who has written
on the plague, although he never saw it, has mainly contributed,
by his authority, to establish the quarantine regulations of this
country,) speaks in a particular manner of Grand Cairo, stating
to be quite a seminary for the plague ; begs leave to solicit attention to the state of that city, as illustrative of the causes of
plague. The streets are narrow and winding, amid a multitude

it

of houses which crowd one another ; and it is so exceedingly populous, (several families residing in one house, and a number of
people in each room,) that Savary informs us, two hundred persons live witliin a compass that v.^ould accommodate l)Ut thirty

A

it, into which ail
thrown, causing an intolerable
stench. Notwithstanding all this, however, it is remarkable that
the plague, as well in this city as in others of the same part of
the globe, has its chief seasons ; for it breaks out or becomes
ef)idemic only when the hot sultry winds from the south, blowing
across the sandy plains and deserts of Arabia and Africa, begin
to set in.
The blasts of these winds are most pernicious to animal life ; according as thev are described by travellers, under the
names of the Simoon, the Samiel, the Kampsin, and the Scirocco.
It would seem that thev contained a large portion of hydrogen
or inflammable gas, and that in their full force (for the greater

in Paris.

manner of

great canal, besides, passes through

and carrion

filth

is

it is probable, causes them to rush in currents,)
they extinguish every principle of irritability in the living fibre
persons killed bv them, speedily become black and spotted, from
extravasated blood,
But to return it is a fact, that so soon as
the«e winds cease to ])revail, (and it may here be mentioned that
the same winds have been with justice considered, by the most

levity of this gas,

:

:

early writers, the chief causes of epidemic diseases, particularly

by Hippocrates and Pliny who say, that the pestilence travels
with them from the southern to the western parts of the world,)
the disease abates.
When, again, the winds from the north;

eastern quarters,

called bv

Hippocrates the Etesian, or annual

gales, set in, the season of health returns.
facts,

Assali'ni

states,

'

I

Conformable to these
that whenever

constantly observed,

the winds from tlie south and south-west prevailed, the number of sick and of deaths was always increased.
The contrary
happened in fine weather, and when the wind came from the
north.'
As the rising of tlie Nile happens about the same time
these healthy winds begin to blow, covering the nmddy and
slimy surface of its banks, and washing away all the filth which
had been accumulated in the stagnant waters and canals, with
whicli

it

communicates, the cessation of the plague

of Egypt,

and

is

calculated almost to a day.

dirty state of the cities in

Now,

in

many

if

to the filthy

Egypt and the Levant, the

places
pestilential

;

the Vulidily of the Doctrine

of Contagion

in the

Tlague.

lential effects of the regular returns of these enervating

winds
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may

very easy to comprehend how London, as Sydenham gives us to understand, in a Hke crowded and narrow
and dirty state of the streets without drains, such as it was previous to the great fire, should now and then have been subject,
in particular constitutions of the atmosphere, to visitations of the

be attributedj

it is

plague. Is inclined to think the plague is of an analogous nature
to fever, and dependent on the same general causes, only that the
causes are influenced by the climate and atmosphere of the place,

and by the manners and circumstances of its inhabitants. It is
the conclusion of a very sensible writer on the plague, who appears to have well studied his subject, that the miasmata, which
in Germany and England produced tertians, in Hungary pestilential fevers, in Italv remittents, in Syria and Egypt seem to
occasion the plague. Does not believe the plague is a contagious
disease, nor fevers in general.

Being asked to furnish the Committee with some of the early
answers, " The first I shall beg leave
accounts as to the plague
to mention is given by Alexander Benedictus, who tells us, that
in consequence of shaking a feather-bed, which had been thrown
aside in the corner of a house seven years before, a plague was
raised at Wrateslaw,which carried off 5,900 peoplejn twelveweeks.
The same author gives an instance of the effects of the pestilential contagion, which had been shut up in a rag for fourteei
Hieronymus Fracastorius and Forestus say, that about
years.
1511, when the Germans were at Verona, twenty-five soldiers
died, one after another, from putting on an old leathern coat
and that, ere the cause was discovered, 10,000 persons perished.
The coat was then, very prudently, burnt. Another author,
Victor Trincavellius, relates, that at Justinoples, in Italy, some
cords which had been made use of in burying the dead of a
former plague, twenty years before, infected the person who
found them behind a box, and caused the death of 10,000
people.
Our countrvman, Dr. Mead, relates, on the authority
of Sir Theodore Maycrne, that some clothes, fouled with blood
and matter from plague sores, beinq lodged between matting and
the walls of a house in Paris, gave the plague, several years after,
to a workman who took them out, ^vhich presentU' spread through
The same author discovered that the plague of Lonthe city.

—

don, 1(JG5, was curried to Poole, in Dorsetshire, in a pedlar's
pack, and to Eham, in the Peak of Derbyshire, by a tailor's box ;
but he leaves us in the dark as to tiie manner by which it was
conveyed to other places in England, over a great part of which
Ingram, who writes on the plague, gives an
lie says it spread
historical account of it, in respect to foreign countries, from l.'34()
however, beg leave to give the history
to IGG5.
I vvould only,

B4

of
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of its invasions, for the first three years of this period ; when, observing a direction from about south-east to north-west, it travelled through China, India, Syria, Turkey, Greece, Egypt,
Africa, Sicily, Italy. Pisa, Genoa, Savov, Provence, Catalonia,
Castile, Germany, Hungary, Flanders, Denmark and England.
The bare recital of this carries with it the impossibility of accounting fur the introduction of this scourge into so many places
of the habitable globe, on any other principles than those of atmospheric inlkience. Even the notion cf flights of birds transporting the contagion in their )ilumage, would obtain less credit,
than a similar one, that its introduction into the houses of the
Franks during their seclusion, may be caused by some importunate cat escaping from the cage where she had been eontined,
bringing it back in her tail.
Dr. Russell states, that it first appeared in England in the seaport towns of Dorsetshire
thence passed into Devonshire and
Somersetshire as far as Bristol ; and though the Gloucestershire
people cut off all communication with that city, yet at length it
reached Gloucester, Oxford and London. This was the great
plague which happened in Edward the Third's time
and we
have it from history, that whilst Edward, and his rival Philip of
France, were thinning the inhabitants of either country by their
;

;

sanguinary conflicts, pestilence carried off one-fourth of the inhabitants of the western world.
London, as might be expected
in those days, suffered the full frjrce of its raging violence, for
in one year there were above 50,000 buried in Charter- house
churchyard. There is not a shadow of proof of the importation
of the plague into
it is

London

in

1665, as

is

said,

from Holland, where

stated to have been brought by a bale of cotton from Turkey.

This same Dr. Hodges
occurred in Westminster,
where about the end of December 1664 two or three people died
suddenly in one family.
Other accounts state its first appearance
to have been in like crowded and unhealthy places, viz. St. Giles
and Clare-market; all of which, I may observe, are places remote from the Custom-house or quays, near which, on the supposition of its iujportation, it should rather have broken out. If,
however, it did ap,)ear in December 1664, it must have slept a
good deal; for by the bills of mortality only four died of it, from
its very first ap))earance till the second week of May 1665,
It
was in June it began to spread, sometimes being in one part of
the town, and sometinics in another.
It reached its height in
September, and in December it very suddenly subsided. As to
that of .Marseilles again, the king's physicians, sent expressly to
It

seems a bare assertion of Dr. Hodges.

tells us,

that the

first

instances of

it

investigate the cause of the plague there, broadly deny that

came by Chataud's

vessel.

But the accounts themselves of

it

this

vessel
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carry on their face strong marks of improbabiplace, there was a clean Kill of health from the

In the first
She left Siclon, on the coast
place the ship took in her cargo.
of Syria, the 3Ist January 1720, and did not arrive at Marseilles
In
till the 25th of May, making a long voyage of four months.

lity.

the second place, admitting llie plague v/as on board of this ship,
how happened it, that after three of her crew died at Leghorn,
none of the rest should have fallen sick till two days after her

when one of the sailors died ? And it is here
proper to observe, that although she put into Leghorn, where
on the conthese men died, she did not carry the disease there
trary, the physician and surgeon of the lazaretto there, after inspection, granted a certificate that these men died of a malignant fever, the con sequence of bad provisions, a circumstance verv
In
likely to occur from the length and badness of the voyage.
the third place, how happened it, that a cabin boy, who must all
along have been with the ship, did not die till some time after a
quarantine officer, who had been put on board on her arrival at
The quarantine officer died on the Tith of
IVIarseilles, died?
But besides this ship of
June, and the cabin boy on the 23d.
Chataud's, the contagionists of those days were obliged to have
recourse to other ships for bringing the contagion; viz. a Captain Gabriel's arriving on the 13th of JuiiC, and a Captain AilBoth these ships, howland's arriving on the 23d from Sidon.
ever, having brought foul bills, were placed under strict (|uarap.Last of all, they are obliged to jiive countenance to an
tine.
idea, that the crews of all the different vessels smuggled small
parcels of their goods, in order to account for the disease appearing in different quarters of the city, particularly in the Rue
de I'Escale, a filthy part of Marseilles, like our St. Giles.
There
chances, however, to be a gratuitous admission on the part of the
medical attendants of the lazaretto, that a bad fever had been
previously prevailing; and Monsieur Didier, the physician, gives
some cases which occurred even before the arrival of Chataud's
vessel, bearing every resemblance to the plague, inasmuch as
parotids and carbuncles were amongst the symptoms.
Asked whether authors on the plague specify any period after
exposure or contact, that the disease seizes— anwers," We have
some wonderful accounts of the subtlety and instantaneous effects
Thus Boccacio, in liis description of
of the plague contagion.
tVie plague at Florence in 134 S, relates tliat he saw, with his
own eyes, two hogs instantly fall into convulsions, and ilie in less
than two hours, after snuffling about with their snouts, and gnawing some pieces of bread that had been thrown out of the house
Forestus tells us of a young
of a poor man dead of the plague.
nun seized with the disease, only by thrusting his hand into au
arrival at iMarseilles,

;

old
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old trunk, wherein was a spider's web, which in an instant raised
a plague sore. There is a like storv in Van Swieten, of an apo-

thecary vvho was seized with a blister and carbuncle on the le^,
only from kicking up some straw in which his servant, ill of the
The carbuncle took a long
plague, had lain eight month.? before.
time to heal, but he received no other injury with respect to his
Another person was seized with the plague, only from
health.
holding a bit of thread. A woman of Zealand removed into Almeria in Germany, having exposed some clothes to the sun, some
children playing on them, received the infection, and all died.
dropped down dead of the plague, by standing on a Turkey carpet. A lady, by smelling at a Turkey handkerchief, died

A man

It is needless to observe, that such
of the plague on the spot.
stories (and a long string more of them might be added) are by
no means consonant with the general laws of the animal oecoBut they receive a direct contradiction from Russell himiiomv.
Amongst the many thousands he saw ill of piague, he says
self.
he never met with an instance where the person was sensible of
He thinks he has seen exthe stroke of contagion at the time.

after some hours, as well as after two, three or niore days.
As there
does not think he met with any longer than ten.
are like traditions about people struck down and dying in opening bales of goods in the lazarettos, I would beg leave to give
' It
has often been said, that in
Assalini's report thereon.
breaking open a letter, or on opening a bale of cotton, containing

amples

He

the germ of the plague, men have been struck down and killed
bv the pestilential vapours, I have never been able to meet with
a single eve-witness of this fact, notwithstanding the inquiries
which I have made in the lazarettos of Marseilles, of Toulon, of
Genoa, Spezia, Livournia, Malta, and in the Levant; all agree
in repeating that they have heard of such an occurrence, but
Among those whom 1 have
that thevhave never seen it happen.
interrogated about this fact, I may name Citizen Martin, captain
of the lazaretto of Marseilles, vvho for thirty years past has held

This brave and respectable man told me, that
that situation.
during that time he had seen opened and emptied some millions
of bales of cotton, silk, fur, feathers, and other goods, coming

from several places where the plague raged, without having ever
seen a single accident of the kind.'
To the reasons
Charles MacLcaji, M.D. again examined.
which he has before assigned, for considering epidemic and pestilential diseases as never depending upon contagion ; begs to

—

add the following: 1. Generally, because the laws of epidemic
and those of contagious diseases are not only different, but incompatible; and because pestilences observe exclusively the law.s
2. Beof epidemics, of which they arc but the higher degrees.
cause

the Validity of the Doctrine of Conlagton in the Plague.

cause no

adduced
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adequate proof has ever, in any single instance, been
From its
of the existence of contagion in pestilence.

promulgation to the present day, the doctrine has been no3. Because
thing more than a series of gratuitous assumptions.
had pestilential diseases been contagious, consequences must have
Being capable of affecting
followed, which have not taken place.
first

the same persons repeatedly, they would never cease, where no
precautions are employed (and in such case no precautions could
Turkey would long
avail,) until communities were extinguished
ago have been a desert.
4. Because phaenomena now take place,
Instead
which, if pestilence were contagious, could not happen.
of the laws of epidemic, they would observe only those of conta:

5. Because a superabundance of irrefragable
proof has been adduced, showing that pestilence never arises
from contagion; and because the assumption resorted to, in order to elude this proof, that ' to the effect of contagion', a particular state of the atmosphere is necessary to produce the disease,'

gious diseases.

acknowledgement that a particular
atmosphere is its real cause. G. Because, for centuries before any intercourse, direct or indirect, was established
between this country and the Levant, or rather as far back as
history extends, pestilence wa^vat least as frequent in England, as
in the 16th and 17th centuries, when our commercial intercourse
Because, when the free states
with Turkey was considerable.
1
of Italy traded both with the Levant, and with the north of Europe ; when they were the carriers, not only of the merchandise,
but of the troops of the principal powers of Christendom engaged in the crusades; and when tb.ey possessed Smyrna, Cyprus, Candia, Scio, Cephalonia. Caffa, and even Pera, a suburb
of Constantinople, no apprehension was then entertained, under
a constant intercourse, of pestilence being propagated by infection, nor any precautions adopted by any nation for the prevenS. Because, during the century and a
tion of such a calamity.
half which has elapsed since 16G5, and in which there has been

is

only, in other words, an

state of the

.

no plague in England, our commerce and intercourse with the
Levant have been more extensive, and more rapid than at any
former period.
0. Because there is no reason to believe, that in
modern times, ])estilcnces have undergone any revolution, in respect cither to their nature or to other causes, further than may
depend upon the advancement or retrogradation of countries respectively, in cultivation, civilization, and the arts of life; or upon
10. Because, as contagion, where it
in the seasons.
does exist, is sufliciently palpable, (it did not require the evidence
of inoculation to show that small-pox depends always upon
that source, and never upon any other,) if it were the cause of
pestilence, its existence could not, for thousands of years, have

an alteration
•

:
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remained concealed.

It

must have been discovered, and demon-

by the ancient physicians;
and could not now have been a subject of controversy among
11. Because no person has at any period of
their successors.
history been known to arrive in England, from the Levant, la12. Because no person employed in
bouring under pestilence.
purifving goods in the lazarettos of England or of Malta, has ever
been known to be affected with pestilence, which could not have
happened if contagion had existed in the goods; and because
such goods could not be uniformly exempt from contagion in
If in other
particular countries, if that were the cause of plague.
strated to

tlie

satisfaction of the world,

countries, expurgators of goods in lazarettos have been known to
13. Because,
be affected, it must have been from other causes.
after three hundred thousand deaths from plague have happened
in one season, in Grand Cairo, two hundred thousand in Constantinople, and one hundred thousand in Smyrna, as we are told has
repeatedly occurred in those places, and the clothes of the dead
have been worn by their surviving relatives, or sold in the bazaars,
and worn by the purchasers, the disease, instead of spreading
wider and wider, as would inevitably have happened, if contagion
were its cause, (since in that case it could not fail to be carried
in the clothes,) has, on the contrary, regularly declined and ceased
14. Because, in those countries in which
at the usual periods.
the plague is supposed to be introduced by means of contagion,
conveyed by travellers or goods, as Egypt, Asia Minor and Syria,
it never occurs epidemically, but at particular seasons ; although
in the other seasons, travellers and goods from places in which
And because in
the disease prevails, continue equally to arrive.
other countries, as Persia, which maintain a similar uninterrupted

intercourse with places liable to frequent attacks of plague, that
disease never occurs.

DOCUME.NTS IN THE APPENDIX.
(Copy.)

The Hague, April 3, 1 S 1 9.
In compliance with Lord Castlereagh's desire, communicated
to me in vour letter of the 16th ult. I have made inquiry respecting the quarantine regulations established in the United Netherlands, and find that tlie following is the system now practised in
Sir,

this regard

No

vessels

whatever of any nation arriving in these ports are

subjected to quarantine, excepting such alone as come from the
coast of Barbary. These latter are immediately visited, and carefullv inspected

by a medical person,

who

reports thereon to the

Marine Department at the Hague, which department determines,
from the nature of the report, to what extent quarantine shall be
enforced

the VuUdihj of the Doctrine of Contagion in the Plague.

enforced

in

The

the particular case.
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vessel in the interim re-

mains under the surveillance of a guard-ship.
I have obtained from the minister of marine
printed copies of
the several laws and ordinances of the kingdom, relating to this
subject
but as these have been delivered to me in the Dutch
language (they being not extant in any other), I have taken measures to get translations thereof, which I shall transmit to the
Foreign Office. This, however, cannot be immediately effected,
;

as they are rather voluminous.

The minister of marine has likewise informed me, that a commission has been appointed by the king of the Netherlands, to
ini]uire into the subject of the quarantine laws, to report thereon,
and to suggest any further regulations that may be considered
necessary.
I have, &:c.
J. Planta, Esq.

^c.

&^c.

(Signed)

J.

Gameier.

(Copy.)

Sir,

—The Commissioners having received an

Select

order from the

Committee of the Honourable the House of Commons,

respecting the contagion of the plague, dated the II th instant^
directing that there be laid before that Committee,
'•'

An Account

retto in this

of

all

cases of absolute Plague in any Lazato the present time ;"

Kingdom, from 1619

have it in command to transmit to you an Abstract of the Reports received from the collectors and comptrollers of this revenue at the quarantine ports on this subject ; and to signify the
I

request of this Board, that the Lords Commissioners of His"MaTreasury will, agreeably to their Lordsiiips' standing order, be pleased to be the means of the same being presented
to
the before- mentioned Committee.

jesty's

I

am,

S. R. Lusktngton, Esq.

Iffc.

your most obedient
and very humble servant,
D. CuRUNG,

sir,

Custom-House, London,
March 2!). 1819.

&c.

in the Secretary's absence.

Enclosure.

Abstract of the Reports received from the Collectors and
Comptrollers at Rochester, Portsmouth, Falmouth, Milford,
Bristol, Liverpool and Hull, in return to the Board's Order
of Inquiry, on an Order of the Select Committee of the Honourable House of Commons respecting the Contagion of
the Plague.

Rochester.

— The books and

further back than

the year 1716.

records at this port do not

go

A

proclamation relative to
quarantine appears to have been issued on the 25111 August 1/20,
and the first regular quarantine establishment appointed at that
time.

—
On
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time, although in a letter in 1722 allusion is made to the former
quarantine in 1/09, When sheds were erected for airing goods at
Hoo Fort. In the year 1721, permission was granted to air goods
on the decks of the importing ships, or in hired craft and this
practice seems to have continued until the year 1751, when the
Creek.
first floating lazaretto was established at Standgate
;

There is not anv record of a case of absolute plague in any lazaretto at this; port having occurred, from the earliest period tliat
can be traced to the present time but the following cases of
strong suspicion, as to the cargoes of the ships being contagious,
;

appear to have occurred
" Bristol," with
In 1721, the ships "Turkey Merchant," and
and
their cargoes, were taken from Standgate Creek out to sea,
burnt, in pursuance of an order in cmmcil,datedthe2Sth Julyl72l.
" St. George,"
In 179"/^, a chest of goods burnt, imported in the
:

from Zante.
In ISOO, the ships "Aurora," "Mentor," and "Lark," from
Mogadore, were destroyed, with their cargoes, pursuant to an
order in council of the 7tb January ISOO (grounded upon a representation of the Committee, consisting of His Mfijesty's physician and others), great suspicion being entertained of the same
The master of the " Lark" died
being infected witii the plague.
raging at the time the vesdisease
was
the
where
Mogadore,
at
and it was reported that nearly all the persons who
sels sailed
;

assisted in loading the ships, also died of the plague.
In August 1814, a large quantity of hare skins, imported in the

"Lucy," from Smyrna, were burnt by order of Dr. Pym, upon
a report made to the Lords of the Privy Council, from the Conremoving
sul at Smyrna, that the persons who were employed in
and packing the said

—

skins,

had died of the plague.

cannot be ascertained, that any case of absolute plague has ever occurred at this port, on board any lazaNo regular lazaretto was appointed until the year 1S05,
retto.
previous to which time it was the usage to hire vessels for the

Portsmouth.

It

airing of goods.

Falmouth.

— The

officers at this port are

not aware that any

case of what is usually called plague, has occurred ; but have
stated, that a disease, highly contagious, has frequently occurred
there, and been arrested by precautionary means.

—

MiLFoRD. No case of absolute plague has occurred at this
The first lazaretto established here, was in the year 1806;

port.

previous to which it was the practice to hire vessels to air goods
on board, subject to quarantine.
No instance is on record of any case of absolute
Bristol.
plague having occurred at this port, from 1619 to the present
Lazarettos were first established, pursuant to the act of
lime.

—

the

1

On

the Third Edition ofJamesorCs

System of Mineralogy, 3

the 2Gth Geo. II. cap. 6 ; prior to the passing of vvhch act, no
information can he ol)tained as to what regulations were adopted
for the due performance of quarantine.
LiVERPoor.. 'The officers at this port have not any knowledge of the plague having had existence in any lazaretto, or
other vessel there. The first regular lazaretto was appointed in
the year 1815; and previous to that time, and for about forty
years before, it was the practice to hire vessels to air enumerated
goods on board, and prior to that period, such goods were aired
on board the importing vessels.
Hull. The officers at this port cannot find recorded in their
books, a case of absolute plague in any lazaretto, during the last

—

—

200

years.

Hired lazarettos were first employed at this port in the vear
1774 ; before which time it was the usage to employ labourer's on
board the vessels placed under quarantine, in airing their cargoes.
IV.
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Mineralogy.

of Professor Jameson's System of
By P.J. Brown, Esq,

To Mr.
Sir,

Tilloch.

— jIaving derived much

pleasure from the study of milooked forward with some anxiety for the promised
third edition of Professor Jameson's System ; indulging the hope
that five years experience since the publication of the second
would have weaned him, in some degree, from his implicit attachment to the external system of Werner ; aad that reflection
aided by the extensive opportunities of study which he cannot
fail to possess, would have produced a work worthy of the science

neralogy,

I

and of himself.

On

my expectations were high,
page that the minerals were arranged according to the " Natural History method." As nothingcan be less natural than attending altogether to the external appearances of minerals, without any reference to the nature of
when

receiving the third edition

I

saw

it

stated in

tlie title

—

their constituent parts, (considering

cumstances may and do give
their exterior aspects,)

history

I

how many

adventitious cir-

to considerable varlatfons in
could not but suppose that the "natural
rise

method"

consisted in assigning to each individual a place
in that situation where its relation to the neighbouring species
entitled it to a claim*.
This principle is the- foundation of the natural methods in zoology and
botany; and Sir James Smith most sensibly observes, that it is by the test of
Jussieu's arrangement that the validity of any genus in the latter scicnee
must be ])roved. It is true that for the purpose^ of general study, nioie
particularly with thooc who have not opportunity of catering very deeply
into

On
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the Third Edition of

Let us now ask, What, is tlie most evidently natural mode of
arranging the subjects of the mineral kingdom ? Is it in forming
orders from the various combinations of the most obviously distinct substances ? or, Does it consist in collecting from various
quarters, those minerals which possess an agreement in some external characters, however they may differ from each other in
more material points ; separating them without remorse from
species which nature has established as their nearest kindred ?
According to the first method, what can be more natural than
forming an order from each particular metal, commencing with
it }n its pure state, and following it through its several combinations with oxygen, sulphur, and the different acids, in every one of
which the metal will still form the most characteristic ingredient?
What can be more umiatural than the second plan of huddling
together a most heterogeneous collection of species, merely because
they have the same colour, the same kind of lustre, or are nearly
of the same weight; without ever inquiring of what they consist ?
Since the earliest attempts to reduce the mineral kingdom into
order, it has almost invariablv been the practice to divide it into

—

four principal sections, or classes

;

viz.

the earth)', metallic, sa-

and inflammable bodies the two latter being very few, it
folk/ws that nearly the whole science is divided between the two
former; which might be expected to have some obvious and conHow are they separated by
siderable distinctive characters.
line,

:

Professor Jameson

?

specific gravity above 1*8.
Class 3d. Metalliferous minerals, tasteless; sp. grav.above 1*8.
What a wonderfully scientific division

Class

1st.

Earthy minerals, tasteless;

!

Following the external system, Jameson arranges under his
class of earthy minerals, above .')0 kinds which had hitherto been
considered as metallic ores ; and of which above 40 do not appear to have one particle of any kind of earth in their composition
Can this be scientific ? and of the few which yielded a
portion of earth, on analysis, several did not contain 4 per cent,
which most probably was accidentally derived from the matrix.
We will state as an example the copper ores as arranged in
the second edition of the Professor's system ; and show how they
are distributed in the third, in order to judge whether the science
advances or retrogrades under his direction premising that the
coppers are selected as being one of the most numerous, and not
by any means in consequence of their having been more parti!

—

:

cularly disjointed.

system of Linnaeus afFords faciwhich could not be derived from any other extant ; but it is invariably
distinguished by the appellation of the " artificial system," in consequence of
its occasioning the separation of many genera naturally very nearly allied.
into the investigation of botany, the sexual

lities

Sp.

Professor Jameson's System of Mineralogy.
c

•"

—
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name of common

in the

sense,

of

what business can these

latter have amongst the earths ? What business can the sulphate,
molybdate, chromate, phosphate, carbonate, muriate, and arseniate of lead ; together with the carbonates of zinc, manganese,
and iron, have amongst the earths jumbled into an order with
the combinations of barytes and strontian, and the tungstate of
lime ? while other combinations of the same metals are transferred to the various divisions of ores, pyrites, glance, blendes,
&c. We used formerly to hear a great deal about the dismemberment of Turkey but I trust no plan of dismemberment was
ever actually carried into execution with such a vengeance as

—

:

this.

However inconsistent the book may be with nature and reawe might at least expect it to be consistent with itself. Is
it so ?
The essential characters of the order ** Spar/* and without which I should presume nothing could be a spar, are " no
son,

—

—

—

streak white
hardness 3*5 {i.e.
half-way between calcareous spar and fluor) to 7 (?•• <?. equal to
specific gravity 2* to 3'7 ; if 2*4 and less, it is not
quartz)
amorphous." Independently of the inimitable improvement of
introducing neg^a/iye characters into natural history, are the above
requisites complied with ?
Have we not in the order " Spar,"
bronzite, schiller spar, hypersthene and anthophyllite with a
metallic- pearly lustre
common hornblende, hornblende slate,
schiller spar and hypersthene with greenish-gray streaks
rock
cork, amianthus, commoji asbestus, and rock wood, very soft
rock cork with a specific gravity of 0679 to 0'99I, and mealy
zeolite ^' sometimes so light as nearly to swim on water?"
Is
not the latter, with its low specific gravity, " massive, reniform,
coralloidal, sometimes forming a crust over the other subspecies
of zeolite, and sometimes disposed in delicate fibrous concretions?" And are these amongst the scientific forms which exempt
a mineral from being considered amorphous ? Have we not,
thrust into the middle of the order •' Spar," a collection of clays,
&c. not possessing the essential characters ? with an admission
that they have no real business there ; but that "on account of
their affinity with some members of the felspar genus," they are

metallic or adamantine lustre

—

—

as well there as

any where

—

else

?

observed that heavy spar is known ** from all other earthy
minerals by its great specific gravity." So it is in every former
rational system yet in the face of this observation the Professor
includes in the very order of which heaw spar forms a part,
eleven of his earthy minerals, whose specific gravities far exceed
that of the substance in question, many of them being above half
as high again) and in the other new earthy orders will be
found about as many more. Aye, but we could not separate
these
It is

:

—

Professor Jameson' s System of Mineralogij,
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these from their dearest friends on such trifling
grounds.
not, most worthy sir? You have felt no such

Why

compunction on

other occasions and give me leave to add, that if
vou establish
characters to which yon do not adhere, they are good for
nothing*.
are told, in the preface, that the arrangement " is
totally indepeiident of any aid from chemistry;" and again,
that " the
chemical characters and composition of simple minerals
are not
employed in arranging and determining the species." Yet,
at the
close of many of the articles we have, under
the head of " Observations,'' some of the most valuable information
contained in
the work ; consisting in a great measure of such
discriminating
cnaracters as will enable us to distinguish the preceding
species
from those to which it bears the most perfect resemblance
these
differences are in many cases external, but
yery frequently de~
pend on the effect of the blow-pipe— sometimes on the
action of
:

We

:

acids

thus, this perfectly independent system, although
it will
chemical phaenomena to make part of the essential
characters of a mineral, resorts indirectly to chemistry
for

not

:

suffer

light,

where its own vague and indeterminate language would
only lead
youinto a labyrinth, and leave you in the dark. One

great objection to the external system is, that, bv allowing
the characters
of each individual to occupy nearly or quite a
page, and by in-

troducing shadowy distinctions, which, so far
from being understood from mere description, can scarcely be
comprehended
when pointed out by an instructor, it banishes all hope
of being
able to carry any useful degree of information
in the memory;
and leaves the determination of species to instinct, or
tact.
On
reference to the book, the mind becomes bewildered
with the indefinite definitions.— Look at fibrous brown
zinc blende there is
not a character but what is included in the more
diffuse account
:

of fibrous brown iron ore. How shall we
discriminate ? The lustre
of the latter is " intermediate between pearly
and resinous." But
we are told that the former differs from it " principally by
its resinous lustre, and its accompanying minerals."
also

"

but

IS

Antimony ochre

nearly resembles bismuth glance in its external
characters,
readily distinguished from it by its accompanying
inine-

This is most sublimely scientific ; to determine
a doubtnot by the examination of the mineral itself,
but by
* No one could regret more than Linnaeus
essential characters
m his sexual system made U necessary for himthatto the
i)lace the Labintce with
two stamens in the class D)a>ulria and the Papiliomcccc
witli distinct stamens
in Vecandrin
hut he saw too well the puerility of formin!,^ characters to
be
adhered to only so long as was convenient had
he thought as loosely of
rals.

ful point,

:

:

essential characters as Professor

Jameson, the plants referred to would have
been placed without hesitation in Dldiimmm and
Diadelphia. There is a very
wide difference between a man of real science and
a mere system builder.

C

2

observing
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presume, when the Professor
mind the old adage :
" Tell me your company, and I'll tell you what you are."
Should this *' natural history method " gain a footing in other
branches of science, what a scene of confusion would ensue We
must no lunger seek for the zebra in the genus Equus, but exWhat a
pect to find him associated with a striped tom-cat.

observing what are

adopted

this

mode

its

associates

!

I

of instruction, he bore in

!

glorious field for ingenuity would be afforded by the particoloured

The derangement of the single genus Ps'iilaciis
would open the gates of the temple of immortality. Pursuing

tribe of parrots

!

the plan of beginning at the vvrong end, I shall not despair of
seeing some aspiring naturalist reject the teeth, and form an arrangement of the Mammalia according to their tails. We should
with sleek
then have animals with bushy tails— with tufted tails
How
with no tails.
with stumpy tails
tails
with curly tails

—

—

—

—

admirable
to clap a Chinese pig and a Dutch pug cheek by
Poor
jowl, just like sulphate of lead and carbonate of barytes.
he being the most tail-less of all animals, must then
fallen man
be contented with the lowest place in the new system of external
!

!

zoology, and become the connecting link between the higher and
lower orders of animated beings. Imagine the Lord of the Creation extending his arms, not for the godlike purpose of succouring the distressed, but to connect the tail of a tadpole with the
tentaculum of a polype.
On the whole, I nmst consider the publication of Professor
Jameson's third edition, as having thrown a greater impediment
in the way of the progress of mineralogy as a science, than would

have arisen from the absolute loss of every thing which had been
written on the subject. We should then have been left to find
the way by our own ingenuity, without the risk of being misled
through the guidance of a defective hand-post. And I feel no
hesitation in expressing my full persuasion that a novice would
become a more really scientific mineralogist, by a little attention
to Aikin's Manual, which he may carry in his pocket, than he
would by a laborious study of the three large volumes of which
I have been speaking.
Every publication of this kind makes me more sensible of the
value of Mr. Chonevix's excellent reflections on some rnineralogical systems, which appeared in two of your former volumes.
It would be of much service if those reflections were now published in a separate form, and the perusal strongly recommended
to the public. The jjurchascrs of Professor Jameson's third edition should be more particularly urged to give them a serious
consideration ; as they would then, on imbibing the poison, be at
least in possession of the antidote.

Having

Gas IHnmmatkn.

Off
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Having expressed my opinion of the misnomer in calling the
Professor's a " natural history method," I would suggest the
propriety, as it is so wholly dependent on externals, of having
it

known by

the denomination of the superficial system.
I

remain,

sir,

Your most obedient
Old Brompton, Jan.

IV.

servant,

7, 1820.
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Gas Illumination " pnllished in No,
Journal.
By George Lowe, Esq,
To Mr,

BroWN.

Facts relating to

14 of

The Quarterly

Tillock.

—

X H E occasion of my troubling you with the following
remarks has arisen from the perusal of a most extraordinary factperverting paper, which found a place amongst the highly interesting pages of the Quarterly Journal for July last.
The paper
I allude to is styled " A few Facts relating to Gas Illumination."
If by this title the writer meant it to be understood, that the
facts were very few in number, which he intended his paper
should contain ; then it will on all hands be allowed to be well
chosen.
But if, seriously, the writer of it believed, and intended
to make the scientific world believe, that the assertions it sets
out with are " facts that are true," it appears to me, that
Sir,

charity to the writer, the cause of truth, the cause of gas illumination, and the credit of the pages of a scientific work, alike demand that a ray of light should be thrown upon the subject, by

the reflections of

To do

some other pen.
and fairly, we must take each objectionable

this fully

sentence as it rises, and make such answers to it as the experience and practice of this part of the country mW bear us testi-

mony.

No

one

will more readilv agree with the sentiments of the wriopening paragraph, than myself;
that the producing
of gas fit for illumination from coal, has justly been ranked
amongst " the greatest benefits which the science and enterprise
of this country have conferred on mankind."
It is from a like
sense of its importance, that I trust you will consider as praiseworthy the humblest endeavours of any individual who shall lend

—

ter, in his

assistance to this national nianufacture,which

by either removing,

is

yet in

its

infancy;

refuting, or even palliating, the grounds of

complaint, which, if too highly coloured, might deter numbers of
our cleverest men from entering the path of its experimental in-

C
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entitled

" Afew Fads

and consequent improvement. But alas how crestmust the science and enterprise of this country appear in
the eyes of other nations, upon reading the succeeding paragraph ; which, if altogether true, we might fairly call the deathvestigation

!

fallen

warrant of coal gas for it says that " important as this discovery was, many defects and inconveniencies have arisen on its
adoption : coals contain a large proportion of sulphur, which is
volatilized with the gas, and it has hitherto been found impossiThe suffoble to purify it sufficiently for lighting close rooms.
cating smell and the property it has of tarnishing every thing metallic, exclude its use from dwelling-houses, on account of the
injury it wowld do to our health, our furniture, books, pictures,
bravo! Why, Mr. Editor, after this,
plate, paint, &c." Bravo
what must our foreign relations think of our granting Acts of
Parliament to almost all our large towns, to allow corporate bodies
to vend this aeriform pandemonmm, to the detriment of not
only our health, but our unoffending furniture What can they
think, I say, but that through the medium of this said coal gas
we have discovered a method of reducing our overgrown population, infinitely superior to any of the bright thoughts of Malthus
for a charge like this, against
or his followers But to be serious;
not only the " science and enterprise," but the philanthropy and
genius of this country, demands our most serious attention;
and
!

:

1

—

!

—

the question

still

presents

itself,

Fortunately, Mr. Editor,
futation the

I

"

Is it

true ?"

have not far to wander

for a

con-

moment, mv nose and
conclusive an evidence before them as any Argand
most

satisfactory.

At

this

eyes have as
lamp can produce, or man the most fastidious could desire, that
it is by no means " impossible to purify coal gas sufficiently for
lighting close

rooms !"

Not

to insult the understandings of your

readers by any endeavours to persuade them that either our
health or our furniture are as yet uninjured ; I will briefly stale,

that since the commencement of this year we have been enjoying the many advantages resulting from coal gas illumination ;
not only in our brewery, offices, and stables; but in our dwellinghouse, consisting of entrance-hall, library, sitting-rooms, diningroom, laboratory, &c. even our bed-rooms partake of the com:

fort

it

affords.

The

light

by which

I

am now

writing

is

fur-

nished from a chandelier suspended from the centre of the ceiling by four chains, two of which partly screen the two tubes by
which the gas is conveyed, the one leading to a ring of 16 jets
which rise between heraldic leaves not unlike a coronet ; and the
other to an Argand of the largest size in the centre, which, for
the sake of our eyes, is guarded by a sphere of ground glass.
As to any the slightest degree of " suffocating smell " arising

from

relating to
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How can there be ? For when it testa Trski^-o
part of sulphuretted hydrogen, the lime for purifying is changed.
That this test is very possible as well as very easy, let me refer

from the gas,

Henry in his late vaExperiments on the Gas from Coal." When speaking
of the method of purifying by lime, adopted by his friend Mr.
Lee " After the second purification," says he, " the gas produces
no change whatever in the test, which preserves its perfect whiteness, thereby demonstrating the complete removal of sulphuretted
In this state of purity its odour (even prior to com-hydrogen.
bustionj also is so much diminished as scarcely to be at all ofBesides, can we for a moment believe that Mr. Lee
fensive.
would be at the trouble of conveying it in portable gasometers
for '* supplying his house, two miles from the manufactory," if
it luas so fraught with this health-and-furniture-spoiling property? Again the ceilings of our rooms, too, are just as white as
before the introduction of the gas ; and the slight, though equally
diffused, heat arising from it, is considered an acquisition, rather
This at once furnishes us with a
than a source of accusation.
ready answer to the latter clause of the paragraph we have been
examining ; where it is stated that free " hydrogen is also formed
and mixed with it in a large proportion, which on being ignited
these effects
occasions great heat without adding to the light
render coal gas unpleasant in sitting-rooms, and have nearly conHave nearly
fined its use to open shops and street lamps."
In the first part of the paragraph we are given to unconfined !
derstand that it is altogether 6o confined ; and that its innumerable and insuperably bad qualities " exclude its use from dwell"
How much more edifying it would have been,
ing-houses
had the writer favoured us with more experiments and fewer
assertions by ways of proving to us, that a gas {oil gas for instance) consuming twice as much oxygen during combustion, as
His observaanother (coal gas) should yet give off less lieut !
tions on coal gas illumination must surely have been confined to
the streets of London, where (with all due deference to the metropolis) it is more disgraced than in any place where I have yet
seen it ; not by the manufacturers of it, but by its wasteful and
The writer, if he is not bodily blind,
unscientific consumers.
may convince himself that in many large towns in the country
it is not " excluded from dwelling-houses,"
The first sentence of the next paragraph,'respccting the stopping up and destroying of the smaller pipes, by the action of the
sulphuretted hydrogen, is already answered, by showing that it
But
is very possible as well as very easy to remove the cause.
the latter clause so obtrudes itself upon the eye, and so manifestly
your readers to the evidence borne by Dr.

luable

'*

:

:

:

!

!

C
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betrays the object of the whole paper, and the secret spring from
W'hich its objectionable passages liave arisen ; that we have only
to quote the author's own words, to inform us, that, being him-

an interested or an enthusiastic admirer of oil gas, he
determined to add fictitious brilliancy to its brightness from
" The employing," he says,
the shorn beams of poor coal gas.
*' of coal instead of oil for the purpose of illumination, has an
injurious effect on one of the most important branches of trade
a maritime country can possess ; and in proportion as coal gas
is used, our fisheries are injured."
We may truly call this a
far-fetched objection to bear down the merits of coal gas. However, let us examine the validity of the objection as it is intended
to apply to us as a maritime nation.
What reduction in the
price of either oil or candles has taken place, in consequence of
the present introduction of coal gas ?
Scarcely any, notwithstanding the almost unexampled imports of foreign tallow
and
we have certainly yet to learn, that the perilous Greenland fisheries are to be compared, as a nursery for our fleets, with our
Newcastle coal-trade, our coasting trade, and the Newfoundland
fisheries.
The fact is, that where the Greenland fisheries rear
one sailor, the Newcastle coal trade/ the coasting trade, and the
self either

is

:

Newfoundland fisheries
Let us now proceed

rear

fifty.

"

to his statement of

light from various sources."

—

Tliis

however we

the

oeconomy of

shall find

is

rather

understand, owing to the extraordinary discrepancies
that it presents, and to the prime cost of oil not being mentioned
even.
We are merely told that one gallon of whale oil '^ v/\\\
yield 90 cubic feet of gas." Mr. De Ville, we are told, is inclined
to average it at SO cubic feet.
But for even reckoning we will
suppose that a gallon (which with us, from a very large dealer,
costs three shillings,) produces 100 cubic feet.
Three shillings
then is the price of one hundred cubic feet of oil gas, exclusive
of the fire under the retort.
Now, what is the cost price with us of its equivalent in coal
gas ?
One ton of excellent soft coal, which answers to Dr.
Thomson's cherry coal, costs, when laid down in our yard, nine
shillings; but the small coal or cobbles answer very well, and cost
only five shillings a ton*.
This I am aware is very cheap in
difficult to

comparison to wh

it

it

is

in

some

counties

:

we

will

therefore

begin with the double of it, and call the ton of coals ten shillings,
or three-pence for half a hundred weight, which quantity will, in
four hours time, readily furnish (if judiciously carbonized and
*

Of

this (lcscri])tion is the refuse small coal

and whicli,

which

is iisiially left

in the

evident, will be to the mutual advantage of the colliery and gab manufactoricb to bring into use.

coal-pit,

it is

the

!
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the tar converted into gas) 200 cubic feet of excellent coal gas,
and perfectly equivalent, if purified by dry lime, on the principle
of the Exeter patent*, to 100 cubic feet of oil gas. By this method, v.'hich is very cleanly and simple in its application, " all the
costly and offensive operation of purifying is turned into profit f 1"
But we have yet another product from this half-hundred weight
of coal, (which, thougli " costly," we consider not offensive,) that
of one bushel of excellent coke, which we can readily sell for fourpence, i. e. for a penny more than the original cost of the coal
This source of profit is not peculiar to ourselves ; several large
The thing is now put in a
gas concerns are now obtaining it.
tangible shape ; and from the data given, any one may form a
ratio of the comparative values of coal gas and oil gas, let their
prime cost differ in whatever degree.
As to the next sentence, it contains an assertion so unqualified,
and yet so circumstantially told, that a person unacquainted with
But that we
the subject would immediately be led to believe it.
not lose one word of this precious sentence, we will refer to
They are these " The oil gas has a
the author's own words.
material advantage over coal gas from its peculiar richness in olefiant gas, which renders so small a volume necessary, that one
cubic foot of oil gas will be found to go as for as four of coal
This circumstance is of great importance, as it reduces in
gas.
the same proportion the size of the gasometers which are necessary to contain it ; this is not only a great saving of expense in
the construction; but is a material convenience where room is

may

:

lim.ited."

* This method of purlfy'uig

very superior to any method I have j-et
But after it has served this purpose it is in a useable state to lay upon land ; and being saturated with the
principles
of
manure,
(ammonia,
suipliurettcd
hydrogen and carbon,)
very
it is evidently worth more to the agriculturist, tlian when in its simple

seen.

More lime

is

is

certainly required.

state of quick-lime.
It seems as if the legislature were determined to make all public gas
•festablishments adopt this method of purifying. The clause now generally
introduced into the Act of Parliament, preventing the carrying of any
sough or drain or washings into the brook or stream which carries off the
tilth and nuisances of the whole town, through which it runs, is no less
fatal to the method of purifying by lime mud, than it is severe upon the establishment, and prejudicial to the public.
Mark the inconsistency. By a
prior clause they (the (ias Establishment) are allowed to make as many
sewers, tanks, and drains as they please and yet are not allowed to let
these drains run into the general drain or brook of the place! What must be
the consequence ? And indeed, what is now actually the case ? That the washing water must tind it escape by filtration to the surrounding neighbourhood,
to the irreparable injury of the wells and cellars in that neighbourhood
Would it not be acting more liberally and fairly, to allow the gas manufarturers tli<^ same privileges as all other man\ifacturcrs are allowed ; and
merely subject them to a penalty on being convicted before two justices of
the peace for suflcring an unabated nuidancc ?

—
;

!
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One cubic foot of oil gas go as far as four of coal gas ! ! In
what a most extraordinary point of view must the writer of the
above have been contemplating his favourite oil gas! However,
look to him for the proof, as well as to explain the following discrepance, That " Mr. DeVille of the Strand, who has
made many important experiments upon oil gas illumination,
compares oil gas to coal gas as 9 to 6 not as 4 to 1, as just
stated ; and that, as a proof, a 10-holed Argand burner will consume 2| cubic feet of oil gas per hour : yet at page 314 we are
told that 1| is sufficient
Now an 18-holed Argand of coal gas
is never allowed more than five, and often only four, cubic feet
per hour, which is very near Mr. De Ville's proportion
To satisfy ourselves that this last statement is much nearer the truth,
and that the random proportion of 4 to 1 is a something given
upon hearsay, and not the result of either theory or practice,
we have onlv to consider the two gases theoretically.

we must

—

!

!

Query ? What would be the proportion of light given off
during the combustion of 100 measures of oil gas and 100 of
coal gas, supposing the former to be all olefiant gas, and the
latter all light carburetted hydrogen ?
Professor Brande says
that ^' the fitness of gas for illumination will be directly as its
specific gravity."
Dr. Henry, in his late experiments to ascertain the degrees of combustibility of the gases, recommends " the
finding experimentally the proportion of oxygen gas required for
their saturation, and of carbonic acid formed."
The following table will theroiore show at one view, that by
either of these methods ohjiant gas can but possess double the
illuminating power of either light carburetted hydrogen or of
coal gas.

Table*.
100 Measures of

!
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Let us now, from the supposed constitution of oil gas and coal
gas, take a view of their actual composition ; and we shall find
that, instead of their relative values being as 4 to 1, in reality
they will seldom be even as 2 to I *. And for this evident reason,
that oil gas is seldom or ever (as we have been presuming) free
from light carburetted hydrogen, and likewise that the gas from
In proportion, therefore, as
coal is never free from olefiant gas.
these two gases are made, by a good or bad method, to approximate, in tlie same proportion will their relative values approximate. It is therefore evident, that those individuals or towns that
shall l)e led Ijy this mis-statement to erect gas-holders, or to lav
pipes for oil gas in the reduced ratio to those of coal gas of 1
to 4, will to their inevitable disappointment soon discover the
error ; and it will be found that the proportion stated as Mr. De
of 5 to 9,

Ville's,

With regard

is

the nearest the truth.

Dr. Henry states in
paper lately read before the Manchester Society, that in his
experiments upon the decomposition of oil, he always obtained a
mixture of the two gases; but that M. Berthollet had succeeded in
obtaining from oil [query, animal or vegetable] pure olefiant gas.
From this it is evident, that on the same fortuitous circumstances
of temperature, pressure, and extent of heated surfaces, as mainly
depends the generating of olefiant gas from oil as from coal.
If
further proof were wanting as to the scientific principle, as well
as to the benefit resulting from the passing of crude gas (either
to the composition of oil gas.

his

For he says that
to be far short of being so in comparison with ours.
" 3500 cubic feet of gas was collected from 1 120 pounds of cannel coal ; and
3000 cubic feet from the same quantity of the Clitton coal." Either of these
products is far, very far short of Brande's experiments (or of the every day's
practice about us). In some experiments at the Royal Institution he obtained
26 cubic feet from four pounds of coal. This shows how much depends on
the method of carbonization, and leads one to suspect, that the gas on
which Dr. H. made his experiments was not generated on the now generally adopted principle, of applying the coal in thin strata, in either semicircular or elliptical retorts, (to say nothing of the still further improvement of the heated medium before condensation,) and that the retorts be
charged every four or five hours, as recommended by Mr. Peckston in his
excellent book upon Gas Lighting and not every twelve hours, as seems to
have boen the case in Dr. Henry's experiments. We, in our small establishment, greatly prefer four hours charges; finding thereby we have more
light and less tar from a given weight of coal.
Though our coal is rich in
bitumen, the tar produced seldom exceeds one-fourth of the condensible
;

fluids.

We

* See Brande's Manual of Chemistry, page 1.56.
are there informed
(speaking of oil gas) that " from two to three cubic feet may be regarded
as equivalent to five or six of coal gas." This was published in April; yet
in July wc are gravely informed that one of oil gas is equivalent to four of
coal ^
gas
!

oil
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Remarks on an Article

entitled

"

ji feia Facts

through the heated medium before condensation *,
that proof now before us in the essay in question, which admits the very existence of oil gas to depend upon it.
The following paragraph your readers will no doubt think with
me is very objectionable, in as much as it does not agree with the
venerable proverb of" Honour to whom honour, merit to wliom
merit is due."
It states that " about two years since it occurred
to Messrs. John and Philip Taylor, that it might be practicable
to construct an apparatus capable of converting oil into gas."
*' In theory the project appeared easy,"
&c. I am sure the ingenious Messrs. Taylors, who move in the highest circle of civilengineering, would have been more ingenuous and civil, than to
have thus passed by the prior labours of Dr. Henrv, who, not only
tiuo years ago, hvil, fourteen years ago, laid before the public his
*' Experiments on the Gases obtained by the destructive Distillation
of Wood, Peat, Pic-coal, Oil, Wax, ivc. with a view to the Theory
of their Combustion, when employed as Sources of artificial
Light."
The first memoir appeared in Nicholson's Journal for
June 1S05. The second in the Transactions of the Royal SoIn reply to this I shall onlv quote Nelson's
ciety for I SOS !
niotto, " Palmam qui meruit ferat^" and say, that though fifty
oil or coal)

certainly

we have

I

*

no small degree of pleasure to think that the page? of
Magazine for April and Xovcmher ISIS should bear the
prior record of this my favourite svstem, which for two years I have been
making almost numberless experiments upon and indeed, the more I see of
its action, both on the largo and small Fcale, the more I am convinced that
Those who stiil doubt that by it a
it must prevail i\nd become general.
much greater per ccntage of olefiant gas as well as earburetted hydrogen
is produced from a given quantity of coal, \\\\\ do well to visit the gas estii-

The

I certainly feel

Philosoplrical

;

blishments at either Biwh or Cheltenliaui, tiic brilliancy and purity of the
gas at which places are becoming quite proverbial. Mr. Manby of the Horseley Iron Works was, 1 believe, the engineer employed in each of the abovementioned towns, and with whom the idea of the heated medium occurred at
much about the same time as with Mr. Parker of Liverpool and myself.
Mr. M. informs me that at Batli, eight retorts wltlt the heated laMium elicit
more and better gas, than twelve retorts did prior to its adoption, the retorts in each instance being charged alike! I mention this, in order to show
that it must have been from the want of heated surfaces, that Dr. Thomson
in his truly valuable " E.xperinients to determine th« composition of the
diflerent species of pit-coal," did not succeed in obtaining good gas from
He says that the gas obtained " yielded too little light to make
coal tar.
it worth while to prosf^cuto such experiments further."
'Whereas in my
own apparatus we daily decompose the tar, and produce a light from it
equal in brilliancy to any oil gas
To the truth of this many scientific
friends can bear witness, the retort being so constructed as to serve for the
decomposition of either coal, coal-tar, oil, tallow, or kitchen grease ; on the
former of which numbers of analytical experiments enable me to state, that
there are yet many curious phretiomcna to be developed, besides those
which I published in No. 252 of The Philosophical Magazine.
!

patents

relaling to

Gas
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Illumination.'*

patents eIiouUI be taken out for oil gas apparatus, yet is Dr. Henry
tlie prior inventor both of the theory and practice*.
This is much of a piece with the preceding attempt to make
the world believe that there is no such thing as a coal gas apparatus upon a small scale for private individuals, and that all

He

public companies are monopolists.

savs, in fact,

that coal

gas is " confined to public companies or large establishments,
thereby materially limiting its utility, and producing an injurious
monopoly." What if, like the town of Derby, the company,
who are holders of single shares of 50/. restrict themselves by
their Act of Parliament to 10 per cent, profit
Let them make
use of oil instead of coal, and 1 am sure that they need not pray
Parliament for any such restriction.
One other statement allow me to reply to, and then 1 will release your readers from these futile objections against coal gas.
We are told that " the light of an Argand burner of coal gas,
compared with one of spermaceti oil, maybe estimated as 2^ to
and of oil gas to coal gas as 9 to 5."
1
!

!

;

Or

if

we

state

thus

it

Sperm,

:

:

Coal gas

:

:

1

:

Coal gas

:

Oil gas

:

:

I

:

Sperm,

:

Oil gas

:

:

1

:

oil

oil

2f
Therefore,

i-t

2|

x

l*, or as

Hence, oil gas is 44 times brighter than spermaceti oil when
" Credat Judaeus !" If it were so,
burning in an Argand lamp
I should as soon think of blinding myself by using, as a source of
light, the combustion of iron wire in oxygen, or that of charcoal
by the galvanic battery.
In conclusion
Mr. Editor, allow me to assure yon, that in
!

:

—

thus standing up as the champion of coal gas illumination, I do
it not from any other motive than that of promoting the cause of
Truth. Patiently have I waited months in the hope of seeing her

cause maintained by some of your correspondents more practised
with " the grey goose-wing" than myself.
Neither am 1 actuated by any feelings of prejudice against oil gas, for 1 achnire its
brilliancy where I cannot see its u^conomy.
It is the want of
this spirit of liberality which 1 condemn in the essay before us,
as much as the distorted aspect in which it endeavours to present
coal gas.

That the writer may have often met with bad

coal gas
has hitherto been found " impossible to purify it sufticiently for lighting dwelling-houses," is
much the same as to say that it is high time to abolisli all high
I

do not doubt

:

but to say that

it

• Having lately seen a de.srnptlon of :i patent portable gas lamp, I conceive it due to the muuiory of the late Ur. liilsborrow of this town, to state
that not fewer than twelve years ago he showed me some chemical experi-

ments by the

light of

one which he made himself.

pressure
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pressure steam-engines, because an ill contrived one, or one ill
managed, has blown up. To argue against the use of an object
from its abuse, is the logic of past times, and like the statement
of

"

facts that are not true."

Believe me,

Your
Derby Brewery, Dec.

V.

On

sir,

attentive reader,

Geo. LowE.

12, 1819.

Comet of July— September 1819.
spondent.

the

To Mr.

By A Corre-

Tilloch.

—

1 HERE are, I am inclined to think, among your readers,
a considerable number of persons, not professed astronomers, to
whom the appearance of a comet is an object of considerable inSir,

and I must confess my surprise that no one among them
:
has favoured you with his observations on the beautiful one by
which we were lately visited.
This circumstance must plead my excuse for troubling you with

terest

the following particulars

my humble

:

and

1

shall be

most highly

gratified

if

attempts should incite some one possessed of superior

and means to enter further into the subject.
was formerly a practice with the editors of scientific miscellanies, to publish representations of the kind now submitted to
and as the path of the late comet is remarkable for
your notice
its deviation from a great circle, I have thought it a favourable
abilities
It

;

—

(See Plate I.)
opportunity for recurring to this custom.
The accompanying sketch was originally made from the joint
observations of myself and a friend ; and on comparing it with
those from Greenwich, and with nearly fifty* made at the Parisian
Observatory, I have the satisfaction to find that it does not require any sensible correction.
The region traversed by the comet

is perhaps as barren as
could have occurred, there being not a single star greater than
the fifth magnitude, if we except two of the fourtli, iii the fore
foot of Ursa Major, one of which is seen to the left of the plate.

The stars

are laid

down

in

it

from Bode's large catalogue, brought

• Estendingfrom 3d July to the end of August, and recently published in
Conn, des Terns for 1822. Among my memoranda, I find an extract from
the Public Ledger of July 28th, containing an observation said to have
been made at the Obscivatory Gospoit, July 21, at 11'' 59i"15% on the meridian; R.A. 81' 0™ 45-^34 (=1200 11' 20"). Decl. 51° 8' 30", corrected for
refraction, &c. a determination differing most unaccountably from all others
botli in right ascension and declination.

up
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up to August 1, IS 19. And
was obliged to resort to Lalande's Histoire

47

as in the course of observation

I

have inserted in the plate twelve additional stars from that work, (all of
them near the comet's path,) and have distinguished them by

Roman

letters

;

viz.

Histoire Cel. Fr.

a

C

D

i:

5

383

7-8
7
7
7
7-8
8
7-8

377

9
9

383

K
L

8-9

E
F

G

H
B
I

M

8-9

N

8

Transit.

Pa^e.

564

7

2

Celeste,

1
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NC

the orbit of
The figure may be shortly explained, thus ;
the comet projected on the plane of the ecliptic, with dots representing its place at intervals of 5, 10, 20, 30, &c. days from
the perihelion ; N n, the line of the nodes ; P p, that of the
apsis ; S, the sun ; the orbit of the earth shown by a portion of
a circle, with dots corresponding to the same epochs as those on
the comet's orbit; the dotted lines joining the two orbits point

out clearly the progressive increase of the comet's geocentric dishows the paraThe dotted line
stance and longitude.
bolic curve on its own plane, whence the perpendicular heights
of the comet above the plane of the ecliptic may be found, by
diminishing the ordinates of the curve in the proportion of radius

NP'C

to sin. inclin. i. c. 11 to 76 nearly.
The subjoined table gives the distances, &c. from the time of
passing the node, to 80 days from perihelion, or upwards of 141°

of anomaly.

[
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Particulars of the Stvord of Meteoric Iron presented ly
to the Emperor Alexander of Russia,

Mr. SowERBY

JLx June 1814 Mr. Sowerby had a sword-blade hammered at a
low red heat, out of a slice of the nicoliferous iron from the South
of Africa, and supposed to be of the same meteoric origin as
those stony masses* which have so frequently been seen to fall
through the atmosphere. This blade was welded into a steel
htift, and mounted in steel ; it was intended to present it to the
Emperor of Russia while His Imperial Majesty was in England;
but various circumstances united to frustrate that design, and it
wa? forwarded to the Minister of the Interior at St. Petcrsburgh.
Here a fresh delay was experienced, in consequence of the disturbed state of Europe which kept the Emperor from that city.
At length, however, it has been received ; and a letter, part of
which is copied below, was sent to Mr. Sowerby by the Minister
of the Interior

"

:

Several circumstances have hindered for

Sir,

some time the presentation of your

letter

and sword

to the

Em-

peror."

" Now,

I hnve the honour to inform you, sir, that His ImMajesty has been pleased to read your letter, and to accept
your sword with particular benevolence; and, as a mark of his'
satisfaction, to make you a present of a ring adorned with diamonds and a large precious stonef in the middle of them."
*' As Dr. Creighton, Physician to His Imperial Majesty, is
going now to England, and is so good as to take upon him the
delivery of this my letter and of the said ring to you, I send it
herewith by him.
I feel at this moment a double satisfaction,
both for your zeal towards my gracious Sovereign, and for the reward you have so worthily merited by it," &c.

perial

(Signed)

"

St. Petersburgh,

The

May

following

is

-V|,

" Kosodawlew.

1819."

a copy of the letter above referred to.

" To His Imperial Majesty Alexander Emperor of all the Rusiias.
" May it please Your Imperial Majesty,
*'

Pj^rt

of a mass of iron of the same nature and coelestial ori-

• One of the first of these that excited the attention of philosophers fell in
Yorkshire, and is now preserved with many others in Mr. Sowerby 's museum
of the natural productions of (ireat JJiitain. The fullest account of this
stone is puhlishi;d in the second volume of IJritish Mineralojry, with »figuro.
It was the siglit of this stone that changed Mr. Cavcndisii's opinion, who
had previously considered that the story of falling stones was ill founded.
f An emerald.

Vol. 55.

No. 201. Jan. 1820.

D

gm

so

Particulars of the

Swoid of Meteoric Iron presented ly

gin as that so celebrated whicli Professor Pallas discovered

years ago in Siberia, and which

is

now

some

placed in Your Majesty's

museum, being in my possession, I have presumed it would be
agreeable to Your Majesty to accept a sword made from it, as a
mark from an individual, of that gratitude every Englishman is
so anxious to express, and of respect for the familiar way in
which Your Majesty has been pleased to

May

*'

it

visit

my

country.

please Your Majesty,

The meteoric

iron of which the blade has been hammered,
was found about 200 miles within the Cape of Good Hope by
CaptainBarrow. It has been examined by mv countryman Smithson Tennant, Esq. who established its nature by discovering about
JO per cent, of nickel in it. It is the only sword ever made of
that rare and extraordinary material.
That Your Majesty may
be graciously pleased to honour an humble individual by receiving
it, is the ambitious hope of
*'

Your Majesty's most obedient
and ever grateful servant,
" July

"

3, 1814.

Jas.

Sowerby.'^

Besides this letter, a paper accompanied the sword, of which
a copy is subjoined.
•* The descent of solid stones or masses of ductile iron from
the sky, or from meteors, is so inconsistent with the familiar operations of nature, as to excite at first disbelief: but when the fact
is estabhshed by incontrovertible evidence, wonder and reverence

.succeed.

The

ore of the

mine

or the

diamond of the

Indies are

indebted for their value to their usefulness or rarity; their origin
ii too familiar to excite any extraordinary emotion. We are little
surprised at meeting with hail or rain ; but meteors strike the beholder with amazement, and stones or metal falling from them
com])lete his astonishment.
" This is the only blade ever formed of unadulterated meteoric
iron ; a material that derives its value from its quality, which is
superior to other iron, from its scarcity, and, above all, its extraordinary coelestial origin, with the terrific phsenomena attending
a value no other substance possesses, and which renders
its fall
it worthy to become a sacred pledge of national gratitude towards, and esteem for, the heroic " giver of blessings," who, in
alliance with the magnanimous and lawful sovereigns of Europe,,
hfts generously fought for " peace alone," and whose arms the
Almighty has favoured against the scourge of the earth, to chase
:

away

Mr. Sorverly to the Emperor Alexander of Russia.
51
away the horrors of ambitious warfare; of which gratitude Mr.
Sowerby wislies to express his part as an Englishman.
" The immense niass of iron which lately blazed with such
fury in America, the one discovered by Professor Pallas in Siberia,
another which tell in Normandy, are all of them (at least such
specimens as have been seen here) so full of earthy matter, pyrites, or flaws, as to render them totally unfit for hammering into
any instrument, even of small dimensions. The only attempt of
the kind on record wa? made in 1620, when Jehangire, Emperor of the Moguls, had four blades formed from the iron of
lightning, as it was called ; but the workmen found it necessary
to add one-fourth of common iron to make it suit their pur-

pose.

That meteoric stones were revered by the ancients, we have
authorities for believing; and it is understood that the
Psalmist alluded to them, when he said, 'The Highest gave his
Toice, hailstones and coals of fire.' And it is also understood that
the first wonder of the world, the Temple of the Ephesians, dedicated to Diana, was built in reverence to one of them. And in
the Acts ihe town clerk appears to mean a similar thing when he
observes, * What man is there that knoweth not how that the city
of the Ephesians is a worshipper of that which fell down from
Jupiter ?' A stone which fell at Ensisheim was preserved in the
church in the Emperor Maximilian's time. In short, every part of
the globe has been visited bv such phasnomena at some period,
and particularly Russia and Europe lately, where hundreds have
**

many

witnessed their

"

fiery descent.

Mr. Sowerby received part of the large mass of
iron found upon the surface of the ground about 200 miles within
the Cape of Good Hope bv Captain Barrow.
Another piece
sent to Holland, is all that was brought away. The remainder was
removed as far as the Table Mountain ; but its situation is now
unknown. It has been examined bvSmithson Tennant, Esq. who
found in it about 10 per cent, of nickel, which adds to its toughness, gives it a silvery lustre, and proves its analogy to the small
grains of iron dispersed through the stones and the masses of iron
which have been showered down from meteors in Russia, Great
r>ritain, Benares, Normandy, &c. which is distinguished from
all other iron of this globe, by its containing a portion of nickel
In 1S05,

alloyed with

it.

" The

blade has been hammered at a red heat, without admixture, out of a single piece of this iron, an inch thick, ground and
polished. Its spring was given it by hammering when coin. The
haft was lengthened by welding on a small piece of steel. It was
found to work verv pleasantly, the whole operation takinc; about
'

D

2

^

ten

52
ten hours.
ing days.

Particulars of a

Sword of Meteoric

Iron.

The mounting and engraving occupied the two followThus no sword was ever completed from the crude

material in so short a space of time.
" Mr. Sowerby under all these circumstances considers it liliely
to be revered by posterity, and hopes it will attract attention, and
continually be a memorial of the grand example of the merciful

Emperor."

The length of this sword is two feet: it is slightly curved,
pointed, and sharpened at both edges to eight inches from the
point: its width is 1 inch and 3-8ths. The part that is blunt
at the back is nearly filled on one side with engraving : beneath
the imperial crown is a wreath of laurel and palm inclosing the
word " Mercy:" under this is the Russian spread eagle, and then
"This iron having fallen from the
the following inscription :
heavens, was, upon his
jesty Alexander

visit to

Emperor

of

all

England, presented to His
the Russias,

who

Ma-

has successfully

in battle to spread the blessings of peace through Europe,
by James Sowerby, F.L.S. G.S. Honorary Member of the Physical Society of Gottingen, &c. June 1814." On the other side,
*' Pure meteoric iron found near the Cape of Good Hope."
The surface is not quite free from blemish, in consequence of
the spreading of some minute flaws in the material; but they are
only superficial, and will serve to distinguish this blade from any
imitation that might be made of it. It possesses an excellent

joined

much hardness, considering it is not steel, that is, equal
to an old Highland broad sword, and a whiter colour with a
more silver-like lustre than other iron.

spring,

It is highly probable that the foliated structure of most of the
other meteoric irons* will render them unfit for hammering out
to such a length as is necessary for a sword blade, if they \vill
bear hammering at all. Thus the blade above described is not
it was fitted up in a black scabbard
likely soon to have a rival
mounted with steel, a material by no means generally used in
:

—

Russia.
• An account of several of these will soon appear in No. 27 of Sowerby s
Exotic Mineralogy, ^ith figures showing this structure, from wMch, however, the Siberian is exempt.
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Memoir upon the Conversion of ligneous Bodies into Gwm,
Sugar, and a particular Acid, hy means of Sulphuric Acid
and on the Conversion of the saine ligneous Substance into
Ulmin ly Potash. By M. Henry Buaconnot*.

VII.

[Read

at the

Royal Academical Society of Sciences of Nancy the 4th of

November

1819.]

X HE

ancient chemists contented themselves with repeating, that
the action of sulphuric acid concentrated on vegetable substances
does no more than carbonize them. Among the moderns, M.
BerthoHet was of opinion that the hydrogen of the vegetable substance united itself to the oxygen of the sulphuric acid, and that,
in thus forming of it water and sulphurous acid, the carbonous

and precipitated. Messrs. Fourcroy and
Vauquelin endeavoured afterwards to throw some light on this
phaenomenon. They imagined that it did not disengage itself
from the sulphurous acid ; and they devised an ingenious theory
to this effect, but which seems to me to rest on very slender
grounds.
In examining the remarkable changes which organic compounds experience from the action of sulphuric acid, I have been
led to results very different from those obtained by these illustrious chemists ; and I flatter myself that the important facts
which I have to present will contribute to cast a new light on
many phaenomena of vegetation, and may be usefully applied to
principle was separated

the arts.

Action of Sulphuric Acid on

Twenty grammes (30S-9

gr.) of

Elm

Saw-dust.

elm saw-dust well dried, were

moistened with cold sulphuric acid of commerce of the specific gravity 1*827, and the mixture stirred with a glass tube.
It became very hot; and, according to the theory of M.Berthollet,
the sulphurous acid gas disengaged itself with impetuosity ; the
ashes became black, and appeared to be in the state of charcoal;
I poured on the whole a quanbut it was only in appearance.
tity of water. I then separated the black powder, which, on being
It did not
dried and thrown into the fire, burned with flame.
it communicated to boiling water,
and to alkaline solutions it gave a deep brown colour. It was
nearly in the same state which the saw dust would have been by
exposure for some years to air and humidity. The acid liquor,
which was almost as colourless as water after having been saturated with carbonate of lime, yielded, on evaporation, a yellowish
gummy matter, with a solution of which the subacetate of lead
formed an abundant white magma. This gummy matter, treated

sensibly colour cold water; but

• Translated from the

D

Annala de

3

Chimie,

xii.

with
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the Conversion of ligneous Bodies into

with weak sulphuric acid, furnished acetic acid and a precipitate
of sulphate of lime.
I repeated the experiment with
16 grammes (247*1 gr.) of
the saW-dust ; but instead of pouting the sulphuric acid on the
whole of this quantity, I triturated it, in sm;ill portions, adding
the acid by little and little.
In spite of these precautions, sulphurous acid was still disengaged ; but I obtained a very thick
tenacious mucilage, which I dissolved in a certain quantity of
water and filtered through a cloth ; tliere remained a blackish insoluble matter of the weight of five grammes (77 "2 gr.) sihiilar
The acid liquor
nearly to that in the preceding experiment.
saturated with chalk, and then evaporated, yielded 10 grammes
(lo4'5 gr.) of a gummy substance of a reddish-brown colour.
As Messrs. Fourcroy and Vauqnelin say in their memoir, that vegetable substances are not decomposed by cold sulphuric acid,
I thought that this disengagement of sulphurous acid must at
least be very rare, and I therefore gave over experimenting with
the saw-diKt of elm.
In order to arrive at greater certainty in the results, I tried to
prepare the ligneous matter but finding it difficult to bring it to
a state of perfect purity, I found it more convenient to have recourse to strips of linen cloth, which may be considered as pure
ligneous matter.
:

Action of Sulphuric Acid on Liven Cloth which had been used.
Twenty-five grammes (386*
pieces lost by heat one

gramme

1

gr.) of this cloth

(15*5 gr.) of water.

cut into small
put this cloth

I

it with 34 grammes (525 gr.)
of sulphuric acid, taking care to agitate continually the mixture
with a strong rod of glass, in order that the acid might penetrate as uniformly as possible all the parts of the cloth ; and that
there should be a long enough interval between each addition of
acid, to allow the heat which it developed to be entirely dissiNot the slightest portion of sulphurous acid was disenpated.

into a glass mortar, and moistened

A

quarter of an hour after the mixture had been made,
it with a glass pestle
all the tissue of the cloth disappeared, and there remained a mucilaginous mass extremely
tenacious, heavy, homogeneous, and faintly coloured, which I allowed to stand for twenty four hours.
1 mention these precautions as proper to be followed, in order to obtain the purest pro-

gaged.
I

pounded

:

for, whatever the process adopted may be, no sulphurous
disengaged, nor is there the least indication of matter of
a carbonous appearance. This mucilaginous mass dissolved entirely in water, with the exception of an amylaceous matter which

ducts
acid

;

is

weighed when dry 25 gram. (38*6), and which was nothing but
a part of the cloth which had not been sufficiently acted upon by
the

Gum,

Sugary andanAcldy by means of Sulphuric Acid^SSc. 5S

the sulphuric acid.
The mucilaginous mass thus diluted in wawas saturated with chalk, and, being filtered through a linen

ter

became

and had only a very slight amber colour.
and pressing strongly the sulj)hate
of lime, I united the liquors together, and evaporated them to
the consistency of a syrup, which was less coloured than that of
capillaire. A small quantity of sulphate of lime was separated on
cooling,
I
continued the evaporation carefully until the mass
was quite dry, and I obtained a transparent gum, slightly coloured; it weighed 26*2 grammes (404-6 gr.) and was produced
from 21 -D grammes (332 gr.) of cloth, deducting the one gramme
of water, and the 2-5 grammes (38'6 gr.) of amylaceous ligneous
matter.
I nmst not omit to mention that the sulphate of lime
resulting from the saturation, although well washed, still retained vegetable matter ; for on being exposed to the fire it took
a brownish colour, and gave out an odour of sulphurous acid.
In order to ascertain whether this remarkable increase of weight
might not be owing to a fixation of the elements of water or sulcloth,

clear,

After washing the

phuric acid,

filter well,

grammes (77'2

gr.) of this artificial gum were
added to the solution some oxalic acid, in
order to precipitate the lime which it held in combination, and
which might also be precipitated from it by sulphuric acid. The
precipitate of oxalate of lime, collected andstrongly heated, gave
0*28 grammes (4 3 gr.) of lime.
five

dissolved in water

;

I

The gummy

solution thus precipitated was evaporated to dryand the residue treated with boiling nitric acid, and diluted
with water; some nitrate of barytes was added, which produced a
precipitate, that when heated red weighed 1-6 gramme (247 gr.)
which contained 0-54 gramihe (8'34gr.) of sulphuric acid. As
there was therefore no aeriform fluid disengaged during the action of the sulphuric acid on the cloth, the 26-2 grammes
(404-6 gr.) of gummy matter which we obtained may be supposed to be formed thus
Ligneous matter
21-50 gram.
Elements of sulphuric acid fixed iu an un-^ o.nr,
> I o6
known manner
Elements of water fixed in an unknown man- 1
^ ^a
ner
| ^'^^
ness,

:

Lime combined

1-47

26-20 gram.
Total ..
be remarked that the manner in which wc have viewed
the action of sulphuric acid concentrated on the cloth is very
opposite to that of Messrs. Fourcroy and Vauquclin, since these
chemists admit that the vegetable matter is decomposed, and diD4
vidcs
It will
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vides itself into charcoal and water, which by uniting itself to the
acid produces the heat which is developed ; but this heat appears

rather to be owing to the actual fixation of the elements of the
sulphuric acid and the water in the undecomposed vegetable substance.

Being desirous of knowing whether the sulphuric acid diluted
its weight of water, could convert the ligneous matter into gum ; I moistened some cloth with this
acid thus
reduced, but I did not obtain any mucilaginous mass.
Exposed
to a gentle heat and agitated continually, it resolved into a very
homogeneous paste, wliich mixed with water gave a white substance resembling boiled starch ; further diluted it appeared like
an emulsion. On holding it up to the light, we remarked that
the white matter held in suspension was formed of a multitude
of brilliant spangles of extreme tenuity, nearly similar to what
may be observed in a solution of soap. This sort of emulsion
on being allowed to stand deposited, though very slowly, a snbstance which we took at first sight for starch, but which has
none of its properties ; it represented almost the whole of the
cloth employed. The liquor separated in this manner gave, after
with half

being saturated with chalk, a small quantity of almost colourless
gummy matter, which appeared to me to contain but few traces
of sulphuric acid.
If the cloth be moistened with nitric acid, it may also be converted into a white starchy matter.
No apparent alteration is
manifested at an ordinary temperature ; but by exposing the
mixture to a hot water bath until nitrous gas begins to be formed,
it is converted into a white and uniform paste, exactly similar
to that obtained by the sulphuric acid.
Well washed and dried,
this matter had a slight satin appearance, especially when reduced
to powder ; if moistened, a slight hissing was heard, and it became converted into a paste much divided. In potash it does
not undergo any sensible solution. It appears to be the ligneous
matter of the cloth very slightly altered, being nearly analogous
to what results from the putrefaction of rags for the preparation
of paper.
It might be curious to inquire, whether during this
sort of fermentation gum and a little sugar are not formed, as
happens in respect of putrefied starch, according to the recent
observation of M. de Saussure.
'

[To be continued.]
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Books.

Remarks on the History and Philosopky, hit particularly on
the medical Efficacy, of Electricity in the Cure of Nervous
; and in various local j^ffections, as

and Chronic Disorders

Blindness, Deafness, c§c. By M. La Beaume, Medical Surgeon-Electrician, F.L.S. &:c. I vol. 12mo. pp. 373. 95.

A HIS is a second edition of a work, which should be perused by
medical practitioners, illustrated with many new and striking
The following extract presents a perspicuous view of the
cases.
theory of Electricity advocated by the author.
" Among the illustrious names who have formed theories on
Franklin and Watson, Du Faye and
the electric principle
Symner, deserve chiefly to be reckoned. These learned philosophers and mathematicians have entertained different opinions
Some of these
in accounting for the electrical phenomena.
maintained the doctrine of the unity of Electricity in distinct
states ; and others, not without reasons to support their hypothesis, contended for two distinct fluids in the electrical principle.
The belief, however, of modern Electricians in 07ie fluid,
iui generis, possessing attraction and repulsion, and other qualities on which the system is chiefly founded, may be comprised

—

in the following

"

—That

summary.

whether solids or fluids,
animate or inanimate, have inherent in them a certain portion of
the electric principle, and which in their proper state is the quan1st.

aZZ substances in nature,

—

tum sufficit of their natural capacity the just proportion of this
so that its
elementary matter exactly preserving the balance
mutual attraction and repulsion should maintain the equilibrium
of their being preserve their characteristic differences, and prevent disorganization and decay.
*'2nd.
A redundancy of this elementary principle compressed
into a limited capacity, either by a chemical or mechanical agency,
constitutes that state which is denominated positive or plus Electricity, while a deficiency of this ethereal principle is designated
These opposite conditions, each
negative or minus Electricity
of which is disorder, exist as an accidental effect of some producing cause or causes, and exhibit the different appearances
which result from the action of the electric fluid.
*' 3rd.
The efforts of the electrical principle to maintain its
natural state in all bodies, not only appear to prove the correct-

—

—

.

—

ness of this theory, but show that its positive and negative, or
attracting and repelling powers are only the directions which it
takes to restore tiie balance of its disturbed repose. Thus a body
posiliuely clectrijied, imparts

its

superabundant Electricity to one
tiegalivelt/
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negatively electrified, or in a natural state, to enable It to bear
the burden of an accumulated load. In a machine it will be observed, that the rubber and glass disturb the equilibrium of elecThe chain and cushion, froni the air and earth,
trical quiet.

supply the loss of the electric fluid, imparted by the cylinder to
the positive conductor, which rushing thence to surrounding
atoms, returns to the source whence it came.
" To illustrate these remarks, observe by way of comparative
analogy, the operations of a common pump. The water is forced
\ip from the well by the hantlle and hand, and passing through the

spout

falls

servoir

by the power of gravity instantly to the

may,

for u season, contain a part

over-filled, the

outside,

;

but

earti).

when a

A

re-

vessel is

superabundant water passes from the inside to the

and then returns again to

its

native depositary.

But when

not over-filled, the water will be retained in it for some
time, till it is evaporated ; and then descends again in fruitful
showers on the parched ground. So it is with the Leyden jar,
when charged with the electric fluid 3 but it acts with this difference, that its outside is in a deficient or attractive state, while
its inside is overloaded with a propelling fluid, and the whole of
its contents are discharged at once.
" Gravity can make but humble claims on the electrical principle, and even these are granted rather as a boon than a right,
for the equilibrium of nature is its grand bminess and end. The
Franklinian theory, therefore, has been found so agreeable to the
analogy of nature, that it has been generally adopted. Like the
Newtonian system, the simplicity of the principie gives dignity
to the doctrine ; while it supplies the best key to many dark and
otherwise inexplicable points in philosophy, physiology , and pa-

a

vessel

is

thology.
" Tlie theory of two di stinct fluids originated with Du Faye, an
eminent French philosopher contemporary vvith Franklin, which

he deduced from

his practical

researches into the different pro-

electrics excited by friction.
As
he found the electricity developed by the positive and negative
electrics was dissimilar in its states, he c«ncluded they were distinct fluids, though possessing the same nature and residing to-

perries of vitreous

and resinous

From their being separated in conductors,
all bodies.
from their reciprocal efforts to unite again, it was supposed the truth of this theory was made apparent. This opinion
was stronglv supported by Symner, who had philosophized so ingeniously on the subject, that, though it was contrary to the known
laws of electricity, be gave to the error an air of plausibility.
This opinion, however, is now as much exploded as the asThe double
tronomical systems of Ptolemy or Tycho Brahe.
current of these electricians imposed as much labour on the elecgether in

as well as

'•'

tric

;
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the immense revolutions of these astronomers
the earth, or the pridid on the sun performing its circuit round
of estabhshms
honour
The
satellites.
their
round
planets
mary
is justly due to
a sound theory, founded on experimental results,
will live in the records
Drs. Franklin and Watson— names which
honour to the remotest
of history, and be handed down with
-"
posterity."
,•
, ^
r,
Poisons, exTreatise on Adulterations of Food and Cnhnary
Bcsr, Wim,
hibiting the fraudulent Sop/d^ticntions of Bread,
ViConfectionary,
Cream,
ea.
7
Coffee,
Liquors,
Spirituous
Pickles, and other
vepar, Mustard, Pepper, Cheese, Olive-oil,
Methods vj
Articles employed in Domestic Economy; and
Chemist,
Operative
Acchm,
Fredrick
By
them.
detecting
3S6. 95.
Lecturer on Practical Chemistry, &c. 12mo. pp.
its obThe title of this very useful little volume fully explains
the
The author, in stating the experiments necessary for
ject.
has judiciously
exposed,
has
he
which
frauds
the
of
detection
performed by perconfined himself to such processes as may be
and has given 'n^! Insons unacquainted with chemical science,
those terms which
structions in the plainest language, divested of
perusal.
general
for
intended
work
a
in
place
would be out of
some extracts before our
shall take an early opportunity of laying

trie principle, as

•

A

We

______

readers.

ConvenienceSy
Reports made upon the Patent Moveable Inodorous
Society of France :
Agricultural
Central
and
Royal
the
by
Neufchawith a Supplement by the Comte Francois de
The SoTBAU; The Royal Medical Society of Marseilles;
Industry ; The Meciety for the Encouragement of Natural

Emulation oj Rouen
dical Society of Lyons; The Society of
the French.
and The Medical Society of Paris. Translated from
8vo. pp.

U6.

subject of
invention to which this pamphlet alludes is the
for it
granted
been
also
have
patents
and
a patent in France,
the nature of the
Its title explains in few words
this country.
moveablepart may
invention—^- moveable conveniences;" but the
whole apparatus.
the
than
receptacle
the
as
rather
be described
adapted to the
and
contrived
so
casks
In fact, it consists of two
to time, and oUieis subseat, that they may be removed from time
that no effluvia can
in their place ; and all so well fitted

The

m

stituted

Pans, where llie
In cities circumstanced like
posably escape.
London, is but little
convenience of water-closets, as in use in
for its adoption.
known, this invention offers many inducements
winch, in a nainducements,
other
offers
however
The invention
increase ni our
incalculal)le
tional point of view, as promising an
agricultural
*>

render
products,
*

it

highly deserving of pubhc attcntion.

Royal Academies of London and Paris.
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We

have often been surprised to think what an imevery year washed into the Thames from the water-closets, &c. in London, through the common sewers ; but the
difficulty of obviating this loss, without great sacrifices in cleanblessings above all price in a large
liness, comfort and health
tention.

mense value

community

is

—always

pamphlet before

us,

—

struck us so forcibly, that

we never thought

till

we perused the

of the possibility of pre-

serving, nay, improving these, and at the same time preserving
separately, both the soil and the uririe for the purposes of agri-

The object is so highly valuable as to be worthy of
culture.
Legislative interference ; and we recommend the subject to the
most serious consideration of all who take an interest in the welfare of

A
of

mankind.
In the Press,
Merriman's Synopsis of the various Kinds
Parturition ; with Additions, and an Appendix of
Cases, plates, &c.

third edition of Dr.

difficult

illustrative

IX.

Proceedings of Learned Socielies.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

A PAPER Onwas commenced

the Polarization of Light, by J. F. W. Herschcl,
reading on the 9th, and continued
Esq. F.R.S.
on the 16th and 23d December 1819, when the Society adjourned
for the Christmas vacation.

HOYAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, PARIS.
This body has proposed the following prize subject:
To furnish a comparative description of the brain in the four
classes of vertebral animals ; particularly in reptiles and fishes :
endeavouring thence to ascertain the analogy of the different parts
of this organ, carefully marking the changes of form and proportion

which they present, and tracing out,

as accurately as possi-

Observations on a certain
ble, the roots of the cerebral nerves.
number of genera will be sufficient; but it is required that the
principal preparations be represented by drawings, so detailed
may thence be reproduced, and their accuracy deter-

that they

mined. The prize is a gold medal of the value of 3000 francs,
The meto be adjudged in the Public Sitting of May 1821.
moirs, written in French or in Latin, to be transmitted to the
Secretary of the Institute by tl^e 1st of January of that year.

SOCIETY OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE, PARIS.
This Society

offers

a gold medal, of the value of 200 francs.

"

Koyal

Societies

to be adjudged in the

of Naples and Goitingen,

last sitting

(Jl

of this year, for the best answar

to the following question
"Are the affections which
:

maybe traced in the abdominal viscera, after putrid or adynamic and ataxic fevers, the effects
the
cause, or a complicated effect of these fevers?"
The memoirs, in French or in Latin, to be delivered (free of
charge) to M. Girandy the Secretary before the 1st of
October

ROYAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, NAPLES.
This Academy has proposed the following as a subject for
a
prize to be awarded on the 30th of next June.
" Required a description and drawing of an instrument which
shall, 1st,

unite in itself the properties of the largest and most
perfect meridian circles and meridian telescopes that
have yet
been made; 2. the adjustment of which shall not depend
on a
3. which may traverse and turn with facility, so as
;
to admit of observation in two contrary positions; and,
4. which
spirit level

can be made by any good workman possessing the means
afforded
by the present state of the arts." The memoir may be
written
either in Latin or Italian, without a name, but having
a motto
to the Secretary, under cover to the Secretary
of State

and sent

Foreign Affairs, before the end of February.— Prize,
a gold
medal of the value of 600 ducats.
for

ROYAL SOCIETY OF SCIENCES, GOTTINGEN.

A

50 ducats value is
November 1820, for

prize of

awarded

in

offered

by

this Society,

to

be

"A

critical Synopsis of the most ancient Monuments
of all kinds
that have been found in America, to be placed in
comparison
with those of Asia, Egypt," &c. The memoir is to be
written in
Latin.

X. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles,

LETTER FROM THE ARCTIC LAND EXPEDITION

*.

"Aug. 27, 1819.—At .lea.
passing the southern part of Greenland, named Cape
Farewell, we met with much ice ; but as it did not lie thick, little
difficulty was experienced in forcing a way through it, nor did it
prove so great an impediment as the contrary winds which still
fc

A

After

• Vvota Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine.

continued
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Near the Greenland coast the streams
continued to thwart us.
or fields of ice consisted of a collection of loose and comparativelv flat pieces, more or less densely compacted together, according to the state of the weather; but on approaching the shores
of Labrador, we fell in with nianv icebergs, or large floating fields
The variety of forms assumed by these masses afforded
of ice.
us amusement, but occasionally we saw some of such an enormous
One
size, that everv other feeling gave place to astonishment.
of these larger bergs we estimated to be 200 feet high above the
Its surface was broken
water, and above half a mile in length.
bv mountains of no mean size, with deep valleys between. Enormous as these dimensi.ms must appear, you will be more surprised
when I inform you, that the part of an iceberg which projects
above water, amounts only to a ninth part of the whole mass, that
being ;the proportion of ice which floats above salt water. Arthur's Seat clothed in snow would have formed only one pinnacle
to this berg. When these bodies became familiar to us from their
frequency, we derived much pleasure from the various shades and

The more compact parts
gradations of colour they exhibited.
were generallv of a bright verdigris blue ; towards the base a
fine sea green prevailed ; here and there a tint of red was seen,
and the summits alone were snow-white. As the part of tlic ice
which is covered bv the sea decays more rapidly than that which
is in the air, it often happens that one of these islands becomes
never saw one in the act of
top-heavy and tumbles over.
making this revohition, but most of them bore evident marks of
having been overturned twice or thrice ; the old water lines, in-

We

tersecting each other in various directions, being still deeply engraved on their surfaces.
*' We first beheld the land (Resolution island) during a fog,
which soon became so thick that we could not see the length of
In consequence of this, we got involved in a field of
the ship.
ice
then, to add to our distress, it fell calm ; and although we
could perceive that we were carried along by a violent current,
yet the fog deprived us of ascertaining its direction, and the depth
of water was too great to admit of our anchoring. After remaining
:

in

this situation for

two or three hours, receiving occasionally

some heavy blows frcm the ice, an alarm was given that we were
We all ran up<m deck, and beheld a tremenclose on the rocks.
frowning directly over the mast heads of the ship.
many places by sheets
of ice; and its summit was so high, and shrouded in so thick
a fog, that it could not be traced from the deck. We had
scarcely time to make any useful exertions; for in a few minutes

dous
It

cliff

was

perfectly perpendicular, covered in

the ship

fell

broadside against the

cliff,

along the face of which
£he
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she was violently hurried by the current, towards a ridge of broken
rocks, which in a short time would have torn the stoutest vessel
The heavy swell which prevailed caused the ship in
to pieces.

her passage to beat against various rocky ledges which projected
under water. One of the blows she thus sustained, drove the rudder out of its place; but it fortunately hung suspended by tackling
which had been employed to secure it on coming amongst the

At

ice.

this instant,

when

all

human

exertions seemed perfectly

the current eddied offshore, the land-breeze sprang up,
a boat that we had put overboard succeeded in taking us in tow,
and what appeared almost miraculous one of the last thumps
fruitless,

—

—

the ship received caused the rudder to fall back into its place. By
this combination of favourable circumstances, we succeeded in
getting round the point we so much dreaded ; and, setting all
sail, we steered from the land.
Upon the first alarm of danger,
the women and children, of whom we had a large number on
board, going to Lord Selkirk's colony, rushed upon the deck
much terrified. The officers, hower, succeeded in calming their
fears, and prevailed on them tp go below out of the wav of the
sailors
but scarcely had this been effected, when the current
carried us against a large iceberg which had grounded upon a
:

some distance from the shore.
crash of the masts and yards, together with the grinding of
the ship's side against the ice, terrified them more than ever j
but we speedily got clear of the second danger without receiving
further damage.
Our troubles, however, were not at an end ;
the ship had received so much damage whilst on the rocks, that,
on examination, a great deal of water was found in the hold. All
ridge of sunken rocks that lay at

The

hands were instantly set to the pumps ; but, to our mortification,
that the water rushed in faster than we could, with
every exertion, discharge it. Affairs now wore a gloomv aspect;
the water in the hold increased to upwards of five feet, and the
men were getting tired at the pumps, when fortunately the
weather cleared up a little, and we saw the Eddijstune, one of
the vessels that accompanied us, at no great <listance: we bore
down, and informed them of our situation. Every assistance in
their power was promptly supplied ; they sent 20 men and two
carpenters.
The services of the latter were invaluable, as our
own carpenter had died in the earlier part of the voyage. With
this fresh accession of strength, we kept the leak from gaining
upon us ; and after some time the carpenters succeeded in discovering and patching up the broken parts so as sensibly to diminish the influx of water.
Their operations were however slow,
and it was not till the evening of the second day that wc succeeded in getting all the water out of the ship. During the whole

we found

of

Ardk Land Expedition.
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of thib time, not only the officers and men worked hard, btit even
of the women, recovering their spirits, proved eminently
useful at the pumps. As the water decreased, the carpenters were
enabled the more readily to repair the damage that had been sustained : and they ultimately succeeded so well, that one pump
proved sufficient to discharge the water as fast as it leaked in.
In this state we have continued ever since.
" In these straits the Hudson's-bay vessels are generally visited
by a tribe of Esquimaux, who frequent the shores during summer, and come off to the ships for the purpose of bartering their

many

whole wealth, Vhich consists in whale- and sea-blubber, for iron,
which has become an article of the first consequence to them.
Accordinglv, one day when we were above 20 miles from the
shore, these poor creatures ventured off in their skin canoes, pullIt sometimes
ing with the utmost anxiety to reach the vessels.
happens, when the ships have a fair wind, that they run past the
Esquimaux haunts without stopping : in the present instance,
however, we were detained by light contrary winds, which enabled them to overtake us; and when they did so, they expressed
so much joy and exultation, that it was easy to conceive how
great their disappointment must have been when they missed us.
In a short time we were surrounded by 30 or 40 canoes, each
carrying one man, with his small cargo of merchandize, which,
to their great satisfaction, they speedily exchanged for pieces of
iron, hoops, knives, saws, hatchets, and harpoons, and tin-pots.
The wind continuing contrary during the remainder of the day,
we stood in towards the land, and gave the women of the tribe
an opportunity to come off, which they did in five large canoes
framed like the large one of skins, but open, and each capable of
The oars were pulled by women,
carrying from 20 to 30 people.
but there was an old man in each boat to direct them. As they
brought off a great many children, I suppose we saw the whole
tribe,
**

amounting

The

to nearly

200

souls.

features of the Es(|uimaux are not the

most regular

in the

world: but it was pleasing to sec their flat, fat, greasy faces.
When they had disposed of their articles of trade, we presented
ti^.e women and children with a few needles, beads, and other
Since that time
trinkets, and sen', thtm away highly delighted.
we have been contending against contrary winds ; but by perseverance have succeeded in getting within a few days' sail of York
factory, at which place I shall conclude and despatch.
"August 31 York Factory. Wchave landed here in safety;
find the country more pleasant than we expected, and have been
told that the difficulties of travelling in tliis country have been

—

much

exaggerated.

—

" J. R."
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ANIMAL REMAINS.

Ill making some further excavations lately in caverns in the
vicinity of Breuge, in the department of Lot, the workmen laid

open a depository of bones, some of horses some of the rhinosame species of which fossil fragments have been
found in this country, in Germany, and in Siberia; and others
;

ceros, of the

belonging to a species of stag, now a non-descript, witii horns
much resembling those of a young rein-deer. They were
collected, and presented to the Academy of Sciences, by M. Caier, and are now in the King's cabinet.
pretty

MINERAL ANIMAL MATTER.

—ZOOGENE.

Sig, Carlo di Gimbernat has discovered a peculiar substance
in the thermal waters of Baden and of Ischia, of which he gives

—

the following description in the Givrnale di Fisica :
"This
substance covers, like an integument, many rocks in the valleys of
Senagalla and Negropoute at the foot of the celebrated Epomeo,
beneath which mountain the poets confine Typhon,
It is remarkable that in this very place should be found a substance very
similar to skin and human flesii.
One portion of this mountain
that was found covered with this substance, measured 45 feet in
length by 2 J in height. It yielded, by distillation, an empyreumatic
oil ; and, by boiling, a gelatine, which would have sized paper. I
obtained the same results at Baden.
It may therefore be considered as confirmed that an animal principal is present in these
thermal springs, which licing evaporated becomes condensed in
their neighbourhood.
To this principle I have given the name

" Zoogene."
The Editors of the Glorn. Fls. state that they have seen
substance obtained by M. Gimbernat, and that externally it
of

the
has

the appearance of real flesh covered with skin.

M. FAUJAS SAINT FOND

S

MUSEUM OF GEOLOGY AND NATURAL
HISTORY.

M. Rarthelemy

Faujas Saint Fond, Professor of Geology, and
one of the Adminisiratprs of the Royal Museum of Natural History, died last summer at Paris.
This gcnflenian was well knowu
by his various interesting memoirs on geology and other branches
of science, and by his travels through Scotland.
His passionate
attachment to science induced him to cxj)end an ample fortune

forming a geological museum, and by his numerous travels
and unceasing efforts he succeeded in ol)taining a most interesting collection, which was sold by public auction at his house adjoining the Jurdin dcs Plantes, in the last month (December),
in

m.

Faujas

Vol. 55.

is

well

known

to liave devoted a considerable share of

No. 2G1. Jan. 1820.

E

attention

6f>

Boraclc Acid.

—Phosphoric Acid

in Vegetables.

and
was particularly rich in specimens from the ancient
volcanoes of France, and other parts of Europe.
These were
purchased by M. Beudant for the private collection of the King
of France.
M. Faujas was also one of the first geologists who
saw the high importance of the study of fossils to elucidate the
former revolutions of the globe and his collection was celebrated
for the numerous and well characterized fossil remains which it
attention to the study of volcanoes and volcanic products,
his collection

;

contained, particularly of the class of vertebrated animals.
M. Faujas possessed the most perfect tooth of the gigantic

Tapir that has yet been discovered. Of these very rare teeth
not more than three or four have at present been found in any
part of the world.
The one belonging to M. Faujas was the
hindermost grinder,and is the tooth drawn and described in Cuvier's Recherches si/r les Osseinens Fossiles, Supplement to the
article Tapir. PI. II. fig. 7.
This tooth was purchased by Mr,
Bakewell, who was then at Paris, together with a tooth of the
Mastodon from the South of France, and another species from
the Cordilleras, and teeth of the fossil Hippopotamus and fossil
Rhinoceros.
Several magnificent specimens of fossil fish were
in this collection, particularly one of nearly three feet in length
from Montebolia in the Veronnais, the Blocklus longirostris
(Volta). Among various selections of fossil shells was one series

from Plais&ntin, particularly rich in species of which the greater
part have their analogies living in the present ocean, as was
proved by M. Menard de Lagroil, in a memoir published hi the
Annates du Museum d'Hisloire Natiirelle. The simple minerals
in this museum were not very numerous, but there were some
extremely rare and valuable specimens.

In our

last,

BORACIC ACID.
we noticed the boracic acid found

in solution in

Lucas, in a letter to M. Arago,
mentions that this acid is found also in the crater of Vulcano. It
is met with on the most heated parts of the surface, where vapours are continually rising, in a white light state, though sometimes soiled and sometimes mixed with sulphur. The incrustations are generally about three-fourths of an inch thick, and
sometimes of more than a foot in extent. It is met with in scales,
and sometimes fibrous. The nature of these incrustations was
ascertained by D, Gioacchino Arrosto of Messina.
certain lakes in Tuscany.

M.

PHOSPHORIC ACiD IN VEGETABLES.
in making experiments on pharmaceutical extracts
obtained by carrying on the evaporation in vacuo, " became acMr. Barry,

quainted with the singular fact, that phosphoric acid in a soluble
state

.

Wavellite.

.

— New Vegetalle Alkali.
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was found in all the extracts. On further investigation, it
was ascertained that this acid, besides that portion of it which
exists as phosphate of lime, is contained in a vast variety of vegetai)Ies . .AH those which are cultivated seem to contain phosphoric salt in great abundance."
state

.

.

WAVELLITE.
This substance appears, by an analysis made by

M.

Berzelius,

to contain

Alutnine

..

..

Phosphoric acid

..

..

..

..
•

35*35

.,

Fluoric acid

Lime

.

.

Oxides of iron and manganese

Water
99-36
ALKALI.
MM. Pelletier and Caventon have announced the discovery
of this alkali in the seeds of the Feratrum SabadiUa.
In pxamining among other vegetable substances which have a marked
action on the animal system, they found, in the Ciradille, a orystallizable alkahne matter extremely acrimonious ; but thev hav^
not yet become perfectly acquainted with its nature.

NEW VEGETABLE

RECTIFICATION OF ALCOHOL.

A

correspondent of the Giornule de F'aica reports an eyperiment which may be applied with advantage to this purpose. It
is a well known fact, tliat water passes with facility through
bladder, while alcohol is almost perfectly retained by it.
If a
bottle of wine be closed bv a piece of bladder, instead of a cork,
a portion of the water will be found to !iave evaporated and passed
off through the membrane, arid the wine left will be found proportionally stronger.
If a bladder h:df filled with alcohol of the
specific gravity of S67, and having its orifice closed, be exposed
to the sun, the air, or the heat of a stove, in a short time the alcohol will be found rectified to 817 spec. gr. and in this manner
all the water may be evaporated.
If the same bladder with its
contents be then exposed to a humid atmosphere, (as in a da,nip
cellar,) it will iml)ibe water, and return to 8()7 spec. grav. which
water may again be separated by hanging it in a dry place. In
one word, the bladder is a filter, which suffers water to pass through
it, but not alccohol.
•

NEW

MM.

PIGMENTS.

Colin and Taillefort have observed, that if any of the
blue or green carbonates of copper are heated to the temperature
of
K 2

New

6S

Pigments,

of 212" Fahr. they lo?e their water and become Iroivnl
In this
wnhyrlrous state they form a body of such good colour as to promise to be useful as a pigment.

But

pa'iiters have been more at a loss for a durable purple thar»
browns, and tiiis desideratum seems at length to be supplied.
His Excellency the Count le Maistre of St. Petersburgh, in a
letter to Dr. Creighton (published by Dr. Thomson) describes a
process for obtaiiiing this unchangeable colour. The Count first
notices the tendencyof the muriate of gold to form purple coloured
compounds with the oxide of tin ; with gelatine and starch, when
mixed and boiled with them and with the earths, if precipitated
with them and heated and then gives the following process for
preparing the new colour
One part of dry muriate of alumina^
one of sulphate of magnesia, four parts of muriate of barytes, and
five of carbonate of soda, are each pulverised separately.
They
are then mixed in a glass mortar, and a little water is added,
merely enough to moisten the mixture. Then a diluted solution
of gold is added, by little and little, pounding the matter all the
time in the mortar, till the whole has acquired a light sulphuryellow tint, and the consistence of cream. The pounding is continued a long time, to produce the decomposition of the salts with
as little water as possible.
When no more effervescence is perceptible, and when the salts cease to crack under the pestle, a
sufficient (juantity of water is to be added for their complete solution. This tedious process is essential toimite the oxide of gold
>vilh the earths ; and the whole success of the operation (which
is pretty capricious) depends on it.
The precipitate is to be left
24 hours in the mortar, stirring it from time to time with a glass
rod. It is then to be poured into a saucer, or a similar vessel, and
left till the powder subsides. Tiie supernatant liquid is then drawn
off with a syphon, and the deposit is dried in the shade, without

for

—

;

:

:

—

it.
The precipitate when dry is yellowish white. The
muffle in which it is to he baked, ought to be red hot. The powder
is put (of the thickness of one or two lines) upon a silver or porce-

wa«Iiing

and

must

withdrawn from the fire the instant that
If too long exposed to heat it acquires a violet tinge. This is occasioned bv the salts it still contains; ior, after it has been washed, it may be kept red hot without
io^hi^ any of its colour, which indeed acquires greater lustre.
These trials v^-eri' uiide on a small scale, and, the Count oliserves,
nay be improvcu. The colour appears to want intensity, but the
mixture of oils or gums renders it sufficiently deep. For oil-painting it must be carefully rub! cd with a mixture of drying oil and
varnish. The painting is to be begun by a thin transparent coat:
a second is sufficient to give it all the lustre of which it is susceptible.
The under coats ought to be prepared with raw terra de
lain plate
it

;

acquires

Sienna.

its

it

l)e

purple colour.

kkw

Fulminat'wg Gold.

— Ear thqziakes.

6'9

NEW PURPLE

OF CASSrUS.
Maistre havincj placed a sequin in contact with
mercury at one of its sides, and having at the end of 2-1 hours
fused it with an equal weight of tin, obtained an allov fusihie in
boiling resin.
This alloy, triturated with caustic; ammonia in a
mortar, yielded a powder of a line purple colour.

The Count de

FULMINATING GOLD.

A fulminating gold

has heen formed by the Coiuit de Maistre,
by pouring a small quantity of solution of gold into red (Bordeau:
)
\vine. A sediment fell down, which when dried, and then
exposed,
ill an iron capsule, to the heat of
a charcoal hre, exploded.
,

EARTHaUAKfiS.

4—

Amulree,

(Scotland,) Dec.
About half an hour past seven
o'clock this evening, there was felt here a smart shock of an
earthquake, similar to that felt at Comrie a few days ago
it
^

:

lasted

two or three seconds

Hills eastward.

;

its

direction was by

theGrampian

The

houses and furniture shook, and the whole
noise like the slow passing of carts.
MiTTENVVALi), {Bavaria,) Dec, 29.— On the 2()th in5t. at 55

went away with a

minutes after seven in the morning, the shock of an earthquake
was felt around this place. It lasted about seven or eight seconds, and took a direction from south to north.
The motion it
produced was quite as strong as that on the 10th of April last
year.
The wind, from the south, was very still. The thermometer of Reaumur stood, in the shade, four degrees above zero,
and the barometer two degrees above changeable weather. On
the 2 1st, the thermometer rose seven, and the barometer six degrees, with a powerful south wind.

India. Mirzafore. Letters from Chunar and Mirzapore
mention, that about eight o'clock in the evening of the 16th June,
1819, the shock of an earth(|uake was experienced at these

The same effect, in a slight degree, was remarked
about the same time at Calcutta. At Chunar, the motion was
accompanied by a noise in the atmosphere, which resembled
that occasioned by the rapid flight of birds.
JiON POOR.— The shock of the earthquake that was felt in Calcutta, on the evening of Wednesday the IGth June, about halfpl&ces.

past eight o'clock, was experienced also at Jionpoor, pretty
nearly about the same time, as will appear by the following extract of a letter transmitted to us from that station, which
has just reached us :

" A strong shock of an earthquake was felt here on the night
of the IGth of June, at a quarter past 8 o'clock; there were three
distinct vibrations from vvcht to east, with the usual accompani-

E3

inents

;

70 Earthquake-^Beneficial Us3 of Salt

in feeding Stock.

ments of rattling wall shades, swinging punkahs, and flapping
There are different opinions as to its duration, which apdoors.
peared to

me

about twenty-tive seconds
the intervals were verv
was not accompanied bv the runil)lini) iioi>,e I have
usually heard on such occasions, and which 1 have hitherto imagined to be the earth's vibration.
Both the noise and motion
must be separate effects of some unknown cause. The rains have
not yet commenced, and the weather has been unusually hot."
SuLTANPORE. Extract from a letter dated Sultanpore, Oude,
17th June 1S19
"A severe and awful shock of an earthquake
was felt at this station last night, at seventeen niinutes past eight,
which lasted some time, and occasioned very considerable alarm.
The bungalows actually rocked, particularly the mess one of the
1st battalion 19th regiment, in which the offivers were at dinner
at the time, and the huts of the soldiers were a good deal damaged. The heat for the last two or three days has been excessive, and not a drop of rain has yet fallen."
distinct.

;

It

:

—
—

BENEFICIAL USE OF SALT IN FEEDING STOCK*.
In the year 1S17, eight tons of salt only were granted undei

the then existing act, for the use of cattle; five tons of which
were imported for the use of the Sthoose farm. In the last year,
but from the faciliten tons were obtained for the like pi-rpose
ties afforded of transferring it, above thirty persons were supplied
from the stock; and all of those with whom Mr. Curwen has
had the pleasure of conversing, concur in the benefit which has
been derived by the addition of salt to the food of their cattle
and horses.
;

The

practice of daily giving salt to cattle, in the proportion of

commenced at the Schoose farm, in October ISiJj with the feeding on steamed food, consisting of chaff,
i. e. cut straw, or the husks of grain, and continued during the
succeeding seven months; after which, and during the five summer months, while the cattle were fed on clover and grass, the
daily quantity was reduced to three ounces per head, mixed with
a little bran. Calves and one and two years old stock were given
from two to three ounces each every day. The least thriving of
the calves were observed to be the fondest of salt.

four ounces per head,

In a very early stage

removed the unpleasant

it

vvas discovered, that salt thus given,

flavour from the milk, while milch

fed not only on the bulb but the tops of turnips.

cows

What may

be
en does not presume to decide :
ir is, is completely established
avjd the tops of turnips, amounting in weight to a sixth part of
the operation of salt, iMr. Cur
the fact, however, valuable as

»

From

the Communications to the Board of Agrjcultare.

the

;

Beneficial Use of Salt in feeding Slock.
the crop,

may now,

with the addition of

salt,

milch cows, though previously to the use of

71

be safely given to
these were never

salt,

so applied.

A

general opinion prevails that inflammatory disorders have
less frequent since salt has been used.
It appears to promote digestion, increase the quantity of milk, and dispose the
animal to fatten
it also makes an evident improvement in the

been

;

handling and the appearance of the skin.
Though the allowance of salt to cattle has hitherto been restricted to four ounces daily, yet little doubt is entertained that
it misht beneficially be increased
but experiments have not
been made to ascertain the extent to which it might advantageously be given.
The allowances to horses last year was four ounces each per
day ; this year it has been increased to six, during the autumn
and winter months, mixed with steamed potatoes ; in the summer with their corn their general health and spirits are considered to be improved, the gloss on their coats remarkably fine
fewer instances of grease have occurred, and the general opinion
is, that with moderate care, the use of salt would diminish the
liability to the disease, if it should not prove an actual preventive to the complaint. An experiment was made with two horses,
which had been many years in the coal works, and, from the
grease, were renderctf nearly unserviceable.
During the first
month, they hail each eiglit ounces of salt per day; the second
ten ; and now they have twelve ounces.
The first perceptible
effect was to prevent the very offensive smell of their dung
their
coats improved
the discharge from their legs decreased, and
has ceased
the swelling, in some degree, has subsided
the
pain appears to be less violent, the stiffness of the limbs is not
so great, and they are able to perform moderate work.
They
have been observed to drink somewhat more water. Whether a
complete cure can be effected in so advanced a stage of the dis:

:

—

order,

seem

is

—
—

—

yet doubtful, though the beneficial effects of the salt

to be confirmed by the experiment.

The importance (^ salt in preserving the health and soundness
of sheep is decisive. Two ounces per head has been given weekly
to the flock. To those feeding on turnips or rape, three ounces.
One hundred sheep have been slaughtered in the course of the
last six months, without the least appearance of unsoundness
being pcrceptii)le
in former years, and before salt was made
use of, the cwcs were scarcely ever untainted.
Since it has been discovered that rock sialt is capable of being
ground, much labour and ex])ense have been saved,
As all the drainage from the sheds and j-ards is collected and
thrown over the middings, the dung of the ensuing year will have
:

—

j^

E4

the
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Mildew.

the addition of four tons of

salt,

or the greater part of

it,

the ef-

which may possibly be perceptible in the succeeding crops.
The greatest benefit to agriculture, from a general and liberal use
of salt, may reasonablybe anticipated,
besides opening a new and
extensive source of trade, and giving employment to thousands.
Whilst four ounces per day to any animal were considered sfs
ample, the general consumption at this rate would reach, it was
supposed, 300,000 tons annually subsequent experience has confirmed this estimate, which possibly may be greatly increased,
should an augmentation of the daily allowance of stock be found
fect of

—

:

a beneficial measure.
16, Chapel Place, Jan.

23. 1819.

J.

C.

CuRWEN.

The duty on rock salt is 5/. the ton the cost of the salt \0s.
It may be obtained by application in writing to the excise officer
of the place, who then grants a certificate.
The salt may be
;

transferred frovn any stock, on application to the excise officer,

who

grants a certificate, by which any quantity, not less than
eight stone, may be had,
Messrs. Home and Stackhouse, of
Liverpool, have offered their services in furnishing salt at (51. per
ton,

on receipt of the excisemau's

certificate, the

purchaser paj-

ing the freight.

MILDEVl'.

The following
mildew

is

a communication from Sir J. Sinclair

wheat

:

— " The

by far the greatest calamity to which,
in an agricultural point of view,this country is liable. As it originates from corruption and the growth of the fungus tribe, it seems
to me most probable that the use of saline manures would be
found the most efficacious preventive.
Many circumstances, already communicated to the public, tend to justify that idea ; and
it is now in a great measure confirmed by an experiment that
has just been reported to me by Mr. A. Robinson, at Almond
Myrehead, about \6 miles from Edinburgh. On the 1st of November 1818, Mr. Robinson sowed 28 lbs. of marine salt on three
falls of sandy land, mixed with the seed wheat
this at the rate
of 26 bushels per Scotch, or about 20 Imshels per English acre.
The crop was reaped on the 27th of August 1819, and the part
salted produced at the rate of about three bushels per acre n)ore
than the rest of the field. The whole crop was much injured by
the rust, otherwise called blight or mildew, excepting the part
thai was sailed; which though not altogether free from it, yet
the injury was very inconsiderable, and perhaps would have been
totally avoided, had a greater quantity of it been made use of.
Mr. Robinson thinks that it will be better first to sow the wheat
separately, the salt to be sowed and harrowed-in afterwards ; for
he found that the wheat did not spring up so well, in consequence
pf its being sown in immediate contact with the salt.
Crushed
rock
blight or

in

is

—

:

Acorns a Sulstitute for Coffee.
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rock srilt will answer as well as marine salt, and the quantity
should be varied from 20 to 30 bushels per English acre.
It
would be extremely desirable that the result of anv further experiment tried should be communicated to the public, that the
question may, if possible, be put to rest."

FREEZING SWEET WORT.
To Mr. Tilloch.

—

From repeated observation, 1 have found that it requires
Sir,
a much greater degree of cold to freeze sweet wort, which of
course has not been fermented, than it does to freeze water. Can
any of your ingenious correspondents explain on philosophical
principles, why frost so operates as to produce the effect above
mentioned ?
Boston, Jan. 1820.

g_

ACORNS A SUBSTITUTE FOR COFFEE.
Dr. Maex, a German physician of some eminence,

y^

ascribes

great medical virtues to an Infusion of acorns used in the same
manner as coffee. In 1793 he published some experiments on
this subject, and gave the following directions for preparing and
using the acorns
Take sound and ripe acorns, peel off the shell or husk, divide
the kernels, dry them gradually, and then roast them in a close
vessel or roaster, keeping

them constantly stirring;

in

doing v/hich

must be taken that they be not burnt or over-roasted, either of which would be hurtful.
The Doctor recommends
half an ounce of these roasted acorns, ground and prepared like
coffee, to be taken morning and evening, either alone or mixed
with coffee and sweetened with sugar, either with or without milk.
Th"? author says that acorns have been always esteemed a
wholesome nutriment for men, and that by their medical qualiespecial care

ties

they have been found to cure slimy obstructions in the
and to remove nervous complaints.

fw-

ceray

QUESTIONS BY A CORRESPONDENT.
compressed air have on the lives of animals ?
Injurious of course, but with what symptoms attended, as well
as what affection it induces ?
What is that by which the ratio of sidereal to solar time can be

What

effect will

determined,

if

we have

only the data of cither's revolutions

?

General Axiom.
To a spectator on a body which turns round its axis whilst revolving in an orbit, things without the orbit will appear to make
a? many circuits around that body as it really performs revolutions
but the number of circuits which things within the orbit
will ajjpear to make, will be either one more or one less than
;

the

:

-D?-y
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Rot.

—

Hydroplu'l'ia.

the number of revolutions really performed by the body, according as ike body revolves in the orbit reversely to the direction of
the circum-polar motion, or makes both rkvolutions to the
SAME HAND. Tile above is abstract from any motion of the ob"

server.

DRY UOT,
This destructive enemyof buildings, which generally commences
ravages in the cellars, may be prevented, or its progress checked, by white-washing them yearly, mixing with the wash as much
copperas as will give it a clear yellow hue.

its

HYDROPHOBIA.

M.

Sig. A.

Marrichini of

Salvatori of Petersburgh, in a letter to Professor

Rome,

gives the following

remedy

for this dreadful

malady

" The

inhabitants of Gadici, but

when or how

I

know

not,

have made the important discovery, that near the ligament of the
tongue of the man or animal bitten by a rabid animal, and becoming rabid, pustules of a whitish hue make their appearance,
which open spontaneously about the 13th day after the bite; and
at this time, they say, the first symptoms of true hydrophobia
make their appearance. Their method of cure consists in opening these pustules with a suitable instrument, and makiiig the
patient spit out the ichor and fluid which run from them, often
washing the mouth with salt water. This operation should be
performed the ninth day after the bite. The remedy is so effectual, that with these people this hitherto incurable disease has
lost its terrors." Bibl. Ital. xiv. 428.
EXPI>OSION OF A STEAM-BOILER.

On

the 15th of December a dreadful accident occurred at Little Harwood, near Blackburn, by which two men were killed on
the spot, two others were so shockingly bruised that they have
since died of their Vv'ounds, and a fifth lies in a most deplorable
.

and another man and a boy
accident was occasioned by the explosion of a steam-boiler at the mouth of a pit which Colonel
Hargreaves and two other gentlemen are now sinking for coals.

state with little chance of recovery;

are also

much

bruised.

The

weighs about four tons, and was carried, it is supfifty yards high, and fell sixty-five yards fronj the
It was seen in its transit by many
place where it was working.
One piece of iron of a ton
persons at a considerable distance.
weight was thrown fifty yards, and several stones rmd slates were
found at a hundred yards from the place they had occupied. The
building which contained the engine was left with scarcely one

The

boiler

posed, about

stone upon another. One of the unfortunate sufferers was carried
by the violence of the explosion to a distance of eighty yards,

and

lived several hours after

he was taken up.

Cmgreve's Conical Balls.— Enormous Bird.
SIR

—
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WILLIAM CONGREVe's CONICAL BALLS.
To Mr. Tilioch.

In some of your late num')ers, it appears, a patent has
Sir,
been taken by Sir William Congreve for a coiiical ball. Below
which I
are extracts so far back as ISOS, on tlie same subject,
beg you will insert in the Philosophical Magazine :— The Essay-

been dead several years.
Glasgow, 17th Jan. 182U,

ist^has

Your obedient,

James BoaZ,

Surgeons'-hall, Glasorow, 21 Nov. 1S08.

Mr. Robertson read an essay upon the

different

forms of mus-

paternsof various- shapes; amongst
these, he most p.pproved of the long egg-shaped-ball, haying one
end thick, the other tapered small to a point he maintained

ket and other

balls, exhibited

:

that this, containing as nnich matter as a spherical ball, will reconseceive much less resistance in passing through the air
quentlv, will not only go further with the sarre charge of powder,
;

but hit an oliject with greater force and precision, as its deviation will be less, especially, by making spiral grooves in it, to give
Mr. Rothe 'air.
it a whirling motion in its jirogrcss through
subject at next meeting.
this
fully
into
more
bertson is to so
'
*
28 Nov. 1808.

—

Mr. Robertson read further an essay upon projectiles, and the
resistance balls receive in passiiijj through the atmosphere, compared with what bodies of different kinds receive in passing
through water.

He

exhibited

some drawings and a diagram

il-

lustrative of his subject.

Mr. Robertson brought

to the Society

some

5 Dec. 1808.
further models of

an oblong shape, hexagonally fluted in such a manner,
that in their passage through tiie air they revolve on their own
axis, while their heavy end goes foremost, being exactly upon t,lie
Mr. R. is to read an
principle of an arrow shot from a bow.
essay upon those exhibited this evening at some future period.

balls of

James Roaz,

Secretary.

[Bxtracted from the Minute Book of the Glasgow Philosophical Society, by
Jamks Boaz, Secretary. Glasgow, 17th Jan. 1820.]

ENORMOUS BIRD.
discovered, in New Siberia, the claws of a
and the Yakuts assured
bird measuring each a yard in length
him, that they had freiiuently in their hunting excursions met
with skeletons and feathers of this bird ; the quills of which \yere

Mr. Henderson has

;

Captain Cook mentions
large enough to admit a min's arm.
having seen an immense bird's nest in New Holland, on a low
sandy island, in Endeavour river, with trees upon it, and an innest with
credible number of sea-fowls: he found an eagle's
ones, which he killcrl ; and the nest of some other bird

young

the ground,
of a mo-st enormous size, built with large sticks on
than twenty feet in circumference and 2 feet 8 inches high.

'iKj less

Mount
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Fesiiviits.

—

Sialistics,

SENECA OIL.
Mr. George Gibson, near George town, on the Conemough
river, Westmoreland county, Pennsylvania, in boring for salt water,
at the depth of 270 feet, obtained seneca oil, which is said to be
very pure. According to appearances, one barrel per day
easily be procured.

may

ERUPTION OF MOUNT VBSUVIUS.
Naples, 4th Jan.

" On

the 1st of January snow fell here, accompanied by much
About the middle of the night the inhabitants were
thunder.
awakened by a violent subterraneous noise, and soon afterwards
one of the most dreadful eruptions of Vesuvius commenced that

The inhabitants of Torre del
has been witnessed for 20 years.
Greco, of I'Aumenziata, and even of Portici, experienced the
greatest disquietude, apprehending the fate of Herculaneum and
Pompeii. The lava, however, fortunately divided itself into five
torrents, and flowed to the foot of the mountain for tiie space of
a league. The crater is much enlarged, a part of its brink having
On the 7th the lava still continued to flow,"
fallen in.

The

APOPLEXY.
The Journal

following facts, says

—

da

Dehats, cannot

fail

A lady about 40 years of age,
to be interesting to humanity :
who lived at the corner of one of the streets in Paris, was struck
Mr. Lavalette, the physician,
early in the month with apoplexy.
was' called in, and he restored her instantly to life by bleeding in
a jugular vein, and stimulating the blood to flow abundantly, by
the application of a common needle to the exterior part of the
It is thus shown, that the mevein and the adjoining nerves.
chanical stimulant is able to revive nervous sensibility, and by
creating a kind of peristaltic motion, to deduce from the arteries
There is also another instance of the
a great quantity of blood.
efficacy of this application in the case of a Mr. Chatelin, a linen
merchant, who has also been restored to existence under similar
It is trusted that this discovery will be generally
circumstances.

—

beneficial.

——^—

STATISTICS.
During the year 1818, there have been in Paris 6,616 marOf the number of
riages, 22,421 deatns, and 23,067 births.

8089 children were illegitimate : of these 2004 have been
acknowledged, and 6094 abandoned: of the deaths, 993 have
been occasioned by the small-pox.

births

LECTURES.

We have

among our miscellanies, intended
Courses of lectures relating to any of the departments of philosophy.
every wish to notice

—
Patents.

—

— Meteorology.
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sophy, medicine, the sciences and the arts : but by a new construction put by the Stamp Office on the laws respecting the duty
chargeable on advertisements, we cannot do it without subjecting
ourselves to an expense of which

seem not

to be aware.

some who send

'

these notices

"

RED RAIN.
the 2d of November, in the afternoon, a red or reddishcoloured rain fell at Blankenburg and Dixmude, in Flanders. In

On

same happened at Scheveningen. Such
phsenomena have been frequently observed, and to them may be
the following night, the

attributed the chronicled reports of showers of blood affirmed to
have fallen in different countries.

PATENTS FOR NEW INVENTIONS.
To Francis Fox the younger, of Derby, M.D,, for his new or
improved method of facilitating and ensuring the discharge of
LIST OF

—

15th Jan. 1820.
fire-arms and artillery of every description.
To John Leberecht Steinhauser, of Moffatt Terrace, CityRoad, Middlesex, artist; for improvement in portable lanthorns or
15th Jan.
lamps applicable to various purposes.

—

To John Oldham,

of South

Cumberland

Street, Dublin, Esq.

improvements on his former patent bearing
date the lOth day of October 1817, for an improvement or
improvements in the mode of propelling ships and vessels on seas,
15th Jan.
rivers, and canals, by the agency of steam.
To Joseph Main, of Bagnio-Court, Newgate street, London,
for an improved method of preparing and spinning wool, cotton,
15th Jan.
silk, flax, fur, and all other fibrous substances.
To James Thom, of Wells-street, St. Mary-Ie-bone, piano]
forte maker, and William Allen, of Castle-street, same parish,
piano-forte maker; for a certain improvement in piano fortes,

for certain further

—

—

15th Jan.

SINGULAR PHENOMENON.
During the night of Tuesday, 16th Nov. there fell, in the townshore, so great a
.•ship of Broughton, North Am. on the south
quantity of a black jjowder, as completely to cover the snow which
was then on the ground.

—

nartwcll, Tunbridge Wells, Jan. 17th 1820.
for the Philosophical Magazine, the fol-

De.\R Sir,— I submit
lowing short journul of the thermometer and barometer during
the late extraordinary cold weather.
1819. Dcc.yi. Thermometer at midnight + 10" of Fahrenheit.
Lowest during the night +2" ditto.
The barometer pretty stationary at 29 40 till night, when it
fell

considerablv.

1820
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13.

Thermometer +2"

At day break

30-10.
Barometer
This extraordinary day and night deserve to be
The day became quite clear, and the
minutely described.
thermometer tell between noon and 10 P.M. from +10" to
—2". At midnight it was —3". At 2 A.M. Jan. 15 it was
5°.
And between that time and sunrise it fell to —10°, the
lowest bv fourteen degrees that I ever remember it. A correspondent represents it to have been still lower on the high Kentish
for above zero, and the minus
hills. N.B. I use the plus sign
for below zero. The barometer continued falling through
sign
the night, and the following day was warmer. This severe frost
killed great numbers of small birds, which 1 found frozen to death
in the garden. Early on the Saturday morning (the 15th) many
labouring people were forced to leave their work, and several accidents are reported to have happened to wayfaring people during
the night. Near the city of Canterbury, I find the cold was equally
severe, but in other places it was seven or eight degrees less rigorous. If, however, in this warm part of the island, the mercury
descended to 10 degrees below zero, what must have been the
This leads to a question of the local
cold on the Scottish hills
Perhaps some of your
influence of extremes of heat and cold.
correspondents will favour the public with registers from different
Yours, &c.
parts of North Britain.
14.

Jan.

—

+

—

!

T. FORSTER.

To Mr.

Sir,

—The

Tilloch.
Groom's Hill, Greenwich, Dec.31, 1819.
register which I now send you of the quantity of

and the quantity of evaporation from the surface of
water during the past year, was kept (as heretofore) at Croydon
The rain-gauge and evaporauntil the 12th of September last.
tor were then removed to Croom's Hill, and placed at the same
height from the ground, and in every other respect the same as
It will be recollected
described and published in your Magazine.
that the rin)s of both are placed exactly at four feet from the
and that the divided tube for measuring
surface of the ground
the quantitv is to tne same scale as that used by the Royal SoI subjoin the register of the last three years, as it may be
ciety.
pleasing to your readers at one view to see the different results.
lain fallen,

—

—

Evaporation.

Inches of Rain.

1817
1818
1819

..

..

..

25,349
24,252
27,339

..
..
..

22,227
27,064
21,369

1 remain, sir, yours

&c.

Henry Lawson.

.
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METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL KEPT AT BOSTON,
LINCOLNSHIRE.
ITlie time of observation, unless otherwise stated, is at 1

1819.

P.M.]

[
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A Letter from Dr.

Hutton ro ///e Mrtr^j/w De Laplace,
on several Astronomical and Philosoplikal Subjects.

Ur.

Hutton having of late years perceived some illiberal attempts made, in his own country, unjustly to deprive him of the
honour of his calculations to determine the density and mass of
the earth; and even a seeming attempt of the same kind elsewhere ; he deemed it necessary to address the following letter to
M. De Laplace, on observing a similar recent appearance in the
Connaissance des Terns of the years 1821 and 1^22.

" Bedford-Row, London,

"

My Lord AL\rqtjis, —

April 9, 1819;

have for many years most anxiously
U'ished to have the honour of paying my respects to you in person ; but as there is no prospect of n)y being ai)Ie to make a
journey to France, i)eing now in my 82d year, it only remains
to address you in writing, and to reciucst that you will accept the
homage of a sincere lover of those sciences which you have contributed so essentially to advance, with the highest honour to
yourself, as well as advantage to the scientific world.
" An opportunity has just offered for conveying tliis letter to
Paris, and I avail myself of the same to request your acceptance
of a copy of my " Tracts on Philosophical and Mathematical
Subjects," which I beg to present to you as a small but sincere
token of the high respect which I entertain, in common with
the rest of the world, for your genius and talents.
" In these Tracts, I wish particularly to call your attention to
the leading article in the second volume, " On the Density of
the Earth ;" and to express my wish that you, who have already
effected such profound investigations of its figure, and the doctrine of its tides, would pursue the inquiry respecting its density,
I

so as to correct the errors, or confirm the truth, of my labours.
Indeed it seems to me surprising that similar experiments and

operations have not been hitherto made in France, where science
in every other department has been pursued with the most lau-

dable zeal and the most distinguished success.
"As you must naturally feel an interest in whatever relates tn
this important undertaking, I beg here to state certain circumstances which led to it, with a general account of the manner in
which the operations were conducted and shall conclude by
pointing out a slight mistake in the Connaissance des Terns for
1821, page ^30, line 2, where my labours, in the solution of
this important problem, are ascribed to Dr. Masholvne, a credit
Vol. -)."). No, 2(i2. fW-. ISVO.
V
which
;

'

;
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Laplace

which he himself never claimed, but, on the contrary, always corrected the mistake whenever he heard it mentioned.
" Some time before the year 17<>9, when a transit of the planet
Venus was expected, tlie Royal Society contemplated the propriety of sending some skilful astronomers to distant countries, to
observe that transit.
But as the expense of such a mission was
above their finances, they represented their difficulty to the King;
when His Majesty was graciously pleased to grant a specific;
sum to defray the said expense. In conse(|uence, two of my
astronomical friends, MM. Wales and Bayly, were in due time
sent out to Hudson's Bay, where they passed a summer and a
severe winter; and after returning to England, they gave an account of their mission. This was communicated to Government
by the Royal Society, together with a statement of the expenses
incurred
which being less than the sum that had been granted,
they begged to know the King's pleasure touching the surplus ;
when His Majesty was graciously pleased to reply, that the Royal
Society might employ it on any experiment, or to any purpose
they might think fit.
*'Afrer duly contemplating this subject, the Royal Society came
to the resolution of employing that surplus in determining, by
experiment, the mutual and universal attraction of matter, by
observing the deviation of a plumb line from the perpendicular,
by the attraction of some mountain ; in forming which resolution
Dr. Maskelyne took a leading part,
lu consequence, a correspondence was held with many persons in all parts of Great Britain, to discover a hill or mountain proper for the experiment
which was at length found in the mount Shichallien in the centre
of Scotland. The next consideration was, what person was to
go to make the experiment ?
It was much wished that Dr. Maskelyne would go on that mission ; but he excused himself, on
account that he could not be spared from his duty as Astronomer
Royal. After some delay, it was agreed to send a Mr. Burrow,
a person who had formerlv been Dr, Maskelyne's assistant at the
Royal Observatory ; who was instructed, first to make an accurate survey of the mountain in all its dimensions, in every direction horizontally, and a great number of vertical sections from all
sides ; so that from these a perfect model might be made of it, or
its magnitude be accurately computed ; and then he was to observe the deviation of the plumb line.
After a year or two had
been spent in those measurements, the Royal Society fearing the
work might not be well performed, urged Dr. M. to go down
hiiuself and direct tlie operations; which, after obtaining the
King's leave, he did accordingly, and brought back Mr. Burrow's
survey and meabureiuents, with his own observations of the devia;

tion

J
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plummet made on both sides of the hill. These opeemployed the years 177-t, 177^ and 177C ; and the method of performing them was stated by Dr. M. in the Philosotion of the

rations

phical Transactions for the year 1775.
*' Thus
then the problem was performed, so far as showed experimentally that there is a mutual attraction in all matler ; and
that the sum of the two attractions on both sides of the hill in
The Society were very
particular, amounted to 11 '6 seconds.

They also conferred on what
Well pleased with the operations.
made of these measurements ; and it was perceived that by their means, after due calculations made, the mean

further use might be

for there were
density of the whole earth might be determined
obtained these data; viz. the mass and attraction of the hill,
with the magnitude and attraction of the earth, to determine its
:

now

density and mass.
This was of course a grand and most important object.
But the question was, Who was to perform
the immense calculation that was requisite ? wlio would do it ?
and indeed who could do it ? There might be one or two persons who were thought capable of undertaking the task ; but
those and all the other members of the Society stood aghast at
the prospect of the number and magnitude of the calculations,

and shrank with dread from the mighty labour. I was then looked
and asked by the President and Council to undertake the
task ; to which I was also strongly solicited by Dr. Maskelyne.
Being then a young member of the Society, and anxious to distinguish myself, I undertook the operation and became responsible for the result ; which, after the daily labour of nearly two
years, I produced to the Society, with a minute detail of the particulars of the calculations, accompanied with the appropriate
drawings. The Society were so well pleased with this work that
they awarded me a liberal premium, and printed my memoir in
to,

the Philosophical Transactions for the year 1778, exactly in the
form in which I had delivered it.

" It is to be observed, that in this operation, being the first of the
kind that was ever made, all the modes of calculation were to be
devised or invented ; and that, without several plans which 1 contrived, it might be doubted whether the labour could ever have
been accurately accomplished. To the ingenuity of these contrivances the most honourable testimony has lately been borne
kingdom, Professor
mean density of the earth is to that of the hill, in the ratio of 9 to 5. What
was the density of the hill, was then not known, and therefore
the density of the earth, as compared to water, could not then
But to show the mode of making the coujparibe detcrnjincd.
son.
F 2
by one of the best mathematicians
Playfair.

The

in this

result of that calculation was, that the

c4
son,

Letter en Astronomical and Philosophical Suljecis.
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stone,

assumed for the sake of example, the smallest density of
2|, though this was obviously below the real density of

the rock of the

hill

;

then

-^X

— = T=^i>

would be

less

than the density of the earth, as the numbers to be adopted

til!

we could know

the real density of the hill.
** Many years after this, a lithological survey was made of the
bame hill by Professor Playfair, who found it to consist of rocks
of a great variety of densities from 2*5 to 3-2, the medium being

Assuming the former number then 2^,

about 2| or 2'8.

as the
then ?. x 2|.
-H = 4-J-^, or nearly 5, results
for the mean density of the earth.
And this result, instead of
the former, I substituted in its proper place in my abridged edition|of the Philosophical Transactions, from the beginning, to the
end of 1800, in eighteen large quarto volumes, where it may be
seen.
If we assume 2-8, instead of the 2| above used, then
5*04 comes out for the density of the earth, a little
•§- X 2-8.
above 5, as the former was a little below it.
I fixed therefore on
the number 5, as my result for the mean density of the earth,
determined by my calculation. The same conclusion is also given
in my Tracts in the first memoir of the second volume, where the
whole process is stated at large, as may be seen in the set of those
Tracts now presented along with this letter ; and as they were
also formerly presented to the Royal Institute.
" And now, after all these evidences of my being the first, and
only person, who had calculated the mean density of the earth
from the original measurements, and have been considered and
acknowledged as such for almost half a century, the world must
be astonished to perceive the honour of that determination in
danger of being transferred to another person who never expected nor desired it, unless the accidental mistake or misnomer
in the Connaissance des Terns be acknowledged and corrected. I
hope and trust therefore, from the known honour and liberality
of your character, that the mistake will be corrected in the next
Number in the Co?maissance des Terns for 1822*.
*' I hope you will
pardon my troubling you with this long letter, and so many minute particulars. But old men, who can enjoy but little of the present, and expect still less from the future,

density of the

hill

=

;

=

live chiefly in retrospect.

* That

In

my humble walk

in

life,

my

chief

Number

of the Conna'issance das Temx has been lately published,
but without any direct notice of the mistake above alluded to ; and even in &
new memoir, similar to the former, not only is tiie mention of the very name
and experiment omitted, but special commendation is bestowed on another
far inferior experiment by Mr. Cavendish, performed by an apparatus,
which was prepared by the inventor of that experiment, the Rev. Mr. Mi-

thcli.— Feb. 182U.
gratification

0/2 the
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is the reflection of having been a zealous promoter
of mathematical science for upwards of sixty years, as a teacher,
fhiefly at the Uoyal Military Academy at Woolwich ; as a laborious contributor to the Philosophical Transactions, and an Editor of that work; as the conductor of certain scientific .louvnah
which have met with great encouragement ; and also as the author of several successful pubHcations on mathematical subjects.

gratification

'^

If

I

feel this satisfaction in

a retrospect of laborious appli-

cation in the zealous pursuit of those elementary sciences, which
lead to the knowledge of the Principia and other works of cur

immortal Newton ; how much more gratifying must your reflections be, in having so ably illustrated as well as honoured our
great author, and carried his discoveries higher than perhaps he
himself could have ever contemplated
'' That you may long enjoy this gratification, and continue to
enlarge the boundaries of science, is the sincere wish of
*' Your most obedient and faithful servant,
" Chaui-Ios IlnrroN."
To the Marquis de Laplace,
!
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Annular Eclipse of ike Sun, which
JBy Francis Baij.y.

relative to the

will happen on Sepiemler 7, 1820.

X HE

solar eclipse

1820,

will be the greatest

happen on Thursdav, September 7»
all those which have happened in
this part of Europe ever since the year 17(t4
and indeed of ail
those which will again happen here before the year 1847.
Like
the two eclipses above alluded to, it will be annular: that is, the
which

will

of

;

moon

not wholly cover the disc of the sun ; but,
show the appearance
of an annulus, or ring, round the body of the moon ; the position and magnitude of which will depend on the situation of the
spectator. In no part of England, however, will this annular appearance be observed *
but, on the continent, in any part of
that tract of country which extends nearly in a straight line from
the north of Westphalia to the south of Italy, the inhabitants will
have an opportunity of beholding this singular phnsnomenon.
Annular eclipses do not appear to have been noticed by the
L.icients, who probably confounded them with partial ones.
Indeed, the only authentic accounts of any well observed annular
eclipses in this part of Europe (besides the one in 17(54 above
mentioned) are those of February IS, 173G-7 and of July H,

disc of the

will

in certain parts of the earth, the sun will

:

' The eclipse however will
be annular in the Shetland islands: and it will
be of con&idcruble magnitude along the whole eastern coast ol'tJrtat Britain.

F3

17 JS;
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\7'iS*; the former of which was observed by the celebrated
Colin Maclaurin at Edinburgh, and the latter by the Earl of
Morton and Mr. Short at Aberdour Castle near the same place.
Indeed the annular appearance of the eclipse of 1737 was confined principally to Scotland and the eclipses of 1748 and 1764,
although visible to a great part of Europe, were not so generally
observed as could be wished on account of the badness of the
weather ; so that we have not anv very considerable degree of
information respecting this kind of solar eclipses.
Moreover at
those periods the lunar tables were so defective that it could no?
be predicted, with any degree of accuracy, where the annular
appearance would be visible so that many valuable observations
were probably lost on that account. This difficulty however is
in a great measure removed by late improvements not only in
:

:

the lunar tables, but likewise in the analytical investigations realthough the computations
are still very laborious and troublesome.
Prior to the total eclipse, which took place in London in the
year 1715, Dr. Halley published an account of the path of the
moon's shadow across the island of Great Britain; and called
on the inhabitants to note down their observations and forward
them to him, in order that he might afterwards compare them,
and thereby correct the elements made use of in the calculation
of eclipses. The good effect of this measure mav be seen in the
Report which that illustrious astronomer afterwards drew up and
sent to the Royal Society, and which is inserted in the Philosophical Transactions, No. 343, vol. xxix. page 245.
Mr. Maclative to the calculation of eclipses;

to the annular eclipse in 1737 before
mentioned, wrote to several persons in the country, " desiring
that they would determine and note down the duration of the
annular appearance as exactly as possible; in hopes, by comparing their observations, to have traced more correctly the path
of the centre and limits of the phaenomenon."
And in 1748
Mr. Alexander Munro (Professor of Anatomy of Edinburgh) by
Mr. Short's desire wrote to all his friends in different parts of the
country, to prepare in the best manner they could for the most
exact observation of the annular eclipse which was about to take
place in that year.
And he regrets that he did not make this
application earlier ; for he remarks that had " my request of having
the duration of the annular appearance nieasured been made more
public before the eclipse (after Dr. Halley's example in 1715) I
doubt not but I should have been able to have given a more exact

laurin, likewise, previous

• See a detailed account of these eclipses, and of the phaenomena attending them, in the Philosophical Transactions, vol. xl, page 1 77, and vol. xlv,
page 582.
i

'

•
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account of the progress of the centre of this phaenomenon and of
its limits."
M. De L'isle also, with a similar view, published a
notice to astronomers* in order, as he observes, " exciter les curienx de I'Europe, qui pourront voir I'eclipse anuulaire qui doit
arriver, d'y apporter toute I'attention possible, et de faire, de
bonne heure, toutes les dispositions nciicessaires pour la bien observer ; afin de nous procurer tons les avantages que i'on en peut
retirer pour I'astronomie, la gtfographie, et la physique."
It is worthy of remark that this eclipse (174S) was the first
that the celebrated Lalande (to whom the astronomical world is
so much indebted) ever saw.
He was then only 16 years of age
and the impression, which it made on him, fixed his future pursuits in life, and induced him to become an astronomer.
It indeed excited so much attention in Europe that the King of France
(Louis XV) went purposely to Compiegne in order to observe it,
attended by the Abbe Nollet, and Messrs. De Thury and De La
Condamine ; and furnished with every convenient instrument for
the purpose.
The royal astronomer there nia.de several important observations f.
M. Lemonnier likewise undertook the journey from Paris to Edinburgh, furnished with proper instruments,
purposely to observe it, during its annular appearance: and he afterwards published some important remarks thereon X^I- De
L'isle, abovementioned, published also a paper on the subject
entitled Nouvelle iheorie des eclipses, founded entirely on the
recent observations that had been made §. M. Pingre afterwards
added very considerably to these reflections in his interesting memoir, entitled Recherches sur la longitude des phisieurs villes\\,
Mechain likewise made a great many calculations relating to it,
from the manuscript collections of M. De L'isle. But it was reserved 10 Lalande, /i/l!;/ years after the event, to deduce the most
•important conclusions from this singular phcenomenon, in his
paper Sur la grande eclipse annuluire de 174851.
Considering therefore the interest which has always been attached to this kind of phaenomeiia, and the important conclusions
to be drawn from them, I was somewhat surprised to find that
no particular notice has been taken of the ensuing eclipse either
• AvcrtUscmcnt nux ustronomea snr I'Mlpsc unnnlaire du soldi que I'o/t
attend le 25 Juillft 1/48. It was published, however, only three months prior
to the eclipse taklnjj place so that there was scarcely time for it to get
;

into general circulation.

f The name monarch had
of

I7''i7 at

also

made

several observations on the eclipse

Versailles, attended by the celebrated Cassini.
Mhnoircs de I' Acad. Roy. des Sciences for 17'''''. pf^ge 4fi3.

I See
Ibhlior 17*')(J, page I/§ Ihid (or 1757, page 490.
364•I Sec Mhnoires de I'liutilut, {Scien. Math, ct I'/iy-) vol. ii. page
tlie

\\
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in the Connaissance des Terns, or in the Nautical

Almanac: but
merely announced there in the usual formal manner,
>vithout a single remark on the occasion.
It is true that
M. Bode, in his cphemeris published at Berlin, has given (as
usual) a general outline of the eclipse together with a map descriptive of the phases: but he has not called on the inhabitants
to' look out for this pha:nomenon, nor drawn their attention to
any of the subjects which it is most desirable they should observe.
In order to supply this defect, as far as my humble efforts will
avail, I have drawn up the following memoir, under the hope that
it may induce others, who have more leisure and are at the same
time more conversant with the subject than myself, to pursue the
inquiry, and suggest further hints to those who may have an opportunity of observing this rare phaenomenon.
M. De L'isle, in his Avertissement above alluded to, respecting the eclipse of 17^8, suggested the advantage and propriety
of some scientific person, in the principal states of Europe through
which the shadow of the moon's umbra passed, undertaking to
that

it

is

aimounce to the inhabitants the several observations which it
would be proper for them to make ; and afterwards to collect
and arrange such observations for further investigation, if sufficiently convinced of their accuracy.
A similar plan might be
adopted in the present instance ; and, from the more general diffusion of science, would be more likely to be attended with a beSuch collections of observations (when made)
neficial effect.
should be sent by the different collectors to one or more of the
principal astronomers of Europe, in order that they might be
finally investigated, and the result laid before the public.
With that view I would take this opportunity of requesting
those, into whose hands the present memoir may fall, to circulate
it as much as possible on the continent; and amongst those persons who, from their connection with any foreign literary journal,
may be likely to dif^'use the subject of it amongst the inhabitants
of that part of Europe and Africa where the annular appearance
Such of our own countrymen likewise, that
will be observed.
may be travelling in any of the provinces on the continent here
alluded to, will promote the interest of astronomy if they would
carefully note do'vn or collect any of the circumstances hereinafter alluded to, or indeed any other remarkable phtenomenathat
may happen during this eclipse. I shall be happy to receive any
observations of this kind that may be forwarded to me, and will
preserve the result of them, as above proposed, for a future investigation.

The elements of the
M. Burckhardt's tables

present eclipse

of the

I

have computed from

moon and M. Delambre's

tables

of

which
of the sun: and
will take place

V\bV.

ivill

And,

The

they are as follow.

ecliptic conjunction

on September 7, 1820, at

37",3 P.M. apparent time'
or

1.

S9

happen on September 7, 1820.

!^

49. 26, 2 P.M.
at that time,

we

}

mean time
sliall

have

at

Greenwich

:

tlie

True longitude of the luminaries
. .
. .
True latitude of the moon (north)
Moon's horary motion from the sun
horary motion in latitude (decreasing)

5.14. 47. 40,7
44. 39,4
27-

„
.

horizontal parallax

semidiiimeter
Sun's seniidiameter
horizontal parallax

..

1,7

42,0
53. 53,0
14.41,0
15.54,8
2.

.

..

8,7

5.59.41,0

declination (north)

From these elements it may be determined that the moon's
shadow first touches the earth's disc at 1 1*^. 23' A.M. apparent
time at Greenwich, in N. lat. 59°. 43', W. long. 90". 50'* and
that it finally leaves it at 4^'. 39'| P.M. apparent time at Green;

wich

in N.'lat.

total duration

3°. 21',

E. long. 20°. 25'.

Consequently the

of the general eclipse to the inhabitants of the

earth will be about 5"^. 17': but, at no one place in particular
will the duration be much more than half that time.
The central path of the moon's shadow across the earth's disc,
which is the most material circumstance in inquiries of this nature (since it serves to point out those parts of the world where
the eclipse will be seen annular) may be determined with considerable accuracy from the principles laid down by M. Delambre
in his Traile d' Astronomie (vol. ii. page 384) and, agreeably to
:

the formulae which he has there given, I have carefully computed
the following table, which shows the several points (expressed by
positions of latitude and longitude) through which the centre of
the moon's shadow will pass in its progress across the earth's disc,
at the several times therein mentioned.
The first column denotes the apparent time at Greenwich, at the moment when the
centre of the moon's

shadow

passes the given points laid

down

second and third colunnis
and the last column shows the
corresponding apparent time at those places.
in the

• All the Longitudes in this

:

memoir are rcUoiicJ

frcin the

meridian of

CiXcir.vich,

Jpparent

PO
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proceed between the Shetland islands
and the coast of Norway down the north sea, and enter the continent of Europe on the coast of Westphalia, about half way between the Ems and the Weser. It will thence proceed, nearly in
a straight line, across Germany and the Tyrol country, and enter
the gulf of Venice about midway between Trieste and Venice.
Traversing that gulf it will cross the heel of Italy; and, after
skirting the coast of the Morea and Candia, will pass directly
over Alexandria in Egypt j and finally leave the earth in Arabia
near the Persian gulf.
If we set off two other lines on the map, parallel to this central line, one on each side thereof, and each at the distance of
about 130 geographical miles from the central line, the intermediate space between these two boundary lines will nearly f represent the path of the moon's umbra; and will show all those
places where the eclipse will be seen annular, or where the whole
body of the moon will appear on the face of the sun. Some uncertainty, however, may exist with respect to those towns which
are situated near the borders of the umbra, such as Rotterdam,
Aix la Chapelle, Liege, Treves, Freyburg, Parma, Rome, and
other places on the one side; and Magdeburg, Leipsic, Ragusa,
Athens, and other places on the other side of the central path:
since the eclipse may or may not be annular in the neighbourhood of those towns according to circumstances. Nevertheless,
at all those places, and indeed to the whole of Europe and to a
great part of Asia and Africa, the eclipse will be visible ; differing only in magnitude according to the situation of the spectator.
But, in no part will it be annular except at those places
which are situated within the limits of the umbra, as above

near the north pole *,

will

mentioned J.
Those persons, who happen to be situated on the iveslern
border of the umbra, will, at the time of the middle of the eclipse,
see the upper limb of the moon in contact with the upper limb
and consequently the unobscured portion of the
of the sun
>sun's disc will be seen round the under part of the moon.
On
;

" It will traverse the supposed polar basin, and tbe north east coast of
Greenland, the object of so much laudable curiosity at the present moment:
so that if the adventurous navigators to those parts should not have returned
before the date of this eclipse, they will probably observe it in those higii
latitudes.

must be evident to those acquainted with the principles of astronomy
umbra will :iot be exactly of the same width in any two points of its
course but will be constantly var5'ing.
It will not, however, undergo any

+

It

that the
;

Europe.
For a general view of the path of the umbra across the continent of

luaterial alteration in its progress across the continent of
X

JEurope, sec Plate

II.

the
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the contrary, those persons who are on tlie eastern confines of
the umbra will see the lower limb of the moon in contact with
Whilst, to those who are stationed
the lomer limb of the sun.
directly in the central path, the centres of the sun and the moon
will appear exactly to coincide ; and an uniform luminous ring,
equal in breadth to about one twenty-ninth part of the sun's diawill surroimd the body of the moon*.
there are no two points on the face of the globe where the
visible appearances of any solar eclipse are exactly alike, it would
be an endless task to compute the phaenomena for any consider-

meter,

As

number of places and the usual mode, amongst astronomers, is to give a general outline of the path of the moon's shadow, and to calculate the particular circumstances of the eclipse
for the metropolis only, or for some known observatory ; which
able

calculation

:

may

be easily adapted to other parts of the kingdom.

notices which are given in the various ephemerides, on this
point, are merely for the purpose of informing astronomers to

The

and note down these phaenomena and the observamade, are afterwards collected and compared together.
Under these circumstances the reader must not expect to fiml
the exact time and appearances of this eclipse computed for every
look out for,

:

tions, thus

It will be sufficient for his purpose if
place on the continent.
he knows at what time of the day he ought to look out for its
commencement and at what point of the sun's disc he ought to
fix his attention in order to observe the first point of contact.
;

following table will show nearly these several particulars for
the different places therein mentioned ; and will assist the observer in his computations for any other place within the umbra.
These values are deduced merely from a projection of the eclipse,
and are consequently given as approximations only, and by no
means as the exact values. For, where it is required to have

The

the time true to the nearest second, the observer must calculate
the phases of the eclipse for the precise spot where he happens
to be stationed.
The angles from the vertex are
side of the sun

on the sun's

;

disc,

as the

moon

on that

all reckoned on the right hand
always makes the first impression

side.

* The sun will be elevated, on that day, above the horizon about 34 decrees, to that part of the continent, over which the centre of the moon's
umbra passes consequently the increase of the moon's sumidiamctcr will be
about 74 seconds.
:
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only by multiplying observations of this kind that
we can ultimately arrive at the truth and an annular eclipse is
so rare an occurrence in this part of the globe, that it is hoped
every advantage will be taken of it^ to improve and advance the
selves.

It is

:

connected sciences of astronomy and geography.
There is one important observation however connected with
this eclipse, which it is in the power of almost any competent
person to make, without the aid of any particular instruments :
This
I allude to the formation and dissolution of the annulus*.
may be determined very accurately, if not by the naked eye, at
least with a telescope of very small magnifying power f ; furnished with a coloured glass to keep off the rays of the sun, or
with a glass smoked in the manner hereafter mentioned J. The
times of these phases may be determined with sufficient accuracy
by means of a clock, or watch that beats seconds ; and which
should, if possible, be set to mean time on the day of the eclipse.
The neglect of this precaution, however, should not prevent the
observer from noting down the duration of the annular appearance; which will be the same, whether the watch is right or not§.

As the method therefore of observing this phaenomenon is so
simple and easy, it is hoped that no person, to whom the opportunity may occur, will omit to note down the particulars ; or fail
to communicate the same to some person conversant with the
subject of astronomy.
It will be of equal importance to know
that the existence of the annulus is only momentary : or even that
it is nearly, but not completely formed
Although the possession of proper instruments must give a superior degree of credit to the observations of any person ; yet I
||

would
*
of

The annulus is considered hs coniplcttly/onnerf when tlic whole body
the moon just appears on the disc of the $um, however unequal in breadth

the uncovered part of the suns disc may he. It is considered as dhsolved
the :noment the moon ayain touches the concave circumference of the sun's
The duration of the annulus will not in any place, as already observed,
disc.
exceed six minutes, and in some places will be momentary.
f A common opera gla?:. might be made use of, if nothing better should
present itself: as no method should remain untried for determining this vciy
important phase. If the observer he near-sighted, and have not the advantage either of telescope or concave glasses, he may view the sun through
a small hole made in a card by means of a pin.
X Those, who cannot procme cither coloured or smoked glass, may view
the image of the sun in a bucket of water, or a vessel filled with oil, placed
in a situation where it may not be agitated by the wind.
§ Should the ob;,ervcrbe in such a situation as not to have the advantage
of either a clock, or a watch beating seconds, he might easily make a temporary pendulum, of any convenient length, and notice the number of vibrations which it makes during the existence of the anniiius.
In such case,
the length and substance of the pendulum should be specified.
To those who are not much conversant with practical astronomy, it may
perhaps be proper to remark, that the more numerotu these observations
Il

may
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would not diacourage those who have not this advantage, from
communicating any circumstances that may occur. For it has been
justly observed by M. De L'isle, that although no great dependance can be placed on those observations which are not made with
a telescope, &c, yet that such observations as are made with the
naked eye ought not to be entirely neglected ; since it affords us
an opportunity of judging of the accuracy of those observations
which were made before telescopeSj &c. were invented.
Those persons, however, who have the proper instruments, and
every conveniency for observing, will of course note down the
usual circumsta:ices in such case viz.
1. The time of the commencement of the eclipse*
j
2. The time of the formation of the annulus ;
3. The time of the dissolution of the annulus f J
4. The time of the end of the eclipse.
If there should be any spots on the sun, it will be proper (previous to the commencement of the eclipse) to make a diagram
of the sun's disc ; and to note down the times when the body of
the moon comes in contact with the spots, and likewise the times
when they again become visible. All these may be determined
with sufficient accuracy by the assistance of a telescope magnifying thirty or forty times; together with a well regulated clock
Of watch tliat beats seconds; and which, if possible, should as
:

may

the greater the number of placen where they are made), the
will be the consequences to be derived from them.
Consequently erery observation will be material. Those persons who may obsen-e
the eclipse in the country, should state the distance and position of such
place from the nearest principal town.
* It is rather difficult to determine the exact time of the commencement of
any solar or lunar eclipse since the impression on the disc does not become
visible till some seconds after the eclipse has begun.
The field of the telescope shouUl take in at least one-half of the circumference of the sun's disc
(taking that portion of it, which may leave the e.xpected point of contact in
the centre), as the eye can much better judge of any impression made upon
a large, than a small, portion of a circle. In some cases however a very
powerful telescope (which takes in only a small portion of the sun's di.^c)
may be attended with advantage, as in the case of the solar eclipse on September .0, XyX^, where Sir W'm. Herschel observed that the first impression
on the sun's disc was made by the projection of two high mountains of the
moon, having the appearance of horus which were distinctly visible on the
.sun's disc before the body of the moon appeared.
I'hil. Trans. IJi'^, p. .'1.0.
t In order to determine, with greater accuracy, the formation and dissolution of the annulus, the observer should take into his telescope that part
only of the di.nc of the sun whicli is necessary for the purpose. By adopting
this method Mr. Maclaurin, in 17''i7. was enabled to observe the appearance
alluded to in page !W and which pre':cdcd the perfect formation of the annulus about twenty seconds thereby enabling him to look out (ox and note
down tilt exact time, with greater precision.

be (that

is,

more important

;

;

—

;

:

before

:
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before oliserved be set to mean time on the day of the eclipse *„
1 must again repeat liowever, that the neglect of this precaution
should not deter the observer from noting dov,'n the duration of
the several phases above mentioned, and particularly the times
at which the unnulus is formed and dissolved: which may be
afterwards compared with more exact observations, and lead to

a correction of the true times tIt is presumed that the observer

will also, from time to time,
during the progress of the eclipse, observe and note down the
It
distance and inclination of the cusps in the usual manner :t^.
may likewise be proper to remark that it will be of considerable
importance to ascertain, at the time of the middle of the echpse,
the magnitude of the annulus on the north and on the south side
of the moon, in order to determine how far distant, at that time,
If at the
the centre of tlie moon is from the centre of the sun §.
same moment the observer can determine the diameter of the sun
and moon, it will add considerably to tiie importance of the observation and tend to determine a much disputed point in pracThese observations however should be made
tical astronomy I).
with a good telescope furnished with an accurate micrometer:
and, in making a report thereof, the observer should describe the
;

kind of telescope made use of, as well as the method employed iu
For the sake of
determining the magnitude of the annulus, &c.
*

Iti the evening of the same day on whieh this eclipse takes place there
be an eclipfc nf the first satellite of Jupiter: the immersion will take
place at Greenwich at S'\ ."J-l 'M'' mean time. Those persons therefore who
are furnished with sufficiently powerful telescopes, may (if the weather prove
favourable) have an opportunity of ascertaining the correctness of their clocks
or watches.
M. l)e L'islc states, that if we observe the situation of the cusps, or only
•ftheir distance, at the time of the middle of the eclipse (when the eclipse is
not anmilar, but nearly so), it will serve to determine the apparent route of
the penumbra and its limits, as exactly a.s if we had observed the duration
of the annular eclipse.
the sui;
X There are two modes of observing the phases of an eclipse of
the one, by looking directly at tlie sun, with a telescope furnished with a
micrometer: the other, by I'eceiving the image of the sun, through a telescope, on a screen, in a dark chamber, or camera obscura. Each has its adSee Lalande's
vantages, and may be practised according to circimistances.
Astronomie, vol. ii. p. 659. M. De L'islc indeed says that " we may determine, with sufficient exactness, the situation of the cusps, without making
use either of the dark chamber or the micrometer, by ob.servin* the moment
of the passage of the cusps and of the limbs of the sun, by means of simple
wires placed iu the focus of the telescope, in any situation whatever; and
leaving the telescope in a fixed position, during the time that the sun employs to traverse the field of it."
§ M. Do L'isle doubts whether this part of the observation can be made
with sufficient accuracy in a dark chamber; on account of the indistinctness
Sec pages 97 and 08.
of the image of the moon.

will

.

]|
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greater accuracv, he should also make a diagram of the appearance of the sun and moon, at the timeof the middle of the eclipse;

placing a mark against that part of the sun's disc which appears
the most vertical to him.
The point on the circumference of the
Sim's disc (relative to its vertical or horizontal diameter) wiiere
the moon leaves it in order to form the annulus, and again where
it

touches

also,

if

it

at the timeof the dissolution of the annulus, should

possible, be distinctly noted.

this of considerable

M. Le Monnier

considers

importance*.

was observed, in the annular eclipse of 1737? that the anwas formed and dissolved verv suddenly. For when the
whole body of the moon had entered on the disc of the sun, the
last portion that entered appeared to adhere to the concave circumference of the sun's disc for some seconds and the moon
appeared elongated on that side, till the sun's light suddenly
broke round it, when the moon reassumed its regular curvature.
In a similar manner, when the disc of the moon approached the
concave line of the sun's disc on the other side, they seemed to
run together like two contiguous drops of water on a table, when
It

luilus

;

they touch each other.
It was also observed, in the eclipse of 1737j "
nulus was forming, the light appeared to break
gular spots near the point of contact: and that
moon seemed to be indented there." These

that, as the anin several

irre-

the limb of the
irregular

parts

seemed likewise to have a kind of motion ; although there was
no undulation at the same time in the circumference of the sun.
Such appearances of a tremulous motion, in certain periods of
solar eclipses, are mentioned by Hevelius and others.
It was
noticed also in the eclipse of 1748 f.
In both these eclipses as well as in that of 1764 it was oljserved that, when the annulus was formed, the moon appeared
much smaller on the sun than it really ought to be and indeed
much smaller than the calculations seemed to warrant. But
:

• In his paper Sitr I'utllif.i den iclip.ies fie soldi (wherein he has drawn
impoitaiit consetiuences from the eclipse of 174B) he remiulis, respecting the method of determining the limits of the umbra, that " la pliipart des ohservateurs, en pareil cas, suivent les routes ordinaires, et n'ont
jamais fait assez d'attention an point de la circonference du limbc dii soleil
oil se forment les ruptures de Fanneau
desormais ces points de la circonft-rence du disciue du soleil seront les plus importans, et nous fourniront les

many

:

limites
17(>5,

que nous voudrons bien assigner."
page 4G.}.

Mem. de

I
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t The Rev. Mr.

Irwin, who noticed the eclipse of 1 748 at Elgin, says that
" the formation and breaking of the annulus were sensibly to be observed,
and passed In a momeut; aH'ordiuf/ a very pleasing sight by the irregular

treniidons spots of

tlu'

Vol.n.l.No. 202.

sun."

—

/'V'/'.
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arises

from an apparent enlargement

of the sun's disc, or from an apparent diminution of the moon's
disc, or from both, does not seem clearly decided.
M. Du Se-

jour has discussed this subject, with his usual ability, in his Traite
analytique dcs mouvemens apparens des corps celestes, vol. i.
page 'JOo, &c.: but he has not come to any precise determination thereon.
The observations have not been made with sufficient accuracy, nor are they sufficiently numerous to enable us
to determine so nice an element in the calculation of eclipses.
It is hoped therefore that the attention of astronomers will be
more drawn towards this subject in the ensuing eclipse*.
In tlie eclipse of 1737, Maclaurin observes that about 20 seconds
" before the annuliis was complete, a remarkable point or speck
of pale light appeared near the middle of the part of the moon's
circumference that was not yet come upon the disc of the sun
and a gleam of light, more faint than that point, seemed to extend from it to each horn."
In the eclipse of 17^8, it was noticed that there was, " about
the middle of tiie eclipse, a remarkal)]y large spot of light, of an
:

T

and of a considerable brightness, about
or 8'
within the limb of the moon."
Mr. Short states that this eclipse
was not quite annular at Aberdour Castle: the cusps seemed to
want about one-seventh of the moon's circumference to be joined,
yet a brown light was plainly observed both by my Lord Morton
and myself to proceed or stretch along the circumference of the
irregular figure

moon, from each of the cusps, about one-third of the whole distance of the cusps from each cusp; and there remained about
one-third of the whole distance of the cusps not. enlightened by

—

brown light." " I observed at the extremity of this brown
which came from the western cusp, a larger quantity of
light than in any other place, which at first surprised me ; but
afterwards I imagined it must have proceeded from some cavity
or valley made by two adjoining mountains on the edge or limb
of the moon.
I had often formerly observed mountains on the
circumference of the moon, more or less every where round it,
but never saw them so plain as during the time of this eclipse.
The mountainous inequalities on the southern limb of the moon
were particularly remarkable ; in some parts mountains and valleys alternately; others extended a considerable way along the
this

light,

* See Lalande's Aitfronomie, vol. ii. page 445 ; Delambre's Astronomh,
ii. page 423; and also M. Le Monnier's
memoir Sur les eclipses totales
du soldi, in the Mcni. dc I'Acad. des Sciences for 1781, page 243. In this
memoir there is a map of the path of the moon's umbra in the total eclipse
of May § J, 1 724, and wliich appears to have proceeded over great part of
England nevertheless I cannot find any observation of it in this country.

vol.

:
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circumference and ended almost perpendicularly like a precipice.
My Lord Morton was able to see them very easily through his
smnll reflector."
The king of France, who (as already mentioned) went purposely to Compiegne to observe this eclipse, discovered towards the
middle of the eclipse (which was not more than 9f digits) " sur
la surface de la lune, comprise entre les cornes du soleil, des
rayons de lumiere rouges, et un filet de lumiere qui sembloit
masquer le disque de la lune, et qui s'etendoit a une distance
des cornes*."
M. De L'isle, in his publication above alluded to, seems to
think that a quick eye, guarded with a sufficiently dark glass,
might in solar eclipses discover the body or limb of the moon
seven or eight minutes before it touched the sun, and also for
the same time after it had left it and was entirely off the sun.
He remarks that the observer should defend himself as much as
possible from the direct light of the sun, and also from the light
of the external air. No person however has hitherto noticed such
an appearance although many observers attended particularly
to it, in the eclipse of 1748, in consequence of M. De L'isle's
remarks.
Should the moon in such case ever be visible, it would
enable us to determine with greater accuracy the commencement
of any solar eclipse f.
During the progress of the eclipse it would be desirable to ascertain the degree of cold and obscurity caused by the diminution of the sun's ravs
for which purpose, preparations should
be made beforehand, in order that no time be lost during the period of the eclipse.
The variations in the thermometer and barometer may be easily noted down without interrupting the astronomical observations. The rapid change in the temperature of
the air may cause a hurricane of wind, (together with rain or
snow) as was observed about the middle of the eclips«i by Mr.
Maclaurin in 1737; and by Le Monnier in 1748.
Mr. Short
says that (in the eclipse of 1748) " we did not at all perceive or
feel any greater degree of cold, during the eclipse, than v.e folt
before it began."
But M. Cassini De Thury, who went with tlie
king of France to Compiegne to observe this eclipse, and where
it was only 9{- digits, savs they experienced a considerable degree of cold at the time of the middle of the eclipse; the thcr:

:

*

Mem.

Roy. des Sciences, 1748, page 56.
practical astronomer, tliat if the moon were
eally vioible in such cases, she would also be frequently visible at the conjunctions, when no eclipse took place.
M. De L'isle's sui^geslion arose
from a remark made by .M. Cassini on a luminous ring which was seen to
surround Mercury in its passage; across the sun's disc in the year \7M, anil
which continued for C) or 7 seconds after Mercury was entirely olV the sun's

f
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Avail.

must be evident to the

I

disc.

—
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inometer however fell only 2y degrees and the Ahh6 NoUct
found that his huniing-glass was then as powerful as before the
M. De L'isle, likewise, who observed this eclipse
eclipse began.
at the Luxembourg, remarks that the thermometer did not indicate any increase of cold caused by the eclipse, although he and
many other persons experienced it soon after the middle of the
:

eclipse *.

In the eclipse of 173/ Maclaurin observed that a burningwhich kindled tinder and l)urnt cloth towards the end of

glass

the eclipse, had no effect during the existence of the annulus, nor
some time before and after it. He likewise remarked that
" during the appearance of the annulus, the direct light of the

for

sun was still very considerable: and that although some places,
that were shaded from his light, appeared gloomy, yet that the
day light was not greatly obscured."
He adds that many persons, about the middle of the annular appearance, although not
short-sighted, were unable to discover the moon ^upon the sun
when they looked without a smoked or coloured glass f. Nevertheless Venus and some other stars were visible at the same time:

and Venus continued visible even after the annulus was dissolved.
Venus was also seen in the eclipse of 1748, but it does not appear that any other star was then visible.
If

the diminution of light should be considerable (which there

much reason however to suspect J), Mercury, Venus, and
Mars, together with some of the principal fixed stars may be visible to the naked eye.
Mercury, if visible, will be seen about
18° to westward of the sun, nearly in conjunction with Regulvs:

is

not

• In the total eclipse of 1 724 the thermometer had fallen only two degrees
at the time of the middle of the eclipse.
This is the more remarkable as
the eclipse took place late in the afternoon of the 22d of May, at which time

we might presume

that the atmosphere would be gradually

The total darkness took place at &\ 48'. F.M.
f M. Le Monnier mentions the same thing
° of himself

becoming more

cool.

in the eclipse
of
^

1748.
X In the annular eclipse of 1 764 an ignorant country clergyman alarmed
the people of France by announcing that there would be total darkness during the existence of the annulus and the Royal Academy of Sciences at
Paris thought proper to give this report a formal contradiction.
It is well
known howevcn- that the smallest ray of light from the sun would prevent
such a phaenomencn as I have shown more at length in my paper " On
the solar eclipse which is said to have been predicted by Thales," inserted
in the Phil. Trans, for 181 1, part ii. page 220.
I shall here take the opportunity of correcting a typographical error in
that paper where, in page 240, line 22, " three degrees " should be " three
minutes."
Since the publication of that paper, I find that the Bureau des
Longitudes \\\ France have printed a Supplement to M. Burgh's Lunar Tables,
wherein the mean epoch and mean motion of the Supplement of the Node
are considerably altered ; so as to bring the latitude of the moon within the
limits which I there suggested.
_

:

;

;
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will be about 41° to westward of the sun*: and Mars
al)out 35** to eastward of the sun, not far from Spicn Viriiinis.
The observer should also look out for any comet which may be

Venus

visible during this eclipse ; and be prepared to measure its distance from the sun or a principal fixed star.
As many persons may be so situated as not to be able to procure any dark coloured glass, for the purpose of viewing the sun,
I shall conclude this memoir by inserting Dr. Maskelyne's method
of smoking glasses, which he published in the Nautical Almanac
for 1769, in his Instructions relative to the observation of the
transit of the planet Venus over the sun's disc in that year.
" Dark glasses should be used to defend the eye from the intensity of the sun's light.
Transparent glasses, smoked over
the flame of a candle or lamp, will give a more distinct and
agreeable vision of the disc of the sun than any tinged or coloured
glasses will do.
Provide two pieces of glass of convenient
length, not too thick (the common crown glass, used for windows, will do as well as anv), wipe them clean and dry.
Warm
them a little by the fire (if the weather be cold) to pi event their
tlien draw
cracking when applied to the flame of the candle
one of them gently, according to its whole length, through the
Repeat
flame ; and part of the smoke will adhere to the glass.
the same operation, only leaving a little part at one end now
initouched ; repeat the operation, leaving a further part at the
same end untouched, and so each time leave a further part of
the same end untouched, till at last you have tinged the glass
with several dyes, increasing gradually in blackness from one end
Smoke the other glass in like manner; and apply
to the other.
the two glasses, one against the other, only separated by a rectangular border, cut of brass or card paper, the smoked faces being opposed to each other, and the deepest tinges of both placed
Tie the glasses firmly together with
together at the same end.
:

waxen thread, and they are ready for use. 7he tinge at one end
should be the slightest possible, and at the other end so dark that
you cannot see the candle through it. By this contrivance, applied
between your eye and the sun, you will have the advantage not
only of seeing the sun's light white, according to its natural colour, and his image more distinct than through common d?irk
glasses, but also of being able to intercept more or less of his
light as you please, and as the clearness or thickness of the air
requires it, by bringing a darker or lighter part of this combined
• In tlie total eclipse of 1715, Venus was seen when only 9 digits v/crc
eclipsed: but she was not seen at Conipiegne in the eclipse of 1748, aU
in the eclipse ot Vi'2\ iiowevcr she was
thougli thcdi(>its eclipsed were !)i
Ihis is not remarkable,
distinctly visible when only (i dij,'ils wi ic edipNcd.
:

as she

is,

in sonic situations, visible I'vcn al niid-dav.
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dark glass before your eye which will be a great convenience
at all times, but particularly when the brightness of the sun is
liable to sudden changes from flying clouds."
I shall merely add, that it is to be hoped the sovereigns of the
different provinces and states, mentioned in this memoir (p. 91),
will encourage persons from the neighbouring countries to enter
and objerve this eclipse and that the love of science will induce theni to prevent such persons from being subject to any
tarif, or vexatious delay at the Custom-house, on account of any
astronomical or philosophical instruments which they may take
with them for the purposes of observation.
:

:

XIII.

On

certain fraudulent

and poisonous Sophistications.

By Mr. Frbdrick Accum

''.

Counterfeit Pepper.

B LACK Pepper

the fruit of a shrubby creeping plant, which
East Indies, and is cultivated, with much advantage, for the sake of its berries, in Java and Malabar.
The
berries are gathered before they are ripe, and are dried in the sun.
They become black and corrugated on the surface.
That factitious pepper-corns have of late been detected mixed
with genuine pepper, is a fact sufficiently l<nown f.
Such an
adulteration may prove, in many instances of household oeeonomy,
exceedingly vexatious and prejudicial to those who ignorantly
make use of the spurious article. I have examined large packages of both black and white pepper, by order of the Excise, and
have found them to contain about 16 per cent, of this artificial
compound. The spurious pepper is made up of oil cakes (the
residue of lintseed, from which the oil has been pressed), common clay, and a portion of Cayenne pepper, formed in a mass,
and granulated by being first passed through a sieve, and then
rolled in a cask.
The mode of detecting the fraud is easy. It
is only necessary to throw a sample of the suspected pepper into
a bowl of water; the artificial pepper-corns fall to powder, whilst
the true pepper remains whole.
Ground pepper is very often sophisticated bv adding to a portion of genuine pepper, a quantity of pepper dust, or tlie sweepings from the pepper warehouses, mixed with a little Cayeune
pepper.
The sweepings are known, and purchased in the market, under the name of P. D. signifying pepper dust.
An in-

grows wild

is

in the

• From Treatise on Adulterations of Food and on Culinary Poisons.
+ Thomson's Annals of Chemistry, 1816; also Repository of Arts, vol.i.
1816, p. 11.
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sweepings of P. D. is distinguished among venders by the abbreviation of D. P. D. denoting
dust (dirt) of pepper dust.
The adulteration of pepper, and the making and selling commodities in imitation of pepper, are prohibited, under a severe
penalty.
The following are the words of the Act*
" And whereas commodities made in imitation of pepper have
of late been sold and found in the possession of various dealers
in pepper, and other persons in Great Britain ; be it therefore
enacted, that from and after the said 5th day of July 1819, if
any commodity or substance shall be prepared by any person in
imitation of pepper, shall be mixed with pepper, or sold or delivered as and for, or as a substitute for, pepper, or if any such
commodity or substance, alone or mixed, shall be kept for sale,
sold, or delivered, or shall be offered or exposed to sale, or shall
be in the custody or possession of any dealer or seller of pepper,
the same, together with all pepper with which the same shall be
mixed, shall be forfeited, with the packages containing the same,
and shall and may be seized by any officer of excise ; and the
person preparine, manufacturing, mixing as aforesaid, selling,
exposing to sale, or delivering the same, or having the same in
his, her, or their custody or possession, shall forfeit the sum of
ferior sort of this vile refuse, or the

:

one hundred pounds."
White Pepper. The common white pepper is factitious, being prepared from the black pepper in the following manner :
The pepper is first steeped in sea water and urine, and then exposed to the heat of the sun for several days, till the rind or outer
bark loosens ; it is then taken out of the steep, and, when dry,
The white fruit
it is rubbed with the hand till the rind falls off.
is then dfied, and the remains of the rind blown away like chaff.
A great deal of the peculiar flavour and pungent hot taste of the
pepper is taken off by this process. White pepper is always inferior in flavour and quality to the black pepper.
However, there is a sort of native white pepper, produced on a
species of the pepper plant, which is much better than the factitious, and indeed little inferior to the common black pepper.
Cayenne pepper is an indiscriPoisonous Cayenne Pepper.
minate mixture of the powder of the dried pods of many species
of capsicum, but especially of the capsicum frutescens, or bird
pepper, which is the hottest of ail.
This annual plant, a native of South America, is cultivated in
large ([uantities in our West -India islands, and even frequently
in our gardens, for the beauty of its pods, which are long, pointed,
aud pendulous, at first of a green colour, and, when ripe, of a

—

—

•

George

III. c. 53.

G4

§ 21, 18iy.
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filled witli a dry loose pul)), and
kidney-shaped seeds. The taste of
capsicum is extremely pungent and acrimonious, setting the
mouth, as it were, on fire.
The principle on which its pungency depends, is soluble in
water and in alcohol.
It is sometimes adulterated with red lead, to prevent it becomThis fiaud may be readily
ing bleached on exposure to light.
detected by shaking up part of it in a stopped vial containing
water iu)pregnated with sulphuretted hydrogen gas, which will
Or the
cause it speedily to assume a dark muddy black colour.
vegetable matter of the pepper may be destroyed, by throwing
a mixture of one part of the suspected pepper and three of nitrate
of potash (or two of chlorate of potash) into a red hot crucible,
The mass left behind may then
in shiall quantities at a time.
be digested in weak nitric acid, and the solution assayed for lead
by water impregnated with sulphuretted hydrogen.
Vegetable substances, preserved in the
Poisonous Pickles.
state called pickles, by means of the antiseptic power of vinegar,
whose sale frequently depends greatly upon a fine lively green
colour ; and the consumption of which, by sea-faring people in
particular, is prodigious, are sometimes intentionally coloured by
means of copper. Gerkins, French beans, samphire, the green
pods of capsicum, and many other pickled vegetable substances,
oftener than is perhaps expected, are met with impregnated with
this metal.
Numerous fatal consequences are known to have
ensued from the use of these stimulants of the palate, to which
the fresh and pleasing hue has been imparted according to the
deadly /br7ww/<:e laid down in some modern cookery books, such
as boiling the pickles with halfpence, or suffering them to stand
for a considerable period in brazen vessels.
Dr. Percival * has given an account of " a young lady who
amused herself, while her hair was dressing, with eating samphire ])ickles impregnated with copper.
She soon complained
of pain in the stomach ; and, in five days, vomiting commenced,
which was incessant for two days. After this, her stomach became
j)rodigiously distended; and, in nine days after eating the pickle,
death relieved hei from her suffering."
Among many recipes which modern authors of cookery books
have given for imparting a green colour to pickles, the following
are particularly deserving of censure ; and it is to be hoped that
they will be suppressed in future editions of the works.
" To pickle Gerkinsf. " Boil the vinegar in a bell-metal or
coj)pcr pot ; pour it boiling hot on your cucumbers."

bright orange red.

contain

many

small,

are

flat,

—

—

* Medical Tninaactiuiis, vol.

f The Ladies' Library,

vol,

iv.

ii.

p.

p. 80.
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— " Take a

bit of verdigris,
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big-

ness of a hazel-nut, finely powdered ; half-a-pint of distilled vinegar, and a bit of alum powder, with a little bay salt.
Put all in
a bottle, shake it, and let it stand till clear. Put a small tea-

spoonful into codlings, or whatever you wish to green."
Mrs. E. Raffeld t directs, " to render pickles green, boil them
with halfpence, or allow them to stand for twenty-four hours in
copper or brass pans."
To detect the presence of copper, it is only necessary to mince
the pickles, and to pour liquid ammonia, diluted with an equal
bulk of water, over them in a stopped phial if the pickles contain the minutest quantity of copper, the ammonia assumes a
blue colour.
Adulteration of Cream
Cream is often adulterated with rice
powder or arrow-root. The former is frequently employed for
that purpose by pastry-cooks, in fabricating creams and custards,
for tarts, and other kinds of pastry.
The latter is often used in
the London dairies.
Arrow-root is preferable to rice powder;
for, when converted with milk into a thick mucilage by a gentle
ebullition, it imparts to cream, previously diluted with milk, a
consistence and apparerit richness, by no means unpalatable,
without materially impairing the taste of the cream.
The arrow-root powder is mixed up with a small quantitv of
cold skimmed milk into a perfect, smooth, uniform mixture ;
more milk is then added, and the whole boiled for a few minutes,
to effect the solution of the arrow-root: this compound, when
From 220 to 230
perfectly cold, is mixed up with the cream.
grains (or three large tea-spoonsful) of arrow-root are added to
:

—

one pint of milk
three of cream.

;

this solution is mixed with
necessary to state, that this so^-

and one part of
It is scarcely

innocuous.
detected by adding to a tea-spoonful of the
sophisticated cream a few drops of a solution of iodine in spirit
of wine, which instantly produces with it a dark blue colour.

phistication

The

fraud

is

may be

Genuine cream acquires, by the addition of this test, a faint yellow tinge.
Poisonous Confectionary. -In the preparation of sugar plums,
comfits, and other kinds of confectionary, especially those sweetmeats of inferior quality frequently exposed to sale in the open
streets, for the allurement of children, the grossest abuses are
committed. The white comfits, called sugar pease, arc chiefly
composed of a mixture of sugar, starch, and Cornish clay (a.specie!*
of very white pipe-clay); and the red sugar drops are usually coThis i)iguicnt is gcloured with the inferior kind of vermilion-

—

*
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Other kinds of sweetmeats are
sometimes rendered poisonous by being coloured with preparations of copper.
The following account of Mr. Miles* may be
advanced in proof of this statement:
" Some time ago, while residing in the house of a confectioner,
I noticed the colouring of the green fancy sweetmeats being done

nerally adulterated with red lead.

in brandy.
Now sap-green itself, as prepared from the juice of the buckthorn berries, is no doubt a harmless substance ; but the manufacturers of this colour have for
many .years past produced various tints, some extremely bright,
which there can be no doubt are effected by adding preparations

by dissolving sap-green

of copper.
*'

The sweetmeats which accompany

these lines you will find

—

The pracexhibit vestiges of being contaminated with copper.
tice of colouring these articles of confectionary siiould, therefore,
be banished; the proprietors of which are not aware of the deleterious quality of the substances employed by them."
The foreign conserves, such as small green limes, citrons, hoptops, plums, angelica roots, &c. imported into this country, and
usually sold in round chip boxes, are frequently impregnated with
copper.

The adulteration of confitures by means of clay, may be detected by simply dissolving the comfits in a large quantity of
The clay, after suffering the mixture to stand unboiling water.
disturbed for a few days, will fall to the bottom of the vessel ; and
clear fluid, and suffering the sediment to beIf
dry gradually, it may be obtained in a separate state.
the adulteration has been effected by means of clay, the obtained
precipitate, on exposure to a red heat in the bowl of a common
tobacco-pipe, acquires a brick hardness.

on decanting the

come

The

presence of copper

comfits liquid

may

be detected by pouring over the

ammonia, which speedily acquires a blue

colour, if

The presence

of lead is rendered obvious
by water impregnated with sulphuretted hydrogen, acidulated
with muriatic acid, which assumes a dark brown or black colour,
this metal be present.

if

lead be present.

—

This article is very often subjected to one
Poisonous Catsup,
of the most reprrihensible modes of adulteration ever devised.
Quantities are daily to be met with, which, on a chemical exaIndeed, this conmination, are found to abound with copper.
diment is often nothing else than the residue left behind after the
process employed for obtaining distilled vinegar, subsequently
diluted with a decoction of the outer green husk of the walnut,
and seasoned with all-spice, Cayenne pepper, pimento, onions,

and common

salt.

• Phil. Mag. No. 268, vol.

liv.

1819, p. 317-
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The quantity of copper which we have, more than once, detected in this sauce, used for seasoning, and which, on account
of its cheapness, is much resorted to by people in the lower walks
of Ufe, has exceeded the proportion of lead to be met with in
other articles employed in domestic ojconomy.
The following account of Mr. Lewis* on this subject will be
sufficient to cause the public to be on their guard
" Being in the habit of frequently purchasing large quantities
:

of pickles and oiher culinary sauces, for the use of my establishment, and also for foreign trade, it fell lately to my lot to purchase from a manufacturer of those commodities a quantity of
walnut catsup, apparently of an excellent quality but, to my
great surprise, I had reason to believe that the article might be
contaminated with some deleterious substance, from circumstances which happened in my business as a tttvern keeper, but
which are unnecessary to be detailed here ; and it was this that
induced me to make inquiry concerning the compounding of the
;

suspected articles.
" The catsup being prepared by boiling in a copper, as is
usually practised, the outer green shell of walnuts, after having
been suffered to turn black on exposure to air, in combination

common salt, with a portion of pimento and pepper-dust,
common vinegar, .strengthened with some vinegar extract

with
in
left

behind as residue in the

still

of vinegar manufacturers;

I

therefore suspected that the catsup might be impregnated with
some copper. To convince myself of this opinion, I boiled down
it in a stone pipkin, which yielded to me a
I put this mass into a crucible, and kept it
dark brown mass.
in a coal fire, red-hot, till it became reduced to a porous black
charcoal: on urging the heat with a pair of bellows, and stirring
the mass in the crucible with the stem of a tobacco-pipe, it became, after two hours' exposure to an intense heat, converted
into a greyish-white ash ; but no metal could be discriminated
amongst it. I now poured upon it some aqua fortis, which dissolved nearly the whole of it, with an effervescence; and produced, after having been suffered to stand, to let the insoluble
portion subside, a bright grass-green solution, of a strong metallic taste:
after inmiersing in this solution the blade of a
knife, it became instantly covered with a bright coat of copper.
*' The walnut catsup was therefore evidently strongly impregnated with coi)pcr.
On informing the manufacturer of this fact,
he assured me, that the same method of preparing the liquor was
generally pursued, and that he had manufactured the article in
a like manner for upwards of twenty years.

to dryness a quart of

*

Literary Chronicle, No. 2i, p. 379<'
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wish to cominujiicate ; and if you
a place in your Literary Chronicle, it may perhaps
tend to put the unwary on their guard against the practice of
preparing this sauce by boiling it in a copper, which certainly
may contaminate the liquor, and render it poisonous."
Poisonous Custard.
The leaves of the cherry laurel, prunus
lauro-cerasus, a poisonous plant, have a nutty flavour, resembling
that of the kernels of peach-stones, or of bitter almonds, which
These leaves have for many years
to most palates is grateful.
been in use among cooks, to communicate an almond or kernellike flavour to custards, puddings, creams, llanc-viaiige, and other
will

allow

is

the statement

I

it

—

delicacies of the table.
It has been asserted, that the laurel poison in custards and
other articles of cookery, is, on account of its being used in very
small quantities, quite harmless. To refute this assertion, numerous instances might be cited; and among them, a recent one,
in which four children suffered most severely from partaking of
custard flavoured with the leaves of this poisonous plant.
*' Several children at a boarding-school, in the vicinity of Richmond, having partaken of some custard flavoured with the leaves
of the cherry laurel, as is frequently practised by cooks, four of
the poor innocents were taken severely ill in consequence. Two
of them, a girl six years of age, and a boy of five years old, fell
into a profound sleep, out of which they could not be roused.
" Notwithstanding the various niedical exertions used, the boy
remained in a stupor ten hours; and the girl nine hours: the

other two, one of whom was six years old, a girl, and a girl of
seven years, complained of severe pains in the epigastric region.
They all recovered, after three days' illness. I am anxious to
communicate to you this fact, that it may contribute to put the
imwary on their guard, against the deleterious effects of flavouring
culinary dishes with that baneful herb, the cherry laurel.

"

I

am, &c.
*'

What

Thomas Lipiard*,"

person of sense or prudence, then, would trust to the

discretion of an ignorant cook, in mixing so dangerous an ingre-

dient in his puddings and creams ?
Who but a maniac would
choose to season his victuals with poison ?
The water distilled from cherry laurel leaves is frequently mixed
with brandy and other spirituous liquors, to impart to them the
flavour of the cordial called noyau.
This fluid, though long in frequent use as a flavouring subfitance, was not known to be poisonous until the year 1 72S ; when
* Literajy Chronicle, No. 22, p.

348.— 1819.
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drinking some
the sudden death of two women, in Dublin, after
its deof the common distilled cherry laurel water, demonstrated
leterious nature.

Poiso7ious

Anchovy Sauce.— Several samples which we have

examined of this

fish

sauce, have been found contaminated with

lead.

The mode of preparation of this fish-sauce, consists m rubbmg
down the broken anchovy in a mortar: and this triturated mass,
of debeing of a dark brown colour, receives, without much risk
added for the purpose
colouring subof colouring it, which, if genuine, is an innocent
been
stance but instances have occurred of this pigment having
better
adulterated with orange lead, which is nothing else than a
The fraud may be dekind of minium, or red oxide of lead.

tection, a certain quantity of Venetian red,

:

tected, as stated p. 107.

The conscientious oilmen, less anxious with respect to colour,
called Arsubstitute for this poison the more harmless pigment,
menian

bole.
following recipe for making this fish-sauce is copied from
Gray's Supplement to the Pharmacopoeias, p. 241.
"Anchovies, 2 lbs. to 4 lbs. and a half ; pulp through a fine

The

water 6 lbs ;
hair sieve; boil the bones with common salt, 7 oz. in
pass the
strain ; add flour 7 oz. and the pulp of the fish ; boil ;
whole through the sieve ; colour with Venetian red to your fancy.
should produce I gallon."
Genuine mustard, either in powAdulteration of Mustard.
rarely to
der, or in the state of a paste ready for use, is pprhai)s
The article sold under the name of
be met with in the shops.
genuine Durham mustard, is usually a mixture of mustard and
common wheaten flour, with a portion of Cayenne pepper, and
paste, ready
a large quantity of bay salt, made with water into a
Some manufacturers adulterate their mustard with rafor use.
It

—

dish seed and pease flour.
fine yellow colour is given to
It has often been stated, that a
doubt the truth of tills asmustard by means of turmeric.
of turmeric may
sertion. The presence of the minutest quantity
a few drops of a
mustard
the
to
adding
by
detected,
instantly be
the bright
solution' of potash, or any other alcali, which changes

We

yellow colour, to a brown or deep orange tint.
Two ounces and a half of Cayenne pepper, 1 Ub. of bay salt,
made into a
81I)s. of mustard flour, and \\ lb. of wheaten flour,
water, in which the bay
stiff paste, with the requisite (juantity of

Durham
previouslv dissolved, forms the sp-called genuine
contribute
pepper
Cayenne
and
salt
The
pots.
sold
iii
mustard,
salt

is

iiiateriallv to the
•^

keeping of ready-made mustard.
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therefore nothing deleterious in the usual practice of

is

adulterating this

commodity

of the tahle.

The

fraud only tends

to deteriorate the quality and flavour of the genuine article itself.
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Memoir of Mr. Watt.

the Aspersions contained

Air.

John Farey.

To Mr. TillocL

—

Sir,
X HE memoirs of the late James Watt, Esq. which you
have printed in your last volimie, are highly interesting, and the
writer has done no more than justice to the inventive genius of
that great man in the account of the origin of the improved steamengine.

This memoir charges

M.

de Prony with committing a flagrant

act of injustice in his History of the improved Steam-engine, in
is stated that M. de Prony there
improved steam-engine to Messrs.
Perriers, never once mentioning the name of Mr. Watt.
It would indeed have been a most flagrant act of injustice if
Mr. Prony had done so, and in that case 1 would willingly have
left that gentleman to encounter all the odium which the author
but M. de Prony does state
of the memoir throw:, upon him
Mr. Watt to be the inventor, and that the improved engine was
brought from England by Mr. Ferrier ; which is the fact. As
only a few of your readers can have an opportunity of examining
M. de Prony's book, and as all must concur in reprobating his
tvt/o

volumes in quarto.

It

gives the invention of the

;

conduct, whilst this allegation stands uncontroverted ; it will be
only justice in you to print the following extracts from the work
in qiies'cion.
It is

entitled Nouvelle Architecture Hydraidiqae,

Prony Ingenieur des Pants
,

printed at Paris; the

first

par

M.

de

Chausses, in two volumes quarto,
volume in 1790, and the second in
et

1796.
a Report on the first
in 1798.
The reI'histoire et Fusage
porter says,
des machines a fm depuis le Marquis de Worcester, jusqu'aux
dernieres decouvertes faites par MM. Watt et Bolton, et dont la
machine a double injection vient d'etre apportee en France, et
presentee a I'Academie par M. de Betancourt."
Mr. Pronv begins his account of steam-engines at page 563,
vol. I. His historj of the successive English inventions by the MarIn the preface to volume

volume of

I.

p. xii.

is

work to the Academy Royal
" Le dernier chapitre contient

this

quis of Worcester, Captain Savcry,

Newcomen, and Cawley,

is

very

1

the Aspersions contained in

Memoir of Mr. Watt.

1 1

very concise, but correct in every particular ; and at page 5G8 he
" IJ» Anglois appelle
introduces the improved engine thus:
M. Watt a imagine vers I'annee 17/0 une machine qui est exempte d'une grande partie de defauts de celle de Savery, et a
entre autres avantages celui d'operer la condensation hors du cyThen follows the reference to a figure of Mr. Watt's
lindre."
original single engine for

At page 571 he

says,

pumping.

" La machine qn'on

vient de decrire a

MM.

Perrier, qui I'ont
cte apportee d'Angle'terre en France par
ce que
fait executer a Chaillot depuis quelques anne'es ; et c'etoit

nous connoissions de mieux jusqu'en 1788.
Next he speaks of Mr.Watt's double rotative engine, first in the
marginal note : " Comment M. le Chevalier de Betancourt a devine le principe d'une machine a feu posteri eurement construite
par MM. Watt et Bolton." Then in the text, " En 1788, M. le
Chevalier Betancourt, qui est charge par le Cour d'Espagne de
faire une collection de recherches et de modeles pour la perfection
de I'hydraulique, etant alle a Londres, eut occasion de visiter les
machines a feu de MM. Watt et Bolton. 11 vit le jeu exterieur
des ces machines ; mais on lui en cacha le mecanisme interieur,
ainsi qu'on avoit fait a ceux qui avoient eu la meme curiosite
avant lui."
After mentioning

continues

some

of

M. de

Betancourt's observations, he

:

" II fit plusieurs autres observations dont nous ne pouvons pas
nous occuper a present, mais dont les artistes doivent lui^ sayoir
d'autant plus de gre que ces observations sont difficiles a faire,
lorsqu'on n'a que peu d'instants pour examiner une machine
masqude par les distributions d'un batiment (lui en isolent les
puisse
diffcrentes parties, meme exterieurs,et empechent qu'on ne

M. le
saisir la correspondance I'ensemble et I'effet general.
Chevalier de Betancourt conclut neanmoins de ces observations,
que le piston du cylindre devoit etre pouss6 avec le meme effort,
lui fit
soit dans sa dcscente, soit dans sa montee ; et ce resultat
decouvrirle double effet qui constitue essentiellement la nouWatt et
velle perfection ajoutee aux machines a feu par

en

MM.

Bolton.
<•'

M.

le

Chevalier de Betancourt, de retour a Paris,

fit

exe-

expericuter un modele de machine a feu a double eflfet, et les
ences faites avec ce modele out tout le succcs qu'on pent di5sirer.
*'
Le mecanisme intcrieur, au moyen du quel la double mjection

de
est entiorement de I'inventlon de M. le Chevalier
Betancourt ; et quoiqu'il ignore si scs proctjdes sont les mcmes
oiit
q«e ccnx de MM. Watt et Bolton, vu le secret (|ue lui en
artistes Auglois
fait ces dcrniers, il a tout lieu de croire que les
snnplin'ont pas attcint un plus grand degrc de precision et de

s'opcire,

citc.

:

1

12
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cite. C'est dans cette confiance que MM. Perrier, excellents jiiges
en pai eille matiere, se sont determines a faire construire une machine a feu a double effet, et confoinie au modele de M. leClievalier de Betancoint. Cette machine destin^e a faire mouvoir
des moulins doit etre en activite au commencement de I'annee

17i)0."

At page 574 he savs

" Le volant (fly wheel) a c'te imagine par un Anglois fabriquant
de bierre, qui en a le premier fait usage en 1780."
Although this is not correct, there is no reason to conclude that
Mr. Prony intended to detract from the merit of Mr. Watt.
The second volume, which was not printed till 179G, is expressly devoted to the steam-engine. In introducing the double
engine at page 35, he refers to his former statement in the first
volume of Mr. Betancourt's visit to England, and his model, and
then he continues:
" M. Perrier I'aiiie nous a assure que quoiqui'il n'ait construit
dcs machines a double effet qu'aprcs avoir connu le modele de
M, de Betancourt, il avoit eu cependant depuis tres'long temps
ridc'e de ])areil!es machines ; que son objet etoit de diminuer la
grosseur du cylindre a vapeur, de supprimer les contrepoids, de
simplifier tout I'attirail, enfin d'cconomiser le combustible. On
ne sauroit revoquer en doute I'assertion d'un artiste aussi hal^ile
(jue digne de foi, il est d'ailleurs tres uaturel de penser que
ceux qui ont bcaucou[) reflechi sur les divers moyens d'employer
la vapeur de I'eau comme moteur, aient cherche a transmettre
son effort d'une mani^re telle que I'attirail interm^diaire le diminnoit le moins possible; or les machines de Chaillot."
After describing the parallel motion, Mr. Prony introduces a
description of an instrument called the Geometrical Pen, by
Suarts, which he calls " un instrument tres ingenieux, avec
lequel on pent tracer une infinite de courbes par une combinaiRon de mouvements circulaires, et qui a suggerd a M. Watt I'idee
de produire avec de semblables mouvements une ascension rectiligne et verticale.
Quand cette machine ne seroit pas par ellememe d'une curiosite piquante elle devroit sur tout interesser
par le rapport qu'elle a avec I'histoire de Part des machines a
feu George Adams, dans un ouvrage intitule Geometrical and
Graphical Essajs, etc. London {ld\.
" Adams dit positivement que ce principe a etc applique par
MM. Watt et Bolton au mecanisme des machines a feu." It
h.as lately been happily introduced into the steam-engine by
MM. Watt and Bolton. " M. Watt a depuis confirme verbalement la vcrite de cette assertion a (|Uelqu'un de notre connaissance."

—

"
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May last,

I mentioned the grounds
a stratified galvanic connexion and internal communication extending under the districts
of Loch Leven in Kinross-shire, Comrie in Perthbhire, Invernessshire, and all those parts of tlie country that have of late years
been so frequently visited with the fearful phaenoniena of earthquakes.
Of this I can no longer entertain a doubt. These
convulsive throe? of nature are undoubtedly the effects of a stratrfied galvanic influence, violent in proportion to the resistance
opposed to the escape of the elastic matter produced in the decomposition of old, and in the formation of new, combinations
resulting from the incessant workings of these stratified galvanic
piles, of Nature's construction.
To occupy your valuable pages with speculative theories, would
be very foreign to my present purpose; I shall confine myself
alone to facts as they occurred, and to observations «leduced from
an attentive inquiry into the present and foruier geological state
of the lake, undertaken with a view to furnish you with one connected account.
This, however, from w'ant of time, I have never been able to
accomplish, and must therefore content myfelf in the present
instance with some extracts from my notes, that may he of some
general use to the geologist
to the geology ot these districts

Sir,
1

had

in

in

for believing in the existence of

—

in particular.

You are already acquainted with the remarks and observations
of George Braid, the old residenter on the banks of the Leven,
respecting the muddy waters discharged fiom the lake in August
1816, and his declaring " that he had never seen the waters in
such a state before but once, and that was when an earthquake
happened at Comrie ; and," continued he, " an earthquake has
happened somewhere, be where it may." Curiosity, as I stated
in that communication, induced me to trace the troubled waters
to the lake, and to calculate the time necessary for the waters
issuing from their outlet to reach the Bleach- field, and found it
to agree as near with the time of the shock at Inverness, as you
could well suppose the clocks and watches of tlie two districts
to do.
But to give a connected detail of the circumstances that
led me to form this conclusion, I must retrograde, and go back
to summer 1815, and state, that although there is no record of
any shock of an earthquake at the period I allude to, so far as I
remember ; neither have I heard of any iremhlcment (le terra in
Vol. J:. No. 2(]2. /'U. 1820.
these
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these districts above referred to ; yet there was a circumstance
connected with the concatenated events that have since been

experienced, that I think will go far to prove the previous workings of these hidden piles, nnd which, t-hough partial in effect, was
marked with characteristic evidence of its being a member of the

same

family.

summer 1815,

there was a discharge (of gas in all probafrom the depths of the lake, in such quantity, and so very
deleterious in its effect, that its impregnation of the waters destroyed the fish in such numbers as gave rise to a belief that the
waters of the lake had been poisoned.
Incredible numbers of its
finny inhabitants were destroyed and thrown ashore, chiefly the

In

bility)

;

such as frequent the deepest waters.

monarch of the

flood that had reigned perhaps for ages,

largest of their kinds

Many

a

fry, now lay along the beach a prey to
the raven and carrion crow ; and so strongly and implicitly was
the belief of their having died by poison riveted in the minds of
the surrounding population, that no one, however needy, would
venture to eat them, notwithstanding the finest fish of their
species, pike, trout, perch, and eels, might have been collected in cart loads. Pike, upwards of twenty pounds avordupoise,
and trouts, fijc. of the largest size, lay in promiscuous confusion
along the margin of the lake, all of them (except the eel) presenting one uniform characteristic mark of destruction, the eyes
of every species of the scaly tribe having been driven or started
This undeviating uniwith apparent force from their sockets.
formity in every species except the eel, shows that they had all
died from one cause, and by a similar effect on the vital orgatis.
The exception of the eel will not at all surprise those acquainted
with the anatomical construction of this animal, whose beautifal
radiant eye is, as it were, hermetically inclosed within its recese,
and protected from all external injury by the same skin that enI'he particular
folds the body of the fish passing over the eye.
part that covers the visual organ is somewhat thinner and perfectly transparent 5 so that, however the vitals of the eel may have
been affected, the eye, securely bound within its recess, would not
leave its natural position, without bursting this skin, however similar its death mii^ht have been in other respects.
At this time the waters of the lake assumed a dark colour resembl ng an inftision of peat soil, and partially retained this dusky
hue till August 18 G, when the quantity of aluminous soil, thrown
from the botton of the lake by the shock vvhich so much alarmed
the town and neighbourhood of Inverness, had the effect of clari-

the terror of the smaller

1

fying the waters, and restoring them to their accustomed purity.
With the particulars of this your readers are already acquainted.

What 1

have just narrated, forms iho ground on which

I

founded

my
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my opinion

of the galvanic connexion of these districts, and made
me resolve to watch the various states and appearance of the
water, and, from the shrewd accuracy of George Braid's former

remarks, to consult him on all occasions. What I have now to
confirmed me in the full belief of the existence of this
extended stratification of galvanizing minerals.
.Midsummer 1817, a water-spouc fell near the town of Dunfermline, which, with the consequent rains that fell in the
surrounding country, did considerable dai;iage. This might or
might not be connected with the shock of the earthquake felt
about the same time in the north. No rain of any consequence
fell here, nor near Loch Leven
notwithstanding, that evenin^^
and all the dtly following a burst of muddy water was driven
from the Loch, bearing all the characteristic marks of August
We noted the circumstance, and the result confirmed
1810.
our conjectures.
Again, iu November 1818, the water presented a similar appearance with the two precethng years.
We expected accdunts
of an earthquake, and were confirmed by the arrival of the post
from the north.
In October last, when I mentioned that the waters from the
lake indicated an internal commotion, but darker in the colour
than usual on former occasions, although no shock was felt that
l',as been heard of, still I am perfectly satisfied it was the partial
working of the subsequent shock at Comrie. I did not consider
the circumstance of the eels escaping from the lake as any proof
of an internal agitation, as that was the natural season of their
emigration from the fresh waters to the sea.
But the circumstance of their all at one time starting, or being driven en masse
from the lake, is an event in their history that the oldest eelfislier on the Leven does not remember.
In three successive
nights (for they only run in the dark ; as soon as Light of any
kind appears they burrow in the mud, or under stones, or the
banks of the river) upwards of twelve thousand eels were taken,
manyofthem from eight to ten pounds apiece, but generally weigliing from half a pound to four and five pounds each. None were got
after this, except a few straggling dozens that may have burrowed
deeper in the mud than the rest, or lodged in some of the deep
pools in the serpentine turnings of t!>e river betwixt the lake and
the fisinng-ground.
This must have been cotmected witii the
state, has

:

eartlujuake that followed in November last.
On the afternoon
of the 2!Jih of that month I was standing at the top of the dryr'
ing-Ioft stair, looking into the river, which was quite clean and
clear at the time, when all of a sudden it came down hlicd with

mud.

I

turned round to see

if

there was any discharge horn

H

2

En-

jicrlly

1 lf>
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coming over the dam- dyke or
immediately went down to examine it more closely, sent for my monitor, and we concluded
" that an earthquake had happened somewhere, be where it
might." The first post from Comrie confirmed the fact; and I
am now without the smallest doubt of what I have stated, of the
whole of that range of country superstrating a natural arrangement of galvanizing materials, which are incessantly at work,
and will continue to "keep the good people of that part of the
worhl in remembrance of the instability of all sublunary things,
even the earth itself.
By an attentive examination of tlie metals, and a skilful geological survey of the strata and primitive formations in these afit
I

fected districts, and in

i)artii.'ular a studious application to the current of galvanic, electric, or magnetic tendency, vvhich 1 consider mere terms or modifications of the same principle, only vari-

ously attired, in these peculiar combinations, the poles of this
galvanic range or ranges jnight be discovered, and the" dread of
impending danger lessened, if not altogether averted, by boring,
sinking shafts, or other openings in the stratified drifts, at suf h

places as were most likely to facilitate the escape of the gases
produced in this great laboratory of nature. I am drawn to this
conclusion by analogy, from an existing fact.

The shock vvhich so much alarmed the country in August
1816 was felt at Leslie, Kirkaldy, and several intervening places
some miles to the east and south-east of Loch Leven ; vet no
shock was felt at Kinross, nor any village or hamlet in the immediate circle round the lake ; and notwithstanding the troubling
of its waters, no subsequent shock has ever been felt for miles
round its bed. The depth of the lake gives vent to, and allows
the elastic fluids to escape through the stones, gravel, sand, mud,
affecting the surrounding solid matter. The
stratified formation at the bottom of the lake must be the negative termination of one of these galvanic ranges ; and perhaps
to its regular discharge of hydrogen into the waters of the lake
may be attributed their superior purity and softness, when contrasted with the numerous and copious springsof pecnliaily hard
silicated water "^hat flows from the bottom and sides of the sur-

and water, without

rounding mountains, and fall into the lake round its margin.
To hydrogen uniting with kindred affinity to the base of this
hard silicated water, may be attributed the copious deposit of siliceous dust that covers so large a portion of the bottom of the
lake, and constitutes no inconsiderable proportion of the mud
brought down in these eruptive discharges.
On viewing the geological map of British strata exhibited in
Gary's
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Gary's window, London seems to occupy the only spot in Britain,
perhaps in the world, tliat may be deemed secure against the
partial workings of these principles ; and, although not foundetl
on a rock, is destined, I hope, to flourish till time shall be no

more—
*'

The

Until til at great and awful day
That shall the world in ashes laj'.
As David and the Sybils say."

however, of these momentous operations
kingdom cannot be contemplated even at a di-

terrific effect,

of the mineral

stance without a sensation of the most chilling description,
incertitude of human existence, where
immediately exposed to the instantaneous rendings of contending elements ; and the revolutions of nature umst bear with no

mixed with the awful

degree of dread and alarm on the human mind, and make
shrink with conscious nullity from the workings of superior
power. Nature recoils and shudders at destruction.
Much time and labour and efforts of human genius have been
more unworthily spent than by the geological philosopher turning
trifling

it

the bent of his attention to the wonderful agency of galvanizing
Shakespear says, "All the world's
nature in all its majesty.
a stage." I say the world's a galvanic pile, of grand dimensions,
having the south pole for its positive, and the north pole for its
hence the current of magnetic impetus towards the
negative
north ; thence the electric grandeur of the aurora lorealis : and
from this may be traced the origin of the island of Iceland,

—

—

:

still continues to be the point of deflagration in the grand
trough of primitive formation, and whose volcanic wonders are
only the super-workings of the major pile.
The various volcanos now extinct or silent, as well as those

which

still in turmoil, scattered over the surface of the globe, are mere
frieze-workings of minor arrangements of the more recent formations, brought into action by what constitutes the base of
the Neptunian system, which had its origin as in the days of

Heleg, when the earth was torn asunder; when the continents of the east and the west were thrown from their bases like
the explosion of a bomb. The terra australis, or positive, falling
by its own impetus as well as gravity towards the centre, prevented the recoil of the negative and the collapsation of the longitudinal hemispheres
and into this abyss " the rolling seas togctlier flow, and leave the. solid land ;" exposing to elementary
action the Neptunian deposits of ages, and leaving them to the
;

agency of their own galvanic powers. Hence all the voloanic modifications on v/hich rests the basis of the Huttonian
sy-tcm, and from whence in support of twofold truth are col-

free

H

3

lect

;
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and apparently incontrovertible indications
all other theories of nature, must, when impartially examined, centre in the great creative, omnipotent Power— the formator, protector, and governor
Yours truly,
of all.

Iccted the multiplied

and proofs of both

theories, which, like

GaVIN

Jan. 31, 1820.

InGLIS.

XVI. Memoir upon the Conversion of ligneous Bodies into Gum,
Sugar, and a particular Acid, hy means of Sulphuric Acid
and on the Conversion of the same ligneous Substance into
Ulmine by Potash. By M. Henri Braconnot.
[Concluded from

p. 56.]

artificial Gum produced by the Action of
Sulphuric Acid on Linen.

Exanwiation of the

We

have seen that this gum, obtained by saturating sulphuric
acid with chalk, contains in combination, lime which may in
This gum may be also purified
fact be separated by oxalic acid.
by adding to a solution of it some of the sub-acetate of lead :
produces a very abundant white precipitate, which being deacid, the liquid is evaporated
.to a sufficient degree, the sulphate of lead is separated, and the
gum precipitated by alcohol. I prefer however in place of chalk
to saturate the sulphuric acid with the oxide of lead heated :
there results from it a liquid of a sugary, smart taste, owing to
the latter is separated by passing
the lead held in solution
this

composed by an excess of sulphuric

:

through a current of hydrosulphuric gas

;

and the

filtered liquor

being evaporated, the artificial gum is obtained as pure as possible.
Barytes may also be used in place of the oxide of lead ; but
as this gum retains barytes in combination, it is necessary to separate it by sulphuric acid.
This gummy matter, such as I have obtained, resembles gum
arable.
It is transparent, of a slight yellow colour, inodorous,

reddened the tincture of turnsole, and seemed
of acids.
Its fracture is vitreous.
It adhered strongly to the vessels in which it was dried, always when
it was prepared with care, and formed on them a very shining
kind of varnish. It forms a mucilage less tenacious than that of
gum arable: its cohesive properties are also inferior: but this
does not prevent its being of use in many of the arts. Exposed to
the fire, it consumed, giving out a penetrating odour of snlphurous
acid, owing to the decomposition of the sulphuric acid which it
contains in a particular state of combination, such as the usual
insipid,

though

to act in the

it

manner

reagents

:

Gum, Sugar, avd an Acid,

ly

means of Sulphuric Add, t^c. 119

The residum shows after incineration
reagents cannot indicate.
traces of sulphate of lime.
When this gum is exposed with potash to the fire to decomno sulphurous acid is disengaged. If the re-

some
pose

partially,

it

flocdissolved in water, and nitric acid added, a brown
particularly
more
known
is
which
precipitated,
is
culent matter
If nitrate of barytes is added
hv the name of artificial ulmine.
of sulphate of
to the filtered liquor, it produces a precipitate

siduum

is

barvtes.

j

^
u
i.
water is not disturbed either by
of
sub-acetate
the
but
Tead
;
nitrate of barvtes or by acetate of
entirely soluble
lead produces a verv white and abundant magma
this
If the lead which the liquor above
in weak acetic ai;id.
of ammonia,
precipitate contains is precipitated by carbonate
combi«nd then evaporated to drvness, the residuum is a triple
The hydrochlorate
nation of gum, acetic acid, and ammonia.
gum from its dissolof the protoxide of tin also precipitates this
flocculent
vent. Lime water or barytes in excess produces slight
of gum with
precipitates, which are nothing but combinations

The

,

solution of this

gum

•

in

The red sulpliate of iron does not affect in the
lime or barytes.
coagulates abundantly
least the solution of this gum, while it
Treated with sulphuric acid, this gum furthat of gum arahic.
crystals, but no
nishes a large quantity of oxalic acid in fine
mucous

acid.

Sugar from Liucn.

The gummy matter the properties of which we have mentioned,
experibeing boiled for some time with diluted sulphuric acid,
principles,
ences such a change of ecjuilibrium in the nature of its
substances:
that in separating thev produce two very remarkable
is crystalhthe one which forms almost the whole of the matter
the sulphuric
zable sugar; the other contains the elements of
matter, and constiacid which were disseminated in the gummy
under the
designate
will
I
which
acid,
enough
singular
tutes a
name of the vei^eto- sulphuric acid. I was led accidentally to
mucilaginous mass,
this result, bv treating a solution of t!ie acid
with the
produced bv'the action of the sulphuric acid on linen,
centi100"
of
heat
continued
long
a
to
oxide of leJ<l, subjected
current of
grade ; but after having passc.l through the liquor a
contained in sosulphurated hvdrogen gas to precipitate the lead
lution,

and

after

to see
it, I was agreealily surprised
guminv matter was entirely converted into

evaporating

that the whole of the

this mass with very concenI digested
acid sugary mass.
acid was dissolved
trated alcohol; by which the vegeto-sulphuric
of a very fresh
and
coloured,
little
remained
a
matter
the bugarv
*
«-cll
Twenty-four grammes (370-r. gr.) of old cloth

ail

flavour.
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dried, were reduced into mucilage

by 34 j2;ramines (525 gr.) of
sulphuric acid, observing the precautions before indicated ; the
acid mixture, dissolved in a certain quantity of water, precipitated
the ligneous matter a little altered ; when dried it weisrhcd 36

grammes

(55-5 gr.)

The

acid li(|Uor thus diluted with water,

was boiled about ten hours;
carbonate of lime.
acttate of lead

;

it

after which it was saturated with
This liquor did not precipitate the subno longer contained any giun the residue

was evaporated and dried

;

as

much

as possible until

it

beaj^jn to

exhale an odour of calomel.
In this state it weighed 23*3 gram.
(359'8 gr.) which were furnished by 20 4 grammes (315 jjr.) of
cloth, deduction being made of what was not reduced
but I
believe that there were some losses ; for the sulphate of lime, although well washed, had a slight coloured teint, different from
what results from the preparation of artificial gum however, like
the latter, in place of burning in the fire and disengaging sidphuric acid, it became whiter, and did not exhale any very particular
odour.
I made these 23"3 grammes (359'8 gr.) of sugary matter into the consistence of syrup*; at the end of 24 hours it
began to crystallize ; and some days after, the whole was solidified into a single mass of crystallized sugar, which was pressed
strongly between several folds of old cloth ; crystallized a second
time this sugar was passably pure ; but treated with animal charcoal it became of a shining whiteness.
The crystals were in
spherical groupes, which appear to be formed by the union of
&mall diverging and unequal plates.
They are fusible at the
temperature of boiling water. This sugar, of a fresh and agreeable flavour,produced in the mouth a slight sensation of coolness.
It dissolves in hot alcohol, and crystallizes by cooling. Dissolved
in water and mixed with a little yeast, it fermented ; the vinous
:

:

liquor which resulted furnished alcohol by distillation.
Burnt
with potash, and its charcoal washed with diluted nitric acid, it
yielded a fluid not troubled by nitrate of barytes.
It would be
useless to insist further on the properties of this sugar ; it is evident that it is perfectly identical with the sugar of grapes^ or of

starch.

The conversion of wood into sugar will no doubt appear remarkable; and,wl en persons not familiarised with chemical spe• This syrup was weakly affected by sulphuric acid, while a concentrated
gum obtained by saturation with chalk was sensibly precipitated
by the same acid which separated it from the sulphate of lime ; from which
there seems reason to presume that in converting this gum into sugar, by
boiling it a long time with weak sulphuric acid, the elements of that acid
which itcontainsdo not entirely reunite to form the vegeto-sulphuric acid; but
that a part separates from it in the state of free sulphuric acid,%nd the rest
continues mingled with thdt which serves to effect the saccharification,
solution of

culations

i

Gum,

Siigar, ar.danAcidy

lymeans of Sulphuric Acid^^c. 121

pound weight of rags can be converted
pound of sugar, they may regard the statement
as a piece of pleasaiitrv, though nothing can be more real.
It appears to me, that from the conversion of wood into gum
and sugar, some important consequences may be deduced, which
culatious are told that a

into

more than

may throw

a

light

on many obscure points of vegetation.

In fact,

woods consist of
gum or mucilage with less of oxygen and hydrogen than the proportions necessary to make water, we can, by remounting to the
origin of the formation of ligneous matter, appreciate the means
which nature puts in operation to create it. If we examine it a
little before its birth, we see that it presents the form of a mucilage containing some small white grains which appear to be a
first germ of wood
this mucosity, on account of the important
part which it acts in vegetation, has received the name of the
organizing stihstance or Cambium de Dufiamel. Aided by the
vital influence, this substance appears to abandon by little and
since the observation seems to indicate that

:

little

a part of the elements of water, to form

beds, the sap, the parenchyma;

and

first

at last the

the cortical

wood, properly

so called, which must be extremely variable in the proportion of
its principles, according as it is of new or old formation.
This
manner of viewing the transformation of cambium into wood,
appears to be probable enough, when it is considered that we
can retrograde the latter to its primitive state of mucilage.
It
is scarcely necessary to remind the reader, that wood often concretes in great abundance in the heart of mucous and sugary matter, as we see in nuts, in ligneous concretions of pears, &c.
It
may be further observed, that the death of the vegetable does net
put an end to this subtraction of oxygen and hydrogen ; it continues to take place in all the different states through which the
ligneous matter passes, till it is at length entirely destroyed.

Of the

We

Vegeto- Sulphuric

Add.

have said that after having saturated a solution of the acid
mucilage formed by the action of sulphuric acid upon linen vvitii
the oxide of lead, exposed to a long continued heat, there was
formed sugar, and an acid of a particular nature, which we separated by rectified alcohol in which it was dissolved. This alcoholic liquor, however, retains also some sugar. I evaporated it
;o the consistence of a syrup, and agitated it with ether, which
took a slight straw colour, and left after its evaporation an almost colourless acid, very sharp, almost caustic, and setting the
teeth on edge.
This acid is deliquescent, uncrystalli/ablc, and
attracts the humidity from the air.
It gradually became brown
in tlic air when ubove mean temperature.
Tut into a capsule
plunged
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plunged in a sand-bath,

it

of ligneous Bodies

into

decomposes and becomes black a

before the water begins to boil.

When

little

treated in this state with

a little water, flocculi of vegetable matter partly carbonized are
separated ; and when some nitrate of barytes is poured into the
liquor, an abundance of sulphate of barytes is precipitated. When
this acid is subjected to a temperature higher than that of boiling
water, its decomposition is more rapid, and suffocating vapours
of sulphurous acid are emitted. This acid does not produce any
change on metallic solutions. Nitrate of barytes and sub-acetate
It makes a strong
of lead are not in the least affected by it.
effervescence with carbonates, and appears to dissolve all the mctaUic oxides, with which it forms salts, uncrystallizab!*, deliques-

These saline and neutral
decompose, emit sulphurous acid,

cent, insoluble in acetified alcohol.

combinations, subjected to

fire,

and leave sulphates and charcoal. The same acid dissolves iron
and zinc, liberating abundance of oxygen gas. It forms with
oxide of lead and barytes very soluble salts, which have a giimmy
appearance. It seems to have a strong enough dissolving fafor it even dissolves to a certain degree sulphate of lead.
;
This acid is composed of sulphur, carbon, hydrogen and oxygen ; or of a vegetable matter, and the elements of sulphuric
acid, but in proportions with which I am unacquainted.

culty

Action of Sulphuric Acid on Silk.
In treating silk with sulphuric acid, I conceived the hope of
returning it to its primitive state of silky liquor, such as is extracted from the bodies of certain caterpillars, and with which,
according to Reaumur, the Mexicans prepare their admirable
varnish. I hoped by means of a similar liquor artificially prepared
with pieces of silk, that it would be easy to fabricate cloth not
spun.
I have not however obtained this result, though I have
not abandoned the hope of attaining it. Be this as it may, the
sulphuric acid can convert the silk into two mucilaginous substances very distinct.
If some pieces of white silk are slightly moistened with this
acid, and, after a few minutes have been given to allow it to act,

the mixture is treated with a quantity of water, a very thick
white mucilage is obtained resembling gum tragacanth. When
a greater quantity of water is added, the whole of the mucilage
is precipitated, and the surnatant liquid, which is as colourless as
pure water, retains only a small quantity of silk in solution. This
mucilage well washed with water is insipid to the taste. It is
not sensibly affected by cold water ; but a great quantity of boiling water dissolves it the liquor being evaporated, there remain
some insoluble membranes : an infusion of nut-galls produces a
:

precipitate.

I

;
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This mucilaginous matter diflfers from that which
found in the caterpillar, inasmuch as it does not dry bo rapidly, and is resoftened by water.
If a greater quantity of sulphuric acid is made to act a longer
time on the silk, different results from those which I have men-

pTecipitate.
is

tioned are obtained.
Five

grammes (77'2 gr.)

of white silk cloth torn into small pieces

were triturated in a glass mortar, by adding succesively sidphuric
acid until the whole was reduced to a homogeneous mucilag**
there was a production of heat, but no sulphurous acid was disengaged.
Twenty-four hours afterwards the mixture was treated
with water, which produced an entire solution without precipitating the least particle of carbon all that was separated was a
yellow flocculent matter,vvhich when dried weighed 0"I5gramme.
The acid liquor was saturated with carbonate of lime, and part nf
:

it reduced by evaporation, in order to favour the precipitation of
the sulphate of lime which it retained. The process was finished
by evaporating it to perfect dryness. There remained 4'2 grammes
of a residuum reddish and transparent resembling isinglass.
This residuum dissolved in a small quantity of water did not congeal by cooling.
With potash it did not disengage ammonia.
Instilled it yielded carbonate of ammonia, and left after its incineration sulphate of lime.
The infusion of nut-galls and the
sub-acetate of lead precipitated it abundantly from its solution,
but it was only slightly precipitated by the acetate of lead.
When therefore sulphuric acid falls upon a vestmeut of silk,
or linen, or of cotton, it does not burn them, as it is said; but it
perforates the n, and the portion affected is converted into gummy matter soluble in water.

AcLlon of Sulphuric Acid upon

Gum

Gum

and Sugar.

arabic pulverized has been treated with concentrated sul-

phuric acid in quantity sufficient to dissolve it ; l)ut, far from producing carbon, as Fourcroy pretends, the mixture was scarcely
coloured. At the end, however, of twenty-four hours it had contracted a brownish colour
diluted with water, it did not precipitate the least particle of carbon.
The liquor saturated with
chalk produced a gum, which had exactly the same properties as
that which we formed by the action of sulphuric acid upon wood.
Exposed to the fire it burned, exhaling an odour of sulphurous
acid.
The acetate of lead did not trouble its solution, but the
sub-acetate of lead produced a very abundant white coagulum.
Cane-.sugar acted a little differently with sulphuric acid
it
was coloured almost immediately, and became of a blackish maroon, which deepened in course of time but it did not form sulphurous acid, and tlic whole matter was entirety dissolved in
water
:

:

;

1
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The liquor
water without depositing any particle of carbon.
saturated with chalk furnished by evaporation a deep brown residuum of a sharp sugary savour. When heated, it exhaled vapours of sulphurous acid.
Conversion of ligneous Bodies into XJlmine hj the Action of
Potash.

We

have seen that wood appropriates to

itself

the elements of

sulphuric acid and water, in order to pass into the state of

and that the

latter

by a new distribution of

its

gum,

principles can be

transformed almost entirely into sugar and a small quant.ty of a
We now proceed to show that, by extracting
from wood the proportions of oxygen and hydrogen necessary
for making water, it may be converted into a substance in which
the carbon predominates, and which appears to me to have a great
analogy to uhnine. M. Vauquelin is, I believe, the first who has
made known natural ulmine as a particular substance *. He
found it in combination with potash in the purulent ulcers of old
elms, the mass of the wood of which liad been in part eaten up
and destroyed by suppuration. It was not until seven years after
that Klaproth made mention of it: it appears that he had lost
sight of the experiments of the French chemist ; which may be
believed, since he attributes to it properties which do not belong
toit. Berzelius, Smithson, and Thomson afterwards directed their
attention to it. The first of these chemists thought that it formed
a constituent part of the bark of almost all trees ; but it appears
to present many varieties. I have found it in large enough quantities in the bark of the beech tree, partly combined with potash
associated with a gum, a particular red matter, a small quantity
particular acid.

of tannin, and a principle the odour of which

is

exactly similar

to that of vanilla.
It is by studying the action of potash upon wood, that I succeeded in producing ulmine artificially. I began by ascertaining
for certain that, contrary to the opinion of Mr. Thomson, pure
ligneous matter is insensibly soluble in potash; but that it is otherwise when, along with that alkali of commerce made caustic, an
equal quantity of sawdust and a little water are heated in a silver
or iron crucible, in order to torrefy it ; for, by taking care continually to agitate the mixture, the sawdust at length softens and
dissolves almost instantaneously, swelling considerably.
If the crucible be withdrawn from the fire, and a little water
poured into it, the whole matter dissolves with extreme facility,
except a slight residuum formed of silex, carbonate of lime, phosphate of lime, and some traces of vegetable matter j and a deep

• Aun. de Chimie,
I

t.

xxi. p. 44.

brown

i

Gum, Sugar, and an Acid,

ly means of Sulphiric Acld,&c.

1

2'!

brown liquor is obtained which retains in solution the potash
combined with ulniine an acid separates the latter in the form
of a very abundant brown precipitate, which only requires to be
:

If the acid liquor, separated from this precipitate,
be saturated with chalk, and evaporated to dryness, alcohol, when
Sawdust thus
digested on it, will separate acetate of potash.
treated with potash can furnish more than a fourth of its weight

well washed.

of dried artificial ulmine. Old linen cloth gives the same results:
it disengages nothing but water, and a small quantity of yellovy

empyreumatic

oil.

Dried artificial ulmine is of a black brilliant as jet it h very
Its fracture is
brittle, and divides easily into angular fragments.
vitreous.
In this state cf
It is nearly insipid, and inodorous.
dryness it is insoluble in water ; but when it has been precipitated, it dissolves in small quantities, and communicates a yellowish brown colour. The fluid does not contain more than vt;V~
of ulmine in solution ; it bul)bles on agitation like a solution cf
:

The same artificial substance gives to boilir.g
If nitrate of
water a deep brown colour like prepared coffee.
mercury, or nitrate of lead, is poured upon it, it produces imme-

natural ulmine.

diately

brown

It is also

precipitates,

and the liquor

is

entirely dissolved.

precipitated by the nitrate of silver, sulphate of red iron,

nitrate of barytes, acetate of alumine, chlorate of calcium,

and

but the precipitates do not manifest themselves till some time after the mixture.
Lime water does not
produce any change on it ; but if a little lime, in powder, is
added, the liquor is greatly discoloured ; and with litharge it is
chlorate of sodium

;

entirely so.
I

ascertained that the ulmine of the bark of the beech-trc-a
I have mentioned.
1 dissolved

presents similar results to those

water of very pure gallic acid with gelatine ; no change
but by the solution of artificial ulmine there was
;
deposited a weighty brown elastic matter soluble in an excess of
gelatine. Artificial ulmine not dried, and heated, reddens paper
teinted blue with turnsole.
The same substance conibines with great facility with potash,
and neutralizes entirely its properties. This combination is very
soluble in water
it is precipitated abundantly by acids, earthy
and metallic salts, and lime water ; evaporated, it leaves a blackish shining residuum, unalterable in the air, and which, after
c6mbuslion, leaves potash. This combination may perhaps be

it

in the

was produced

:

combines promptly with diluted ammonia:
residuum of
the nature of varnish, very soluble in water, and which slightly
reddeni^ paper teinted with turnsole.
Lime disengages the anitnotuikifiin It; ami the acids produce abundant gelatinous prc-

useful as a colour.

It

after l)eing evaporated to dryness, there remains a

^ipicat«).
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This compound imparts a yellow colour to to linen,
and cotton.

cipitates.
silk,

The same artificial substance is soluble in concentrated sulphuric acid, like ligneous bodies ; but it is abundantly precipitated by water.
It is very easily dissolved in alcohol, and yields a deep brown
liquor which is precipitated hy water.
It this solution is allowed
to evaporate spontaneously, it forms at its surface pellicles which
have a crystalline contexture ; but if the evaporation is forced
more rapidly, a black shining residuum is obtained which resembles resin.
Exposed to the flame of a lamp, it swells, and burns
with a shght flame. Twenty grammes (3 18' 10 gr.) of artificial
ulmine from old linen were distilled in a glass retort; a litjuid
product was obtained from it of the weight of seven grammes
consistingof fourgrammesof a colourless fluid, and three grammes
of oil,enipyreuinatic, brown, fluid, and soluble in any proportion
in alcohol in an alkaline ley.
The colourless liquid contains nothing but acetic acid, and
some traces of oily matter. There remains a charcoal of the appearance of bronze of the weight of 9-8 grammes, which left
:

after its

combu-stion 0'75

gramme

chiefly of carbonate of lime,

of gray ashes, composed
phosphate and sulphate of lime,

and oxide of iron.
artificial ulmine was treated with six times its weight qf
nitric acid at 38'^ Baume ; it was reduced almost to the consistency of honey
and being mixed with a little water, it assumed a deep brown colour, and left an abundance of matter,
which well washed and dried was of the colour of Spanish tobacco. This matter, heated in a glass tube, was consumed without emitting light and without fusing; it produced an empyreumatic vapour, which seemed to be slightly nitrous.
Its savour
silex,

The

;

is

bitter

without being acid to the taste, although

tincture of turnsole.

it

reddens the

dissolved in boiling water, and

It is partly

produces a deep brown liquor which does not disturb a solution
of isinglass. The brown acid liquid separated by water from this
pulverulent matter, still retains something of the latter; it precipitates tlie animal glue, and furnishes by evaporation crystals
of oxalic acid.

Such

have recognised in this subupon wood, and which
I have compared to the ulmine which exudes from the ulcers
of trees.
I
may observe that the latter is also produced '\n
are the properties which

I

stance, produced by the action of potash

a ,alogoas circumstances in

diseased trees, the

wood

of whiclj

from the j)otash which nnist concur in the formation of the ulmine.
I ought not to neglect to
slate that M. Vauquclin had already compared this producticm
in puticfying separates quite

of
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of alkali, by vegetable suppuration, to that which is effected by
combustion.
Limine exists in many ancient products of the vegetable kingdom. I found it long ago in making the analysis of an earth
found in the roots of an old tree*; but I did not then examine
It even appears that the soluble part of cerall its properties.
tain earths, which have been ranked with the extractive, is formed
of ulmine and ammonia. I have also found ulmine in great abundance in turf as well as in a variety of ligneous earths. It makes,
doubtless, too, a constituent part of soot j but I have found it
impossible to produce ulmine with oil.

An

Account of a Membrane in the Eye, now first deBy Arthur Jacob, M.D. Member of the Royal
College of Surs^eons in Ireland, Demonstrator of Anatomy
and Lecturer on Diseases of the Eye in the University of
Dublin.
Communicated by James Macartney, M.D.
F.R.S.f
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scribed.

xiSAToM.'STS describe the retina as consisting of two portions,
the medullary expansion of the nerve, and a membranous or vas-

The former

externally, next to the choroid coat,
next to the vitreous humour X. All
however, except Albinus and some of his disciples, agree, that
the nervous layer cannot be separated so as to present the
appearance of a distinct membrane, though it may be scraped
off, leavhig the vascular layer perfect.
That the medullary expansion of the optic nerve is supported by a vascular layer, does
not I think admit of doubt ; but it does nof appear that Albinus
was right in supposing that the nervous layer can be separated in
form of a distinct membrane, though shreds of a considerable size
may be detached, especially if hardened by acid or spirit.
Exclusive of these twalaveis, I find thai the retina is covered
on its external surface by a delicate transparent membrane, united
to it by cellular substance and vessels.
This structure, not
hitherto noticed by anatomists, I first observed in the spring of
the last year, and have since so frequently {demonstrated, as to
leave no doubt on my mind of its existence as a distinct and pti -

cular layer.

and the

feet

latter internally,

membrane, apparently of the same nature

serous cavities.

I

cannot describe

it

as that

which

lines

better, than by detailing the

• Annnlet de Ch'imie, torn. Ixi. p. U'l.
)1iilo3f)|)liical Transadioiis for 1H19, Part II.
\ Uuyscli. Kpist. Anat. I'rob. xiii. Albinus, Annot. Acad. lib. iii.cap. xiv.
Haller, Klem. I'hys. t. v. lib. xvi .<ect. 2. Zinn. Dcscrip. Anal. Oculi, Cdp.iii.
Met. iii.
Sabaticr, Boyci, Charles bell, Cuvicr, &c.
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Having
to be adopted for examining and displaying it.
procured a human eye, within forty-eight hours after death, a
thread shouhl be passed tiirongh the layers of the cornea, by
which the eye may be secured under water, by attaching it to a
piece of wax, previously fastened to the bottom of the vessel, the
posterior half of the sclerotic having been first removed. With a
pair of dissecting forceps in each hand, the choroid coat should
be gently torn open and turned down. If the exposed surface be
now carefully examined, an experienced eye may perceive, that
this is not the appearance usually presented by the retina ; instead of the blue-white reticulated surface of that membrane, a
uniform villous structure, more or less tinged by the black pigment, presents itself. If the extremity of the ivory handle of a
dissecting knife be pushed against this surface, a breach is made
in it, and a membrane of great delicacy may be separated and
turned down in folds over the choroid coat, presenting the most
beautiful specimen of a delicate tissue which the human body affords.
If a small opening be made in the membrane, and the
blunt end of a probe introduced beneath, it may be separated
throughout, without being turned down, remaining loose over
the retina; in which state if a small particle of paper or globule
of air be introduced under it, it is raised so as to be seen against
the light, and is thus displayed to great advantage ; or it is sometimes so strong as to support small globules of i|uicksilver dropped
between it anti the retina, which renders its membranous nature
still more evident.
If a few drops of acid be added to the water
after the membrane has been separated, it becomes opaque and
much firmer, and may thus be preserved for several days, even
without being immersed in spirit.
That it is not the nervous layer which I detach, is proved by
the most superficial examination ; first, because it is impossible
to separate that part of the retina, so as to present the appearance I mention * ; and, secondly, because I leave the retina uninjured, and presenting the appearance described by anatomists,
especially the yellow spot of Soemmerring, which is never seen
and hence it is
to advantage until this membrane be removed
that that conformation, as well as the fibrous structure of the retina in some animals, becomes better marked from remaining
seme time in wate'r, by which the membrane I speak of is de-

method

:

tached.

The extent and connections of this membrane are sufficiently
explained by saving, that it covers the retina from the optic nerve

To enter into further investigation on
would lead to a discussion respecting the structure

to the ciliary processes
this subject,

* 6ee Haller, Zinn. -&c. loc.

cit.

of

•
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of the optic nerve, and the termination of the retina anteriorly,
to which it is my intention to retmii at a future period.
The appearance of this part I find to vary in the different classes
of animals, and in man, according to age and other circumstances.

In the foetus of nine months it is exceedingly delicate, and with
In youth it is transparent, and scarcely
In the adult it is firmer, and more
tinged by the black pigment.
deeply stained by the pigment, which sometimes adheres to it so
closely as to colour it almost as deeply as the choroid coat itself;
and to those who have seen it in this state, it must appear extraIn one
ordinary that it should not have been before observed.
subject, aged fifty, it possessed so great a degree of strength as
to allow me to pa'js a probe under it, and thus convey the vitreous humour covered by it and the retina from one side of the
basin to the other; and in a younger subject I have seen it parIn the sheep,
tially separated from tlie retina by an effused fluid.
difficulty displayed.

ox, "horse, or any other individual of the class mammalia which
it presents the same
I have had an opportunity of examining,
character as in man
but is not so much tinged by the black
;

pigment, adheres more firmly to the retina, is more uniform in
its structure, and presents a more elegant appearance when
In the bird, it preturned down over the l>iack choroid coat.
sents a rich yellow brown tint, and when raised, the blue retina
in animals of this class, hov^-ever, it is
presents .itself beneath
difficult to separate it to any extent, though I can detach it in
small portions.
In fishe«, the structure of this menibrane is pe:

has been already described as the meduland Cuvier*, but I think incorrectly, as it does not present any of the characters of nervous
If the
structure, and the retina is found j)erfect beneath it.
culiar and curious.

It

lary layer of the retina by Haller

sclerotic coat lie removed behmd, with the choroid coat and
gland so called, the l)lack pigment is found resting upon, and
attached to, a soft friable thick lleeoy structure, which can only
be detached in small portions, as it breaks when turned down in
Or if the cornea and iris be removed anteriorly,
large (juantity.
and the vitreous humour and lens withdrawn, the retina may be
pulled from the membrane, which remains attached to the choroid coat, its inner surface not tinged by the black pigment, but

presenting a clear white,

tiot

unaptly compared by Mailer to

connected to the retina, I find that the memchoroid coat, apparently by fine
cellular substance and vessels; but its cotmecti(m with the retina
being stronger, it generally remains attached to that membrane,
licsides being

brane

is

:iNo attached to the

* Klemt-nt. Fliys.

t. v. lili.

xvi. sect.

ii.

Cuvicr, Levmis d'Aimt. Comj).

t. ii.

p. 41fy.

Vol,::«.No. 2G2.

/'V/'.
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though smali portioijs are sometitnesi pulled off with the choroid
From this fact I think it follows, that the accounts hitherto
coat.
given of the anatomy of these parts are incorrect. The best anatomists* describe the external surface of the retina as being
merely iu contact with the choroid coat, as the internal with the
vitreous humour, but both totally unconnected bv cellular membrane, or vessels, and even having a fluid secreted between them:
some indeed speak loosely and generally of vessels passing from
the choroid to the retina; but obviously not from actual observation, as I believe no one has ever seen vessels passing from the
one membrane to the other. Mv observations lead me to conclude, that wherever the different parts of the eye are in contact,
they are connected to each other by cellular substance, and, consequently, by vessels ; for I consider the failure of injections no
proof of the want of vascularity in transparent and delicate parts,
though some anatomists lay it down as a criterion. UndoubtedK
the connection between these parts is exceedingly delicate, and,
hence, is destroyed by the common method of examining this
organ ; but I think it is proved in the following way. I have
before me the eye of a sheep killed this day, the cornea secured
to a piece of wax fastened under water, and the posterior half of
the sclerotic coat carefully removed.
I thrust the point of the
blade of a pair of sharp scissars through the choroid coat into the
vitreous humour, to the depth of about an eighth of an inch,
and divide all, so as to insulate a square portion of each membrane, leaving the edges free, and consequently no connection
except by surface; yet the choroid doe? not recede from the membrane I describe, the menilnane from the retina, nor the retina
from the vitreous humour.
! take the end of the portion of choroid in the forceps, turn it half down, and pass a pin through the
edge, the weight of which is insufficient to pull it from its connection.
I separate the membrane in like manner, but the retiiia I can scarcely detach from the vitreous humour, so strong
is. the connection. The same fact maybe ascertained by making a
transverse vertical section of the eye, removing the vitreous humour from the posterior segment, and taking the retina in the
forceps, pulling it gently from the choroid, when it will appear
beyond a doubt that there is a connectioii between them.
Let us contrast this account of the matter with the cominon
one.
The retina, a membrane of such delicacy, is described «s
being extended between the vitreous hucnour and choroid, from
the optic nerve to the ciliary processes, being merely laid betwec-s)
* See Haller, Elem. Phys. t. v. lib. xvi. sect. ii.
Zinn. cap. ii. sect. i. § ii.
Boyer, Anat. t. iv. p. 1 13. Sabaticr, t. ii. p. 70. Bichat, Anat. Descr. t. ii.
Cuvier, Le^^ons d'Anat. Comp. t. ii. p. 418.
p. 447.
Charles Bell, Anat.
Toi. iiL p. 51.
Ribss, Meiu. de la Scu. Aled. d Emulation, t. viii. p. 633.
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without anj' connection, and the medullary fibres in contact with a coloured mucus retained in its situation by its con^stence alone.
This account is totally at variance with the general laws of the animal oeconomy: in no instance have we parts,
wherever contact withso dissimilar in nature, in actual contact
out connection exists, each surface is covered by a membrane,
from which a fluid is secreted; and wherever parts are united, it
is by the medium of cellular membrane, of which serous membrane may be considered as a modification. If the retina be
merely in contact with the vitreous humour and choroid, we
argue from analogy, that a cavity lined by serous membrane exists both on its internal and external surface; but this is not
the fact.
In the eye a distinction of parts was Tiece!<sary, but
to accomplish this a serous membrane was not required ; it is
only demanded where great precision in the motion of parts was
indispensable, as iti the head, thorax, and abdomen ; a single
membrane, with the interposition of cellular su'ostance, answers
the purpose here.
By this explanation we surmount another difficulty
the unphilosophical -idea of the colouring matter being
iheiil,

:

:

laid
is

on the choroid, and retained

discarded

;

as

it

in its situation

by

its

viscidity,

follows, if this account be correct, that

secreted into the interstices of fine cellular

membrane

it is

here, as

upon the ciliary processes, back of the iris, and pecten, under the conjunctiva, round the cornea, and in the edge of
the membrana nictit^ns and sheath of the optic nerve in many
it is

animals.

Dissections are recorded where fluids have been found

collected between the choroid and retina, by
ture of the

latter

here given

is

serous

:

which the structhe explanation

as sufficient to account for the existence of this

that which
membrane.

fluid, as

membrane was destroyed
attributes

it

to the increased secretion of

a,

I take this opportunity of describing the method I adopt for
examining and displaying these and other delicate parts, a method which, though simple, will, I expect, prove an important
improvement in the means of scrutinizing the structure of animal
and vegetable bodies. I procure a hollow s])hpre of glass fro:n
two to three inches in diameter, about one-fourth of v/hich is cut
off at the part where it is open, and the edges ground^down, so
as to fit accurately upon a piece of plate glass, the surface of
which is also ground the object to be examined is attached to
a piece of wax fastened upon the plate of glass and immersed in
a basin of water, with the cut sphere, which is inverted over it,
of course full of water, and the whole withdrawn from the basin.
The part may tluls be examined under the most favourable circuumtanccs it floats in water, the only method by vwliich delicate parts can be unfolded and displayed
the globular form of
the
1 2
:

;

:
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the vessel answers the purpose of a lens of considerable powey
Sjnd perfection, at the same time that it admits light in any quantity or direction to illuminate the object; and, what is of the

utmost importance, a preparation of the greatest delicacy
thus be handed round a class in safetv.
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An

Essay q?i Magnetic Attractions : particularly as respects
the Deviation of the Conipais an Shipboard, occasiontd hy
the local InjJmnce of the Guns, &'c.
IVilh an easy practical
Method of observing the same in all Parts of the iP'orld. By
Peter Barlow, of the Royal Military Academy. Svo. pp. 187,
with a Plate. Price

6s-.

^d.

A HE great practical importance of the subject investigated by
the author, and the happy result that has flowed from his assiduous labours, may be partiv understood from the foUowine sketch
of the contents of this valuable little work; but its full merit*
can be fully appreciated only by a careful perusal of the essay
itself, in which the results of numerous laborious experiments,
conducted with much judgement, care and patience, are condensed

in tabular forms.

Remarks on

the

Mr. Barlow

Magnetic Experiments recently published ly
in his Essay on Magnetic Attractions, &'c.

In No. 2.)S of the Philosophical Magazine are given two papers from the Philosophical Transactions on the subject of local
attraction
tlie one by W. Scoresby jun. Esq., and the other by
:

Captain Sabine: the latter containing the observations made on
board II. M. SS. Isabella and Alexander, in their late voyage in
search of a North-west Passage.
The great importance of this error in practical navigation is
placed in a very conspicuous point of view by Mr. Bain in his
valuable little treatise on the " Variation of the Compass," and
the two papers above referred to fully corroborate the statements
of that author.
It appears indeed from the observations of Captain Saiiine, that in certain high latitudes, the deviation arising
from this cause becomes immenselv great, amounting in some
cases to at least half a quadrant.
Mr. Bain is of the opinion, and lew will he disposed to say it
is ill founded, that many of the distressing losses frequently experienced at sea are owing to this source of error
he shows in fact,
that in consequence of local attraction, a vessel in our own lati:

titudes

Barlow's Essay o» Magnetic At traction.
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tudes may frequently be steering a point 'out of iier Rupi)oscd
course ; and it requires but little knowledge of navigation to be
well convinced of the immense importance of such an error,
particularly in the Channel, and in cloudv weather, wlien the
compass is the seaman's only friend and guide.
It appears moreover from the memoir ot Captain Sabiur, and
the same was also pointed out by Captain Flinders and Mr. Bain,
that the error from local attraction is not only different with the
ship's head on difft-rent points of the compass, Init that it varies
also in different latitudes; the quantity depending upon the inclination of the dipping needle at the place of observation.

Cap-

appear to have made a correct
estimate of the effect of the dip in changing the ([uantity of the
deviation ; but he had the honour of being the first to establish
the connexion between them, and thus conferred a lasting obligation upon the nautical profession, and has given to his name
a permanent and perspicuous situation in the annals of that
science.
An actual deviation caused bv the action of the guns
being thus rendered obvious by the concurrini: testimony of so
many distinct observers; and tlie only rule ever yet proposed for
the correction having been distinctly shown to be inadequate for
the purjjose, by all latter oi)^crvations ; it became a fair and lautain Flinders indeed does not

dable subject of contest with men of science, to discover some
formula, or other method, for correcting these anomalies in all
parts of the world.
Mostly, hov^cver, the attempts were confined to the formation of certain enqiirical formuke, from the results of observations on ship-l)oard; but these, it is obvious, are at present too
limited for such a purpose, when we consider that every degree
of latitude gives rise to a new series of deviations.
Mr. Barlow pursued a different course. Being placed in a si-'
tuation where there is perhaps a greater accumulation of manufactured iron than in any place in the world, he proposed to
avail himself of this ojiportunity, and to undertake a regular
scries of experiments on dilferent masses of iron, fixing his compass at different distances, and in every variety of position ; and
Ijy this means he has succeeded, not onlv in discovcriu!;- an extremely simple method of corrcctinii the deviation in (juostion,
but also in developing several magnetic laws which i-.re higldy
curious and interesting.
It is indeed surprising, considering the

which the science of magnetism has for more than a cc.itury excited, that no course of experiments of this kind lias been
before nndertaUcn, and tlt-at instead of cxamiiinj;; in all cases the
interest

action of magnet on magnet, the intjniry had not suggested itself, of determining tlic laws between j/hun iron and the comI

3

pass.
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Such, however, appears to have been the case ; and Mr.
Barlow has in consequence the honour of having discovered several important laws which promise to throw considerablie light
pass.

upon

this

mysterious subject.

trials, this gentleman procured from the
Royal arsenal a solid 13-inch ball weighing nearly 300 lbs. ;
and having constructed a proper apparatus, whereby he could
place the compass at any required distance from the centre of the
ball, and in any proposed situation, he commenced Iris course
of experiments, and was soon led to the discovery of a very remarkable fact, namely, that if we conceive a plane to pass through
the centre of any iron ball, inclining from the magnetic north to
south, and forming with the horizon an angle of about 20°, a
compass placed any where in that plane will not be atfected by
the iron, but will point duly north and south, tha same as if no
iron were in its vicinity.
It occurred to Mr. Barlow afterwards,
that as the dip in this country is at the present time about 70''4,
the inclination of the above plane of no attraction, if examined
a little more particularly, mi^ht be found to be exactly the complement of the dip; and subsequent experiments, on an improved
apparatus, and on an excellent dipping needle, confirmed this
conjectuie
from which coincidence the author is led to infer,

After a few minor

;

same obtains

in all latitudes ; namely, that the plane of
every where perpendicular to the natinal inclination of the dipping needle.
have spoken of the plane of no
attraction as passing through the centre of the ball in a direction

that the

no

attraction

is

We

perpendicular to the inclined needle ; but it is obviously the same,
we suppose the plane to pass through the pivot of the compass,
s^nd the centre of attraction of the iron to be situated in that
plane; which latter conception is to be preferred in all cases where

if

irregular masses of iron arc employed.

This very remarkalde fact being once well established, Mr.
it the ground-work of all his subsequent experiments: for example, he very naturally conceived a circle to be
described in this plane concentric with the pivot of the needle;
and conceiving at the same time an imaginary sphere to be circumscriijcd about the latter, this circle became to him an
equator; tiie line joining the extremities of the dipping needle,
the poles ; and the circle passing through those poles, and the
east and west paints of the horizon, a first or principal meridian;
by means of wiiich every particular situation on the sphere might
be immediately indicated by its latitude and longitude, the same
as on the tcriestrial surface.
A long course of experiments were now undertaken, in order
to discover the law of deviation, as it depended upon the position
of

Barlow made

:

Barhiv's Essay on Magnetic At traclion,
of the ball and compass, the distance between the
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two being

al-

ways the same. From these it was discovered, that while the
longitude was zero, the tangents of the angles of deviation were
proportional to the sine of the double latitude
and while the
latitude was constant, the tangents were proportional to the co;

sine of the longitude: so that in

r11

cases, while the

distance

and mass were constant, the deviation was expressed by the formula
tan. J = A (sin. 2x. cos I.)
where J denotes the angle of deviation; A the latitude, and I
the longitude, on the ideal sphere above mentioned ; and A a
constant coefficient to be determined by experiment.
The next object of the author was to ascertain the law as respects the distance: and here again he was equally successful
the results showing in the most unexceptionable manner, that all
other things being the same, the tangents of deviation were inversely proportional to the cubes of the distances.
It still remained to determine the Ihw as regards the mass; and with this
view, balls of different diameters were emploved, from which it
seemed to follow, that the tangents of deviation were proportional to the masses, as to the cubes of the diameters.
Mr. Barlow appears in the first instance to have adopted this
concluiion, and to have considered his experiments on regular
bodies as completed ; when out of mere accident, or curiosity, he
made trials with certain shells of iron of the same diameter as his
balls, from which results were obtained as singular as they were
unexpected ; viz. that the balls and shells of the same diameter
gave the same deviation ; so that it appeared that the latter was
independent of the mass, and had only reference to the quantity
of surface.
This led to several experiments on iron plates, each
2. foot square, but of various thicknesses
from which it is made
manifest, that after the thickness of the iron surpasses a certain
;

^-'^th of an inch) no addition of power is gained
by an increase of thickness; in fact, thi\t magnetism like electricity resides wholly in the surface.
Introducing all these circumstancen, tlic general formula for

quantity, (about

e;

pressing the quantity of deviation becomes
tan.

A —

I>3
—.--

.

(sm. 2 A. cos

where D uenotcs the diameter of the
X', X and /, the same as before.

ball

;

/.)

o

the distance, and

be observed, were performed on
might still be douljtful whether
tbey would be found to obtain on irregular masses. With a view
to this determination, Mr. Barlow commenced a long course of
•xperimcnt* on a ?4-pounder, mounted upon what is termed a
All these experiments,

it

will

regular masses of iron, and

it

I

4

traversing
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by means of wliicli it could be traversed, or
carried round, in a complete circle.
These experiments confirmed all his preceding deductions, showing that the plane of
no attraction, and all the laws and circumstances attending regular masses of iron, obtained also on those the most irregular;
and consequently that they might be immediately applied to determining the local attraction of the guns, &c. on shipboard.
The comparison is accordingly made between the observed deviations on board the Isabella, as given by Captain Sabine, off
Shetland, and those computed on the above principles
and the
coincidence between them is very striking, considering all the
circumstances of the case; viz. the change in the dip, tiie very
traversing platform,

;

irregular distrilnition of the iron in the ship, the particular situation of the compass, in the vessel in question;

and

lastly, that

the laws themselves had been inferred fiom experiments

made

in

one latitude only, and on masses of iron of the most regular figure.
One very serious objection may however be made to this, as
well as to any other r2ile for computing the quantity of deviation
iiv different latitudes
which is, that the dip at the place of observation is a necessary datum, and it is one that is not readily
obtained.
This induced Mr. Barlow to look for some other method for determining the error in question, the theory of which
;

may

be explained in few vvords.
Since it was rendered obvious from his experiments on the
2^ -pounder, that all the action of the mass might be referred to
one common centre of attraction; it followed, that so also in a
ship, the whole might be reduced to one centre of four; and since
the iron and compass will always, during the voyage, preserve the
same or nearly the same relative situation, it is assumed, that a
single ball of iron might be so pointed in the ship, that its action on the needle would !>e the same as that of the iron in its
distributed state ; or, whicli is still the same, that there is one
common residtant. Thi ? being admitted, it follows from the laws
previously established, that if a line be conceived to be drawn
joining that centre with the pivot of the needle, it will be possible to introduce a less ball of iron, having its centre of attraction
in the same line, (which is to be approximated so much nearer as it
is less,) that shall produce exactly the same efl^ect as the great ball
at a greater distance, or as the iron in its distributed state.
So
that, whatever effect the guns, &c. may produce in any situation
of the vessel, the above ball being placed in its fixed situation,
that effect will be doubled ; whence the quantity of deviation itself becomes determined.
To be a little more explicit: A vessel having got her guns,
Sec. on board, before she sails, is to be warjjcd round, and the
devialioi;

—
Barlow's Essay on Magnetic Atlraclion.
deviation caused by the guns

known, a pin

is

to be determined

:
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this

being

to be fixed experimentally to the binnacle, iu

is

such a situation, that when a ball ov plate of iron is slipped on,
and the binnacle turned about, the deviations arising from the
ball or plate shall be the same as those produced in the like situations by the guns.
This being dene, the plate (which Mr. B. adopts in preference
to the ball) is to be laid aside ; then, at any time when it is desirable to ascertain the local effects of the guns, &c. the plate is
to be applied in its assigned situation, and it is to be observed
how much it draws the needle out of its prior direction ; and just
so much will the guns have deflected it before the experiment.
This being ascertained, and the course of the vessel corrected accordingly, the plate is to be again removed, and laid aside till
some new circumstance renders its application again necessary.
Several experiments are then reported as they were made with
an attached plate and the 24 -pounder above mentioned, which
were lepcated before some of the Lords of the Admiralty, and
apparently much to their satisfaction.
Nothing can be desired more simple than this method of correcting the errors arising from local attraction ; and we are glad to
find that the Board of Longitude has ap})rovcd of the principle,
and has recommended its adoption to tiie Admiralty, who it seems
are about to give it aproper trial in both hemispheres of the globe.
Having dismissed this su!)ject, Mr. B. turns his attention to
an explanation of the cause of the daily variation of the compass;
a phenomenon which has never yet been explained in a manner
entirely satisfactory, and which certainly appears to have an intimate connexion with the laws and princijjles discovered in the
early part of the experiments above referred to.
Mr. B., after
enumerating all the known circumstances attending this plienomenon, observes " It appears then, that any hypothesis which
may be advanced to account for the diurnal variation of the
needle ought to be competent to the explanation of the following facts, viz.
:

I.

That the general character of the

'^.

this

That although the above
is

sbl)ject to

change than the Roman
.'J.
That the variation
is

the general

phenomenon, yet

certain modifications, indicated by

W.E.; t'WE, cAVEk', where

the horizon,

is

change in the dimorning and easterly

daily

rection of the needle shall be westerly in the
in the evening.

tlic letters

the small italics denote

ii

less

letters.

in the night, or while the sun is l)elow
very inconsiderable with respect to that which

takes place in the ^ay-timc.
'\.

That

;
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That the

little

greatest daily variation takes place either at, or
before and after, the sunimer solstice ; and the least at the

winter solstice.
5.

That the

day, than

And

6.

than

in

greatest daily variation happens

now

earlier in thje

did at the beginning and middle of the last century.
lastU', that the daily variation is less at the equator

it

our latitudes.

Mr. B. then proceeds

to explain that all these peculiarities are
the necessary consequences of supposing the sun to possess ^
certain degree of magnetic influence, such as that which belongs
to every mass of plain unmagnetized iron ; and of admitting the

existence of the plane of no attraction, and the other magnetic
laws indicated in the preceding part of this article.
He shows,
for instance, that at one time in the year the sun will, both at

and setting, be above the pjane of no attraction j that
it will both rise and set below tiie plane
while at
will rise above and set below, &c. ; and that this con-

its rising

at another
)Otl»ers it

;

sideration fully explains those modifications in the daily variatjjon
riation ought to

2

A..

COS

/.)

minimum
2

A. cos

He

shows, moreover, that the least daily vaat the winter solstice, the rectangle (siii
being then the least that there ought to be a second

as denoted above.

happen

;

at

/.)

is

summer
then much

the

ftnd that a little before

and

solstice, aithoiigh the rectangle (sin

greater than in the former instance;
after this solstice the daily variation

ought to be at its maximum. He proves also, that if 14' be
reckoned the greatest daily variation in our latitude, it ought not
to exceed 3' at the equator j and lastly, that it ought to be
jiothing or very inconsiderable during the night.
will not presume to give a very decided opinion as to the

We

accuracy of the above view of this interesting phenomenon
but we venture to say, that it is by far the most complete illustration of it that has ever yet been offered, and that we have
little doubt it will be generally adopted.
Description of an Apparatus, by which 25,000 cubic Feet of Gas
are obtained from each Chaldron of Coal, without producing
By Samuel Clegg, Civil
either Tar or annwnical Liquor.
Engineer, Mavvbey- place, South Lambeth, Surry. 8vo. pp. 16,

with a large Plate of the Apparatus. 2s.
In his introductorv remarks Mr, Clegg, who has had more experience, and introduced more improvements in the manufacturing of coal gas, in the large way, than perhaps any person who
has applied his time and talents to this bramii, after alluding to

the n«mero'i6 i'nprove;n€»ts previoutly introdoced

bjj

himself,

and

:

Clegg's j4pparatus for produchig Coal Gas,
aiid the various gas establisbinentB
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which he has erected, proceeds

as follows
"^ Lii this wide field of practice, I have had the most favourable
opportunities of ascertaining the processes best calculated to produce, oeconomise and purify gas; and I am now happy to be able

to lay before the public a rlescription of an apparatus (for which

have obtained a patent) that combines the advantages of ckcoregularity, certainty of operation and neatness.
And, by
the application of mechanical and chemical powers, the coal undergoes in its distillation an entirely new arrangement of its principles, owing to the rapid decomposition and uniformity of temperature, so that the whole of the hydrogen combines with the
I

nomy,

: thus is the illuminating power
increased with tlie quantity produced ; and when passed through
cream of lime, we have a gas equal in illuminating power to the
gas from common lamp oil *, and as free from sulphuretted hydro-

charcoal, constituting olefiant gas

gen, with a difference of expense as 1 to 18, as stated page 143.
" On any plan of preparing coal gas hitherto adopted, this
result has not been obtained.
The coal having never been completely decomposed, a considerable quantity of combustible matter has been suffered to escape in the form of tar and ammoniaeal liquor.
Thus substances not only of little or no value, but
luch as were deemed nuisances inseparable from the preparation
gas, were produced in great abundance.
To obviate these isiconveniences, which have in many instances prevented the introduction of this invaluable discovery, I apply the coal in thin
strata; by which mode, I have found from repeated experiments
upon an extensive scale, that Newcastle Wall's End coal will
yield per chaldron 25,000 cubic feet of gas, of a very superior
quality; whereas upon the former plan, 10,000 cubic i'eet is the
utmost average quantity which has been obtained f. Besides,
as the matter which has usually escaped in the fortn of tar and
ammoniacal liquor is completely decomposed, not only an increased quantity, but a very superior quality of gas is obtained. To
produce these effects, the strata of coal ou^ht not to exceed half
an inch in thickness, and must be introduced to a red heat, without the retorts being exposed to a mass of fresh coal ; for tliix
lowers their temperature so much tliat several hours are requisite
to raise them to their proper degree of heal: hence so large a
proportion of tar-water and inferior gas is produced, besides llu'
Ios« of time and fuel.
As the coal is introduced in small portiou*
* See Dr. Henry's paper in the Literaiy and Pliilosopliical TrannactioiiK
of ^!anchc-stcT, vol. hi. Second Seiit's, or the I'hiiosoplueal Mii};a^ine lor

and Accurn's last Treatise on Gas Li;,MUs, pp. 12!', l.iO.
difference in the quantity of [;as pioduted by tlie two iuo^e(< of
operation bears the same proportiju, vrlutcer description of coal is used.
Auj^iist IBiy,

t The

by
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by a mechanical process, iudependent of the stoker, a uniformitv
of temperature and regularly thin strata are preserved; and as it
is applied to the machine only once in t\\elve hours, at which
time also the retorts are cleaned out, there is a considerabls reduction of labour, and an increased certainty of operation.
" A greater quantity of gas being obtained by tlie mode now
described, there will evidently be a considerable saving of expense
in the coal necessary to produce it, and in the quantity of fuel
employed. The sa\ang in the former will be proportioned to the
increase in the quantity of gas : and as that is more than double,
the sa\ing will amount, at least, to one half; and as the abovementioned quantity of gas can be produced at the heat usually
applied, and in a considerably shorter period than is now required, there will he a saving also in fuel of more than one half,
Besides, one chaldron of coal introduced into tlic retort upon the
proposed plan, produces two chaldrons of coke of excellent ([uality, which finds a ready sale at 255. per chaldron, when tlic coal
is

at 50^.

'' Another advantage accruing from this niode
of operation, is
a very material saving in the wear and tear of the apparatus.
Every one conversant with gas-works knows, tliat upon the plans
in general use, when 10,000 feet of gas are produced, the retorts must be renev.cd at least once in six months.
Upon my
plan they maybe kejjt in good working order eighteen months.
" Another very important advantage consists in avoiding tiie
nuisances hitherto inseparable from tiie preparation of coal gas.
The greatest inconveniences attending it have been the production of tar and ammoniacal liquor, and the accumulation of the
lime-water used in purifying the gas.
The two first are completely obviated by the proposed process of decomposing the
coals, neither tar nor ammoniacal liquor being produced in the
.

The latter inconvenience is prevented Ijy the use of
lime and water in a semi-fluid state, which in being discharged
from the machine soon becomes consolidated, and may easily be
removed, and applied to any purposes for which lime is required.
" To produce these advantages, I have constructed an apparatus, a part of wliicli may be applied to works already established,
and of which the fo'lowing is a description.
operation.

Descriplion of the Apparatus.

" The

retorts are similar to those described in

Accum's

last

Treatise on Gas-Lights, under the head ' Rotative Retorts,' with
this difference, that the whole retort is heated to the required
temperature, and the space between the arms covered with iron
plates, the wide end of which projects upwards to the height to

which

I

propoic to allow

tlic

coke to liccuaiulatc.

The whole
forms

Clegg'i /Ipparalus for producing Coal Gas.
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i

forms a cylindrical dish, nearly of the same diameter as the reOn the ii|)per part of the retort, and adjoining the door,
tort.
I place a hopper, sufficiently large to contain coal for twelve
The coal is previously screened, and all
hours' consumption.
lumps excluded, larger than the required thickness of the strata
The lid of the hopper is kept tight by
to be laid in the dish.
means of an hydraulic joint. To that part of the hopper where
the coal is discharged, is attached a cone, the difference of the
diameters of whose ends is in exact proportion to the difference
of the space described in their revolutions by the parts of the dish
On the surface of this cone, a number
over which it is placed.
each about the depth of
of thin bars are fixed longitudinally
The cone is made to revolve
the stratum of coal to be applied.
upon its horizontal axis, at the same time that the dish revolves
horizontally; and by varying their relative velocities, the thickness
of tiie stratum may be varied ad i/rfinitum*.
"The products arising from the coal thus introduced, are conveyed bv a pipe to the condenser, which condenser forms the principals for supporting the roof over the retorts. From the condenser
all the fluids are conveyed back by a pipe to the retort, drop by
drop, as they are condensed ; and as these drops fall upon the redhot coke as it revolves, they are all completely decomposed f.
" The lime machine is constructed upon the same principle as
that described in Accum's last Treatise, but much simplified and
impro'. ed. By using lime and water in a semi-fluid state, a smaller
quantity of lime is required for absorbing the sulphuretted hydrogen gas I, while, at the same time, lime of this consistence is as
<-otni)!ete!v free from the obnoxious fluid produced by lime-water,
As the tjuantity of gas absorbed
as if dry lime had been used.
in the process of purifying is proportioned to the bulk of water
employed, it is obviously more oeconomical to use lime and water
iu a semi-fluid state; to which it maybe added, that gas purified
In proof of
IjV this mode possesses higher illuminating power.
these assertions, I refer to a paper in the Philosophical Magazine
for September 1S19, by Dr. Henry, pp. 164-1G6.
" From the lime machine the gas is conveyed to the large
nu'ter§, where every foot is registered, and finally into the collapsing gas-holder, a machine preferable to any now used, and
constructed at half the expense ||.
;

*

When

<lrical (iish

the stratum of coul

is

makes one revolution

about half an inch in thickness the cylinminutes, tlie-velocity varying with

in forty

thickness of the stratum.
is u more a?conomical and certain method of decomposing oil, tar,
&c., than any which has hcc-n offered to the notice of the public'.
the
purity of the jjas, after having passed through cream of lime,
For
I
*e'the Philosophical Magazine for February 1811), p. 138, No. 250.
§ The utility of this machine is illustrated in Accum's Treatise onCJas Light,
art. Gat'Meter.
See A<Tum'.s Treatise, art. Collupsing GiiU'hoUk'i-,
tile
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" The

following statement shows the difference in the expense
of working an apparatus of the construction here described, and

one in which the cylindrical or elliptical retorts are used, each
being supposed to produce 50,000 cubic feet of gas in twentyfour hours, taking the average of the whole year.
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" From

the above statement it appears that, in additioji to a
coi'isideiable diminution in the amount of capital sunk, (the firit
cost of the new apparatus being much less than that of the old,)
is in the new plan a saving of three-fourths of the annual
expenditure. The tar and ammoniacal liquor have in no instance
paid the expense of collecting and casks; I have, therefore, not
noticed them.
I hope soon to be able to lay before the piibfi*
the exact difiference, in point of value, of the gas, by the tWO*
modes of operating suffice it to say, at present, that where th*
gas, upon the old plan, sells for 155. per 1000 cubic feet, th*

there

:

gas produced upon the new plan is worth 205. at least, making
a difference in the annual rental, where 50,000 ciibid fetit Aft
sold daily, of 4562/. 10$.
" The expense of producing ah equal quantity of light Vwth
oil gas (taking Messrs. Taylors' own statement, as given in the
Journal of Sciences and Arts, vol. vi. p. 108,) would amount to
To prevent discussion, I
the erwrmoiis sum of 19,010/. 85. 4d.
have allowed, with Messrs. Taylor, that an equal volume of oil
gas will produce double the quantity of light of coal gas.
" The annexed table points out the illuminating power of different gases, as well as the quantity of azote, sulphuretted hydro-

gen, and carbonic acid, formed, from which the injurious effects
of letting the coal remain so long in the retorts will be seen.
The only correct mode of ascertaining the illuminating power

of different gases, is by the quantity of oxygen condensed by a
given volume of inflammable gas, tint gas having the greatest
illuminating power whith condenses the greatest cjaantity of oxygen.

Table
Showing

of (he Gas from common Coal,

the Quality

at differetii

Periods oj the Distillation, likewise the illuminativg
of Gas from Oak, dried Peal, Lamp Oil, Wax*, &c.
100 in. of
impure gas.

100 measures of purified gas.

Sulp. Carb. blef Carb.
Hyd. Acid. Gas. Hyd.
i

iioui''!}

yo

gas

hours' ga3
5 hours' g«.s

.

.

,

91

.

.

.

.')4

7 hours' gas

.

.

.

80

:i

9 hours' gas
Ga« from oak
Oas from dried peat
(ias from CanncI coal
Qat from lamp oil
G«» from wax
.

Olcfiant
•

gM

From

.

.

.

Gives
Cons.
Oxy. Car.Acid.

164
163
132
120
112

.

.

.

91

93
70
64
60
33
43

f>i

6K
170
190

.

Power

220
284

100.
124
137
179

Df. Henry's {taper referred to ia a preceding note

«
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:
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From the above table it appears, that tlie proportion of illuminating power between gas from lamp oil, and gas from Cannel coal, by the common method of operation and the mean time
of the distillation, is as 190 to 170, and from common coal as
190 to 140."
*'

We only add one remark. To increase the product of a chaldron of coals from 10,000 to 25,000 cubic feet, and at the same
time of a superior quality, is incomparably the greatest improvement that has yet been made since gas was introduced for the
purpose of general illumination.
u4n Introduction to Solid Geometry, and to the Study of Crystallography, containing an Investigation of some of the PrO'
perties belonging to the Platonic Bodies independent of the
Sphere.
By N. J. Larkin, M. G. S. Teacher of Crystallography and Mathematics. Illustrated with four jjlates from ori ginal drawings by the Author. 8vo. pp. 140.
The work under consideration contains a description of a variety of solids hitherto uimoted, and a number of new and remarkable j)roperties of those solids that have been long known.
In tracing the properties of the Platonic bodies, the author shows
that thev naturally divide themselves into two series, each con; and what is remarkable, that each individual
one of the series, is to be fomid in great abundance
among crystals, whereas not a single individual in the other seThe first he
ries has ever been found among such productions.
These two secalls the natural; the other, the artificial series.
ries bear a strong resemblance to each other; inasmuch as the
the
last in each series contains all the foregoing in the same series
angular points of the contained solids may l)e traced out in the
surface of the last solid; and what perhaps is equally remarkable,
is, that the whole of the solids, composing the natural series, are
commensuraljle with each other when tiie first four are contained
in the last, and that thev are to each other as the numbers I, 3, 4,
6, and 8. There is another solid whose extremities may be traced
out in tlie surface of the last of the natural series which solid
the author calls a cuboctahedron on account of its being intermediary between tlie cube and the octahedron this solid, though
it is commensurable with the rest, is not so simple, being as 5 -^^
consequently it is somewhat less than the fourth, being to it as
80: SI. The author has combined the solids belonging to the
natural scries in pairs, in every possible manner, and given the
ratiosof their volumes in two tables he has likewise given the ratios of a number of remarkable lines in or upon these solids, and
has shown how each may be extracted from the others. The ratios
between the members of the artificial series appear to be incommensurable^

sisting of five solids
solid, in

:

;

:

:

Larkin's Crystallography.
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mensurable, except in one instance, on which account theyjnake
a very striking contrast with the natural series, whicli are all commensurable. He afterwards describes five distinct dodecahedrons,
which all admit of indefinite variation, and which, with the two
before described, make seven ; the whole of which are shown to
be singularly related with the cube.
The descriptive part is followed by a series of demonstrations contained in fiftv-three theorems, concluding with an Appendix, by Dr. Koget, containing a
demonstration of the relations subsisting between the numbers of
the artificial series, and likewise between their faces and their
axes
The whole is illustrated bv four plates, enuraved in a superior manner by Mr. and Miss Lowry ; the third plate is re-

markabiv wpII Executed, and

is

a flattering specimen of that

voung

ladies abilities.

Upon

the whole, the work will be found of great service to premind for the study of crvstailograpliy ; and at the same
time, highly -nteresting to the mathematician.
Indeed it is the

pare

tlie

only work in the English language in which the various properties of the geometrical solids are particularly described; on which

account

it

cannot

fail to

be acceptable.

Lately puuli^hed,
Dictionary of Natural History ; or Complete Summary of
Zoology, embellished with 140 interesting Subjects. 9*. coloured
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An Elementary Treatise on Mecham'cs, Vol.
namics.
Bv W, Whewell. Svo. 15^.

1,

containing

Dy-

An Analytical Essay on the Construction of Machines, illustrated by 13 lithographic prints. 4to. \Ss.

A

Historical Map of Palestine, or The Holy Land ; exhibiting
geographical Features, and those Names of Places which accord with the Scripture Narrative, Size 40 inches by 27|. 11. I8s.
its

Travels in Nubia and the Interior of Eastern Africa. By J. L.
Burckhardt. With a Life and Portrait of the Author. 4to. 2/. Ss.
This is a very interesting work.

—

Iinlex Testaceologicus ; or, A complete Catalogue of Shells,
Briti-hand Foreign, arranged according to the Linmean System,
witli the English and Latin Names, References to Figures, and
Places where found.
By W. WooJ, F.L.S. lis.

The Natural History of British Quadrupeds, with coloured Figures, accompanied by scientific and general Descriptions of all
Vol. 55.

No. 2G2. tU. 1820.

K

the
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the Species that are known to inhabit the British Isles.
By
J. Donovan, F.L.S. Vol. 1. 1/. I6s.
To be completed in 3 vols.
royal 8vo.
Dialogues on Entomology, illustrated with 25 engravings.

—

12mo.

125. plain, \8s. coloured.

In the Press.
4to Volumes, with Maps, A Geographical, Statistical, and
Historical Description of Hindoatau and the adjacent Country.
By Walter Hamilton, Esq.

Two

Taxidermy; or A Complete Treatise on the Art of Preserving
every Object of Natural History for Museums; with Lists of those
that are rarest or most wanted in European Collections. In a
small Svo Volume.

The Marquis
Original

of Worcester's Century of Inventions, from the

M8. with

Notes, a biographical Memoir, and a Portrait.

Journal of a Tour in Greece, Egypt, and the Holy Land with
Excursions to the River Jordan, and along the Banks of the Red
;

Sea

to

Mount

Sinai.

By W.Turner, Esq. Foreign

Office.

3

vols.^

Svo.

A Journal of a Tour through Part of the Snowy Range of the
Himala Mountains, and to the Sources of the Jumna and the
By T. B.

Ganges, in IS 15.

Twenty Views,
folio.

Memoirs

Fiazer, Esq.

illustrative of

Royal Svo.

Mr. Frazer's Journal, elephant
.

of the late R. L. Edgevvorth, Esq. partly written by

Himself, and continued by his Daughter, MissEdgeworth. 2 vols.
Svo.

M. Lamouroux, Professor of Natural
Academy of Caen, is preparing to publish

History in the Royal
work (with 4 Opiates)
on the Marine Polypi found in great abundance in the calcarious Formation of Lower Normandy. This work, which will be
useful to Geologists, will include a figure and description of the

fossil crocodile

a

discovered near Caen.

XIX.

Proceedings of Learned Societies.

ROYAL SOCIETV.
Jan. 13. i^oNCLUDED the reading of Mr. HerschePs elaborate paper. On the Action of crystallized Bodies on Homogeneous Light, and on the Causes of the Deviation from Newton's Scale of Tints which many of them develop on an Exposure
to a polarized

Ray.

A

paper

.

New ylslrommical
A

Society.

— Conical Balls.
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paper by Dr. Granviiie was read, giving an account of a

case of Ovario-gestation.
Jan. 20.
Commenced reading a paper On some
binations of Platinum, by Edmund Davy, Esq.

NEW ASTRONOMICAL

new Com-

SOCIETY.

A new Society has just

been formed for the encouragement and
promotion of Astronomy, which promises to be attended with the
most beneficial advantaj^es, and appears highly deserving of public
support. Indeed, considering the patronage which is giveti to most
of the Arts and Sciences in this country, it is somewhat singular
that no Institution should hitherto have been formed for the advancement of this particular branch of Science— the most noble
of them all.
The views and objects of this Society will be best
seen by llie Address which they have publi-hed ; and wiiich we
hope to give at full length in our next Number; together with a
List of the Otficers that. Irave been chosen for the direction and

management of the affairs of the Society; and which comprehends some of the first astronomers and mathematicians in the
country.

XX.

Intelligence

and Miscellaneous Articles

CONICAL BALLS.

To Mr.
Sir,

— rp
Ihk

Tillodi.

Chatham, Feb.

5, 1820.

Magazine, Number 261, contains
some remarks on wliac are called conical balls it may be not
altogether uninteresting to your Glasgow correspondent, to know
that balls of an egg form were used by the Russian guards in
Philosopiiical

;

1811.
person

The inventor, or ])eriiaps more correctly speaking,
who introduced that form, received from the Emperor

sum

of

50U0

bation.

It is

the
the

mark of His Intpcrial Majesty's approcertainly possible, tliat the gontltinan who claimed

rubles as a

as his invention that form of shot, did not

know' that in England
same shape had been recommended some years before. In
the European Magazine for iS04 the above form is strongly recnmmended ; I do not recollect by whom, nor am I quite certain
with regard to the date but doubtless it was long before their
introduction into the Russian army, and also previous to 1808,
the year in which Mr. Robertson read his P^ssay on that sul)ject.
I believe it is
generally admitted that the rockets used in war
the

:

are not so cHicient as miglit be expected, in consciiuence of the
uncertainty of their striking the intended object.
If any of your
correspoudentfi will have the goodness to inform mcr whether an

k

2

attempt

1

43

Military Rockets.

— Sandstone. — Magnetism.

attempt has ever been made, to give them motion round their
longitudinal axis in their progress through the air, similar to a
rifle ball or arrow, thev will much oblige me.
Query Could the required motion be given by attaching two
or more narrow slips of thin iron, in a spiral direction, on the
case, similar to tiie feathers on an arrow, but placed on the contrary end, or by forming two holes diametrically opposite at the
anterior end, on the same principle as Dr. Barker's mill, or as
fire-works are sometimes exhibited whirling on their axis?
So
far they would differ, that those have only a circular motion, the
rocket should have that combined with its progressive motion
no doubt some portion of the impelling matter would be diverted;
consequently the range shortened even with this deduction, the
certainty of the flight might be more than a compensation.

—

:

:

I

am,

sir,

Your most obedient, &c.
I.

K. K.

MILITARY ROCKETS.
Baron de Zacli announces, that Capt. Schumaker (brother
of the Astronomer Royal, Copenhagen) has invented a rocket
superior to Congreve's both in force and in the precision with
which they are thrown. A new corps has been formed to use
these missiles.
They ascend to an immense height, and then
exhibit a globe of fire, which may be seen at a distance of seventy miles.
.

SANDSTONE OF CAITHNESS, &C.
To Mr. Tilluch.
January

—

1,

1820.

Sir,
In my work on the Western Islands of Scotland, I hare
suggested (vol. ii, p. 104) that the sandstone of Caithness was
similar to that of the western coast of Ross and Sutherland, and
have also questioned whether that of Cromarty and Aberdeenshire does not belong to the same species.
Since that book was
printed I have had an opportunity of examining the districts in
question ; and, that I may not mislead future geologists, I beg
to say that the last of these suggestions is unfounded, and that
I have not as yet been able to satisfy myself respecting the geological relations of the sandstone of Caithness.

It is

power at present t j enter into the details necessary
ing this subject.
I am, sir,
Your obedient servant,
J.

ISLE OF ELBA.

Baron de Zach announces

not in

my

for elucidat-

MacCullocii.

— MAGNETISM.

in his

*'

Correipondence"

vol. i»

that the opinion long entertained, that the Isle of Elba, from the

quantity

;
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French Rock Salt.— Nautical Ephemeris.

quantity of iron ore found on it, and especially Moinit Calamita,
(supposed to be a solid mass of loadstone,) has a sensible effect
on the mariner's compass, is unfounded. Mr. Charles Rumken
in ISIS could not find, at the distance of two or three or four
nautical miles, the declination of his needle affected in the least

by the action of the

island.

FRENCH ROCK SALT.
In July last a regular search for rock-salt was

commenced

at

department of La Meurthe. At the depth of
200 feet they found a bed 1 1 feet thick ; below this the workmen perforated a bed of gypsum and clay of 546 feet, when they
reached another bed of salt eight feet thick. The salt of the
the sefirst bed is very white and transparent, and very pure
cond contains a small portion of gvpsuin and argillaceous subIt contains hardly
stances, and is brownish like clouded flint.
any nuniate of magnesia or sulphate of lime. Both present a

Moyenire

in the

:

cubical fracture.

COMPARATIVE STRENGTH OF EUROPEANS AND SAVAGES.
[From

Bulletin No. 156 of the Society of

Encouragement

M. Peron, the naturalist, has had occasion
men in a savage state are inferior in strength

in France.^

to observe,
to

men

that

civilized

and he has demonstrated in a very evident manner, that the improvement of social order does not, as some have pretended, de-

The following is the result of expestroy our physical powers.
riments which he has made on this subject with the Dynamometer of M. Regnier (described Phil. Mag. Vol. I.)
Comparative Experiments on the Strength of Europeans and
Savages.

'Mathematical Puldkatmis.
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—

iVe«/ Block.

prompts ine to state, that tlie Nautical Almanac for 1821 has
been out of print nearly three months, and the new edition is
not yet issued from the press. Durin;^ this period many valuable
ships have sailed on distant vovages ; niiie of the East India
Company's ships to my knowledt^e six of these from 1200 to
1350 tons burthen, all destined first to India and afterwards to
China: several of these have not been al)le to proi'ure a Nautical Almanac for 1821 ; and as some of them will be obliged to
proceed from India by an eastern passaf>e to China, they will
have to navigate in the Pacific Ocean early in 1 82 1 destitute of
a Nautical Almanac for that year, if thov do not obtain one prior
to their departure from India, which is verv improbable
and it
is possible some of these valuable ships may be compelled to navigate afterward from China to England, without possessing that
:

:

essential requisite to the safety of navigation.

An Observer.

Feb. 22, 1820.

MATHEMATICAL PUBLICATIONS.
To Mr. rUloch.
Sir,

—

I

Magazine

perfectly concur with the opinion given in your useful
November 1819, page 368, of the advantage arising

for

from the mathematical periodical publications, and feel confident
that the books there noticed, have conjointly with others, and
particularly the verv respectable and well conducted Gentleman's
Mathematical Companion, uniformly afforded a stimulus to mathematical intjuiries, which could not fail to produce mathematicians of the first rank.
But the reason of my troubling you at
is to express mv regret at not observing the name of the
Gentleman's Mathematical Companion, which commenced in
1799 and was antmally and regularly continued to the present
time, mentioned in an article apparently written for the laudable
purpose of drawing the student's attention to a good collection
of such publications.
As I have been for many years a correspondent to various ])eriodical productions, and am in consequence
well acquainted with them, I beg to recommend the above-named
work to the notice of those who may l)e desirous to possess au
advantaceous selection, through the medium of your Philosonhical Magazine. With the idea of replncing what appears to me
to be an omission in your valuable pages,
I remain with respect your obedient servant,

present,

A Correspondent.

NEW
Specification of a

BLOCK.

new Block for

ivhich a Patent has been

obtained.

The

advantages in the carcase over that of the

common

block,
arc.

—
List of Patents.

— History of

the Weather.
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formed out of four pieces of elm which are bolted
which is much stronger and more durable
than morticing out of a solid block of elm.
The pin and cog being riveted vvith a counter plate in the
sheave, gives it a considerable advantage as to the leverage, together with the pin turning, consequently wearing round, which
adds to the durability, together with the sheave's working on the
ends of the pin, which causes it to run with equal velocity on the
sides as perpendicular, nor is the cog so likely to wear loose
when the pin is fixed in the cog as otherwise in ihe common
block which wears the upper part of the pin only, and which
causes a very great friction ; the strength and durability over the
common block are in the proportion as 2 to 1.
The above blocks are manufactured by the proprietor, Mr.
Sibley, Old Gravel-lane, London Docks.
arc, its being

and

riveted together,

LIST OF PATENTS FOR NEW INVENTIONS.
Brunei, of Chelsea, Middlesex, engineer,
for certain improvements in making stereotype plates.
25th
Jan. 1820.

To Marc Isambard
To

—

London the younger, of Cannon- street, London,
method of destroying or decomposing the offensive vapour arising from animal or vegetable matter when heated.
Phillips

for his

25th Jan.
To Daniel Treadwell, of the United States of America, but
nowof Newman's-court, Cornhill, London, for certain improvements in the construction of printing-presses.
25th Jan.
To John Moody, of Margate, Kent, for an inkstand containing carbonaceous and extractive matter in a dry state, which,
with the addition of water only, will supply ink.
25th Jan.
To George Shoobridge, of Houndsditch, London, and William
Shool)ridge, of Marden, Kent, for a substitute for flax or hemp,
and for manufacturing the same into articles for which flax or
hemp are used. 5th Feb.
To James Huggett, of Hailsham, Sussex, for a machine to be
attached to carriages as a substitute for a drag, to regulate the
speed, and to prevent accidents in going down-hill, or in other
perilous situations.
10th Feb.

—

—

—

—

HISTORY OF THE WE.-VTHER.

We

comply with the request of a meteorological correspondent in giving a place to the following notices of the weather at
different periods since the Christian era

;

agreeing perfectly with
to the formation

him that such data are of essential consequence

of any general conclusions on this hitherto very unsettled branch
of inquiry.

K

1

"

It

:
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*' It

is

very

difficult to ascertain the

precise condition of the

weather in in distant ages. The thermometer was not invented
till 1590 by the celebrated Sanctorio ; nor was that valuable instrument reduced to a correct stinulard before the year 1724, by
the skill of Fahrenheit.
We have hence no observations of temperature which f:o further back than a century.
Prior to this
period we must glean our information from the loose and scanty
notices which are scattered through the old chronicles relative to
the state of the harvest, the quality of the vintage, or the endurance of frost and snow in the winter.
Great allowance, however, should be made for the spirit of exaggeration and the love
of the marvellous, which infect all those rude historical monuments. Toaldo and Pilgram have, with incredible industry, prosecuted this research ; and, from a bulky work of the latter,
printed in the German language at Vienna in 1788, we shall select the most remarkable pastages concerning the state of the
weather for more than a thousand years back, and combine with

them the observations made by

Professor PtaflF, of Kiel.
following years are noted for the severity of the winter

The

In A. D. 401, the Black Sea was entirely frozen over.
In 462, the Danube was frozen, so that Theodomer marched
over the ice to avenge his brother's death in Swabia.
In 545, the cold was so intense in winter, that the birds allowed themselves to be caught by the hand.
In 763, not only the Black Sea, but the Straits of the Dardanelles was frozen over.
The snow in some places rose fifty feet
high and the ice was so heaped in the cities as to push down
;

the walls.
In 800, the winter was intensely cold.
In 822, tlie great rivers of Euro])e, such as the Danube, the
Elbe, and the Seine, were so hard frozen as to bear hea\y wagfor a month.
In 860, the Adriatic was frozen.
In 874, the winter was very long and severe.

gons

The snow confrom the beginning of November to the end of
March, and incumbered the ground so much, that the forests
were inncces'^ililc for the supply of fuel.
In 991, and again in 893, the vines were killed by the frost,
tinued to

and the

fall

cattle perished in their stalls.

In 991, the winter lasted very long, with extreme severity.
Every thing was frozen, the crops totally failed, and famine and
pestilence closed the year.

The
In 1044, great CjUantities of snow lav on the ground.
vines and fruit-trees were destroyed, and famine ensued.
In 1067, the cold was so intense, that most of the travellers in
Germany were

frozen to death on the roads.

In
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\n 1124, the winter was uncommonly severe, and the snow
lay very long.
In

1133,

was extremely cold

it

from Cremona

to the sea

:

Po was frozen
snow rendered the roads
and even the trees split,

in Italy; the

the heaps of

impassable, the wine-casks were hnrst,
by the action of the frost, with innnense noise.
'
In 1 17^5 the snow was eight feet deep in Austria, and lay till
Easter.
The crops and vintage failed, and a great murrain con-

sumed the cattle.
The winters of 1209 and 1210 weie both of them very severe,
insomuch that the
In 1216, the

cattle died for

Po

frozen fifteen

want of fodder.
elis deep, and wine burst the

casks.
In 1234, the Po was again frozen, and loaded waggons crossed
the Adriatic to Venice.
A pine forest was killed by the frost at

Ravenna.
In 1236, the Danube was frozen to the bottom, and remained
iong in that state.
In 1261, the frost was most intense in Scotland, and the
ground bound up. The Cattegat was frozen between Norway
and Jutland.
In 12S1, such quantities of snow fell in Austria as to bnry the
very houses.
In 1292, the Rhine was frozen over at Breysach, and bore
loaded waggons.
One sheet of ice extended between Norway
and Jutland, so that travellers passed with ease ; and, in Germany, 600 peasants were employed to clear away the snow, for
tiie advance of the Austrian army.
In 130o, the rivers in Germany were frozen ; and much distress was occasioned by the scarcity of provisions and forage.
Wheat, which
In 1316, the crops wholly failed in Germany
beibre sold in England at 6,v, a quarter, now rose to 2L
1323, the winter was so severe, that both horse and foot
passengers travelled over the ice from Denmark to Lubec and
Dantzic.
In 1339, the crops failed in Scotland ; and such a famine ensued, that the poorer sort of people were reduced to feed on
Yet,
grass, and manv of them perished miserably in the fields.
in England, wheat was at this tiaie sold so low as 3$. 4a. a quar-

some Years
In

ter.

In 1344, it was clear frost from November to March, and
the rivers in Italy were frozen over.
In 1392, the vineyards

and the

The
bered.

and orchards were destroyed by

all

frost,

trees torn to pieces.

year 1408 had one of the coldest winters ever rememNot only the Danube was frozen over, but the sea be-

tween

;
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tween Gothland and Oeland, and between Norway and Denmark, so that wolves driven from their forests came over the ice
into Jutland.
In France the vineyards and orchards were destroyed.

In 1423, both the North Sea and the Baltic were frozen. Trapassed on foot from Lubeck to Dantzig.
In France the

vellers

frost penetrated into the very cellars.

Corn and wine

failed,

and

men and cattle perished for want of food.
The successive winters of 1432, 1433, and 1434, were uncommonly severe. It snowed forty days without interruption. All
and the very birds took shelthe rivers of Germany were frozen
The price of wlieat rose, in Enj^land, to 27*.
ter in the towns.
a quarter, but was reduced to 55. in the following year.
In 1460 the Baltic was frozen, and both horse and foot pasThe
sengers crossed over the ice from Denmark to Swedpn.
Danube likewise continued frozen two months; and the vineyards
:

jn

Germany were

<•

destroyed.

was so severe in Flanders, that the wine
distributed to the soldiers was cut in pieces with hatchets.
In 1544, the same thing happened again, the wine being frozen
In 1468, the winter

into solid lumps.

Between
In 154S, the winter was very cold and protracted.
sledges drawn by horses or oxen travelled

Denmark and Rostock,
over the ice.

In 1564, and again in 1565, the winter vvas extremely severe
over all Europe. The Scheldt froze so hard as to support loaded
WBggons for three months.
In 1571, the winter was severe and protracted. Ail the rivers
in France were covered with hard and solid ice ; and fruit trees,

even in Languedoc, were killed by the frost.
In 1594, the weather vvas so severe, tliat the Rhine and the
Scheldt were frozen, and even the sea at Venice.
The year 160S was uncommonly cold, and snow lay of immense depth even at Padua. Wheat rose, in the Windsor market,

from 36^. to 56^. a quarter.
In 1621 and 1622, all the rivers of Europe were frozen, and
even the Zuyder Zee. A sheet of ice covered the Hellespont
and the Venetian fleet was choaked up in the lagoons of the
Adriatic.

In 1655, the winter was very severe, especially in Sweden.
excessive quantities of snow and rain which fell did great

The

injury in Scotland.

The winters of 1658, 1659, and 1660, were intensely cold.—
The rivers in Italy bore heavy carriages ; and so much snow had
not

fallen

at

Rome

for several centuries.

It

was

in

1658 that

Charles X, of Sweden crossed the Little Belt over the ice, from
Holsteia

;•
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Denmark, with

whole army, foot and horse, foland artillery. During these years
the price of grain was nearly doubled in England a circumstance
which contributed, among other causes, to the Restoration.
In 1670, the frost was most intense in England and in Denmark, both the Little and Great Belt being frozen.
Many forest trees,
In 16S4, the winter was excessively cold.
and even the oaks in England, were split by the frost. Most of
the hollies were killed. Coaches drove along the Thames, which
Almost all the birds
\wis covered with ice eleven inches thick.
Holstein to

lowed by the

his

train of baggaa;e

:

perished.

In 1691, the cold was so excessive, that the famished wolves
entered Vienna, and attacked the cattle, and even men.
The winter of 1695 was extremely severe and protracted. The
frost in Germany began in October, and continued till April, and
many people were frozen to death.
The years 1697 and 1699 were nearly as bad. In England,
the price of wheat, which in preceding years had seldom reached
to 30^. a quarter, now amounted to 71*.
In 1/09, occurred that famous winter, called, by distinction,
the cold winter. All the rivers and lakes were frozen, and even
The
the seas, to the distance of several miles from the shore.
frost is said to have penetrated three yards into the ground.
Birds and wild beasts were strewed dead in the fields ; and men
perished by thousands in tlieir houses. The more tender shrubs
and vegetables in England were killed ; and wheat rose in price
from 21. to 4/. a quarter. In the south of France, the olive
plantations were almost entirelv destroyed : nor have they yet
recovered that fatal dissaster. Tlie Adriatic sea was quite frozen
over, and even the coasts of the Mediterranean, about Genoa
and the citron and orange groves suffered extremely in the finest

—

parts of Italy.
In 1716,

tiie

winter was very cold.

were erected and

On

the

Thames booths

fairs held.

In 1726, the winter

was so intense, that people

sledges across the Strait, from
nia in Sweden.

Copenhagen

travelled in

to the proviiice

Sca-

In 1729, much injury was done by the frost, which lasted from
October till May. In Scotland, multitudes of cattle and sheep
were buried in the snow; and many of the forest-trees in other
parts of Europe were killed.
The successive winters of 1731 and 1732 were likewise ex-

tremely cold.
Tiie cold of

snow

1740 was scarcely

lay eight or ten feet

deep

in

The
1709.
Spain and Portugal. The Zuy-

inferior to that of

dcr
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der Zee was frozen over, and many thousand persons walked of
skaited on it. At Leyden, the thermometer fell ten degrees beAll the lakes in England
and a whole ox was roasted on the Thames. Many trees
were killed by the frost; and postillions were benuml)ed in their
saddles. In both the years IJO!) and 1740, the General Assembly
of the Church of Scotland ordained a national fast to be held, on
account of the dearth which then prevailed.
The Mayne was
In 1744, the winter was again very cold.
and at Evora in Portugal peojile
covered seven weeks with ice
could hardly creep out of their houses for heaps of snow.
The winters during the five successive years, 17-45, 1746, 1747>
1748, and 1749, \vere all of them very cold.
In 1754, and again in 175."), the winters were particularly cold.
At Paris, Fahrenheit's thermometer sunk to the beginning of the
scale; and in England, the strongest ale, exposed to the air iii
a glass, was covered, in less than a quarter of an hour, with ice
an eighth of an- inch thick.
The winters of 1766, 1767, 1768, were very cold all over Europe. In France the thermometer fell six degrees below the zero
The large rivers and the most copious
of Fahrenheit's scale.
sprii;gs in many parts were frozen. The thermometer laid on the
surface of the snow at Glasgow fell two degrees below zero.
In 177 1, the snow lay very deep, and the Elbe was frozen to
the bottom.
In 1776, much snow fell, and the cold was intense. The Danube bore ice five feet thick iiclow Vienna. Wine froze in the
cellars, both in France and in Holland. Many people were frostbitten, and vast multitudes both of the feathered and finny tribes
perished. Yet the quantity of snow which lay on the ground had
Van Swinden found in
c'.iccked the penetration of the frost.
Holland, that the earth was congealed to tlie depth of twenty-one
inches, on a spot of a garden which had been kept cleared, bat
only nine inches at another place near it, which was covered with
four inches of snow.
The successive winters of 1784 and 1785 were uncommonly
severe, insomuch that she Little Belt was frozen over.
In 1789, the cold was excessive, and again in 1/95, when the

lovv the zero of Fahrenheit's scale.

froze

;

;

republican armies overran Holland.
The successive winters of 1799 and

1

800 were both very

cold.

In 1809, and again in 1812, the winters were remarkably cold.
years which were extremely hot and dry,
enumerated.

The
easily

will

be more
In
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In 7f)3, the summer was so hot that the springs dried up.
In S60, the heat was so intense that, near Worms, the reapers
dropt dead in the fields.
In 993, and again in 994, it was so hot that the corn and fruit
were burnt up.
The year 1000 was so hot dry, that in Germany the pools of
water disappeared, and the fish, being left to stink in the mud,

bred a pestilence.
In 1022, the heat was so excessive, that both

men and

cattle

were struck dead.
Springs and rivers
In 1 K^O, the earth yawned with drought.
disappeared, and even the Rhine was dried up in Alsace.
In 1159, not a drop of rain fell in Italy after the month of

Way.
vear 1171 was extremel\ hot in Germany.
In 1232, the heat was so great, especially in Germany, that it
is said that eggs were roasted in the sands.
In 1260, many of the Hungarian soldiers died of excessive heat
at the famous battle fought near Bela.
The consecutive years 1276 and 1277 were so hot and dry as
to occasion a great scarcity of fodder.
The years 1293 and 1294 were extremely hot, and so were
liliewise 1303 and 1304, both the Rhine and Danube having
dried up.
In 1333, the corn-fields and vineyards were burnt up.
The years 1393 and 1394 were excessively hot and dry.
In 1447, the summer was extremely hot.
In the successive years 1473 and 1474, the whole earth seemed
on fire. In Hungary one could wade across the Danube.
The four consecutive years, 1538, 1539, 1540, and 1541, were
excessively hot, and the rivers dried up.
In 1556, the drought was so great that the springs failed. In
England, wheat rose from 85. so 53i'. a quarter.
The years 1615 and 1616 were very dry over Europe.

The

In 1646,

it

was excessively hot.
warmth was very great, the summer being the

In 1652, the

known in Scotland yet a total eclipse of the sun had
happened that year, on Monday the 24th of March, which hence
received the appellation of Mirk Monday.
The summer of 1660 was remarkably hot. It is related that
one of the minions of tyraimv, who, in that calamitous period

driest ever

;

harassed the poor Presbyterians in Scotland with captious questions, having asked a sheplierd in Fife, whether the killing of the
notorioui Sharp, Archbishop of St. Andrew's, (which had hap-

pened
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pened hi May,) was murcler; he replied, that he could not
but there had been fine weather ever since.

tell,

The first year of the ISth century was very warm, and the two
following years were of the same description.
It is a singular coincidence, that in 17 1^, the distance precisely
of 100 years frum the present, the weather was extremely hot and
The air felt so oppressive, that all the
all over Europe.
Scarcely any rain fell for tlie space
theatres were shut in Paris.
The
of nine months, and the springs and rivers were dried up.
dry

following year was equally hot. Tiie thermometer at Paris rose
The grass and corn were
to 98 degrees by Fahrenheit's scale.
In some places the fruit-trees blossomed two o»
{juite parched.
three times.
Both the years 1723 and 1724 were dry and hot.

The vear 1745 was remarkably warm and dry, l)nt the following
year was still hotter ; insomuch that the grass vvilhercd, and the
leaves dropt from the trees. Neither rain nor dew fell for several
months; and on the Continent, prayers were offered up in the
churches to implore the bounty of refreshing showers.
In 1748, the summer was again very warm.
In 17>^4, it v«as likewise extremely warm.
years 1760 and 1761 were both of them remarkably hot
and so was the year 1763.
In 1774, it was excessively hot and dry.

The

j

Both the years 1778 and 1779 were warm and very dry.
The year 1788 was also very hot and dry; and of the same
character was 1811, famous for its excellent vintage, and distinguished by the appearance of a brilliant comet.

MEAN TEMPERATUaE OF THE EARTH.
According to Laplace, any actual diminution of the mean temperature of the earth would be detected by a diminution of the
It appears by computation, that one degree
length of the day.
of Fahrenheit's thermometer would make an alteration of nearly
one second in the length of a day, and four or five minutes ia
that of a year.

,
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METEOROLOGICAL TABLE
Extracted from the Register kept at'Kinfauns Castle, N. Britain. Lat. 56« 23' 30'.— Above the level of the Sea 129 feet.

METEOROLOGICAL TABLE,
[I

By Mr. Gary, of the Strand,

am happy to be enabled to resume the Register of tlie Weather, so long supplied by my friend Mr, Gary. The Table subjoined completes the Diary from
the 26t'h ot Dec. to the pre.-ent date ('2Cd Feb ), with the exception of tho?e
days ou which the un'ortunate fire at Mr. C.'s premises, and its immediate
consequences, prevented Mr. C. from making aiiy observbtion.]

XXI. Hints

respecting

By A Cohre-

Naval Archil eclure.
SrONDENT.

To Mr.

Tilloch.

Chatham, March 1, 1820.
Y
Sir,
It would doubtless be a waste of time to say any thing
on the importance to this country, of naval force consequently
every attempt (however limited) for the improvement of ships of
war, whether in their construction or oeconomy, should at least

—

;

receive a candid examination.
It is well known that all line-of-battle ships,

74 guns, carry a large quantity of iron as

ballast

I

mean

—small

those of

class 160,

Now, could not the greater portion of that
material be so disposed of as to add to the strength as well as stability of the ship ? For example : instead of the usual method of
supporting the beams in the middle by perpendicular pieces of
large class 185 tons.

timber from the keelson to the orlop-deck beams, would it not
be much "better to make use of cast-iron ? I mean the present
ballast re-caSt into the requisite forms.

The

principal pieces

should be of a parabolic shape, when seen in the longitudinal
section of the ship, with the terminations somewhat enlarged and
circular ; at each end there should be a round hole, through
which a strong pin might pass, for the purpose of connecting
their adjoining ends ; the same pin should also pass through holes
in a plate having projections on it for that purpose, placed at a
proper distance to receive the ends of the parabolic pieces ; those
plates to be let into, and strongly bolted to, the keelson, and to
a strong fo»e and aft piece under the orlop deck beams ; to the
ends of this piece the stem and stern post should be securely
united, the parabolic pieces to be placed at the angle of 45°, intersecting each other

two

the whole might form a

or three times.

reticular

frame

If

judged necessary,
the length and

of

depth of the hold, equally calculated to resist tension or compression.
The lower deck beams, that they may be capable of
resistance in opposite directions, should ])eofthe form proposed
for the oblique pieces, if of metal
should timber be preferred,
the shape should be the same, as near as is compatible with
the nature of that material. Of whatever material they are made,
they should, if possible, be sufficiently strong to support the superincumbent weight of the ship, &c. I mean without encroaching on the stowage.
As it is intended that the longitudinal frame
should be continued without interruption from steuj to stern, the
hatchways must be increased in width. The masts may be made
either to step on, or double at their lower ends so as to pass
down by the sides of the frame. I cannot suppose that any objection can be made to using metal in the above manner in a
Vol. 55. No. 263. March 1820.
ship's
L
:
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Certainly no change of climate can' produce a variation in the temperature of that part, sufficient to effect any ma-

ship's hold.

terial change in the dimensions of the piece?.
The method at
present is to make deck beams convex on the upper am! concave on the under side.
It appears from this form of beam, to
be the intention of the constructor to destroy rather than to preserve the ship in its original figure.

The deck and beams of this form may be considered as an
arch of very large radius, incessantly endeavouring to tinust the
sides of the ship to a greater distance, the destructive effects being greatly increased when the ship is but partially supported
heavy sea ; or, what is perhaps nearly as bad, strained by
the percussion of the guns in action.
It may be said, and no
in a

doubt

it is true, that most of the beams have perpendicular supports in the middle : but this only converts the beam into two

arclies

Tlie

the

;

way

evil

in

may

be diminished,

it is

certainly not

which the beams are connected

removed.

appears to me to be equally exceptionable. What but the most inveterate prejudice could retain the fastenings called knees ? The
present method of building ships is to place the timbers as near
to the sides

to each other as possible. Would it not be more eligible to increase
the depth of every other limber or frame by the addition of the
intermediate one? Double the number of timbers, as they are at
present disposed, gives double strength ; by doubling the depth

the strength would be quadruple (or as the square of the depth):
those double timbers should he carried as high as the lower gun
deck, their termination serving as a support for the beams of the

same. This no doubt would diminish the capacity of the hold ;
but let the external width be increased in the proportion of the
augmentation made to the thickness of the timbers : greater
breadth is said to be much wanted in most of our ships.
If you will favour this with a place in your very valuable miscellany, it may fall into the hands of some of your readers much
more capable of appretiating what has been done, or pointing
out what should l)e done, than
Your most obedient and very humble servant,
I. K. K.

_^_____

XXII. Description of an Instrument for gathering
Mr. Thomas Lane, of Stockivell*.

1 BEG

Vruil.

Chapel-street, Stockwell, Nov. 3, 1818.
leave to lay before the Society for the Encourage-

ment of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, a machine
*

From

By

for gather-

the Transactions of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts,
Manufactures, and Commerce, for 1819. The sum of Ten Guineas was voted
to Mr. Lane for this invention, and a specimen of thp instrument ia preserved in the Society's Repository.
jng
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ing fruit either from wall-trees or standard?, hut more particularly
the latter.
There are few trees of any magnitude, especially apple- and pear-trees, of which all the fruit can be gathered by
hand, even with the assistance of a ladder, and in the attempt
many of the best bearing sprays are necessarily injured or torn
off.
The finest fruit also is that which grows at the ends of the

highest branches, where

it

has the

full

advantage of the sun and

that which is the most
got at in the ordinary way of gathering, and hence
much of the prime produce of a tree is either shaken or beaten
to the ground, in consequence of which it receives so many bruises
The inas to be unfit for market, and incapable of being kept.
strument which I have the honour of laying before the Society
air.

But

fruit in this situation is precisely

difficultly

!9

calculated to gather fruit without bruising

injuring the
to answer

branches in any degree.

my expectation,

A. Aikin, Esq.

am,

sir,

it,

atid

have found

and the subjoined

Phillipps junior confirms the result of
I

I

certificate

my own

without

on trial
from Mr.

it

experience.

&c.

Thos. Lake.

Secretary, &fc.

Certljicate.
Exhibition of Fruit Trees, &c.
Portsmouth Road, nearVauxhall, Nov. 19, i818.

—

Sir,
Mr. Lane left one of his fruit-gatherers at my establishment the beginning of last autumn, which I have used ever since,

finding

thowQ

it

very convenient forgathering apples, pears, &C.5 have
many persons who have approved of it.

it to

I

am,

sir,

&c.
L, Phillipps junior.

Reference to ike Engraving of Mr. Lane's Fruit-Gatherer.
Plate III.

figs.

a, a pole of white deal, or

1,2,3,4,5.

any other light

stiff

wood, ten or

eleven feet long.
I, a bent lever, having the long arm turned up into a hook,
and the short arm pierced with an eye at the extremity.
c, an iron wire one-eighth of an inch in diameter, secured in

a longitudinal groove in ihe pole, as represented in the section
fig. 4, and fastened at one end to the lever b, and at the other
end to the lever d,
d, a bent lever, the long arm of which is terminated by a ring,
fig. 3, oyer which a piece of leather is stitched, fig. 1.
e, a ring fixed to the pole by means of a stem, and placed directly opposite the lever d.

The ordinary state of the apparatus is that represented by the
shaded parts of figs. 1 and 2.
When it is to be made use of, the
L 2
under
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under side of the pole is to be grasped by the left hand, while the
right hand is slipjicd within the hook b.
The end of the pole
being brought near the fruit, the right hand is to be raised so as
to bring the hook /' into the position represented bv the dotted
line
the short end of the lever will of course at the same time
press the wire c forwards.
The impulse of the wire throws the
lever d into the position represented by the dotted line, and the
interval between the two rings becomes such as readilv to admit an apple or pear of the largest size. The hook b being now
again brought nearer to the pole, the ringed extremity of d grasps
the fruit gently but firmly, and a slight pull detaches it from the
;

branch.

XXIII.

AW Method of cultivating

in Great Britain the PapaBy
and of preparing Opium from it.
John Young, Esq. Fellow oj the Royal College of Surgeons,
Edinburgh *.

ver somniferum,

Dear

Edinburgh, April 22, 1818.

— rp

Str,
A he preparing of opium from poppies grown in
Britain having engaged the attention of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, I request
you will do me the favour to j)resent to the Society the inclosed
accoimt of a new method of collecting opium in this country, and
a proposal for improving the present mode of gathering it in the

East Indies. The box contains a specimen of the opium, the instruments used for collecting it, and one of the capsules from
which I gathered it. I have affixed to the account two certificates respecting the efficacy of the opium.
I

A.

Aikin, Esq. Secretary, &^c.

am,

sir,

&c.

John Young.

The natural history of opium and the manner of collecting and
preparing it in the East Indies and in Persia have been fully detailed by Dr. Samuel Crump, in his Inquiry into the Nature and
Properties of Opium.
He examined the different accounts related by authors, from Dioscorides, Pliny, Kaempfer, and many
others, till the year 1792, when his very interesting work was
completed.
The preparation of opium in Britain has long been a desideratum. Premiums have been offered by the Society of Arts, and
more recently by the Caledonian Horticultural Society. Speci• From the Transactions of the Society for tlie Encouragement of Arts,
Manufactures, and Commerce, for 1819. The Gold Isis medal of the Society
was conferred on Mr. Young for these communications, and specimens of
the instruments are preserved in the Society's Repository.
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mens of British opium have been produced, and proved to be in
no degree inferior to tlie best foreign opium but it lias not yet
;

been ascertained that

this

valuable drug can be cultivated in Bri-

tain with profit to the grower.

The few experiments which have been made, were conducted
according to the Eastern mode. But the temperature, winds, and
rain of this climate have hitherto been justly considered as insuperable obstacles.
Of these the temperature may be held as
the least objectionable, for the large white poppy {Papaver somniferum of Linnaeus), from which foreign opium is obtained, conies
to maturity in this climate.
But it is further objected, that the
high winds beat down the plants, and the rains wash off the opium,
before it can be collected, when the Eastern mode of gathering it
is practised.
It has therefore been proposed to cultivate the
garden poppy of this country, because it is not so liable to be damaged by wind

as the large white poppy.
the object of this communication to describe a method by
which these obstacles have been completely removed, and to demonstrate from the result of experiment, that opium, superior in
It is

quality to the best

Turkey opium, can be procured

in Britain, in

not only for home consumption, but also for
exportation. It is proposed to cultivate the poppy not only for its
opium, but also for its oil ; and it will appear that a crop of early
potatoes may be raised upon the same space of ground with the
opium and oil by the same culture, and that such a crop will, in
a good season, yield a clear profit of from 50/. to 80/. per acre,
allowing 60/. for expenses.
The monopolv of the opium produced from the culture of the
poppy, is the third principal branch of the East India Company's
sufficient quantity

territorial reveinie in India*'.

In 1773, the contract or exclusive privilege for providing

opium

was granted to Meer Muukeer, in preference (as was stated by
Government) to any one else, because, being the person employed
by the gentlemen of Patiia in that business, he was the best acquainted with the proper mode of managing it, and would account
for any outstanding balances. He was to deliver the Bahar opium
at 320 rupees, and the Oude at 350 rupees per maund.
Since that time, the East India Company's annual revenue
upon that article alone, has risen from eight to upwards of eighty
lacs of rupees, or more tlian a million sterling.
By a Report,
dated Ea>,t India House, 29th February ISK), which was at that
time laid before parliament, the sale of opium in Bengal for the
year 1S13-14, amounted to 96 lacs 40,729 current rupees, the
advances and charges upon which only amounted to 10 lacs
77>638 current rupees.
• Parliamentary Reports, vol

L

3

vii. p.

23.

But
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But the opium used in Britain is principally supplied from Turkey.
The gross amount of duty upon opium imported intoGreat
Britain in the year 1S16, was only 2,65\l. \3s., while the average quantity consumed in Britain is 14,400 lb., which is chargeable with a duty of 8s. 8d, per pound.
There are, besides, from
230 to 300 chests of opium imported from Turkey, and lodged in
bond warehouses for exportation, each chest containing from
150 lb. to 200 lb. of opium. This statement is from a member
of the Turkey Company in London.
As the method of gathering opium, about to be proposed, diffrom any other hitherto in use, it may be proper
Mr. Ball, who obtained a premium of fifty guineas from the Society of Arts, collected his opium according to
the Bengal method, which is accurately described by Mr. Kerr*,
who was an ocular witness, and,'by A. W. Davis f, whose accounts
agree with that given by KaempferJ respecting the mode of collecting opium in Persia.
The seeds, according to Mr. Kerr, are
sown in quadrangular areas, the intervals of which are formed
into aqueducts for conveying water into each area.
The plants
are allowed to grow six or eight inches from each other, and are
plentifully supplied with water till they are six or eight inche/S
high, when a nutrient compost of dung, ashes, and nitrous earth,
13 laid over tlie areas.
A little before the flowers appear, they
are again well watered till the capsules are half grown, when the
watering is stopjied, and they begin to collect the opium. Thi*
they eflfect by making, at sunset, two longitudinal incisions from
below upwards, v/ithout penetrating the cavity, with an instrument that has two points as fine and sharp as a lancet. The
incisions are repeated every evening, until each capsule has received six or eight wounds, and they are then allowed to ripen
their seeds. The juice which exudes is collected in the morning,
and being inspissated to a proper conj^^istence, by working it in
an earthen pot in the sun's heat, it is formed into cakes for sale.
In this manner Mr. Rail collected four ounces of opium froir.
one fall and twenty-eight squRre yards of ground, which is at the
rate of 221b. 8oz. per acre. But, in another place, he observes, that
by a calculatioii which he made, supposing one poppy growing in
one square foot of earth, and producing one grain of opium, more
But
than 50 lb. will be collected from one statute acre of land^.
if I take his proposition, and calculate by the rule used by landmeasurers, the produce in that case would only be 5 lb. 11 oz. and
1 dr. per acre.
If Mr. Ball's assertions with respect to the probable produce had been concct, there can be no doubt that opium
fers materially

to observe, that

* Medical Observations and Inquiries, vol. v. art. 28.
f Transactions of Society of Arts, vol. xvi. p. 273.
X
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,

^

3. ob». 15.
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country to a considerable ex-

tent.

probable that Mr. Thomas Jones, who was a candidate
premium offered by the Society of Arts, was misled by the
Mr. Jones only collected 21 lb. 7 oz.
speculations of Mr. Ball.
of opium from five acres and upwards of poppies, and obtained
He colthe premium of fifty guineas for the largest specimen.
but some of
lected his opium according to the Bengal method
his poppiesj he says, became stunted, and others were entirely
destroyed by remarkably dry weather, which continued six weeks
It is

for the

'

;

from the beginning of May. This may be considered as the reaIn another place
son why he obtained so little from five acres.
he says, the largest quantity which his man, seven children, and
himself, were able to procure in one morning from 5 to 9 o'clock,
was one pound and a half. This happened when the dew was
remarkably great, and succeeded one of the warmest days of the
summer. And as he admits, in another place, that the opium
(which appeared upon the heads in a soft ash-coloured substance),
when first collected, is, from its union with the dew, much too soft
to be formed into a proper consistence ; making a proper allowance for the evaporation of its watery part, 1 conclude that he
gathered only in one morning, after a warm day, in the same
They have no
ratio that they gather opium in the East Indies.
rain in India during the season of gathering opium, and Mr. Kerr
says, that there one acre of poppies yields 60 lb. of opium.
These observations, collected from Mr. Jones's paper to the
Society of Arts, should be kept in view, as they may help to illustrate one of the objects of this essay, and confirm the superiority of

my method of

collecting

opium

in Britain.

Dr. Hovvison, who was for some time inspector of opiurn in
Bengal, is the only other person, so far as I know, who has given
an account of the result of his experiments for making opium in
this country.
Although he was not the first who collected the
milky juiceof the poppy in a fluid state, it is supposed he is the
first who, in this country, has given the preference to that mode.
Dr. Alston collected the milky juice in the fluid state according
to Dioscorides *, and also in the Persian way described by Kaemp-

He also collected the
from several varieties of the poppy.
the
it, by cutting off the star from several of
heads, bending them down, and suffering the milk to drop into
a tea-cup; yet he says that he collected more by the Persian way
than by that described by Dioscorides.
The' instrument used by Dr. Howison for wounding the poppyheads, consists of a brass ring, made to fit the middle fingtr of

fer,

true tear, as he calls

•

De

Ptipavere tatho et tykettr't,

L 4

lib. iv.

cup. 05, p. 127.
ili^
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the operator, ill which is fixed a wheel set with lancet8,which,when
put in motion by drawing tl^e hand along the poppy head, makes
with great expedition whatever number of perforations are wanted,
each giving out its distinct drop of milk, by which a great surface is afforded both for support and evaporation, and the Bowing milk is prevented from running upon the ground, the iinavoidalle consequence of the method formerly in use.
And for
gathering the opium, he employs a tin flask, flattened at the
mouth about half an inch, with which he scrapes off the opium.
By means of these instruments. Dr. Howison obtained a cake of
opium that weighed 8| oz. and which was collected from a field
of poppies measuring about five falls, which is at the rate of 17 lb.
weight of opium per acre.
Dr.Howison's puncturing instrument and collecting flask may
certainly be considered as a material improvement upon the Hindoo ii#-jtrumcnts, and he found tiiat they answered his purpose to
a certain extent in gathering opium from the garden poppy. But
when the unevennessupon the surface of the capsules of the white
poppy is considered, it will be found impossible to adapt the
moutli of the flask so as to collect the whole of the juice without
materially injuring the capsule, and much of the juice would still
remain in the interstices of the ridges, which are for the most
part found upon the capsules of the white poppy.
Besides, the
juice very soon acquires a ropiness, and adheres to the mouth of
the flask, which must interrupt the gathering, and there is a
chance of the juice being spilt by having the flask suspended to
the body of the gatherer.
Dr. Howison has stated several objections to the cultivation of
the large white poj)py in this country, and has given the preference to the double red garden poppy and its varieties. He says that
the while poppy, from its large head and very considerable height,
is of all others the most liable to be hurt bv winds ; and unless
they be cultivated in a sheltered situation, few will be found

standing when the season for gathering the opium arrives.
But
independent of thi?, he says, that it never arrives at such perfection in this climate as to yield milk of proper consistence for

making good opium, and that the few that do come

to afford

milk, continue in that state only for a day, and any attempt to
bleed them a litcle sooner or later would be without success.
Mr. Kerr*, however, informs us, that the large white poppy
^rows in Britain, without care, to be a much statelier plant than
it does in India with the utmost
art; and Dr. Alston fj after
i;ommencing upon the controversy, whether opium is got from
;hi; white puppy or from the black, concludes that, as a medicine,
• Edin. Med. Essays, vol. v. p. 103.
f Loud. Med. Observ. vol. v. p. 32i.
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it is of no conseqnence whether it be taken from the one or from
Dr. Crump also observes that the wliite variety is to
the other.
be preferred, as 'affording opium in greater quantity than any of
the rest, and tliere can be no doubt that this poppy yields the
largest and most juicy heads.
Dr. Howison has stated that 200,000 lb. of opium are made
annually in Bengal ; and that notwithstanding all the care that
is taken in collecting it, one-third of the crop is lost ; but there
is reason to believe that the waste is much greater than he supposes.
For in whatever way the incisions are made, the milky
juice instantly flows in a wasteful stream, and by running upon
the ground or upon the leaves, one-third of the crop at least must
In this
be lost before the gathering commences in the morning.
climate, he remarks, where the serenest day is often followed by
a night of deluging rain, the adoption of the Bengal method would
be worse than trusting our fortune to the chance of a lottery.
Although Dr. Howison was convinced that the juice of the
poppy tmdergoes no change in its properties by exposure to the
air, further than acquiring a greater consistence from the evaporation of its watery part, he states in another place, that in Bengal, where there is no rain during the opium-gathering season,
the custom of allowing the milk to thicken, by remaining for
some time on the capsule, is highly judicious. While, in another
part of his account, he admits that that custom is the only reason why they lose one-third of their crop.
Supposing that 200,000 lb. of opium give the East India Company 100,000/. sterling annually, by Dr. Howison's account they
lose more than 30,000/.
But were the loss only to amount to
half that sum, sufficient importance, it is to be supposed, would
be attached to the means by which such a saving could be ef-

fected.

Mr. Kerr states, that there are about 600,000 lb. of opium
annually exported from the Ganges, independent of what is consumed in the interior. He also states, that it is frequently mixed
with cow-dung, with the extract obtained by boiling the plants,
and with other additions which are kept secret. It is, indeed,
frequently so much adulterated, that considerable quantities are
burnt at Calcutta by order of the government.
In the summer of 1817, I cultivated a small field of poppies,
containing about 20,000 jilants of the Papaver somnifertim of
Linnaeus, out of which I selected two beds, measursing one fall
and fourteen squiue yards, for the purpose of ascertaining what

quantity of opium it would produce.
I collected the opium from
that part selected for the experiment myself, while the rest of
the crop was gathered by the people I employed.
I collected as

much

of the milky juice as was equal to one

drachm of

solid

o))iuin
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in the space of an hour ; but as my professional avocations
prevented me from leszulaily superintending the people at work,
they did not gather so much as I expected.
I ascertained, however, that they could gather at the rate of one drachm in the
hour.
I had my poppies sown
in three different ways.. The first
broad-cast upon beds three feet wide with an alley hetwcen, and
thinned out to the distance of four and five inches, when the
plants were about two inches high above the ground.
The second on beds three feet wide, in rows, six rows to a bed, and six
The third on the spaces between
iiK'hes between the plants.
rows of asparagus, two rows of poppies on each space, eight inches
between each row, and six iiiches between the plants ; two feet
four inches between each double row of poppies being occupied
by the asparagus.
The first produced only one capsule, the second two, and the

opium

<

third three capsules per plant.

Having ascertained that the white poppy, when cultivated upon
drill ])lan that I have adopted, not only yields more cap-

the wide

sules, but

much

larger ones than

cast vvay, or in close rows

;

it

is

when

cultivated in the broad-

evident there must be a great

saving of labour, for it will take as mucli time to gather the juice
from a small head, as it would do to collect three times the quantity

of juice from a large liead.

[)lants between the asparagus rows having more room to
grow, had not onlv more capsules, but they were much larger than

The

those sown broad- coast, or in beds in close rows; and as early
potatoes, cultivated in a piece of ground adjoining my crop, were
sold for a high price before my plants began to flower, I proposed
the following year to have, by this mode of culture, the same
tjuantirv of ojjiiim with a crop of early potatoes, as I obtained

from an equal measurement of ground where there was nothing
but poppies.
Accordingly, in ISIS I selected a piece of ground in the highest
state of cultivation, well manured with horse-dung, in which I
Furrows were
planted early potatoes, in rows four feet wide.
in these furrows the dung was laid ; then the sets
first drawn
were dropped on the dung, about nine inches asunder, and covered by the hoe.
The potatoes were planted the first week of
February; and the poppies were sown about the middle of April,
on the middle space between the potatoe rows, two rows of poppies oil each S])acc, and twelve inches between the rows. When
the poppv plants were about two inches above the ground, they
were at first thinned out by the hoe, and afterwards by the fingers to the distance of eight inches between the plants.
In this manner I raised h crop of early potatoes equal to thirty;

six
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Although the potatoes will be ready for immediate use before the gathering of opium commences, the whole
crop will not be entirely ripe for lifting till after the opium is collected.
The early potatoe gives out but a small stem but where
the soil is rich, some of them may spread in the areas ; yet they
can be easily pushed over to one side, so as to allow the opium
gatherers to walk along the areas without trampling upon them.
The distance between the poppy plants being wider than last
year, upon an average they produced four full grown capsules
each, and some of them produced seven or eight capsules ; and
I gathered this season at the rate of two drachms of solid opium
in one hour, while, by the same method of gathering, I could not
collect more than one drachm in the same time last year.
Supposing one acre had been cultivated in the same manner as
that piece of ground on which my experiment was made, the produce in that case would have been equal to 57 lb. 9oz. 4 dr. and
48 gr. of solid opium, which is just twice as much as I collected
the year before.
But the season of 1818 being so much more
favourable than the preceding year, will in a great measure account for the success of this experiment.
Therefore the quantity of opium thai maybe collected depends greatly upon the season ; yet the comparative view of the result of the experiment
made in 1817, although the season was extremely unfavourable,
is sufficient to prove that my method of extracting and gathering
opium has a decided advantage over any other that has been resix bolls per acre.

•

commended.
As my poppies were sown about the middle of April, they were
ready for bleeding about the middle of July.
The instrument which I used for making the incisions conahted of two convex-edged scalpels, the blades of which were
covered with sealing-wax, except about one-sixteenth part of an
inch of the edge, and being wound round the handles with waxed
thread, the two were fastened together with other thread twisted
round them, and thus held at the distance of about half an inch
Jjetweeneach blade, (PI. III. figs, 6 and 7)It is obvious that
the blades are covered with sealing-wax for the purpose of preventing the knife from penetrating the cavity of the capsules ; and
it can be easily removed and applied again, when the knives require to be sharpened: or the blades may be mounted with a
metal sheath or guard for this purpose.

With this instrument I make one or more double incisions, according to the size of the head, at first longitudinally, and aitcr\vaid< f»bliqncly

V/hpu
rribcd,

ilip
1

upward? from the

capsule

tlicn cut

is

cfi",

stalk, (fig. 10.)

sufficiently scarified in the

with a

.'liarp scalpel,

manner dc-

the capitcllum or
star,
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with a thin shce of the external rind round it (cc, fig. 10)$
this last incision I obtain moie juice than from a scarification upon the side of the head.
It is my method of gathering the milky juice of the poppy in
the fluid state, that differs materially from any other that has been
used, and it is on that account that I have been more successful
than any other that has tried the experiment.
In my communication to Dr. Duncan relative to Laclucarium
or Lettuce -opium, published in the second edition of his Observations on Pulmonary Consumption, I proposed to gather the
opium bv means of a sponge. But when I began to collect opium
for although the
in that wav, I soon found that it would not do
sponge removes the juice more effectually than the flask proposed
by Dr. Howison, it cannot be agahi entirely expressed, because
the sponge decomposes or separates the component principles of
the niilkv juice, and the resinous part adheres to the sponge, and
I therefore adopted the use of a small comsoon clogs its pores.
mon hair-brush used by painters, and tnown to the trade by the
name of sashtool (PI. III. fig. 8.), which answers the purpose
most completely, and with which I gathered the milky juice, even
though some of the plants were laid by wind and rain, as well as
I used a camel-iiair brush, but
if they had been standing erect.
found the same objection to it as to the sponge. The common
sash-tool, rounded a little at the point, without being ground, is
star,

and by

;

that which I prefer.
For the sake of experiment, I exposed myself one morning to
a shower of rain for half an hour, while making the incisions and
gathering the opium, and succeeded as well as when there was

without anv other inconvenience than being wet, and
having an additional quantity of w^ater with the opium.
When the brush is sufficiently charged with juice, 1 scrape it
off upon the slip of tin b, fig. 9, fixed in the mouth of a tin flask,
fastened to the breast of the gatherer by straps through the holes
a a, and capable of holding more than a day's gathering.
The gatherers follow the bleeders immediately. One bleeder
will occupy two gatherers, and if he be very expert at using the
knife, he may keep three gatherers constantly employed. When
I performed both operations myself, I held the knife between the
thumb, fore and middle fingers, and the brush between the ring
and little fingers of the right hand, while I held the poppy by
r.o rain,

the stalk with the left hand.
The juice is afterwards formed into cakes or balls by spontaneous evaporation in shallow earthen dishes, placed in a close
rootn, stirring it occasionally during the evaporation of
part, to be afterwards kept in bladders.

its

watery

The

,

.

. .. .

. .

.
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The operation for gathering cannot be repeated with advantage oftener than three times a week, upon the same capsules,
for no more juice will flow from one wound than what may be
collected immediately, and a certain time must elapse before the
But it is evident a number of hands
plant forms more juice.
may be kept constantly employed upon a large field, till the plants
cease to give out juice.
One acre will keep twelve gatherers and six cutters constantly
That number can only gather a third
for thirty days.
part of an acre in one day, and by the time they have gone through
the crop, the capsules at that place where they began to gather,
employed

will be ready for the operation being repeated.
So that when
the milky juice ceases to flow, five operations as already described

been made upon eaoh capsule.
Supposing twelve gatherers to work ten hours in the day, and
that each gathers two ounces and a half, or as much of the juice
will Jiave

make that quantity of solid opium; in thirty days they
gather fifty-six pounds of opium from one acre.
One acre of poppies cultivated according to my method, will
yield 1000 lb. of seed, and this quantity of seed will give by expression 375 lb. of oil.
Although the produce of such a crop has not yet been clearly
ascertained upon a large scale, the following may be taken as
the estimate of one acre, from what has actually been produced
in my experiment.
Estimated value of the produce of one acre.
as will
will

^

56 lb. opium, at 3(')S.
.
.
36 bolls early potatoes, at 9As.
250 lb. of oil, cold drawn, at \s. 6d.
125 lb. ditto, warm, at 6d.
.
500 oil cakes, at ISs. per 100

.

.

.

Expenses

.

Total of profit
taken this way:
561b. opium, at 17^. 6d.

Or

it

maybe

36 bolls of potatoes, at 24^.
.
250 lb. of oil, cold drawn, at Is. 6d.
125 lb. ditto, warm, at 6^.
500 oil cakes, at I85. per 100
.

,

.

Expenses
Profit

..

..

58

11

6

Opium

.
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Opium costs the wholesale druggist in London at this time
(May ISIH) 17*. 6d. per pound, which, witli a duty of 85. 8c?.
per pound, makes it li. 6s. 6d., and they charge the apothecaries
36s. per pound, which is the present London price of the article.
The London price of opium varies so much, that about twelve
it was as high as 845. per pound, and it seldom falls
so low as 24.?.
If the crop can be got off the ground by the middle of August,
it is proposed to liave a second crop of potatoes or turnips, which
will give, it is supposed, about 30/. more.

years ago

Comparative View of the Experiwents of Messrs. Ball, Howison and Young, for ascerlainirig what Quantity of Opium
might be prepared in Britain.
lb.

Mr.

Ball, from

576 square

feet,

or one

fall

..0400
..0840
..0400

.
28 square yards, obtained about
Dr. Howison from about five falls, obtained
In 1817, from one fall and 14 square yards, con'..
taining 1 SCO plants, I obtained
According to Mr. Ball's method, one fall produced
. .
22
two ounces and two drachms, or per acre
According to Dr. Howison's method, one fall produced one ounce five drachms and 36 grains^

or per acre

..

By my method, one

..

..

..

oz. dr. gr.

and

8

..17000

produced two ounces
seven drachms two grains and a, or per acre 28 12
In 1818, from one fall I obtained five ounces six
drachms four grains and +> or per acre
. .
57 9
fall

6 24
4 48

Certificates.

Dear

Sir,

— During the course of

last

Edinburgh, Dec. 22, 1817.
summer I repeatedly vi-

manufacture of opium,
neighbourhood of Edinburgh.
I admired very much the method that was followed for collecting the opium from the plants.
For, by your plan, the very great
inconvenience, which arises from the unsteadiness of our climate,
if the Bengal method of collection, recommended by Dr. Howison in the Memoirs of the Caledonian Horticultural Society, be

sited your plantation of poppies, for the
in the

adopted, is completely obviated.
I have lately prescribed your opimn to many different patients,
I
both in private and hospital practice, with the best effects.
have particularly prescribed what you put into my hands to several patients in the clinical wards of the Royal Infirmary, and,
as I was inclmed to infer from its appearance, I have found it

remarkably

efficacious, in

no degree

inferior to the best

Turkey
opium.
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17'>

plan as
opium.
I have, therefore, no doubt in considering your
an improvement in the arts, which may be adopted with great
advantage in Britain.
I am, sir, &c.
Andrew Duncan, Sen. M.D.P.
John Youns, E^q.
Physician, Edin.
Surgeon, Edin.
Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh, April 20, 1818.

—

Dear Sir, During the last year I have frequently administered
the opium made by you to patients in the Ptoyal Infirmary, and
gives me much pleasure to report to you, that 1 have found it
produce the same effects as the best foreign preparation of the
medicine, and I think that a smaller quantity is necessary than
of the foreign opium.
I am, sir, &c.
A. Gillespie.
John Young, Esq. burgeon.
it

XXIV. Memoir

of the late

Gaspard Monge. From

Historical

Essay on his Services and Scientific JForks, by M. C. Dupin,
a Pupil of Monge, and Member of the French Institute.
His progress was such
Natural Philosophy
in the college at Lyons, although he had only begun to study it
Returning to Beaune in the vacation, he set
the vear before.
As he had not proper instruments
about the survey of that town.
(jr.

Monge

was born

that thev gave

at

him the

for that purpose, he

Beaune

in

17^6.

office of Professor of

made some

himself.

He

dedicated his work

to the administration of his native place, and they recompensed
the young author, as far as the limited finances of the place would
A lieutenant-colonel of the engineers, who happened to
allow.

be at Beaune, obtained

man and
Travaux

for

Monge an appointment

as draughts-

pupil in the\Ecole d'Apparailleurs et deConductewsdcs
des Fortifications (equivalent to our Drawing School in

As he was an excellent draughtsman, his manual
He, however, already knew his
dexterity was alone considered.
own strength, and saw with great indignation the value that was

the Tower).

exclusively bestowed on his mechanical talents.

" I was tempted,"

long time afterwards, a thousand times, to tear my
drawings, out of spite for the value set on them, just as if I had
been good for nothing else." The director of the school ordered
him to calculate a particular case oi difilement, an operation in
which the relief and ground-work of fortifications are to be combined together with the smallest possible charge, but so that the
said he,

"a

defenders

may

be sheltered from the shot of the assailants.

Monge

abandoned the method hitherto followed, and discovered the first
general gcon)etrical method that was known for this important
operation.
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—

operation.
By applying, at different times, his mathematical talents to questions of a similar nature, and always generalizing his

manner of conceiving and working them,
scientific

work on the subject;

this

was

formed a
Geometry.

he, at last,

his Descriptive

it impossible to show to the
corps stationed at Mezieres the application of his geometry to

For more than twenty years he found

carpentry. He was more successful in its application to masonry;
he studied with great care the methods hitherto employed, and
simplifying them, he brought them to perfection by his geometry.

works caused him to be appointed Acting ProMathematics and Natural Philosophy, in the room
of Nollet and Bossut ; afterwards he was appointed Honorary
His

scientific

fessor of the

he then turned his views tovvard the study of many
he made numerous experiments upon
;
electricity; he explained the phaenomena which arise from capillary attraction; was the creator of an ingenious system of meteorology he examined the composition of water, having made that
great discovery without having any knowledge of the experiments
which had just before been made by Lavoisier, Laplace, and Cavendish.
He did not content himself with explaining to his puProfessor

:

phaenomena of nature

;

and their
he loved to conduct his disciples wherever the phaenomena of nature, or the works of art, could render these apHe communicated his own
plications apparent and interesting.
ardour and enthusiasm to his pupils, and changed those observations and researches into desirable pleasiwes, which would have
appeared to be a disagreeable study in the confinement of a school,
pils in the theatre of the school the theories of science

application

:

and clothed only

in abstract ideas.

In order to bring Monge to Paris, he was appointed in 1780
assistant to Bossut, Professor of the Hydrodynamic Course, instituted by Turgot.
That he might reconcile the duty of the two
places which he now held, he lived six months at Mezieres, and
The same year he was admitted into the
six months at Paris.
Academy of Sciences ; and on the death of Bezout in 1/83, he
was chosen to succeed that celebrated examiner of the naval ser-

The Marquis de Castries invited Monge several times to
write another elementary course of the mathematics for the youths
of the naval service, but Monge always refused to comply. ^' Bezout," said he, " has left a widow with no other fortune than her
late husband's works, and I do not wish to take away the bread
from the widow of one who has rendered important services to
jscience and to his country." The only elementary work which
vice.

Monge

published was his Traile de Statique; and, with the exception of a few passages in which greater rigour might be desirable, the Statique of Monge is a model of logic, clearness, and
simplicity.

At

Memoir of the

late

At that period when the pubHc

Gaspard Mange.
distress called forth

177
all

the use-

and courage of the superior classes to the assistance
of their country menaced with invasion, Monge was created MiHe did every thing he could to keep those
nister of ihe Marine.
men who were distinguished for their merit or bravery in France.
He even descended to entreaties to procure the continuation of
He was
Borda's services, and he had the liappiness to succeed.
one of the most active men in those scientific employments which
ful talents

the preservation of the state required.

The

construction of the

new

grinding- machines erected in the powder-mills at Grenoble was
his, and also the drilling-machines constructed upon the barges
of the Seine.
He spent his days in giving instructions and su-

perintending the workmen, and his nights in writing his treatise
on the casting of artillery, a work designed for the use of directors of foundries,

and

for

workmen.

course at the Normal school that he first gave his
lectures of descriptive geometry, the secrets of which he had not
Another establishment, which had
been able to reveal sooner.
been originally conceived before the Normal school, but which,
having had less attention paid to it by the inventors, followed
It

it in

was

in his

the order of execution, realized some part of the hopes
Ijeen looked for in vain on the establishment of the

which had

Encyclopedic school that had been opened in France. Monge
brought into it his long experience at Mezieres, and joined to
this new and profound views; he drew up the plan of study,
marked out their succession, and proposed scientific methods of
execution.
Out of four hundred pupils originally placed in the
Polytechnic school, fifty of the choicest were collected into a preparatory school.
Monge was almost the only one that taught
these pujiils.
He remained the whole of the day among them,
giving them, in turn, lectures on geometry and analysis;
ex-^
horting them, encouraging them, inflaming them, with that ardour, that kindness, that impetuosity of genius, which made him
explain to these pupils the truths of science with an irresistible
force and charm.
In the evening, when these labours were finished, Monge began others of a different kind ; he wrote the
sketches which were to serve as a text to his next lectures, and
the following day he was to be found with his pupils at the very
moment of their meeting. The good nature of Monge was

first

—

neither the cold calculation of the sage, nor even the effect of
education ; it was a simple benevolence, which arose from his
happy organization. He was born to love and to admire. His
admiration was excessive, like his love ; in conse(|uence of which
he did not always keep within the limits that cold and unfeeling
reason would have prescribed.—As he was the father of his pupils
in the school, so he was in camp the father of the soldier.
Vol. 5j.

No. 263. March 1820.
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In traversing Italy to collect the statues and pictures that

had

been ceded lo France, Monije was struck with the singular contrast between the Grecian monuments of the arts, and those of
the Egyptians, transported bv Augustus and his successors to the
shores of the Tiber.
The comparative characters of the ancient
monuments were the frequent subject of conversation between
the conqueror of Italy and the commissary who collected for his
country the most precious fruits of victory.
Monge conceived
the idea of extending the domain of history beyond the fabulous
ages of Greece of learning with the certainty of a geometer what
were the labours of the ancient sages of the East; of discovering
afresh, by the contemplation of their monuments, what had been
;

the processes of their arts, the uhagcs of their public life, the order
and the majesty of their feasts, and of their ceremonies.
Monge, charged by the Gcncral-in-chicf to carry to the Direc-

Campo

Formio, was a short time afterwards
rank of the literary men who composed the
Commission of sciences and arts which were to accompany the
expedition to Egypt.
He was the first that was appointed President of the Institute of Egypt formed on the model of the French
Institute.
He visited the pyramids twice, he saw the obelisk and
the grand ruins of Hciropolis, he studied the remains of antiquity
scattered round Cairo and Alexandria.
It was during a tedious
march in the middle of the Desert that he discovered the cause of
that wonderful pha-nomenon known by the name of mirage. At
the time of the revolt of Cairo there were in the city only a few detachments of the troops. The palace of the Institute was guarded
bv the members themselves and it was proposed to sally out and
join the main gUard ; but Monge and Berthollet, considering that
the jialace contained the books, manuscripts, plans, and anti(|uities, which were the fruits of the expedition, maintained that
it was the duty of the members to guard this precious deposit,
and that they ought to defend that treasure at the hazard of their
tory the treaty of

placed

in

the

first

;

lives.

Monge

presided in the Commission of the sciences and the arts
Egypt he contributed by his counsels to form that wise plan,
and by arranging and proportioning the various parts, endeavoured to execute it in the utmost perfection.
Monge had an admirable method of exposing the most abstract
truths, and of rendering them plain by the language of action.
Nevertheless it was only by combating with nature that he was
able to become an excellent Professor: he spoke with difficulty,
and almost stammered ; the prosody of his discourse was vicious,
for he lengthened some syllables falsely, and shortened others.
His physiognomy, naturally calm, exhibited the appearance of
in

;

meditation

;

but a^ soon us he spoke, he appeared
.

.

([uitc

another

man

Method of making

man

;
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his eyes acquired
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a sudden brilliancy; his cotuitenance be-

came animated, and his figure seemed as if inspired.
Monge, debilitated by age, was at last the victim of an imagination which, according as the times were adverse or prosperous,
His last mocarried him beyond either just fears or just hopes.
ments were without last thoughts without last eflfusions with-

—

out any adieu: he sunk in silence
terror

—and without hopes.

—
—without agonies—without

XXV. Method of making Ivory Paper for the Use of Artists,
By Mr. S. EiNSLE, of Strutton- Ground, IVestminster*.

X HE properties which render ivory so desirable a substance for
the miniature painter and other artists are, the evenness and fineness of its grain, its allowing all water colours laid on its surface to
be washed out with a soft wet brush, and the facility with which the
artist

may scrape

off the colour

from any particular part, by means

of the point of a knife or other convenient instrument, and thus

heighten and add brilliancy to the lights in his painting more expeditiniisly and efficaciously than can be done in any other way.
The objections to ivory are, its high price, the impossibility of
ol)taining plates exceeding very moderate dimensions, and the
coarseness of grain in the larger of these

;

its liability,

when

thin,

warp by changes of the weather, and its property of turning
yellow by long exposure to the light, owing to the oil which it
to

contains.

The

candidate produced before the Committee several specihis ivory paper about an eighth of an inch thick, and of
superficial dimensions much larger than the largest ivory: the
On trial of these
surface was hard, smooth, and perfectly even.
by some of the artists, members of the Society, it appears that
colours may be washed off the ivory paper more completely than
from ivory itself, and that the process may be repeated three or
four times on the same surface, without rubbing up the grain of
the paper.
It will also, with ))roper care, bear to be scraped with

mens of

the edge of a knife without l)cc()ming rough.

Traces made on the surface of
pencil are

much

this paj)er

easier effaced by

means

by a hard black-lead
of India rubber than

irom common drawing paper; which circumstance, together with
the extremely fine lines which its hard and even surface is capa* From the Transactions of flic Society for the Enrouragemcnt of Arts,
Munufurlurex, and Commerce, for \HV.). The sum of ."50 ijuincHS was votcil
to Mr. KiriNlcfor tliis communication, and specimens of tlic ivory paper are
preserved in the Society s licpositniy.
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ble of receiving, peculiarly adapts it for the reception of the most
delicate kind of pencil drawings and outlines.

An artist of eminence in miniature painting (not a nielVnber of
the Society) stated, that he has frequently used the ivory paper,
and finds it to be superior to ivory itself in the whiteness of the
surface, in the facility with which it receives colour, and in the
greater brilliancy of the colours when laid on, owing to the superior whiteness of the ground.
Colours on ivory are apt to be
injured by the transudation of the animal oil, a defect which the
ivory paper is free from.
Some highly respectable dealers in drawing materials stated,
that they have had samples of the ivory paper in their possession
for a considerable time, and that it does not appear to become
yellow or discoloured by keeping.
The valuable properties of the paper appearing thus to be satisday was fixed for the candidate to disclose
and to prepare a specimen of the paper in presence
of the Committee.
Accordingly, at the appointed time, Mr.
Einsle attended, and exhibited before the committee his method
factorily established, a

his process,

of preparing the paper: he also gave in a written account of the
; from which, and from the information obtained during
the sitting of the committee, the following account has been
drawn up:
Take a quarter of a pound of clean parchment cuttings, and
put them into a two-quart pan with nearly as much water as it
will hold ; boil the mixture gently for four or five hours, adding
water from time to time to supply the place of that driven off
by evaporation then carefully strain the Hquor from the dregs
through a cloth, and when cold it will form a strong jelly, which
may be called size (No. I).
Return the dregs of the preceding process into the pan, fill it
up with water, and again boil it as before for four or five hours:
then strain off the liquor, and call it size (No. 2).
Take three sheets of drawing paper (outsides will answer the
purpose perfectly well, and being nuich cheaper, are therefore to
be preferred), wet them on both sides with a soft sponge dipped
While
in water, and paste them together with the size (No. 2).
they are still wet, lay them on a table, and place upon them a
smooth slab of writing slate, of a size somewhat smaller than the
paper.
Turn up the edf;es of the paper, and paste them on the
back of the slate, and then allow the paper to dry gradually.
Wet. as before, three more sheets of the same kind of pajA-r, and
paste them on the others, one at a time; cut off with a knife
what projects beyond the edges of the -slate, and when the whole
has become perfectly dry, wrap a small flat piece of slate in coarse
sandprocess

;

Process for dyeing a fine Mineral Yellow
Colour.
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sand-paper, and with this rubber make the
surface of the paper
quite evni and smooth.
Then paste on an inside sheet, which
must be quite free from spots or dirt of any
kind ; cut off the
projecting edges as before, and when dry, rub
it with fine glasspaper, which will produce a perfectly smooth
surface.
Now take
half a pint of the size (No.
1), melt it by a gentle heat, and then
stir into It three table-spoonfuls
of fine plaster of Paris • whci
the mixture is completed, ^our it out
on the paper, and with a
soft "et sponge distribute it as
evenly over the surface as possible.
Then allow the surface to dry slowly, and rub
it again with
ftne glass-paper. Lastly, take
a few spoonfuls of the size (No I)
and mix it with three-fourths its quantity
of water; unite'the
two by a gentle heat, and when the mass
has cooled, so as to be
a semi-gelatinous state, pour about
one-third of it on the surface of the paper, and spread it
evenly with the sponge: when
this has dried, pour on another
portion, and afterwards the remainder: when the whole has again
become dry, rub it over
lightly with fine glass-paper,
and the process is completed : it
''"' ^""^^ ^''°'" ^^^ ^^^^ °*''^^*^^
*"^ '' ^^^^y
"^ ^'' ^^

m

for ^u'<=^"°

The quantity of ingredients above mentioned
is sufficient for a
piece of paper 1/ and a half inches
bv 15 and a half
Paris plaster gives a perfectly white
surface; oxide of zinc,
mixed with Pans plaster, in the proportion
of four parts of the
former to three of the latter, gives a tint
very nearly resembling
Jvory; precipitated carbonate of
barytes gives a tint intermediate
between the two.

P^'^'^^'for gj^j^g to Linen, Silk, Cotton,
&?c, a fine
^^^J.'
Mineral Yellow Colour. By M. Henri
BracoxVnot*.
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Prussian blue, which we have not as
yet been able
cloths, the prussiate of copper and
oxide of iron,
which give colours rather more solid than
brilliant, all the other
colours used
the art of dyeing are drawn from
the organic
(vegetable) kingdom, because they are
generally easier applied
than minera colours, although more
or less alterable in the course
o\ time.
1 he yellows are more subject
to this sort of changeableness
and if the madder colour with the help
;
of mordants
acquires in the end a certain stability,
it is always at the expense
to impart to

all

m

o\

Us

cloths,

^

first brilliancy.

The mineral

substance which

and which
•

I

I

have succeeded in fixing on
to dyers as the most bril-

now recommend

From the Am.

tie

ChmU,

M3

Dec. 1819.
liant
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which can be imagined, and which is not attended with the same inconveniences as the preceding, is the sul phuret of arsenic, or realgar*, which gives also to paint a very
lively permanent colour, when care is taken not to associate it
with certain metallic oxides, which soon tarnish its brilliancy.
It is by dissolving this sulphuret of arsenic in ammonia, that
I have obtained a liquor fit for dyeing ; but in order that this
solution may be effected easily, it is necessary that the sulphuret
should be in a certain state of division.
To bring it to this state,
liant yellow colour

observe the following process
Mix together one part of sulphur, tvvo parts of white oxide of
arsenic, and five parts of the potash of commerce; melt the whole
in a crucible till it is nearly red hot, and a vellow mass will be the
result. Dissolve this mass in warm water; then filter the Hquor
to separate it from a sediment formed principally of metallic
arsenic in brilliant spangles, and partly of a small quantity of a
flocculent matter of a chocolate colour, which appears to be a
sub-sulphuret of arsenic.
Pour into the filtered liquor a quantity of water ; next add some dilute sulphuric acid, which will
cause a flocculent precipitate of a superb yellow colour.
This
:

washed on a cloth

precipitate

the wool,

more

silk,

extreme facility in
which an excess of am-

dissolves with

ammonia, and yields a yellowish liquor,
monia is added to render it colourless.

to

It is in

cotton, or flax to be dyed

is

this liquor that

plunged

;

and

it is

or less diluted vnlh water, according to the different shades

which

it is

wished to obtain f.

making use

of metallic utensils.

from

this bath, they

sume

a yellow colour as the

posed to the open

It is

necessury carefully to avoid

When

the stuffs are withdrawn
but insensibly they asevaporates.
They are ex-

appear colourless

air in

ammonia

;

such a manner that the whole of their

* I know that generally arsenical preparations inspire a degree of horror;
but though the sulphuret of native arsenic, which is often mixed with the
oxide of arsenic, may not be exempt from danger, the sulphuret of artificial
arsenic obtained by precipitation and well washed, does not appear to me to
have any pernicious influence on the animal oeconomy. At least I have administei'ed it in considerable doses to dogs or cats without their appearing
incommoded by it.
•f It appears that when the sulphuret of arsenic is dissolved in the ammonia a small quar^tity of the arsenic oxidizes ; for if into the liquor there
is poured an excess of lime water, a white precipitate of arseniate of lime is
produced. This oxidation seems even to keep going on iind when a solution sufficiently concentrated of sulphuret of arsenic in ammonia is left to
stand for some time, small crystals of arseniate of ammonia are deposited
if an acid is added, it produces a precipitate of sulphuret of arsenic mixed
with sulphuret of the oxide of aisenic of a palish yellow. It may be proper
therefore not to dissolve the sulphuret of arsenic in ammonia, except in
proportion as it may be required.
;

:
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when they have taken the
colour till nothing more is to be gained in point of intensity, they
are washed and dried.
When wool is to be dyed, it should be stamped in the ammo-

surface shall be equally affected, and

nlacal bath, and remain there until

pregnated

;

it

has been

all

equ div im-

may afterwards be wrung very sliglitly and unimay be left to dry of itself. Silk, cotton, hemp and

it

formly; or it
flax require only to be plunged in the dyeing liquor; tliey take
the colour very easily. It is jiecessary, however, to wring them.

The

sulphuret of arsenic can give to stuffs all imaginable shades
finest golden yellow to a marigold yellow.
This beau-

from the
tiful

time

colour has the precious advantage of lasting for an indefinite
in all its brilliancy;

themselves.

It resists in

nay, of lasting longer than the cloths
fact all agents, if we except alkalies;

but this inconvenience is well compensated by the other advantages which this colour |)iesents.
It may be of great advantage
in the fabrication of rich tapestries, velvets, and other household
stuffs which do not require washing in soap, and in which fixity
of colour is one of the most precious qualities.
I think that the moderateness of the price of this dye, and the
extreme simplicity of its application, will induce dyers to make
use of it, and that it will tliereby become an interesting acquisition to the art of dyeing.

phuret of arsenic

may

The ammoniacal

also be

employed

solution of the sul-

in the fabrication of co-

loured papers.
Nancy, Dec. 31, 1819.
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Light tvhich hitherto has
By Captain Forman,

R.N.
It is a principle in catoptrics, that when light is reflected from
any body, the angle of reflection is always equal to the angle of
incidence; and this principle is proved to be true, because it always corresponds with facts. A person, for instance, standing
before a looking-glass, in the line of a reflecring angle, sees the
image of the flame of a candle (or any other object when there
is light) expressed upon its surface ; but he can only see it wiien
he is looking in the direction of that line, because the rays are reflected from every other part of the glass in angles that do not
come near his eye.
Now, if there was no other

light derived from a luminous
body, bciides these primary rays (which is all that philosophers
have supposed), the greatest part of objects would be invisible, or

M

I

at
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much

of them would he visible as reflected the
we should see no more
rays into the eye by their proper angles
of the glass than that part of it upon which tlie in)age of the
candle was expressed, the moon would be a speck *, the planets
invisible; and, whenever we turned our backs upon the sun, as
all his light would be reflected from and not into the eye, we
at least, only so

;

in darkness even at noon day.
no glass or speculum," says Sir Isaac Newton in
his Treatise on Optics, " iiow well soever polished, but, besides
the light which it refracts or reflects regularly, scatters every
way irregularly a faint light, by means of which the polished
surface, when illuminated in a dark room by a beam of the sun's
light, may be easily seen in ail positions of the eye."
Now, without stopping to examine whether the irregularities on the moon's and the earth's surfaces would not rather
exhibit a patchwork of light and darkness than a regular diffusion of light, by means ol which all objects would be equally visible, it is easy to show that there are many situations in which
light is present, when its appearance cannot be explained by any
The only opening, for instance, in a chamber,
such hypothesis.
by whicii light can l)e admitted, is a window facing the east, and
This window, moreover, overlooks
the sun is setting in the west.
the brow of a steep hill which casts a shadow over all the objects
Now it is impossible that light, unwithin the visible horizon.
der these circumstances, can be reflected into the room, because
all the sun's light that would strike upon these ol)jects, and might
be reflected into the room, is intercepted by the hill; and therefore it is to some other principle that we must look for an explanation of this phaenomenon.
It will probably occur to the reader, that this principle may be
found in the reflection of the particles of which the atmosphere
is composed
and the idea is not unreasonable, because we can
only account for the blue colour of the heavens by supposing that
the rays of blue colour are reflected, in this manner, into the eye

should be enveloped

"There

is

;

• If two lines are subtended from the moon's centre in an angle of half a
degree, they would just touch the surface of the sun, for that is about the
Now, by the
angle his diameter measures to an inhabitant of the moon.
above principle of re<lection, all the direct rays of light from the sun that
passed outside of those lines would be reflected outside of the sun, so that
only the tlirce hundred and sixtieth part of the moon's diameter could throw
back any light into the sun ; and these rays, instead of meeting in a focus,
•would diverge and spread over the whole of the sim's hemisphere. It follows
therefore that not more th.^n the five or six liundredth part of the moon's
diameter could reflect the sun's light into a focus, at the distance this earth
is from the moon ; and consequently, the moon's diameter, instead of measuring an angle of fifteen or sixteen minutes, would hardly measure half
a dozen seconds.

by
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It is evident however that they do not;
particles of air.
because, if they reflected all colours alike, the sky would be white,
and not blue; and if, as they do, they reflected the blue rays in
much greater abundance than all the rest, the looking-glass, as
well as the sky, would be blue, and not white for it is impossible
that the same cause could produce such different phsenomena*.
I can imagine only one principle that will account for this universal diifusion of litjht, without opposing some other of its phenomena, or violating some of the known laws of nature. The
particles of light, the moment they are emitted from a luminous
body, mav emit other rays of a similar but fainter character; in

bv the

;

the same manner, these again may emit others still fainter; and
so on, till the stock is exhausted and the light entirely dissipated.
That the rays of light do transmit other rays, in the maimer I
have supposed, is proved by a beam of light being visible, in a
dark room, when it is crossing and not entering the eve.
There
here no surface to reflect the light into the eye, unless the
and then the beam ought
to be blue, and not white.

is

particles of air be considered as such,

I

know

that

it

has been attempted to account for this

beam

of light being visible, by supposing that the minute particles of,

dust which are light enough to be lifted by the air, and are floatBut, admitting
ing in tlie beam, reflect this light into the eye.
that these particles do reflect light into the eye, they can only
reflect light from the spaces which thev themselves occupy; and
therefore, unless we can suppose that the whole beam is nothing
but a mass of dust, the moment they moved from one place to
another, if light still came into the eye from the places they had
left, it is clear that there must be light brought into the eye independent of these particles, and that can only be by the agency
of the light itself. Glass reflects light only from its surfaces, and

that but partiallv,

for it suffers a great portion of light to pass
through it; when it is pounded into dust it becomes opake, because its surfaces are so infinitely multiplied that not a particle
of light can escape and pass through the whole ; and it is whiter
than it was before, because more light is consequently reflected
from itf. Now, by the same rule, if there were only a few particles of dust floating in the beam, supposing that they did reflect light, they would appear like stars surrounded by darkness;
which is not the case : and if they were thick enongh to reflect
* If

our atmosphere reflects light, we must suppose that the moon's does
it would be the moon's atmosphere, apd not herself that
\rp hchold and what then becomes of the mountains astronomers have discovered u()on her glebe ?
Thl? is the reason why snow is whiter than either water or ice.
•f

aUo

;

in that case,
;

such
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such a body of light as does come into the eye, they would occupy the whole of space, and then (to say nothing of the absurdity of supposing that such a mass of dust could not be felt) they
would no longer be transparent; the beam at furthest could not
extend a foot beyond the hole through which it entered. Besides,
if this dust is light enough to be lifted by tbe air, it may be blown
away by a puff of wind, and the experiment is easily tried if
we can dissipate this light with a pair of bellows, it is the dust
that produces it; but if we cannot, it must be owing to some other
:

cause.

By

admitting this property to be in light— and I cannot conit can be disputed
we have a principle by which we
can account for a great many of the phenomena of light, which
cannot satisfactorily be explained in any other way. By this
jirinciple we are able to account for tbe following phaenomena,
without supposing anything but what may be easily conceived,
and is extremely probable; which cannot be said in favour of any
other hypothesis.
ceive

1.

\\hcn

—

how

Why
it

light from objects at a distance is ahvays fainter than
proceeds from anything that is near.

2. Why the stars are not visible in the day-time, except from
a mine, or the bottom of a well.

3.
4.
5.
6.
1.

grow

The tail of a comet.
The zodiacal light.
The twilight; and, I
The aurora lorealis.

No

one

believe,

will dispute this proposition, that the rays

fainter in proportion to the distance they travel.

of light
apple

An

in the moon (or anything else occupying no more space) viewed
through a telescope at a focus where parallel rays meet, ought,
by the laws of refraction, to be as much magnified as an apple
in the hand ; and if the rays coming from it were equally strong,
the colours it gave out would be as fresh, and it would be equally
visible.
We can only account for the apple not being visible, by
supposing that the rays coming from it lose a great part of their
substance ; and we cannot account for this loss of substance in a
more philosophical way than in the manner I have supposed if
the rays lost no!ie of their substance, distance cannot account
:

for their faintness;

if

they do, the cause of

it is

explained.

perhaps be objected to this principle, that if the rays
of light lost so much of their substance in travelling the short
distance between the moon and our earth, before they arrived at
Saturn, or the Georgium Sidus, thev would be entirely extinct,
and the sun would be invisible, or dimlv seen to the inhabitants
of those planets.
In answer to this
If the moon was just twice
as far from the sun as the earth is, the angle of the sun's diameIt will

:
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an inhabitant of the tnoon would only measure half as much
does to us ; and consequently, the same number of rays from
the sun would only occupy half the space that they do here. What
each individual ray therefore loses in substance may be made up
by additional numbers: the apple in the moon, in consequence,
may give out as vivid a colour as the apple in the hand ; but the
light from one has only two or three feet to travel, while the
ter to

as

it

and forty
is emitting rays for the space of two hundred
If we
thousand miles before any part of it can enter the eye.
suppose the fixed stars to be suns of equal magnitude with our
own, everv star must send down so much more light upon tlie
earth than the sun does, in proportion as its angle (which cannot
be measured) is smaller than the sun's angle if the stars thereother

:

fore did not lose a very great proportion of their light in conse-

quence of the great distance from us, the light of the sun would
be lost in the greater splendour of the stars' light, and the light
of a single star entering the eye would be intolerable.
2. If the sun's primary rays did not emit secondary rays in the
manner I have described, whenever we turned our eyes towards
those parts of the heavens where he was not, the stars would be
visible, because there could be no light enter the eye but what
came from them. The reason then why we do not see the stars
in the day-time is, because these secondary rays going in all directions, strike in great numbers upon the pupil of the eye, and are
refracted down to the retina, which they cover with a complete
coat of light; and as the light of the stars, travelling so great a
distance, is fainter than this light, it cannot be distinguished from
the mass ; and the stars, in consequence, are invisible. When a
man, however, happens to be at the bottom of a deep well, or
coal-mine, a great part of these secondary rays are intercepted
by the sides of the well ; the coat of light on the retina is then
fainter than the light of the stars j the sky, in con^^equence, looks
dark, and the stars are visible.
If it be objected that these secondary rays, coming into the
eye from every direction, would create a great deal of confusion,
and prevent us from perceiving any object distinctly; I answer,

we can only account for the same object being visible to difsame time, by supposing that the rays of
light or colour, coming from all objects, are crossing each other
in every «lirection; and therefore this can make no argument

that

ferent persons at the

my position, even if it could not be answered. But, in
no confusion can arise from tliis diffusion of light, because
the primary rays reflected from any object are stronger than the
secondary, and the secondary than those in the third degree:
thus, for instance, if we look towards a red spot on a bhic ground,
both

against
fact,

1 b"t)
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be distinctly marked upon the retina, because the direct rays from each are strong enough to drown the
secondary rays from the other ; and even if the ground was black,
which reflects no light, instead of blue, these secondary rays from
the red colour will not be perceived, because they are not sufficiently strong to overpower the other light which strikes upon the
same parts of tiic retina. It may be necessary here to observe,
that what we call darkness and black, is not in general the total
absence of light, but the contrast between those bodies that reflect a great deal, and those that reflect only a small quantity of
it.
A man, on going out of day-light into a dungeon, fancies
the darkness is absolute, u'hilc the persons residing there are
capable of distinguishing one another very easily: and again, a
man, on coniingout of a dark dungeon, finds the glare of day- light;
as painful to his eves as the direct light of the sun is to any one
else.
1 mention this, because, otherwise it might appear to the
reader a contradiction to suppose that a black spot could be represented on the retina, every part of which is covered with a
coat of light.
3. Philosophers have taken a great deal of pains to find out
what the tail of a comet is, and how it is produced ; but not one
of them, that I have ever heard of, has thought it necessary to
explain in what manner this light is brought down to the eye.
\Vhether a comet's tail be produced by electricity, or any other
cause (unless it be ignited gas, like the flame of a candle, and
then it would put on a very different form), it is evidently light
passing across the eye, and not towards it, and can only he visible by sending down its secondary rays according to the principle
I have supposed ; for, otherwise, if it was refracted by any substance, either surrounding tlie comet or in our atmosphere, the
tail to be visible must be pointed towards us; and if it was reflected, it would be seen in confu'iion ; for it is impossible that

both these colours

will

particles of light reflected at

random by

particles of

any

fluid,

could put on so regular and constant a form as the comet's tail
always assumes.
In order to show why the comet's tail is always opposite the
sun, it is necessary to show what it is ; and to do this I must clear
the way by showing that the opinions generally entertained concerning a comet's tail are erroneous.
Sir Isaac Newton supposed that the tail was somehow or other

produced by the heat of the sun ; that the reason that it was always turned from the sun was, because the comet passed through
the sun's atmosphere; and that this ignited vapour, or whatever
it is, was lifted up by the sun's atmosphere in the same maimer
as smoke, vapour and other light substances are by our atmosphere.

;
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appears to me a sufficient argument to show the
fallacy of this opuiion, that a part of the coma or hair of the
comet, which is evidently of the same nature with the tail, is
going directly towards the sun in defiance to this rule ; and even
sphere.

Now,

it

if we suppose this fluid, or effluvivm, on its first issuiiig from the
comet, to be too strong to be turned back by the force of the
sun's atmosphere, we should see the extremities of this coma
waving round on each side of the comet, in the same manner that
water docs when two streams meet, neither of which is strong
enough to turn back the other. Besides, as the comet's tail is
often visible when it is outside the earth's orbit, the sun's atmosphere must therefore extend so far; and there would be a constant resistance opposed to the velocity of the earth's annual and
diurnal motions, which in time must overcome them.
Sir Isaac
Newton acknowledged this himself, with respect to the comets
and the laws of nature are general ; for he supposed thai the power
of the sun's attraction would increase so much upon the comet
in consequence of this loss of velocity, that in time it would be
drawn in to the sun and serve to supply him with fresh fuel. Now
as the sun was not meant to be eternal, it is a great deal more
likely that he was supplied with a sufficient quantity of light and
heat to last out his time, than that he should have to look for it
in the comets; which by the way, as they are not drawn plump
into the sun, but approach him very gradually if they do at all,
all that is combustible in thein would most likely be consumed;
and all they could supply him with would be a mass of ether
which would not burn.
Those who suppose the tail of a comet to be an electric fluid,
are bound to show that electricity may be excited in bodies by
being simply placed in contact with the sun's rays; or, at least,
to show in what manner this electric matter may be excited. And
after all, for what purpose is this waste of fluid ?
I know it will
be answered, To furnish the planets with a constant supply in return for what they are continually expending.
But have we any
proof that the planets are continually expending it ? If they are,
why is it not visible in the planets, as well as in the comets ?
The comets, at all events, appear to be expending it much faster;
and it is more likely that they, who are so prodigal, would lie in
want of a supply, tiian that they should be able ro spare any to
the planets, w!io know so much better how to husband it.
Upon the principle that God has made nothing in vain, I cannot imagine a sufficient cause for the creation of comets, except
by supposing that, like the ])luncts, they are habitable worlds; and
then the pliaenomcnon of their extraordinary light is accounted
for rn the ncce:r*ity they have of possessing, in tlicniselvcs, a moderate stock of light and heat, the want of which would be se-

verely

;
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by them, when they were at a distance from tlie sun,
they had no other supply than the scanty portion which, in
that situation, he would be able to afford them.

yerely felt
if

It will be acknowledged by every, one, that although the sun is
the source of heat, we are chiefly indebted to the atmosphere for
all the warmth that we enjoy.
Without an atmosphere, or with

a very thin one, we should be insensible to the sun's heat, as
people never feel any warmth from a fire till the air in the room
The denser the atmosphere is, that is, the
is well heated by it.
more substance it contains, the more heat it receives and the
longer it retains it; or the top of a high mountain would not be
covered with snow when the foot of it was scorched up with heat
and as the weight of atmosphere above presses the particles below into a smaller space, the density of the atmosphere is always
proportioned to its depth or quantity.
In whatever part of the system therefore the power of the sun's
heat may be the greatest, whether in Mercury or .Jupiter, and
one seems as probable as the other*, a greater or a less quantity
of atmosphere would give to all the planets an equal temperature, and none of them would suffer greater extremes of heat
and cold than we do in our summer and winter.
Now, though a greater quantity of atmosphere would give to a
distant planet all the heat that a nearer one enjoyed, this rule
will not answer for the comets; because the same quantity of atmosphere which would be necessary to give to their inhabitants
a sufficient quantity of heat, for the purposes of existence when
they were furthest from the sun, would destroy them when they
were near. The only way I can imagine to remedy this inconvenience is to give to the comets a moderate heat of their own,
with
* If the sun be a heated body, like red hot iron or a burning coal, it is
probable that his greatest heat is immediately upon his surface but if he
be an incombustible body sending out rays of light and heat (and if it were
otherwise, we ought to see symptoms of his decay ;) it is then most likely
that hia greatest heat is at a considerable distance beyond his surface, even
though the rays of heat, like the rays of light, lose a great deal of their sub;

;

stance, or intensity, before they arrive at that point. If we suppose a person
to be standing on the surface of tiie sun, all the rays that could possibly
strike upon him, vould be included within his visible horizon (a circumfe-

rence of not more than twenty miles) if afterwards he was lifted up till his
eye took in the whole of the sun's hemisphere (a circumference of more than
two millions of miles), he would have two hundred thousand times more rays
strike upon him than when he was on the sun's surface ; and therefore the
rays must be two hundred thousand times less heated here than when they
flit issued from the sun, which is not at all likely, before he could suffer
any diminution of tbeir heat. Even beyond that point, every time he doubled
his distance from the sun, and at first this distance would be very short, he
would have twice the quantity of rays striking upon him ; and until the sun's
angle hecame very ftnc, that iv, until he had a great way to travel '.n order
t»
:
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.

and the consequence would

be, that the heat of the sun would never overpower them, even
it was greatest, for want of a denser atmosphere; and when
they were furthest from him, his faint heat added to their own
would give them a healthy temperature, equal to ours in the winWith respect to hght, the effect would be precisely
ter time.
the same; for though the atmosphere does not magnify the heavenlv bodies, it produces a great deal of additional light by
bringing down to us a number of diverging rays, that would
otherwise pass away from us, as well as by compressing them toNow if the comets had no
gether and making them brighter.
light of their own, their day, when at a distance from the sun,
would either not ecjual the brightness of our moonlight; or else,
when they were near, the light of their day would be intolerable.
Bv giving them thus a light of their own, equal perhaps to our
summer twilight, with a small quantity of atmosphere, the addition of the sun's light to their oWn when they are at a distance,
may about equal our light in winter; and, when they are close to
him, may be no more than what we have in summer.
By this
rule, the comets would never be in perfect darkness, their nights
would be always e({ual to our twilight ; with this exception, they
would liuve the same light and heat that we have, and perhaps
every other accommodation, whilst their philosophers, in the
course of their travels, would have o]>|Jortunities of making discoveries that must ever be hid from our eyes.
Having converted the ominous and ill-boding comet into a
comfortable habitation for man, I now come to show what the
tail is, and the cause of its appearing always opposite the sun.
I
consider the tail to be nothing else than a continuation of the

where

to make a sensible alteration in the sun's angle, it is very possible that the
increa.sed number of rays would more than equal the diminution of their
heat. Mercury, for instance, is only thirty-tvvo millions of miles from the sun ;
and by travelling thirty-two millions of miles furtlier, he would have twice as

many rays striising upon him as Mercury received whereas if he was at tils'
Georgium Sidus, he must travel eighteen hundred millions of miles in order
to double the quantity of rays: it is probable, therefore, that long before he
arrived at this planet, the diminution of heat would be a great deal more
than could be made up by the accession of numbers, and the Georgum Sidus
would want an additional quantity of atmosphere to make up for the defi;

ciency.

The
rest

place in the heavens where the sun's heat is strongest must alway.'
upon mere conjecture, because we have no means of ascertaining how

much

of the sun's heat his rays lose in a given distance

:

but there

is

strong

ground to believe that the ;iun's greatest heat is not near himself; because,
in Sir Isaac Newton's time, a comet passed within the length of his diameter of him without appearing to su.Ter any damage wlicreas, had tho
sun's heat, in that place, been so strong as Sir Isaac supposed, tiie comet
must have been burned to a tinder, if he had been formed of any materials of
which wc have any knowledge.
;

coma.
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coma, which are rays of
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light proceeding

from the comet

that the rays do from the sun

;

with

tliis

in

the

difference,

intended to give hght and heat to other worlds,
all directions, and consequently exhibit an
entire body of light wherever he is beheld (see Plate III. fig, 13),
while the comets (see fig. 12), as their light is intended only for
their own use, and as they do not need so much, send out their
light only in radii.
These rays when they first proceed from the comet are close
together, and to a ceitain extent (the length of the coma), iu
consequence of being so tliick, send down a stronger light into
the eye than the secondary rays of the sun, and for that reason
are visible beyond that point, these rays, by diverging as well as
diminishing, become as faint or fainter than the sun's ; and consequently their light cannot be distinguished from his, except
that part of it which is directly behind the comet ; for, as the
sun's rays are intercepted by t!ie comet, the whole space which
the tail occupies, comparatively speaking, is in darkness, and
the tail is visible because there is no other light to drown it.
If we suppose S (fig. 11) to be the sun, and C a comet, all
the ravs from the sun will be intercepted by the comet from the
space between the lines D D ; and in that space, but for the comet's rays, there would be total darkness; from D to T the sun's
and his light gets stronger and
rays are gradually admitted
stronger till we come to T, where none of them are excluded.
This figure so entirely corresponds with all the phienomena
relating to the comet, that I do not see how the principle can be
disputed
it is natural to expect that that part of the comet's
light which is contrasted with the greatest darkness, vvould be
the most conspicuous; and accordingly we find that the light of a
comet's tail is brightest between the lines
D, and fades away
gradually as it approaches tov/ards T.
The shape of the comet's tail is marked out by the figure, and
its appearance exactly corresponds with the radii I have described
that as the sun

is

his rays proceed in

:

;

:

D

fig.

12.

As the primary rays of the comets do not proceed

in every di-

rection like those of the sun, but are merely radii, by the time

they reach the enrth they are so separated that not more than one
It is clear then that
ray can enter the eye of the same person*.
all the light we see in the body of the comets is derived from the
Sim, and this will account for the phases they sometimes exhibit.
The reason why the comets are not so brilliant as the planets,
* Even to the inhabitant of the comet these rays will be so scanty that he
never will be able to distinguish them, even in the night-time, further than
as a faint light overspreading the retina, blended witli-the secondsuy rays
reflected into his eye at the sanae time.
is
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imagine, because tliere is any thing peculiar eitlier in
themselves or their atmospheres, but because they are either
smaller than the planets or else, are further removed from us.
Mars is not so bright as Jupiter, although he is much nearer, because, as his bulk is smaller, and the sun's rays in consequence
diverge more from him than from Jupiter, he cannot send down
If a
to us so great (compact) a body of light as Jupiter does.
beam of the sun's light be let into a dark room and strike upon
a concave mirror ; another beam upon a plain, and a third upon
a convex, mirror; and the persons in the room so disposed that
none of the direct rays will be reflected from cither into their
eyes; although I have never tried the experiment, I am fully persuaded that the. concave mirror will give out the greatest body of
ligbt, because the rays of light there will be more compressed
and close together ; and the convex, by the same rule, will give
out less than the plain mirror, because the rays striking upon it
If in the
diverge more, and are conset|uenily much thinner.
place of the plain mirror we substitute a very large convex mirror,
the large mirror will give out a greater body of light from that
part of it on which the rays strike than the small, because its
surface approaches nearer to the plain, and its rays in consequence do not diverge so much. Apply this rule to the heavenly
bodies, and we can easily account for their different degrees of
brightness. I have never seen any comet whose disk would measure so great an angle as that of Venus; and tlierefore they must
either have been further off, or their bulk must have been smaller;
and in either case they could not give out so great a body of

is

not,

I

;

light.

one other phaenomenon in the comet which I notice,
has excited the curiosity of a great many, although
principle will not be any way affected whether I rightly ac-

There
because

my

is

it

count for it or not. The comet's tail sometimes, thougli not always, appears to be a little curved, andthe reason for it, in my
opinion, is this: When the comet is at a distance and going almost directly towards the sun, the direction of the tail does not
sensibly alter in the course of several hours, because the sun,
which is always opposite the tail, continues with respect to the
but
comet, to be very nearly in the same part of the heavens
when the comet is going round the sun, and has greatly increased
its velocity, every moment changes in a small degree the direction of the tail, and the impression of its rays docs not go off
instantaneously from the retina.
Thus a burnt stick, waving
:

appears like a riband of fire, and the same cause may
produce the apparent curve in a comet's tail.
4.
In order to account for the zodiacal light, it can hardly
be necessary to say more than that 1 suj)posie it to be neither
more;
N
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than the sun's secondary rays sending light down
I have seen it frequently in the East Indies ; and
into the eye.
the appearance it puts on is exactly what I should have anticiIt resempated, had I conceived my principle before 1 saw it.
bles very much the stars in the Milky Way, and in the centre
near the horizon is very nearly as bright; it is broad at the base,
pointed like a leaf, and fades away imperceptibly at the edges.
This light always marks the track of the sun, and therefore is
evidently derived from him; and that the sun may send his light
down in this way is proved by the moon, a fainter light, doing
the same thing. The zodiacal light, the tail of a comet, and
the stars in the Milky Way are very nearly eclipsed by the
greater splendour of the moon's light, though to look at either of
these, we must turn our back towards her; and as her direct
light in this situation cannot enter the eye, it is impossible to account for this but by supposing that her secondary rays
cover the retina with as bright a light as these phaenomena would
This ))haenomenon cannot in any way be acotherwise exhibit.
counted for by supposing that it has anything to do with the sun's
atmosphere, for, if the sun's atmosphere did extend so far, it
would no longer be the sun's atmosphere the only reason why
cur own atmosphere, water, stones, and other loose bodies do
not fly off into the sun, is becaose the earth's attraction, which
is close, is stronger than the sun's, which is at a distance ; and
therefore, if the sun's atmosphere did come so near to the earth,
the earth's attraction would seize hold of a great part of it, and
sad confusion would ensue.
5. The phcenomenon of the twilight bears so close a resemblance to the zodiacal light, that if my principle be admitted in
The twithe one case it will hardly be disputed in the other.
light, like the zodiacal light, is evidently derived from the sun
for it is always strongest in that part of the horizon which is opposite to him ; and the only difference between them is, that owing
to the greater density of the atmosphere in our climate, the sun's
ravs are refracted and pressed closer together, and consequently
send down a greater body of light ; and this is the reason why
the figure of the twilight is not so perfect as that of the zodiacal
Although the refraction of the atmosphere will account
light.
for the greater light of the twilight and the flatness of ils figure,
we cannot upon that principle account for its light being brought
into the eye; because, if the primary rays of 'he sun were still
refracted into the eye, all the coi.seciuence would be, thai the sun
would appear to rise higher and be longer in netting ; for upon
no principle of refraction can we account for the sun'b rays diverging upward being brought down by refraction into the eye,
without supposing that those that were not directed so high

more nor

less

:

would
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uould be refracted down to our feet; and therefore the sun's rays
could not occupy a greater space upon the retina after sunset than
they did before, and that is no larger than the angle of his diameter half a degree.
Those who argue that the sun's diverging rays, after he has
set, and the atmosphere, in consequence of increased cold, become denser, are reflected into the eye from all parts of the heavens, by the particles of air, are bound to show in what manner
the rays of blue colour are brought into the eye ; for, if the blue
colour of the heavens be owing to the particles of air reflecting
the blue rays in greater abundance than all the rest, an increased
quantity of light would only produce a more intense blue ; and
there is no other way in which the twilight can be produced, but

—

in the

manner

have supposed.
the sun lingers a long while on the horizon
before he sets, and the twilight is very full; whereas in the winter he sets almost immediately, and the twilight is hardly perceptible ; and as the twilight is owing to the density of the atmosphere, and this density is increased by cold, it will perhaps
occur to the reader to demand why the twilight is not stronger
To this I answer. That in the sumin winter than in summer.
mer the sun is very far to the northward, and after he has set, his
Kght, to come to us, passes in great measure through that part
of the atmosphere which is densest and refracts light the most;
and accordingly, we find that the twilight is always stronger on
the north than the west side of him; and while it extends but a
very little way towards the west, it stretches over the whole of
In winter, on the contrary, the
the north part of the horizon.
sun's rays at setting, in order to come to us, must pass through
the torrid zone, where the atmosphere is rarest and refracts light
the least ; and not only this, but immediately after he has set,
his ray?, to come to us, must travel a hundred degrees of latitude
further than they do in the summer; and that part of the twilight
which appears to us to be but just above the horizon, is very near
the zenith to those who are in the same degree of south latitude,
and consequently is almost too faint to be visible.
6. I have never had the good fortune to witness any of the
phsenomeua of the aurora horealis, and the idea my imagination
has formed of it from description may be very different to what it
is in reality. From all accounts however it appears, in the groundwork at least, to bear a very close resemblance to the twilight,
80 much so that it is sometimes called the northern twilight;
and if I could but satisfactorily account for the crackling noise
that is sometimes heard with it, I should pronounce it to be no
In the

I

summer

other than a twilight attended with some additional phaenomena

N

2

wliicU

1
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be explained in the increased density and elasof the air.
The prevailing opinion however, at present, respecting the aurora borealis, is, that it is an electric fluid, though from all I have
read upon the subject, the only resemblance it has to an electric
fluid is, that light is to be found in both phasnomena.
We are
wliich

easily

ticity

meteor is to furnish lightning to the torwhat manner it communicates with the reservoirs
of the electric fluid, the clouds, has not been explained.
For my
own part, I think it a great deal more likely that the combustible
matter, or, if it be more philosophical, the electric fluid in a dormant state, with which the clouds are loaded, is carried up from
the earth in exhalations ; and that when these exhalations are
condensed into clouds, and excited, perhaps, by a heated atmosphere,they explode and go off in lightning and this, most likely,
told that the use of this

rid

zone; but

in

;

why

more lightning in the torrid than the
temperate zone, in the summer than the winter ; for people always prognosticate a thunderstorm when the air appears to be
is

the reason

there

is

unusually heated.
But, whatever may be the cause of the lightning, the aurora borealis is by no means fitted to furnish a supply of electric matter to the torrid zone ; for, if the electric fluid
(lightning) expends itself in flame, the aurora borealis also goes

and its whole stock of electric matter would be expended before it got to the torrid regions ; and if it does not expend itself in flame, then it can stand in no need of a supply.
So far then I have cleared the way for the introduction of my
own hypothesis ; and if I can but satisfactorily account for the
crackling, I can imagine no other objection that will at all affect it, because all the other phasnomena, upon my principle,
may be proved by analogy, and accounted for by the known laws
off in flame,

of nature.
I do not know whether any one has ever yet attempted to explain the cause of the refracting power of the atmosphere ; but it
must be obvious to every one that its principle is totally different
to that of every other medium.
In every other medium the angle of refraction is always in proportion to the angle of incidence,
let that angle be what it will ; but in the atmosphere this is not
the case, its figure has nothing to do with it, and the degree of
refraction is always in proportion to the denr,ity of its particlesLight was supposed by bir Isaac Newton, if not by all the philoSf>phers, to partake of the nature of matter, and therefore should
be subject to the laws of attraction as well as all other matter.
The power of attraction is always in proportion to the velocity
of the body in motion ; and the reason why light is refracted more
in a dense atmosphere than in a rare one, is not because there is
any

;
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in the atmosphere, but because, by diminishing the velocity of light in a greater degree, it increases the
power of the earth's attraction.
If we admit this hypothesis, and it is the only one that will
account for the refraction of the atmosphere, the crackling of the
aurora iGreolU is explained in the rays of light forcing their way
against the resistance of the atmosphere, and the crackling of
If it be objected
electricity may be owing to the same cause.
that, as light is cons^tantly passing through the air, and the air as
constantly resisting it, this noise ought to be heard at all times ;
In
I reply by referring to another sense, the sense of smelling.
all warm climates there is a regular land and sea breeze: the
wind blows constantly upon the land during the greatest part

any refracting power

of the night ; but a little before the dawn the land breeze springs
up, and brings wiih it all the scents that the earth exhales as far
as it extends, which i have sometimes known, on the coast of
Sumatra, to be more than forty miles. The scent of the land is
clearly perceived by every person who happens to be upon deck
the moment this breeze reaches him : but it lasts only for a mon^ent ; for as soon as the sense of smelling is accustomed to these
effluvia which the wind brings to it, the effect is destroyed, and
A
it can only be excited by something that is more powerful.
person on first going into a flower garden, may be almost overcome with a delicious scent ; and yet in a few minutes he will only
it by going close to the flowers from whence
scent of the garden is as strong as ever ; but
after the mind is accustomed to it, it requires a stronger excitement to be able to perceive it and in like manner the faint noise

be able to perceive
it

proceeds.

The

:

that

tl'.e

light

may be always making

in passing

through the

air is

so uniform, that the mind is incapable of perceiving it: but wrhen
a body of light very suddenly forces its way through the atmosphere, within perhaps a few feet of us, where there was none beis a new incitement, and totally different from the
uniformity that prevails every whore else.
The aurora lorealis, by the descriptions I have read of it, is
a faint light, like the twilight, stroivgest at the horizon, and fading
away gradually as it rises towards the zenith it is always strongest in that part of the honzon which is in a line with the sun
and so far their relationship may be traced in their resemblance,

fore, there

:

and the phaenomena be attributed to the same cause. The aurora
boreulis however is frequently in motion, while the twilight is always still ; and it is only by assigning a suificient cause for this
phaenomcuon that I can have any pretensions of establishing my
hypothesis.
It was the custom in Lord Collingwood's fleet off Cadiz to set
th« bearings of the high land over that town every morning at

N3

day

;

An
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day dawn
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and as the ships generally made a good offing during
frequently happened that, after sunrise and the air
became heated, we had to win seven or eight leagues directly towards it, before we were able to see the very same land that we
had seen when we were more than twenty miles further off from
it. Here there is sufficient proof that heat rarefies the air, and cold
condenses it; and that the refraction of light passing through the
atmosphere is always in proportion to its density.
It was remarked in Captain Ross's voyage to discover the
north-west passage, that the motion of a field of ice very frequently produced the strangest optical delusions ; that the atmosphere, in consequence, becoming suddenly condensed, the surrounding objects would in a moment be magnified three or four
times beyond their ordinary size, and, on its going off, would as
suddenly resume their former shape. Now the very same principle that will account for this phienomenon will also explain the
motion of the aurora horealis. In consequence of the motion of
an iceberg, the atmosphere may become mure condensed and the
rays of light, which before were too faint to be perceived, will be
condensed into a solid mass, and send down a body of light into
the eye or, what is more likely, the secondary rays from the sun,
which before were passing outside of the eye, are now brought
into it in a body by the increased refraction of the atmosphere,
;

the night,

it

;

:

and, according to the circumstances, exhibit the various phaeno-

mena which have been recorded of this meteor.
Whatever may be the true principle of the atmosphere, we cannot better explain

its effect, as far as regards refraction, than by
comparing the particles of which it is composed to balls of fungus,
which may be compressed into a very small space, but always endeavour to recover their original state; and this action and reaction of the particles of air is the only way by which we can account for the twinkling of the stars.
In the dead of the night,
when the aurora horealis is to be seen, the sun is in the opposite
hemisphere; and his heat, expanding the particles of air in the
torrid and temperate zones, causes them to press upon those
that are in the frigid zone, and compress them into a smaller
space
these particles always endeavour to recover their former
state ; and the motion of an iceberg, or the change of a hot wind
for a cold one, will produce a very sensible effect in those regions
where the refraction is so great.
Even the variety of colour which the aurora borealis is some:

may be accounted

times said to assume,
refraction

there

and

if

is

;

for, as refraction separates

a great deal of refraction

a streak of light

with any light

we

for by the principle of
the rays of colour, where
may reasonably expect it

sometimes seen
below, we may account for
is

unconnected
by supposing that the
wind,

in the air
it
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wind, blowing over an iceberg which intercepts all that is below,
causes the atmosphere to be denser above than it is below/ and
consequently the light above passes into the eye, while that which
is

below passes outside of

it.

XXVI IT, An Account

of a Peach Tree produced from the Seed
of the Almond Tree ; with some Observations on the Origin of
the Peach Tree.
By Thomas Andrew Knight, £50. F. R. S,

RL.S. &c.

President*.

JL BEG leave to send to the Society a couple of peaches, of a new
variety: not, however, on account of any merits which I suppose

the variety to possess, but solely on account of the singularity of
origin, it being the offspring of a sweet almond and of the
pollen only of a peach.
The tree produced six peaches besides
those I have sent you; three of which cleft open, like almonds,
when nearly ripe, whilst the others retained the form and character of peaches, and the flesh of all was perfectly soft and melting.
One of these was considerably larger than the largest you receive,
having measured eight inches in circumference and as the tree
grew in a pot, which did not contain a square foot of mould, and
the first fruit of every seedling tree has proved, in all my experiments, to be of much less size than its subsequent produce, I
imagine that the future fruit of this variety will a good deal exceed the bulk indicated by the present sample.
The general character and quality of the fruit I send, and the
diminished size of its stone, comparatively with that of the alits

;

mond,

will, I fear, induce the Society to apprehend some error
experiment: but I beg to assure them that none can possibly have occurred; and that the result was as unexpected by
me as it would have been by them; for I did not, entertain the
slightest hope that a tree capable of producing a melting peach
could have been, by any means, obtained immediately from an
almond. I had, however, long before entertained an opinion, that
the common almond and the peach tree constituted only a single
species, and that the almond might, by proper culture, through
many successive generations, be ultimately converted into a peach

in the

or nectarine.

Many circumstances in the ancient history of the peach conjoined to lead me to this conclusion.
It does not appear to have
been known

tiie reign of tiie Emperor Claumentioned by Columella. Pliny
lias given the first accurate description of it ; and he states it to
have come through Egypt and Rhodes into Italy from Persia,

dius

:

*'

and

From

in

Europe

it is,

I

till

about

believe, first

the Trun:>actioiis of the Horticultural Society of London.
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which is universally understood to have been its native country.
Yet it could not have existed in Persia a few centuries previous
\o the period of its appearance in Europe, or the Greeks must
necessarily have kncnvn it, as much intercoiir.'-e constantly took
place betwee'.i the Asiatic Greeks and the Persians, and the kings
of Persia usuullv entertained Greek i)hysicians,\vho were botanists,
The tuberes of Pliny also appear to have been
in their court.
something inteimediate between the almond and peach; for he
states the trees which produced this fruit to have been propagated
bv being grafted upon plum stocks, and to have blossomed later
and that the fruit its-elf was covered thickly
than the apricot
with down, like the quince.
The tuhrres nuist, therefore, I conceive, have been swollen almonds, or imperfect peaches (for their merit, as fruit, appears
and Du Hamel has given an
to have been very inconsiderable)
account of a fruit, which accurately corresponds with this description, being sometimes produced by a varietv of almond-tree;
and which, he says, is bitter, and not eatable in its crude state.
The bitterness in this case, I conclude, can only arise from
and as this acid, without being
the presence of the prussic acid
extracted by distillation, operates very injuriously upon many
;

;

;

constitutions,

some explanation appears

to be given of the cause

why
it

the peach was reported to })ossess deleterious qualitiesj \vhen
first came from Persia into tbe Roman empire,

The

fact, if

ever so decisively established, of the specific iden-

peach and almond, is probably of little importance to
the gardener, further, than that it points out to him the extensive changes that culture is capable of producing, in the forms
and qualities of fruits and I made the experiments, which are
the subject of this communication, with scarcely any other view,
than tbat of simply ascertaining the specific identity, or diversity,
of the ])each and almond, and with a good deal of indifference
tity of the

:

relative to the result.

much

Nevertheless, as the

wood

of the

almond

and more perfectly, thari that of the
peach tree, in our climate, and as its blossoms are more hardy, I
am not without hopes, from observations which I have made upon
tree ripens

earlier,

the habits of my seedling plants, that some valuable varieties of
the peach v.ill be ol)tained, in a second or third generation, from
I have, at present, seen the fruit of one seedling
the almond.
jjlant only, and that not one of promising character; but I have
others which will produce blossoms in the next season, one of
v^hich, a descendant from the early violet nectarine, as its male
parent, presents very large and beantifid foliage, with a purple
bark, and all the character of a peach tree of the most improved
kind and 1 look forward to the pleasure of sending next season
a. fruit of much superior quality.
;
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Nole ly the Secretary.

The two peaches

alluded to in this paper were of a perfectly
globular form, the largest exceedingseven inches in circumference.
The skbi, which was covered with a rather thick down, was of a
delica-e yellow, tinted on the sunny side with pale red, and beau-

The
tifully marbled with a deeper shade of the same colour.
Jlesh was of a pleasant pale citron tint, and round the stone of
a verv hiiiiiant carmine red ; it was perfectly melting, sweet, and
very juicy, though not very high flavoured, but it \\?A suffered in
The stone w^as
this quality by the injury sustained in carriage.
proportion to the fruit, nearly round, with a small point
large

m

at the top, very rugged, and

on

its

state;

surface as
it

had much of

same kind of farina
almond in its fresh
from the flesh, some short
tlie

usually seen on that of the

is

also separated very clearly

filaments only adhering to
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Aitrononikal Society of London

:

esta-

blished February 8, 1820.

In

a country like Great Britain, in which the sciences in genera!
Astronomy in particular has made

are diligently cultivated, and

exten'sive progress and attracted a large share of attention, it
'must seem strange that no Society should exist peculiarly devoted
to the cultivation of this science; and that (while chemistry,
mineralogy, geology, natural history, and many other important
departments iioth of science and of art are promoted by associated
bodies, which direct, while they stimulate, the highest exertion
of individual talent) Astronomy, the sublimest branch of human
knowledge, has remained up to the present time unassisted by that
most powerful aid and has relied for its advancement on the labours of insulated and independent individuals.
It may be concened by some, that astronomy stands less in
neerl of assistance of this kind than any other of the sciences;
and that, in the state of perfection which its physical theory has
;

already reached,

its

ulterior progress

may

safely be intrusted to

individual zeal, and to the great national establishment exclusively

appropriated to celestial observations
pul)!ic institutions

object

is

and academies

in

;

or, at all events, to those
all

civilized nations,

whose

the general cultivation of the mathematical and physical

It may therefore be necessary to state the useful obwhich may be accomplished, and the impediments*which
ni.iy lic removed, by the formation of a Society devoted solely to
the encouragement and prooiotion of astronomy.
Owing;

sciences.
jects

;
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Address of the Aslronomical Society of London,

Owing

which the construction of optiEngland, and the taste for scientific research universally prevalent, there have arisen in various
parts of the kingdom a number of private and public observatories, in which the celestial phajnomena are watched, and registered vvith assiduity and accuracy, by men whose leisure and
while others,
talents peculiarlv adapt them for such pursuits
with a less splendid estahhshnient, but by the sacrifice of more
valuable time, pursue the same end with equal zeal and perseConsiderable collections of valuable observations have
verance.
thus originated ; by far the greater part of which, however, owing
to the expense and difficulty of publication and various other
causes, must inevitably perish, or at least remain buried in obscurity, and be lost to all useful purposes ; unless collected and
brought together by the establishment of a common centre of
communication and classification, to which they may respectively
be imparted.
This great desideratum, it is presumed, will be attained by a
Society founded on the model of other scientific institutions, havr
ing for one of its objects the. formation of a collection or deposit
of manuscri])t observations, &c. open at all times to inspection
to which the industrious observer may consign the result of his
labours, with the certainty of their finding a place, among the
materials of knov/ledge so amassed, exactly proportioned to their
intrinsic value. At the same time it will thus be rendered practicable to form a connected series from a mass of detached and
incomplete fragments ; and the society will render a valuable
service to science, by publishing, from time to time, from this
collection, such communications or digests as seem calculated,
bv their nature and accuracy, either to supply deficiencies, or to
afford useful materials to the theoretical astronomer.
It will also be an object worthv of the society, to promote an
pxamination of the heavens in minute detail ; by parcelling them
put, in portions of a very moderate extent, among those members who may find leisure and inclination to direct their atteur
tion more peculiarly and constantly to such portions (selection
being made as to those which may best accord with the situation
of their observatories and their own general convenience); thereby to ascertain tiie places, and if possible the proper motions, of
^11 the objects, large or mmute, which may fall within their respective limits ; and to pass them continually in review, so that
no new celestial body oi a cometary or planetary nature, traversto the great perfection

cal instruments has attained in

:

ing their boundaries, may escape detection.
For, amongst the
vast multitude of similar objects which are scattered over the wide
expanse of the heavens, and which equally soUcit and distract the
attention

;;
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attention of th« insulated observer, no one of them in particular
can be expected to undergo any very rigorous examination, unless

some peculiarity of appearance.
of our own peculiar system, and that more extended branch of astronomical science to which the name Cosmology is best adapted, may alike be benefited by this division
In the planeof labour, and systematic mode of examination.
tary system, a wide field of investigation has of late been opened
by the discovery of some links in the chain of connexion which no
doubt exists between bodies of a csometary and planetary nature.
And it is possible that some bodies, of a nature altogether new,
and whose discovery may tend in future to disclose important secrets in the system of the universe, may l)e concealed under the
appearance of minute stars, no way distinguishable from others
distinguished by magnitude or

The knowledge

of a less interesting character, but by the test of careful and often
repeated observations.
Indeed it is worthy of notice, that, of
the five small bodies lately ascertained to be jiermanent members
of our system, four were discovered in the short space of seven
years, by the partial adoption, on tlie continent, of this very

plan of separate examination ; which seems to have been first
This diligent astronosuggested by the late Rev. F. Wollaston.
mer, in a paper published in the Philosophical Transactions for
1784, thus remarks: "The first idea which occurred to me was
to make a proposal to astronomers in gaiieral, that each should
undertake a strict examination of a certain district in the heavens
and not only by a re-examination of the catalogues hitherto published, but by taking the right ascension and declination of every
star in their several allotments, to frame an exact map of it, with
a corresponding catalogue 5 and to communicate their observaThis is what I should be glad to
tions to one common centre.
Every astronomer must wish it, and therefore every
see begun.
In fact, Mr. Wolone should be ready to take his share in it."
laston not only proposed the plan, but, as far as an individual
Bould do so, put it in execution, by undertaking the examination
of the circumpolar regions himself.
Beyond the limits however of our own system, all at present is
obscurity.
Some vast and general views on the construction of
the heavens, and the laws which may regulate the formation and
motions of sidereal systems, have, it is true, been struck out
but, like the theories of the earth which have so long occupied
the speculations of geologists, they remain to be supported or
refuted by the slow accumulation of a mass of facts
and it is
liere, as in the science just alluded to, that the advantages of
associated labour will appear more eminently conspicuous.
One of the first great steps towards an accurate knowledge of
the construction of the heavens, is an acquaintance with the in:

dividual
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in other words, the formation of
a complete catalogue of stars and of other bodies, upon a scale
infinitely more extensive than anv that has yet been undertaken j
and that shall domprehcnd the most minute objects visible in
good astronomical telescopes. To form such a catalogue, however, is an undeitakin^ of such overwhelming labour, as to defy
Is is a task which,
the utmost exertions of individual industry.
to be accomplished, must be divided among numbers: but so
divided as to preserve a perfect unity of design, and prevent the
loss of labour which must result from several observers working
at once on the same region, while others are left unexamined.
The idea now understood to be entertained of establishing an
observatory at the southern extremity of Africa, under the. auspices of the Admiralty, may serve to show the general sense
entertained of the importance of this subject, and the necessity
of giving every possible perfection to our catalogue of the fixed
stars.
Deeply impressed also with the importance of this task,
and fully aware of its difficulty, the Astronomical Society might
call upon the observers of Europe and of the world to lend their
Should similar institutions be formed in
aid in its proseeuliou.
other countries, the Astronomicid Society (rejecting all views but
that of benefiting science) might profess themselves ready and
desirous to divide at once the labour and the glory of this Herculean attempt, and tn act in concert together in such manner
as should be judged most conducive to the end in view.
Another beneficial result to be expected from this institution
is the diffusion of a spirit of inquiry in practical astronomy; and,
Qs a necessary consequence, a corresponding diffusion of a general
knowledge of the mode of performing and computing astronomical and geodesical observations, and of the use of instruments;
especially such as are likely to be found in the hands of travellers,
^lautical men, and others who may i)e placed in interesting situWidely scattered as Engations in remote parts of the world.
lishmen are, over the surface of the globe, the advantages which
might accrue to science from a more general diffusion of such

dividual objects they present

:

knowledge, are incalculable: yet it is painful to reflect in how
few cases, com])aratively, among the innnbers of our countrymen

whose prospects in life lead them to distant climates, the actual
use of even the simplest astronomical instruments and tables has
In a national point
formed a part of their education or stiidy.
of view, every thing wliich may tend to diffuse a knowledge of
practical astronomy is obviously of the utmost importance, on
account of its application to nautical purposes. Besides which,
the difficultv of finding practical observers calculated to fill situ*»tions us assistants in observatories, in expeditions of discovery,
at on other occasions, at moderate salaries, has been felt in various
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Were

instances.

there establishments in our universities
and other places of public education, in which young men might

i-rous

be taught the use of astronomical instruments and tables, not
only would the theoretical knowledge of astronomv which they
are led to acquire in those admirable establishments make a
deeper impression, but a greater number of good observers would
thus be annually trained up, to the great benefit not only of themselves but of their country.
It is understood that at the Royal
Military Seminaries some establishment of this kind exists.
It is almost unnecessary to enumerate the advantages likely to
accrue from the encouragement which an Astronomical Society
may hold out: but among others may be mentioned the perfecting of our knowledge of the latitudes and longitudes of places in
every region of the globe ; the improvement of the lunar theory,
and that of the figure of the earth, by occultations, appulses, aiid
eclipses simultaneously observed in different situations ; the advancement of our knowledge of the laws of atmospherical refraction in different climates, by corresponding observations of the
the means of determining more correctly the orbits
;

fixed stars

of comets by observations made in the most distant parts of the
world: and in general, the frequent opportunities, afforded to a
society holding extensive correspondence, of amassing materials
which (though separately of small importance) may by their union

become not only

interesting at the present time, but also valua-

ble as subjects of reference in future.

By means

of corresponding members, or associates, in distant
may hope to unite the labours of foreign
observers with their own; and by thus establishing communicacountries, the society

tions with eminent astronomers

and

institutions in all parts of the

v,orld, to obtain the earliest intelligence of

improvements; which

among such

of

its

new

discoveries or

may, perhaps, be desirable to circulate
members as may profess themselves anxious to
it

without loss of time.
The circulation also of notices of remarkable celestial phaenomena about to happen, (with the view of drawing the attenreceive

it,

tion of observers to points which may serve important purposes
in the determination of elements or coefficients) may form another, and perhaps not the least interesting object of the society.

To

have the same })haenomena watched for by many observers, iu
a climate so uncertain as our own, is the only sure way of having
tliem observed by some: and moreover, the attention of an as-

tronomer may frequently be aroused by a formal notice, especially
when accompanied with directions for "observing the pha-nomenou
in the most effective way, when probably the mere ordinary mention of

it

in

an ephcnierii might

fail

to attract his observation.

One
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One

of the collateral advantages of a society including

among

many

members, (but which will appear of no small importance to those who possess good instruments) will be ^e mutual understanding which will be propagated among amateur astronomers, by frequent meetings and
and as
discussion, as to the relative merits of their instruments
to the talents and ingenuity of the various artists both of our own
and of foreign nations: not to mention the emulation which this
must naturally excite to possess the best instnmients and the
consequent tendency of such discussion towards a further improvement in their construction, or to the discovery of new ones.
Well-made instruments will thus unavoidably acquire a reputapractical astronomers

its

;

;

tion, not

merely

among

a few eminently skilful observers in Bri-

whole astronomical world and indiviexpense and trouble amassed a collection of valuable ones, will thus be spared the mortification of
knowing that they may at some future time be put up to sale and
be disposed of for a half or a third of their value, for want of
their merits being known ; a consideration which probably has
some weight with those who may be collecting instruments at an
advanced period of their life.
As the extent of the funds of the society must depend on the
number of its members, it is impossible to conjecture at present

tain, but throughout the

duals,

how

who have

:

at great

far its views respecting their application

may

extend.

Be-

sides the ordinary expenses attending an institution of this nature,

the occasional or annual publication of communicated observathe payment of computers employed in the reduction
tions ;
and arrangement of observations, or in computing the orbits of

—

—

new

planets, comets, or other interesting bodies ; 'the formation
of an extensive astronomical library, not only of manuscript but
and perhaps, at some future period, the
also of printed books ;

—

proposal of prizes for the encouragement of particular departments of the science, either theoretical or practical ; or for the
improvement of astronomical instruments, or tables, may be mentioned as worthy objects on which they may be bestowed.
Such are the principal considerations which have actuated a
number of individuals to form themselves into a Society under
the name of the Astronomical Society of London, and to give
this publicity to their determination, with a view of inviting others
They have at their
to unite in the prosecution of their plans.
very commencement met with the most flattering success, which
induces them to hope that, in a short time, every assiduous cultivator of the science will be found to have added his name to the
list

of members.

The objects of the original members maybe sufficiently gathered
from
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from what has been already said, and may be thus summed up
in few words viz. To encourage and promote their peculiar science
by every means in their power, but especially by collecting, reducing, and publishing useful observations and taUles
bytetting
on foot a minute and systematic examination of the heavens by
encouraging a general spirit of inquiry in practical astronomy—
by establishing communications with foreign observers by circulating notices of all remarkable phaenomena about to happen,
:

—

—

—

—

and of discoveries

as they arise

— by compciring the merits of

dif-

ferent artists eminent in the construction of astronomical instru-

—

ments by proposing prizes for the improvement of particular
departments, and bestowing medals or rewards on successful research in all
and finally, by acting as far as possible, in concert
with every institution, both in England and abroad, whose objects have any thing in common with their own; but avoiding all
interference with the objects and interests of established scientific

—

bodies.
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M. Van Mons*.

By

who have

directed their attention to a method
by the decomposition of the iodate of potash
existing in kelp, have proposed several methods for the purpose.
Some recommend to sejjarate from the lye of the kelp all the
crystailizable salts, and to treat the mother-water with sulphu-

chemists

for obtaining iodine

—

ric acid
others advise that the sub-carbonate of soda alone
should be separated, and the liquid or the remaining salts treated
with sulphuric acid ;
a third class suggest methods more or less
complicated, among which they cite as advantageous the additiou
of the superoxide of manganese, or the hypo-superoxide of lead;
and lastly, it has been prescribed to separate the iodate from
the other salts, by taking advantage of its solubihty in alcohol.
Each of these processes has its inconveniences. In adopting
the first, there is a risk of making the sulphuric acid act on the
mother water, which often contains no more than one atom of
salt to furnish the iodine. We have experienced this, and have remarked, that from the moment that the greater part of the saits
became separated by crystallization, and that the lye began to
thicken, when it was desired to carry the separation further, the
salt containing the iodic acid was at the same time carried away
j
already even more or less of it had passed with the first crystals ;
80 that, when the mother-water contained no more crystailizable
;

—

—

salts,

there ordinarily remained no
•

From Annalcs

Centrales

more
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iodats.
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The second process is attended with the inconvenience of subjecting a large mass of salt to the decomposing action of sulphuric acid, before the latter can begin to operate upon the iodate;
for it is not till after the other salts, and especially the muriates,
are decomposed, that an excess of sulphuric acid attacks the
iodate of potash, and separates from it the alkali, which at the
same instant oxygenizes itself at the expense of a portion of the
If in place of muriates the solution contain^ nitrates,
acid.
the decomposition of the latter suffices to oxygena'ic the iodic
acid, on account of the facility with which the nitric acid suscepBy extracting
tible of suboxygenation gives forth its oxygen.
from the lye nothing but the sub-carbonate of soda, we obtain
what is of little or no use; for the different sodas of Normandy,
with which we have made experiments, do not even contain as
mueh of this salt as will produce a change in the tincture of curcuma. How, besides, can it Ije conceived that there exists at
the same time in a lye a free alkali and deliquescent muriates ?
The express condition that the muriates shall be decomposed
previous to the iodate, occasions an excessive expenditure of acid,
besides the inconvenience of prolonging the operation, and allowing much iodine to escape, if the precaution is neglected of
not allowing the matter to get into ebullition before the greater

same

part of the muriatic acid is expelled.
The process in which they mingle the superoxide of manganese
with the residue is scarcely any better ; it occa'jions a production
of chlorine which contains the iodine in combination. The addition of the superoxide may be more or less permitted, where iodate
exempt from m.uriate is made use of; the superoxide may then
serve rather to regenerate the sulphuric acid by the oxygenation
This
of the sulphurous acid, than to oxygenate the iodic acid.
addition, taking care not to add at once all the sulphuric acid,
may further have the effect of facilitating the separation of the
muriatic acid, by converting it into chlorine ; but the presence
of chlorine produces such a disposition to the formation of iodine,
and the affinity between the two bodies is so manifest, that a
very great loss of iodine must be expected.
We shall not say any thing of the process by which the iodate
it requires that the
of potash is isolated by means of alcohol
muriates of lime and magnesia contained in the lye should be
previously decomposed by the subcarbonate of potash; otherwise
these muriates, being soluble in alcohol, would become confounded with the iodine. Besides, this process can only be employed
in demonstrations.
Our results are infinitely more advantageous. We reduce the
rough kelp into powder, and pass it through a hair-sieve ; when
it is not dry enough to be tubmitted to that pulverization, we
:

pound
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pound it well in a mortar with water, and make it boil for half
an hour, stirring it continuaily with an iron spatula; we then
filter the mixture and set it to evaporate, taking care to lift up
with a skimmer the salts, a certain quantity of which the hot lye
allows to he deposited.
If evaporated till crystalization takes
place by cooling, the salts become confounded in tlie crystallization, and a great deal of iodate remains adhering to the crystals.
Tlie crystals, however weak may have been the lye in whicfh
they are formed, are always impregnated with iodate, which is
in a state of such strong combination, that these crystals, although
perfectly dried, redden strongly with sulphuric acid.
It is better, therefore,

to allow the salt to be deposited in the hot lye,

where the muriates are not much more soluble than in the cold
lye, where the iodate remains a much longer time in solution.
The salt on being separated from the lye, and while it is still
hot, should be spread on a hair-sieve, where it mav dry itself.

When

about half of the salt has been dried, it is put aside in orThe evaporation is
der to be afterwards pulverised and washed.
continued with the same precaution that is to say, removing the
salt in proportion as the crystals are formed, until it ceases to
form any more. The lye is then united with the drain water, and

—

A single lixiviation will then suffice to
evaporated to dryness.
exhaust the kelp of its swlt.
We would advise that this salt should not be thrown away, as
there still adheres to it a good deal of iodate, until it has been
As the first crystallizations of this
passed through a hot funnel.
salt redden with sulphuric acid as much as the last, they equally
contain iodate, which it is necessary to separate.
For this purpose the salt is well shaken in large glass funnels ; and by little
and little warm water is ])assed though it, trying at each washing
whether the salt continues to redden with sulphuric acid.
The residue of thelve evaporated to dryness gets soon damp
It is necessary, therefore, to preserve it in flasks well
in the air.
corked, if the iodine is not immediately wanted
when the latter
is the case, the residue is put into an earthen pan, and pounded
continually, incorporating with it by instillation concentrated sulphuric acid ; we say by instillation ; for if a drop of acid rests on
the place where it falls, a spot of iodine is soon manifested, and
a degree of heat developed which it is of importance to avoid.
When enough of acid has been added to decompose the muriate and the iodate, the mixture is transferred to a glass or
earthen alembic in order to be distilled. The heat at first being
moderate, ought not to be carried to that degree of ebullition that
no more muriatic acid is seen to pass, otherwise the iodine, which
:

at that temperature instantly evaporates,

may be

in part dissolrdd

by that acid.
'
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After iodine has ceased to be disengaged, in order to try if the
residue is exhausted, a new quantity of sulphuric acid is poured
upon it while it is still hot ; if at the moment of contact a white

vapour without any tinge of red arises, it is a proof that the iodine
is all disengaged. This white vapour is produced by an acid substance, in which we have recognised the following properties It
:

does not dissolve iodine
dilute sulphuric acid

;

it

;

it

possesses a flavour similar to that of

gives no precipitate with muriate of ba-

and the oxymuriate of mercury it
does (the latter precipitate of a pale red colour) ; and fills the atmosphere with the odour of chlorine. We purpose afterwards to
examine this product.
The iodine may be disengaged at the same time with the muriatic acid, and as soon as that acid, by applying at once a boiling
heat.
The vapours which appear are violet, and the little mttTiatic acid which passes at the same time is not particularly coloured.
It has been said, that at the degree of heat at which
iodine can be produced, the action of the sulphuric acid tends
rather to produce this body than to disengage the muriatic acid.
It is true that the strongest affinity is then in favour of the muriates, and that the weakest acids, perhaps even sulphurous acid;
rytes, but with nitrate of silver

may decompose the oxygenated iodates. The operation, whatever
may be the quantity of salt, is finished in an hour at the most.
The saline residue, in an experiment which had been interrupted
disengagement of iodine, was composed in its liquid
which was decanted warm, of super-sulphate of soda and

after the

part,

super-sulphate of potash, besides free sulphuric acid ; the remaining'part, concrete when warm, consisted of muriate of potash
and muriate of soda. This proves that muriatic acid had concurred in the decomposition of the oxygenated iodate of potash.
It appeared singular that acidulated sulphates and free sulphuric
acid had been able to exist together, and to be heated to ebul-

without being mutually decomposed. After having distinguished the different salts, we joined them to the mother-waters,
and distilled the mixture to drvness. A great deal of muriatic acid
passed, and there only remained neutral sulphates of potash and

lition,

soda.
In a similar experiment, but which was not interrupted after
the disengagement of the iodine, a great deal of muriatic acid
passed at the distillation. This acid was absolutely colourless,
and almost without odour. However, a good deal of muriate of
iron was found in the residue, and the acid obtained had enough
of concentration to fume if it had been otherwise prepared.
We made the experiment of washing with a little water the

rough kelp

and

less of

finely pulverised.

The

solution contained

other salts than the lye

made

more iodate

in a large quantity of

water J
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water ; but there remained after this mode of extraction, still too
much iodate in the residue to make it of advantage to follow it.
If the separation of the crystallizable salts is pushed too far,
and especially if it is sought to obtain them by the recooling of
the lye, nothing, as we have said before, will be preserved but a
mother-water exhausted of iodate, and which will not yield the
least part of iodine. It is from not finding iodine in the motherwater of a soda known to contain it, that we have thought of
seeking for it in the crystallized salt.
It has been stated that, from Scotch kelp, iodate of soda as
That kelp cannot
well as iodate of potash may be extracted.
therefore reckon amongst its salts either the sulphate or muriate
of potash, which would l)e decomposed by the iodic acid of the
iodate of soda, although there may be found in the same lye
It is impossithe sulphate of soda and the muriate of potash.
ble, however, to admit, as some authors have done, the exist-

ence of these different

salts

with the iodates of magnesia and of

lime.

The soda with which we have experimented was of the species
known in commerce under the name of common soda of Fecamp.
The pieces recently broken presented in their fracture a blueish
gray colour j they were besprinkled with oparjue white crystalline
knots the parts which had been exposed to the contact of the
air were humid, of a black colour, and contained also knots of
salt. Their lye gave about a fourth of their weight in saline proThe water of a first cold
ducts, but no sub-carbonate of soda.
washing contained muriate of lime, and the lye obtained by boilThe former muriate was no
ing contained muriate of magnesia.
longer to be found in the lye, having been decomposed by the
sulphate of soda.
Common soda preserved for thirty years, and
which after being damped was completely dried, did not yield less
iodine than kelp newly bought. In Belgium, where considerable
;

use

is

made

of kelp for the fabrication of

common

glass,

it

is

found to give a very good frit, and tliat the salts supply to that
what it wants of alkali ; the solution of its residue after the separation of the iodine, leaving on the filter a good deal of silex. The
alkali may be considered as being partly in the state of liquid
silicate ; which explains how its lye in the neutral alkali saturates
a certain quantity of acid.
We have tried to decompose at the outset the muriatic salts,
by pouring into the lye a quantity of sulphuric acid at first, beafterwards, because
cause that method accelerated the operation
we found that in operating with a salt which is not very dry, or
which has got moist in the air, the muriatic acid which passes,
and the expulsion of which demands a greater degree of heat, is
always much coloured with iodine; but we have in cxjierinients
on
O2

—

—
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oil a large scale dissipated in air the muriatic gas by decomposing with a slow fire the salt mixed with the sulphuric acid.
In following our process, no more need at first be incorporated
than the sulphuric acid indispensable for the decomposition of
muriates; and after that decomposition, the remainder of the acid
may be added by spreading it uniformly over the whole mass of
salt ; but this precaution is not necessary when the process is
followed throughout in the way which we have pointed out.
The separation of the salts may be also attempted by subjecting their mixture in a dry state to a heat capable only of liquifying the iodate of potash, and the sulphate of soda ; the supernatant liquid will cover two muriates, and the sulphate of potash
not melted.
We expected to have found the means of separating the iodate with the muriatic acid, when we had poured the ammoniacal liquid »n the acid, which passed red at the distillation. There
was not at first any mixture between the two liquids; but on
coming in contact they were observed to separate, and crystallize in irregularly faced pyramids with their base turned
upwards.
The crystals were very numerous. We expected
that by agitation they would have fallen to the bottom bf the liquid, but it made them disappear; some new alkali reproduced,
the colour of
them, and that until the ammonia was in excess
We repeated
the acid, far from disappearing, became livelier.
this experiment several times, and always with the same result.
We made the experiment each time with three or four ounces of
liquid. Thus, in that operation which without contradiction had
been the simplest and the easiest, our attempt was unfortunately
;

—

abortive.

We

made an experiment on

the volatility of iodine in air

:

five

grains of crystal of that substance were placed in the morning
on the reverse of a cup ; towards evening a great part had been

—

and next morning the whole had disappeared.
The temperature of the apartment varied from 8° to 10" R., and
already dissipated

;

the odour of chlorine continued for several days.
Two grains of iodine placed in the palm of the hand, dissipated in less than twelve minutes the spot remained muck
longer.
It was when at another time making the same experiment, with the view of ascertaining the identity of the odour of
iodine with that of chlorine, that we discovered the property which
;

A napkin
the former substance has of colouring starch blue.
passed through starch, with which we wiped our hands, was covered with large blue spots, which by little and little became
Since then we have emviolet, and ultimately disappeared.
ployed as a reagent for iodine small strips of cloth steeped in
starch water.

When
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When

the existence of

iodic,

acid

is

suspected in a
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salt,

add to

a solution of this salt a little of the water of chlorine ; a reddishbrown colour will immediately appear, from the iodine dissolving
by adding a little starch-water, a deep blue coif an excess of chlorine is added, the redbrown colour disappears, and the starch-water is no longer cothe water thus coloured, loses itself all its colour
loured blue ;
by the addition of a httle water of chlorine. The very marked
development of the muriatic acid denotes that the oxygen
passes to tiie iodine.
When in these experiments the iodine
the colour is of a
is in a greater quantity than the starch,
deep caerulean blue;
if, on the contrary, the starch is in excess,
the colour is of a brownish black ; and at the point of saturation
it is a beautiful violet.
A particle of water containing iodate,
dropped on paper which has been starched and placed above a
bottle containing chlorine, produces instantly a beautiftil blue
in the muriate

;

lour will be obtained

:

—

—

spot.

Such have been hitherto the

we purpose

XXXI.

results of our experiments,

which

yet to extend as far as the object will allow.

Present State of the Ruins of Batylon.

By

Captain

Edward Frederick*.
HE

interesting descriptions given by Captain F. will doubthave great future importance in guiding travellers to the site
of these famous ruins of the East, the way to which he shows
very accurately. He observes, '' that the ruins of the mounds he
on the left, a short distance off the direct road from Hillah ; and
a traveller merely sees Bclus's tower as he rides along, and must
turn out of his way if he wishes to examine it, which will occupy
a longer time than the travellers generally have leisure for, as
appears from their own acknowledgements, not to notice their
dread of being surprised by the wandering Arabs.
" As to the other travellers who have visited this celebrated
spot, it wduld be carrying complaisance too far to place implicit
confidence on their relations, as they appear merely to have passed
over the ground, and sometimes not even to know that they were
amidst the ruins, until their guides told them it was Babel they
were riding over. They of course had no time to examine the
heaps of rubbish. Other travellers visited only one bank of the
Euphrates, not caring to risk meeting with the Arabs while gratifying their curiosity on the other.
From Beliis's tower (which
is four miles from Hillah in a direct line) there are no more
J.

less

*

From the
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mounds on

the bank of the river for the distance of twelve miles
above the tower, when you are shown a small heap of white and
red furnace-baked bricks, called by the Arabs tiie hummun; or
bafh.
I strongly suspect this to be the remains of a modern
building, from the size, colour, and general appearance of the
bricks, which, in niy opinion, bear not the slightest resemblance
to those I had previously seen.
This spot, I should imagine, had
not been visited by any traveller, as it lies at a great distance
from the main road from Hillah to Bagdad ; indeed, no one mentions ever having seen

"

These are

it.

the mounds, or ruins, as they are called, of
Babylon, that are genreally shown to travellers under the general
all

denomination of Babel. I however discovered, after much inquiry, that there were some heaps on the right bank, at the distance of some miles from Hillah, between the village of Kara*
koolee and the river.
I accordingly rode to them, and perceived
that, for the space of about half a mile square, the country was
lovcred with fragments of different kinds of bricks; but none of
them led me to conclude that they were of the same size and
composition as those found either at Belus's tower, or the mound
mentioned to be situated between it and Hillah j I therefore returned,

somewhat disappointed.

" Having now gratified my

curiosity in examining every mound
or spot described either by Rennell, or pointed out by the natives
as belonging to Babel, I next began to search for the remains of

the ditch and city-wall that had encompassed Bi^bylon, which was
the principal object of my journey, and still remained to be accomplished.
Neither of these have been seen by any modern
travellers, nor do they give any intimation that they had even
looked for them. All my inquiries amongst the Arabs on this
subject completely failed in producing the smallest effect.
Desirous, however, of verifying the conjectures of Major Rennell, I
commenced my search, first by riding five miles down the stream,
and next by following the windings of the river sixteen miles to
the northward from Hillah, on the eastern side of the river. The
western I ranged exactly in the same manner, and discovered not
the least appearance or trace of any deep excavation running in
a line, or the remains of any rubbish or mounds that could possibly lead to a conclusion that either a ditch or wall had existed
within the range of twenty-one miles.
On the western bank, in
returning home, I left the winding of the river, and proceeded
in a straight hne from the village of Karakoolee, fifteen miles to
the northward and westward of Hillah, to the latter place.
The
next day I rode in a perpendicular direction from the river at
Belus's tower, six miles east and as many west ; so that, within
a space of twenty-one miles in length, along the banks of the

Euphrates;,
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Euphrates, and twelve miles across it in breadth, I was unable
to perceive any thing that could admit of my imagining that either a wall or ditch had existed within this extensive area. This
leads, however, only to this conclusion ;
that, if any remains
do exist, they must have been of greater circumference than is
I may possibly have been deallowed by modern geographers.
ceived, but I spared no pains to prevent it ; 1 never was employed in riding and walking less than eight hours a-day for six successive days, and upwards of twelve on the seventh.
" That part of the Euphrates which lies between Karakoolee
and Hillah, a distance of upwards of sixteen miles, winds extremely, and particularly where it passes Belus's tower a quarter
of a. mile distant.
Arguing from the well established fact, that
streams, on so soft a bottom and level a surface, in the course of
years change their beds, we may, without violating probability,
presume that the Euphrates had anciently flowed between Belus's
tower and the other large mound lying about three quarters of a
mile to the west of it, mentioned in this account as the one with
the walls of a large house still standing in it, and the decayed
tree ; for, where the remains of the palace could have been si-

—

tuated,

if

not at this

I am at a loss to conjecture.
But
may have changed its course from what
times, and that it now flows to the west-

mound,

if

we admit

it

held in those ancient

that the river

ward of both the palace and the tower, instead of passing between them, as it is said to have done, the positions of the palace and tower are then exactly marked by these two mounds ;
for, with the exception of Niebuhr's watch-tower, there is not a
single mound on the western bank to be found, nor do the natives
ever procure any bricks from that side, though the principal part
of the town of Hillah is situated on it.
If this conjecture be admissible, then the ancients and moderns agree in their accounts
of this far-famed city with regard to the site of its two principal
edifices ; but if it be rejected as improbable, we still remain as
much in the dark as ever, when we come to look for the remains
of the palace.
I shall however lay no stress upon what 1 have
here advanced, but only offer it as a conjecture that struck
me as probable, from the modern appearances of the river,
ruins, and country in their vicinity, at the time I was examining

them."

The author having taken

his survey in every thing

worthy of

notice, concludes with equally important observations on the probable dimensions of the Babylonian tower, and the several kinds

of bricks iound ; and lastly, notices the navigation of tl)e country.
" Delia Valle and Beauchamp make the square of the tower of

Bclus from six hundred and forty to six liundred and sixty
4

1

feet.

paced
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paced the circumference, and found the four faces amount to
nine hundred paces, or 2,250 feet
the slope, as you descend the
face, is gradual, and generally ensv.
We might not have measured it exactly at the same place ; but the difference which appears between us is immaterial, as a lapse of two centuries may
in all probability have occasioned considerable alterations. The
altitude of the south-west angle, which is the loftiest part of the
whole, is computed at two hundred feet.
I had no means of ascertaining the truth of this, but should imagine it is fully that
height. Delia Valle mentions two kinds of bricks, furnace-baked
and sun-dried ; and Beauchamp met only with the former. I saw
both these, and another sort of deep-red, apparentlv high-baked,
the colour of an English l)rick.
This latter is in the greatest
abundance at Niebuhr's watch-tower, and generally has an in*cription on it, but in a small character.
1 could not procure
any of this kind whole ; they were always in small pieces. The
tower of Bclus, the mound opposite to it, and the watch-tower,
had these two kinds used in their construction but the large
clay sun-dried brick was to be found only at Belus's tower, the
whole interior body of which was composed of it ; and the employment of reeds and bitumen as a cement, appears to have been
but seldom introduced in other parts of the ruins, except at the
one denominated the tower of Eelus, where it was universally
seen as the cement for the sun-dried brick, and at every course;
v/hereas, at Aggurkeef, near Bagdad, which is certainly a Babylonish building, it is found at every sixth, seventh, and eighth
course, though the same sort of brick is used in the building.
The reeds and bitumen were evidently but seldom used with the
furnace-baked, which I observed most generally cemented with a
thin layer of lime and sand.
The dimensions of the bricks were
I

:

;

•

— clay sun-dried, four inches seven-tenths thick, seventeen inches

and a half broad ; furnace baked, three inches thick, twelve inclies
broad, and generally weighed thirty-one pounds.
" The Euphrates, as far as Kerna, which is one hundred and
twenty miles from the head of the Persian Gulf, is navigable for
vessels of three hundred tons, and from thence to Hillah, boats
not exceeding eighty can come up during six months in the year.
Their construction is singular they have one very large mast
with a latteen sail; the body almost a half-moon, no keel, and
a rudder of the most awkward shape the hull is extremely
ill constructed, the ribs and planks being roughly nailed together,
and the outside covered with bitumen. When they are going to
Korna or Bussora from Hillah, they sail if the wind be fair, or
:

:

down the stream if it be foul. In returning or ascending
the stream, they have one end of a long rope tied to the head of
float

'

the
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X\\e mast, four or six men take hold of the other end, and by this
«>eans pull her against the current.
*' It is curious to observe, notwithstanding the lapse of ages,
how some local customs and usages continue in practice. The
circular boats made of reeds, and in form of a shield, which at-

tracted the notice of Herodotus so much, and which, in his time,
were used on the river between Babylon and Armenia, differ hardly
at all from those in use at the present day; which perfectly agree
Another
with the description given by that venerable historian.

method of navigation exists in these times, which is noXenophon. Merchants in Armenia,
when embarking on the Tigris, collect a great number of goat-

curio\is

ticed as earlv as the time of

skins, which, having inflated, they fasten together, forming a kind

of square raft ; these are from fifty to a hundred in number ; over
them aie placed mats, then the merchandize, and upon the top
It is then set adrift, and,
of all, the owners and passengers.
floating

down the stream,

it

occasionally strikes against islands

and shallow parts of the river, the bottom of which being of a
soft nature, seldom destroys the skins.
" The flowing of the tide at Korna is a singular sight : it prestream of the Euphrates, but finds the current
of the Tigris too powerful ; and, as you stand at the confluence
of the two rivers, you see the flood-tide flowing up the Euphrates
on the one hand, and forced back by the strength of the Tigris
on the other, forming, by this contrary direction of two currents,
a violent eddy between them. The tides of the Persian Gulf arc
sensiblv felt in the Euphrates twenty miles above Korna, or one

vails against the

hundred and forty miles from the mouth of the river. The depth
of the river at Hillah, from what I could collect from the natives,
exceeds forty feet when nearly full at the time I saw it, the surface of the stream was within three feet of the edge of the bank,
and must, I should conceive, have been fully of that depth. It
had arrived very nearly at is greatest height, this being the period
:

of

its

annual swell.

or Tigris

:

tliat

It is

part of

it

broader, but not so rapid, as the Dijla
between Karakoolee and the mounds

approaches Hillah, it widens
it forms a sudden bend,
flowing almost between the tower of Belus and the large mound
opposite to it ; which appearance and formation induced me to
hazard a conjecture that it might formerly have passed between
them, instead of running to the westward of them both as it now
(Iocs.
The inundations of the river do not tend to fertilize the
land ; the cultivation is carried on entirely by irrigation, the water ijciug thrown up into a trough by means of a very simple

wiis very

narrow:

after

which, as

considerably, and close to the

pi;ic!iinc

it

mound

constructed on the edge of the bank, and easily worked

by

S
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bv one man ; thence it is conducted through narrow channels to
any part of the fields. The perpendicular mud pillars upon whrch
the cross-bar rests are about two feet in diameter, and the basket that takes up the water is of an oval form, three feet long by
sixteen or eighteen inches broad, made of reeds, and covered
with bitumen.
" On account of the decayed state of the water-courses, cultivation is confined to the banks of the river, and the few canals
thus
that admit the water at the annual increase of the river
that country, which has been considered the richest in the world,
has more the appearance of a desert, than of lands that had formerly yielded four hundred-fold to the industry of the husband:

—

man.
** It is

worthy of remark, that

after leaving

Korna, which

is

situated forty miles above Bussora, at the confluence of the Euphrates and Tigris, no date-trees are to be seen on the banks of

the latter river ; and that the sides of the former are lined with
them up to Babylon, and even a very considerable distance above
The date-fruit to the present day constitute so essential a
it.
part of the food of the inhabitants, that it may, without any impropriety of either language or ideas, be esteemed the bread of
the people ; and from it also a fermented liquor is made, into
vhich aniseed is put, to give it a flavour. It is well known that
the ancients were not very delicate with regard to the flavour of
their wines, and that any fermented liquor passed under that denomination. The Babylonians, however, might have possessed
the art of extracting the sap, and making a liquor of it, or a
an
wine, as Herodotus would have called it, by fermentation,
art which the Arabs of the ])resent day are unacquainted with.
« Hillal), which is in lat. 32" 28' N., observed by Niebuhr,
and said to be built on the site of ancient Babylon, is a good-sized
town, containing from ten to twelve thousand inhabitants, with

—

the Eui)hrates flowing through the midst of

it.

The two

divi-

sions of the place communicate by means of a bridge of boats of
a vejy rude construction, and connected with each other by a
couple of large iron chains, and platforms of date-trees, mats,

and inud. A great number of date-trees are interspersed amongst
the buildings, whi:;h, at a distance, give it the appearance of a
large town situated in the midst of a grove.
" The road to it from Bagdad is good, and the surrounding
country, as far as the eye cau reach, perfectly flat, intersected
with canals, which had been cut formely across the Jezzera from
the Tigris to the Euphrates, but at present they can only be traced
bv their decayed banks.
'
^' The climate of this country has been considered particularly
clear.
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clear, fine, and healthy, though extremely hot from April to
October and the water of the Euphrates is held in almost as
high estimation at the present day by the Arabs, as that of the
Choaspes (the modern Karoon) was regarded by the imperial
lords of Ecbatana in ancient times."
;

XXXIl. Final Remarks, ly Mr. Edward Riddle, on
finding the Longitude by Lunar Observations, &c.
To Mr.

— Having

Tilloch,

now

seen both Mr. Meikle's reply and his
take this opportunity of making a iew and
final observations on what he has advanced in his defence.
I
shall take his letters in tlie order in which they are pubhshed.
First then, for his letter of November 2d
I had observed that he
misunderstood the term parallax, and in answer to the accusation he has taken the trouble of proving that he does so.
His
exposition of Playfair's definition would certainly have produced
a smile from the venerable philosopher. I defined parallax to be
*' the angular distance between the places of the centre of
a ce;"
lestial body, as seen at the surface and at the centre of the earth
or, which amounts to the same thing, "the angle under which the
earth's seniidiameter would appear if viewed from the centre of
Mr. M. asserts that this is a" counterfeit
the celestial object."
definition ;" and that it is " invented to serve a particular purpose."
It is almost needless to quote authorities on such a subject ; but the following extract from Rees's Cyclopcedia, article
Parallax, will show that my definition was neither counter" Parallax is
feit, nor invented to serve a particular purpose
used for the angle made in the centre of the star by two right
lines drawn, the one from the centre, the other from the surface
It is in this sense that all astronomers underof the earth."
The following extract from Playfair, too, will
stand the term.
.show how far his notions of parallax agree with those which
Mr. M. ascribes to him. " The parallax affects the position of
a body only by depressing it in the direction of a vertical plane."
Outlines of Nat. Phil. vol. ii. art. 79.
This is the "common
popular doctrine," which Mr.M. endeavoured to prove was not
true ; yet he asserts that Playfair understood parallax in the same

Sir,

continuation of

it,

I

:

:

—

sense that he does.

Mr. Melkle
have concealed " a great deal of needless labour." On
assertion it is sudicicnt to observe, that I concealed no labour
whatever,

In the example of correcting the moon's altitude,
says,
this

J
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whatever, except that of turning over

My

tables.

object was to

show that

one leaf in Mendoza

Rios's

in finding the tnie altitude

of the moon's centre above the sensible horizon, Mr. M.'s method was not wrong only because it was not really different from
that conimonly practised ; and that his method of finding the

apparent altitude above the same place was wrong exactly by
what it diffeied from the method which he was desirous of superseding.
In both these respects 1 succeeded; and setting experience aside, it would scarcely huve been believed that he would
have asserted that his crude misconceptions on this subject were
" sanctioned by the authoritv of Maskelyne, Pond and Brinkley."
On the subject of the quadrant, I pointed out the principle on
which Mr. ^I. proposed that the operation of the instruments
should be explained ; and I showed that there was nothing vague,
unsatisfactory, or incorrect in the explanation which is commonlv
Mr. M. is
given of it; and this was all I proposed to effect.
right in observing, that " we can never be too simple in our explanations;" but though his demonstration of the principle of
the quadrant is true, it has i)o very evident pretensions to simplicity.

We have seen that he does not correctly understand what
astronomers mean by the term parallax; it appears also that he
does not know what is meant by the augmentation of the semiIndeed in his letter of November '2d, his misconcepdiameter.
tions on this subject have led him to make statements too absurd
to he defended ; and he has for once, at least, acknowledged that
he w;is in an error. But the merit of this concession is mateHe does not
j-iallv lessened by an accompanying circumstance.
He affirmed
state the true cause of his falling into the mistake.
that the augmentation was not the same for every semidiameter,
and he deduced
position that the

this curious cojiclusion very fairly,

moon

is fiat',

this

on the sup-

was the true cause of

his

mistake, not that which he thinks proper to assign.
Mr. Meikle is exceedingly out of temper at the diagram on the
That
subject of parallax, and his anger is easily accounted for.
diagram altogether overturns his assertion, that the difference of
the parallax of any two diametrically opposite limbs is the aug-

mentation of the diameter ; and he cannot good-humouredly
look on and see such havoc made among the creations of his
A F G B E in that figure is the augmentation of
fancy.
every semidiameter, while the altitude of the object continues
But if Mr. M.'s statement on this subject and his
the same.
interpretation of the term parallax were correct, the diameter
parallel to the horizon would have no atigmentation, as the difference of the parallax of those '* two diametrically opposite

D

—

limbs

"

1

the Longitude hj

limbs "
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nothing ; and it is this difference which, as he says,
*' constitutes the augmentation."
He is, perhaps, uotnow Inclined to deduce from this fact so ahsurd a consequence.
Mackav's mistake respecting the correction of the azimuth arose'
from his writing the numernior in place of the denominator, in
The whole
the analytical expression which furnishes the rule.
of the investigation is so simple and so short, that if Mr. M. had
it not to seek, I cannot conceive why he should have thought it
worth while to announce that it might form the subject of a fuPut A
the azimuth, a — the declinature communication.
the hour angle, and r
tion, c
the latitude, B
rad.
is

=

=

Then
cos

=

=

Keith's Trig. chap. ix. prop.

c. sin

B

;

whence A =

:

cos

vii. edit.

= a.

(. sill li

2d,

A:

a

:

:r^:

sectc. cosectB,' radius

unity.

So much

for the first part of his reply.

We

come now

to the

second ; and here, in strict accordance with his determination to
be ori0nal, he has adopted a line of defence perfectly new, I believe, in the annals of printed controversy.
I had proved that
all his

objections to the

common method

of finding the distance

were uithout foundation. He read my observations,
and in reply declared, that he had not yet found that in his objections there was " anything amiss ;" and that those objections
were ^' truths which rested securely on their own basis." He
now comes forward in a letter bearing date December 3, 1819,
and says in effect " Sir, all that you say on the subject of corracting the altitudes and clearing the distance is quite true, hut
I never made amj such objections as those vldch you Impute to
me.'"
In answer to this sweeping asseveration, I shall merely
contrast Mr. Meikle with himself, and in his own words.
In his letter of December 3d, 1819, page 401 of wur Magazine for that month, he says " it is not the method with i\\Q reduced semidiameter on which I animadverted with so much sein lunars

:

And again in the same page, " in the
the reduction of the semidiameter by refraction

verity."

common method
is

neglected al'

and

for this veri/ reason that lanimadverled on
it." And again," Mr. R. has beertat great pains to prove trifles,
the truth of which nol)ody doubts, and which I never denied."
The animadversions to which he refers were printed in your
Magazine for last July. Let him state for hin)sclf on u-drit he
did there animadvert. In page 35 of the Number referred to he
together,

it

icas

" Some of the greatest efforts to attain exactness arc frequently productive of greater errors than those they are intcndcil
Thus where perfection is aimed at an allowance is
to remove.
made for the effect of refraction in diminishing the vertical semidiametcrs. Sometimes also an allowance is made for the •'oiisays,

tractiou
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traction of that semidiaineter applied to the distance.
This, as
shall afterwards see, is only an elaborate nay of creating new

we

errors." This is the main object of his letter, and he subsequently
demonstrated a properly of the ellipse with which all mathematical men were very well acquainted, and referred to that property as
a demonstrative proof that an augmeutation ought to be applied,
not a deductioyi made from the semidiameter applied to the distance. How, in the face of these circumstances, Mr. M. has had
the courage to lay before the public the assertions contained in
the above extracts from his letter of December 3, 1 am totally at;
a loss to conjecture.
He says I " cannot produce the appearance" of his not knowing that the distance of the centres is the object of the compuHe is here again wrong, for the task is very easy. I
tation.
showed that by the method practised by careful computers in correcting the semidiameters applied to the observed altitudes and
distance, the true altitude of the centres and their apparent altitudes and distance would be correctly obtained, and that hence
the tiiie distance of the centres might be computed ; and further,
that the true distance of the centres was what was wanted. What
Mr. M. kneiu on this subject may be gathered from what he said.
Take the following extracts from his letter already referred to in
vour July Magazine. " The centre is not necessarily the appa-

rent place of the angular point of the triangle."

" The

centre

is

seldom the point from which the apparent distance should be
"^
The mistake has no doubt arisen from the old
reckoned."
established habit of estimating the apparent distance from the
centre." The " appearance" of his not knowing that the distance
of the centres is the object of the computation is therefore pretty
clearly

made

out.

could insinuate that Mr. M. has " inculcated the observance of such nicety at sea" will appear strange enough to
those who consider that the principal object of his letter was to
show that the application of these corrections, under any circuiagtances, was productive of error; and that my object was to defend them from this imputation.
On the subject of " trifles" to which we have seen he has adHe has
verted, let us take his former estimate of their value.
told us " that in the common method the reduction of the semidiameter is neglected altogether." And in page 36, July Magazine, In " the method for correcting the altitude for the distortion of the disk, by a table answering to the diminution of the
vertical semidiameter, what is gained in getting the true altitude
of the centre is lost in departing from the point from which the
distance should be taken, and to which the common way of

How

I

working often makes a much nearer approacJu"

And

further,

«Ido

the Longitude ly

Lunar

Observations.
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"°^ .?"''^'' ^"/''*°'" ''^'^^"^ °^ «'§''' "Minutes
of longi'tJf'*
tude
unworthy of avoiding ; and a much
greater error

""'

^

may some

neglecting the quf ntity under

tion.
loT-'Ver.
Let these three extracts

be compared
But even supposing the deduction from
the

c^UZt

vertical semidiameter omuted, as it usually is in the «
slovenly" practice oT ma
rmers at sea it is right to observe
again that the error of the
reciton of altitude at 6" or 7°
is only the

ZM

change of parallax ami
change of IS" in altitu^de Mr.
perhaps knows how small a part
of 18" this change of correcrefraction corresponding to a

He says in the last place, that I have «
reluctantly admitted"
hat he correctly stated the
errors of certain tables/
Herraiia
s a m,s-s atement.
I pointed out one
table which had the e.
ror which he imputed to
several, and I know of no
other such ct
roneous table. He was declaring
such tables general^ to
TeLZ'o
than useless, and he mentioned
a specific enor thai I showed
to

" r"ori: '£]:H

t
me

error in that table.

" ''' '''' '^"^^ ^Sain refeZf to
In"
If he cannot point out
other tables nn,v

among mariners, which have the gross errL'' which I
found in that one, he will find
it difficult to show
that he has n .t
made a dismgenuous use of his
argument.
If he can point o t
any other such erroneous tables
nol in use among nautica ne
he is entitled to the credit-to
'
the benefit of the discovCy.
I am, sir, your
obedient servant.
Trinity House School, Newcastle,
rjn use

Edwarti KiDDLE.
R ir,r.r
-^i^WARD

8th JanuaiT, 1820.

XXXIII.

Notices respecting

New

Books.

Lately published,
^"^ Statistical Account of the Principalities
iu'l
"'^^""^t^
of
Wallach.a
and Moldavia, with Political Observations.
By Wiihara Wilkinson, Esq., late British
Consul to these Principalities.
Brackendridge's Voyage to South America.
J^.

2/.'^12j!\i*'^^''''"'"''^^"I!!L^
Vitruvim Britannicus. Imperial folio,

2 vols. 8vo.

lb.6i.
vols.

India proofs,

4 and 5, 10/. 10^.

In the Press.

Mr. James Grey Jackson,

late British Consul at Santa
Cruz,
bouth Barbary, and resident Merchant
uj)wards of sixteen years
111

.
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Notices respecling

New

Books,

Empire of Marocco, Professor of Arabtc,
and author of an Account of the Em()iic of Marocco, and the
Districts of Suse, Tafilcit, Timbuctoo, &c. lias in the press, An
Account of Timbuctoo and Housa, Territories in the Interior of
Africa, by El Hage Abd Salam Shabeenie, a native of Marocco,
who personallj' visited and resided as a Merchant in those interesting Countries.
With Notes critical and explanatory.
To which will be added. Letters descriptive of several Journeys
through West and South Barbary, and across the Mountains of
Atlas (a Journey never before nor since performed by any European), personally performed by Mr. Jackson between the years
1790 and 1805. Also, his Translations of several very interesting Letters in the original Arabic, from Muhamedan Potentates
in various parts of the

to Christian Kings, e.\emplifying the peculiar Phraseology of that
Language; African Anecdotes, Fragments, &c.

oriental

A

Tour through Normandy; illustrated by numerous Etchirgs
of Antiquities, and other interesting Subjects.
By Dawson Turner, Esq.
Illustrations of Cases of Tic Douloureux successfully treated.
By Mr. B. Hutchinson, Member of the Royal College of Surgeons.
•

Preparing for Pu hlica t ion
Annals of Oriental Literature. To be published quarterly, the
first number to appear on the 1st of May. 65.

A Mineralogical Dictionary, comprising an Alphabetical Nomenclature of Mineralogical Syr.onymes, and a Description of
€ach Substance. To which is prefixed an Explanation of the
Terms used in describing the external Characters and crystalline
Structure and Forms of Minerals.
This work will be illustrated by numerous plates. Many of those
relating to the Theory of Crystallography are entirely original.
The whole to be engraved by Mr. and Miss Lowry.

—

—

Travels in various Countries of the East; being a Continuation

Memoirs relating to European and Asiatic Turkey, &c. Edited
by Robert Walpole, M.A, Containing the last Travels of the late
Mr. Browne ; a Biographical Memoir of him ; a Journey from
Suez to Sinai ; an Account of some remarkable Monuments of
of

Antiquity discovered at Susa, in Persia

;

Travels in Syria, Asia

Minor, Greece, and the Archipelago with remarks on the Antiquities, Natural History, Manners, Customs, &c.
;

The

History of the Anglo-Saxons, from their first Appearance
End of their Dynasty of England j comprising
ths

in Eurojic to the

Royal Society.

— Astronomical

Society.
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the History of England from the earliest Period of the Norman
The third edition, corConquest.' Bv Sharon Turner, F. A. S.
rected and improved.
In 3 vols. Svo.

An Essav on Croup ;. illustrating a new and successful Mode
By Mr. Asbury, Surgeon, Enfield.
of treating that Disease.

An Inquiry into the Nature and Medical Treatment of Diseases coimected with a deranged Action of the Urinary Organs,
particularly Gravel

By Dr.

and Calculus.

Prout.

Dr. Barrow's Inquiry respecting the Origin of Tubercles and
In 4to. with illustrative Engravings.

Tumours.

XXXIV.

Proceedings of Learned Societies.

ROYAL SOCIETY.
Feb. 17. V>'ONCi,UDED reading of paper On some new ComEdmund Davy, Esq.
24. Read a paper On the Methods of cutting Rock Crystal
for Micrometers, by Dr. William Hyde Wollaston.
March 9. Read a paper On a new Principle of constructing
Ships in the Mercantile Navy, by Sir Robert Seppings; also another On a Peculiarity in the Structure of the Eye of the Balaena
Mysticetus, by J. A. Ransome, Esq.
IG.
A paper was read On the Law of the Variation of the
Flexibility of the Canadian Fir, by M. Charles Dupin.
binations of Platina, by

ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.
meeting of this Society was held on the 10th instant,
at the house of the Geological Society, Bedford-street, Covent
Garden; and was- very numerously attended. A paper, by the
Rev. Dr; Pearson, was read on the subject of a new Micrometer,
which he has invented for measuring small distances in the field
of a telescope.
It is founded on the doubly refracting property
of rock-crystal, and promises to be a great acquisition to astronomical instruments,.
Several valuable works on the subject of
astronomy were presented to the Society, as the foundation of a
Library
and many new members were proposed.

The

first

:

Officers
President.

for

1820.

— His Grace the Duke of Somerset, F.R.S. & S.A.
Fice-Presidents.

H. T. Colebrooke, Esq. F.R.S.
&:

S.

L.S.

SirWm.Herschel,LL,D. F.R.S.
J.

Groombridge, Esq. F.R.S.
Vol. r)."). No. 2(i;{. /V/flrr/A IS'^0.

Pond, Esq. Jsi. Roy. F.R.S.
P

Trea-
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Treasurer.— Rev. Win. Pearson, LL.D. F.Il.S.
Secretaries.

C. Babbage, Esq. M.A. F.R.S.
L. & E.
F. Baily, Esq. F.L.S.

J. F.

W.

Herschel, Esq. M.A.
& E. {Foreign.)

F.R.S. L.

Council,

Col.

M. Beaufoy, F.R.S. & L.S

Captain T. Colby, Roy.
LL.D. F.R.S. E.
O. G. Gregory, LL.D.

T. Harrison, Esq. M.A. F.R.S.

Eng

D. Moore, Esq. F.R.S. S.A.

&

L.S.
E. Troughton, Esq. F.R.S.
Trustees.

A, Bailv, Esq.
D. Moore, Esq. F.R.S. S.A.

C. Stokes, Esq. F.S.A.

&

The Treasurer

L.S.

for

&

the

L.S.

time

being.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

From

the Report of the Council to the General Meeting, 4th
February 1820, it appears that the prosperity which has hitherto
attended the exertions of the Society, continues undiminished :
the number of the members is still increasing ; the expenditure

of the last year has fallen within the income; the geological colbeen considerably enlarged ; the supply of communications has been constant; and many gratifying proofs have
been afforded of the high estimation in which the Society is held
both at home and abroad.
The annexed statement will show the number of members, according to the different classes, at the last Anniversary Meeting
and the present.
lections liave

5th Feb. 1819. 4th Feb. 1820. Increase. Diec.
")
Ordinary Members
having compounded/

contributing

non-resident

Honorary
Foreign

23

26

..

182
109

183
115

..

1

..

6

82
37

79
39

..

433

442

3

..

12

3

The income

of the Society during the last year was 946/. 1 \s.
and the expenditure 798/. \6s. lOd.
In consequence of the oeconomy by which the expenditure has
hitherto been regulated, the Society has been compelled to for-

go many accommodations, which,
extremely desirable.

The want

if not essential, are at least
of cabinets for the display of the

foreign .S2)ccimca'<, and the defective ctateof the library, and collection
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lection of maps, have been more particularly felt and regretted:
but there is great reason to believe that these desiderata, at least,

The public spirit of certain members
be speedily supplied.
has induced them to open a subscription, which already amounts
to 600/. as tiie basis of a fund applicable to the purchase of new
In justice to
ca!)inets and of the most useful books and maps.
the liberality of the subscribers, and for the information of those
who may wish to co-operate with them, the Council thought it
proper to state this circumstance to the Annual Meeting, observing, at the same time, that it is the wish of the jjarties with whom
the subscription originated, that it should be, in the strictest sense
of the word, voluntary; and that the only invitation to members
to contribute to the fund in question should be the knowledge
now communicated to them that such a fund is in existence.
During the preceding year, the following papers have been
read at the meetings of the Society
A concise Account of the calcareous Rocks of Plymouth, containing Remarks connected with, and Illustrations of, their Natural History.
By the Rev. Richard Hennah. An Account of
the Rocks, with their Fossils, of the Coast extending from Bridport Harbour, Dorset, to Hope's Nose, the eastern Point of
Torbay, Devon.
By H. J. De la Beche, Esq. M.C.S.— Observations on a new Pentacrinile from Lyme, a new Encrinns, and
a Briarean Pentacrinite. By Geo. Cumberland, Esq. Hon. Mem.
G.S. Description of the Strata in the Brook I'ulcovca, near the
village of Great Pulcovca.
By the Hon. W. T. H. F. Strangwavs, M.G.S.
Extract of a Letter to G. B. Greenoueh, Esq.
on the Island of Barbuda, in the West Indies. By Dr. Nugent,
Hon. Mem. G.S. On the Geological Situation of the Ryegate
Firestone, and of the FuUers'-Earth at Nutfield.
By Thomas
Geological Description of the Vallev
Webster, Esq. Sec. G.S.
of the Ligovca. By the Hon. W. T. H. F. Strangways, M.G.S.-l
Description of the Rocks which occur along a Portion of the
Coast of tiie Isle of Mull.
By the Right Hon. Earl Compton,
Pres.G.S.
On the Smelting of Tin Ores in Cornwall and Devonshire.
By John Taylor, Esq. Treas. G.S. Extract of a Letter
from D.Scott, Esq. Commissioner at Cooch Behan, communicated by H. J. Colebrooke, Esq. V^P. G.S.
On the Geological
Relations of the Environs of Tortworth, and of the Mendip Range
ill Somersetshire.
By Thomas Weaver, Esq. Some additional
Remarks upon the Fossils in the Vicinity of Lyme Regis, Dorsetshire.
By H. T. De la Beche, Esq. M.G.S.— A Sketch of the.
will

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

Geology of Antigua, accompanied by A coloured Map, sectional
Views, and a Collection of Specimens. By Nicholas Nugent,Esq.
Hon. Mem. G.S, Notice respecting the Tottcnhoc Stone. By

—

P 2

Edward

—

.
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EiKvaiil

Rocks

Hannier, Esq. M.G.S.

collected on the

March

— Description

of a

of Specimens of

Detachment commanded bv

Colonel Hardyman, through the District of Bogela in Bigelknnd
and Gurrah, in the Province of Malwicli, hy Captain R. Lachlan,
ofH.M. 17th Regiment of Foot communicated bv Col. Tiiomas
Mardvvicke, F.R.S.
Account of a Variety of Lin.estone found in
Connection with the Clay Ironstone of Staffordsliire.
By the
Rev. John Yates, M.G.S.
On the Chemical Analysis of the
Clinkstone of Hohcntweil,
By Professor Gnielin, of Tubingen.
Extract of a Letter from D. Scott, Es(j. ('ommissioner at Coocii
Behan, to Dr. Wallich. Communicated by H. T. Colebrooke,
Esq. V.P. G.S.
The first part of the 5th volume of the Transactions of the
Tiie Geological Map of England,
Society has been publislied.
by Mr. Grccnongh, is now ready for publication ; the expenses
incident to the luidertaking, which, it is supposed, will eventually
amount to 1700/,, have been defrayed, not from the funds of the
Society, but by the voluntary contribution of individuals, who
have engaged to advance the entire sum re(|uired, upon condition
while the
of being repaid out of the first proceeds of the sale
loss will be theirs, if the |)rocceds should fall short of the sum advanced, and the profits, if any, will belong to the Society.
At the General Meeting held on the 4 th February, the thanks
of the Society were voted to
;

—

—

;

G. B. Greenough, Esq.
Rev. W. Bnckland
..

.

President, going out by rotation.

.

.. ~\

Vice-Presidents,

Henry C.Eiiglefield, Bart. J
by rotation.
retiring from the
John Bostock, M.D.
..

also going oirt

Sir

Officers
President.

for

ofiice of Secretary.

1820.

— The Right Hon, Enrl Conipton.
Vice- Preskleiils.

The Most Noble The

Marciuis of Lansdowne, F.R.S.
Hon. W. T. H, F. Strangways.
Henry Thomas Colebrooke, Esq. F.R.S. M. Asiat. Soc.
John MacCuUoch, M.D. F.L.S.
Secretaries.

Alexander Henderson, M.D.
Mr. Thomas Webster.
Foreign Secretary

— Henry Heuland, Esq.

Treasjirers.

Daniel Moore, Esq. F.R.S. S.A.
John Taylor, Esq.

&

L.S.
Council.

Brislol LUciarij

and Philosophical

Instiluliou.
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Council.

Richard Bright, M.D.
Thomas Smith, Esq. F.R.

W.

H. Pepys, Esq. F.R.S.
Hon. Hen. GrevBeimet, M.P.
F.Il.S.

Hen. James Brooke, Esq. F.R.

&

L.S.

F.R.

&

M.D. F.R,

&

G. B. Greenougli,

Estj^.

\

L.S.
I

W.

Somerville,

L.S.
Rt. Hon. Sir

The

Kilt.-

J.

Nieholl,

lS:

L.S.
Charles Stokes, Esq. F.A. k
L.S.
Henrv Warburtoii, Escj. F.R.S.
Johii'Bostock, M.D. F.R. &
L.S.
William Hyde WollastoUjM.D,
F.R.S.

F.R.S.

Keeper of ike JMiiseiim and Draughtsman.
Mr. Thomas Webster.

BRISTOL LITERARY

On

AND

i'HILOSOPHICAL INSTITUTION.

the 2i)th of February the ceremony of

hiyiiii; the foundaa new and magnificent building for literary and
philosophical purposes in Bristol, was attended l)y the Rigiit Worshipful the Mayor, Win. Fripp, jan. Escp, the ShcrifTs, and a numerous assemldage of gentlemen, some of the most distinguished
for wealth or talent in Bristol.
The comi)any met their worthy
chief magistrate at the Council House, and tlience proceeded in
procession, with a band of music and the insignia of the city, to
the ground ; and afterwards returned in a similar order to the
Merchants' Hall to dinner; where they sj)cnt the evening in the
greatest harmony and unanimity.
The site of this l)uilding is at the west end of the bottom of
Park-street, one of the finest streets in Bristol. It is intended for
the i)uilding to " contain a sjiacious lecture room, with a laboratory adjoining ; a room of noble dimensions destined for a library; two apartments which may be appropriated, the one for
an exhibition room, the other for a nuiseum ; a reading-room for
reviews, pamphlets, newspapers, &c.
some other apartments for
subsidiary pur|)oses, and for the accommodation of a resident
guardian of the building."
It has been for several years in contemplation to form a philosophical society in Bristol, after the example of London, p]dinburgh, Liverpool, Dublin, and some other great towns of tlie empire ; but from tiie intervention of some cause or other, circumstances have continually occurred to delay the execution of so
desirable an object.
There is now, however, l)Ut little doubt,
from the zeal which is manifested by the inhabitants of Bristol
for adding so useful an institution ti> the citv and so great an ornament to its ta.'-.tc and opulence, that what the IVicnds of this

tion-stone of

:

V3

inslilution

;
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institution have so long, so sedulously, and so huidably been eU"?

deavouring to effect, will be attended with the completest success.
unnecessary to enter into a detail of the advantages to society,
commerce, and the arts, which have uniformly been derived in
other places from establishments of this kind ; they are too familiar to every well-informed mind to need any comment or obJustice, however, requires it should be known, that
servation.
the patrons of this institution have formed their plans upon the
broadest basis of enlightened liberality.
Besides the cultivation
and diffusion of the nobler sciences, and the prosecution of whatever is likely to be of real benefit qr utility to the community and
the rising generation, they intend to make this institution a focus,
in which to collect and concentrate, not onlv the scattered ravs
of the genius and ability of Bristol, but also of all true lovers of
scientific pursuits ; to confine their patronage to no particular
branch or branches of the sciences, but to extend and afford the
utmost encouragement for the development of talent in every department of useful knowledge and literature.
It is

XXXV.

Inlelligence aiid Miscellaneous Articles,

CONICAL BALLS.

To Mr.

Tilloch.

Woolwich, March 7, IS20.
147 and 148 of your last Number, are some useful remarks on conical balls, to which may be added the following correct observations, viz. That about the year 1780, Dr.
Pollock, then Professor of Fortification at the Roval Military Academy at this place, invented and proposed to the Board of Ordnance a new kind of cannon shot called pear-shot, being very
thick at one end and small at the other, like some kinds of pears,
and which might as well have been called conical shot, as they
were very nearly in the shape of a cone. These shot, he asserted,
would always proceed in their flight with the heavy end foremost,
By order of the Boar<l of Ordnance, experiments with these shots
were performed at Landguard Fort for several weeks when the
only result was, tiiat they ranged further than the globular or
round shot, with the same gun, and equal charges of powder
which was owing to the circumstance of the former being heavier
than the latter, and so better overcoming the resistance of the

AT

p.

;

knoun, or not well understood.
It did
not then appear whether they flew with the heavy end foremost:
but soon after they were finther tried in Woolwich Warren, by
discharging them against large screens of thin deal boards placed
at several diiitaiicca behind each other; when it was found that
air: a property not then

thq

—
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the shots tumbled over and over in their flight, as appeared by
the shapes of the holes made in the screens being all different;
some round, others oval, and that with different degrees of obliquity.

Soon
sophy

afterwards,

Mr. Anderson, Professor of Natural PhiloGlasgow, came up to Woolwich with

in the University of

other long shot a

little

varied, being like

an egg, with a perfora-

tion through from end to end, which by threading the air, as he

expressed himself, would contribute to keep the larger end going
foremost.
But on the trial, the failure was just the same as the
former. And no doubt the same effect would attend the Russian
shot also, if they were properly tried, as well as all other like

T. B.

conical shot.

•PREPARATION OF PRUSSIATE OF AMMONIA AND OF IRON, WHEN
EMPLOYED AS A REAGENT FOR COPPER. BY M. BRANDEN-

BURGH.
The most

sensible reagents for copper are without contradic-

and of iron, particularly that of ammonia. This salt occasions in the nitrate of ammonia an abundant white precipitate, which is of a very beautiful red when accidentally an atom of copper is found in the solution. To prepare
this prUssiate, I pour into a phial of the capacity of six ounces,
three ounces of caustic ammonia, upon half an ounce of the finest
and purest prussian blue reduced to a very fine powder.
1 stop
up the phial well, and leave the mixture to macerate in the cold
for several days, taking care to shake it from time to time.
If
I then find that the deposited matter is become brown, I add
a new quantity of blue, and repeat this addition until the colour
no longer changes. I filter the matter through paper, and pour
by little and little on the residuum an ounce of water, in order to
tion the prussiates of alkali

separate

all

The filtered liquor is prussiate of ammonia
has a beautiful yellow colour and a particular

the salt.

and of iron;

it

odour.
I have observed that this prussiate is also the most sensible
reagent for iron ; it is even infinitely preferable to the prussiate
of potash and of iron.
Ann. Gen. des Sciences Phtis.iques,

ANALYSIS OF RED RAIN WHICH FELL AT BLANKENBERG NOVEMBER 2, 1819. BY MESSRS. MEYER AND STOOP, CHEMISTS
AT BRUGES.
[From Annales Gencralcs

des Sciences Physiques.']

On

.'

the 2d of Nov. 1819, at half-past two in the afternoon,
he wind being westerly, the heavens clouded, the air calm and
uiiiid, there fell at Blankenberg for the space of a quarter of an

P

4

hour

:
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hour an abundaut rain of a deep red, wiiicli, insensibly resuming
its ordinary colour, continued during the rest of the day.
This extraordinary phasnomenon, announced at Bruges by persons deserving of every credit, fixed our attention; we procured
a quantity of the water, which we submitted to analysis on the
5th And 6th, four days after it fell, and the following were the
results

One hundred and forty-four ounces of this water, perfectly
transparent, of a rose colour slightly approaching to violet, subjected to the action of heat and evaporated to four ounces, became of a brick-red colour, and did not yield on cooling any precipitate.

Experiments in the usual way have shown that before and after
evaporation this water was neither acid uor alkaline.
By the addition of sulphuric acid a very sensible disengagement
of chloric acid was manifested.

A

solution of nitrate of silver produced a white precipitate insoluble in boiling water, which was recognised after being decomposed to be a clilorurct of silver.

Mixed with deuto-nitrate of
precipitate

liquid mercury an insoluble white
was obtained, which, by decomposition, we found tp

be proto-chloruret of mercury.
Mixed with hydro-sulphuret of, potash we obtained a black
precipitate, which, submitted to the action of heat, became reduced to a metallic state.
The liquor which by the addition of nitrate of silver had precipitated the chloruret of silver, mixed with the hydrate of deutoxide of potash, gave a precipitate of a purple colour, which reduced in the ordinary way furnished three grains of a hard brittle
metal pf a grayish white, attractible by the loadstone, and which
mixed with suhborate of soda gave us glass of a beautiful blue.
From the above experiments it is established 1st. That the
acid obtained is chloric acid.
2d. That the metal is cobalt.
We were not able to obtain more than about two ounces of
pure water, collected from the first shower it differed from the
water on which we experimented in this
that it was much deeper
in colour ; and that with the help of a microscope living animalcules were discovered in it, which altered nothing of its transparency, and which p-occeded doubtless from the vessels in which it
had been collected. Some characters which we traced with this
water, after ascertaining that it contained muriate of cobalt, and
formed thus a sort of sympathetic
ink, were faintly visil)le.
'

—

—

Bruges, Nov. 25,

:

IBli).

TKST Fon oijVK on..
process for detecting adulteration o olive oil is
founded on the property which the solution of acid pci-nitrato of

The new

mcrcurv

i
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mercury possesses of congealing and solidifying, in a few hours,
pure olive oil shaken with it; while it hardly alters the liquidity
of the seed-oils, but gives them an orange hue, and causes them
to deposit a quantity of precipitate, which never acquires the
hardness of the coagulum produced with the olive oil. The pernitrate of mercury emploved in this process, is prepared by dissolving, without heat, six parts by weight of mercury in seven parts
and a half of nitric acid, of about 88° of Reaumur's aerometer,
during the action of which the saline solution remains fluid, the
excess of acid preventing

its

crystallization.

NORTH-WEST PASSAGE.
[From the Edinburgh Magazine and Review,
for

May

scarce, that

took

vol. v.

pages 141 and 142,

Gilbert Stuart, now very
volume having been mostly de.stroyed when a printing-office

IZT^J.

as edited by the celebrated

fire.]

The

last undertaking to find out a north-west passage (without the assistance of Govenmient) was above 80 vears ago, when
Arthur Dobbs, Esq. a gentleman of letters and fortune, and a
member of the Irish House of Commons, drew up reasons for a
passage to the South Seas by the north-west parts of Hudson's
Bay. The reasons that determined him to think that a passage
was obtainable about the north-west part of Hudson's Bav, near
lat. 64. were 1st. That by all accounts, the coast in those parts
was broken land, and islands with large openings between them.
2dly. That there were strong tides from the west and north west.
3d!y. That black whales were seen in great plenty, which must
come from some western ocean, not being found in any other
parts of the bay.

his MS. to Sir Charles Wager, then first Lord
who seemed satisfied of the probability of the

Mr. Dobbs showed
of the Admiralty,

and the prospect of attempting it, and mentioned the
Hudson's Bay Company as the propcrest body to be con.sulted;
but they replied they had lost two sloops they had fitted out in
the year 171!), under one Ballon, and seemed quite unconcerned
about any discovery that miglit be made.
Mr. Dobbs however got a view of their charter; where he
found their privileges so extensive, that they alone would be the
gainers should the attempt succeed, and consequently thought it
highly imprudent to go on his own bottom.
He therefore waited
on their governor, SirBibie Lake, and showed him his MS., and
assured him that one or two sloops would be sulficicnt,an(l to be
f-ent from Churchill to the Welcome, to try the tides; and as the
distance was but about 140 leagues, it might be sailed in four or
five divs, and that, if they met a flood of tide, it would ascertain
a piissngc.
The sloops were sent out, and on their return Sir
discovery,

Bibic

;;

Norih-west Passage.

^34

Bibie wrote Mr. Dobbs, that they had gone no further than latitude 62. and a half north, and returned without making any discovery. Though the persons who commanded the sloops were no
M'ays qualified for the undertaking, yet it appeared from the report they gave, there tliiit was every reason to believe a passage
might be found.

Mr. Dobbs wrote, desiring

to see the journals of the sloops

but received only a general answer, whence he concluded that
the company were averse to making any discoveries, though their
He observed that it was
charter was granted for that purpose.
very odd that in such a season they had not reached lat. 66. N.
since the whale fishers every year go as far as lat. 78 and 80 degrees west, without obstruction.
Mr. Dobbs on this, thinking
that the Company trifled with him, wrote to Sir CharlesWager,
from whom he received the following letter: and thus the matter
rested.
Sir,

—

I

Admiralty Office, March, 1/38.
received the favour of your letter of the 20th past.

I

Bay Company do
with them in the fur trade

believe vou judge very right, that the Hudson's

not desire to have any body to interfere
They seem to be content with what they have
and make, I believe, more considerable profit by it, than if it was
further extended, which might be the case if a further discovery
was made ; for, although they siiould not find a navigable passage through into tiie south, they might probably find Indian nations, from whom furs might be bought cheaper than they can
be bought in Hudson's Bay ; which would be a disadvantage to

in those parts.

their trade.

The probability of finding a passage, as you propose, seems to
be very strong. The flood coming that way is almost a demonstration. If a passage cou!<l be found into the South Sea, it would open
3 very large field, and probably of very profitable commerce.
I think the best way to undertake such a discovery is, to have,
as you propose, two proper vessels to go at a proper time of the
year, and to winter there, if necessary, and to carry with them a
small cargo of goods proper to trade with any Indians they may
meet with, and capable honest people to be employed in tlie expedition, if such are to be found, which I very much doubt. As
to vessels being ;ent at the public expense, though it would not
be great, yet the Parliament may think, especially at this time,
that we ought not to play with the money they give us for other
and particular services. However, if Sir R. Walpole, or other proper persons, should think that the Government should attempt
it at the public expense, I shall not be against it.
I am, sir, yours, &c.
(Signed)

Charles Wager.
And

New

Idands discovered.-^'Earthquakes

In

1819,
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added, Unless the Hudson's Bay Company have altered their minds, it is easily to be seen what assistance they will
lend to any adventurers who may be inclined to attempt a passag,e
to the Southern Ocean, which, if efifected, would certainly open
a new mine of wealth to this country, by finding a vent for all
sorts of its manufactures.

And

it is

NEW

ISLANDS DISCOVERED.

Extract of a letter from Around S. de Peyster, on a voyage
from Valparaiso to Calcutta
" On the evening of the IJth of
May, lSi9, one of the people discovered a large fire. We hoveto until day-light, when another small low island appeared about
five miles under our lee ; we passed it close ; it appeared clothed
with cocoa-nut trees, and doubtless inhabited. It is singular that
/Commodore Byron continued in the same parallel of latitude uur
til within a short distance of the easternmost group (for so at daylight hey had proved to be) and then steered to the northward;
and Capt. Wallis passed about the same distance from the westernmost.
To the former 1 gave the name of Ellice's Group, in
honour of my friend Ellice, and to the latter my officers and passengers gave the name of De Pevster's Islands.
Ellice's Group
jies in long. ISO. 54. W. lat. 8. '29. S. ; De Peystcr's Islands,
181. 43.W.lat.8.5. S.; discovered on the l/th and 18th of May',
1S19. The longitude is deduced from lun-ir observations taken
at the time, and two chronometers exactly agreeing.
I am thus
particular, for the information of any who may follovy this track
:

—

I

—

from Chili to India."

EARTHaUAKES IN 1819.
Jan. 8, 1819. At Genoa; the people fled into the country,
Feb. 24, in the night. Canton of Tessin, near Morbio.
also in the night. Palermo ; several shocks, a number of houses overturned.
26. Rome. Frascati, and Albano ; shocks in the direction from
S.E. to N.E.'
Latter days of February. Syria shocks, very strong.
Teflis in Georgia; shocks preceded
Feb. 28, in the night.
\i\ a subterraneous noise
several old houses destroyed.
;

;

March
Jiour

;

Cran and Mazera; shocks in succession for an
houses tumbled dowji, and numbers of the inhabitants bu28.

ried in the ruins.

April

Capiapo

three awful shocks, which
;
only 3000 persons were able to save
themselves in the surromiding plains.

3,4,

11.

totally destroyed that city

8.

Temeswar

Hungary ; three shocks.
Germany slight shock.
P.M. Corneto in Italy; many houses thrown
in

10. Landshut,

May

26, six

in Chili

;

down; a mpiibpr of persons

;

killed.

27, onQ

Ed} llKjualics
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ill.

IS\9.

Etna, which for eight
27, one A.M. Sicily; violent sliock.
years has heen in a state of profound trani|nillity, appeared all in
flames, and a considerable eruption commenced.

June

1().

Kntcli County, East Indies;

the fort of Booj overturned ;
Three days after the
ruins.

2000
first

the town of Booj and

inhabitants buried under the

shock oscillatory movements of

the ground were felt from hour to hour ; a volcano burst out at
ten leagues from Booj.
July 10, i past six P.M. Gueraude (Loire Infcrieurc) ; slight

shock in the

directior<

from the North to South

;

noise similar to

that of distant thunder.
End of July. Olette (Eastern Pyrenees); slight shocks.

Aug. 12, |-past two A.M. Trinidad ; violent shock in the direction of from East to West ; duration four or five seconds.
considerable noise preceded the shock.

A

15. Village of St.

Andrew, Lower Canada; shock accompa-

nied with a strong explosion.
Venice.
29, 31. Sweden and Norway ; slight shocks.
Sept. 4, nine o'clock P.M. Corfu ; two violent shocks in a
direction towards the North ; all the clocks of the town were set
a-ringing by the eflfect of the oscillations.
Oct. 16, one o'clock A.M. Martinitpic; the dihalion of the

—

shocks more remarkable than their force ; no accident.
Nov. 28, 4-past one in the morning. Comrie, Perthshire ;
strong shock, accompanied with a noise similar to that of distant

thunder

;

duration ten seconds.

EARTHQUAKE

IN

SCOTLAND.

The

following account of an earthquake recently experienced
in Scotland is given in a letter dated the 4th March, from Glasgow, at which place it was particularly felt : " About half-past,

—

eight in the morning of the 22d ult. after a sudden thaw had i)egun to succeed a frost unprecedented for duration and intensity
in this country for six years, a rumbling noise, proceeding from

a northern direction, was heard, which lasted about three seconds,
and was immediately followed by a tremulous heaving of the
Scarcely had this
earth, passing apparently towards the south.

shock been observed, and while I was still giddy with its stunning effects, when another, and immediately a third, (piickly succeeded ; the last so smart, that the bell in our town-house steeple
was distinctly heard to ring. The inhal)itants were so alarmed^
that many who were in bed ran into the street, and jostled one
first

another, quite stupefied with the concussions, while the omens of
clashing doors and ringing l)cils terrified those within. The waters of Loch Lomond (north of Port Glasgow) cxpciicnccd, abonl/j
thej

—
Crocodiles.

same time, a

—

— Palenls.
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and some persons
crossing iu a snia!! boat were terrified by the sudden rii)pling of
Our elegant spire was injured bv the same shoek
the water.
wiiich made the bell sound, and it was found that it had been
pushed considera!)Iy off the perpend ieular, which may be detected
by a stranger on the most cursory glance."
tlie

partial rise, or ac;itation,

CROCODILE S FLESH AN <^UTICLE OF FOOD.
At Sennaar crocodiles are often brought to market, and their
I once tasted some of the meat at
flesh is pul)!icly sold there.
Esne, in Upper Egypt; it is of a dirty white colour not unlike
young veal, with a slight fishy smell the animal had been caught
by some fisheimen in a strong net, and was above twelve feet in
length.
The Governor of Esne ordered it to be brought into his
court-vard, where more than a hundred balls were fired against it
without any effect, till it was thrown upon its back, and the contents of a small swivel discharged in its belly, the skin of which is
;

much

softer

than that of the back.

LIST OF

PATENTS FOR

Burkhardl's Travels.

NEW

INVENTIONS.

William Collins, of George-street, Grosvenor-square, for useful additions to and improvements on carriage and other lamps.
1 0th March, 1S20.
William Pritcbard, of Castle-street, Borough of Sonthwark,
and Robert Franks, of Red Cross-street, London, for their improved method of manufacturing watei-proof hats, to !)e made of
silk, wool, or beaver, or other fur, the brims of which are perfectly water-proof, and will in all weathers and in every climate
preserve their original shapes, being stiffened without the use of
glue or any other material which would prevent the effect of water-proof mixture.

— ISth March.

Frederic Mighells Van Heythuysen, of Sidmouth-street, parish
of St. Hancras, Middlesex, for a method of making portable machines or instruments to be placed upon a desk or table, and so
contrived as to fold or not into a small compass made of wood,
brass, or other metal, to support a silken shade for the purpose
of protecting the eyes from the strong light

;

added to which

is

a

green, blue, or other coloured glass, in a frame, and in such a
position that when ]jlaced opposite a window, lamp, or candle,
it will take off the glare of white paper, by shedding a green or
blue, or any other tinge dependent upon the colour of the glass.
IHth March.

—

Abraham Henry Chambers, of Bond-street, Middlesex, for his
improvement in the preparing or manufacturing sid)stances for
the formation of the highways and other roads, which substances

when

so prepared arc ajiplicable toother useful purposes.

March.

—

18tli

mrtf.ouo-
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METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL KEPT AT BOSTON^
LINCOLNSHIRK.
[The time of observation, unless otherwise stated,

is

at 1

P.M.]

Age of
the

rherrno-

Baro-

Moon.

nieter.

meter.

1820.

Weather and

State of the

of

tlie

Modificalioii

Clouds.

DA\S.

new

Jan. 13

16
17
18

19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

1

2
3
4
3
6

2972 Very

333341"

29-36
29-40
28-74
29-30
29-30
30- 10

8

34'3

9
10

U
12
13
14
full

16

38-

4042*
48-5
4340-

2

17
18

46-3
46-5
41-5
36.5

3

19

36-

4

20

36-

5

21

40-

1

22
23
7
fc
24
y 25
lO 26
6

1

12
13
14

4331-5

27
28

49-3
47464445-5

-29

43-

new

29-72 Cloudy

25-

7

31

1

p.M.27-5

303424-

28
2y
30
Feb.

Ra.m.10

43-3

fine

Cloudy
Ditto
Ditto

— rain at night

Very fine—
Cloudy
Very fine
30Cloudy
29-60 Rain
29-68 Cloudy
29-43 Ditto
29-30 'Very fine
29-37 Cloudy
30Very fine
2994 Cloudy
29-74 Fine

-storniv iiic;ht with

mow

29'fiO Ditto

29-73
29-91
29*93
29-77
29-77
9- 84
29-87

Cloudy
Ditto
Ditto

Rain
Cloudy

Ditto
Ditto
29-7 7 Fine
29-77 Ditto

'J

29-86
29-80
29-94
30-10

Cloudy
Ditto
Ditto
Fine

MJiTBORO-

Uhleorologtf,
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[The time of observation, unless otherwise

stated,
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at

1

P.M.]
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Meteorology.

METEOROLOGICAl. TABLE,

By Mr. Gary, op the Strand,
For March

1

8'20.
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XXXVI. Answer

to >ir.

]

Brown on Professor Jameson's
By A Correspondent*

System of Mineralogy.

To Mr.

—

Tilloch.
Cornwall, Feb. 28, 1820.

J OBSERVED
1

in the Number of your Magazine for JaSir,
nuary, some remarks on the new edition of Professor Jameson's
System of Mineralogy, by Mr. P.J. BroU^n, which appear to me
to be written in a very uncandid spirit of criticism.
Mr. Brown begins with confounding a natural history method
with what he calls a natural method, which latter, though very
indistinctly stated, seems to be neither more nor less than an
He thus takes
arrangement according to chemical composition.
occasion to animadvert severely on deviations from an arrangement with which Mr. Jameson at once disclaims all connexion.
Though thus severe upon inconsistences which proceed entirely
from his own mistake, Mr. Brown seems quite incapable of observing the beauties, or appreciating the excellencies, of the na-*
He cannot perceive the high advantage
tural history method.
of being able at once to place a mineral either in the earthy or

metallic class, from the simple and obvious distinction of specific

He looks

onlv at the grievous, and to him unpardonarrangement according to chemical compos-ition,
of placing sulphate and carbonate of lead with sulphate and car-

gravity.

able, sin against

bonate of barytes.
1 need not enlarge on the advantages which would accrue from
By ena method such as that which Mr. Jameson attempts.
abling any one to recognise a mineral at first sight, and give it
its proper place in the system, it removes the great deficiency of
mineralogy, and gives it that facihtv and precision which have
conferred such superiority on botany and zoology.
To obtain
this great desideratum, what mineralogist woidd hesitate to make
some sacrifices, even in what may be considered as the just alliances of minerals, those derived from their composition ? And
even though he were obliged to place sulphate of lead with sulphate of barytes, would lie not think this amply compensated by
the advantages gained ?
At least, while there is a propriety in
admitting the one system, there is an equal propriety in admittifg the other; each having its peculiar advantages.
As for the discrepancies which he seems so much to exult overj
they are so trivial as scarcely to deserve attention, when it is recollected that, in giving the general characters of a class,

uo mean.s supposed that no mineral

is

acrrecs exactly

by
what

it is

to be included but

with every one of them.
It is sufficient if it corgreater number or the more important.
Another thing which Mr. Brown finds fault with, is, that in
Vol. 55. No. 264. April 1820.
Uic

rcponds

in the

Q
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Oti Professor Jameson's

System of Miner nlogij.

the observations which are inserted at the close of many of the
articles, to enable the student to distinguish particular minerals
from those which they more nearly resemble, the discriminating:
characters given frequently depend on chemical properties, of

which Mr. Jameson professes his system to be perfectly independent J yet Mr, B. might easily pccccive that these are not delivered as essential characters, but are merely intended to give
greater facility, and it would be a very absurd adherence to sy-

What he say.s about the vagueness of the
applicable to mineralogy in general, not merely to
Mr. Jameson's system.
The individual and minor faults pointed out by Mr. B, tHay
be readily admitted without any great diminution of the merit of
stem to reject them.

definitions

is

Mr. Jnmeson's woBk, when we reflect how arduous the undertaking is which he has attempted, and has so far aecomplished.
It is not merely precision in distiiiguishing " fibrous brown zinc
'*
blende " from " fibrous brown iron ore," or " antimony ochre
from " bismuth glance," vvithout the possibility of any person of
inferior apprehension making a mistake, that is to constitute
the excellence of the system ; but the laying down such methods,
founded on the external characters of miijerals, as shall afford
the means of immediately placing the mineral in the class, order
and species to which it belongs. In such an undertaking some
imperfections must no doubt occur ; but these, though urged and
magnified by wit, good or bad (allowing even to Mr. Brown the
indulgence of the alternative), will be little regarded by the candid inquirer.
It gives me pleasure, as an old pupil of Mr. Jameson's, to
have the opportunity of vindicating his labours from unfair and
groundless objections, and to express the conviction which all
must entertain who have studied under him, that mineralogy will
,

always be improved by his exertions.
I remain, sir.

Your most obedient servant,
G. M.

XXX VIF.

Fur (her Reply
vations.

to

Mr. Riddle

on the

Lunar Olser-

By Mr. Henry Meikle.
To Mr.

Tilloch.

— In your

last Number Mr. Riddle has resumed his fatheme of making vague remarks and groundless charges
on my paper on the Lunar Observations; I shall therefore take
this opportunity of replying briefly to some of his very unfair and

Sir,

vourite

iiicoUercnt assertions.
I

formerly

Farther Reply

to

Mr. Riddle on

the

Lunar

Observations. 243

formerly adduced Professor Playfair's definition of parallax,
and of a more general nature than the
That Mr. Playfair's not
limited one given in several books.
I

as of the first authority,

adopting the

latter definition

fection,is evident

from

for a like reason.

He

was from a conviction of

its

imperr

some definitions in Euclid
gave his more general definition.

his rejection of

therefore

In short, nothing can be more plain than that the limb of the
moon is either affected by parallax or it is not. If it is, astronomers are right in applying a correction for parallax to the observed altitude of the limb ; but if; as Mr. Riddle would have
us believe, it has no parallax, then we obtain the true altitude
Such is the result of his counterby using the refraction only.
feit definition.

In the common method of correcting the moon's altitude, the
corrections are taken out for the centre in place of the observed

limb ; the error is therefore the difference of the corrections for
parallax and refraction at two altitudes differing by a semidrameter of the moon, or 16', and this, as I have repeatedly stated,

amounts to IS" at the altitude of 7°. How Mr. R, can take
upon him to reduce the semidiameter itself to 18" is best known
to himself.
I may likewise observe that the augmentation of
the diameter parallel to the horizon is more accurately the difference of the parallaxes of its opposite limbs, than in tlie case of
any other diameter whatever. Of this Mr. Riddle is no doubt
sufficiently aware, but he must needs bring himself off in some
$jhape or other.

Mr. R. must also be aware that he has entirely misapplied his
inaccurate quotations from my papers ; since in mo'-.t of the^e
passages ii is not the altitude of the centre 1 am complaining of.
So that, after all, he is still proving his own favourite trifles; and
i would further remark,
that the method with the excentric
point will accurately give the true distance of the centres, whether
that is the thing required or not.
It is very extraordinary indeed, that he should still obstinately

nothing vague or unsatisfactory
I would beg to ask
worse ao explanation can really be than one that

persist in asserting that there

is

in the popular explanation of the quadrant.

him, how much
is

not true.

The
above,
ject

;

remarks being much of the same sort as the
words on such an unprofitable subplain that " though vanquish'd, he can argue

rest of his
it is

since

useless to multiply
it

is

•>till."
I

am,

sir,

your most obedient servant,

Henry Meikle.

ricriicff sii'-Ft, Apiil n, 1820.
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Catalogue of Ancient Eclipses, with the Dates of
and two Periods Distance.

their corresponding Eclipses at one

By Mr. Thomas Yeates.
iVlR. Yeates presents

his

compliments to Mr. Tilloch, and sends

for insertion, if approved, a collection of corresponding eclipses
he has studiously prepared, and presumes them to have an im^

portance towards cultivating more perfectly the lunar astronomy.
Chancery Lane, April

4, 1820.

Catalogue of Ancient Eclipses,
observed.

Christ.

406

D
])

D
404

403

O
O
O
O
])

])

394

383

O
O
O
])
3)

])

382

})

D
D
D
])

])

SG4

357
357

O
O
O
O
O
D
J)
])

340

331

310

e
O
O

April

D.
15

A.D. 507
A.D. 1419

April

13

April

10
2
31

Athens

A.D. 509
A.D. 1421
Pekin

A.D. 510
A.D. 1422
Gnide
A.D. 519
A.D. 1431
Athens

A.D. 530
Rome 1442
Athens
Athens
A.D. 531
A.D. 531
A.D. 1443
A.D. 1443
Thebes

A.D. 549
A.D. 1461
Syracuse

A.D.
Zant
A.D.
A.D.
Zant
A.D.
A.D.

556
1468
573
1485

Arbela
Paris

j)

A.D. 1494

3
D
])
j)
I)

D

582

Sicily Isl.

603
A.D. 1515
Mvsia
A.D. 694
A.D. 1606
Pergamos
A.D. 695
A.D. 1607
Paris

218

556

])

O

Time

Athens

J)

O
219

^c,
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Where

Before

observed.

September
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August

28
28

H. M.

8
2
8
21
10
9
5
5

5
2 11
13 22
11
7
8 4
December 22 19
December 20 10
December 17 3
June
18
8
December 12 10
June
15
4
December 10 2
June
12
2
December 7 6
July
12 23
July
10 4
July
7 10

February
February

August
August
August
September
September
September
September
September
September
August
August
August

March
March
March

50

total

M.
M.
12

M.
M.
53
A.
A.
17

M.
M.
6

M.
59
54

total

21 total
A. total

M.

total

A.

total

M.

total

51
A.

M.

28 22
26 5 A.
29 7 29
6 11 A.
4 2 M.
18
4
9 2

14

12

M.
M.

20 20

9 total
12 41
14- 19 45 total
14 20
5
12 3 3
9 9 A.
19 14 5 total
17

17

7

M.

24 11 17

total
total

G.S,

rising total
1
September
29 9 A.
August
September 5 15 40 G.S.

217

246
Before

Catalogue of Ancient Eclipses,

with the Dates of their corresponding Eclipses^ &c.
Before

24 7

On the Expansion and Contraction of Iron

348

4™

912

Bridges,

eight days twenty-two hobrs
twenty-nine minutes ; but by reducing the calendar reckoning to
the old style, the same eclipse happened April 1, \6^ 21™ ; which
civil

time, after

years

makes the

difference two days one hour thirty-one minutes ; so
that allowing three days in each period for the lunar anticipation,

the corresponding eclipses of A. 1801 have been found to anticipate three days in each period, or six whole days in two periods,

very nearly.
3. Those eclipses set down in Ricciolus's catalogue are corrected up to the Gregorian account; and therefore the several
corrections of the calendar since the Nicene Council must be regarded in making use of the corresponding dates.
4. It seems possible to prove that 912 solar years constitute a
complete lunar period, in which the solar and lunar motions coincide in the same point of the ecliptic ; and that in this period
the whole system of solar and lunar eclipses is performed.
5. That the variations of calendar time may possibly account
for the lunar anticipation of the old astronomy, and that such
may be accounted for on other principles than any real anticipation of the lunar motions, which principles we shall suggest in a
future communication.

[To be continued.]

XXXIX. On

the Expansion and Contraction of Iron Bridges
by Changes of Temperature ; with a Svggestionfor counter-

By A Correspondent.

acting these Effects.

To Mr.

Tilloch.

—

Sir,
A HE effects of changes in the temperature of the atmosphere, in expanding and contracting metals in exposed situations
for example, iron bridges
does not seem to have excited

—

—

much

attention until lately,

when some

of the effects

became too

remain longer unnoticed. Permit me to offer an idea
(through your very valuable Magazine) which may be of some
advantage in the construction of those very elegant and econoAs it is impossible to prevent heat and cold
mical structures.
from producing their natural effects, instead of the immense
abutments, that arc at present necessary to resist the increase
of thrust or pressure in warm weather with a constant change
of the curvature of the bridge, and necessarily a change in the
points of contact, in the parts forming the arch, I would plate
the ribs or segn^ciits on blocks or bars of zinc, placed in recesses
formed for that purpose in the abutments (and piers if consisting
of more than one arch)
those blocks or bars in length should
be to the extent of the arch in the ratio that zinc expands to
visible to

;

the

Description of an improved Hydro-pneumatic Apparatus. 249
the metal of which the bridge

is

composed, taking into considera-

Thus in warm weather, when
expanding, the same would take place in the blocks,
which would raise the arch to a wider part between the abutments; in cold weather the contrary would be the lase. The
arch bv this means would in all temperatures fit between the
abutments, obtaining from them that supj)ort which is necessary
to its stability, with a perfect uniformity in its thrust, or lateral
tion their respective situations.

the arch

is

pressure.

Your most obedient and very humble
Chatham, April

XL.

1,

servant,
I-

1820.

K. K.

Description of an improved Hydro-pneumatic Apparatus.

By Mr. John Cuthbert*.
113, St. Martin's-lane, London, April 13, 1819.
leave to offer to the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, a combination of the
blow- pipe and pneumatic trough invented by me ; the utility

Sir,

—y
J.

BEG

and simple arrangement of which

I

hope

will

meet with

their ap-

probation.
It is a well known fact that in chemical analysis the blow-pipe
ii indispensably necessary; and the almost constant application
The apof the pneumatic trough need not be enlarged upon.
paratus I lay before the Society combines these two instruments
one, and when required for either purpose, can at once, without any trouble, be dismounted, and the pieces applied to their

m

separate uses.
To a public lecturer,

who

often at the time of exhibiting the

may have

occasion for a blast-pipe, this combination is of infinite advantage, by reason of the facility with which
oxygen gas from a bladder may be introduced and passed through
the platina jet, which cannot be fused by the heat required.
When the apparatus is used as a pneumatic trough, it is only
necessary to remove the mouth-pipe and cover ; which latter,
when taken off, becomes a useful tray for transferring the receivers from the pneumatic trough, the ledge of the cover being
effects of gas

deep to contain water for that purpose.
the bottom vessel may be occasionally forced
up by the mouth, in case of a deficiency when many receivers are
in use, and is kept up to the height re(iuired by means of a
liding-pipe within the large tube Jf; and if the contrary effect

sufficiently

The water from

• From the Trantactions of the Society for the Encouragement of Artt,
Mamfacturet, und Commerce, vol. xvii. for 1819. The Soci«ty's silver medal
wa* presented to Mr. Cuthhert for this apparatus.
is
Vol. 55. No. 264. April 1820.
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is

"Descrlpiion of

an improved

necessary, by depressing the sliding-pipe any quantity of the

water may be let off at once into the lower vessel. By this means
a constant accession or diminution of the water is in the operator's power, without delay, or the assistance of a second person.
I atn, sir, &c.
^. Aikin, Esq. Secretary,
John Cuthbert,
^c.
Philosophical Instrument-maksr.
References to the Engravings, Plates IV. and V.
Plate IV. (fig. I) is a view of the apparatus, as a blow-pipe
with the air vessel b thrown open to show the tubes within.
Through the tube dd, which descends within a quarter of an
inch of the bottom of the air-vessel, the air is conveyed from the
mouth. The tube e <? is to carry the air from the vessel h through
the jet to the lamp ; this tube contains another tube, which slides
air-tight into it, and is shown by fig. 6 ; to the extremity of this

To the moveable one is
(fig. 7) is connected.
attached the jet ky which, by turning in an opposite direction to
that required when it is in use, is capable of shutting off the air,
as it becomes a stop-cock, by means of the hole h in the tube.
The large tubey is to let the water down from the broad part
of the pneumatic trough, to force the air from the air-vessel
through the centre tube ee.
The upper part of the tube dd is capable of being removed
to admit the pipe of the bladder (PI. V. fig. 6), which fits airtight into it, by which means oxygen gas may be forced into the
air-vessel (the common air being first displaced), which will
a transverse tube

render the flame particularly effective where great heat

may

be

necessary.

The lamp and tray / are placed on the cover of the blow-pipe,
so as to allow the wick to stand immediately before the jet. Tl^e
jet tube e can be raised or lowered for the purpose of depressing
or elevating the flame, as occasion may require ; tw is a shade
to prevent the breath from agitating the flame which is attached
to the tube d d, and may be removed back at pleasure.
Fig. 3 is a section of the instrument in use, showing the water
descending from the upper part through the large tube into the
lower vessel b, and forcing the air above its surface through the
centre tube to the lamp.
Fig. 2 is the apparatus employed as a pneumatic trough for
collecting gas, by means of the short sliding tube, shown in fig. 7,
which fits into the large tube J" (fig. 2), and is furnished with
the cap n (fig. 7) to prevent the water being thrown over the
upper edge of the trough when forced up from the air-vessel, by
Jjlowing through the tube d (fig. 1).
Fig. 8

Hydro-pneiimatic Apparatus.

n of
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Fig. 8 is a ground
advantages of this construction isj that in filling a large receiver
with water from the trough, the deficiency of the fluid can be
supplied by raising it from the lower vessel by the breath, and it
is retained in the upper compartment of the trough by the sliding tube n (fig. 7) being drawn up above the surface of the fluid.
When the water in the receiver is displaced by the gas, the
redundancy is let off into the lower vessel by the same tube.
By this contrivance, the necessity of pouring in or emptying
out water through the help of another vessel is obviated, and the
operator relieved from that inconvenience.
The broad surface of the upper part of the pneumatic trough
is particularly adapted to keep tlie pressure of water equal on the
air, which produces a uniform flame, the altitude of the water
being little affected, as well as presenting the most convenient
form for pneumatic purposes.
Fig. 4 is the cover of the apparatus inverted, which becomes
a tray to which the receivers may be transferred when filled with

plan of the cap

fig. 7.

Oiie of the

^^'•^

The two tubes o aiid p are to prevent the water which is in
the tray (to keep the receivers air-tight) from passing through
the holes.
lamp on a moveable shelf.
a side view of the moveable shelf and lamp.
Plate V. fig. 1, is a perspective front view of the apparatus,
to show the moveable shelf, and the manner of attaching it to the
tubes e and
by the bayonet catch, as it may be necessary to
employ the lamp when the cover is in use as a tray.
Fig. 2 is a perspective side view of the same.
Fig. 6 is the bladder of gas, with a stop-cock and connecting
Fig.

9

is

Fig. 10

a ground plan of the

is

f

pipe.
Fig. 5

is

a gas-holder that

fits

into the well of the pneumatic

trough, with an attached stop-cock
Fig. 3

is

t.

the same vessel inverted, the stop-cock being re-

moved, and the aperture made water-tight by the screw s (fig. 4)
by the addition of a moveable shelf, it becomes a small pneumatic

'^

trough.

a section of the above, showing the trough furnished
and a hemispherical chamber r, connected to its
under side, to ensure the gas from the retort to pass only through
the hole in the shelf, as also effectually to preveut the retort fron\
slipping out of its position.
Fig. 4

with

its

is

shelf
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Facts respecting the increased Volatility and Injiammawhich Fish Oil and its Vapours acquire by continued or

biiity

.

renewed Exposure to certain high Temperatures; elicited
by the Examination of Evidence in a late Trial in the Court
of Common Pleas (Severn, Kfng and Co. versus Drew, or
the Imperial Insurance Office), before the Lord Chief Justice

DALLAS and a

Special Jury.

X HIS case, important in every view, as embracing the practice
and principles by which fire-insurances are regulated, proved
not less so to science, on account of the high attainments of many
of the witnesses, and the curious facts that were elicited by their
evidence.
We have therefore thought that we should render an
acceptable service to our readers generally, by giving the proceedings a place in our pages.
The trial commenced on the
1 1th of April, and did not close till the I3th.
Mr. Stephen opened the pleadings.

The Solicitor-general afterwards rose, and stated the plaintiffs'
case in an address, embracing a complete view of the whole subThe present action was brought for a sum of upwards of
ject.
8000/. against the defendants, who are directors of the Imperial
Insurance Company.
The plaintiffs were very respectable and
opulent sugar-refiners, residing in Whitechapel. This was a part
6nly of a very large sum, amounting to about 70,000/. total loss
which had been sustained by fire in November 1819. Upon that
point no doubt or difficulty existed, nor was the slightest imputation cast upon the character of the plaintiffs.
The only question arising between the parties turned either upon points of law,
or related to the manner and regularity of effecting the insurance.
It would be for the jury, after deliberately weighing the evidence
on both sides, to decide whether the plaintiffs were entitled to
an indemnification. With reference to this ultimate question he
might be allowed to mention, in the first place, that they had
paid an enormous premium for their insurance.
It was made
indeed upon an express provision, and not on any of the general
rules by which the office directed its transactions.
The rate of
insurance in ordinary cases was two shillings per cent., and from
that it graduated to five shillings, which was considered, to use
the language of the insurers themselves, as the rate applicable
to risks of a double hazard.
It was the premium required where
tallow or any other matter easily combustible was in daily use,
or formed a material of manufacture.
But the present case was
altogether singular, for the premium actually paid was no less
than 14 shillings, being more than double that required in all
ordinary cases for doubly hazardous insurances.
He mentioned
this
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circumstance in order to show that the defendants could not
have conceived that they were insuring an ordinary risk, but one
of a peculiar nature, and from which if they were to sustain loss,
they had no right to complain, as they received a premium commensurate to it. He should now have lo draw their attention
to the description of premises over which the insurance had extended, and which comprehended a grinding-house and stoves,
an engine-house, a filling-house, and a warehouse secured by
iron doors.
(A wooden frame, containing a plan of the entire
building, was here i^roduced in court, and was made use of by
tlie learned gentleman to illustrate his description.)
This plan
was offered to their attention, in order to assist, if possible, \n inquiring into the circumstances which attended the origin of the
fire.
It was not necessary for him to carry the jury through all
the pleas upon this record. The material one on the side of the
defendants was, that the fire had been occasioned by a cause not
this

included within the risk insured.
By stating the case in this
manner, he hoped to disembarrass it, and disincumber it of

whatever might tend to perplex their inquiry. It was pleaded
side, that the plaintiffs had used a process of heating oil which had increased the risk, and that this process had
been introduced subsequently to the insurance. Now, he should be
able to show that the apparatus in question was separated by a wall
and iron doors. It might then become a question, whether, whatever might have been incumbent on the plaintiffs to state to the
insurers at the outset, they ought, upon the adoption of this process, to have subsequently apprized them of it.
He should contend that his clients were not bound to make any communication
on this subject, unless the defendants themselves had thought
proper to inquire in the first instance. Supposing, therefore, the
risk to be increased by this new process commenced upon contiguous premises, the plaintiffs were under no obligation to disclose the circumstance unless the insurers thought proper either
to inspect the premises, or seek information; in which case, his
clients were undoubtedly bound to make a full and unreserved
disclosure.
His clients were engaged in the busin-^rs of sugarrefining to a great extent, and the processes by which that operation was carried on were almost as various as the establishments
engaged in it. Those, therefore, who insured such manufactories
were bound to examine the mode in which they were conducted,
if they had in contemplation to limit their insurance to any given
risk; and if they did make such an inquiry, it was the duty of
the other party to leave no circumstance concealed.
When he
talked of a variety of processes, he would endeavour to make
himself intelligible.
The original and simple mode of refining
sugar was, to place it in a pan, with a fire under it.
This, how-

on the other

ever,
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ever, was found very inconvenient, inasmuch as that part of the
sugar which was nearest the fire was burnt before the rest could
Ingenious and scientific
be brought to a proper temperature.
men contrived to produce the requisite degree of heat by pipes
of boiHng water coiled and immersed into the syrup, or sugar.
But this difficulty arose, that the sugar would not boil at the
same heat as the water, and therefore a high pressure, attended
At Liverpool tallow was iu
with much danger, was required.
common use for this purpose ; but this was found extremely offensive, and, to obviate its inconveniencies, Mr. Wilson had invented a process for using fixed oil. This oil was put into a large
retort, and from it a coil of pipes passed into the sugar whicii
The oil required
it was intended to bring into a boiling state.
a temperature of 600 degrees of Fahrenheit for boiling, and sugar
350. This was a degree of temperature below any heat that
The first question therefore would be,
could create danger.
whether by means of this communication there was any increase
of risk; and, secondly, whether the loss was occasioned thereby
as he understood, instead of being increased, the risk was diminished, upon a comparison with the former mode. One of
the risks attending the former mode was that of the sugar boiling
over, in which case the premises must be infallibly destroyed.
Bv the new process, a thermometer was fixed in the retort, and,
as soon as the oil was heated to the degree of 350, it passed
into pipes which conveyed it through the sugar, till, like the cirIt would be
culation of the blood, it reflowed into the retort.
idle to suppose that, upon a question of this nature, he was not
aware of some of those grounds which would be taken on the
It would be said, as he apprehended, that the pipes
other side.
might burst ; but this was guarded against by the valves being
But then it might be
smaller than the diameter of the pipe.
and to this he would reply,
urged, that gas must be created
that gas was not created by fixed oil until it arrived at a temperature of between 600 and 700 degrees, long befoie which the
thermometer would have exploded. To be brought to such a
temperature, the heat must be continued for a long time in a
state of almost incredible intensity, for the accession of heat became very slow after a certain point. From the retort a small
pipe ascended, for the purpose of carrying off such air as might
remain in the pij^es, and in a retort not always full. If any gas
was created, it must escape through this pipe. Again, it might
be urged, that the air might be driven downwards by a sudden
draught a result, certainly, to be looked for in an ordinary room,
but, if admitted into these premises, would have defeated the
whole process which was carrying on. Every draught was carefully prevented, and the fire fed by external air admitted from
behind

—

;

—
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He

understood also, that if any gas should escape
and mix with the air, it never coukl so escape in any proportion,
that by the contact of fire could produce either danger or ex*plosion.
All this he stated on the authority of persons long familiar with experiments, and deeply versed in subjects of this nature.
It would perhaps be said that the nature of oil might be
changed by the renewed application of heat, and that when so
changed, it would emit gas at 300 degrees. This, however, he
had reason to believe was utterly false, and although the oil
might be rendered thicker, the reapplicaiion of heat would restore it to its former state.
The fact also was, that it had no
communication with the external air. The retort had been recently taken off and repiired ; and he might undertake to demonstrate that the risk was less than by the former method.
With regard to a pan that was still in use, and to which his
learned friend had just drawn his attention, it was enough to reit.

mark, that it was a mere substitution for one used previously to
the insurance.
As to the circumstances attending the fire, he
should but briefly advert to them, as they would appear in evidence, clearly and satisfactorily, before them.
After it was extinguished, as it was natural to imagine that some explosion
might have been the cause, the apparatus was inspected, and
the retort found without any rent or fissure in it, and with no
other mark than that impressed by the superincumbent weight
which had fallen upon it. A copper boiler was also found mehed
;
but it would be proved that the coals under it, and in a state of
ignition, gave a satisfactoy explanation of that circumstance.
This was the case which he should now proceed to substantiate

by evidence

and, having so done, he was sure the jury would
gentleman who had paid so
large a premium, a full indemnification for the loss which had
feel

;

satisfaction in securing to a

been incurred.

The Chief Justice asked, whether the process in question
peculiar to the plaintiffs' sugar-house ?

was

The Solicitor-general replied in the negative, and added, that;
the same insurance-office had underwritten several warehouses
of the same description.

The policy having been put in,
The Chief Justice remarked tha:,
case, five questions

would

arise:

—

1.

as he

Did

now

understood the

this process fall within

—

the risk contemplated by the insurance?
2. Was the fire occasioned by it?— 3. Were'the plaintiffs bound to give notice when
they introduced it ?— 4. Was the insurance void ?— And, 5. Did
the circumstance of this process being carried on closely adjoining to, but not actually upon, the premises that were insured,
create any difference in the preceding questions

?
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Scarlett, the conditions of the policy

and the Solicitor-general undertook to show

that there was a special agreement in this case.

George Luke was then called, and stated that he was a millwright, and had been three years in the employment of the plaintiffs.
He left the premises on the 9th of November, the day preceding the fire, about half-past eight o'clock in the evening. The
only person whom he left behind him was, to the best of hii
knowledge, the engineer. The fill-house, where the retort was
placed, was in the lowest part of the premises, and the warehouse
on the next floor immediately above. When he returned at
seven o'clock the next day, the fire had broken out, and had been
raging for some time.
He was acquainted with the new oil apparatus. That part of it which consisted of a pan had been used
before, and the whole had been at work about three months.
The fire kept under the oil was less than it used to be by the
former method. When the oil became heated to a degree of
between 320 and 350, it was considered to be in a fit state for
working. The pump was then set on, and, by means of its suction, the heated liquid was conveyed through pipes.
As the sugar was cold, the heat of the oil decreased by its communication, and became just sufficient to cause the sugar to boil.
In
the warehouse there was always a quantity of sugar lying about
on the floor: and, being the place where the packing was performed, there was generally a considerable quantity of empty
hogsheads, paper, and straw likewise. The retort-pipe entered a
steam-vent, and the air escaped by an opening in the side of the
chimney. He had examined ihe retort a few days before the
fire J and, though a droj) or two of oil might leak out, it worked
very well, and without danger.
This witness, on his cross-examination by Mr. Scarlett, said
it was not his business to attend to the fire
that was the express
employment of another man. The pipe from the retort did not
go to th6 top of the steam-vent, which was 70 feet high. The
pipe in question rose about 16 feet from the vessel.
All the fires
were out when he left the place on the evening of the 9th. There
was no fire-place, nor any fire generally kept, in the warehouse.
He did not know whether the same oil was put into the vessel
after its repair as had been used before j but he admitted that it
still continued to drop.
In answer to a question from the Bench, witness added that
no fire had taken place in the premises during the three years before the new process was adopted, and that this new process had
:

been

at work only three months.
Henry May deposed that he was engine-keeper at the time of
the fire, and had been 24 years in that situation.
He was on

the
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the premises on the evening of the 9th, till about nine o'clock.
The last witness was with him some time in the engine-liouse,
when he was engaged in packing the piston. When he went away,
no one, to his knowledge, wns left behind but the watchman; and
all appeared to him to be safe and right.
He returned a few
minutes aftei three o'clock the next morning, and went to the
engine-house to get the engine ready. The fire had been lighted
as usual, before he came.
He, however, proceeded to make it
up, and found nothing wrong at that moment. In about twenty

minutes after he went through the mill-room to the long-house,
which was on the warehouse floor, and, standing on the steps
which led down to the fill-house, he called to know if they were
ready below.
He received for answer, that they were not quite
ready; and in consequence of this he went away, but returned
in the space often minutes and inquired again. Understanding
now that they wcukl be ready immediately, he prepared to start
his engine, which stood in a yard by itself,'and set it to work. In
a very few mir.utes he heard an alarm of fire, and he went again
through the mill-room, and perceived, by a door opening to the
left, that the fire was on the warehouse floor.
There was a good
deal of smoke, and he saw no hole in the floor through which
the fire could have found its way. There were various hogslieads, as well as straw and paper, lying about.
The iron doors
were fast, and the premises were burnt down in about three
"

hours.

Cross-examined.

—There was no

fire

remaining when he

left

the premises the night before.
The steam-engine was used for
the mill as well as for the oil-pump.
The engine had been put
on several times before he heard the alarm of fire. There was
no great body of fire when he first perceived it in the warehouse.
Christian Lampc was employed in the warehouse.
It was
there that hogsheads were emptied on the floor, for the purpose

On the Sth of November several hogsheads were
packed, and on the following day six or seven were emptied.
This liad perhaps increased the quantity of straw and paper
of being refined.

usually lying about.
One pan had been charged by him with
the sugar tiius emptied from the hogsheads.
The candles some-

times used in tlic warehouse were blown out, and left either on
the floor or on the hogsheads till the next morning ; there was
no particular place for depositing them. The hogsheads were
sometimes left with sugar adhering to their insides, but were
finally scraped and steamed.
A gas-light was used in the warehouse.

Henry Wylling, another workman on the same premises,
confirmed the evidence of the preceding witnesses
in all its essenthd
points.
He came about four o'clock on the day of the fire ; and
Vn!.,M. No.2G4.^/jn7l820.
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on examining the iron doors of the warehouse, found thetn to be
fast. The smoke was so bad that he could not at first see whence
fire proceeded; but, by crawling on his hands and knees,
he reached the place of coinmmiication between the long-house
and the wareliouse, and perceived li^bt as well as smoke in the
long-house.
He could also see into the fill -house, by means of
The fire appeared to have seized on the
the gas and fire above.
Ke
sides of the fill-house, but be saw none in the body of it.
had likewise a distinct view of the oil apparatus at this time, and
must have seen the mischief, if any were taking place; but he

the

saw none.
George Wick, a

sugar-refiner, who lived near the premises,
deposed, that he rose in consequence of an alarm of fire at the
He approached within a yard and a half
time already specified.
and at twenty minutes past
of the fill-house in Union-street
four he perceived neither smoke nor fire within it.
Samuel Aubur stated, that he also resided in the same neighbourhood ; and being avvakened by the watchman's rattle at an
early hour on the 10th of November, he proceeded to a spot
where he could see through a window of the warehouse. The
lower part of this window was on a level with his breast, the fillHe then perceived a
house being considerably below ground.
quantity of fire and smoke opposite, part of which appeared to
him to descend into the fill-house.
Mr. Henry Wilson was then called, and stated that he was well
acquainted with the various processes of refining sugar. He had
for some time been conversant with this subject, and with the
He had put up apparatus
application of oil for that purpose.
for the same purpose in two houses at Liverpool, three years ago,
In the present case
as well as in one or two others in London.
;

had been put up almost exclusively under his direction. He
conceived that the ordinary mode of refining sugar was attended
One great danger was
with both inconvenience and danger.
that of the sugar boiling over; another, of its emitting very inflammable gases, arising from the combustibility of sugar when
At the degree of 344, inflammable gases
in a desiccated state.
were created. The boiling point was 245. He visited the premises in question almost every day, and observed that there was
it

some leaking, but none that could produce the slightest mischief.
It was impossible that the leaking of oil into the fire below could
When
cause the fire to communicate with the oil in the vessel.
the oil was thus converted into combustible gas, it passed off up
The temperature of the oil in the vessel never
the chimney.
If it were to go beyond
exceeded 360 for the working point.
440, the thermometer would burst. The boiling point of oil
was about 600 degrees ; and until it attained that degree of heat,
it
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To bring
it would send out no permanently inflammable gases.
about such a degree of heat would require several hours of hard
firing, and could never take place from negligence alone.
If a
similar fire were placed under sugar, inflammable gases would
be produced in a much shorter time. If produced in this retort,
they would go up the steam-pipe, a vent which was rendered
necessary for discharging the air within the vessel; and in oil
there was also a quantity of aqueous matter, which it was necessary to carry off in the same manner: conducted through the
pipe to which he alluded, it all passed out at a lateral aperture
in the chimney.
All draught down the chimney was carefully
guarded against, and the brick-work of the chimney secured
against heat by cast-iron pipes.
He thought there was no danger from the gas that might escape mixing with the atmospheric
air, because the proportion necessary to cause explosion must be
one to six or seven, and it was impossible that such a proportion
should oe formed even in the fill-house. This danger was much
greater with the ordinary process.
The vent was quite sufficient
to carry out ten times the quantity of gas which could be produced by this apparatus. The retort had been repaired a few
days before. With regard to the oil changing its quality, because
it became thicker by use, he did not think that that increased its
tendency to become inflammable.
He was present at an examination of the apparatus with several surveyors and engineers after
the fire had happened there was not the slightest rent or fissure
in the retort, and a four-inch wall on one side of it was as perpendicular as when originally built.
There was a great quantity
of rubbish upon it, and a piece of fused brass which had come
from above ; but he could not discover, from the appearances
around, the slightest indication of an explosion having taken
place. The screws of the aperture were perfect, and the thread
bright and sharp. The pump was much fused, and the copper vessel melted
a circumstance to be accounted for by the coals kept
under it for the purpose of cutting off the draught. The pipes
were of copper, and could not burst from the pumping of the oil,
because the valves were smaller than their diameter in the inside
of the retort there was a quantity of carbonaceous matter, naturally resulting from the gradual distillation of the oil, and explosion would have caused a different appearance.
Cross-examined.
He had taken out three patents for the process which he had been describing
one in 18J6, one in 1817,
and the third in 1818. Previous to this invention he had been
engaged in chemical manufactures. His patent had been applied
to four cases; two of them occurred at Liverpool, but in both of
these tallow was used as well as oil.
He had put up his appa;

—

:

—

ratus for another fiousc in

—

London about
S 2

six

months ago, but it
was
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was by way of an experiment

and had not been applied ge-There were various modes of carrying on this manufacture, and one or two patents had been obtained for carrying it on through the means of steam. After the
retort had l)een repaired, tlie oil which had been already used
was put back into it, with the addition of some fresh. He saw
r.o vestige of the thermometer on his inspection of the apparatus
only,

nerrJly to the manufacture.

after the fire.

Aaron Manby deposed that he was an iron manufacturer, and
had constructed the vessel in which the oil was boiled. He attended the formation of the vessel, which was quite perfect.
It
had no flaws or defects in it. The leakage which had been
spoken of occurred in consequence of the common effect of wear
and tear. All engines wore subject to the same deterioration.
Such wear and tear, ami their effects, could not be avoided.
Mr. James Harris stated, that he was a sugar-refiner, at Liverpool, and had carried on the business for l-^ years. His process was, at present, the common one.
He formerly was in the
habit of refining sugar by means of oil and tallow not in a close
vessel, like that described in the plan, but in an open one.
He
found that that method could not succeed, on account of the offensive smell of the oil and tallow. The process pursued by the
plaintiffs was greatly superior to the old-fashioned process.
By
:

the former a sugar- refiner could heat the article without incurring the danger of the sugar boiling over. Another danger was also
avoided, namely, tliat of heating the sugar to excess, and totally
spoiling it.
Witness had seen the model now exhibited, and,
supposing it to be correct, he thought the hazard infinitely less
than that which was to be apprehended from the ordinary course.
The plan was less objectionable, and altogether less dangerous,
than that which was more generally adopted. Witness, when he
fornierly made use of oil and tallow, had caused an alteration
to be effected in his policy of insurance.
He applied to the office
to allow him to boil sugar in that vvay, and it was admitted.
It
was an existing policy, which, in the first instance, he applied to
have altered, and it was in consequence endorsed.
By the endorsement, the company allowed him to boil sugar in this way.
The date of the endorsed policy was the 31st of May 1814. An
alteration was made in the body of another policy, bearing date
the 22d of July last, by whicli the new process of boiling sugar
by means of heated oil was allowed. He paid no additional premium Vvhen he got the policy endorsed.
Witness did not assure the company when
Cross-examined.
he applied for the alteration that the risk would be less under
the new system.
His first policy was for tallow ; the second for
tallow and oil, which would be less offensive.
The latter pro-

—
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He
Cess h6 had abandoned, and returned to the old practice.
had no process hke that now under consideration in operation at
At one time he had three pans, in which the sugar was
present.
boiled by heated oil, but he gave the system up.
Re-examined. He abandoned that principle because the smell
That defect was now, however, comof the oil was unpleasant.
pletely cured ; and he had no doubt but that he should abandon
the old plan, and adopt the improved new one.
Robinson stated, that he had been a sugar-refiner for
25 years, and was well acquainted with the old mode of refining
sugar, which was attended with considerable danger. It required

—

prevent the recurrence of danger. The danger
If it boiled
from the boiling over of the sugar.
over, and came in contact with the fire, or if the sugar fell into
the ashej, which were exceedingly hot, the danger was most imminent.
He conceived that there was nmch leas risk with Mr.
Wilson's method. While the vessel which contained the oil remained entire, there could be no danger. The present plan required much less vigilance and attention to prevent accident than
Witness did not boil his sugar according to Mr.
the old one.
Howard's plan, but according to the ancient method. He knew
of sugar-houses having been burned down, but had never once
ascertained the exact cause. The floors cf sugar-liouses were saturated with sugar, and the timber was necessarily extremely dry,
in consequence of the intense heat tliat was obliged to be used.
William Domford was present, after the fire, when the ruins
were examined. The vessel in wliich the oil had been contained
appeared to be scarcely injured. Witness was acquainted with
the business of sugar-refining ; and, on looking to the model exhibited in court, had no hesitation in stating it as his opiiiion
that the new plan for refining sugar was n)uch safer than the
old; first, because much less fire was used; and, next, because
the flame was not suffered to come in contact with the vessel.
Another reason was, because, when mischief was apprehendeil,
In the
the suppiv of heated oil ruight be immediately stopped.
old course there were no such advantages. One of the great dangers of the old plan was, that an inflammable vapour was produced, which was liable to take fire. Sugar boiled at about 344 degrees of heat would, he !)clievcd, produce a permanent inflammable
gas.
He did not know what heat would produce a permanent
inflammal)le gas from oil.
Ft would, however, require a mueh
greaterdegree of heat to produce vapour, or inflammable gas, from
oil than from sugar.
In his opinion it would certainly require
582 degrees of heat to form gas from oil. Witness did not know
whether the nature of oU was renderetl more inflammaljle by bo-

infinite vigilance to

was

likelv to arise
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In all new oil there was a certain portion of
ing often heated.
water, and of course it did not inflame quite so soon as old oil
which had been frequently heated, and had lost some of those

aqueous particles. The difference in that respect could not,
however, be considerable.
It was quite clear, from the model
then before tliem, that if any inflammable gas had been generated
in the machine, it would have escaped through the leaden pipe
which led into the steam -vent.
Cross-examined.
Experiments had been tried for the purpose of ascertaining whether oil changed its properties in consequence of constant use, A quantity of old oil was put into one
retort, and an equal quantity of new into another.
Very httle
difference was found in heating them to the pitch at which gas
was produced.
In heating oil for refining sugar^ he saw no danger whatever.
The process of boiling sugar in the old way was
extremely dangerous.
Mr. Samuel Parkes stated that he was an experimental and
practical chemist. He had attended to the model of the machine,
and to the manner in which the process of refining sugar was
carried on ; and he considered that the old mode of boiling sugar,
for the purpose of refining, was more dangerous than the present.
He had no hesitation in saying, that it v;as attended with much,
less danger.
The danger arose from the chance of the fire coming in contact with the sugar-pan.
Witness attended throughout to Mr. Wilson's examination, and, with certain exceptions,
agreed in the correctness of what he stated.
He did not, however, agree with him in what he said on the subject of the gas of
old oil.
He had mixed five ounces of sugar with a proper proportion of water ; and when he had increased the heat to 230 degrees, the sugar and water boiled rapidly.
The thermometer
then remained stationary for a time, but it afterwards moved
slowly upwards to 340 degrees.
A species of gas was then produced ; but, when the heat was raised to 370 degrees, the gas
burned with a strong and permanent flame. When a heat of 590
degrees was applied to old oil, it produced an inflammable, but
not a permanent inflammable gas. The lowest temperature at
which inflammable gas was produced from oil was 586; but it
was not permanent inflammable gas. What he meant by a nonpermanent inflan.mable gas was, a gas which would light if a
match were applied to it, but which would go out when the match
was removed. When the heat was raised to 600 degrees, a gas
was produced from oil, which, if touched with a match, lighted
up, and continued to burn.
That was the lowest temperature at
which permanent inflammable gas was produced from oil. When
a chemist went on applying powerful heatj the difficulty of raising

—
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was much increased after it had arrived at a certain point. It
would not be an easy task to raise the heat of oil to 600 degrees in
an instrument like that alluded to. It would require a great efit

fort for several hours.

If the fire were left to work by itself, conwas impossible that so great a heal could be
produced. Even if gas had been formed, looking to the formation
of the room from which it might have escaped, be saw no danger of
its mixing with the atmospheric air, and producing
explosion.
Cross-examined. There was a vapour from new oil at 586
degrees,^ and from old oil there was a slight inflammable vapour at 5S0. At 370 degrees sugar produced a strong gas. New
oil produced
a powerful gas, or vapour, at 608 degrees of
heat; old oil pruckiced it at 590.
He had not an opportunity
of minutely examining whether, in proportion to the time duringivhich oil was used, it gave out gas or vapour with greater readiness.
He had made no experiment with respect to the weight
of gases emitted by oil at different degrees of temperature. All
experience told them that new oil would burn sooner than old.
He made no experiment to ascertain whether a large mass of oil,
heated from time to time, would become more inflammable than
oil which had not been used. The old oil he used
was furnished
by Mr. Wilson.
Re-examined.
If the oil in the retort were heated to any thing

sidering

its size,

it

—

—

like

590 or 600 degrees,

it would carbonize the sugar.
Even
of heat would produce that effect.
One great advantage of the new apparatus was, that in a moment the sugar
could be prevented from boiling over.

400 degrees

—

Mr. Wilson re-examined. The oil he sent was whale oil, and
had been heated in a vessel which he had for the purpose, every
day, for a period of about two years.
It was heated i'or the purpose of making experiments.
Mr. W. Brande stated that he had looked at the apparatus
now before the court, and had maturely considered the subject
vyith the view of giving evidence licre to-day.
As he was necessitated to come there, he had made a few experiments.
As far
as his experiments, which were on a small scale, went, be must
say that the apparatus aj)|)eared to him to be less dangerous than
the old one.
He had placed a vessel of oil over the fire, and put
a pan of sugar in it. He then put in a therniometer to mark the
degree of heat.
When the heat rose to ."iOO or 400 degrees the
sugar burned.
He then applied s(Miie lighted paper to the oil,
which it immediately put out.
He therefore concluded, that
sugar gave out gas much sooner than oil.
He could not produce
inflammahle gas from oil under a less temiicraturc than 600 degrees.
If gas were generated in that retort, he did not imagine
that

it

would produce danger. The gas which he had seen produced
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was lighter tlian atmospheric air. The gas which
could have hcen formed in that apparatus, if it had been let
The gas would
into the fdl-house, would not have set it on fire.
have escaped by the steam-vent. In those parts of Mr. Wilson's
evidence on which he could give an opinion, he entirely concurred. From examining the model, and viewing tlie premises,
the impression on his u.nid was, that it was much more likely
that the fire hroke out in anotlier place, and was not occasioned
by the oil in the retort.
Cross-examined.
Supposing the fire, when first observed,
seemed to have broken out in that steam -vent, which appeared
all ill a blaze, what would you then conceive to he tlie probable

duced from

oil

—

cause of the fire ?
Witness.
I do not think, if gas escaped from the retort, that
it could set the place on fire, unless the ^erture or pipe which
communicated with the steam-vent were sliut.
Mr. F. Accum stated, that he had made experiments to ascertain
He could
at Vtfhat temperature oil would emit inflammable gas.
distinguish between new and old oil, having made his experiments with both. He found that ncv/ oil emitted permanent inflamma!)le gas at a temperature of GOO degrees. It never emitted
gas of that kind at a lower temperature. He had seen the model, and was of opinion that, with the fire which it appeared was
placed under the boiler, itvvould take tlie man in attemlnnce eight
or ton hours of constant exertion to produce so great a degree of
heat as would generate inflammable gas, if he were called on to
do so. It was impossible to produce such an effect in half an
hour or twenty minutes.
Old oil, used again and again, would
give an inflammable, but not a permanent gas, at 5S0.
If gas
had been formed in A retort, it could not have been confined
there, but would have escaped through the pipe.
If gas were
formed in that court, it would immediately mount to the cupola,
where it would remain, unless there happened to be ani opening
In that case it would escape, and the heavier atmospheric
there.
air would take its place. All inflamma!)le gases were lighter than
common air. There was not, he believed, any gas of an inflammable nature that was not lighter than common air.
Looking
at the new plan and the old, he had no doubt that the former
was less hazardous. He iiad placed two vessels, one containing
a solution of sugar, and the other of oil, in a similar degree of
heat ; and when the temjicrature arrived at 350, the sugar produced a species of inflammable gas, which ignited when a lighted
body approached it. This could not he done with oil. One
great advantage in the new plan was, that the director had a
complete control over the heat, which was not so in the other
method. The danger attending the boiling over of sugar was

—

immense;
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immense

for, of all bodies, sugar produced the greatest quan;
of inflammable gas.
The oil in the retort was so secured,
that it could not have itself taken fire and if gas had been formed,
it must have escaped through the pipe.
If a certain quantity of
gas could be collected, and suffered to remain in a particular situation, without any means of escape, until it was approached
by a lighted body, it would undoubtedly explode, and destroy
the whole building.
But this could not be the case here. As
the house was not air-tight
as there was a regular way by which
the gas could escape, if any had been generated
it was impossible that the fire could be attributable to gas.
If any explosion had
taken place, its effects must have been seen. The oil-vessel, and
every thing in and about the retort, would have been destroyed.
Cross-examined.
The oil with which he made his experiments was sent to him by Mr. Wilson.
He hoped that some
unadulterated oil was still to be had.
He could distinguish new
oil from oil that had been used.
The latter was thick and gelatinous.
He repeated his experiments several times, and found
no difference. Sugar generated gas at 350 degrees.
-Mr. VV. Allen stated that he was a chemist, and had studied
that science for several years.
He had looked at the model, and
his decided opinion was, that the method employed by Mr. Wilson was by far the safer plan. The reason of the preference must
be obvious to all who knew what an inflammable bodv sugar was,

tity

;

—

—

—

and how easily it became ignited.
If fire were placed under it,
there was a great risk that it would boil over, and in that case
a conflagration was inevitable.
By the new method, train oil

was heated and conveyed through pipes, by which means the
sugar was melted in the most commodious as well as the safest
way. One principal reason which induced him to consider this
method the most safe was, that the sugar might be brought to
boil by the application of heat, from which no danger need be
apprehended.
He had made experiments with oil, and observed
that whale-oil would not give out any permanent or elastic inflammable gas, unless the heat nearly approached to the temperature of 600 degrees of Fahrenheit.
It would before
that
produce a little vapour, but that was often nothing else but
aqueous particles which were in the oil. With respect to the
difference between new and old oil, he observed that the latter
began to generate gas at a little lower temperature than the former.
The tlifference was, however, very trifling, but a few degrees of Kabrcidicit's scale.
Looking to the construction of that
model, and particularly to the gas-pipe, he was convinced that
if any person had left the whole apparatus to its fate, and paid
no attention to it, dauL'er would not have been occasioned, since
V».l. 3:), No. 2G4. /Ipril 1820.
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the gas, if any were formed, would be gradually carried off by
the tube.
It would require a good deal of time, and much labour, to raise the heat to 6 or 700 degrees of Fahrenheit. Such
heat would decompose the sugar; and if, in consequence, gas

were produced, it would find its way through the steam-vent, and
out of the house. If the heat were increased even to 400 degrees, it would be at the risk of decomposing the sugar, and conLooking to the construction of
verting that article into gas.
the machine and of the house, he did not think that any explosion could have taken place by any gas which one apparatus of
that kind could have produced.
He conceived that the gas from
the lamps in the manufactory was infinitely more dangerous than
any that could, have been generated in the retort. He visited
and examined the ruins some time ago, to discover whether there
was any trace of an explosion ; but he could not perceive a fissure
in any part of the premises, or the least appearance of any concussion having taken place.
Fixed oils, train-oil, linseed-oil,
&;c., were so called to distinguished them from the essential or
volatile oils which were produced by distillation.
The former
required a great degree of heat before they could be converted
into vapour, while the latter went off in the most rapid manner.
There were no two things in nature more different than fixed and
volatile oils.
J. Barry, Esq. stated, that he was a practical chemist, and had
examined the model before the court. The new mode of sugarrefining was much safer than that formerly adopted.
In the first
place, it avoided that temperature of heat at which sugar was
liable to boil over or to catch fire in the pan.
Sugar would boil
over at 2.50 or 2G0 degrees, whereas oil required 650 or 700 degrees to accomplish that object.
He had seen a very inflammable gas formed from oil at the temperature of 5G5, but not in any
great quantity.
It required more than fiOO degrees to produce
any large portion of gas. Mr. Wilson's method of refining sugar
was by far the best, because there was no fire under the pans,
and the heat could be so easily turned off. If, in consequence of
any negligence, gas were generated in the retort, it would not be
sufficient in quantity to do any mischief.
It would be discharged
into the steam-vent, whence it would immediately escape.
He
knew of no instance of inflammable gas being heavier than common air. Sugar would emit a light gas at about 330 degrees.

He found oil, after being touch boiled, produce gas at rather a
lower temperature than it did when new. New oil produced gas
at 5S5 degrees, old oil at 568.
Cross-examined.
Permanent inflammable gas was not a scientific term.
It had not been used by him.

—

Mr.
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engineer, stated, that he had viewed
and gave the same account of the state
of the retort as Mr. Wilson had previously done.
Mr. C, Sylvester stated, that he had directed his attention to
the apparatus exhibited in court, with a view to give evidence
that day.
According to the old mode of boiling sugar much mischief was risked.
The new mode he considered to be much less
dangerous.
The preventing the fire from coming in contact with
the pan must be extremely beneficial.
He heard Mr. Wilson's
evidence, and did not differ from him in any thing.
He was
present at certain experiments that were made on sugar and oil
by Mr. Cooper. The oil was procured by Mr. V/ilson. He observed the alteration of the temperature every five minutes. The
temperature increased much quicker in the early part of the operation than towards the end.
The heat was 575 or 580 degrees
before inflammable gas was generated.
The oil that had been
boiled produced gas at a temperature of about 20 degrees less
than that which was new.
He thought it would be exceedingly
difficult to produce such a heat by this apparatus.
It would require two or three hours, with the utmost care, to raise the temperature so high.
If gas were formed in the retort, it would
ascend ; and there being several apertures, it must escape.
At
first, it could only accumulate in very small quantities.
Constructed as it was, there could be no combustion in the retort itSuch an event could not be effected by any leaking of oil
self.
JNIr.

R. Walker, a

the premises after the

into the

civil

fire,

fire.

T. Cooper stated, that he was acquainted with this machine and work, and also with the old mode of refining sugar.
He conceived that the new one was much preferable. Elastic
gas could be produced from old oil at the temperature of 570 or
5S0 in small quantities. That was the lowest temperature at
which it could be generated if it were wished to procure it in a
large quantity, the heat must be raised much higher.
He had
never procured permanent inflammable gas under 610 degrees.
If gas had been formed in the retort, it would have escaped by
different apertures.
It would ascend, and could not have accumulated to any dangerous extent.
Considering the apparatus,
there was no likelihood that gas would have been generated; but
if it had, it would have gone off by the pipe.
There was a diff( rente of betwixt 10 and 15 degrees of temperature between the
heat at which old and new oil would produce gas. After the heat
arrived at a certain temperature, it was most difficult to add to
it.
In 40 minutes he had raised the heat of oil from 20 to 350
degrees, and to raise it from .'350 to 600 or 610 degrees occupi d
nearly two hours and a half more. In the latter minutes he could
hardly get it up at all.

Mr.

J.

:

T
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He did not think that old oil would give
Cross-examined.
He did not know whether the oftener oil was heated
gas at 460.
the more inflammable it became.
Mr. R. Henley agreed with the last witness as to his experiments with oil and sugar, and was of opinion that the new process was superior to the old.
H. Coxwell, Esq., secretary to the committee of chemistry in
the Society of Arts, had made experiments on the relative comHe was present at those made by
bustibility of oil and sugar.
Mr. oooper, and agreed altogether in the account the other
scientific gentlemen had given. The new process was, he thought,
He thought there
infinitely less hazardous than the old one.
was no sort of danger in boiling the oil.
Thomas Gill, Esq., chairman to the committee of mechanism
in the Society of Arts, also witnessed the experiments of Mr.
Cooper, and entirely coincided in opinion with him.
The Chief Justice here observed, that it was useless to call
any more witnesses to those facts. They had heard the evidence
of Mr. Accum, Mr. Allen, Mr. Cooper, and several other gentlemen well versed in science and mechanics ; and to call others to
the same points, though it might swell the number of the witnesses, would not add to the weight of testimony.
Mr. Scarlett said, he would show, by a series of experiments
made by men of the first eminence, that his clients had a good
defence.

Mr. J. Deville and Mr. Biamer were then called they both
agreed in the superiority of the new over the old plan, and deposed to the difficulty with which gas can be produced from oil,
and the comparative ease with which it can be formed from
:

sugar.

Henry May was again examined by Mr.
called to Mulier, he did not

know whether

Scarlett.

—When he

the gas-lamps were

He heard Muiler speaK, but he did not see him.
He had worked 24 years with his master. Mulier had been there
about a year and a half. He did not know whether there was

lighted or not.

any other man in the fill-room with Mulier.
This closed the case for the plaintiffs.

It

Mr. Scarlett proceeded to address the jury for the defendants.
was with unfeigned reluctance that he was obliged to occupy

a considerable portion of their time, after the great attention
which they had yesterday paid to this cause. He should not,
however, trespass longer on their time than was absolutely necessary; for, independently of his desire to consult the convenience
of his lordship and the jury, he was under the necessity of being
as brief as possible, in consecjuence of his own indisposition, occasioned
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fasioned by the great professional labour to which he had lately
been subjected in other places. This was in itself an important
cause, and its importance was increased by its being one in considering which it was extremely difficult to divest one's self of
that natural wish which every well -constituted mind was likely
to cherish for the success of a suffering party.
He agreed with
his learned friend the Solicitor-general, that the plaintiffs were
gentlemen of great respectability; and it was far from his intention to impute to them any fraud, or even blame.
But that circumstance gave additional importance to a question such as the
present, because, when a decision was made which was founded
on the principles of law and justice, in opposition to the natural
wishes of the lieait, it exhibited the triumph of justice over partiality.
The defendants also were gentlemen of great respectability, and had no wish to be exempted from any responsibility
to which in justice they were liable
there were claims on them',
however, as a society, which they were bound by the ties of ho;

nour rigorously
societies

whenever

to discharge.
It would evidently be futile for
to establish rules respecting insurance against fire, if
a case occurred these rules were to be opposed as con-

trary to the claims of justice.

He

should follow the example of

his learned friend in endeavouring to disembarrass the question of
technical forms.
The points for the consideration of the jury

resolved themselves substantially into three questions ; and, however widely the matter might be scattered over the record, they
would find that on one or all of these grounds the defendants

were entitled to

The first question related to the
premises
a point which had hardly been
touched upon as yet ; and he affirmed that the premises insured
had not been properly described. The second question was,
their verdict.

description of the

—

whether the fire had been caused by the introduction of a new
process, which required the boilingof oil.
And the third was,
whether this new process increased the rid< ; which question,
though it might he illustrated by the precedmg one, was not neressarily connected with it.
On the first of these points, he
presumed that in this place, and before his evidence, he need
not state that a description of premises incorporated their connexion with other buildings.
The Solicitor-general had referred
to the Budding: Act; but by that act no communication was allowed between a building of this description and a dwelling-house;
and to a warehouse a communication was allowed only by an iron
door.
In every policy effected on buildings of this kind, it was
unquestionably the duty of the persons executing it to state in
what maimer premises insured communicated with other buildings.
The jury would bear in mind that the premises of the
plaintiffs comprised three houses
the long-house, thegrindiug-

—

house.
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The insurance in this case was efhouse, and the new house.
fected on the giindiiig-house ; and though the fire did not originate in it, tlie question was, whether they did not all form one
building
they were all surrounded by a common wall ; they all
belonged to one person, carrying on one trade; a pump was
:

worked in this, every species of work was done in that, and there
was a mill in another ; they all communicated by a door with
the house insured. But the buildings were improperly described,
because it appeared they communicated with others which were
not specified in the policy. He was instructed to say, that the society would not have made this objection to the validity of the policy, if it had only omitted to state the communication between the
grinding-house and the long-house; for they had formerly insured
the long-house by a separate policy, and therefore knew before^
hand that it was separated from the other by an iron door. They
therefore would have waved this objection, though in point of
law they were not obliged to carry in their memory the descriptions contained in every policy that they had ever underwritten.
There had, however, been no former policy describing the connexion between the grinding-house and the new house. The
learned counsel then read part of the policy executed on the
grinding-house on the 21st of October last, which was merely,
he said, a transcript of a former policy, and made no mention of
a communication either with the long-house or the new house.
To the omission of the former they would not have objected, for
the reason which he had already assigned ; but he contended
that the policy was defective in omitting to state the connexion
between the grinding-house and the new house, though it appeared that they were connected by iron doors, and that every
story of the one communicated with the corresponding story of
His learned friend had omitted noticing this circumthe other.
stance in his opening speech, reserving it, no doubt, for the conclusion, when the attention of the court and the jury should be
fatigued by the length of the trial, and when it might perhaps
In the printed notices
have some chance of being glossed over.
of the society, it was laid down as a regulation, that " extraorNow,
dinary risks must be insured by a special agreement."
this notice was given to the public for the express purpose of inducing them to give correct descriptions of the premises to be
insured ; and then the society were to be left to judge of the risk.
It was evident that, as the risk was increased by the number of
stoves on the premises, it was necessary to state the number of
these stoves, in order to enable the party insuring to judge of the
Whether, if in this case a correct description had been
risk.
given, competition vvouki have induced the defendants to take the
insurance with the additional risk, was a consideration with which
the

;
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the jury had nothing to do; the only question for them to decide was, whether a correct description of the premises had or
had not been given. In his opinion, the communication between
these buildings was most important: and, if they were of that
opinion also, they could have no hesitation in coming to a decision on the vahdity of this policy. With these remarks he should
dismiss the first of the questions.
He came then to the other
points, which had already occupied so much time.
Notwithstanding any impression that might have been made on the
minds of the jury by the evidence which they had heard yesterday, he was convinced that the fire was occasioned by the process of boiling oil ; and the plaintiffs knew it they knew it well.
Did the jury observe with what great caution his learned friend
had laid down the doctrine, that parties were not obliged to account for the origin of fires?
He had said, that this fire might
have arisen from the lighting of a candle, or from various causes
of which no chemist ever dreamed.
But why should the jury,
when called on to give a verdict, he left to their own conjectures,
when positive and important evidence, which it was in his learned friend's power to produce, had not been brought forward ?

two

:

Where was the man who lighted the fire in the morning? Where
was the watchman ? His learned friend had first examined Duke,
a millwright, who was to give the whole description and history
of the general mode of conducting the process
and it turned
out on his (Mr. Scarlett's) cross-examination of him, that he
had never attended for five minutes together, and that lie could
not tell whether the machine leaked or not.
Then the enginekeeper had been called, who at tinee o'clock found the watchman by whom the fire had been lighted. Now surelv, when a
fire like this had occurred, the plaintiffs were bound to give all
;

the information on the subject which their servants could communicate, and the jury were bound to derive evidence from a
witness not called, as well as from those brought forward.
The

evidence of May, the engine-keeper, was of great importance.
He found that the watchman at three o'clock had lighted the
fire.
He a'>ked Muller whether he was ready, and whether the
fire was lighted under the oil ; to which Muller replied, that he
was not quite ready. He saw no fire, no light, at a quarter after
three o'clock ; but he said there was a lamp lighted in the grinding-house, as usual, all the people having to pass through it. In
a quarter of an hour afterwards he came back, and Muller said
he would l)c ready in a few minutes ; and then there was no token
of fire or light in the warehouse.
But it did not rest here. At
nine o'clock on the jiroceding night he was the last [icrson who
left the ])remises without any light ; at three o'clock in the morning there was no light ; at a quarter past three there was no
light
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He went
light; and ten minutes after he heard an alarm of fire.
back, and saw to his left an appearance of flame or fire on the
Now the jury, on examining the plan, would see whether
floor.
a flame from the steam-bin might not easily have been mistaken
for a fire on the floor, especially as the witness said he saw only
But where was Muller? His learned friend in
a glimpse of It.
not bringing him forward had exercised a sound discretion, and
had taken the only course tiiat could give his clients any chance
of success; but he (iNlr. Scarlett) had had too much experience
of juries in that place, to fear that this circumstance would not
have its due weight witli the jury wliom he now had the honour
It was clear that the alarm had been given by Multo address.
ler, and, by his not being produced, they were called on to believe that the fire did not originate i\i a place where it was proved
by all the witnesses that a fire had existed for an hour before the
In further considering this part of the case,
alarm was given.
lie must, in some degree, mix it up with the other question ; but
he would first observe, that Mr. Wicks had a good deal perplexed
He had been roused by the rattle of
the case of the plaintiffs.
the watchman when the alarm was given; and this watchman
would Ije examined, and the jury from his evidence would be able
He would suppose
to judge of the probable cause of the fire.
that a man in an opposite street saw an immense body of flame
bursting through a window on the back part of the premises, and
rising in a column to the opposite houses; was it not probable
that the fire originated in that part of the building where it was
seen? But, whatever might have been the cause of the fire, the
jury must be convinced that the plaintiffs had not laid before
them all the evidence which they might have produced. He
sliould now endeavour to show that the fire did not originate in
the warehouse, but must have proceeded from the apparatus used
and this brought him to the consideration
in the new process
;

—

the increase of risk.
He wished to speak
of the third question
with respect of all the scientific gentlemen who had been examined

He wished, however, that Mr. Brande and Mr.
Parkes had conducted the same train of experiments as his witnesses had done, and then he had no doubt they would have staled
very different opinions from those which the jury had heard yesIt was not by one or two experiments that questions in
terday.
chemistry could be decided, for that science underwent continual
fluctuation, and its ])rinciples required more patient investigation
In his younger days, what was
than those of any oilier science.
called the phlogistic theory was very |)rcvalent, in consequence
of Dr. Priestley's writings ; and the late celebrated Dr. Milner
certainly gave very )>rilliant lectures on the subject, which he
He probably should have been also led
(Mr. Scarlett) attended.
yesterday.

away
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away by

this theory, had he not happened to form an intimacy
with that eminent man, the late Mr. Tennant, of whom he would
say, if he might he allowed to go out of his way to pay a compliment to departed merit, that he united in himself more diversity
of talent andcomprehensivenessof genius than anymanof this age.
Mr. Tennant told him not to be led away by this theory, for the
French were changing the whole nomenclature of the science,
and all this phlogistic theory would in consequence be soon overturned.
On hearing this, he had desisted from the study, and
the result had verified the prediction of Mr. Tennant. Since that
time. Sir Humphry Davy had worked another revolution in the
names of chemical substances, and perhaps the present generation might be fated to witness another change.
This variety of
classification and frequent substitution of one defective nomenclature for another, arose from the propensity of men to generalize from particular appearances.
It appear-^d to him that Mr.
Wilson was meddlin"? with a subject which he li.d not .mderstand,
when he spoke of the properties of oil. It turned out, on his
evidence, that he was the only person who ever applied this jirinciple to the boiling of sugar,
In London the plaintiffs were the
only persons who used it.
Wilson, indeed, wished to insinuate
that another house had adopted it; but all they did was, to allow him to make an experiment, and then they rejected the
plan merely because it was too dangerous.
It was worthy of
notice, that Mr. Harris of Liverpool, who had adopted this process, thought it necessary to communicate the circumstance to
\he insurance-office, altiiough the risk had been proved to be less

than from tallow, which he had formerly used in boiling sugar.
Now, with regard lO the risk of this process, it was said to be
less than that of the ordinary process, for two reasons: first, that
sugar at .3.50 degrees of heat emitted gas highly inflammable;
and, secondly, that there was danger of the sugar boiling over.
On that part of the case the plaintiffs had calk'd only Mr. Robinson, and Mr. Harris from Liverpool ; but he would defy his
learned friend to produce any sugar-refiner who would say that
Sugar boiled for
he had ever seen a sugar-boiler overflowing.
their purpose at 240, and, if riised to a greater heat, it would
defeat their ol;ject.

threw water on the

Whenever, therefore, it rose higher, they
damp it and besides, while the per-

fire to

;

sonal security of those attending the process reciuired caution,
there would be little danger of the boiler being allowed to overflow.
The real risk of u sugar-house arose from the multiplicity

by which a greater .nass of combustibles than
any other manufactory was exposed to
danger.
He defied his learned friend to produce any instance of
sug.ir ever having been boiled to a heat of 350 degrees, unless
it
Vol,. .'i.L No. 2G4. Jpril 1820.
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It was alleged that sugar was
an inflammable state, and that, as there was
no fire into which it could overflow, the danger was diminished
by this new process. This statement had at first view an appearance ot" plausibilitv; but on reflection it would be found perfectly puerile, for it reduced the wiiole danger to the overboiling
of the sugar-pan
an accident which no sugar-boiler ever dreaded.
On the danger arising; from the boiling of oil he was completely at
It was important to consider the
issue with his learned friend.
Mr. Wilson proved
variations in the evidence on this subject.
roundly that oil of whatever age, and however long used, exhiMr. Accnm stated, that when he
bited no difference in heat.
tried old oil it produced the same effects at 460 as new oil at
600; and Mr. Parkes found the same eflfccts produced at 5S6
He thought the jury would be
that Mr. Wilson found at 600.
satisfied from the evidence of Mr. Accum, which was clear and
distinct, that Mr. Wilson's theory of oil was not so ))erfect as he
supposed. All those who were accustomed to work in oil knew,
that the longer it had been used, and the more frequently it had
been heated, the more inflammable it became. The variety was
endless; at 310 old oil would produce effects of combustion,
which new oil at 600 would not produce. Those who extracted
oil from blubber never attained a greater heat than 210; because,
beyond that degree it became uncontrollable. It was a substance
which was very reluctant to part with its heat, and in a certain
state, even some minutes after it had been taken off the fire, it
produced destructive effects. The learned counsel then exhibited
a phial containing a liquid which had been distilled from new oil.
If he were to take out the cork, and apply, a light at a small distance, the vapour would flame ; but 'if the light were applied
He refrained
nearer, it would explode, though without noise.
from making the experiment at present, from the disagreeable
but the results which
smell which it would produce in the court
he had stated would be mentioned in evidence. He particularly
directed the attention of the jurv to the fact that the explosion
was not attended with noise. This distillation had been made
from new oil at the heat of 600 ; but if the oil had been used for
twenty-four days, the same effect would have been produced at
410. Those who were engaged in extracting gas from oil were
aware of the extreme danger attending the heating of that substance ; and that it required a greater degree of skill and caution
than ;inv other combustible matter. The company, understanding that this was the case, employed scientific men to make experiments on the subject; and the results of these experiments
would be submitted to the jury. They would hear the details of
a series of experiments, continued for twelve successive days, on
twenty-

in the experiments of chemist^;.
liable to boil over in

—

;
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twenty-four gallons of oil, heated to from 300 to 400 degrees.
From the evidence of Mr. FariidLiy,-Dr. Costock, Mr. Children,
Mr. Garden, and Mr. Martineau, the jury would be informed of
some effects arising from the heating of oil, of which tiiey had not
Besides the aqueous vapour of which they had
heard before.
heard, the oil produced another vapour, highly inflammable and
They would
of greater specific gravity than atmospheric air.

which he had referred, the
had boiled up and rushed to the roof, to
the height of seven feet.
Now, in the apparatus used bv the
plaintiffs, the vapour arising from the oil was carried off by the
vent, vvliich went to the chimney-top; but if that vapour was
heavier than the atmosphere, it must descend, and the steam-bin
being considerably lower than the vent, it might fall into it; and,
being highly inflammable, it might set on lire any combustible
substance on the floor.
The learned gentleman illustrated this
supposition by the familiar case of a smoky chimney, and contended that tlie same causes which produced the one effect might
produce the other.
He did not say it had been the case, but it
was possible that, on the morning in which the fire took place,
the wind might have been in such a direction as by an eddy to
have forced the gas down the steam-vent into the bin.
His
learned friend said the steam-vent had a draught upvvards, by
the working of the steam-engine
but it was to be remembered
that the engine was not at work at that time, and that was a most
important fact in the case ; Muller had not got the engine to
work when the fire took jjlace, and that, no doubt, was the reason why he had not been called.
The boiler at first must, on
account of the coldness of^the sugar, be heated to a greater degree than the average heat necessary during the day and this
being done while the pump was not at work, the mischief he had
described was likely to take place. Now, since the fire had taken
plac» at the time Muller was heating the oil
since the pump
was not then work and since Muller, who was the workman cmployed on the occasion, had not been called
he would leave it
to the jury to judge whether this was not the most likely cause
of the fire.
What he had now ^aid he sho'uld substantiate by as
great a body of evidence as ever was submitted to a jury; and if
find that in one of the experiments to

oil,

at the heat of 460,

;

;

—
—

—

the jury should be of opinion either that the fire v,as occasioned
by the cause which he had assigned, or that the danger and risk

were increased by the introduction of this new jjrocess, or that
the tlescription of the premises was defective
on either of these
grounds his clients would be entitled to a verdict.

—

Saiinicl \Villougl)!)y, a fellowship-porter, recollected the

ing in wiiich the
street,

fire

took

He

|)lace.

about 100 yards from

tiie

U

2

lived at

prcniiscs.

morn-

No. 10, Charles-

A

few minutes before

On
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fore four o'clock he

moment

came

and In/lammalilUij
and in a
and the window from which

to the corner of the premises,

he saw a large bodv of

fire,

issued flew out.
(The witness here identified the window in
the model.)
if he had been opposite to the window he should
never have told any thing about the fire, for the body of fire that
burse or.t would have knocked a horse down.
He saw no smoke;
he gave an alarm immediately. The flame then ascended the
it

He saw no light on the floor of the house.
was a wet morning when he went out of his house. The first
person vviio came to him was Clayton the watchman, who at his
desire sprung his rattle.
It was in the first long window in the
central part of the building that he saw the fire.
John Clayton, a watchman, confirmed the testimony of the
preceding witness.
The oidy person he saw after springing bis
rattle was Wilson, the private watchman belonging to the house.
When he was springing his rattle, he saw Wilson at the door of
wall of the building.
It

the Mulberry-tree public-house, taking down a kind of covering
he had for shelter.
He could not tell what became of Wilson
after that.

When

to be all a

body of

window, the inside seemed
flame burnt continually, and had
appearance.
He heard no explosion.

he looked
fire.

in at the

The

nothing particular in its
Cross-examined. The window from top to bottom was all in
a blaze.
Examined by the Court. Part of the premises lay in his beat.
He was up at the building at half-past three, and saw no fire cr
smoke at that time issuing from auy part of the building.
John Young, clerk to Mr. Lockey, a surveyor, deposed, that
his master was employed to make a perspective drawing of the
premises.
Witness was on the spot within three or four weeks
of the time at which the fire happened, and was acquainted with
the premises.
He did not at that time know the connexion between the several parts of the building, but Mr. Lockey did. The
grinding-house is near the centre.
He understood that the fire
broke out in the long sugar-house.
He believed there was a
communication between the long sugar-house and the grindinghouse, but he really did not know whether there was anv between
the long sugar- and the new sugar-house. He could not say, from
his own knowledge, whether there was any connexion between
the grinding-house and the new sugar-house.
(As it appeared
that the witness had no precise knowledge of the premises, his
examination was broken off.)
Samuel Lockey, a surveyor, was the next witness called. He
stated that he had been employed by the plaintiffs to make a
drawing of their premises some months ago. In so doing he had
inspected every part of them, and, whilst engaged in this busincssj had a communication with Mr. Bishop, with regard to a

—

—
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projected alteration.
It was a considerable time, certainly above
twelve months previous to this, that he had examined the pre-

mises on behalf of the Phoenix Company.
When Mr. Bishop
mentioned that he was about to introduce a boiler, witness
did not conceive that any increased hazard would be incurred.
He did not, in fact, exercise any opinion upon the subject, nor
had he pointed out any particular spot as best adapted to the
purpose.
Being employed by the plaintiffs in a private capacity,
he was in the habit of frequently visiting their premises. It was
at some time during the last spring that Mr. Bishop took him to a
door in the building which was not in the plan, when he observed,
" I have something to mention between ourselves I want to put
something up here for a new proccos." Witness was then led to
an upper floor, where he was told that it was in contemplation
~to erect a boiler, and was asked whether in his opinion it could
stand there.
At first oil was not mentioned, but he understood,
before he went away, that the jjrojected boiler was for the heating
of oil. He did not form at that time any judgement with regard
to the probable risk that might attend it.
The only observation
which he then made was, that a brick trimmer would be necessary under the boiler. He should have thought that equally requi.^itc, had the boiler been for water.
To him the subject presented
itself more as a question of curiosity, than of reflection or calculation as to the success of the measure.
Had he been employed
by the Insurance Company to inspect the premises, and found
that an oil-boiler had been newly introduced, he should doubtless
have thought it his duty to conmiunicate that circumstance to
the office.
He had no recollection of making a report at the
instance of the Phoenix Office in September 1818.
This might
be owing to the frequency of his visits to the premises in question.
On the occasion to which he had before alluded he was
privately consulted by Mr. Bishop, and undertook not to reveal
what had been communicated to him. The morning after the
fire witness met him, and said, he was sorry to find what had
happened, but glad that one part of the building was safe. On
being asked for what reason, he replied, " Why, because there
you have been trying your new experiments." Mr. Bishop expressed himself in the negative; and in answer to a question
whether he had concealed the new process from his partners
as well as the office, he said they all knew it as well as himfirst

—

self.

The Lord Chief Justice here remarked, that it was now obwhy the defendant's counsel had preferred calling Mr.

vious

Lockcy's clerk rather than himself.

It

arose from a motive of

and a reluctance to draw forth a disclosure of what had
been mentioned in confidence.
delicacy,

In
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In answer to a question by a juryman, the witness added, that
he was sure as to tlie words he addressed to Mr. Bishop, " Have
\ou kept this a secret from your partners as well as from the offices ?" He asked this, from a fear that he might be blamed by
his partners had he been making experiments without their knowledge, and because he concluded, from what had before passed
between them, tliat Mr. Bishop was desirous of keeping the mat-

from the insurance office. The object of this secrecy
was, he (witness) believed, to conceal the new process from other
sugar-refiners, and that a thought of the increased risk never en-

ter secret

tered his mind.
William Cliristopher, a bricklayer in the employment of Messrs.
Craven and Beaumont, recollected setting up, inider Mr. Wil-

and cnculating oil, upon
up on a detached place, and, as he
understood, merely as a matter of experiment. It was tried fourteen~different time's; and Mr.Wilson was absent not above once or
The boiler stood upon an arch in
twice upon these occasions.
son's directions, an apparatus for boiling
their premises.

It

was

set

a separate building, about thirty feet from the sugar-house. It
was twice heated, according to Mr. Wilson's directions, to a temHe hin)self used to
perature of 210, before Mr. Wilson arrived.
raise it to 300 or 400, in order to communicate the proper deThe pumping was then begun,
gree of heat to the whole mass.
and on one occasion the pump was stopped, and the heat rose to
The door was then thrown open, and the fire damped.
500.
The pipes were of pewter, and broke once or twice when the
One day, toward the finish, whilst
oil was mixed with sugar.
the oil was at 210, the pan was discharged, and the pump being
It had not stopped above five
stopped, it rose suddenly to .500.
minutes before the pipes burst. Mr.Wilson began agai.i to pump,
and afterwards proceeded to rake out the fire. The lieat, however,
Witness threw several pails
increased till it got as high as 600.
of water upon the fire, but without producing any diminution of
Mr. Wilson and two gentlemen with him then rethe heat.
tired, and witness also, when he found the oil continue to come
out of the boiler.

Cross-examined.

— Mr. Wilson

was

at

tliis

time making ex-

Nopipes were not of copper, but pewter.
thing like a fire uas cau.sed by the accident he had described.
The thermometer was graduated only to 600, and the tempera-

periments.

ture of the

The

oil

rose to that.

Samuel Wilkinson stated that he was foreman to Messrs. Taylor and Martineau, chemists and engineers, and had been directed
by the former in February last to make some experiments in oil.
Mr. Martineau, one of the partners, tried a boiler on the 13th
Witness was directed to add
with a small quantity of whale-oil.
a large

of Fish
a

larsfc

quantity, or about two-thirds

into the vessel.

or thirty (gallons.

model
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more than was

at

first

put

The wliole quantity amounted to about twenty
The vessel resembled that exhibited in the

was about three feet long, fifteen inches wide, and
It was made of wrought iron connected with
rivets. This experiment was continued only for a few honrs. Mr.
Taylor wished to ascertain whether common oil niixed with oil
previously boiled, would produce inflanmialjle vapour at a low
;

it

fifteen in depth.

They could not

ascertain the temperature till it
vapour, with considerable noise, began
to rise at about 100 degrees; and at 2S0 degrees a light was several times applied to the top of the tube. The vapour tiien took
fire with sudden gusts, as with an explosion in the boiler. By explosion he meant a noise like that of fat boiling: it burnt only
when a light was applied to the tube. When a candle was held
to the vapour it assumed an appearance like that of lightning.

temperature.

came

to

SO degrees.

A

The thermometer broke at

a temperature of 348 degrees.

He

be-

was also
that way. Witness

lieved he broke the stem with his hand, but the ball

broken, and this could not have happened in
afterwards received directions to empty the boiler, to clean it
well out, and charge it wi*h S3 gallons of new whale-oil, which
had never before been subjected to any experiment, Tiiis was
on the loth February, and the experiment was continued during
twelve days.
The fire was generally made al)out six o'clock, and
kept up eleven hours each day.
The boiler was always suffered
to cool during the night-time.
The highest degree to which the
oil was ever heated was 507.
On the first day the highest was
380, and no inflammable vapour was produced. The tube employed on this occasion was alDout four feet in height.
On the
second day the temperature was at 375, and at that degree the
air appeared slightly inflammable.
On the third day, at 395,
there were no symptoms of inflammability ; but on the fourth the
lowest temperature at which it was produced was 348.
At 360
the vapour took fire on the application of a light, and witness
then remarked that a diiference was created by tlie slow or brisk
burning of the fire. At 3H0, with a slow fire, the vapour was
scarcely inflammable, but with a sharp one was highly so at 360.
On the fifth day inflannna!)iiitv appeared at 365, 360, and 345.
On the sixth day, tlie vapour was hi<ihly inflammai)le at 345.
The seventh day Jirrived, and twelve gallons of oil were taken oi:t
of the Iioiler, (the oil in their boiler being deeper than in that
indicated i)y the model,) in order to make the experiment as fair
as possible.
The liiiihcst degree to which it was tliat day heated
was li'Ji), but at 335 it threw out a slightly inflammable vapour.
This was the lowest point at which it had been hitherto observed.
He was at the commencement desired not to raise the temperature

;
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but, after the quantity

was reduced, he received

On the eighth day he acdirections to raise it as high as 500.
Inflammability took place at
cordingly carried it to that point.
360, but at 500 he took a rule and measured the vapour, which
extended seven inches above the tube. When a light was apThe vapour
plied to it, it had the appearance of lightning.
took fire on the ninth day at 497, and the heat rose 140 degrees
The "fire- place was twenty inches long, ten
in fifteen minutes.
inches wide, and there was a space of ten inches from the bottom of the boiler to the fire-bars. On the tenth, day, the vapour
became inflammable at 345 degree?, and spread as before like
At one time on the same day it appeared as inflam^
lightning.
mable at 3G0 degrees as at another at 500 degrees. On the
elevi^nh day it becam ^ inflanrjmable at .3 10 degrees. On the succeeding day sl'ghilv so -at the same point. A similar exj)criment
for twenty-three dpys, at twelve hours every day.
The notes to which he had referred were
Cross-examined.
The
written by himself at the time of making the experiment.
same oil was used during the whjle twelve days, and he did not
He could not acat the end.
observe that much was waste
count for the inflammability t Ling place at a much lower temHe did not make use of
perature at one day than at another.

was continued

—

\

an hydrometer, nor remark the atmosphere.
Michael Faraday, esq. chemical operator at the Royal Institu-,
tion, stated, that he had lately made various experiments on oil
he found that it emitted a vapour denser than the atmosphere.
It also threw out gas at a temperature of 340, and caused various
combustions before it arrived at that degree. The result of his
experiments was, that the use of it, for the purposes of refining
sugar, or the circulation of it, when greatly heated, through any
medium, must be attended with considerable danger. He had
found, too, that sugar would throw out gases at a temperature of240 degrees. Oil, after distillation, was rendered more volatile
and inflammable than before, and the vapour would explode frcr
quently without any noise.

Mr. Richard

Phillips

deposed that he had had occasion to

the subject of this inquiry, and
was created from fixed oil by the apr
Aqueous matter was formed during the deplication of heut.
His expecomposition by the union of hydrogen and oxygen.
riments were made on a retort that contained about twenty galHe too was of opinion, that there was great danger of
lons.
an inflammable gas communicating with the external air.
Dr. Rostock, physician, and lecturer on chemistry at Guy's
Hosj.Mtal, described an experiment which he had seen in WhiteThe
cross-strect, and which had lasted for twenty-three days.

make chemical experiments on
he found that a

volatile oil

temperature

I
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was raised in twenty minutes from 360 to
threw out some highly inflammable vapours,

teniperatuie of the

oil

460, at which point

it

He considered the practice of employing
a boiler to be extremely hazardous; and thought that a
conflagration produced by it would exhibit appearances similar to
those which were described to have actually taken place at the
This judgement he formed on the result of his
fire in questi<m.
inquiries on a small scale.
This evidence was further confirmed by that of Mr. Children.
Mr. John Taylor, chemist and engineer, was next called, and
stated, that he had been in the habit of producing gas from oil.
With regard to the possibility of a current of air descending
through a pipe or tube, through which the draught generally
ascended, it might depend greatly on the state of the wind. A
vapour created in the manner referred to would rather coruscate
like lightning than explode with anv noise.
He was acquainted
with the ordinary process of boiling and refining sugar, and did
not apprehend that there was the slightest danger attending it.
He was however of opinion that the new process was extremely
hazardous.
Mr. John Martineau and Mr. W. Daniel, both sugar-refiners,
also described the mode in which that operation was carried on
in ordinary cases, and expressed their conviction that it was not
attended with any risk of conflagration.
Mr. Arthur Aikin stated, that he had long made chemical pursuits his study, and about four or five years ago was led to make
some experiments on oil. The oil he chiefly used was whale-oil,
which was of a viscid and gelatinous nature, and contained a great
deal of animal jelly.
This, when exposed to a temperature that
blackened it, was decomposed, and produced a very volatile and
inflammable oil.
By distillation this inflammable quality was
greatly increased, and, if poured into the hand, it would evaporate
like spirits of wine.
When a viscid fluid like whale-oil was exposed to the action of naked fire, its carbonaceous substance was
decomposed, and formed a stratum at the bottom. There was an
accumulation of heat in this stratum, much greater than the degree indicated by the thermometer placed in the fluid above. He
thought there nmst be great danger attending its use, for purposes such as those in question; and the result of his own inquiries perfectly corresponded with the experiments made by preas also jets of flame.
it in

ceding witnesses. There was always a risk that the boiler would
It was a danway under the pressure of the volatile oil.
gerous and unmanageable fluid ; and the more frequently it was
subjected to the action of fire, the more volatile and inflannnatory
it became ;
insomuch that combustion would be produced at
last with a very sniall degree of heat, and an accident might
easily
X
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happen. He should conceive, that the moment when an
explosion was most likely to take place would be that, when,
after the volatile oil had been detained by the mass standing to
cool all night, the fire was applied on the following morning,
before the pump was set to work.
Willoughby and Clayton were then again called, and, in answer to a question from the bench, stated, that when they first
perceived the fire breaking out from the premises of the plaintiffs,
there was no particular smell, nor did the flame appear of a different colour from that of ordinary fire.
easily

Here the evidence

for the defendants closed.

The jury afterwards intimated a wish to have some of the witnesses recalled, in order to put certain questions to them on the
same subject.
Mr. Faraday was then
of the jury.

recalled,

and examined by the foreman

In his former evidence, he had spoken of an inflam-

mable vapotir, not of a volatile oil, as arising from the pipe. That
vapour would have burned more or less quietly in proportion to
It required a
the quantity of atmospheric air mixed with it.
This was the
proportion of a fourteenth of gas to be explosive.
vapour of oil at the temperature of 410. The explosion produced !)y it would not resemble the explosion of gunpowder.
The explosion of gunpowder was violent in proportion to the
volume of gas produced by the volume of gunpowder, combined
The explosion of gases
with the rapidity of the inflammation.
might be generally considered in the same way that was, the
proportion of the heated gas to the cold gas before it was fired.
The explosion would of course cause a rapid expansion. When
heated to a white heat, it occupied three or four times more space
than before, and it would expand to that extent in every direction.
All the vapour exploded would have its smell destroyed. The smell
belonged to the vapour, and not to its result or product. The proof the exploded vapour would have other properties, would
new substances, and enter into new combinations with the
air into which it exploded.
From the rough experiments he had
made, he thought that inflammable gas would have the same
The smell, after the explosion, would depend
effect as the oil.
on the quantity of unconsumed vapour which might get about*
If the proportion of vapour were small, the flame would be blue;
if there was a great (juantity of vapour, and more confined, it
would burn brighter. The common gas-light was an instance
of continuous explosion with the greatest portion of vapour.
Mr. Parkes was next recalled, and asked, by the same juror,
whether he differed from Mr. Faraday, and in what? He said he
He did not
did Jiot concur in all that Mr. Faraday had stated.

—
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have witnessed such explosions as those alluded to.
There might be a smell after an explosion. The smell caused
by a thunder-storm he considered to proceed from a mixture of
nitrous gas.
There generally was a smell in explosive mixtures.
He thought the smell woidd be occasioned by part of the gas or
vapour being driven about unconsumed, which would retain its
original smell.
He did not believe that any inflammable vapour
would arise from fixed oil at the temperature mentioned. He
thought it impossible that any inflammable gases could have remained in the flues at such a heat as was kept up. They must
have gone into the air as soon as generated.
If an accumulation of inflammable gas had taken place in the
flues, or in the premises below, where the light was, would it
have exploded like gunpowder, or in what degree ?
I do not
know wbat experiments others may have made, but I think it
impossible that an explosion, as such, could have taken place
without a great noise, which must have been heard in the neighbourhood all round.
Mr. Brande was recalled, and asked, whether he differed, and
in what, from Mr. Parkes ; but it appeared from his answers,
that he concurred in Mr. Parkes's opinion.
Mr. Phillips was next recalled. In case of an explosion of
vapour from oil in a high state of temperature, he thought there
would be a smell. He would, by way of illustration, say, that
the common gas, where it escaped without burning, produced a
strong smell, but where it burned there was little or none.
If
there was any accumulation of vapour, it would emit a strong
smell before it exploded.
In explosion it would make a noise,
but that would depend on the quantity of atmospheric air ; there
might be no smell after explosion, but he thought there would
be a strong one before it.
Henry May recalled, and examined by the foreman. He had
been engine-keeper for twenty-four years.
It was the watchman
who lighted the fire on the morning when the place was burnt.
That man was not here. Witness was usually in the engine-houhc.
It was about half-past three when the alarm of fire was given.
He had started his own engine before he heard the alarm given.
It might be three-quarters past three when he heard the alarm
given.
When he heard it, he went to pull up the iron door. The
fire, when he entered, was on his left.
There was not any strong
smell, nor anything in the appearance of the fire different from
others he had seenj he heard no ex|)Io^>ion Ixforc the fire, nor
recollect to

—

—

after.

Mr. Lockey was next
cited from

ills

recalled, Im!

nolhiufr iiialerial

v.'as eli-

re-examination.
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Solicitor-general

now

and Injiammalility

rose to reply.

The

present case he

considered as one of vast importance, not only to his clients, but
It must indeed be a most grievous disto the public at large.
appointment to them, after all the pains they had taken to preserve their property, after having paid a premium for insurance
three times more than was usually given for doubly hazardous
insurance, to have now to pay for that which they imagined they

had so well secured. RiU, however grievous the disappointment
and loss might be, if there was any point of law against them,
if there was any .just ground why they should not recover the
amount claimed, the jury sljould give a verdict against them.
This, however, must not be founded on any vague speculation,
nor on conflicting testimony. The grounds of their verdict should
be distinct, and wholly removed from any thing like doubt. Let
It appeared that before the plainthe jurv now look at the case.
tiffs had adopted the new process, tliey had three fires in the
same room, where afterwards they used only one. They very
naturally conceived (and that such was the fact he would show)
Their conduct subsequently
that that diminished the hazard.
proved that such was their belief; for was it to be supposed that
in an establishment where a capital exceeding 100,000/. had
been invested, and only a part of it insured, that they would
have risked an uninsured property of 30,000/. or 40,000/. by any
plan which thev knew to be more hazardous ? His learned friend
had said that the plaiutiffs had not given in the policy a proper
To this he answered, that it
description of the jjlace insured.

was well known to the defendants that only a part of the premises
were insured, and that such part had a communication with other
But before he came to the other points,
parts of the building.
he would say a word as to the necessity of giving a description

He contended, that even if
of the place near to that insured.
this process was carried on in the part insured, it would not be
necessary to give a description of it, unless the risk was thereBut how had the defendants themselves thought
Let the jury look to what occurred with
of this increased risk ?
He had applied to the derespect to Mr. Harris of Liverpool.
fendants for leave to use oil and tallow in his process, and they
endorsed their compliance on the back of the policy without
charging any additional premium. Was that the conduct of
men u'ho conceived the hazard increased by the deviation froni
So much for what had been thrown out rethe old process ?
But it was maintained that this new prospecting the policy.
But in order to get
cess increased the risk, and caused the fire.
a verdict on this ground, the fact should be distinctly ]>roved, so
The onus of proof lay upon the deas not to adniit of a doubt.

by increased.

fendants.

;
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did they attempt to prove it?

—

What was

a most intelhgent man, and whom
the evidence of Mr, Garden
He considered it a matter of conevery body knew to be so ?
jecture (the difference between the two modes); but he added,
that, if he were to form an opinion, he should think the new
Was this the kind of
process the more dangerous of the two.
evidence which should satisfy the minds of the jury that the risk
had been increased, and that the fire had been caused by it? It
was not necessary for him to go in detail through all the parts of

the evidence.

He would
The

principal points.

look at the

first

men

in

plaintiffs' case

only in

Europe and the world

its

in their

profession had stated that they considered the process adopted

dangerous than the former one.
It was
met and contradicted on the other side by witnesses highly respectable ; but what had the most respectable
and intelligent of them said ? That, only for the experiments
made, they would have conceived the new process as less ha-

by the

plaintiffs as less

true that this was

The

learned gentleman then proceeded
was attended with more danger than
the other, and cited as a proof the means which were resorted
to by several to refine sugar without running the risk of its boiling over
a risk to which the old plan was constantly exposed.
Mr. Martineau, for this purpose, had recourse to steam, and, in
order to raise the sugar to tlie required temperature, was obliged
to use the high -pressure steam-engine
an engine which was
confessedly attended with very considerable risk.
It had been
also attempted to prevent the boiling over, by one of the greatest
chemists of this country, Mr. Howard, who had suggested the
boiling in vacuo ; and at the present moment the defendant* were

zardous than the other.

to contend that the old plan

—

—

proprietors of a patent for preventing this danger.

Mr. Sergeant

Blosset here interrupted the Solicitor-general^

was mistaken ; the defendants had
nothing of the kind; they were not concerned in any sugar-ma-

and begged

to state that he

nufactory.
Solicitor-general continued.
He had made a mistake
was one for which the jury would forgive him.
He had
into it from confounding the present defendants with the

The
but

it

fiillen

defendants in another case.
Now, mi order to infer the greater
risk from the use of oil, what had been said ? That oil produced
an inflammable gas which was extremely dangerous. What had
his witnesses said on this point ? That they used common whaleoil, and that it produced no gas under a temperature of 5(J() or
flOO.
It was said that he had got gas from oil at a temperature
of 40<), but then that was from oil which had for nineteen months
been at several times exposed to heat. Others of the witnesses

had

;
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had deposed, that they had got gas from oil at a temperature
not much above 300 ; but, then, how was this done ? The oil
was got from Mr. Taylor's^ and the evidence of Mr. Faraday
showed, that in refining oil some sulphuric acid was used, and this
would cause gas at a lower temperature than if the oil was unmixed with any foreign ingredients. Would not this account for
the low temperature which was produced ? and would it be asking too much, after having heard Mr. Faraday's evidence, to
suppose that some foreign ingredient was mixed with the oil on
which the experiments had been made, and from which gas had
been produced ? If this were the case, it would reconcile the
apparently conflicting testimony on both sides. According to the
evidence for the plaintiffs, the oil was at a temperature of 34 1
and, when the engine was set in motion, it went down 100, because it was cooled by passing through the pipes between the
sugar.

Was it

ture

But suppose the

it would take fire at such a temperahad gone through several processes,
and been used many times before, what would happen ? Why, it
would have been thick and black, and would have been almost
solid in the cold air
but on examining this oil and it was taken
out for the purpose six or seven days before it was found to be
good, only that it was a little blacker. Was it probable that the
plaintiffs would have used oil of so unmanageable a quality as this
would be in such a case ? Why, it would cool in the pipes at theextremity, and could not be worked. What, then, was the deducWas it not that the oil used by the plaintiffs
tion from this ?
had not gone through such processes as to make it give out gas at
350 J and that in the oil used in making the experiments there
must have been some foreign ingredients ? It was stated for the
?

probable that

:

oil

—
—

defendants, that the oil used gave out gas at a temperature of
350, and in some instances as low as 310. Why, this was less
than the temperature at which the oil used by the plaintiffs
was generally kept ; and if, as was meant to be inferred on the
other side, the gas was coming down and accumulating day after
day, it should have exploded in August or September, and not
The defendants then, in this instance, proved too
in November.
much ; for, if there was any foundation in the analogy they wished
to show between the oil used in the experiments and that used
by the plaintiffs, it must have had the effect of causing an explosion long before the time at which the fire took place.
The
only fair inference that could be drawn from this part of
the evidence was that which he had mentioned
that some
foreign ingredients must have been in the oil which was used in
making the experiments. It was not necessary for him to meet
every |part of the defendants' case.
It would l?e sufficient to
throw

—

i
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throw a doubt upon it ; for, in order to obtdin a verdict, there
should no doubt remain as to the sufficiency of the defence. He
would not, however, rest here he would show that they really
had no case at all to bear them out. It was said that a great
quantity of gas escaped daily; but, if this were the case, the
whole of the oil must have gone off. The evidence of Mr. Aikin
was by no means conclusive ; for he could not say at what temBut it was said, that
perature the volatile oil would be raised.
the gas went up and came down again. Why, if this were the
case, it must have caused a most noxious vapour, attended with
a most unpleasant smell. Yet neither May nor any of the other
witnesses found any such smell.
Indeed, if it had existed, it
would have discovered itself long before the time the fire happened.
Mr. Martineau had said, that a current of cold air
might have come down tlie chimney. This could not have been
the case ; for the fire was fed by external air, and not from the
interior of the building. This, therefore, was only a speculation.
It was true, if a fire was placed in a vent, fed from within, a
current might come down if the air in the room had become much
heated ; but this would not be the case if the fire were fed with
Let the jury see how the case stood with respect
external air.
There was no appearance, no smell which indicated
to the fire.
the combustion of inflammable vapour ; and, if any such existed,
some of it must have scattered about unconsumed, which would
emit an unpleasant smell. If it were consumed all at once, there
must have been an explosion, which would have been heard; but
no explosion was heard, nor was any one symptom noticed which
could indicate the presence of inflammable vapour.
If the fire
had been caused by the vapour, it would have exploded, and set
fire to the parts about it ; but those who first saw the fire stated
that it was not in that part of the building where it would haTe
first appeared if it had been caused by the combustion of inflammable vapour. Independently, then, of all speculation on each
side, and supposing that to be equal, let the jury look at the facts
sworn to. The place where the fire was seen, the colour, the
all of these were circumstances against the case attempted
smell
to be made out on the other side. He would now leave the case
in the hands of the jury, quite satisfied that tlicir verdict would
be a jus^t one.
The Lord Chief-Justice immediately proceeded to address the
jury, and, after stating to them tlie various pleas which had been
put Tipon tiiis record, recapitulated the whole of the evidence
which had been adduced from the commencement of the trial.
Having finished the reading of his notes, he drew their attention
to those points on which, disentangled from the technicalitv of
pleadings, their jiidgeni'jnt was to be excreiscil. The hist (|iic--:

—

lion

—
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tion would be, whether or not the premises had been accurately
and sufficiently described ? It appeared that subsequently to the
original insurance, and previous to

its renewal, a building called
House, and communicating with that already insured,
had been erected. The true way of viewing this question was
perhaps to consider whether, had the alteration been made known
to the Insurance Company, they would have deemed an increase
of the premium necessary.
It was, however, for them to determine, under all the circumstances, whether a more minute and
extended description was required by any positive agreement, or
by the printed terms of the insurance. The next issue which
they would have to try related to tiie manner in which the fire
liad broken out, and to its probable cause.
With regard to this
subject, it was not extraordinary to find it involved in mystery
and doubt. Calamities of this nature could seldom be traced to
their actual origin.
They usually took place in the darkness of
night, and a hidden spark might produce a conflagration.
The
fire had taken place within three months after the introduction
of a process materially different from that which had been used
before, and no fire had ever taken place before this new process
was introduced. But then, again, it was for them to recollect
indeed they could not be ignorant
that fires had taken place
in many other sugar-houses where the old process was still in use.
He now came to the last and most important question on which
they would have to deliberate. It was, Did the new process produce an increased risk of fire
On this important point they had
heard the evidence, he would not say of the most intelligent, but
of as intelligent men in chemical and scientific pursuits as were
to be found in this country or in Europe.
He had himself read
the works of some of them, had derived pleasure from their labours, and entertained the greatest respect for their talents and
information. But they had, nevertheless, left thfi Court in a state
of utter uncertainty ; and the two days during which the results
of their experiments had been brought into comparison, were
days not of triumph but of humiliation to science. The constellation of brightness which had shone upon them left them in
a state of half-knowledge more fiill of doubt than a state of perfect ignorance.
Those who walked in the twilight ought to proceed with can don ; and, speaking for himself, he never would
apply the contradictory results of experiment to the real and moroentous interests of mankind.
It must be matter of general regret to find the respectable witnesses to whom he was alluding
drawn up, not on one side, and for the maintenance of the same
truths, but, as it were, in martial and hostile array against each
other.
Volumes had already been spoken ; but volumes more
must be written before this subject was likely to be elucidated.
For

the
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For the present, he was himself left in a state of the utmost doubt;
but in his situation it was permitted to him to continue in doubt.
It was the province of the jury to decide, and he begged them
to form their own opinion without reference to any that he might
be supposed to entertain.
The jury then retired, and, after being absent about half an
hour, returned, and delivered, through their foreman, a verdict
for the plaintiffs, by which they found, in the first place, that the
premises had been correctly ar.d sufficiently described ; in the
second, that the fire did not originate in the place where the new
process was carried on; and in the third, that no increased risk was
caused by the introduction of that process.
Damages, 7j200Z.

—

New
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THB

discovery of morphium having stimulated chemists to
search for other alkalies among vegetable substances, two new
ones, Iruclne and delphine, have been added to their number—

the first by MM. Pelletier and Caventon, the latter by MM.
Lassaigne and Feneulle.
Brucine.
This alkali was obtained from what the authors call the false
Angustura bark {Bnicea anti- dysenterica) by the following process : A kilogram (32 ounces troy) of the bark was reduced to
powder, and treated in the first place with ether, to separate a
fatty matter which it contains
the ether being withdrawn, it
was then treated with alcohol in successive portions, the infusions were put together, and evaporated to dryness.
The dry
residue was then dissolved in water, subacetate of lead was added,
:

which precipitated the greater part of the colouring matter, and
the excess of lead was separated from the solution by passing
through it a current of sulphuretted hydrogen gas.
The experimenters being in quest of strychnine, the solution thus purified

was acted on by magnesia the presence of an alkali was rendered evident ; but on washing the magnesia, it pissed off in
solution
had strychnine been present, it would have remained
:

:

—

On

insoluble.

evaporating the washings, a solid mass, very al-

—

was obtaineil it was a new alkali brucine. To purify
it, it was combined with oxalic acid, which formed with it a salt
but little soluble in alcohol ; it was washed in alcohol till the salt
was colourless. The oxalate thus obtained in a fine white powder being decompotied by lime or by magnesia, the brucine is
kaline,

:

disengaged, which, being dissolved in boiling alcohol, becotnes
crystallized by spontaneous evaporation.
•

From Annate* de

Chitnie, vol. xii. p.
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form of oblique quarlranguand transparent ; and some of them several
lines in length.
When quickly crystallized from a saturated solution in boiling water by cooling, it is in bulky plates, somewhat
crystals of brucine are in the

lar prisms, colourless

like boracic acid.

Brucine dissolves in 500 parts of boiling water, and in 850 of
when impure, by some of the colouring matter not
;
having been perfectly separated, it is much more soluble. It has
an exceeding bitter acrid taste, which remains long in the mouth.
When administered hi doses of a few grains it proves poisonous,
It does not alter in rhe air, melts
but less so than strychnine.
at a temperature a little above that of boiling water, without decomposition, and when again cooled appears like wax.
When
decomposed by oxide of copper it yields only carbonic acid and
water, and a small trace of nitrogen, which is thouj^ht perhaps
accidental.
It seems then to be composed of carbon, hydrogen,
and perhaps oxygen, but the proportions of its constituents have
not yet been ascertained.
With acids it forms neutral and bisalts, which crystallize with
cokl water

facility, especially

the latter.

Sulphate of Brucine crystallizes in long slender needles, which
It is
appear to be four-sided prisms terminated by pyramids.
It is very bitvery soluble in water, and slightly so in alcohol.
ter, and is decomposable by potash, soda, annuonia, barytes,
slrontian, lime, and magnesia; and also by morphium and strychnine, which dissolve in it very readily bv uniting with the acid.
None of the acids dissolve this salt except strong nitric acid,
which alters the brucine itself, and produces, as with strychnine
and with morphium, a fine red colour. A supersulphate is formed
bv adding sulphuric acid to a neutral solution of sulphate of brucine.
The supersulphate is les; soluble in water, and crystalhzes
more readily than the neutral sulphate. The neutral sulphate
yielded on analysis by Pelletier and Caventon,
8-84
Sulphuric acid
9-697
Brucine
.91-16. ..100000
[The sulphate of strychnine is composed of
9-5
10-486
Sulphuric acid
.

90-5.

Stry.-hnine

The

sulphate of morphium
Sulphuric acid.

is

.

..100

000

composed of

12-465
88-916. ..100-000]
Muriate of Brucine. Brucine dissolves readily in muriatic
acid, and yields ([undrangular prisms terminated at both ends
by oblique faces. These crystals r6main unaltered in the air, and
r.re very soluble in water. When heated to the temperature that
affcpts vegetable bodies it is decomposed, the muriatic acid going

Morphium

.

..11-0S4

.

—

off

J

1

:
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It is decomposed by sulphuric acid, and
by those bases which decompose the sulphate. Nitric acid has the
same effect on it as on the sulphate. Its constituents on analy-

off in white vapour.

sis

are

633
Muriatic acid . .5-9533
94-0467. . .100-000
Brucine
agreeing pretty accurately witii the calculations made of
.

•

its

com-

position.

[Muriate of morphium gave by analysis
Muriatic acid. . .8-'2885 . .90375
Morphium.... 9 1-7 11 5 ..1000000
Muriate of strychnine gave
Muriatic acid. . .7-0723 . . .7-6102
Strychnine . ,92-9227 . .100-0000
These also agree pretty well with the calculations.]
Phosphate of Brucine.— Bmcme dissolves with facility in
phosphoric acid.
The neutral phosphate does not crystallize.
.

.

.

.

.

When more acid is added the bisulphate crystallizes readily,
This salt
yielding large rectangular tables with bevelled edges.
is very soluble in water, effloresces slightly in the air, and is soluble in alcohol at

common

temperatures.

Nitrate of Brucine does not crystallize, but by evaporation
forms a gummy mass. The binitrate crystallizes readily in acicular quadrangular prisms, terminated by dihedral summits.
These crystals when sufficiently heated inflame and burn, as
does binitrate of strychnine. They are readily distinguishable
If the
from the nitrate of strychnine, which is a neutral salt.
nitric acid be added in excess a fine red coloui is produced, as
with strychnine, occasioned probably by a peroxygenation of the
alkali.
When either of these liquids is heated it becomes yellow. Protomuriate of tin dropped into the yellow liquid of strychnine causes a dirty-brown precipitate, but dropped into the yellow liquid of brucine produces an intense beautiful purple.
Acetate of Brjicine is very soluble, and appears not capable
of being crystallized.
Oxalate of Brucine crystallizes very readily in long needles,
especially if tiie acid be in excess.
Brucine, when administered internally, produces tetanus, and
acts on the nerves without attacking the brain or injuring the
intellectual faculties. Its intensity as a poison is to that of strychnine as one to twelve.
It required four grains to kill a rabbit;
and a dog having taken three grains suffered severely, but recovered. This alkali appears to be combined in the bark with gallic
acid
the bark contains also a fatty matter, gum, yellow colouring matter, sugar in small quantity, aud ligneous fibre.
Delphine.
Y 2
:
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Delpkine.
obtained from the seeds of staves-acre {Delphivum staphysagria). The seeds, deprived of their husks and
rinds, are boiled in a small quantity of distilled water, then
pressed in a doth, and the decoction filtered, and then boiled
for a few minutes with pure magnesia; it must then be re-filtered,
and the residuum left on the filter : when well washed it is boiled
with highly rectified alcohol, which dissolves the alkali, and, by
evaporation, it is obtained as a white pulverulent substance presenting a few crystalline points.
It may also be obtained by making sulphuric acid to act on
the seeds, unshelled, but well bruised ; precipitating the solution
by subcarbonate of potash ; and acting on the precipitate by alcohol ; but when obtained in this way it is very impure.
Pure delphine is crystalline while wet ; but being dried by exposure to the air rapidly becomes opaque.
It has a bitter acrid
taste, melts when heated, and becomes hard and brittle, likeresin,
on cooling when more highly heated, it blackens and is decomposed.
It dissolves in small quantity in water, but very readily
in alcohol : the latter solution renders syrup of violets green, and
restores the blue tint of litmus reddened by an acid.
With the
acids it forms neutral salts, which are very soluble. The alkalies
precipitate the delphine in a white gelatinous state, like alumine.
Sulphate of Delphine, when evaporated in the air, does not
crystallize, but becomes a transparent mass, like gum.
It has a
bitter acrid taste, and dissolves in alcohol and in water.
It is
decomposed in the Voltaic current^ parting with its alkali at the
negative pole.
titrate of Delphine, evaporated to dryness, becomes a yellow
crystalline mass ; treated with excess of acid it is converted into
a yellow matter, little soluble in water, but soluble in boiling alcohol.
This solution is bitter, not precipitable by potash, ammonia, or lime-water ; and, though not alkaline, appears not to
contain any nitric acid. Further quantities of acid do not destroy
it, nor does it form oxalic acid.
It does not, like strychnine and
morphium, take a red colour with nitric acid.
Acetate of Delphine is not crystallizable, but forms a transparent hard mass, of a bitter and acrid taste, and is readih' de-

This alkali

is

:

composed by cold sulphuric

The

acid.

oxalate forms small white plates^ similar in taste to the

above salts.
Calcined with oxide of copper, delphine gives no other ga<
but carbonic acid.
Delphine is, in the seeds of staves-acre, found combined with
malic acid, and the following principles : a brown coloured bitter

:
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ter principle, precipitable by acetate of lead; a volatile oil;

fixed oil;

mucus

;

albumen; animalized

matter;

a
mucus; saccharine

a yellow bitter principle, not precipitable by the acetate

of lead; and mineral

salts.

XLIII. On the Sirene, a new Acoustic Instrument designed to
measure the Vihrations of Air which constitute Sound. By
Baron Cagniard de la Tour*.

Xf the sound produced by instruments is omng principally, as
philosophers believe, to the regular succession of multiplied shocks
which they give to the atmospheric air by their vibrations, it
seems natural to think, that by means of a mechanism so combined as to strike the air with the same swiftness and the same
regularity, the production of sound may be effected.
Such, in fact, is the result which I have obtained by means of
an ajjparatus constructed by me, of which the following is the
mode of operation The wind of a pair of bellows is made to
issue through a sniall orifice, covered by a circular plate, moveable on a centre placed at a little distance from the aperture. The
:

circular plate has a

through
fice

it,

number

in a circle

of the bellows

:

of oblique equidistant holes

round the

when

by the obliquity of the

axis,

this plate

is

may be

made

which passes over the ori-

made

to revolve, (which,

by the current of
the air, or otherwise by proper mechanism,) the aperture is alternately open and shut to the passage of the air ; and thus a regular series of blows are given to the external air, and sounds analogous to the human voice are produced, and more or less acute
according to the velocity with which the plate revolves. In place
of one aperture many are used, which are opened and shut simultaneously, by which means, without interfering with the height
holes,

effected

of the sound, its strength is increased.
The instrument is a circular copper box four inches in diameter.
Its upper surface is pierced by 100 oblique apertures, each
a quarter of a line in width and two lines long
on the centre
of this surface is an axle upon which the circular plate turns
this plate has also 100 apertures corresponding to those below,
and with an equal obliquity, but in an opposite direction. The
obliquity is not necessary to the production of the sounds, but it
serves to give motion to the plate by the currents of air.
The
box is, by a tube, connected with the bellows that supply the air.
In the experiments to ascertain the vibrations for each sound,
the plate was made to revolve by wheel-work moved by a weight.
The bellows were then used only for the purpose of judging whc:

•
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ther the sounds of the machine accorded with the notes of a
standard instrument, namely, the Harmonica, consisting of an arrangement of steel bars made to vibrate by a bow. Thus arranged, the machine was made to produce the diatonic notes of

the gamut, and some beyond them : the revolutions of the plate
were ascertained bv the revolutions of a wheel, which made one
revolution while the plate made thirteen and a half.
The vibrations indicated in the table which follows are the results of preliminary experiments as exact as the imperfection of

the instrument employed would admit of: it deserves to be remarked, however, that thcyapproximate vpiy nearly to the theory
I have strong
proposed by Sauveur in his works on Acoustics.
hopes, nevertheless, that I shall be able to push these experiments
much further when I shall have completed the apparatus I am
now engaged in making, and which, being wholly appropriated
to this object,

must give

results

much more

Table.
Notes
produced

bv the
Sirene.

exact.

[
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show that the Nature of the Atmosphere conAir explains the Phcenomena of

tradicts the Notion that the

the Skij.

To Mr.

Tilloch.
April 1820.

1T

having ocpurred
buted to the atmosphere are
ties of this environing fluid,
some sanction from private

me

some appearances attricontradictory to the known properto

and

that

my

friends

;

objections having: received
in the

hope that they

may

receive a timely correction or stronger corroboration from your
able correspondents, I have drawn them up for your perusal and

most candid

E

criticism.

the earth,

aaa

See

fig.

A.

(PI. IV.)

the atmosphere.

Were the atmosphere of a like density throughout, its appearance would be the same in everv direction, except where local
causes might effect a partial change in its phsenomena ; but these
excepted, the form and colour of the great body of the air would
necessarily impose upon the sight equality of distance and of
tint on every hand, unless the greater quantity of air from its exterior tlirough the horizon to the eve might lessen the apparent
atmospheric distance there, and give its colour strength.
The greater density of the air upon the general surface of the
earth, compared with its tenuity on mountains, has been irjost
fully proved; and, if it be not transparent in an absolute sense,
then much less quantity of atmosphere must be contained in the
r-ame measure of distance vertically from the eye than horizontally; and consequently, the lower elevations of the sight could
not but discern a nearer and a stronger coloured indication of
the atmosphere than could be viewed above.
Sir, yours respectfully,

W, W.
XLV. On

the Alterationwhich Sulphuric
acting upon Alcohol *.

Acid experiences

in

In Number 289 of the Annates de Chimie, there is a Memoir
by M. Dabit on Sulphuric Ether, in which he endeavours to
show that the action of sulphuric acid upon alcohol is not confined, as Fourcroy and Vauquelin have supposed, to determining
the formation of water, on account of its great affinity for that
li(iuid; but that the sulphuric acid is really decomposed, that it
yields a portion of oxygen to the alcohol, without however passing
into the state of sulphurous acid ; and that it forms a new acid
ii>termcdiary between the sulphurous and sulphuric,
*
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In a note printed in the same volume, p. 318, Fourcroy and
Vauquelin have endeavoured to refute the theory of M. Dabit
on the formation of ether, and thQy have justly remarked that
this theory, were it true, is incompletely demonstrated. M. Dabit had not, in fact, given any proof of the existence of his acid,
and his theory might therefore be considered as a ])lay of the
imagination. However, two years after he published in the 43d
volume of the Annales de Chimie, p. 101, a Sequel to his first
Memoir, in which he allows that the objection which Fourcroy

and Vauquelin had made was well founded j and he replies
it by a series of experiments which do not leave any doubt as

to

to

the formation of a particular acid during the conversion of the
alcohol into ether by means of sulphuric acid.
It is astonishing
that these experiments, really very interesting, should remain so
long forgotten, and that they should have fixed for the first time
the attention of M. Sertuerner, who speaks of them, besides, as
if they had never been known.
The justice which is due to M.
Dabit, as much as the importance of the subject, induces us to
give an extract from his memoir: we shall afterwards make known
what MM. Sertuerner and Vogel have added to it, subjoining to
this notice some observations of our own.
''Having saturated (says M. Dabit) with carbonate of lime some
residue of ether, diluted with water, I filtered it and set it to evaHaving
porate ; 1 obtained a yellowish salt not crystallized.
dissolved this salt in a sufficient quantity of water to purify it,
and to separate from it the sulphate of lime, I filtered it and set
anew to evaporate. 1 obtained a salt partly crystallized in
it
parallelipipedal crystals, without much taste, and which dissolved
hot water dissolves it a
in about a hundred parts of cold water ;
exposed to the air it did not experience any alterlittle more;

—

—

ation.

" The salt which attached itself to the sides of the vessel during the progress of the evaporation, when it became dry and had
acquired a certain degree of heat, carbonized and became acid.
When the solution itself was allowed to settle, it presented siWhence could this carbon and acid, which
milar phKuomena,
The spirit of wine
I recognised to be sulphuric acid, arise ?
which vvas fonnd in llie solution appeared to me to have been
and the following experiment proved that
alone the cause
had conjectured rightly. Some grains of this crystallized
1
salt, with some drops of rectified spirit of wine, steeped in a
I
little water and set to evaporate, yielded the same results.
conceive that the new acid which constitutes the salt of which I
speak decomposes, at this degree of heat, the spirit of wine, by
abstracting from it the oxygen to pass into the state of sulphuric acid, while the carbon of the portion of the spirit of wine de;

composed
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As tliere is then no loiigor enough of
itself.
the whole of the acid completely, a part remains

coiiipdsed depjjsits
Ijnie to saturate

untouched.

"borne

sulphuric acid poured into a solution of

The

duced a precipitate.

acid which

is

new

salt

pro-

formed during the course

It is clear that the
evaporation causes the same effect.
is not sulphiuic acid, since it is disengaged from
its bftse hv this latter acid ; but is tliis another acid, or is it only
a modification, as I have advanced ? This is the point to be de-

of

its

acid of this salt

In order to ascertain the fact, I mixed this salt repowder with the half of its weight of pounded charcoal
and having calcined it, I obtained sulphuret of li»ne.
" If the first experiment has demonstrated that this acid is not

termined.

duced

to

;

wdphuric acid, tiie latter proves at least that it is a modification
of it.
It now only remains for me to prove that the difference
of tliis acid from sulphuric acid is owing to its containing less
oxygen.
*' Having
accordingly paswd a current of oxygen gas through
a solution of new salt, and having left these two bodies in contact
for some time, a precipitate was formed, which I found to be
sulphate of lime.

In another experiment, having boiled a solu-

tion of salt with nitric acid, the nitrous gas

was disengaged, and

a salt deposited in parallelipipedal crystals, which
to be sulphate of

lime.

It

appears thus to

me

I

ascertained

well established

by these two experiments, that the new acid differs from the sulphuric acid only by its containing less oxygen than the latter.

" The residue of the ether treated with carbonate of barytes,
same manner as it had been with the carbonate of lime,
only the salt which
presented me with the same phosnomena
is deposited when a solution to which nitric acid has been added
is heated, does not crystallize, and the deposit takes place when
in the

;

the li(iuor begins to boil.

" The

which obtained with the barytes was irregularly
had a sharp and somewhat styptic taste, dissolving in nearly fifteen times its weight of cold water j it dissolves
in about an eighth of hot water.
salt

rrystallized

;

I

it

" in boiling the saltof lime with carbonate of potash, I obtained
a bitter salt of a micaceous crystallization, which requires six
parts of cold water to be held in solution.

"

same manner as the preceding,
two sides of which are straighter

Salt of s(Kla, prepared in the

crystallizes in parallclipipeds,

than the others ; it dissolves in double its weight of cold water,
nnd with the carbonate of ammonia a very soluble salt is obtained, which crystallizes partly in cubes and jiartly in octahedrons.

" From thi^ series of experiments
Vol.yj.tio.'lCA. /}[»il{^t^).

it

results very clcaily

Z

'

;

1st,

That
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tli8 sulphuric acid may lose a portion of its oxygen, without
passing on that account to the state of sulphurous acid. 2. That
a portion of the sulphuric acid which is employed in the preparation of ether is reduced in that operation ; that consequently,
the phaenomena which have taken place in the course of the preparation of the ether arise as I have described them, and that
the theorv which I propose is the true one."
These experiments, although they leave much to be desh'ed,
are evidently so remarkable, that it was not without reason that
we have said, it was astonishing they should have remained so
long unknown.
We shall now report the additions made by

That

M,

Sertnerner.

[To be continued.j

XLVf. Anatomical
J.T has been usual to

somewh.t above

employ

Preparations.

for this

proof, and which costs

purpose

spirit of

wine

18a. or 20i>. per gallon.

W.

Cooke, of Great Prescotmuriate of soda (common salt)
answers the purpose equally well ; and this solution (about three
pounds of salt to the gallon) does not cost above 10c?. per gallon.
The process, as the author remarks *, is exceedingly simple.
" it consists (savs Mr. Cooke) in putting animal substances
It

has been ascertained by Mr.

street, that a saturated solution of

(deprived of their blood by materaiion in water) into a saturated
Yet, as I believe the transparency
of the fluid and the permanency of the preservation depend upon

solution of muriate of soda.

some trivial parts of the management, 1 shall give the particulars.
" I keep a saturated solution of muriate of soda in good spring
water.

Every gallon of water dissolves about three })ounds of

salt.

" The specimens intended for preservation are macerated in
water, frequently changed, to deprive them of the colouring part
of the blood, which usually occupies three or four days, or more,
I then place them hi a solution of
if the substances are large.
salt, kept in a common receptacle, to saturate them with the
salt ; and, as the water suspended in the animal structure would
reduce the strength of the solution, this is counteracted by
It is kept in a
placing in it a linen bag filled with the muriate.
linen bag to prevent the foreign matters of the salt from soiling
At the expiration of a few days they may be
the preparations.

transferred from this vessel, into that bottle of solution which is
them permanently, or they may remain in the inter-

to contain

» Transactions of the Society of Arts, &c. for 1819. The Society's Silver
\Icdal was voted to Mr. Cooke for this xomiimiiication.

mediate
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The solumediate vessel as long as conveniency may require.
tion in which they are fiualiy to be kept should be a very little
below sr.turation. Evaporation is much less liable to happen
than if spirit is employed ; yet should it occur, from any accident, crvstallization would resuir, unless this precaution were
adopted,
i have added about half an ounce of very clear water
to a quart of the saturated solution.
" All kinds of animal structure do not exhibit the same relative gravity when saturated with the solution ; some will float
whilst otiiers sink.
In the final operation of preservation, the
latter undergo the same treatment as is adopted with spirit, viz.,
by supporting them with delicate threads of silk ; but the former
require sortie body to give them an increase of gravity.
" In almost all preparations it is requisite to keep certain parts
separated by means of quill, bristle, or other insoluble substance ;
instead of these, I use delicate pieces of glass, which may be obtained from the glass-blowers of every degree of fineness. These
answer fully; they look neater than any thing else; can be applied with great facility; render sufficient weight, and are of very
little cost; for a few pence I purchased enough to last some years.
In the specimen of ulcerated intestine, the glasses applied [as
stated in the former letter] were not intended to be permanent;
I had not then procured the glass from the manufacturer. Membranous parts it is customary to spread on talc, as two of the
specimens are applied now with you.
I think, however, by suspending a fine cvlinder of glass at the bottom, the part retains a
more natural appearance ; and, therefore, of late, I have entirely
relinquished the talc.

" When the specimens are put into a solution of proper
strength, and perfectly transparent, and the parts properly separated, to exhibit the different objects

next point of importance

it is

designed to show, the

to close the bottles with accuracy

is

and neatness.

" For

the reasons already stated, glass, with a

medium of

was chosen. I make the rim of the bottle perfectly dry>
and spread on it some resin, with a commou spatula. The glass
(previously fitted) is then applied, and by holding the warm spatula pretty close to it, the resin softens, and the top is fixed with
the utmost accuracy.
have thought it best to conduct this
I
process in a moderately warm room, and the glass should be rather less than the circumference of the rim, or on lifting the bottles by the top, as is very generally done, the glass might be
resin,

raised.

is sufficient to make the resiji
but ou bottles of a larger size, adobtained by attaching a slip of bladder around

With small

bottles

smooth, and then varnish
ditional security

is

it

it

;

the edge, by mean* of glue,

Z

2

"

When

;
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" Wlien

the diameter of the bottle is large, the gla<is top is
break after two or three weeks ; bv using the eye of tife
glass, I have found them perfectly safe, witii a diameter of four
inches
and for larger I have not had occasion.
" In addition to the speciifiens mentioned in my former letter,
I might have named foetuses at tlie full period of gestation.
" Having been accustomed to put up anatomical preparations, I do not hesitate to affirm that the method I have now detailed, is as easy of application as any other in popular use; and I
believe lOrf. per gallon would not oidv pay for the sail, but ail
the other little expenses, with the exception of the bottle.
" Many parts of morbid structure are preserved much better
than by spirit."
liable to

;

XLVII. Notices respecllvg

New

Books.

Anew

System of Slweing Horses, with an Account of the various Modes practised by different Nations, more particularly
a Comparison between the English and French Methods, and
Observations on the Diseases of the Feet connected iiifh
Shoeing.
By Joseph Goodwin, Veterinary Surgeon to His
Majesty, &c. 8vo. pp. 309.

IVIr. Goodwin rests his claim to attention on the important
part of the veterinary art, of which he treats in this work, on the
best of all foundations, long experience.
For twenty vears he
has been extensively occupied in attending to the management

and diseases of horses of

all

denominations.

The system

of shoeing horses vvliich Mr. G. recommends is in
direct opposition to the common method employed in England.

The circumstance which led him to adojjt it, he thus relates
" Several years ago, when cavalry-officers and others, who
:

had been on the continent, were going through Carlton-House
I repeatedly heard them observe, that the proportion of
lame horses in France, compared to the number in England, was
quite trifling.
This induced me to neglect no ojjportunity of instables,

quiring into the cause of so important a fact
I frequently asked
if there was any difference in their method of shoeing, or any
other circumstance, which contributed to this desirable object
but I could not acquire any distinct information. However, when
the communication between France and this country was opened
:

Two horses were then
brought from the king of France's stables, both of which were
as;ed, and had previously undergone several years of hard work.
Their feet were very perfect in {\k:», and in good, order, and
thev
in 1814, an opportunity presented itself.

Goodmn*i new System of Shoeing Horses.
thev are so at

tliis
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time, and have continued so ever since they

came to this countrv, notwithstanding they have done much
a correct notion
work.
I do not wish to make it appear that
was to be formed of the French principles of shoeing by two examples ; but they afforded me an opportunity of observing their
method in a general manner. I soon perceived that there was
not any similarity whatever in the form of their shoes, or in their
principles of shoeing, with the mode practised by the English;
I therefore began to suspect that the plan of shoeing horses in
France would sufficiently explain, and would eventually prove,
the truth of the general observation, that I had continually heard
repeated for years, viz. that lame horses were 'seldom to be seen
in that country.
** I was most desirous to make a trial of the French system
;
and having obtained permission for that purpose, I selected some

post-horses belonging to the private stables at Carlton House,
that could not be kept at work when shod upon the English principle ; it soon appeared that they improved in their feet, and

went
same

to

work.

Others were shod

in the

same manner with the

success.

" Two years elapsed, the new system of shoeing being attended with continued success ; and I anxiously availed myself,
during this period, of every opportunity to become acquainted
with the reasoning of the French veterinarians on this important
subject.

"

it consistent with every view I had entertained ; and
great satisfaction in making it publicly known, that
after a trial of the system for several years in this large establishment (the royal), consisting of horses used for the different
purposes of the road, posting, town-work, and hunting, its beneficial effects are so manifest, that I have no hesitation in pronouncing it to be the best possible practice as yet discovered."
The work is clearly written, and contains a great deal of cuWe extract the following as
rious and important information.
no unfavourable specimen. The author is speaking of the nerve
I

I

have

found

now

operation.

"

It

may,

rinary Art.

I

think, fairly be considered as an era in the Vete-

In cases of lameness, hitherto considered as admit-

ting of no relief, viz. all those permanent diseases of the feet
which have been so frequently adverted to, it has been proposed
by Mr. Sewell of the Veterinary College, to divide, or rather to
amputate a part of the nerves which go to the foot. This operation is, on some occasions, performed below the fetlock joint on
both sides, and on other occasions above the joint. The success
that has attended this novel and great discovery, most deci-

dedly
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dedly claims not only the praise of every professional man, but
of the public at large,
"After a number of successful cases resulting from this operation, there were persons that attempted to take away the merit of
the discovery from Mr. Sevvell, by stating that Mr. Moorcroft had
performed the operation twenty years ago. Admitting that as
That no beneficial result originated horn
fact, what does it show ?
Mr. Moorcroft 's attempt; for if there had, we should have heard
It therefore appears, that
of it either from him or his successor.

Mr. Sewell had not shown its utility, we should never have heard
I have also heard Profesof Mr. Moorcroft having performed it.
sor Coleman say that he performed the operation more than twenty
years back ; but when he said so, he by no means intended to lessen the credit due to Mr. Sewell; on the contrary, he imputed
blame to himself for not persevering in it. I have heard there are
other persons who have attempted to insinuate a sort of claim as
They are, however, in my
being the suggestors of this operation.
I have considered
opinion, all without any foundation in truth.
if

necessary to make these remarks, to oppose any insidious attempts to rob Mr. Sewell of the fame he has so justly acquired.
Some evils certainly attend the performance of this operation ; but
1 look at them as I should on the explosion of a powder-miU, a
steam «ngine, a gas apparatus, or any serious evil which may occasionally attend any useful and important invention; and however
such accidents may be lamented, powder and gas will be made,
and steam applied as a mechanical power.
" The fair way of balancing the account is, to put the evils in one
scale and the advantages in the other, when it will appear which
preponderates ; and as far as my observation goes, and from all

it

the information
evils

I

I

have,

it is

The

greatly in favour of the latter.

allude to are the loss of hoofs, consequently a loss of the

animal.

Two

cases which occurred at the Royal stud

to illustrate others

:

may

serve

mare seven years lame, and another five,
They both became sound; but
experiment.
a

were operated on for
about nine months after the operation, there appeared in one case
a trifling separation between the horny and sensible sole at the toe.
This increased daily, notwithstanding all my endeavours to subdue inflammation ; it then extended to the coronet, and at this
there was considerable inflammation and swelling of the leg
the
separation increased round the coronet, and in a short time there
was a separation between the horny and sensible laminae. I should
have rather said insensible laminae, as there was not the least senIn this state the coffin bone was
sation in the foot at this time.
let through the hoof, and was fractured in many pieces.
The
other case was very similar to this, and 1 havejieard of.other jciis^s,
:

where

Goodwin's Neiv System of Shoeing Horses,
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where the animals, as it were, walked or stepped out of their hoofs'
The progress and result of these cases are very distressing; but on
any future occasion, and where a similar fate appears inevitable,
;

the slaughter-house

is

the only

humane

course for adoption.

I

have heard of many similar cases in different parts of the country;
but, on the other hand, I see many fine and valuable horses at
work, that were of no use to the owner before the operation, and
have continued at severe work nov two years without any return
of lameness ; and I see no reason why thev may not be as effective
as they now are many years to come.
It therefore becomes a
(]uestion with the owners of lame horses, \vhere no other remedy
offers to be of any advantage, whether they will work them lame,
sell them for little or nothing, or risk the chances of the nerve
operation.
A determination of these alternatives will much depend on the kind of work a horse under these circumstances may
be required to perform. If a lameness is not severe, ahorse may
do slow draught without having recourse to the operation ; but,
on the other hand, if a horse is required for quick draught or for
riding, I conceive there are few persons that would not risk the
chances of the operation. With stallions and brood-mares there
can be no necessity to risk it, except in extreme cases of lameness.
The two instances mentioned of failure in brood-mares that had
been some years previously lame, but on becoming sound again
never performed any sort of work, proves the experiment to have
been made under every favourable circumstance ; it however
shows, that success much depends on the state of the feet previous to the operation.

"In lameness of very long standing, where a change of structure
has taken place to any considerable extent, and more particularly on the state of the joints within the foot, if the disease does
not amount to a destruction of a joint, but a secretion of the
synovia or joint oil has been stopped, and the cartilaginous covering of the ends of the bones is in a state of erosion, the animal is enabled, by the loss of sensation in the foot, to bear a
greater degree of weight on these parts than they have been for
a long time accustomed to ; by which means are brought on all
the distressing symptoms previously described.
It therefore appears that the chance of success depends much on the length of
time the disease may have existed previously to the operation.
With horses with thin flat feet and weak lamiucC, the operation
is not so likely to succeed as with those where horn abounds.
The structure of the horse's foot is particularly favourable to the
success of this operation, as there are no muscles within the
horny box ; therefore, as the powers which put the foot in motion are situated at a distance, a division of the nerve going to
the foot has no effect in paralyzing any parts which arc necessary
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its motion ; which might have been the case had it been
otherwise constructed. It has been imagined, that the foot, after
this operation, would become a mere block, and that the animal
would be rendered dangerous to ride or to drive. On making
close observations on this point, 1 am glad to find that it exists
only in the imagination, as horses that we have now at work,
who have undergone the operation nearly two years, are considered quite as effective, in every respect, as those which have
not required it.
It has also been stated, that the hoof and foot
w-iste after the operation ; but I am glad to know that this observation is imaginary also.
1 have observed in hoofs where the
operation has been performed a more plentiful production of
horn than before, and a greater disposition to grow in the natural form ; and I think this is a consequence to be expected, as
the irritable state of the foot being destroyed by the divi^on of
the nerve, the secretion is more likely to go on freely. When the
operation has been performed before any considerable change of
structure has taken place, I have no doubt that the original ciuse
is in time removed altogether, by the animal being enabled to
bear the full proportion of weight on the lame foot ; as I have
shown, that if the foot, from any cause, is long kept in a state of
relaxation, the horn soon contracts, and tightens on the internal
contents, and hence arises the utility of the patten shoe being
applied on the sound foot in ca.«es of lameness.

sary to

" It is useful to know that where the nervous influence has
been restored, and lameness in some cases has returned, a repetition of the operation has been attended with the same advantages as in the

first

" The operation

instance.

very simple. Having first ascertained
the course of the artery by the pulsation, an incision is made
through the skin, about an inch and a half or two inches in
length ; and on removing the cellular substance, the artery, vein,
and nerve are all shown running together, the nerve on the inside
itself is

of the artery and close to it.
A needle may be readily passed
under it, leaving a thread, which, on pulling'a little, enables the
operator to separate the nerve from the artery with ease, and to
take out as much as is considered necessary ; after which the
skin should be closed with a stitch, which sometimes heals by
the
yf

first

intention

;

after

which bleeding and physic are useful."

New

Geological Map of England and Wales, with the Inland
Navigations ; exhibiting the Districts of Coal, and other Sites
of Mineral Tonnage. By William Smith, Engineer, IS20 ;
on one large sheet, neatly coloured and shaded. Gary, St.
James's-street.

The map

before us

is

of unquestionable utility, and should have
a place

;

Smith's Neiu Geological

Map

of England, ^c.
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a place in the office or counting-house of every professional man,
merchant, or considerable trader in the kingdom to say nothing
of the study of the curious in geological researches, to whou) its
facts regarding the straiificalion of our country, are more particularly addressed. Here, for tiie small sum of Ms. will be found
embodied all that is most generally useful and interesting, as the
results of Mr. Smith's unwearied labours, commenced in the year
1792, regarding the localities of the favoured districts of our
Island, producing its mineral treasures, as coal, limestone, ironstone, lead and copper ores, freestone, pottery clay, &c. &c.
and a delineation of the unparalleled means which British enterprize, capital, and skill have provided, for conveying of these
treasures from the places of their production to their places of
consumption, viz. rivers rendered navigable, canals, railways, and
turnpike roads.
Smith's Geological Atlas, No. 3, published by Gary, St.
James's-street.
This number of a work unparalleled in its objects, viz. that of exhibiting on separate ma])s the Geology of
the several counties of England and Wales, contains the counties of Oxford, Buckingham, Bedford, and Esiex, each on a
scale sufficientlv large, and so well and neatly filled up by the
engraver, as to contain most of the smaller villages, roads,
streams, &c. and thereby identify the localities of all the principal strata, and their tortuous lines of parting on the surface, in a
far more correct and satisfactory manner, than has heretofore
been done in any of Mr. Smith's geological publications ; and
such as may challenge comparison with the imitative productions
of any other individual, however powerfully liis pretensions may
Any of the maps in this Atlas being sold sepabe supported.
rately, every one has now the opportunity, at a very trifling cost,
of making himself conversant with the geology of his own particular county, or of any district of the kingdom wherein he may
occasionally reside, or feel an interest.
;

—

Aji Introduction to Mineralogy

;

comprising the Natural His-

and Character of Minerals, and a Description of Rocks,
both simple and aggregate.
By Robert Bakevvell, Author of an
tory

Introduction to Geology. Plates. 8vo. 2ls.
Notices, illustrative of the Drawings and Sketches of some of
the most distinguished Masters in all the principal Schools of
Design.
By the late Henry Reveley, Esq. 8vo. 125.

A New

System of Cultivation, without Lime, Dung, or SumS
Knowie Farm,, in
... the County of
_. Sussex, bv Major-General Alexander Beatson, late Goyernor of the
. Vol' 55. No. 2G1. ylpril 1820.
Aa
Island

—

er Fallows,, as
-- practised at
,

1

_,

Astronomical Society.— Conite.

3U6

Island of St. Helena, and
culture. 8vo. 95.

An Account
terior of Africa,

Hon. Member of the Board of Agri-

of Timbuctoo and Housa, Territories in the In*
by El Hage Abd Salain Shabeenie, a Native of

Merchant m
and explanatory.
Edited by James Grey Jack*ori, late British Consul at Santa
Cruz, South Barbary, &:c. &c. &c. To which are added, Letters descriptive of several Journeys through West and South Barbary, and across the Mountains of Atlas ; personally performed
by Mr. Jackson, between the Years 1790 and iSOo. Also, his

Marocco, who personally

visited

those interesting Countries.

and resided

With Notes

as a

critical

Translations of several very interesting Letters in the Original
Arabic, from Muhamedan Potentates to Christian Kings, exemplifvijig the peculiar Phraseology of that Oriental Language;
African Anecdotes, Fragments, &:c.

A Grammar

Preparhig for the Vress.
By James Grey Jackof the Arabic Language.

son, Professor of Arabic

;

late British

Consul at Santa Cruz,

iii

South Barbary, &c.
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Proceedings of Lcmiied

Societies.

ASTRONOMJCAL SOCIETY.
April 14. xHE continuation of Dr. Pearson's paper on a new.
Micrometer was read ; and illustrated by some specimens, which
were laid before the Society. It is principally adapted to the measurement of very small angular distances, such as tbe diameters
and promises
of the planets, the distances of double stars, &c.
;

to be

valuable addition to the apparatus of every practical asThere is no instrument, at present, which will meatronomer.
a.

sure such small objects so accurately.

XLIX.

Litelligence

and Miscellaneous

Articles.

CONlTE.

—y

Blackh'eath, April 2.

Sir,
XN my account of the Western Isles of Scotland I have
described a new mineral by the name of Conite; that name having
been conferred on it from the powdery form in which it occurs.
As it is there mentiuned as having been found as yet, only in Mull
and in Glen Farg, it will not be uninteresting to your mineralogical readers to know that I have since discovered it in the Kilpatrick
hillsj iu the trap of which that district consists^ and also in Sky.
I

have

Emerald Mines.
I-

have

little

elsewhere,
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it will be found in similar circumstances
has once been pointed out to the attention
am, sir, your obedient servant,

doubt that

now

that

of mineralogists.

I

it

J.

P.S.

I

may add

MacCulloch.

that the aptitude of the term to the most stri-

king feature of this mineral, has induced me to retain it; since,
although the same name has been applied by Prof. Schumacher
to a very different substance, I do not consider that this is likely
to maintain its place in our catalogues of mineral species.

ANTIQUITIES.

—EMERALD MINES.

M,

Caillaud's account of his discoveries in Egypt will shortly
be published in Paris. Some time ago he discovered near Mount
Zabarah, the famous emerald mines which were previously known

only by the writings of the ancient authors, and the stories of the
Arabs.
They had been almost forgotten for a long lapse of time,
and were totally unproductive to the government of the country.
They were discovered by M. Caillaud nearly in the same state in
which they had been left by the engineers of the Ptolemies. He
penetrated into a vast number of excavations and subterraneous
canals, some of which are so deep that 400 men may work
in them at once.
In the mines were found cords, levers, tools of
Various kinds, vases, and lamps; and the arrangement of the
works afforded every facility for studying the ancient process of
M. Caillaud himself set about working the mines, and
mining.
he has presented six pounds of emeralds to Mahommed Ali Pashaw;
In tiie vicinity of the mines, the ruins of a little town have been
discovered, which in ancient times was probably inhabited by the
miners: among the ruins are the remains of several Gr?eco-Egyptian Temples with inscriptions.
M. Caillaud has twice visited
Zabarah during his second journey he was accompanied by a con-'
sitlerable number of armed men, miners and workmen, whom the
Pashaw had placed under his directions. On his way to the emerald mines, the French traveller crossed one of the ancient routes
for the trade of India, by the way of Egypt.
He observed stations,
enclosures for the union and jirotection of caravans, cisterns, &c,
M. Caillaud learnt from the Arabs of the tribes of Ababdeh and
Bycliarvn, that this road led to the ruins of a very extensive town,
on the banks of the Red Sea, situated about the 24th degree of
latitude, near the mountain of Elhe.
This town has since been
visited by MM. Ik'Izoni and Bitche, and will probably be better
described by them than by M. Caillaud.
On the banks of the
lied Sea, the traveller discovered a mountain of sulphur on which
some diggings had been made; in the neighbourhood of this mountain, traces of volcanic eruptions were observahle, and a quanM.
tity of puzzolane and other igneous substances were found.
Caillaud
Aa2
:
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CailHand carefully observed the mountains which separate the
Nile from the Arabian Gulf, as well as the calcareouy tracts of
ground, and chains of mountains between the Nile and the Oasis,
which all belong to the primitive soil. Here he examined several
ancient Egyptian structures, and others of more modern date;
he drs'covered several very ancient vaults, thermal springs, &:c.
Among the Greek and Latin inscriptions which he met with in
his excursions, was one containing/O lines,and about9000 letters;
it ii more copious by at least one-fifth than the Greek inscription on the Rosetta stone.
By dint of.vast patience and labour,
M. Caillaud succeeded in copying this incription in three days.

Though
sents

monu-

compared with the Rosetta
belongs to the age of the Emperor Galba,

of recent date

it is

ment, since

it

some new and curious

facts

it

relative to the internal

pre-

admi-

M. Caillaud returned last year to Paris,
bringing along with him a vast number of drawings, notes, and
antiques, found principally in the hypogea of Thebes, &c. These
The
treasures have been purchased by the French government.
antiques are deposited in the cabinet of medals and antiques of
the king's lil^rary, and the drawings will be engraved and published with descriptions in two vols, folio. M. Caillaud has again
In November last he was at Bony-Souey,
set out for Egvpt.
25 leagues from Cairo. He was about to depart for the Fayoum,
and to proceed towards the Oasis of Sivah.
He must ere this
have made many new and interesting observations. At a quarter
of a league from one of the pyramids of Sakkarah, he descended
into a hypogeum sacred to the deity Apis, where he found, in a
kind of labyrinth, several bulls embalmed and preserved like
nistration of Egypt.

mummies.
It should be remarked, that M. Belzoni had performed the
same journey not long before and perhaps had discovered this
same sepulchre of Apis, in company with Mr. Beechey (son of
Sir William, the painter), whose name the French writers most
;

unpardonably mangle, by writing

DISCOVERY OF CICERO

The

following letter, dated

S

it

Bitche

!

TREATISE DE REPUBLICA.

December 23, ISI9, from the

prin-

the Vatican to the Pope, giving an account of
the discovery of Cicero's Treatise de Republica, has excited great
cipal Librarian

)f

expectation and though the writer may be too sanguine as to
the possibility of deciphering the whole, there can be little doubt
that what is actually gained will be a valuable addition to classical
;

(Copy.)

literature.

" Most

kissing your sacred foot, I have
the honour and satisfaction to inform your beatitude that my

blessed Father,

first

studies

—
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ttudies in the Vatican library, in which I preside through your
sovereign clemency, have been encouraged by signal success.
In two re-written codices of the Vatican, I have lately found
some lost works of the first Latin classics. In the first of these
MSS. I have discovered the lost books De Eepublica of Cicero,

written in excellent letters of the best time, in three hundrwi
The
pages, each in two columns, and all fortunately legible.
titles of the above noble subject, and of the books, appear in the

and the name of Cicero, as author of the work, is diA composition of the middle ages having been
again written upon this MS. the original pages have been misplaced, and even mutilated; notwithstanding this, a great part
remains. The moral and political philosopher, the legislator, the
historian, the antiquary, and the lover of pure latinity, will naturally expect, with impatience, the publication of this important
work of Cicero, so long lamented as lost. I shall lose no time
in preparing it for press, and in submitting it to your holiness'b
inspection.
The other re-written codex presents various and
It is singular that this MS. conalmost equally precious works.
tains some of the same works which I discovered and published
I perat Milan, and I have here found what there was wanting.
ceived this at first sight, not only from comparing the subject,
but also from the hand-writing, which is precisely the same as
that of the Milan MS.
*' The contents are
I. The correspondence between Fronto
and Marcus Aurelius, before and after he was Emperor. This is
an instructive, affectionate, and very interesting collection ; the
first and second books, containing epistles to M. Aurelius, were
published from the Milan MS.; that now found in the Vatican
contains the third, and fourth, and fifth books, as well as the
supplement to the second, and some other works by Fronto, in
2. The fine commentary of the inedited
Latin and Greek.
scholiast on Cicero, begun to be published by me at Milan, and
now to be increased by five other orations, with the supplements
3. A fragment of an oration
to those already printed at Milan.
by Q. Aurelius Symrnachus, with the supplement of two i)y the
same author, already published by mc. 4. The supplements to
the Hoinily,orGothico-Ulphilan Commentary, a portion of which
was also found at Milan, together with an essay of Ulphilas.
These valuable works mixed into two volumes, which were taken
for writing parchment in the middle ages, were sent partly to
Rome and partly to Milan, from the convent of St. Coluinbanuf^
They will now be again united in a Roman edition
at Bobbio.
will not
I
of them, which I shall lose no time in publishing.
m>w request your attention, most blcbsed father, to some other
fragments

margin

:

•tinctly legible.

—

—

—

—
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fragments of those same codices, although they' are worthy of
May 1 be permitted to express my joy, &c.

publication.

(Signed)
^'

" Angelo Mai,

First Librarian to the Vatican."

Cicero composed his Republic

(to

which the above

letter

re-

AuThe fragments that have come
gustin, Lactantius, and others.
down to us were published by M. Bernardi in two volumes 12mo.
1807, with a dissertation on the progress of the arts and luxury
of the Romans.
fers) in imitation

The Marquis

of Plato.

It is

THE INTERIOR OF AFRICA.
who is at present

d'Etourville,

ters of private business, intends,
lish

some

alluded to and quoted by St.

on

in Africa on

mat-

his return to France, to

pub-

interesting notices relative to natural history, a science

wherein he has made numberless discoveries, and such as well
Ke has recently forwarded-,
deserve the attention of the learned.
certain memoranda which he made during his long captivity,, ofwliich the foHovi'ing is a very brief analysis.
M. d'Etourville emigrated from France to Spain in 1790; he
there commenced a course of medical studies, and afterwards resided some time in Lisbon taking lessons in that science. From
Lisbon he repaired to the isle of St. Thomas, situated under the
Equator, at the extremity of the gulph of Guinea. He remained
some years in this island, whence occasionally he made excurIn one of these, he
sions into the western regions of Africa.
fortunately cured some dangerous wound under which the Mani-;
;

Having thereby
Congo, a prince of the country, was suffering.
gained the favour of the prince, he attended him in an expedition or journey more than four hundred leagues in the interior
of the continent.
In the course of this peregrination, M. d'Etourville traced on
a map the western lines of the lake Aqualinda, respecting which,

He liketill then, no certaiii information had been obtained.
wise ascertained with )irecision the geographical route of thfei
Zaire, with its sources, and the lakes it forms in its progress. •,
In a journey which he undertook in 1800, M. d'Etourville.
was taken prisoner by a wandering tribe of Gijas, who are canWhatever common fame has reported of their ferocity,
nibals.
They make war to devour their prisoners ;
is no exaggeration.
and it is certain, as Dopper relates, that human flesh is sold in
The blood which they draw from the veins of
their markets.
M. d'Etourtheir living victims, is to them a delicious beverage.
All his
ville remained fifteen months among these barbarians.
companions were devoured j and he must have shared the same
fate.

.
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had he not been so fortunate as to cure a broken arm of
the favourite mistress of the chief of the horde.
Compelled to be in the train of this troop of Gijas, he ranged
through an extent of continent from the country of the Auriscans to Hulla, when he escaped from their hands.
He then proceeded to a province south of the western Mountains of the Moon,
at a small distance from what he considers as the real sources of
Hereabout he fixes the empire of Droglodo, unknown
the Nile.
at present, but far more civilized than the circumjacent regions.
The politics of the government, according to M. d'EtourviJlcj

fate,

bear a strong resemblance to the Chinese, and the civilization of
the Droglodians must be traced to a very remote source.
The
merchants of Droglodo go, once a year, authorized by their go-

vernment, to meet the Alivssinian merchants in a narrow passage
They convey thither gold dust, musk,
pearls, precious stones, ivory, gums, and Ethiopian slaves, in
exchange for which they receive shawls, Indian stuffs, Turkey
carpets, and salt.
In this country M, d'EtourvIlle remained about ten years; and
though in a state of slavery, he had many opportunities of noticing the manners of the people and their antiquities.
His different observations have led him to conclude that the Abyssinians,
the Nubians, and the ancient Egyptians, who built the pyramids
were all originally from Droglodo, which he conceives to have
been the country inhabited in ancient times by the Troglodites.
M. d'Etourville returned to France about the time of the reestahlishment of the Bourbons; but set out again, in 1814 to
realize and secure some goods and property in Africa, whence he
is expected shortly to return, and
when the full account of
his travels may be expected in the Journal of New Voyages and
of the mountain Narcar.

Travels.

-

—

NEW VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY.
Advices from St. Petersburgh, dated March 22, state that a
new voyage of discovery will be undertaken this summer in the
North. The expedition will sail from the mouth of the Lena for
the Frozen Ocean, in order to examine the coast of Siberia and
the islands which were discovered to the north of it some years
ago.
As it is not yet ascertained whether these supposed islands

may in reality be one main land or not, and as hitherto thev have
only been visited in winter, it will be interesting tokiiuw how far
the ice will permit vessels to advance during summer, and to determine its extent.
ANCrF.NT NAVIGATION.

A

discovery was recently

made in the environs of the Cape of
Good Hope, which is iiighly iutorcstiiig to history. While digging
a cave, the workmen found the hull of an ancient vessel cia;struct-

—
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Earthquake,

ed of cedar, which
galley.

is

believed to be the remains of a-Phoeniciaij
be just, there is no longer room to

If this appropriation

doubt that the bold navigators of Tyre had reached the south
point of Africa and if they actually gained that point, we maj
infer that they navigated also the eastern oeean.
:

EARTHQUAKE AT CORK.
Between two and three o'clock on Tuesday morning, April 6,
a shock of an earthquake was sensibly felt at Cove, Ahada,
Middleton, and the neighbourhood of the harbour's mouth. At
about half after two o'clock a noise was heard like the rumbling
of a heavv carriage, accompanying which vvas a very sensible shaking of the house, bed, and furniture, which lasted about eight
or ten seconds: during the time of its continuance, some of the
servants of the house state that they with difficulty preserved themselves from being

shaken out of the bed;

in particular

a nurse,

such an
Immediately after the shock, water vvas dashed against
the bed -room windows, in such quantity as to convey the notion
that it was thrown at the glass out of vessels. To some persons, the
noise accompanying the shock resembled the report of a great gun.
At Haulbowline island the sensation was very terrific. The
watch-house there is built wiih immense masses of limestone,
many of them weighing some hundreds; these appeared to the
persons in the house to be shaken in such a manner as to create
fears of their tumbling down, and made them run into the open
air and fall prostrate.
At Ahada, opposite Cove, the noise heard
was such as resembled the firing of cannon; and many there, but
for the earlv hour, were inclined to think it proceeded from the

whose attention

to an infant rendered her

more

liable to

accident.

morning gun in the harbour.
In the town of Middleton the shock was not less severe than
Cork harbour. In one house a bed was sliaken so violently as

in

to

who lay in it to jump up, under an impression
that the floor was giving vvay; the water-jug was thrown on its
side, and the covershakenoff a teapot which stood on a shelfin the
cause the person

bed-room. Many persons thought it must have proceeded from
an explosion of gunpowder at Cove or Spike Island, and for a great
part of the day were most anxious to hear from their friends there.
The more pro jable conjecture is, that some more violent shock
has taken place elsewhere, and that details of some dreadful calamity

may

be daily expected.

Previous to the account of the awful

and destructive earthquake which laid Lisbon in ruins in the year
1755, like sensations were felt in Cove, and the entire coast at
that side, and we await with no ordinary anxiety to learn if any
parts of the Continent have suffered under a like visitation at present.
{Cork Mercan. Chron. April 1 .)

SHAKING
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SHAKING MINARETS.
cityof Ahmedabad, in Bombay, is justly celebrated for its
beautiful buildings of stone and other materials, and was not less
so for the famous Shaking Minarets, which were admired by every

The

The awful earthquake which visited this city on the
ISth of June last has, we regret to learn, levelled nearly the whole
The proud spires of the
of these fine ornaments with the dust.
great mosque, the Juma Muzjid, erected by Sultan Ahmud, the
king of Guzerat, and the founder of the city of Ahmedabad, which
had stood nearly four hundred and fifty years, have tumbled to
the ground within a few yards of the place where they once reared
their heads.
The mosque itself has sustained less injury than
could have been expected, and the handsome arch which divided
Another Muzjid, of elegant
the minarets has escaped unhurt.
structure, which lies to the left of the road leading to the Shahee
Bagli, denominated the Beebees, or Unchunt Koonkee ke Muzjid, has shared the same fate.
A gentleman, while riding out,
saw the minarets come down ; the tops were thrown to a distance,
and immediately afterwards the stones came tumbling down one
after another.
The only remainining shaking minarets which
are at all worthy of notice, and are much inferior to the others,
have, it is said, been sadly fractured; they are situated in the
Goompteepoora, to the east of the city, outside the walls,
stranger.

—

INDIAN WILD

ASS.

General Sir D. Ochterlony lately dispatched, as a present from
the Nawab of Bhawulpoor to Governor-general the Marquis of
Hastings, a beautiful wild ass, of that species called by the natives
Gor Khur. This elegant creature is described as being eleven
or twelve hands high, of a beautiful light fawn or cream colour,
In disposition it is unwith long ears, and large black eyes.
tractable, and in this as well as in every other respect excepting
the colour, resembles the zebra. It is said to be a complete model
Aiialic Mirror.
of strength, beauty, and agility.
LIST OF

To

PATENTS FOR

NEW

INVENTIONS.

Francis Lambert, of Coventry-street, in the parish of St.

James, Westminster, for an invention communicated to him by
a foreigner residing abroad, being a new method of mounting
and producing, and also of removing, preserving, and replacing
the figure in weaving gold lace, silver lace, silk lace, worsted lace,
cotton lace, thread lace, and other laces, whether made or composed of the aforesaid articles, any, or either of them, or a mixture theicof.

— llth

April

1S20.—-4 months allowed

to inroU

specification.

Vol. 55.

No.

2G:l.

April 1820.
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Patents.

—Astronomy.

To Henry

Constantine Jennings, of Carburton-street, Fitzroy-square, for a lock or fastening for general use.
1 1th April.
6 months.
To William Hall, and William Rostill, of Birmingham, for a
certain inoprovement in the manufacture of hafts, handles or hilts
for knives, forks, swords, or any other instruments to which hafts,
handles or hilts are necessary and can be applied, whether made
of turtle- or tortoise-shell or other suitable material, which invention or improvements they believe will be of general benefit and
advantage.
11th April.
G months.
To Thomas Burr, of Shrewsbury, for certain improvements in
machinery for manufacturing lead and other metal into pipe and
sheets.
llth April.
6 months.
To Edward Coleman, Professor of the Veterinary College,
St. Pancras, Middlesex, for a new and improved form of construction of shoes for horses, which invention he believes will be
of general benefit and advantage.
2 months.
15th April.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

I'ROPOSAL FOR ESTABLISHING A MORE CORRECTACCOUNTOF civil.
TIME, NO LESS SIMPLE THAN THE GREGORIAN COMPUTATION.

Were

every fourth year, excepting the 500tli, reckoned to con-iof 366 days, the average tropical year would be estimated
at days 365, hours 5, min. 57, sec. 7t j a" approximation close
indeed to the year's true value.
It is therefore suggested that
the papal vear be amended by the addition of the differential
sist

2000th part.

V/.

W.

ASTRONOMY OF THE ORIENTALS.
[Abridged from the Calcutta Journal.]

The

following are some of the astronomical measures of time
relating to the sun and moon, according to the calculations of

the Hindoo astronomers, and by which the Bramins, Moguls,
and other Mohammedans in India chiefly go, in the reckoning
of time*.
The lunar year they reckon 354 days, 22 gurris, 1 pull. The
solar year they reckon 365 days, 15 gurris, 30 pulls, 22 f peels,
Indian tim.e : 60 peels making 1 pull, 60 pulls I gurri, and 60
gurris

I

day.

According to which the following table

is

con-

structed.

From

appears that the Indian year of 365 da3s
is equal to 365 days 6 hours
12 minutes and 9 seconds of our time; and accords with our
sidereal year nearly, which is stated at 365 days 6 hours 9 minutes and 14y seconds. The Indian lunar year, reckoned at 354
days 22 gurris I pull, measures 354 days 8 hours 48 minutes
15 gurris

the table

30

pulls

it

and 22| peels

• See Frasei's History of Nadir Sliaw, passim.

S4 seconds.

Astronomy of the Orientals.

3 15

24 seconds, English time; which very nearly corresponds with
that settled in our tables at 354 days S hours 48 minutes 36
seconds *.

Table.
Peels.

.

Astronomy.

o I (j

Hence the
min.

— Meteorology.

difference between the Indian

15-£ sec. in

and European

is

54

19 sidereal years.

Indian Lunar Years reduced.
Days.

=
=
=
=

0726

19 X 12 lunations
6 hiiiations
1 lunaiion

=
=
=

6732
177
29

235 kinations

=
=

6939
6939

19
19
19
19

X
X

X
X

3.34 davs

8 hours

48
34

mill.

sec.

Ditto by English tables
Difference

The

Hrs.

6

Min. Sec.

8
15

7

36

23

19

36

4
12

24
44

12
2

16
16

27
26

50

.

.

12

.

. .

51

59

between 235 lunations, composing the lunar
cycle of 19 years, by both reckonings less than one minute!
difference

METEOROLOGy.
George Town, Columbia (U.S.) Feb. 22, 1820.

"

We

is over; in fact, we had last
hot weather as 1 ever experienced in England, but
the following statement of the height of the thermometer will
give you some idea of its actual state
lOth. Very cold wind,
with sharp sleety snow. 1 1th and 12th, warmer. ISth, too hot
at 4 o'clock P.M. to walk comfortably, even thinly clad.
14th,
hotter still.
15th. Thermometer at 3 P.M. 76", at 6, 66°, at
16th. Thermometer at 3 P.M. 66°, at 7 P.M. 73°.
11, 62".
This day we had no fire in our room, our windows wide open,
coat ofl^ &c. &c. The ladies all resumed their summer thin apparel.
17. Thermometer at 8 A.M. 62°, at 3 P.M. 66".
Vegetation has come on during these last three days with a rapidity
never before beheld.
I
18th. Weather much cooler.
19th.
Thermometer 2 P.M. 54°. 20th. Cold wind. Thermometer at
3 P.M. 49". 21st. Colder still, with a N.W. wind. Thermometer 44" at 3 P.M. We expect it colder still to-morrow, and
then probably we shall have it as hot again as it was last week."

are in hopes that our winter

week some

as

:

MJETEORO-

Meteorology,
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METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL KEPT AT BOSTON,
LINCOLNSHIRE.
[The time of observation, unless otherwise stated,

is at 1

P.M.]

318

Meteorology.

Thermomeirical Report from \st January
1S09, Fort Frederick, Trincomalie

to

d\st Decemler

— Ceylon.

Meteorology;

3W

from \st January to Zlst December
1817, G^ Kandy, Island of Ceylon.

Tliermometrical Report

\

.

320

Meteorology

METEOROLOGICAL TABLEj

Br Mr. Gary, op the Strand,
For April 1820.
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On the alleged Plagiarisms of Frenchmen:

on theOriginality
of the musical Instrument called the Sirene; and on the Pitch
and Scale, of the Notes of a French Standard Harmonica,
v^hich are said to have been ascertained thereby.

John Farey

By Mr.

Sen.

To Mr.Tilhch.

—

S^Rj
-It has been to me a subject of poignant regret to learn,
from several intelligent Englishmen who have visited Paris or
travelled in France in search of vsefril information, that an ex*
ceedingly small proportion only, of any of the ranks or classes in
society in France, understand ourLanguage,sufficiently to converse
therein ; and that in consequence, those of our countrymen who

cannot speak French, and are unaccompanied by a friend who
so, fluently, do little more than lose their time and spend
their money, when they cross the English'Channel,
with the view
of acquiring the information to which I have alluded.
It is to this general distaste, which,
if I mistake not. Frenchmen in general have, to the study of any modern language but
their own, except perhaps the Italian and
German, amongst the
superior and scientific classes, and not more so to our language,
than those of others of the nations who surround them, that I
wish, in candour, to attribute, the many
instances of apparent
plagiarism and of literary injustice, as to the discoveries and writings of our countrymen, in the sciences and useful arts, which
are
complained of in our journals, against Frenchmen * and this remark I wish in particular to apply to the Baron Cagniard de la
Tour's account, translated into pages 293 and 294 of your last
Number, of the Instrument which hedenominatestheSfrene; being
wilhng to suppose, that the Baron had never read, or perhaps
heard of. Dr. Robison's account in the Supplement to the third
does

:

edition
• A memoir of the late James Watt, esq.
was, as it since has appeared,
written by Mr. fVilUam Playfair, for the New
Monlkhj Magazine, and has
thence been transferred into your last volume at
page 44i5 Mr. P. has
therem, without regard to truth or propriety of
language, charged M. de
h-rony with gross and wilful injustice
to Mr. Watt, a^3 to his improvements
of the Stcam-Engine, as my Son has
(although by mistake you omitted to
place Junior Aher his Name) in
p. 110 of your present volume, shown, by
quoting the passages from M. de Frony's Work,
wherein due acknotvkdgu.
menu are made of Mr. Watt's claims notwithstanding which, and without
noUcing these extracts, Mr. P. has, in another Work, viz. the original
;

:

Monthly Magazine, for the present month,
p. 322, in language not less unjustifiable, repeated his attackt on
M, de Prony, grounding the same now,
r"""P*"y on a conversation which he alleges to have held with Mr. W.
in IHIO or 181 1 :— in answer to
which I beg, in the absence of my t^on to
Vol. 55. No. 2(J5.
»tnte.
1820.
Cc

May
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On

the Pitch

and Scale of the French Harmonica.

ohheEncyclnpcpdia Britannica, vol. ii. p. 650, of his dismode oj producing perfect musical Smivds, by the
mere opening and shutting of a stop-cock, tlirough tvhicli, slightly
compressed air, thus interryplcdly passed, at very quick intervals, to which iliscovery the Baron appears now to lay clarfn, in
edition

covery, of the

his account referred to.

Those of your Readers who are conversant with Flarmonics,
can scarcelv fail to have regretted with me *, the want of precise
measures of the intervals of the Scale, which are actually produced, by the mos't expert and ap])rovedof the professionfil Tuners
of our common keyed Instruments.
Such an instrument as the
Sirene, when properly constructed, and used with the requisite
care and precautions, seems capable of affording these measures;
it is however, abundantly apparent to me, that some or all of
these requisites have been wanting, in the experiments which the
Baron has recorded, as to the Pitch iind Scale of the Standard
French Instrument which he calls an Harmonica.
In the first place I would observe, as to the pitch, that if the
Key Note ut, or c of this Instrument make 511 vibrations in
I", and the English concert pitch be 4 SO vibrations for the same
note, as I believe to be usually the case, this Harmonica waspitched 55s, or nearly a major Semitone, higher than our English Instruments are usually pitched or tuned f.
The numbers given in the 2d and 3d columns of the Baron's
Table, are not in the ratio 1 to 13 "5, as the previous description
might have led one to suppose, but in the ratio \ to 22'5 or very
nearly so; and the whole descripiion is so concise, and withaU ko
confused, as to furnish no clue, for determining the accuracy of
the
state, that about two or three years ago, while he was engaged in preparingthe elaborate iwi\c\e Steam- Engine, which is printed in Dr. Rees's Cyclopeedia,
Mr. Watt did us the honour to call here several times, and in my presence,
held various conversations with my Son, relating very fully to Mr. W's inventions and improvements of the Steam-Englne, and relating to the rival claims,
which various persons have at di.?'erent times set up; into the particulars
of which rival claims, my Son had previously, spared no pains to inquire,
through every practicable channel, and having stated the conclusions to
which he had come, in each of such cases as regarded Mr. Watt's SteamEngine, by reading these parts of his Manuscript to Mr. W. he had the satisfaction of receiving, his full assent thereto : and I beg to declare, that in
these conversations, not the slightest complaint was made, of M. de Prony's
conduct ; nor on a liter occasion, when Mr. W., only a veiy few months before his death, called here, and left for my Son (who was from home at the
time) a oopy of his own Work on the Steam-Engine, not then published; on
which occasion Mr. W. sat and conversed with me for a considerable time,
on the subjects treated of in his newly printed Book.
• See vol. xlix. p. 447f The great improbability of the Continental Pitch being at thi* time
higher

i
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Strata of the Environs of St. Pelerslurgh.

it will be perceived however,
the numbers in the 3d column
that the four last notes in the Table, viz. la, si, ut and re, being
octaves of the first four notes therein, viz. A, B, c, and d, the
numbers in the latter case, ought to have been, the exact ha:lves.
of those iu the former ; whereas none of them are so ; the difference being, in the latter case, or for d, 4*5 vibrations: which, as
well as the 675 vibrations assigned to g, differ so widely from
the system of M. Sauveur, to which the Baron says that his numbers approximate, as to divest the whole of any character for accuracy.
I have not seen the original account ; but the translation in a contemporary journal, introduces near the middle of
the Table, the note mi or e, making 630 vibrations per 1", which
is omitted in p. 294.
I should be glad to hear, that one of these new Instruments
had been brought to this country, or rather that one had been
made here, with everv attention to accuracy of construction; and
that by means thereof, and without trusting to the fallacious use
of Unisons* in comparing the Notes, the numbers of Vibrationsin the Scales, of several of our most approved Tuners, may be several times ascertained, and carefully noted for pubhcation^ in
yours or some other of our scientific journals.
I am
Your obedient servant,
Howland-street, May 3, 1 820.
JoHN FareY Sen.
:
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Strata of the Environs of St. Petershurgh, in the Order of
Geological Position f.

ALLUVIAL EARTHS.
JoUPERFif.iAL deposits, either
face of

all

in beds, or irregularly,

on the sur-

the other formations.

POST-DILUVIAN FORMATIONS,
the disposition of which did not commence,
retiring of the waters.

till

after the final

higher than that of Instruments in England, will appear, from what Dr.
Robert Smith intimates, pp. 208 and 218 of the 2d Edition of his " Harmonics," as to the elevation of a whole Tone, which took placx; in theEngUsh
Pitch, sometime previous to the middleof the last century: and from what is
related in corroboration thereof, by an Enj,'lish Singer, in ]). 1.'32, vol. i. of
the " Quarterly Musical Review," who lately took with him a standard English Tuning Fork, in his visit to the chief musical cities in Europe
in all of
which, he declares the pitch to have been found by comparison, a Semitone
at the least lower than this Fork.
• See the English Musical Gazette for Apiil iSlf), vol. i. pp.68 and 69.
t From a Map Sheet, recently published by the Mineralogical Society of
St. Petersburgh.
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the Management of Bees.

]

By

Isaac Espinasse, Esq.*

Chancery-lane, Feb.

The

7>

1818.

management

of
the
bees being one of those subjects of rural oeconomy which
Societv have thought vvoi thy of their attention, and for the encouragement of which they have offered premiums, and they
havinc at the same time signified that the claimant was expected
(though
to suggest his observations on the subject, I am induced
engaged in very different pursuits) to offer the following Essay
cultivation of, and

improvement

in, the

It is the result of experience, and of
to their consideration.
many years actual observation, not the speculation of a theorist,
nor a compilation from the works of other authors on the same

subject.
It is

presented to the Society with no view to the pecuniary

premium which they have offered, for did what I here submit to
them give me any claim, or entitle me to such mark of their apno
probation, it should be restored to them, as sought for with
other view than

among

its

to entitle

me

to have the

honour of ranking

members.

Conceiving that the views of the Society are not merely speimprovement, I canrespecting the gepublications
of
number
the
consider
hut
not
culative, but directed to objects of practical

neration of bees, the prolific powers of the queen bee, the formation of their cells, and administration among themselves, as
to
theories ingenious and entertaining, but as in no wise tendjng
inform those who wish to keep this valuable insect, to make it
most productive, or render it more generally useful. Several of
the
these publications I have read, and the accoimts in theui of
which
different processes by glass hives, boxes, &c. the object of
open to these objecis to save the Ijees and take the honey, are

—

the dc'icriptions in them are too complicated to be easily
understood, and the necessary apparatus too expensive to be purchased, but by a few; and it must be recollected, that it is not
from such, the supply of honey and wax necessary for our consumption is procured ; as the number of those who indulge in
the
these entertaining pursuits is small; it is the husbandman,
farmer, the gardener, and the cottager, who by small contributions

:

tions furnish the necessary stock of

wax and

honej'.

my observations to the Society, I feel
as my opinions on the subject of their pre-

In offering, however,

considerable difficulty,
miums are inucii at variance with theirs: they seem to consider,
points
t^at he performs a meritorious service to the public, who
» From the Traimwt'wns of the Society for the EnconraffcmcHt of Art»,
Mamftwtnreii, ami Commerce, Cor 1 81 8. the Silver Ceres Medal of the S»cii-ty \va>( voted to Mr. !>. for this eomtiiuniciitioii.
•

Vol.r>5.No. 205. A/ay IS20.
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out the mode of increasing the number of hives, and of preserving the insect.
If the object of the Society is, to increase the
quantity of wax and honey necessary for consumption, nothing
is more fallacious than to .suppose that it is necessarily effected by
offering a premium for the greatest number of hives, without reference to their weight
though the assertion may seem a paradox, that an increase of hives does not necessarily produce an increase of honey.
It is easy to cover the apiary with hives : if
one is allotted to every swarm, cast, or colt, the numbers may
easily be multiplied; but the quantity of wax and honey is lessened, as I shall demonstrate to the Society in the course of these
;

observations.
I am no stranger to that complaint so continually in the mouths
of those who are unacquainted with the subject, the cruelty of
taking the honey by destroying the bees. Their fate is pathetically lamented, as if they alone of all the creation were to be ex-

empt from their contribution to the support of man: while such
persons walk through a market, and look into a slaughter-house
without emotion, they weep over the apiary in the month of
September.
No one can better love the insect than I do, nor
more exert himself to shelter, to save, and protect it addressing myself therefore with due deference to the opinions of the
Society, who have thought the preserving the lives of the insects
an object meriting a premium at their hands, I avow it to be my
opinion that I consider the speculation of saving the bees, and
at the same time taking the honey, as impracticable, as well as
unnecessary.
It is unnecessary, for no insect generates faster
than the bee; as I have ascertained from actual experience, that
in three weeks after a swarm had been hived, not only were the
comljs formed, but full of the maggot, the infant state of the
bee, and the combs will be found so filled with progressive generation from the month of March until October.
That it is impracticable, this observation will show there is
a certain relation in nature between the animal to be fed and the
pabulum necessary for its support. The earth throws out but a
certain quantity of flowers, and all that it does, do not afford
honey for bees. Their numbers therefore must be limited by
the food necessary for their support; and to suffer them to increase ad itijinitu;n would be to defeat its own object, for famine
would soon destroy those whom a mistaken mercy had spared *.
The profusion and variety of flowers necessary for them is found
:

:

—

* I am led to this observation, from what passed witliin my own knowledge a few years since. In the village where my house is situated, manjr
persons induced by my example procured bees ; they were too numerous
for what was to feed them ; more than one half of them died in the ensuing
winter; and nearly onothird of mine were saved only by being fed.
in

1
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kingdom where

I

have been.

33

And

that pas-

tures are to be sought for, other than those which surround the

apiary in the beginning of the season, and before their numbers

have been increased by swarms, is demonstrably proved bv what
is mentioned in some authors on the subject; that in Piedmont
and Savoy, the bee-masters bring their hives down tlie rivers on
rafts, anchoring in different places where flowers are found in
abundance for their food. Is this necessary from any other cause
than from the want of sufficient food at home ?
In a treatise of this description, intended for the perusal and
information only of persons of common minds, who have no capacity for experiment, nor means of trying its effects ; who are
satisfied with the animal as they find it, as well worthy of their
care and attention for the value of its productions, as conducive
to health and many of the most useful purposes, I put by all the
systems which speculation has raised, and the theories in which
ingenuity has indulged itself.
Used to bees from my childhood,
and for the last eighteen years the proprietor of a large stock,
which I have watched, observed, and studied, and having directed
my observations onlv to increase tliem as far as they could be
kept, and having protected them from every thing that could
injure them, I address the observations contained here, to enable
those who have none, and who may be disposed to keep them, to
have the benefit of my experience, and those who have to increase their produce.
This object I propose through the medium of this honourable Society.
I am aware that many of my observations will be found to be
not entirely new, and equally so, that I shall have to controvert
many received opinions; but I vvilj state nothing which I have not
tried, and for the effect apd success of which I will not answer.
Tt requires no argument to establish the position, that where
there

is

the greatest quantity of flowers, that

is

the situation best

adapted for keeping bees, but there are few where nature has not
thrown out abundance. My house is situated in the village of
Bexley in Kent: it is in the vale of Cray: Dartford heath is
within a mile of it to the east, and Bexley heath two miles and
a half to the north-west.
I mention these matters with respect
to situation, as heaths are supposed to be peculiarly productive
of pabulum for the bees, as affording in abundance the blossoms
of the heath, furze, and wild thyme.
The situation in that reThose who are unspect is a matter of primary consideration.
acquainted with the insect suppose that he possesses the fee
simple of every flower, and that the whole regions of that description are devoted to his use.
It is very far otherwise; and
when poetry makes it light upon a rose and inhale its sweets,
the truth

is,

that

it

never sucks

it

at

Dd2

all,

or

many

other flowers

;

ia

.
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whose cups are so deep that its sucker cannot reach
He, therefore,
the bottom of it, where the honey is deposited.
who wishes to keep bees must not rely upon every flower as furnishing support to his apiary; he must rely only on those which
are shallow and small, or which expand widely in the leaves, so
neither must
that the bee can get to the bottom of the flower
he rely wholly on the produce of the fields, meadows, pastures
in fact,

all

;

or heath, but make his garden, or its borders, a separate plantaFor this
tion for such herbs and flowers as are fit for their use.
purpose, nothing I have found so grateful to the bee, so easily
propagated, so fruitful in produce of flowers, and so delightful
It ornaments every part of my
in its flavour, as lemon thyme.
garden ; and as it flowers in the beginning of August, and the

honey derived from it is last deposited in the cells, it gives a
vour to all the honey which before 4iad partially filled them:
'-

redolentque thymo fragvantia

fla-

nicU.a.

ViRG. (rfor^eeiv.*

The common thyme,

winter savoury, and mignonette, I have
and as they blow late, they are

also found greedily sought after;

therefore valuable.

In the garden, as affording food for bees, I must much recomlarge plantations of gooseberries, currant trees, and rasp-

mend

berries.

Few

of the ornamental flowers of the garden, as the ranuncuanemone, pink, or carnation, afford any pabulum for the
bees ; and as for the tulip, I am induced to think that it possesses
some quality injurious to them, from the following circumstance:
In the month of May 1817, having gone down to my garden
when the tulips were in blow, and looking into the body of the
flowers for those which were well coloured, I observed a dead bee
in almost every one of them, and in some two.
This led me to
examine nearly the whole of my beds, and there was scarcely
any flower which did not exhibit the same appearance f
The blossoms of the first-mentioned shrubs afford to them the
earliest flowers, particularly the gooseberry; and the cupidity
with which they suck them presents the image of a sailor on his
return tasting fresh meat and vegetables, who during a long voylus,

*

I

cannot help remarking here, that almost every observation in that
I have found verified from my own

delightful book, the Goorglcs of Virgil,

experience.

f From what

cause this proceeded 1 have not been able to ascertain, unfrom some deleterious substance which the insect might have imbibed
from the flower apprehending, however, that it might have been caused
by the inability of the bee to escape from the depth of the flower, I took a
few bees from a hive, and put them into several very deep flowers ; but they
ail got out, and flew away without any difficulty.
less

:

age
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age had fared on nothing but salt provisions. The blossom of
the turnip is also very useful at that season of the year, as it furnishes both wax and honey in abundance.
I do not pretend to enumerate all the flowers which afford food
to bees the general descriptions I have already given those from
which mine have principally drawn their support, are the white
clover and the blossoms of the lime tree ; and for wax, the blossoms of the furze and broom it is the farina collected from these,
that repairs the cells that have been tapped for their food during
the winter: proximity therefore to these sources of support is a
very desirable circumstance in the formation of an apiary, the
benefit of which I fully experienced in the course of the summer
The lime trees which usually blossomed about midof 1816.
:

:

:

fall into bloom in that year until late in July:
the old hives are preparing, or have just cast
swarms, and the combs in the new are not in a fit state to receive
the honey; but in the late season of IS16, when those trees went

summer, did not
at

midsummer

combs were formed, and were in
The beautiful and
a state to receive the honey fiom the flower.
rich grove of Mount Mascal, near Bexley, composed entirely of
lime trees, furnished pabulum for millions, and all the bees which
then left their hives, I observed in thousands to take that souththe consequence was, that all my
erly direction which led to it
hives, which until that time were uncommonly light, from the effect of an unfavourable season, in a fortnight's time were amply
filled with honey.
The next ol)ject, in order to increase and improve the apiary,
is, attention to the hives used, and the mode of hiving the swarms.
There is no prejudice which I have had more to combat with,
than the using of large hives, that is, the use of hives without
any attention to the proportion they bear to the swarms to be
In Kent they are partial to hives nearly two feet
put into them.
high, and as large in diameter: they seem to consider that the
hives cannot be too large, and that it is of no importance ivhether
the loaded and wearied insect is to drag his burthen up two feet
of the side of the hive, or one ; or whether the hive is to be
wholly, or only partially, filled with comb. Both are of the utmost

into blossom, in everv hive the

:

have uniformly observed, that bees never work
is full*; and when, after all their labour,
empty, it is coid and uncheering, and they work with

importance.

I

well, unless the hive

they find

it

* In hiviiij^thc swarms, therefore, this must be atfi-ndcd to witli paiticucare, that the hive be proportioned to the swarm: if it is too small, they
will lie out in dusters on the board, and not work, havini; no place in which
to deposit what they gi>iher ; if it is too larjje, and of course in great part
unfilled, wiien tlie bees come home they hnd the hive empty or cold, and

liu-

work no longer with

iuduiitry

and

spirit.

no

;
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therefore always endeavour to liave a swarm fill the
first hived, to within two or three rims at the bottom
I

and so necessary do I consider it to have the hive fi.ill of bees before they begin to work, that I add to a small swarm either another, or a cast, and put two or three «'asts together, till a proper
proportion of bees is had this is done with the greatest ease, by
spreading a cloth on the ground, and striking the hive which
contains the swarm to be added quickly and sharply'on it, when
the swarm will fall in a cluster on the clolh
and then quickly
covering it with the hive which is to be reinforced with the addition, those on the cloth readily ascend, and fraternize without
difficulty with the others by these means a stjoug; hive is formed,
well filled with bees, and they work with spirit; the hum of the
many round the door, seems to rouse and cheer the rest ; whereas,
if the hive is weak of bees, the want of vigour and spirit is visible.
It is this circumstance which has induced me to offer that
observation which I before made, respecting the number of hives
:

;

:

of bees, as making that a circumstance of reward
if every east
hived, you have a numerous apiary; but I never had the good
fortune to get an ounce-weight of honey out of a cast in July,
which is the usual month for such swarms I have, therefore,
:

is

:

added them together, and often three into one hive, and they
have worked cheerfully.
But the size and make of the hives is not the only matter to
be attended to ; the warmth arising from the thickness of the
straw composing them, and the sweetness of it, are also deserving
of much consideration.
In all the hives which I have had in
Kent, the rolls are thin and hard, and little attention is paid to
the colour or sweetness of the straw; the consequence of which
that they are cold in winter:

I have, therefore, procured the
use from Chelmsford, and Hertford, where the
rolls are thick and not so hard, and the shape well proportioned

is,

hives which

I

and handsome.

The shape which

I

prefer

is

low, wide,

and

Bees begin to work near the top of the hive,
and work downwards; and as the combs approach the bottom,
their labour is diminished.
The board on which the hive is
placed should be of well seasoned elm, of the thickness at least
of an inch, as it will otherwise warp with the heat of the sun j
and when every pa;t of the bottom of the hive does not touch the
board, vermin, such as earwigs, snails, &c. get in ; and from the
moment such unwelcome guests intrude into a hive, the bees become discontented, and no longer apply themselves to work with
pointed at the top.

vigour.

The bee-house is the next object of care. I consider mine as
the best ornament of my garden
on an adjoining seat, most part
of my day is spent in contemplating the activity and busy in:

dustry
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and in fact on the master of the
bee-house being himself fond of the pursuit, great part of the
success of keeping them depends they must be watched during
their time of swarming, and the attacks of their enemies must be
warded off, for of these they have not a few. There are but two
aspects in which the bee-house should be placed; the south, or
some point towards it ; and the east. I have in my principal apiary
two houses, each containing eight hives; the one fronting the
east, and the other the south ; I have endeavoured to ascertain
in which of them the bees throve best, but in that respect I could
find no difference.
I however prefer the southern aspect, as it
dnstrjr of these valuable insects;

:

enjoys the benefit of the winter sun, whose warmth and effect in
keeping the house dry, is of infinite consequence this leads me
to the most decisive dictum on the subject, that it is essential to
the thriving of bees, that they should be kept sheltered from
damps and wet, in summer and in winter; as, unless they are
kept dry and warm, they will not work.
Turn up an unsheltered
hive on a rainy day, in the midst of summer, a drowsy hum announces their torpor ; but if sheltered, so that the chilly effect of
the rain has not reached the interior of it, the moment the atmospliere is cleared, and a glimpse of sunshine is seen, they will
be observed to issue from their hives to work, as alert as if not
a single drop of rain had fallen.
:

The

warmth during the winter to the
independent of what has been already observed, the best answer that can be given to the possibility of
taking the honey without destruction of the bees.
If the honey
is taken, the combs must be taken too.
What is the effect ? The
hive becomes empty; there is no exclusion of cold, from the circumstance of its being filled with combs: there is no restingabsorute necessity oi

preservation of bees

is,

who are sheltered in the intervals, and some
derived from the bee-bread and wax which is taken away.

place for the bees,

food

is

They do not live in winter clustered as in a swarm, but are dispersed over the combs, and either feed on their appropriate cell,
or what the combs contain.
How, therefore, a swarm deprived
of combs is to live in that cold, inactive, and unprotected state, I
cannot conceive. Without food they cannot exist; the quantum
to be administered is not easily ascertained, and it is attended
with much trouble; and though we well know that ingenious
glass appendages have been filled with combs, such as the shop
of Mr. Wildman exhibits, how is the cottager to procure this
costly apparatus, and how to attend to it ? for, except by such
means, ingenuity has never suggested any mode, nor speculation
glanced at its practicability.
If you mean to carry your hives
through the winter, you must give them their natural comfort
and suj)port ; you nmst leave Ihcm their combs and their hive^,

and
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and liberty to follow that mode of living which nature has pointed out to them.
Every bee-house should therefore be constructed of sufficient
depth, that the hives may be brought forward, or pushed back,
In summer they cannot be brought too
and heat, which rouses them into life, and stimulates their industry; nor in winter be too far removed from
the external wet and cold.
Mv two bee-houses are sheltered on every side by hedges, exThe hedges to the north and
cept towards the south and east.
No trees
north-east are beech, which are kept closely clipped.
should be planted in the front, as that keeps off the sun, whose
light and vvarn)th are the great stinuilaiits to their working. Six
hives are, in my opinion, enough lor each house, and the houses
should stand at some distance from each other the reason is,
that when the Ijees swarm, the buzz of those which rise first is
apt to induce the other hives to swarrii also, and two good swarms
often unite ; but when they do so, they should be put into a hive
The bee-house opens by folding doors at
proportionably large.
the back, by which every hive can be easily got at for any purthe places in the front being made too narrow
pose required
the back may be secured from
for a hive to be taken out there
as the weather serves.
far into the light

:

;

:

thieves by locking, or nailing up the doors during the winter:
the floors should be made accurately level, for the purpose of

feeding the bees, if necessary.
To the construction of the bee-house it is indispensable that
free access should be at all times had to the hives, to take them
out when necessary. For this purpose, the doors at the back of the
bee-house should open, whether it be to lake them in autumn,
to weigh them at that time, to ascertain their ability to support
themselves during the winter, to plaster them to the board to exclude the cold or wet, or to destroy any vermin that
in the house, or

under their boards

;

all

maybe lodged

which matters nmst be

Previous to shutting up the bee-houses for the
all be taken out, and the whole interior
carefully swept ; when infallibly there will be found a plentiful
collection of those insects whom the approach of winter drives
into their hiding places, and who seek for shelter in every cranny

attended

to.

winter, the hives should

of the bee- house: snails, earwigs, and spiders are of this deand that mice will also seek for shelter in the same
;
place, and in the hive itself, I had this demonstrable proof.

scription

leaving the country in October IS09, among others, I left
In the beginning of the
oldest hive of considerable strength.
spring, I observed but few bees come out to work, and a general

On

my

on turning it up, having before
torpor seemed to pervade it
the
it on one or two occasions, I observed one half of
hive
:

just lifted

—
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with beech-leaves (a beech-hedge forms one side of
hiy apiary) upon examinin!:^ it I found that the back of the hive
had projected beyond the board, throii<;h which a mouse had entered
the bees had retired to one side of the hive^ and he had
filled

:

:

taken up his winter quarters in the other.
He had made his nest
with the decayed beecli-leares, and he and the bees had Vv.e'X
joint-tenants of the hive during the wliolc season.
1 removed
the broken combs, and all the remains of his dwelling; rhe bees
seemed to recover new life the hive was restored; and though
it did not swarm the succeeding year, it became one of
mv best,
and continued so for many years after.
Birds will be fouud enumerated in every publication on the
subject of bees, as their enemies ; but I have found that there
are but few birds destructive to the apiary; most of those which
are so represented I have found are tliose who come to feed on
the dead bees or maggots, which are thrown out from the hives:
;

and thougli the swallow,
"
is

Procno, mmilbiis sighata cruentSs,"

reckoned among the

Virgil,

have observed that tiie most destructive is the bird called the house lark, a small a«h -coloured
bird of the size of a tit-lark and next to it the torn-tit ; these
should, therefore, be destroyed whenever they present themselves
chief,

I

where bees are kept.

Of the insect tribe, there are many inimical to bees ; of these
the moth is the most deadly: these insects are among the smallest
of the genus, and are of a light whitish brown ; they are remarkably active in their motions, and are seen running with great
quickness round the hive, watching their opportunity to enter;

which when j)ermi ted to do

iu

any number, the combs become

the depository of their eggs ; the top is filled with siiky film ; the
bees are expelled ; and the combs, when torn, resemble paper :
thpse should be carefully watc'ied and destroyed whenever they
appear ; for when one ethey enter a hive and breed, the loss of
the hive is inevitable*,
b'piders also, thougli but in a small

much with, and ob'stnict the working
of the bees without, by drawing their webs across the recesses of
the apiary: this is however in summer and autumn only.
They

tlegree destructive, interfere

are very easily destroyed, by going out at nigiit with a candle, at
* Mr. Mills, in his treatise published by ordt-r of the Srtciety, says, " the
moths break the cornbs to pieces !" He could never h;ivc seen a hive which
the raotli had attacked: they are the feeblest of all insects, and incapable of
breakinfr the combs; the effect of the attack of the moth is as I have described it.
I never had but one so destroyed
but such is my opinion of the
certain and destructive eflect of the moth in hives, that it ii sufficient for me
to condemn a hive, and take it in the ensuing autumn, from wJiich I have
occasionally seen a moth come out, or into vrhicli this insect has entered.
^'ol. o.'i. No. 2UJ. May 1820.
E e
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;
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which time only they are visible on their webs in the centre of
them, and are easily taken by the hand and destroyed. These
are the insects which Virgil points out
•

Laxos

But of

dirum

tinese genus, aut invisa

Minervae
Virg. Georg.

in foribus suspendit aranea casses.

iv.

the numerous enemies which bees have to encounter, the most daring as well as the most destructive is the wasp.
Rapacious, lively, and bold, he attacks the hive ; he enters it
without fear, and plunders it without mercy: to them many hives
all

the course of every season.
1 have found the
only efficient remedy is, to destroy their nests in the neighbourhood of the apiary: they are easily discovered in the side of a
ditch, or near the water, where the decayed roots of the alder
have left a cavity, in which places I have observed they much
fall sacrifices in

this is done at night, when they have all re:
turned to their nests, by putting port-fire into their holes, or by
burning straw on them : their nests, however, are not discovered
until they have become numerous, and so attract observation by
their flight, directed in numbers to a particular place ; and before they are so discovered, they commit great and destructive
devastation among the hives.
I have uniformly closed the entrance of my hives by the means pointed out in the following
drawing, where the bees enter the hive by two small doors, sufficient only to admit a single bee at a time.
After trying the common experiments of hanging up bottles of
honey or sweet liquor near the hives, I found I lost as many bees
in those as I destroyed wasps
and it therefore occurred to me,
that the best mode of securing the hives would be to narrow the
doors while the wasps were out, or on the wing, by some expedient which at other times would allow the bees their full scope
of exit and entrance.
The following is my invention, and it has

delight to breed

:

I

I

n
answered admirably, not for the purpose only of enabling the bee*
to
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to defend themselves from the wasps, but to shut

them up during

the autumn and winter ; during the autumn to keep out the vermin, and in winter to keep them warm *, yet give them air. This
I put on the hives early in August, as I by these means can give
them more or less room to work, at the same time that I thereby exclude the entrance of every insect whatever ; and to this
early closing up the doors, but with a power at the same time of
giving them full liberty to go out in any number, by lifting the
slide, I attribute much of my success in the preservation of my
stock hives, as their stores are left untouched, and they are kept
dry, and all offensive insects, such as snails, moths, &c. are thus
excluded.
There are four periods or seasons at which bees are to be particularly attended to.
The first I consider to commence from
the earliest bloom of the willow, and blossom of the gooseberry.
It has been recommended at this time to lift the hive, and sweep
the bpard, as the floor of the stool will be found covered with the
dross of wax, which was what closed up the combs at the beginning of winter, and when the cell was tapped for use, the wax

would

have never adopted that practice,
which had been plastered close to the boards during the winter, must necessarily be
lifted from them, and the cold thereby introduced, which, at that
season, I think would do more injury to the bees, than any benefit which they would derive from taking away the loose wax from
the board.
If at this season they appear brisk, and issue from
their hive in numbers, let no feeding on any account be allowed.
It dulls their early activity and industry, by their finding at home
what they would othevvise gain abroad ; and the honey drawn
from the flower gives themamore healthful activity than they could
have from any feeding but if a hive is observed when struck,
to emit a dull and heavy buzz, and if the bees do not issue in any
numbers, it may be of service to feed them, but scantily, and
merely to give them strength to go abroad. From this time,
until the period of swarming, they require some little attention ;
if the season is open, dry, and mild, in fact none ; but if May
fall

to the ground.

for this reason, that to

do

I

so, the hives

:

should be wet and cold after the

first

swarms are

cast, so that

* The drawing a a represents two small pieces of wood about an inch
and half long, about the sixth part of an inch broad, and of the same thickness ; there is a groove in eacli, to receive a sliding piece of board b, about
an inch and a quarter wide, in which are cut two small doors wide enough
The pieces of wood a, are fixed on each
to admit one bee at a time only.
side of the door cut in the hive itself, and fastened to the hive by two large
pins ; the piece of wood b, is then fixed in the two grooves, and is raised or

put down at pleasure.

E

e

2
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they camiot work, they must be attended to and fed, as they have
no support from within, or they will perish*.
During the suniuier the only attention requisite is to watch the
hives wliich show anv indication of swarming, to take eare that
none go off.
As I do not profess to give full and perfect directions as to
every piatter connected with the hiving of the bees, I content
myself with recoiumending it as essential to the hiving of good
htocks of bees, that the swarm, when hived, should nearly fill it,
and if it does not, to add to it another swarm or cast, so that it
the reason for which I have already given.
con)e to the season when the honey is to be taken, a
task never undertaken without reluctance, nor executed without
Tegret.
When from the failure of the flowers, little or no addishall
i

tion

fill

it;

now

is

made

to

tiie

stock of the hive in

wax

or in honey, and

I

calculate on none after the middle of August, h.iving ascertained
frorii observation, that to be the fact, I consider that that is the

proper period to take those hives which are too weak to get
tiirough the winter.
This only reconciles us to the taking of
them ; for if not then done, a slow and lingering death by famine
awaijs them, their industry not having given them provisions for
the season.
I therefore begin to take my hives in the middle of
August, by which means the honey runs more readily from the
combs; the refuse, when thrown out, affords food for the bees
who remain, and there are fewer competitors for whatever pabu-

lum the autumn flowers afford.
The honey when taken, in order

to be pure, fragrant, and well
flavoured, must be such as flows spontaneously from the comb,
cut into a hair-sieve transversely when the hive is taken; left to

flow through the sieve into a vessel beneath, and never squeezed,
or the rumjing of it forced by heat; and after it has so flowed
through the hair-sieve, it should be again strained through a finer

one, so that not a particle of wax should mix with it, which
creates a fermentation, and spoils the honey.
Money, however, so prepared, by flowing from the combs, always becomes saccharine but if the hive itself is kept, and the
combs taken out as wanted, the beautiful and transparent honey
will preserve its clearness, purity, and sweetness for at least a year.
I
have until the last season, which was so unusually late, always considered, that bees adil little to their store after the first
:

• In the last year I had a SM-.inn on the 17th of May
weather became very unl;ivouiable, and continually wet.
feed

them

for

a fortnight

;

very

many

soon

;

I

after,

the

was obliged

died, but the survivors repaid

to

my care,

and when the weather cleared up began to work. At the end of the season,
they gave me a hive of near thirty pounds weight.
or

1
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at this period, therefore,

and

for the

ensuing month, much attention is required, to protect for them
what they have acquired, as well from Uie depredations of wasps,
the most destructive plunderers of their stores, as from the spohation of each other.
When .in old hive has the unconsumed
honey of former years in any quantit}-, in addition to what the
present year has given, and the number of bees is small, it is astonishing to observe how soon the weakness is discovered, and
that hive is marked out as a prev to its neighbours.
The constant buzz that is round it, caused by btes flitt'iig round
the door, and on their attempting to light being attacked bv those
on the stool, who are guarding their magaz-ine, is an infallible
sign and direction that that hive

is

marked

for

plunder.

On

have closed up the door to a very small entrance,
and I have covered the front with a cloth: it has given only a
temporary suspen-^ion to complete pillage ; for nothing will save
it, or deter its assailants from their object.
The hive is attacked
by numbers, overpowered, and all their honey taken and carried
away. Finding, therefore, the absolute impossibility of saving
from the pillage of its neighbours a hive rich in honey, but poor
in bees, and unequal to its defence when its weakness is discovered ; I uniforndy take it, considering that it mav be useful, and
save other hives which I might be disposed to take, from a mere
trial of their weight, but in which the number of bees was conthese occasions

1

ciderablv larger.

am now

arrived at the last period of

my

not the
as ar^
to he ke))t for stock hives; either relying on their acquired stock
of honey, or such as are to be brought through the winter bv
means of feeding, and what is necessary for bringing them through
that season
on this much depends but whatever hives are selected for that purpose, they should be closely plastered with lime
I

least important, the

:

tract, but

judgement to be pronounced on such

:

this contril)utes to their warmth, to the exclusion
of vermin and insects; and if any water falls on the board, it docs
not reach the hive, which would otherwise become rotten and
damp at the bottom: but when plastered round and up to the
door, tliere is no entrance but through the two nicks in the slider.
The front of the bee-house should be covered with board or oilcloth, the hives pushed i)ack, whereby they become darkened,
and the bees less dispdsed to go abroad in winter. If the number of hives is so great that any given number may be selected,
that selection depends on the weight of the hive, and the heaviest
•hould be kept for stock, taking care, however, not u> bo decided
by it only, but to endeavour to ascertain whether they are also
itrong in numbers : this can be known from having observed ihem

to the stool

:

out
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out at work in autumn, or by throwing the loose combs of the
taken hives from whence the honey lias flowed, on the grass before the bee-house, from whence they will issue in great numbers
to suck the refuse honey remaining in the combs ; and they may
be then watched on their return to the hive, and their numbers
calculated.
This attention to the number of bees, as well as to
the weight of the hive, is a matter of observation indispensably
necessary, and on which every thing depends.
It often happens
that a hive heavy in honey has overswarmed itself, and the number remaining in the hive is small ; such is perfectly unfit to be
I have always weighed my hives at
carried through the winter.
the close of autumn, not by guess, but accurately by the scale
and weights ; I weigh them with the board on which they stand,
having before ascertained pretty nearly the weight of the stand.
If the hive weighs twenty-five pounds, it will safely get through
the winter without feeding; I have had some have gone through
it which weighed twenty-two or twenty-three pounds only ; but
upon these, without feeding, I cannot absolutely decide on their
abilities to pass the months of winter and the early part of the
But with the aid of feeding, it is perfectly easy to
spring.
And here I beg leave to give
bring any hive through the winter.
the most decided contradiction to any author who has treated it
as an idle, useless, and almost impossible expedient to save such
a hive during the season. Many have done so, and many such
assertions I have often heard made, but from which I totally disfsent, and from repeated experience am enabled to contradict
them. I have had many supported by these means during nearly
the whole winter, and those at the ensuing season have thriven
out of measure, and become my best for the ensuing year.
It fre(juently happens, that in a late and wet season, the swarms
come out in the latter part of June, and also numerous, strong,
and large casts of the same description ; they have not time to
complete their store of combs and honey, but they are valuable
for their numbers and their future promise ; their industry only
enables them to half fill their hives, and gather a support for a
few winter months.
Nothing is of more facility than to bring
those hives through the winter by feeding; and when that is done,
the remaining half of the hive is filled early in the succeeding
Tear and though they probably will not swarm, from having their
hive to fill with co.nbs, as well as honey, I have always found the
quantity of the latter to be considerable, and the number of bees
their attention is undiverted by throwing
great in proportion
out swarms; their brood is employed at home, in what, if hived
in a new dwelling, they would be called upon to do, filling it with
comb as well as with honey.
;

:

For
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can answer.
It has been done by me
repeatedly for many years back, particularly at the commencetnent of this my favourite pursuit ; and so far am I from thinking
the feeding of bees to be a useless and unavailing attempt, that
I have, without deviation, year after year adopted it, beginning
the feeding earlier or later according to the weight or strength
of the hives when they were put up in October.
Having ascertained their relative weights, I calculate from them how long
their stock of honey will last them, and their feeding is commenced accordingly. My whole stock is numbered 1,2, 3, 4, &c.
and on coming to town, I leave with my servant instructions in
this way: for example. No. 1, to be fed at Christmas ; No. 2,
the middle of January; No. 3, the latter end of February ; No. 4
need not be fed, as I consider it to be strong enough to get
through the winter without assistance.
A decided advocate, therefore, for feeding bees during the winter, and having ascertained the utility and advantage, as well as
the mode of putting it in practice, I communicate my method,
as I have successfully pursued it.
The composition which I give
to my bees is moist sugar and sweet beer boiled to the consistence of treacle ; it is inserted into the hive in a small trough or
scoop made of wood, hollow, and of this shape.

For the

effect of this I

This is to be filled daily.
To insert it into the hive through
the front door, would be to bring the bees of all the adjoining
hives to share it, and to engage them in fight and destruction
my bee-house opening wholly at the back, I cut a hole large
enough to admit the trough at the back part of the hive; and
when the trough is inverted I shut the outside doors quickly
thus no bees of the adjoining hives are roused ; and the hive fed,
enjoys the whole of what is given to it: the only attention required on the occasion is, to take care that the board or stool of
the hive is perfectly level, lest the food should be spilt, which
would take place if the board was higher either in the front or
back part of the hive.
It is a received opinion among the common people, that no
hive should be suffered to stand longer than three years ; for it
will certainly die in the fourth, or be good for nothing.
No
opinion can be more erroneous
I
last year took a hive which
:

had stood fourteen years, which I kept for the sake of the experiment, and which gave me a swarm the last season
but hav:

ing cast a

swarm

last year,

I

found the number of bees so re-;
duced,
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duced, and the hive so light, that it was impossible it could ^et
through the winter, and I therefote unwillingly took it.
I shall now conclude what I have the honour to offer to thq
Society with this observation, that the reward which the Society
offers, either pecuniary or honorary, should be held out to him
who produces the hive of given dimensions, of the greatest weight,
and of course containing the greatest quantity of honey and wax.

To

number and not the
any one to practise a fraud on
the Society, whose object is, to hold out encouragement to the
production of the greatest quantity of wax and honey, by inducing
him to hive' as a distinct stock, everv late small swarm or cast,
not one of wiiich I have ever found yield the smallest quantity of
honey fit for any purpose whatever.
I declare to the Society, that I was possessed of fifty-six stocks
of bees, previous to my beginning to take them in August last,
1817, all of which were composed of my old stock of the preceding year, and of swarms from them in the year 1817.
My
stock of the year 1816 consisted of 52 hives, 24 of which I carried through the winter without the loss of one, having taken the
rest.
From the 24 hives I had upward of 40 swarms and casts,
which were hived in 32 hives.
Isaac EsptNASsE,
give to iiim whose pretensions are the

weight of the hivesj

LIU.

is

to enable
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and two Periods Distance.

By Mr. Thomas Yeates.

In 912

p. 248.]

solar years the Julian calendar falls short

of the true solar time by seven whole days, at the rate of eleven
minutes per annum ; and therefore, to reduce the ancient with

the reformed calendar, seven whole days must be added to the
it up with the latter during one lunar period.
912 solar years the moon gains eleven whole days
when she comes up with the sun within four days, which produces a compound equation and a third number, amoimting to
three days in the joint motions of the sun and moon in one period, according to the table of the ancient eclipses, and the doctrine of the anticipation of the moo7i ; but whether this recession
of the conjunctions of the sun and moon in the ecliptic is any
real and absolute anticipation, or whether it is produced by sonje

former, to bring
7.

And

unknown
period,

is

.

in

variation of the calendar reckoning during the above

an astronomical question to be inquired into.
8.

Ths
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back of the conjunctions of the sun and moon
912 years, extends the
great lunar period to 120 periods of 912 years, or upwards of
100,000 years, which is an unbounded length; and however
enormous this may appear, yet an author since Mr. Ferguson
has calculated the grand lunar period at 7,948,800 synodical revolutions, or more than 600,000 years, to go through all her variations and complete her cycle.
Mr. Ferguson, it must be allowed, was more decent when he assigned the very moderate
period of 12,492 years
See his Astronomy, art. 321, p. 245.
All this arises from our imperfect knowledge of the lunar theory.
8.

The

one dav

falling

304

in

vears, or three days in

!

9. If my positions are true, the entire revolutions of the moon
arc limited to the period of 912 solar years, in which time her

motions with the sun, and the whole phaenomena of
The very supposition of enlarging this
completed.
period by any supposed anticipation of either sun or moon beyond this period, produces nothing but doubt, uncertainty, and
relative

eclipses, are

useless speculation.

10.

The reform

of the calendar in different ages

cases affect the true dates of ancient eclipses

;

may

in

some

cannot disthe age of the

but

1

cover that even the reform of the calendar in
Nicene Council has at all affected the dates of the eclipses prior
to that period, nor subsequent thereto, until the time of Pope
Gregory, and the introduction of the New Style.
11. It appears from the ancient writers, that the memorable
year commencing the sera of Nabonasser 747 years before Christ
was a famed astronomical epoch, when the Babylonian and
Egyptian calendars coincided with the ecpiiuoctial points ; concerning which Dr. Keill remarks, Astron. Lectures, xxvii. p. 3(i7:
" The aera of Nabonasser," says the learned Professor, " has always been famous among astronomers, and began on the sixth
of Februarv of the Julian year carried backward, and before Christ
7^7 years and because that day was then the first of the Egyptian year, Ptolemy and after him Copernicus computed the motions of the stars according to that aera by Egyptian years."
12. If we compute the difference of the .Julian and solar reckoning from the said epoch, at the rate of eleven minutes per
annum to the date of any eclipse, and add thereto seven whole
davs for one period afterwards, we shall reduce those Julian dates
to the true solar account ; and by another equation, viz. subtracting four days for any period amounting to seven days, or
fourteen days for two periods
by these two simple equations we
:

:

shall be enabled to reduce all the

harmony with the modern

above ancient eclipses to an

tables with a surprising exactness.

To reduce the date of the eclipse of the sun observed by the
Chinese astronomers twenty-four years before the Christian aera,
see
F f
Vol. 55. No. 2G5. May 1S20.

:
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see page 247, find the solar equation from the epoch

A.C. 747
which at eleven minutes per annum amounts
to five days twelve hours thirty-three minutes: add this to the
date of the said eclipse, and it will stand equated as under:
D. H. M.
A.C. 24
Pekin
April
7 4 11
Solar equation
5 12 33

— 24 = 723

years,

O

The

solar equation not

+

12 16 44
Equated time
amounting to the quantity of one pe-

riod does not affect this example.

The return of this eclipse was in A.D. 8S9 observed by the
Grecian astronomers at Constantinople: this being at one period
distance, seven whole days must be added to the former equation,
and from the sum the lunar difference of four days must be subtracted as under:
D. H. M.
A.D. 889
April 3 17 52
Constantinople
Solar equation
..
..
-f 12 12 33

O

Lunar

—

difference

Equated time

Thus

this eclipse returned, after

912

..

16
4

6 25

12

6 25

years, within ten hours

nineteen minutes of the former.
The stecond return was in April 1801, and although invisible
in England was computed in the Nautical Ephemeris to happen
April twelve days sixteen hours twenty-one minutes ; which is
one hour and a half of the equated time it was observed 1824
Now in the year 1801 the Julian style stood coryears before.
rected by twelve whole days; therefore to bring back the date to
the ancient style, twelve days must be deducted, and the date
stands as follows
D. H. M.
A.D. 1801
Eclipse.
16 21
O.S. April
Solar equation
..
..
-f 19 12 33

20
Lunar

difference

—

4 54

8

Equated time
12 4 54
..
Thus by two equations only these eclipses happened on the
very same day, and within a fraction of a day.
The next example I shall take from the date of the memorable

and

total eclipse of the

moon

at Arbela,

which happened

in

the

J

.

..
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the year of the Julian period 4383, on the 20th day of September, a Utile before midRight, or A.C. 331, when Alexander
the Great overthrew Darius, and decided the fate of all Asia.
D. H. M.
September 20 20 9
A.C. 331 D Arbela
Solar equation for 416 years, viz,
3 4 16
747-331=416
..

+

Equated time
This eclipse returned

A.D. 582

})

Solar equation
^

.

24

25

17

12 41

visible at Paris

September

Paris

4 16^

3

,

0/

7

••

+

!«

^

]^

16

27 16 57

Lunar

The

difference

diflference

—

4

Equated time
23 16 57
, ,
between the equated dates of these eclipses

is

therefore seven hours twenty-eight minutes.

The second

return

was

A.D. 1494 5 Eclipse

September

Solar equation added to the former

D. H. M,
14 19 45
4 16

+17

32
Difference for two periods

. .

—

9

8

Equated time
24
9
.
.
Therefore the second return of the eclipse seen at Arbela happened within sixteen minutes of time at two periods, or 1824
years distance.
The year A.D. 1494 we see does not stand affected by the reformation of the Nicene calendar, although it
may be corrected from that date, but from the epoch of the Nabonassarean aera; and hence it should appear that the astronomical calendar remained unaltered until after ages.
If we correct the date of the eclipse A.D. 1494, by the rule
on wliich the Gregorian calendar was corrected AD. 1582, the
difference will Ite found nine days to be added, and the corrected
dale will correspond with the above, thus :
D. H. M.
A.D. 1494 ]) Eclipse
September 14 19 45
9
-i-

23 19 45
Corrected date
..
..
see the equations here assumed are verified by se[To be continued.]
veral eminent examples.

Thus we
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LIV, Method of preventing and curing the Dry Hoi
Timber. By Ambrose Bowden, Esq.*
Navy Office,

IN

in Ship

April 9, 18J8.

published a treatise on Dry Rot, a copy
of which I presented to the Society for the Encouragement of
Arts, &:c.
I am now happy to inform the Society that several
of the measures 1 then recommended have been since adopted
by Government, particularly that of sinking ships in sea-water,
which has been attended with success equal to my most sanguine
expectations.
A ship of 451 tons (the Eden) was sunk in November 1816,
and raised in March 1817 ; and on her being taken into dock and
opened last month, there was not the least appearance of recent
fungus, although many of her timbers had been destroyed by this
%'egetation, previously to her being sunk ; and what old fungus
was found on the timbers had been completely deprived of vegetable life.
It is with infinite satisfaction 1 reflect on having discovered a simple, easy, cheap, and effectual remedy for a decay
which has consumed the navy for many years past, at an expens*
of many millions sterling to the public.
I now beg to appeal to
the liberality of the Society for that consideration which so important a discovery deserves.
I shall be happy to wait on the
Society with documents sufficiently attested to prove the truth
of these representations.

June 1815

I

I

A. Aikin, Esq.

Sir,

—

am,

Secretary, &c.

Navy
omitted to state in

my

sir,

&c.
A.

Bowden.

Office, April 12, 1818.

confirmation of the
many pieces of
timber, which had lain for some years in the vard at Milford, had
been much decayed by the growth of the fungus ; but after they
were immerged in the sea, the vegetation was entirely destroyed,
and those timbers which were not too rotten, are now used for
building ships without the least apprehension.
In consequence
of these satisfactory experiments, an order has been issued by the
•

I

letter, as a

efficacy of sinking ships to cure the dry rot, that

Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, directing all the timbers
^nd planks to be submerged after they are cut to the proper shape,
and previously to their being used for building a ship. They have
also ordered theMersey (a ship built at the same time as the Eden,
of the same tonnage, and nearly in the same state of decay) to be
* From the Transactions of the Soc'iety for the Encouragement of Arti,
Manufactures, and Cmamerce, for 181!>. The Society's gold medal was prescuted to Mr. Bowden for this communication.

repaired
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repaired immediately, and sunk when she is completed, in order
that the new timber used in repairing her may have the benebeg also to state to the
I
fit of submersion as well as the old.
Society that I have learnt, since the publication of my treatise,
that accident has furnished us with two other instances of the
good effects of sinking ships, in the San Fiorenzo frigate, which

French coast about 18 years ago, and the Rewas also sunk in attempting to heave hor
down in the Mediterranean about eight or ten years since : the
latter ship is now under repair at Plymouth, and is perfectly free
of fungus, which excited considerable surprise and inquiry; and

was sunk

off the

sistance frigate, which

The fact, therefore,
the former is in the same favourable state.
appears to be established as completely as any fact can be proved,
the Eden having been raised one year, the Resistance about ten
Nothing more
vears, and the San Fiorenzo about IS years.
strongly shows the opinion entertained by the Lords of the Admiralty than the orders they have issued, and the consideration
that they never would have given such orders (so contrary to former prejudices) on any other than an unquestionable foundation.
I

ji.

Aikin, Esq. Secretary,

am,

sir,

&c.

&c.

A.

Bowben.

Besides the foregoing letters, copies were communicated to the
Society of the following official papers confirming the statements
in Mr. Bowden's letter, viz.
1. A recommendation from Mr. Commissioner Seppings, that
the Eden and Mersey sloops- of- war, both infested with fungus,
being new ships, built at the same place, and launched in the
year, should be selected for a comparative experiment to
The Eden to be
ascertain the effect of submersion in sea-water.
submerged, the Mersey not to be submerged.
2. Warrant to the officers of Plymouth yard to sink the Eden,

same

November

16, 1816.

3. Survey of the

Eden before

November 16, 1816.
Eden and of the Mersey, after

suljmersion,

4. Report on the state of the

the former ship had been submerged, September 8, 1817.
5. Report on the state of the Eden, March 7, 1817.
6. Letter from the Navy Board to the Admiralty on the state
of the Eden,

March

11, 1818.

Order from the Admiralty (7th" April 1818), to repair the
Mersey, and afterwards to sink her, that the new timber may hare
the benefit of the immersion in sea-water.
7.

LV. Re-

:
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the " Proposal fur estallishing a more correct
Account of Civil Time" published in our last Numler; with
a Suggestion for a still more correct Account. By Mr,
James Utting, of Lynn Regis.

LV. Remarks on

To Mr,
Sir,

—A

OBSERVED

Tilloch.

in your valuable Journal for April 1820,

page 314, " A Proposal for establishing a more Correct Account
of Civil Time," affecting to be 720 less simple than the Gregorian
computation.

That

equally simple I acknowledge, but not that it is also
the average tropical year to which your correspondent
W. W. approximates exceeds by more than eight minutes that
of the true solar year as used in our best solar tables. This error

correct

it is

:

500 years would amount to nearly three days, an error twenty
times greater than exists iu that which he attempts to correct.
The following appears to come nearer to the point of accuracy
(which I discovered ten or twelve years since in the act of constructing a comparative table of years of different denominations)
i.e. 900 revolutions of the sun* are performed in 32871S days
precisely, which is the least whole number contained in any peThis period
riod of solar years constituting complete centuries.
contains seven days less than the Julian account consequently,
by suppressing seven days in 900 years, the calendar would stand
corrected, i. e. every fourth and fifth centenary year alternately
would be leap years, but the intermediate centenary years would
constitute common years ; so that instead of suppressing three
days in four centuries as in tbe Gregorian account, we ought to
suppress seven days every 900 years: thus a correct calendar
may be obtained in reference to the solar year, admitting it inBut according to the celebrated M, Laplace, the trovariable.
pical year is found to diminish one second in about 460 years;
and admitting this decrease uniformly to continue, forty millions
in

:

of years would elapse before the error would accumulate to a
And as the accelerated motion of the earth in its
single day
orbit has its limits, it would probably change to a retardation before the above per'od terminates, and a consequent increase in
Hence the above
the length of the solar year would obtain.
correction of the calendar would undoubtedly be the most simple
!

* The true solar or tropical year at the commencement of the present
century, as deduced from recent observations, contains iJ65 days five hours
Vide Laplace's Systeme du Monde,
forty-eight minutes forty-eight seconds.
and Vince's Astronomy, 3 vols, quarto, 2d edition (1814).

—

and
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and perfect that has hitherto been discovered, according with the
present existing order and constitution of the planetary system.
I

Lynn Regis, May

remain,

sir,

with respect.

Your most obedient servant,
James IJTTrNG.

5, 1820.

LVI. Letter from. Mr. Caviglia

to the

Editor of the 'Journal

des Voyages.'
Paris,

1

Nov. 23, 1819.

your Number for July, noticing the voyage of M. de Forbin
in the Levant, you express his concern, that he was unable to
puofit by the discovery of the Temple of the Sphinx, which an
unpardonable egotism, he says, had caused to be buried up or
covered again.
As this leads to an implication, that it was
N'

Mr. Salt who discovered that

beautiful

monument,

I

think

it

right

gentleman from the above charge of egotism.
It was I, and not Mr. Salt, that caused the temple to be covered up again and here are my reasons for it. I had already removed obstructions from the newlv discovered passages, and from
the new subterranean chamber of the great pyramid and finding
nothing all around but the live or natural rock stone, I set about
exploring the base of the Sphinx, in hopes of lii^hting on some
communication that might lead to any new points of the pyramid. After having been at work for several months, with a
hundred and fifty Arabs, and not unfrequently at the risk of being buried in the downfalls of sand, I was at length enabled to
clear out the area of a temple of Osiris
its site at about the
depth of -lO feet, and within the very claws of the Sphinx. M. de
to exculpate this

;

;

:

Forbin

is within the limits of strict truth, vvhen he asserts that
one of the finest monuments of the power of the arts in
ancient Egypt.
After having taken the dimensions and the most correct designs of all these antiquities, I was concerned to find a number of
Arab women, allured by superstition, coming, at first, to worship
and kiss the images, on their first view of them, but, not content
with this, proceeding afterwards to break off fragments or ))ieces
to serve as amulets or charms
in this way, several hioroglvphics
have been already disfigured. At length, being apprcliensive that
this fine workmanship, which it had cost me so much labour
(even at the hazard of losing my sight) to explore, should come
to destruction, I resolved to inter it anew, till circumstances
more auspicious might authorize the disclosure of it to ercry eye.
The learned will, I hope, be shortly enabled to appreciate
these antiquities, whether deserving or not of the care expended
for their preservation.
It is intended to pubhsli, as soon as pos-

this

is

:

sii)le.
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the result of

sible,

my

lo the

Answer of a Cm-respondent

discoveries, in a periodical journal

:

my

plan of the temple, and a brief notice of my labours, have indeed already appeared in one of these for January last.
It appears to me that the whole aggregate of Egyptian antiquities would speedily be laid open for the investigation of European archaeologists, were it not for a sort of jealous rivalship
that has crept in among the explorers of these scientific riches.
The most valuable and indeed the most proper instrument for
these purposes, in respect of his physical force and capabilities,
A report prevails
I mean M. Belzoni, is about to leave Egypt.
that, on his return to Cairo from his last expedition, one of the
agents of M. D. assaulted, and actually fired a pistol at him.
This circumstance was mentioned to me by M. Briggs, on his
arrival from Alexandria.
This event should not, however, be a source of alarm to Europeans inclined to undertake journeys into a country so inter-

For my own part, it is my intention to return thither;
and I can only speak well of the native inhabitants, with whom
interI have lived for some time in tlie bonds of an amicable

esting.

Reply by Mr. P. J. Bbown to the Answer of a Corre-'
spondent on Professor Jameson's System of Mineralogy,

LVII.

To Mr. Til loch.
Sir,

— A coRREsroNDENT under

ing, in your

Magazine

the signature of G.

for April, offered

marks on Professor Jameson's 3rd

M.

some reply to

hav-,

my

edition of his System of

re-

Mi-

beg to submit the following observations in return.
accused of confounding a natural history method
with a natural method. Not having had the advantage of Professor Jameson's instruction, I can reconcile myself, without aa
effort, to my incapacity for appreciating distinctions without dif*ferences and shall be content with the observation that, whatever
shades of Jamesonian twilight may exist, a natural history method
at variance with a natural method is a solecism in language certainly bevond my " inferior apprehension."
G. M. erroneously supjjoses Professor Jameson to have been
censured for deviating from a chemical arrangement: he is
blamed for adopting a derangement which compels him to deneralogv,
I

am

I

first

;

viate

from nature.
- " Nunquam

aliud natura, aliud sapicntia dicit."

Your correspondent
for a chemical system.

me a staunch advocate
can with pleasure assure him, that I

evidently considers
I

am

072
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am

not either in mineralogy, or any other subject, bigoted to a
particular theory
and that I will cheerfully abjure my chemical
heresy the moment any one will point out a safer and more certain guide.
At present I certainly prefer a system which tells
me what a thing is, to one which informs me what it looks like.
I prefer a system which admits pure " white lead spar" to be
an ore of lead, to one which, in direct opposition to truth and
Anxious for improvement, I
common sense, calls it an earth
have inquired amongst the best mineralogists of my acquaintance,
by what anti-alcheinv the numerous metals in the Professor's
:

!

Some have
second volume have been transmuted into earths.
stared ; others have smiled and shook their heads ; but I have
not yet been fortunate enough to meet with one who could eX'plain. Finally, 1 prefer an arrangement, let its basis be what
it may, whose consistency with natural affinity will enable me to
judge with stmie degree of correctness where I am to look for a
mineral, to a chaos which compels me to refer eternally to the
index, or to dive at random amongst the leaves for a quarter of
an hour, consoling myself with singing

" Whither, my

love, ahi whither art

thou gone?

"

I am told that I " cannot perceive the high advantage of being able at once to place a mineral either in the earthy or metallic class, from the simple and obvious distinction of specific
gravity."
What an unfortunate observation
Has G. M. ever
seen the book he is vindicating ?
Has it escaped his notice,
that some of the Professor's new earthy minerals are upwards of
6*9, and his metallic ones as low as 4'0 ?
are also told, that by adopting the method in discussion,
we should be enabled " to recognise a mineral at first sight, and
give it its proper place in the system."
Here is at once the point
and the above proposition I unequivocally deny. It
at issue
would enable us to form groups of heavy minerals, white ones,
black ones, and shining ones;
in short, to form such an ar!

We

:

—

—

rangement

would be adopted by a school-boy ; except that
the school-boy's system, not being spun into such fine distinctioris, would enjoy the advantage of having the limits of its divisions better defined.
G. M. does not ajjpear to be aware of the
source of that " precision which has conferred such superiority
on botany and zoology." No such superiority could be boasted
while the Jamesonian principle of externals guided the botanist,
and produced an arrangement divided into trees, shrubs, undershrubs, and herbs; the pre-eminence arose from the rejection of
externals, for the study of organization and natural affinities; a
plan which did not give rise to the facility pointed out by G. M.
as

—

—

Vol. r)5.

No. 265.

May

1820.

G

g

but

^

.

On

3J 4

Professor Jameson's System of Mineralogy

but sacrificed facility to precision*: and if mineralogy be doomed
to rank amongst the sciences, its foundation must rest on a firmer
basis than colour, hardness, and weight.

As for the discrepancies which are " so trivial as scarcely to
deserve attention," they may rest in peace it is waste of words
to argue for mathematical exactness with men who think nothing
of an unit or two in specjfic gravities, and eight or ten degree*
:

in the

We

measure of a right angle f
are reminded how easily I might perceive that the obser!

vations to enable a student to distinguish particular minerals

from those which they more nearly resemble, are not delivered as
essential characters.
Tliis 1 did perceive ; and considered that
very circumstance a great objection.
The principal complaint
is,

that by

"

a very absurd adherence to

a system " (to

use

G. M.'s own words) the essential characters are made to depend
wholly on circumstances which have frequently nothing characteristic in them
and the discrimination of the species is left to
be ultimately determined upon principles which the founder of the
;

system has not the candour to avow.

Towards the conclusion we are told, that the excellence of a
will consist in " laying down such methods, founded on
the external characters of minerals, as shall aiford the means of

system

immediately placing the mineral in the class, order and species
to which it belongs." Expunge the word "external" and the
sentence will appear unexceptionable
but, while minerals re;

main destitute of organization, and liable to continual variations
from accidental contamination with foreign substances, it will be
found that a sy&tcn), allogei her dependent on external characters
will never impart a degree of knowledge worthy the nfime of a
scientific attainment.
Of this we have a lamentable proof in the
work under discussion, which presents us with groups of earthy
minerals without an atom of earth in their composition.
When the observations which yon honoured by insertion iu
your Magazine for January were written, I had not learnt any
* Facility applied to the obsolete system, which enabled any one within
its belonging to the 1st class, or trees. Linnaeus
rejected such misleading facility, and obtained precision by the more careful
and scientitic examination which guides the modern botanist in referring it
to the class Monoec'a.
f " By describing a mineral thus" (according to Werner's system, the
via v'ltcB of the externalists) " native sulphur, whose specific gravity is
2'0232, and telesia, which wei.;hs 3-9941, svould be included in the same expression."
Chenevix in Phil. Mag. vol. xxxvi. p. 420.
" I have heard M. Werner say (and I have written his lectures as he deli .-ered them) that a difference of 10° did not prevent him from considering
any angle as a right angle." Ibid.
sight of an oak to decide on

—

Other
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other person's opinion of Professor Jameson's 3d edition
since
then I have had the opportunity of being made acquainted with
the sentiments of many of the first mineralogists in England;
and I can assure G. M. that he affords the first instance, within
:

my know ledge,

of any one having expressed a single sentence in

defence.

its

To

the advocates of the new system I would give one piece of
When they undertake its defence, let them explain those
things which must otherwise ap|)ear absurd, instead of vindicat-

advice:

ing

in

general terms

or Professor Jameson, like

;

many

others,

occasion to exclaim: "Save me from my friends, and
I shall not fear my enemies."
At the same time I am ready to
admit that credit is due to G. M. for his anxiety to repel the
censure to which his old preceptor has exposed himself: having
been educated in the Professor's principles, he does not see the
absurdity of them, and affords proof of the correctness of another
passage in the author already (juoted

may have

:

"

Docilis imitandis
Turpibus ac pravis omnes suraus."
I

remain,

sir.

Your most obedient humble
Thistle Grove, Old

May

Brompton,

P. J.

servant.

BrowK.

6, 1820.

LVIII. Account of the Importalwn into France of the Cachemire-wool Goat, extracted from a Memoir on this Subject
read to the Royal Academy of' Sciences, September 1819.
JVl. A.MADKi^s JouBKRT quitted Paris in April ISIS, and proceeded first by Odessa, Tangarock, and Astracan, to the camp of
general Jermoiolf in Caucasus, gaining information on the way
relative to the object of his journey, from the Bucharians,
the Kirghiz, and the Armenians, who frequent Astracan.
He
was there told that there existed amongst the numerous hordes
of Kirghiz (a nomadic tribe rcsifling in Bncharia, on the banks
of the Oural lake) a species of goat of a dazzling white, bearing
every year a remarkable fleece about the month of June.
The
specimens of it which he there collected convinced him of the
identity of this wool with that which is imported into France
through Russia. This discovery was the more im])ortant to him,
as it promised to save him the long and difTijiilt journey which
he would otherwise have had to encounter in penetrating to
Thibet through Persia and Cashemire.
In this he was not deceived ; for he actually collected scattered samples of this fine
wool, at some hundreds of wersts from the VVolga, amongst the
steppes
Gg2
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steppes that separate Astracan from Oremburg, which satisfied
him that he needed not to penetrate further. He had besides

observed, that in the language of the country they gave the name
of Thibet-goat to the animal which furnished this fine fleece.

He therefore bought of the Kirghis in this district, from the
hordLS called Cnra-Jgadgi and Kaisacks, twelve hundred and
•eighty-nine of these animals, and directed his course homewards
with them by Tsaritzin, where he brought them across the Wolga.
After making all the deductions from this number occasioned by
losses on the road, by the shipment of them at Kaffa, and the
passage home, there now exist in France four hur.drcd of this
stock of Cachemire-wool goats.
During a short stay which M. Joubert made at Constantinople,
in his passage homewards with his goats, he held a conversation,
through the second interpreter to the French embassy, with an
Armenian named Khodja-Youssnf, who was sent eighteen years
ago by a house in Constantinople into Cachemire to procure shawls
made after patterns which he carried with him. This Armenian
resided a long time in Cachemire, Lahore, and Pichawer, and in
learning the language of these countries, he obtained much positive information as to the manufacture of these valued articles.
He stated to M. Joubert, that the animal which yields this beautiful material is neither a camel nor a sheep, as some have reported, but is a goat, resembling the common goat in appearance, having straight horns, and a white or dear brown coat.
A coarse hair covers the fine downy wool, which last is the only
iTiaterial from which the shawls arc wove.
Khodja-Youssuf had seen at Cachemire twenty or thirty of
these goats, which were kept there for curiosity.
The women
and children pick out the fine wool from the coarse hair, and
other heterogeneous matter ; which is afterwards carded by
young girls with their fingers on India muslin, to lengthen the
fibre, and clean it from dirt and foulness ; and in this state it is
delivered to the dyers and spinners.
The loom that is used is
horizontal and very simple ; the weaver sits on the bench, a child
is placed below him with his eyes on the pattern, and gives him
notice after every throw of the shuttle, of the colours wanted,
and the bobbins to be next employed. The finest shawls cost
from 5 to 600 ru,Dces (12 to 1500 francs). The most beautiful
wool comes from the provinces of Lassa and Ladack in Thibet j
and also a good deal of it is imported into Thibet and Cachemire, from Casgar and Bucharia, all of which goes to form the
fine shawls, of which there is such a great demand throughout
Asia.
The fine wool is brought into Cachemir.e in balesj mixed
with coarse hair.
LIX. Re-
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LIX. Remarks on an important Error

Tallefor computing
of the Board of Longi-

in a

local Attraction, circulated ly Order

tude,

To Mr.

Tillach.
Deal,

—A
.

May

1,

1820.

YOUNG nautical friend of mine, whose perseverance
Sir,
in acquiring a complete knowledge of the scientific principles of
his profession is only equalled by his diffidence and modesty,
consulted me a few days back on a difficulty he had met with in
the practical application of the table alluded to in the head of
this article and I soon perceived that it was not one that could
be removed, as it arose out of some erroneous principle employed
;

numbers in question and as I conimportance that no error of this kind
should be allowed to slide unnoticed into our nautical practice,
I have been induced to draw up the following remarks, which
mav be the means of checking the evil that might otherwise arise
in the computation of the

ceive

;

to be of tlie highest

it

out of the use of this table.

The

subject of local

tention of

many

magnetism has of

late attracted the at-

of our most eminent navigators and

philosophers, and various observations have accordingly been made in
different quarters of the globe, the results of wliich show that in
the northern hemisphere, the north end of the needle is drawn
towai'ds the vessel, and in the southern hemisjjhere, the south

we may say generally, that the end of the needle which
always attracted bv the iron of the vessel,
it appears
also by the observations of Captain Flinders, that the effect increases in both hemispheres as the dip increases; a fact which
has been amply verified by the experiments of Captain Ross in his
recent vovage to the arctic regions.
In consequence of this change of effect in parting north and
south from the magnetic equator, it seemed to follow of necessity,
that the attraction vanished entirely where the dip is zero ; and
end

dips

;

or

is

such is the principle laid down by Captain Flinders, who however had obviously failed in establishing the law of increase of
effect in different latitudes.

The recent voyages of discovery towards the north having
thrown additional light on this subject. Dr. Young, the learned
Secretary to the Board of Longitude, undertook to establish a
new law of increase, and computed a table for the use of navigators, which is published or circulated h\ order of the menibers
of that board, wliereby the correction for local attraction is reduced to a simple logarithmic operation, the dip being Jirst ascertained.
It is to this table I am desirous of calling the attention of your nautical readers.

We

:
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We

have seen that all experiments confirm the fact, first noticed by Captain Flinders, that although the effect of local attraction is the same in quantity in north and south latitudes,
where the dips are equal, yet it is directly opposite in direction,
the north end of the needle being in one case attracted by the
vessel, and in the other the south.
For example Suppose a
ship's head to be east, at the Norc, and that the local attraction
of the vessel at the maNimum is half a point, then the north end
of the needle will be drawn half a point from its true bearing towards the east.
Now, at Port Jackson the dip is as nearly as
possible the same as in England; but it being the south end that
dips, the effect will still i)e half a point the contrary way that is,
:

;

the north point will

now

be deflected half a point to the west,

the ship's head being east as before.
This contrary effect has place in both cases till we arrive at
the equator, where according to Captain Flinders it vanisiies entirely; but according to Dr. Young's table (although the effect
must change as we cross the magnetic equator) it does not vanish, being at the equator itself equal to about one half v. hat it is
in England.
This was the difficulty of my young friend, and it
I
am unable to explain and I will add
a result absokuely impossible in itself, and contrary to
that principle maintained by all philosophers, that the operations
of nature are never made per saltns.
To ])ut the case in a

is

certainly one which

that

;

it is

stronger light, let us suppose three vessels, whose local attractions
are equal, the maximum of each being half a point at the Nore:

then according to Dr. Young's table, the attraction of each at
and very near the magnetic equator will be about 3"
Let us
suppose these three vessels to be a mile distance from each other,
one being on the eqtiator and the other two a mile on each side
of it, the one in north and the other in south magnetic latitude;
and let us further suppose, that they are all sailing due east
and that each takes an azimuth observation at the same instant.
No one can doubt for a moment that these azimuths will be the
same in each vessel, and let us suppose that they are such as to
give the computed variation 10°.
If now each vessel correct
her variation according to Dr. Young's table, the one in south
3"
7° west,
latitude will make her corrected variation 10"
18"
and the one in no-th latitude will make hers 10" + 3°
west, a difference of G'^
while the vessel on the equator will
have no guide to know in what direction her correction is to be
applied.
The case which we have here supposed is by no means
one advanced for the purpose o exaggerating the amount of
the error ; it is a case that would actually occur in sailing from
Pernambuco to the Congo river, and it is not improbable might
be the means of running one of the vessels down immediately on
,

—

=

=

:

'
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the island of Ascension, while she would
suppose herself in ner
""^

lect safety.

Enough has now been

said to prove that the

principle

upon

which this table is constructed must necessarily
be erroneous
and we hope it may be the means of preventing
any further issue
ot the copies of it; for we must
not consider an error of this
kind in the light of a mere philosophical
inaccuracv, but as one
which may involve in it the destruction of
lives and property
to
an immense extent. I make no pretensions
to scrutinize the ma

thematical introduction to the table in
question, I have every
respect for the mathematical talents
of its learned author, and
have httle doubt this part is correct;
it is however highly
probable that the error is in the data or
h^pothesis.
It is certainly
very improbable that iron at the
equator should lose all its effect
on a magnetised needle, as supposed by
Captain Flinders; but it
IS actually impossible
that the change should be such
as is indicated in the table before us.
I shall make only one
other observation, which is, that
an error
once introduced into nautical computations
is extremely difficult
to eradicate. The midshipman
who learns the use of Dn Youn<v's
table this year will use it all his
life, and with the
utmost conhdence, from the authority and weight
which the sanction of the
Board of Longitude very properly has
with men in the nautical
profession; a circumstance, however,
which renders it the more
imperiously necessary that all the
remaining copies of this table
should be destroyed.
Yours, &c.

Nauticus.

_.

LX.

On

the Alteration ivMch S?dphuric
acting ttpon Alcohol *
[Concluded from

Acid experiences

in

p. 2y5.]

the GOth volume,
p. 54, of the Anna/en der Phvsik,
I' !'
September
1 8 18, that the
memoir of M. Sertuerner is

T

to be foiind

alcohol to form ether, produces
three acids, which he desi-.uues
by the names of acidum prolcenothiomcum,

acidum deuiccnoIfiwnuum, acidum trttoenolhionicum.
The following is the manner in which the first of these acids
is obtained.
Equal parts of
sulphuric acid, and of pure, or at least
very concentrated, alcohol
are mixed together; the mixture
is heated, and when
saturated
with chalk, as soon as ,t is a little
reduced, sulphate of lime is formed, which IS separated from the
liquid bv filtration and prcssinir.
On evaporating the liquid by a slow heat, and
filtering it at tlie

• I-'roiu

Ann. dc

Chim'ic, Jan. 1820.
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it is

Acid

safficiently concentrated to crystallize, there

obtained by the refrigeiiUion the pfoto-sulphovinate of lime.
This salt is in small flakes; it has a peculiar burnt taste; it
attracts humidity, and inflames when a lighted candle is applied
to it. Strongly heated it becomes black and very acid.
The decomposition which is announced by this black colour, takes place
as soon as, by the progress of the evaporatio;), salt is deposited on
the sides of the vessel ; it extends even to the whole of the salt,
if at the moment when it begins to manifest itself it is not stopped
bv the addition of a little chalk and the liquor, in which no
trace of sulphuric acid could previously be discovered, contains
then a great excess of it. The acid of proto-siilpliovinate of lime
or of barytes may be easily obtained by decomposing tlie liquor by
This new acid gives the vvhole secret of etherisulphuric acid.
fication, since it is produced with sulphuric ether.
Many chemists believe that the sulphuric acid loses none of its saturating
property in acting upon alcohol; but the reverse is the case, as
any person may convince himself by testing the acid before and
is

;

on alcohol.
Almost all the organic substances and powerful acids act
the same manner.

after its action

The second

acid {deui-uenot hionicum)

is

in

found in the residue

of the distillation of the ether, treated several times with alcohol and perfectly exhausted, but fresh, and not black or altered.
This residue is saturated with chalk or with carbonate of barytes, as
already mentioned.

The deuto-sulphovinate of

lime

is

very sweet,

and possesses the property of absorb ng the oxygen from the air,
and of producing sulphate of lime, a good deal of sulphuric acid,
It is thus seen why the
and the third acid {Ir it -cenot hionicum).
residue of the preparation of ether restored to the air the property whicli it had lost of giving ether; and why it saturates

The sulphovinous deut-acid produces
much sulphuric acid and the sulphovinous

then more than before.
thus by decomposition
trit-acid.

The

sulphovinous trit-acid

is

obtained very easily by exposing

to the air, until there is no longer any absorption of oxygen,
either the second acid or the exhausted residue of the distillation of sulphuric ether.

phovinate of lime
to the

air,

is

and, like

By

saturating with chalk the trito-sul-

obtained, which
all

is

deliquescent

when exposed

acetates, combustible. It has very nearly

the same savour as the first sulphovinate of lime, and has many
affinities with this salt.
The sulphovinous acids are easily isolated from their combinations with lime or with l)arytes. Distilled, each of them gives a different product. The three sulphovinates of lime give,for example,
by distillation, three new liquid crystalHzable afcids remotely re-

sembling

.

1
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lembling succinic acid ami pyioligneous acid, sulphurous gas,
sulphuric acid, sulphate of lime, and an ethereal gas of a very
Similar products are obtained with the acids
agreeable odour.
by the powerful acids, and organized substances.
M. Sertuerner mentions that in distilling the proto-nitrovinate
of lime tlie fumes caused him inexpressible pains, like meconic

formed

but of this he promised to say more thereafter.
are the principal facts contained in the memoir of
Sertuerner relatively to acids formed by the reaction of sul-

acid

;

Such

M.

phuric acid upon alcohol.
ject which

it

He

pleads the great extent of the sub-

embraced, as an apology

for

not entering

much

into

on any of the points. But M. Gilbert properly observes,
that it was only by entering into such detail that he could carry
conviction to the minds of his readers ; for it must be confessed
detail

is far from having demonstrated the existence of his three
and that by the vagueness of his assertions he has left
the field free to those who, occupying themselves with the subject, place their reliance on precise experiments.
M. Vogel read to the Academy of Sciences of Munich on the
9th of October 1819, "Some Inquiries into the mutual Decomposition of Sulphuric Acid and Alcohol," &c. which he has printed
in the Journal de Pkarmacie, torn. vi. p. 1, and the object of
which was to repeat the experiments of M. Sertuerner. We
shall extract from this also some particulars.
Equal parts in weight of alcohol at 40' and concentrated sulphuric acid have been slowly mixed together, and the mixture
kept eight hours in a flask closely corked up. The liquid after
being diluted with double its volume of water was divided into
two equal parts, one of which was neutralized by carbonate of
barytes, and the other by carbonate of lead.
After separating the sulphates of barytes and of lead by filtering, the liquors were charged with salts of barytes and lead. These
saline solutions evaporated to dryness and heated in a crucible
yielded sulphurous acid gas, and a heavy white oil of ethereal
odour; there remained in the crucible some sulphate of barytes

that he
acids,

or sulphate of lead.

The

sulphuric acid yielded similar results

with three parts of alcohol.

Equal parts

in

weight of alcohol and sulphuric acid were set

to boil in a crucible until ether began to escape.

was then recooled, and the

The

crucible

which remained, divided into
the first was restored to the cruciljle and set
three equal parts
to i)oil until the half of the ether which it could furnish had
passed into the receiver; the second was heated uiitd it had
the third was not heated at all.
given forth all its ether
Each of these portions saturated with carbonate of lead ga\e
a new soluble salt (sulphovinate of lead), but it was the second
Vol.55. No. 205. Mfl^ 1 820.
which
licjuid

;

;
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which furnished the greatest quantity. The residue of the ether
may however be turned to advantage when it is not too much
carbonized.
To obtain the acid contained in this salt a current of hydrosulphuric acid was employed.
We may also decompose the salt

formed by the same acid with barytes by means of sulphuric acid.
The new acid, or the sulphovinous acid, cannot be concentrated
on the fire ; for the liquid has scarcely begun to boil, when it is
already forced to contain a great quantity of sulphuric acid.
Placed under an empty receiver, by the side of a jar filled with
sulphuric acid, it concentrated, and at last appeared almost aa
oily as sulphuric acid.
It had not yet suffered decomposition,
and its density was 1,319. Left for a longer time in the empty
reciever it became decomposed ; some sulphurous gas was disengaged, and there remained in the vase concentrated sulphuric
acid, and some drops of ethereal oil.
Sulphovinous acid of the
density of lj3 19 may remain in cold contact with nitric acid
without being decomposed ; but heated nitrous vapours are sent
forth, and sulphuric acid remains.
Similar phaenomena occur
when the sulphovinates are treated with nitric acid. M. Vogel
has not remarked any difference between the acids extracted at
different periods before or after the separation of the ether,

and

he does not adopt the three modifications of M. Sertnerner.
Sulphovinous acid concentrated cannot be long preserved in its
after the lapse of about fifteen days it begins to
;

state of purity

affect the salts of barytes.

The sulphovinateof lime, obtained by saturating the residue of
the ether with chalk, is in the form of quadrilateral tablets, bisected at right angles ; is unalterable when exposed to the air,
but when the salt has evaporated in a bodv, it attracts humidity.
The

crystals have a taste slightly sv/eet, and are very soluble in
water and alcohol.
In the empty receiver by the side of the
lime they lose their transparency, as also their water of crystallization.
Thrown into a hot crucible they burn with flame, and
blacken ; but by continuing to heat the crucible, they become
white, and are nothing then but sulphate of lime.
The sulphovinate of lime heated slowly in a crucible, bubbles
and becomes black ; an ethereal empyreumatic liquid passes into
the receiver, accompanied with a yellow oil which sinks in waThis oil has something of the oleum vini; but it does not
ter.
possess its lightness.
Sulphurous gas is at last expelled, and
there remains in the crucible sulphate of lime mixed with a little

charcoal.

The sulphovinate of barytes is prepared by saturating the residue of the ether with carbonate of barytes.
By a slow evaporation of the liijiior crvitals very brilliant and possessed of transparency
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parency are obtained; they are foursided and unalterable by the
air.
Although very soluble in water, the sulphovinate of barytes
is scarcely so in alcohol. Washed with very concentrated
alcohol,
in order to see whether the oil adhered mechanically to its surface, it yielded on distillation the same products as if it had
not
been washed viz. an ethereal empyreumatic liquid and a heavy
;

yellow

From

this result we may conclude, that the oil is
not mixed mechanically with the salt, but that it is in a true state
of combination.
The sulphovinate of lead may be obtained like the two preceding salts, by saturating the residue of ether with carbonate
of
lead.
By evaporation there remains a saline mass, which is so
attractive of humidity that in some hours it fleliquesces
entirelv.

The

oil.

salt dried, requires scarcely the half

dissolve it;
cible,

it

it is

of

its

weight of water to

also very soluble in alcohol.

yields a heavy oil,

Heated in a cruand the residue consists of sulphate

of lead mixed with a little charcoal.
The sulphovinate of potash was prepared by neutralizing the
carbonate of potash by pure acid.
It makes" its appearance
in

pearly scales similar to those of boracic acid ; it is greasy
to the
touch like talc; its taste is sweetish; it dissolves easily in
water,
and fuses with a mild heat.
The sulphovinate of soda presents itself in brilliant crystals,
the form of which is not very regular and which effloresce

slightly

when exposed to the air.
The sulphovinate of copper

is prepared bv dissolving carbonate of copper in sulphovinous acid.
The solution gives by evaporation blue crystals in large pieces, very soluble in water
and
in alcohol ; the salt passes into the state of sulphate when
heated
to some degrees above the temperature of boiling water.
Sulphovinous acid dissolves iron with a disengagement of hy-

drogenous gas. The solution
and yields no precipitate with

is

colourless, of a sweetish taste,

salts of barytes.

By spontaneous

evaporation, foursided prisms are obtained of a ycliow-white
colour.
These crystals effloresce on exposure to the air, and
promptly lose their transparency.
The sulphovinates may remain a long time expose^l to the
air

without suffering decomposition.
Several solutions of these
may be even boiled without sulphuric acid being formed;
only very concentrated solutions which do not support a
ebullition.

After having examined

salts
it is

lono**

many salts formed

by sulphovinous acid,
with hypo-sul|)huric acid.
Both in a liquid state are colourless, verv bitter, and cannot he
concentrated by ebullition without being changed into sulphuric
acid, and into sulphurous acid.

M. Vogcl compares

this acid

II

h 2

Both
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Both can be rendered more dense, and" in the same degree, in
tlie vacuum of the pneumatic machine.
Both form soluble salts which have the strongest resemblance.
Both, as well as their salts, are decomposed by nitric acid aided
by heat, and give sulphuric acid and sulphates.
The difference between them consists in this, that the sulphovinoHs acid and its salts contain a volatile oil, which escapes at
a high temperature, and is partly decomposed. The hypo-sulphuric acid, on the contrary, is converted by heat into sulphurous
acid and sulphuric acid without yielding oil, and the hypo-sulphates do not carbonize at a red heat.
From these facts, it results that sulphuric acid mixed with
alcohol is decomposed without the assistance of heat ; that it
abandons the oxygen, and gives birth to a particular acid. During etherification, the action of sulphuric acid is not confined to
determining the formation of w;tter, as Fourcroy and Vauquelin
have announced, and the theory of ether ought therefore to be
modified.
The new acid has the greatest affinity to the hyposulphuric acid, and only differs from it in the volatile oil with
which it is combined.

On

leaving sulphuric acid in contact with birch saw-dust, or

it produces an acid which forms with barytes and
the oxide of lead very soluble salts, which analysed are also re-

oil

of lavender,

duced into sulphates.

As soon as we received an account of the experiments of
M. Vogel we hastened to repeat them.
We made accordingly a mixture of equal parts of sulphuric
acid and alcohol, and exposed

began to manifest

itself.

The

it

to heat until sulphurous acid

residue saturated with lime and

by evaporation a salt in small flakes; but to
obtain more precise results on the nature of sulphovinous acid
we transformed this salt into sulphovinate of barytes, decomposing it by a slight excess of that base, and passing afterwards
through the filtered solution a current of carbonic acid gas. By
a crystallization effected in the course of twelve hours we obtained the salt crystallized in small pearly scales of a square
filtered, furnished

form

;

but by a spontaneous evaporation,

we obtained

beautiful

four-faced rhoniboidal prisms terminated by a pyramid with four
faces corresponding to those of the prism.
These crystals have

a very beautiful appearance, and are not affected by exposure to
the air ; in the receiver, however, by the side of the concentrated sulphuric acid, they become opaque in the course of twentyfour hours, and aI)andon a certain quantity of water. One hundred parts of salt ^iiinply dried in the air have lost by calcination
45-07; but a hundred ))aits of the same salt dried in the reThe
teiver have only lost 4l"5.

i
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The

purest siilphovinate of barytes subjected to the action of
heat is very easily decomposed, even by a slight evaporation, to
dryness.
Its products are an inflammable gas which burns like

defiant gas, sulphurous acid, very little carbonic acid, water,
oil, the odour of which mixed with that of sulphurous acid, has much resemblance to that of acetic ether. It
is not improbable that this ether might be formed ; but we made
our experiments on too minute quantities to obtain the certainty
There remained in the apparatus sulphate of barytes,
of it.

and an ethereal

'

blackened by a very small quantity of charcoal, which a short
exposure in the air to a red heat sufficed to purify completely.
The analysis of sulphovinate of barytes not having been yet
made, and M. Vogel having contented himself with remarking
the analogy which exists between sulphovinous acid and hyposulphuric acid, it appeared to us interesting to inquire v/hether
the composition of the first of these acids, abstracting the vegetable matter, was the same as that of the second, and in what the
manner vegetable matter influences its capacity of saturation.
One hundred parts of snlphovinate of barytes dried in the air
lost 45'07, and furnished 5'J-9.3 sulphate of barytes very white
and very pure. One hundred other parts of the same salt, calcined with a mixture of chlorate and carbonate of potash, and
afterwards precipitated by chlornret of barium, produced 111*47
of sulphate of barytes, being nearly double 54'93.
By thus abstracting the vegetable matter the sulphovinous
acid appears composed in the same manner as hypo-sulphuric
acid, and its capacity of saturation is not changed by the presence of this vegetable matter, which seems to play there the same
part as water of crystallization.
Nevertheless the vegetable matter gives to the sulphovinates
particular characters.
That of barytes has a crystallization different from that of the hypo-sulphate, and it loses 45 07 by the
The other salts
calcination, while the latter loses only 29'9.
formed by sulphovinous acid and hypo-sulphuric acid appear
equally different, and merit particular attention. M. Dabit thinks
that the vegetable matter was accidental in the sulphovinates;
but as it is on the contrary essential to them, the proofs which
he has offered to demonstrate the existence of an acid more oxygenated than sulphurous acid, and less so than sulphuric acid,
cannot now be regarded ; for the decomposition of nitric acid by
the sul|)hovinate of barytes which he had observed, and even the
direct absorption of oxygen gas by this salt, which besides has
not been confirmed, may be attributed to the vegetable matter
itself.

Agreeably to the observations which have been made, and by
wc admit that the greater part of the ve-

ourselves in i)articular,

{^ctable
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getable and animal matters on which the concentrated culphurie
acid exerts an action at a moderate temperature, and without

manifesting sulphurous acid, on being treated by that acid, gave
birth to hypo-sulphuric acid combined with a vegetable or animal matter, which appears in general different for each kind
of substance. Ought we accordingly to distinguish as many
particular acids as there are vegetable or animal matters comWe think not: but it would
bined with hypo- sulphuric acid ?
be premature to attach at present too much importance to this
opinion.
The theory of etherification as it has been given by Fourcroy
and Vauquelin can no longer be maintained. Sulphuric acid really
yields oxygen to alcohol, and the result of the etherification appears to be ether, hypo-sulphuric acid, and a vegetable matter
of an oily nature, which has the greatest analogy to mild spirit of
It forms in fact a considerable quantity of hypo-sulphuric
wine.
acid, relatively to the ether produced, and the spirit of wine doe*
not manifest itself, except at the same time with the sulphurous
that is to say, that these two bodies are the result of the
acid
decomposition of sulphovinous acid. The alcohol, to change itself
into ether, only requires to abandon hydrogen and oxygen in the
proportions in which these bodies enter into the composition of
water; but since the sulphuric acid really yields oxygen, it should
separate from the charcoal, and it is in the spirit of wine we

—

ought to
It is

find it again.
very probable, according to these

bitter of Welter,

new

facts, that in the

and other analogous compounds, the acid

is

in

the state of nitrous acid.

The

which we have made are

still too
imperon, arid we should even have deferred
it not been for the opportunity furnished
Dabit, Sertuerner and Vogel.

investigations

much insisted
making them known had
fect to be

us bv those of

MM.

LXI. Account of the Origin of the Art of manufacturing
Plate.

By Samuel Parkes,

Tifi'

F.L.S.*

JboRMERLy none of the EngHsh workers in iron or tin had any
knowledge whatrver of the methods by which this useful article
could be produced ; our ancestors, from time immemorial, having
The
supplied themselves with it from Bohemia and Saxony.
establishment of this manufacture in those districts was doubtFrom A descriptive Account

of the several Processes which are usually
the Manufacture of the Article known in Commerce by the Name
of Tin-Plate, inserted in Vol. III. of the Mcinoire of the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester.
•

pursued

in

less

I
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owing

less

to their vicinity to the tin mines in the circle of
Ersgebirg, which, next to those of Cornwall, are the largest
in

The

Europe.

ore whicli

found there

not the tin pyrites, but the mineral called tin-stune ; and it is curious that it should
occur in
abundance both on the Bohemian and Saxon sides of the mountain group: accordingly, manufactories of tinned iron
have been
established in both those kingdoms.
Alluvial deposits of graintin are also found in the same vicinity.
From the time of the invention of tin-plate to the end of the
seventeenth century, not only England, but also the whole
of
Europe depended upon the manufactures of Bohemia and Saxony
for their supply.
However, about the year 1665 one Andrew
Yarranton, encouraged by some persons of property,
undertook
to go over to Saxony to acquire a knowledge of theart
and on
his return, several parcels of tin-plate were made
of a superior
quality to those which we had been accustomed to
import from
Saxony; but owing to some unfortunate and unforeseen circumstances, which are all detailed by Mr. Yarranton *,
the manufactory was not at that time established in any part
of Great
is

is

—

Britain.

As it is now difficult to procure a copy of the work from
which
have obtained a knowledge of the manner in which this
manufactory was brought into England, an abridgement of
the author's
own account of the transaction may perhaps be interesting
I

to

•ome of the members of the Society.
"Knowing," says Mr.Yarranton, " the usefulness of tin-plates,
and the goodness of our metals for that purpose, I did (about sixteen years since f) endeavour to find out the way for
making
thereof; whereupon, I acquainted a person of much riches,
and
one that was very understanding in the iron manufacture; who
was pleased to say, that he had often designed to get the trade
into England, but never could find out the way.
Upon which
it was agreed,
that a sum of monies should be advanced

by several persons, for the defraying njy charge of travelling to
the place where these plates were made ; and from thence
to
bring away the art of making them.
Upon which, an able
fire-

man,

that well understood the whole nature of iron, was made
choice of to accompany me ; and being fitted with an engenious
interpreter,
<lealt

that well understood the language, and that had
irmch in that commodity, we marched first for Hamburg,

• *' England's Improvement by Sea and Land," \vith many plates of
Plans,
Charts, &c. in two parts, by Andrew Yarranton, Gent. Part I.
Quarto'
London. 1677. Part II. London, 1681.
t This account is dated February 2, 1681 ; I therefore conclude that Mr.
y«rrwiton's journey to Saxony mum have been about the year 1665,

thru

—
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then to Lipswick; and from thence to Draisden, the duke of
Saxomes Court, where we had notice of the place where the
plates were made ; which was in a large tract of mountainous
land, running from a place called Seger-Hutton, unto a town
called Awe, being in length about twenty miles ; the tin-works
being there fixed upon a great river running clear along the valley,
and also upon some little rivulets that run out of the mountains
of Bohemia and Saxony; and coming to the works, we were very
civilly treated, and, contrary to our expectation, we had much
with the way and manliberty to view, and see the works go
ner of their working and extending the plates, as also the perfect view of such materials as they used in clearing the plates,
to make them fit to take tin, with the way they use in tinning
them over, when cleared from their rust and blackness. And
having (as we judged) sufficiently obtained the whole art of
making and tinning the plates, we then came for England, where
the several persons concerned in the affair thought fit to make

—

some

trial in

making some small

them, which was done; and

them agreeing

that the plates

quantities of plates

and tinning

workmen that wrought upon
were much better than those which
all

were made in Germany; upon which, preparation was making
but, it being understood
to set this beneficial thing at work;
at London, a patent was trumpt up, and the patentee was
countenanced by some persons of quality and what with the
patent being in our way, and the richest of our partners being
afraid to offend great men in power, who had their eye upon us,
it caused the thing to cool, and the making thereof was peither
proceeded in by us, nor possibly could be by him that had the
patent; because neither he that hath the patent, nor those that
have countenanced him, can make one plate fit for use*."
This enterprising individual, who spent the greater part of his
life in promoting schemes for the good of his country, and who,
in the opinion of Bishop Watson, ought to have had a statue

—

—

erected to his

memory f,

proceeds to inform us, that before
they

* England's Improvement, &c. page 149-152, Part

II.

following particulars which I have collected respecting Mr. Vartend to justify the good Bishop in this opinion. He was bound
as an .apprentice, early in life, to a linen draper, but after some years he left
In the year 1C52 he took some iron works, which
that situation in disgust.
he carried on forseveral years; and during this period, he made regular
surveys of the three great rivers in England, and by means of associations
which were formed by himself, lie rendered three other rivers navigable
he studied agriculture vi'ith such effect, that many of the arable estates in

t The

ranton, will

the midland counties were rendered doubly productive by the new methods
he laid
of husbandry, which he either brought from abroad, or discovered
a plan for the junction of the Thunics and Severn nt that sput where of late
;

—

yean

1

r)f
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they were stopped by the patent, they had made *' many thousand plates from iron raised in the forest of Dean,and tinned them
over with Cornish tin, and the plates proved far better than thd
German plates, by reason of the toughness and flexibleness of
our forest iron. One Mr. Dison, says he, a tinman in Worces-

one Mr. Lydiate near Fleet-bridge, and one Mr. Harrison
Kingsbench, have wrought many, and they know their
goodness*."
ter,

liear the

In another place this interesting writer informs us that" wheri
in Saxony, the different establishments for making tinplates were very numerous, and that most of them belonged to
•

he was

the dukef."
" The trade," says he, " is so great, that bv computation, no less than S0,000 men depend upon it, alid when the
plates are finished, they are sent by land to Lipsick, from thence
to the Elbe river, alid so down to Hamburg, and from thence
Sent by sea as far as trade is known
" There was," says he,

J."
tin any where in Europe, fexcept in Cornwall, Until a
Cbrnish
found tin in the mountains of Saxony, near A town called
Awe, where his statue is yet to be seen. The tin works are fixed
upon a great river running down the valley— and the tin, iron
and woods, grow in and upon the moimtains adjoining to both
sides the river ; and those tin-works have proved so beneficial
to
the place, that there are several fine cities raised by the riches
proceeding therefrom §."
He adds, " the trade of rnaking tinplates was about sixty years since fixt in Bohemia, and had ther6
long contiimed ; but the woods decaying, and there being at that
time a wise duke of Saxony, willing and ready to improve his own
revenue, and his subjects, did accept of directions how this trade
might be brought away and fixt in the duke of Saxony's territories
i|.
A Romish priest, converted to be a Lutheran, was the chief in-

" no
man

very scheme has been effected;— he proposed the cutting of se^
veial navigable canals, half a century before any such project had
been ^xfecuted in this country.
He niade'the necessary surveys and planned docks
for the cities of London and Dublin ;— besides his journey
to Saxony already
jrears this

mentioned, he went to Holland, under the patronajje of the ancestors of
Some of our puesent nobility, to examine the inland navigations of the Dutch,
and to investigate the nature of their linen manufactures ;— and on his return promulgated the plan for a new manufacture of linens,
which he calculated would employ all tlie poor of England.
the improvement of our national fisheries he

He published schemes for
;
made several tours through
Ireland, for the express puipose of planting new
manufactures and devising
the increase of the staple trades of that country.
He made a regular survey and estimate of the expense of rendering the river Slane in Ireland navigable, for the puipose of bringing timber down to the
coast for His Majesty s navy ; and rendered many other signal /services to his
country.
• Page 173.
t Page 155.
X Page 1/2.
Varranton,
part H. page 176.
§
Ibid, page 178.
11
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whole affair, until it was was perfected and a
Cornish miner, a protestant, who had been banished out of
England for his religion, found out the tin in Saxony both
which persons proved instruments of great wealth to that duke
and country*."
Notwithstanding Mr. Yarranton had so completely introduced
the knowledge of making tin-plate into this country, I do not

fitrutnent in the

was established in these
kingdoms until some time between the years 1720 and 1730,
which must have been long after Mr. Yarranton's death. The
find that any manufacture of that article

establishment of this kind was, I believe, fixed in Monmouthwhere it continued to flourish many years f.
About the time that this manufactory was established, the
amiable and intelligent M. Reaumur, to whom the French are
indebted for a new mode of graduating the thermometer, and for
many discoveries and improvements in the arts J, undertook to
discover the method of making tin plates for the French people.
This eminent man, whose mind was cast in a mould very similar
to that of Mr. Yarranton, but who possessed more science, never
relinquished any thing which he imdertook; and accordingly, not-

first

shire,

—

withstanding the innumerable difficulties which he had to encounsucceeded in acquiring such a knowledge of the principles of the manufacture, as enabled him to instruct several people in the vicinity of Paris, in an art which, until then, had never
ter, at length

been practised in that country.
Soon after the time of which I am speaking, several siniilar
manufactories were erected in Great Britain ; and now the establishments of this nature are so numerous and extensive in many
parts of these kingdoms, that the riianufacture of tin-plate is become of great national importance, and more than one hundred
thousand boxes of these plates are annually exported.
January 12, 1818.
* Saxony is only separated from Bohemia by a chain of mountains called
the Erzegeberg; which in German signifies hills that contain mines.
t Upon further inquiry, I find that this was at the town of Ponty Pool j
and it is remarkable, that after the lapse of nearly 100 years the manufacture
has recently been re-established at the same town, on a very extensive scale.
introducing into France
X It was Mons. Reaumur who was the means of
the methods of making porcelain ; for when Francis d'Entrocolles, who had
resided many years ir China as a Christian Missionary, sent to France spe-

cimens of the materials used by the Chinese in their porcelain, M. Reaumur
immediately instituted a series of experiments to discover the method of
imitating their productions, and in the years 1727 and 1729 communicate^
the result of his researches to the Academy of Sciences ; and his two mcr
moirs were published by the Society in their Transactions.
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tXII. Account of a Visit to the Crater
of the Volcano Goenons
Apie, one of the Islands of Ban da. By
Captain Verheul*.

In the year 1817 (says M. V.), being in the
Archipelago of
^anda, with His Majesty's ship Admiral
Evertsen, of which I
had the command, commissioned by the
Government to receive
trom the Enghsh possession of those
islands so
their principal production, the
visiting the

Goenong Apie,

celebrated for

nutmeg;

formed the design of
or volcano, situated in one of
these
I

islands, and of ascending to
the summit as nearly as possible,
ileing fond of drawing, I
promised myself a rich harvest for mv
collection of Indian sketches and

drawings.

The little island of Goenong Apie rises in the
form of a cone
above the surface of the ocean ;
two-thirds are covered with cocoa and other trees, the rest is arid,
and bears the traces of lava
in different directions, which
lead to the flattened summit. The
island does not produce any spices
; but some of the
inhabitants
or iSanda have made in the lower
part some gardens, the most
considerable ot which belongs to Mr.
Vetter, officer of the royal
raarme in the colonies, and commandant
of the port of Banda.
formerly there were also some forts to
protect the western outJet, but none now exist.
The 3d of April was the day I fixed for the
execution of this
arduous expedition.
I preferred the night in
order to avoid the
excessive heat of the sun; and the
more so, as the full moon favoured our enterprise.
Mr. Vetter offered some of his slaves to
serve us as guides, and
several officers of the ship Eve<-tsen
joined our party.
An hour
after midnight we went on
board a boat, and proceeded to the
country-house of Mr. Vetter, whose dwelling
with several other
habitations had been almost entirely

demolished by the earth1S16.
There we put aside our superfluous
Clothes, and carrying bamboo
canes, we proceeded to the pxecution of our project.
Several negroes of our company carried
the
necessary refreshments, and the flags
of the Netherlands, which
we proposed to place on the edge of the
crater.
The night was
raagnihcent
soon every thing around us was desert, and
very
often we were enveloped in darkness
by the thick foliage of the
trees, shrubs, and other
plants, so that we were obliged to feel
HUh our canes, and to climb from rock to rock, in order
to fiiul
a practicable path.
One of the Indians who preceded us, armed
with a kind of axe called klenang,
with which he cut awav the
branches that impeded our progress,
pointed out to us the clefts
in the rocks, produced as
it seems bv earthquakes.
V/c were
onen obliged to go a long way about in
order to avoid the crc* New Monthly Magazine for May
Ib20.

quake

in (October,

:

I
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which were frequently very hroad and deep, holding, as wq
proceeded along their black edges, by the brambles and ferns
which grow there in an abundance, and to an extraordinary

vices,

height.

The most

varied scenes, sometimes agreeable, and sometimes
opened themselves to our view whenever a beam of the
moon penetrated the darkness which surrounded ns. Here trees
with their brandies interlaced, there ancient trunks overthrown
or rooted up, everywhere enormous steep rocks, some vvhoUy
barren, some covered with a kind of verdure, the damp clefts
in which served as 'retreats for monstrous serpents, the sight of
which terrihed us whenever we discovered them by their hissing.
We found here numerous majestic cocoa trees loaded with fruit.
By degrees we advanced, and as the thickness of the trees and
the verdure of them, as well as the rocks, visibly diminished, we
enjQved more and more the lustre of the queen of night, and we
had reason to hope that we shouUl soon be at the end of our pilgrimage on the barren part of the mountain. It was about halfand the scene
past four in the morning when we at last arrived
w^hich offered itself to our view amply repaid our fatigues. The
whole cone appeared from the bottom like an extremely smooth
mass formed of lieaps of lava; the summit was enveloped in sulphureous clouds issuing from the crater, gently agitated by the
night breeze, and their edges silvered by the beams of the moon.
terrible,

;

From time to time flashes or quick eruptions of fire issued froni
the interior of the volcano.
A mournful silence prevailed around
Vs, the ocean was blended with the clouds, and the islands seemed
to float beneath our feet in the dim perspective.
After having reposed some moments in tliis place, we undertook the dangerous and fatiguing task of ascending a slope of
50", and tliml)ing over a mass of moving stones.
As in coming
loose thev drew others along with them, we were obliged to keep
in a line abreast of each other, in order to avoid mutual injury
when we were thrown down by these stones, It often happened
that when we leaned upon the largest masses, they loosened, and
lamed our hands and feet. At pretty short intervals we had opportunities of resting upon ferns growing between the rocks; then
we took breath, and refreshed ourselves with a beverage which
\ve had carried with us.
Suddenly the horizon cleared up, and we perceived the extremity of the ocean, and the clouds floating around us like a
gilded zone ; it was the approach of dawn.
At the same time
the morning-gun was heard from the Evertsen, and the noise repeated from one island to another insensibly died away, like that
pf thunder upon the vast surface of the ocean.
The dawning
light showed us the verdure of the trees below our feet like an
even

one of the Islands of Banda.
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different tints of colour of the roofs

even carpet, varied onlv by
of the houses and the forts Neira and Lonthoer. The sun now
rose in all its splendour
he issued majestically froui the bosom
of the ocean, and his brilliant rays were reflected by the waves
of the calmest sea.
We seemed to float with the steep Pico on
which we stood, having above our heads the sereuest sky. No
expression is adequate to paint so astonishing a picture.
Meantime the sulphuric vapour which issued from the crater
began to incommode us, and our situation appeared the more
critical, as we found the stones at every successive step more and
more loose, and the noise they made in falling was augmented
by that which was heard in the interior of the crater. Thick sulphuric exhalations issued with violence from the clefts of the
mountain, in the sides of which we heard a confused rumbling
noise, resembling the roaring of the sea agitated by a tempest.
We at last arrived at the upper edge of the crater, with our
shoes and clothes half burnt, and our hands wounded by the
The appearance of the interior of the crater, which
sharp lava.
is in the form of a funnel, is singularly striking; the whole surface is c6vercd with a lava of the most beautiful yellow colour
imaginable; the smoke issued from a number of channels or tubes
The
of sulphur, frequently accompanied by a hollow sound.
crater itself may be calculated at about 200 feet in diameter, and
On the north side the
the bottom is divided into two parts.
bottom is not visible, the edges are steep, so that their greatest
On the south side the botthickness does not exceed four feet.
tom is seen covered with an imniense quantity of rocks, which
appear to have been thrown into it by the last eruption, the
traces of which are visible in a deep furrow of lava across the
whole mountain.
We went on as far as the top of a peak which rises on the
northern side ; it was there that Lieutenant de Tong and myself
We found there also a
placed the standard of the Netherlamls.
cassowary which had run away from the farm of Mr. Vetter, siIt seems that this biid was
tuated at the foot of the mountain.
suffocated bv the sul))hurcous atmosphere.
The wind began to blow from the south, and as it drove the
thick sulphuric clouds from the entrance of the crater, we had a
mind to examine more nearly a part of the interior. For this purpose we kept our handkerchiefs tied before our noses and mouths,
to preserve them from the azotic gas, and descended into the
volcano. The sulphur upon which we walked broke and crackled
like frozen snow, and the heat of the ground obliged us to be
Sometimes a hollow sound was heard under
always in motion.
our feet: the smoke, continually effervescent, issued from the
veins of crystallized sulphur, and, escaping with violence, evapo:

rated
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The rays of the sun falling on the crust of
rated in the air.
sulphur, mixed with a very brilliant saltpetre, produced a magical effect ; but when we arrived at the edge of the second region
of the bottom of the crater we perceived a thick and boiling vapour.
This vapour not permitting us to advance, or remain any longer
where we were, we turned back, and went out of the crater loaded
with beautiful pieces of lava and crystallized sulphur. We were
the more eager to get out, as we feared being suffocated by a
change of the wind. Our Indians were still more afraid to remain than we were ; and it must be confessed that our situation
was imminently dangerous, since a few months after we had visited this place the south part of the crater, into

which we had

entered, sunk in, with all the rocks which it contained.
When we had got out of this abyss, we rested for half an hour,
and then proceeded to the most difficult part of our expedition
—this was to descend. One of our companions was so terrified
at the sight of a declivity of four thousand feet, and of a slippery
and almost perpendicular road which we had to pass, that his
fear checking his respiration gave us a great deal of trouble ; but
with the assistance of the Indians he safely reached the forests

of the inferior region.
I found that the best way to descend this cone covered with
lava, was to keep to the places where the ashes of the lava are
the finest, leaning upon a bamboo cane, and to let myself glide
down till I was up to my knees in the ashes, then to extricate
It was in this manner,
myself and begin the operation again.
which is, however, very fatiguing and painful to the feet, that I
succeeded in reaching the end of the barren part of the mountain.
In such cases great care must be taken not to fall forwards, as
fall might be fatal.
were all extremely fatigued and thirsty, our stock of liquor
being exhausted; and proceeding with difficulty from one tree
to another, we arrived, at length, weary and overcome, at a little
One of our
Indian hut, where we lay down upon the grass.
party was unable to utter a single word : however, the cocoapine and a piece of water-melon, which each of us took, soon
restored us, and at noon we regained the valley of Neira, with
our clothes in tatters, almost without shoes, and bruised and
During all the time of our expedition our
scratched all over.

such a

We

friends below had observed us with telescopes.
The standard which we had placed on the upper rock was seen
for along time floating in the air; but at last
ing consumed by the sulphureous vapour.

it

disappeared, be-
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LXIII. Account of the Fall of the Glacier of the Weisshorn^
which happened on the 27th of December 1819, and the Destruction of the Village of Randa, in the Valley of Vispaeh.

X H E village of Randa is situated about six leagues above Vis^
pach, on the south or right branch of the valley of Vispaeh,
commonly known under the name of the Valley of St. Nicolas.
The village is about 2400 feet from the right bank of the Visp,
on the steep declivity of a hill composed of fragments, the stony
ground of which has been converted by the industry of the in*
Opposite to this hill is anhabitants of Randa into pastures.
other of the same nature, above which are the rocks covered by
the Glacier of Randa; the highest summit of which, called the
Weisshorn, is elevated about 9000 feet above the village. The
breadth of the valley at the height of the village (nearly 250 feet
above the river) is about half a league.
On the 27th of December, 1819, about six o'clock in the
morning, towards the eastern and very steep side of the highest
summit of the Weisshorn, a part of the glacier became loose, fell
with a noise like thunder on the mass of ice below, and announced, by the most dreadful crash, the ravages with which the
At the moment when the snow and ice
valley was threatened.
struck on the lower mass of the glacier, the clergyman of the
place and some other persons observed a strong light*, which
however immediately vanished, and every thing was again en'veloped in the darkest night.
A frightful hurricane, occasioned
by the pressure of the air, instantly succeeded, and in a moment
spread the most tremendous devastation. The fall of the glacier
itself did not hurt the village, but the hurricane which it occasioned was so powerful that it threw mill-stones several toises
up the mountain, tore up by the roots distant larch trees of the
largest size ; threw blocks of ice of four cubic feet over the village a distance of half a league; it tore off the top of the stone
belfry, levelled several houses with the ground, and carried the
timbers of others more than a quarter of a league beyond the
Eight goats were whirled from a stable
village into the forest.
to a distance exceeding 100 toises; and it is remarkable that one
of them was found alive. More than a quarter of a league above
the valley, the barns opposite the glacier are seen stripped of
their roofs.

• It is very desirable to obtain a satisfactory information of this phenomenon, which, as far as we know, has not yet been observed in similar cases;
and which, in the darkness of the night, was much too conspicuous to leave
any doubt of its reality.

Oil

S?6

On

Account of the Fall of the Glacier of the Weisshorn.
the whole, nine houses in

tJie

village are totally destroyed^,'

and the other thirteen more or
ries, eight small dwellings, two

less

damaged; eighteen grana-

mills,

and seventy-two barns are

Of

twelve persons who were;
buried in this catastrophe, ten are still living; one was taken
out dead, and the twelfth has not yet been found.
The avalanche, formed of a mixture of snow, ice, and stones,
covers the fields and the pasturages situated below the village for
the length of at least 2400 feet, and extends in breadth about
1000 feet. The mass which has fallen measures on an average
150 feet in height. The damage is estimated at about 20,000
destroyed, or irreparably injured.

francs.

remarkable that some barns on the other side below the
which were almost covered with the fragments, were
thereby protected from the hurricane, and escaped uninjured 5
but what is much more extraordinary, is, that only two persons
lost their lives, though some families were carried away with
their houses, and buried under the ruins and drifted snow. The
prompt assistance afforded by the clergyman, who did not suffer
It is

glacier

and of the two sextons, who escaped, contributed to
save several persons.
It is not the first time that such a disaster has befallen the
village of Randa.
In I63G it was destroyed by a similar avapersonally,

when 36 persons lost their lives. It is said that at the
time the whole glacier of the Weisshorn had fallen down. Two
other less considerable falls happened in 1/36 and 1786, but
not precisely in the same place.
This time only a small part of the glacier fell down, and it is
difficult to conceive how the rest, deprived of its support, can
maintain its position. With a good telescope enormous clefts
are discovered in it, which were long since perceived with much
dismay by some chamois hunters ; and the part of the glacier
which has fallen was, as it has been affirmed, separated from
the mass by similar clefts. It is therefore much to be feared
that the glacier cannot much longer support itself on the very
steep summit, and that the remains of the village of Randa are
destmed to destruction by the inevitable fall of the impending
The unfortunate inhabitants must, therefore, abandon
glacier.
the place ; and, not to remove them too far from their meadows,
it is hoped that a village will be erected about half a league
further up towards Tesch.
But this measure will require the assistance of the government and other communes of the canton.
lanche,
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ISlemoir vpon Zircon.

zircon on

l/i-oiight i'roin

which the author
the island of Ceylon.

]

By

M.CiiY.\Rv.vi.*,

made

his

experiments was

Hydrochloric acid, mixed w'ith nitric acid, separated from
it 9
peroxide of iron and a triice of oxide of titanium
5
bat the latter is not essential to t!ie composition of
gi-eat tleal of

zircon.

(a) A portion of zircon, which had been
previously treated
with nitro-nuiriatic acid, was plimged in double its
weight of a
solution of potash in alcohol, with which it was
exposed to a
cherry red temperature in a silver crucible
the water separated
from the heated mass a considerable quantity of
potash, retaining traces of silex and of zircon.
;

{I)

The matter

silex, of zircon,

of double

undissolved by the water was a compound of
and of potash, which maybe considered as a sort

this compound has the following properties.
of the most beautiful white
it remains a very long
j
tmie in suspension in distilled water. It precipitates itself
on the
contrary very promptly from a solution of potash,
which proves
that pure ivater has an action upon it which
alkalized water has
not: It is not impossible that this depends upon an
attraction which
the pure '.vater exerts upon tlie potash
which it (the compounc^)
contanis
this view of the matter, it may be
(c)

:

wny
any

:saU

;

It is

m

easily

conceived

the water which is already united to this base
has nolongeir
action on the compound.

{d) It is wholly soluble in weak hydrochloric
acid; by evaporatmg, the silex is precipitated, and there remains in
the liquor
chlorurct of potash, and hydrochlorate of zircon
containing a little hydrocldoruret of iron

:
ammonia precipitates these two bases,
the process wiiich M. Chevrcul has followed to obtain the zircon separate from iron, a result
which
no person before him has been able to accomplish. Me fused
the
zircon containing iron with potash in a silver crucible
he e.\;hausted the mass of all the matter soluble in water which it
contained.
There remained a zirconate of potash,

(e)

The

following

is

:

blended with
oxides of iron, of copper, and of silver (the two latter
proceeding from the crucible). He poured upon this zirconate
concentrated hydrochloric acid; there was an immediate disengagement
of heat, of steam, and of hydrochloric gas.
The substance,

now

\n the state of a soft paste, was put into a glass cylinder
of

inch in diameter and

an

inches in length ; concentrated hydrochloric acid was added to it, until that acid detached from
the
matter contained in the cylinder nothing but hydrochlorate of
zircon and chlorurct of potash.
This was ascertained— 1st, by
the washing mixed in water not precipitating chlorurct
of silver;
•
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2d, by Ujj not being coloured byhydrosulphuric acid ; 3d, by the hydrosulphate of ammonia producing with it a perfectly white precipitate. M. Chevreul took the mass which had been washed with
the hydrochloric acid ; he diluted it in water, filtered the mixture, and precipitated the pure zircon by ammonia.
The hydrate which he obtained he calcined in a glass capsule.
This
process, it will be observed, rests principally on this circumstarice ; that a quantity of concentrated hydrochloric acid insufficient to dissolve a certain quantity of hydrochlorate of zircon,
suffices, on the contrary, to dissolve the hydrochlorates of iron
and copper intermixed with the latter.
M. Chevreul afterwards subjected the zircon and the peroxide
of titanium to a comparative examination.
The hydrated zircon dried in the air is soluble in hydrochloric
acid.
This combination crystallizes in small satin-like needles
of the purest white.
The excess of acid may be expelled from
the hydrochlorate by evaporating to dryness
on rewatering the
residue, but very little zircon is separated, especially if the solution which was evaporated was concentrated : on again treating
it with hydrochloric acid, the process ends by redissolving it entirely, if the evaporation has not been pushed too far.
The hydrochlorate of titanium takes a yellow colour when a
concentrated solution of it is evaporated to dryness a greater
quantity of it is decomposed than is the case with hydrochlorate
of zircon when evaporated ; and when the acid is added to the
residue, it has not the effect of redissolving it.
But what most
'distinguishes this hydrochlorate from the preceding is, that on
joining three parts of water to one part of a solution of cacli
:

:

"hydrochlorate, and subjecting the two litjuors to the action of
heat, that of titanium allows a great deal of oxide or subhydrochlorate to precipitate even before ebullition ; while that of zir-

con may be evaporated to dryness without yielding any deposit.
The hydrochlorate of zircon steeped in water is not decomposed, even after a lapse of many months ; that of titanium siTiiilarly treated becomes milky, though the decomposition does
not take place at the very moment when the water is added.
The hydrochlorate of zircon is precipitated of a dun yellow colour by nut galls
if the solution is concentrated, the gelatinour
}>rccipitatc retains ail the liquor in its particles.
The hydro:

chlorate of titanium presents, it is known, this latter phaenoinenon ; but the precipitate is of a very lively orange red.
The hydrochlorate of zircon is precipitated of a canary yellow
hy an excess of prussiate of potash; that of titanium, on the
contrary, is precipitated of a brownish red.
M. Chevreul ha'*
observed that the two jjrecipitatcs were soluble in an excess ot
pruasiate of potash; that in certain circumstances the prussrare
of rircon was ahnost colourless ; and that it became yellow by

an
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an excess of prussiate, although the latter did not, however, cause
any precipitate in the liquor which had given the white precipi-

The

tate.

yellow colour of prussiate of zircon explains

how

Klaproth imagined that he had discovered nickel in zircon, because he obtained a green precipitate on mixing with the prussiate of potash a solution of zircon which contained a little iron.
The hvdrochlorate of zircon does not become violet when a
little zinc is added, vvhich is the case with hvdrochlorate of titanium.
The two hvdrochlorates have an excessively astringent taste,
and both precipitate gelatine; which proves that they have much
more affinity for animal matters than the salts of yttria, of g!ucine, and of alumine, the taste of which is sweet, and only slightly
astringent.

are completely decomposed by a red
they lose their acid, and their base remains in a state of
purity; the zircon is perfectly white ; the peroxide of titanium

The two h3drochlorates

heat
is

;

of a yellowish gray.

of titanium and zircon heated in a small
above the flame of alcohol blacken, and then become incandescent as if they experienced a combustion. The
;circon is demi-vitrified, and of the purest white when exempt
from iron ; when it contains iron, it is of a greenish hue. The
oxide of titanium is of a gray yellow.
M. Chevrcul intends to publish in a second memoir the pro-

The hydrates

Lastlv:

glass capsule

He
portion of the elements of silicate and zirconate of potash.
determine the composition of several salts of zircon, and will
investigate, whether the colour of prussiate of zircon may not bs
will

owing

to

some foreign substances, perhaps

to traces of peroxide

of titanium.
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To Mr.

I.

Tilloch.

—

Amongst the Readers on Geological Subjects, within
Sir,
the last five Years, very higli exjiectations have been raised, by
several Writers (by tU'o in particular*), as to the vail superiority
which a Geological
• Mr.

Wm.

* Outlines
•ame date-

England and Wales, which Mr.

of

Phillips, in July IRIG, in tlic

of the
;

Map

Geology

and Dr.

rittoii

Jlcvicw," Vol. xix. p.

'S^Ci,

Appendix to the

1st Edit, of his

and in his 2d Edition of the
(anonymously) in Ftb. ISlS.iu the "Edinburgh

ot Enj^land,

sec P.

M.

K

"

p. 2'J,

Vol. 52, p. It 4, note.
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Greenoiigh had in preparation, wtuild possess*, over the original
Geological Map oF these Kinj,'(loms, pu')lisi)ed by Mr. William
Smith, in September 1S15 (price 5 guineas, with its Memoir
oF 52 pages) ; and the same, and even liigher ideas have been
raised, hv the verbal Representations of many oFtlie Members of
the Geol'jgical Society and their Friends, who have (like the 1st,
of the Writers aUuded to)- on very frequent occasions spoken of
this intended Map, a? ".the Geological Sucieli/'s Mi\\)" ; and
these expectations have not a little been heightened, bv the per-,
usal of the late Annual Report on the affairs of the Geological
Society; wiierein it is stated (see p. 228 of tliis Volume), that
certain Individuals (who are ncimeless) have coiitriintec! , avd lr.\d
advanced large Sums oFM.oncy, and engaged to pay still further
Sums, amounting in the whole to sevcnlten hiir.difd Foii7i(/s, for
the preparing and bringing out of Mr. Greenough's Map audits
Memoir, " under the direction of (he Geological Sodety" !
I am on three accounts happy in being able now to announce,
to such of your Readers whose interest may have been excited,
as above, that this Mai) and its Memoir, are now before the Public, having been published by Longman and Co. (at 6 guineas)

on the 5th of May.
Firstly, because I find in the Map, many new divisions of
Strata and minuter details of others, than have yet been given by
Mr. Smith, regarding much of the ive^tevn /;«// of our Island.
Secondly, because (except in a few instances which I intend
to speak oFliereafter) the intention has not been acted on, which
u-as avowed to me by Mr. G. on the iSth of Nov. Ibll 1, of giving to this Map an entire geognoslic Character f, that is, as his

Friend and the herald of his fame, Dr. F., so lately as February
ISlSjintimated (in the Edinburgh Review, Vol. xix. p.S3S)inso
limitiufj; theformations dei)icted by colours on the Map, that inctead of the " barbarous Names" used by Mr. Smith, the Geognoslic, or " the proper scienlijic riames of the Substances C07npasing the Straia," could be used by Mr. G. ; such names, to be
settled by a Committee oj the Geological Society ; instead how-* Eight years ago (June 1812) I recorded my anticipation of tliese improvements, in p. 42u of your ii[)tli Volume ; formed while relying on the
word jinl faith, of th;. Member for Gatton, the Lieutenant of East India Volunteers, the President oi the Geo. Soc. &c. &c. that no publication, or «»»noiincemetit of mich an inlention, should take I'lace, of the Map then preparing, which / had in its cr.ily stages, been principally instrun)cntal in furnishing, with a large portion of JMr. Smith's uajjublishcd materials ; parti-,
cularly on the eastern half of our Island
being solemnly a.ssured by Mr. G.
at various times, between the 25th of March and a few days before the 18th
of Nov. 181 1, that this Map should he consulted, only by the Members of the
Geological Society, resorting to him, or to its House, or as a specimen of
what Mr. Smith then had, in very great part, ready to publish.
t See r. M. Vol. 39, p. 425, Vol. 45, p. o37, &:c.
;

ever
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ever of attempting to follow this course, Mr. G, has, on his Map,
navibd each of the 34 Group'; of Strata that are separately depicted thereon by colours, after some Place or District : these
Places or Districts, being those (as ha says) " where each Group

maybe best stiidiedf."
And thirdly, and chiefly
•

I

feel

happy, because now, further,

delusive and exaggerated pioniises, of the high denree of excellency to which this Map was to attain, made by Mr. G. his Con-

and G. S. Friends, must be at an end ; it is now heand many besides myself will carefully compare
it with Mr. Smith's 15 Sheet, and his one Sheet Maps, and more
especially so, with the 12 of his Cojtr/ty Geological Maps, which
are on Sale, separately
and I hope and trust, for the character
of the Country and Age in which I live, as well as for tlie sake of
my much-injured Friend Mr. Smith, that the result will !)e, such
a future sale and spread of his Maps and Vv'orks, as shall at least
rc-instate the Fortune, of this ingenicus and deserving Individual,
As to Sections, properly so called, exhibiting a supposed vertical division of the Earth, along some particular Line (a Koad
for instance, which is defined, and shown on the Map), fof
showing the edges of the Groups of Strata, and the manner and
form of their overlieing each other, no such thing will be found,
either in Mr. Greenough's Memoir, or on his Map; which is the
more surprising, because Mr. Wm. Phillips, who has been supposed to be well versed in the G. S. secrets, in p. 29 of the Appendix to his " Outlines," 1st Edit,, gave reasons to expect,
that the " great Map" of the " Geological Society," would when
published, be accompanied by numerous Sections, and by an
tributors,

fure the Public,

:

believe myself to have been the Writer who, in Jane 1814, first rethis principle, o( naming Assemh\ag;es (or Groups) of Strata, in
pajre X. of the Pref;ice to my Derhyshire Report, Vol. I.
Mr. Smith, I be-

f

I

comraendej

manner adopted the same principle, in the earliest stages
of his invcstig.itions, although in the first account of the " Order of the
Strata", which he privately circulated in 1799, (two years before I had
heard or read of Mr. S. which first occurred in the spring of 18U1,) and
which account he published in September 1815, in ji. 8 of the Memoir aclieve, in a partial

—

wliile he
companying his Map, not one of liis 2'A Strata were so named
was giving mc Instructions, in the Autumn of 11*^01 and Spring of 1S02,
Mr. S. usually spoke of, and desciibed a large portion of his mapped Strata,
by tiie Nufiics of Places upon tiiem, and 1 have accordingly, in niy first short
:

tlie Strata, (p. 11 1 to 1 14 of Deri) Rep.'V. I.) thus
10 of his Strata: yet before the publication of his Map, Mr. S. ap-pears to have so far abandoned tliis good principle of naming, as to have
fetaincd it, only for three of his Strata, viz. those of London, I'urbeck, and
D?rl)yshire
Mr. Greenough has liowevcr adopted ir throughout (although
not with the best selection of Places in some instances) and for so doing
has my thanks
for me to liave expected that this Gentleman should liave
acknowledged the sources of this suggestion, might perhaps be deemed uni ';asonable, by many of the M. G. S.

account of his Order of

named

:

—

:

—

ample

5S2
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ample Memoir,
clusive of

Mr. Greenougk's

illustrative of the

11 pages of

Names of

whole

;

Geological Map.
instead of which, ex-

Hills, that are only indicated

in the Map, and which therefore ought to have been
ruade capable oi pasting on to the
gins of the Map (by being
printed only on one side, instead of hoih sides of the paper) because, wiihoui this addition to its Margins, the Map is incomplete
and in a great degree useless, only 5 pages and 6 lines are devoted, to the description of the Map, or the other proper subjects of an accompanying Memoir.
An awkward and lame sort of an Apology for the conduct \nirsued towards Mr. Smith (of which more anon) and acknowledgements to some Individuals who have assisted the Author, occupy
full two of these pages; leaving only three pages to the historical and the descriptive account of the Map, and of the principles
on which it has been constructed ; those who may not have perused the Author's late Work on Geology, should not fall into the
mistake of supposing, that the paucity and absolute defectiveness
of this Memoir, will be found supplied by the sei)arate Work alluded to, because, in neither of them, is the least mention or allusion made to the other ; indeed, how could this have been
done ? because, the " Critical examination oi the first principles
of Geology," criticises to an excess, so as to unhinge it, every
principle (which the Author notices, and as far as he has been
able) on which Mr. Smith proceeded, in commencing his Map, 27
or 28 years ago, and on which he prosecuted the same until, at the
very beginning of this Century, it was in a very sufficient stale to
have been published, as scores besides myself are still living to
testify, and to identify the 15-sheet Map (still in existence) which
Mr. Smith exhibited, to those whose NajJies (but not their Monies) he solicited as Subscribers, to a reduction of this Map, and
a Work describing it. 1 say sufficient state of perfection, to have
at that time justified its publication, had more adequate pecuniary
encouragement been given (ofwhich, more anon); because, to pretend thatsogreat a Work as exhibiting the actual extent of Surface,
the numberand the order of super-position, of all the many Groups
of Strata, included in the space of the 15-sheet Map, could at that
period, or even in 1815, have been quite correctly accomplished,
or that these important objects are, even 7iow accomplished, bv
this Map of Mr. Greenough's, would argue, either a very shallow
acquaintance with ihe subject, in its practical details, or else,
little regard to truth in the Person advancing such pretensions.
High encomiums are, at the end of the Memoir, passed upon
Mr, Thomas Webster, for his supposed matchless care and accuracy, in drawing the Map and preparing it for publication; it
appears howeyer, that great deductions are due from this rcprer

by Letters

mm

sentationj particularly in

what

relatcb to that highly essential

mailer.
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mrxtter, the colmiring of the Map ; in very numerous instances,
tlie Lines engravev, as directions to the Persons v/ho colour, do

not correspond at all ivitk the limits of the Colours! ; through
which, and also through the want of an engraved Niimber, corresponding with the number belonging to the Group, in each patch
of Colour, in the Map, and through different copies of the Map,
differing in their colouring, &c.&c. very great uncertainties must
ever attend, the consulting and depending on this highly boasted

Map.

I

am
Your obedient

servant,

JoHN FaREY Sen.

Howland-street, Fitzroy-square,
May 15, 1S20.

LXVI. Proceedings of Learned

Societies,

ROYAL SOCIETY.

—

one on an improvement in,
JL wo papers were read
the Eye Tables of Achromatic Telescopes of a small size, by Mr.
Kitchener ; and the otUer on the different qualities of the Alburnum of Spring and Winter-felled Oak Trees^ by Thomas Andrevy
Knight, Esq.
27. Read, a paper by Samuel Ware, Esq. on the Properties
of Domes and their Abutment Walls.
Mav 4. Read two papers : one on Diarrhoea Asthenics, by
Hood, Assistant-Surgeon ; the other on the Formation of

April 20.

:

the Canal for containing the Spinal Marrow ; and of the Fins of
the Proteosaurus, by Sir Everard Home.
11. An account was read of some experiments made by Mr.
F. Bauer on the colouring matter of the Red Snow found h\
Baffin's Bay.

Re;id a communication from Sir Thomas S. Raffles, consome account of the Dugong.
Early in this month the venerable and much respected President of the Society (Sir Joseph Banks) intimated to the Council,
IS.

taining

that from the increasing infirmities attendant on his advanced
period of life, he was desirous of giving in his resignation, and
rjeconimending them to look out for a fit successor to the high
office vviiich he has so long filled with universal satisfaction to
Inconsequence, however, of
lh« literary and scientific public.

an earnest and affectionate remonstrance which has been since
made by the Members of the Council, accompanied with strong
a^burances of their disposition to do every thing they indivIduaUy
can to relieve him of the arduous duties of the situation. Sir Joseph has consented to abandon his intention of resignation for
the present. Such a mark of respect u a? uo more than what wa«

—
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due to a gentleman who has dedicated a long life and an ample
fortune to the promotion of those pursuits for wliich the Society
is particularly incorporated, as well as to the general interests of
knowledge.

LINNEAN SOCIETY.

May

following gentlemen were chosen to fill up six
vacancies which had occurred among the foreign memhers
F. E. L. Fischer, M.D. Moscow; Gotthelf Fischer, M.D. Hist.

The

2.

:

Nat. Prof. Moscow;

J.

B. de Monnet de Lamarck, ZvoL Pro/'.

Pavon,^caJ. Rety. Med. Madr. Soc;
K. Sprengel, M.D. Bot. Prof. Halle; and C. J. Temminck, Soc.
Inst. Sc. Paris.

Soc;

Jos.

Sc. Hurlerv. Soc.

And on Wcdnosdav, May
was held

24, the Anniversary of the Society
in Gerrard-street, Soho, for the

house

at the Society's

when
Council and Officers for the present year
declared to be of the Council, viz.

election of a

:

Members were

the following

Edward Smith, M.D.
Edward Barnard, Esq.

Wm.

Sir Alexander Johnston, Knt.

Eiford Leach, M.D.
Alexander MacLeay, Esq.
Matthew Martin, Esq.
Wm. George Maton, M.D.
George, Earl of Mountnorris.
Joseph Sabine, Esq.
Thomas Smith, Esq.

AylmerBourke Lambert, Esq.

Edward, Lord Stanley, M.P.

Sir Jas.

Samuel, Lord Bishop of Carlisle.

Henry Thos. Colebrooke, Esq.
Edward Forster, Esq.

And

the following were declared to be the Officers for the pre-

sent year, viz.
Sir

James Edward Smith, M.D. President,

Samuel, Lord Bishop of Carlisle,
Aylmer Bourke Lambert, Esq.
r>\
T
c.
Jbdward, Lord Stanley,
William George Maton, M.D.
1

Edward

1

I

"^

\-,r.

„

-j

»

> vice Presidents,
I

J

Forster, Esq. Treasurer.

Alexander MacLeay, Esq. 1 c
*
Secretaries.
Mr. Richard Taylor,
His Royal Highness Leopold Prince of Saxe Coburg, was also
elected an Honorary Member.
The Members of the Society afterwards dined together at ihe
Freemasons' Tavern, Great Queen-street, according to annual
•

|

ttiistom.

ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

May

12.

—A

letter

was read from G. Peacock, Esq. of

bridge, respecting the intended

new Observatory

'

Cam-

at Cambridge'.

Also

;

Asiatic College.
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Also a paper from James South, Esq. accompanied with a catalogue of double stars, arranged according to the order of their
right ascension.

New
suits

is

—

Observatories.
The reviving taste for Astronomical purexemplified, not only by the formation of the Society just

alluded to,

but also by the intended establishment of two new
One of which is at the expense of Government,
and is to be built at the Cape of Good Hope; with an observer,
assistants, &c.
The other is to be built at Cambridge, j)artly at
the expense of the University, and partly by public subscription.
The Plumian professor is to be the observer at this latter place
since it appears that, by the foundation deed, he is bound to observe; and his duties are there laid down with great minuteness.
Both these observatories are to be furnished with the best instruments our artists can make. The observations made at Cambridge are to be printed annually, and circulated amongst the
different observatories on the continent
a measure which cannot be sufficiently applauded, and which affords the best check
against any negligence on the part of the observer.
The observations made at the observatory at Oxford, are suffered to moulder,
in their manuscript state, on the shelves of the Royal Society.
Observatories.

:

ASIATIC COLLEGE.
Report of the College for Asiatic Christian and other
Youth, instituted at Serampore in August 1818, Under the patronage of the Marquis of Hastings, has just been published.
The Committee observe. That slow as may have been the progress it has made, they can say with truth that every view they
have taken of the subject has served more fully to impress them
with the necessity of weighing with the utmost care, every circumstance respecting an institution, the judicious planni'ng of
which, or the reverse, must in a great measure decide whether
it shall ultimately fall useless to the ground, and like a heap
of
ruins remain only to discourage others from attempts of the same

The

first

nature, or abide a blessing to the various tribes of India,
quote with pleasure the following passages, which show
that the immediate and distinct object of the College is liberally

We

to enli>,'htcn

knowledge of

the people of India, and to diffuse a competent
arts and sciences, unconnected with any exclusive

system of religious instruction.
Tjie

Committee observe, "

that they arc fully convinced of the

importance of supporting native youths

who "are not Christians
while they prosecute their studies, as well as those who are. This
will i)e attended with little disadvantage.
As a brahmun cannot, without losing cast, eat with a soodra, nor even under the
same roof with a brahmun of another j)rovince. all vouth who
Vol. 55.

No. 2G5.

7i;«//

1820.

Li

'

'

are
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are not Christians must live separately, and of course without the
walls of the College, in order to preserve inviolable their own
ideas of cast, which it is not the design of this institution to con-

them to violate in any degree. But without being thus
supported, a youth of the brightest talents might be wholly debarred those advantages which might hereafter render him a
blessing to his country ; and to lay this as an additional burden
on his generous European patron*, who, after subscribing to the
College, may have sent thither from the most distant parts of
India an ingenious native youth for education, from regard to
the faithful services of his parent, perhaps a trusty and valued
domestic, would be placing a barrier in the way of his obtaining
knowledge of the highest kind, which in most instances would
scarcely be surmounted.
An institution which ought to combine
within itself every advantage for instruction, ought to be as free
as the air; and no native youth ought to be deprived of its benefits, for having the misfortune to be born and brought up withthe barrier to admission ought to be
in any particular circle
none, beyond the inability of its funds to support and instruct

strain

;

more.
'* They are equally convinced, that no native youth should be
constrained to do a single act as the condition of his enjr.ying
the lenefits of this institution^ to the doing of which he attaches
a?iy idea of moral evil.
As it can be no crime in any youth that
he did not regulate the circumstances of his birth and of his first
reception of ideas,~to make it the condition of his receiving certain important literary advantages, that he shall be constrained
to do what he himself deems it wrong, or to hear books read
which he deems it wrong to hear, is the ready way to corrupt
the moral principle implanted in his mind by nature. While
therefore the Committee are aware of the necessity of guarding
against the omission of College duties from mere idleness, under
the pretence of conscience, they are firmly convinced, that to
compel any native youth to violate his sense of right and wrong,
would be to teach him to act against his conscience for the sake
and that to deprive him in the least degree of
of advantage ;
the benefits of the institution for refusing it, would be, to turn a
desire to act rightly into a crime, and to be guilty of the most

—

* In the Prospectus, publlsiicd in Aiijiiist 1818, it was mentioned, that
any gentleman who might send to the College a native youth not a Christian,
would have to suppoi't him while there, in atldition to his donation or subThis has been since weighed by Ihe Committee for managing
scription.
the College; and, on more mature consideration, it appears to them, that
the donation or subscription which entitles any gentleman to send a youth
to the College, ought to support him while there, whetlicr he be a Christian
youth or not. Hence the above article.

flagrant

;
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be ever effected, must be attempted by suitable means
In their view, nothing but incorrigible negligence, or immoral conduct, can form a just reason for depriving
any youth, whatever be his religious prejudices, of the advantages
this, if it

flagrant injustice.

of this institution.
*'

They

also feel the propriety of introducing into this College,

all the science

now

possessed by the natives themselves.

To an

institution intended to convey superior information to native youth

of the highest casts, it is desirable that there be that respectability attached in the eyes of the most learned among the natives,
which shall prevent their undervaluing the instruction conveyed,
because it is not what they have. AH the science they really
have, ought to be preserved, and not a particle of it lost. If they
have carried the study of any branch of knowledge beyond us,
this circumstance ought to be acknowledged and improved ; if
they have merely trodden in the same path, a knowledge of the
science they really have, will enable us to take it up where they
fail, and carry it to its proper extent ; while the ideas thev now
possess, and the terms in which they express them, will facilitate
the communication of superior ideas.
This particularly applies
to grammar, and to astronomy, which latter science, from its
connexion with their religious festivals, is cultivated by them
with peculiar eagerness."
There are thirty-seven students attached to the College, of
which nineteen are Christians or of Christian families, fourteen
are Hindoos of cast, and four have neither cast nor religion. Of
the fourteen Hindoos of cast, eleven are Brahmuns ; nine of
whom are thoroughly acquainted with astronomy and geography,
and who receive for their monthly support three rupees each.
They are now employed in studying the Lilavalee, the first
astronomical work usually taught in India, preparatory to being
made acquainted with European astronomy.
Since the institution of the College the Committee have decided upon printing

—

" The Four Vedas, the great palladium of Hindooism, around
which Superstition, for obvious purjioses, has thrown such a degree of veneration, that the soodra who durst only listen to them,
was deemed guilty of a crime to be expiated only by melted
lead being poured into his ears.
These days of darkness however are now evidently passing away: every thing sacred in the
Scriptures has been exposed to public view; and tlie enlightened
among the Hindoos themselves do not hesitate to acknowledge,
that darkness and concealment can add no real worth to any
work, but rather tend to create suspicion ; that every work must
found its claims to intrinsic worth wholly on its contents ; and
L

1

2

that

:
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that these claims can never be substantiated as long as ifs crt!i>
tents are withheld from public view.
The expense of printing
this work will undoubtedly be great, as it is voluminous, and

—

completion must necessarily occupy many years nor do they
expect that the College will ever be reimbursed for the expense
of printing it; since, with the exception of learned bodies in
Europe and America, who may wish to enrich their libraries with
a copy of a work so ancient, few purchasers can be expected.
As copies of the Vedas, however, are already so scarce, and are
its

:

become far more so, the Committee think it highly ])roper to take measures to preserve this ancient monument of Hindooism from complete oblivion."
The Committee having purchased a spot of ground, on the
banks of the river, exactly facing the country residence of the
Governor-general at Barrackpore, which cost 1 1,500 rupees, have
determined on erecting the buildings for the College, to consist
of a centre building which shall include a large hall for public
examinations and the dispatch of public business, rooms for the
likely to

various classes, suitable rooms for the library and the

museum

and an observatory above ; and of two wings for the accommodation of the students and professors.
The building will contain
two stories, it being intended to render the rooms on the ground
with those above, with the view of combining the strictest oeconomy with the greatest convenience and
neatness.
On the same principle the erection of a double row
of rooms has been preferred, a single row involving a certain
waste of expense, and a triple row being highly inconvenient for
those who should occupy the middle rooms.
The central building will form a front of about a hundred and twenty feet, each
wing an extension of somewhat more than a hundred and eighty;
and the whole when completed present a front of nearly five hundred feet. Each of the wings will contain rooms for the accommmodation of nearly a hundred native Christian students, besides
rooms for the professors. The College, when completed, therefore, will be capable of containing from a hundred and sixty to
two hundred Christian students; and perhaps an equal or greater
number of other students will preserve their cast inviolate by
boarding in the town. It is not intended, however, to build
more than one Aing at present; the rest of the buildings can be
added as the circumstances of the College may render them nefloor equally habitable

cessary.

The following are the concluding remarks
*' The plan of the institution, thus fully
spectfully leave before the public.

beyond almost any other

of the Committee
developed, they reIf India needs enlightening,

blessings, as

is

universally acknowleged,
this.

3S9
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should be attempted through the
natives themselves, as Europeans are too far removed from them,
and too little adapted to the climate, to become the immediate
But if it must be
agents to any extent in this important work.
done by native agents, what method more likely to effect it, than
that of collecting youths from every tribe and every part of Indisi,
and, restraining them from nothing but idleness and positive
vice, to imbue their minds with the love of study and investigation, lay open to them, by means of an ample library and able
teachers, the various stores of learning and science furnished by

and to be done

efficiently,

it

the western as well as the eastern world, and give them leisure
and opportunity to pursue their researches free from interruption
and distracting care, till they ultimately return to their own provinces, fraught with knowledge, and not corrupted by unreasonable expectations, to become a blessing in their own sphere to
the end of life ?
But to accomplish this, some spot is necessary,
secluded from those allurements to vice which abound in eastern
capitals, together with a library and apparatus, the collection of
which, with suitable buildings, and the support of able professors,
involves too great an expense to be provided in

same time.

many

different

Of

the suitableness of Serampore for
this purpose, sufficiently near the capital of India and yet perplaces at the

—

and the fitness to accomplish this object, of the
fectly retired
plan now so fully laid before the public, the Conimittee leave
the public to judge ; in them it might appear presumption. They
merely add, that these ideas are the result of many years devoted
to the consideration of the state of India, and the most effectual
means of promoting its best interests. To this complete disclosure of them, they have therefore nothing to add, but that every
benefaction to the Institution, whether intended as a donation
for the general purposes of the Institution, or for the support of
particular native students,
or whether it be in the form of annual contribution for a few years, will be received with the warmest
gratitude, and applied with the utmost consideration and faith-

—

fulness."

LXVII.

Intelligence

and Miscellaneous

Articles.

ELATERIUM.

In

the examination of elaterium, a substance whose action on

human body is still more violent than arsenic, Dr. Paris has
discovered a new vegetable principle.
The active principle of
the

this plant is lodged onlv in the juice

around the seeds, and

in so

small a quantity, that Dr. Cluttcrbuck obtained only six grains
from forty cucumbers j and even of this feciila, or feculence, as

Dr.

—
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Dr. Paris proposes to call it, although an eighth part of a grain
will purge violently, yet not more than one-tenth of this virulent
As Dr. P.'s experiments
substance possesses any active virtues.
are new, we shall insert them at full length
:

" Experiments.

— Series the

First.

"

A. Ten grains of elaterium, obtained from a respectable
chemist, and having all the sensible properties which indicated
it to be genuine, were digested for twenty-four hours, with distilled water, at a temperature far below that of boiling; four
grains only were dissolved.
" B. The solution was intensely bitter, of a brownish yellow
colour, and was not in the least disturbed by alcohol, although a
solution of iodine produced a blue colour ; the solution, therefore, contained no gum, and only slight traces of starch.
" C. The solution, after standing twenty-four hours, yielded
a pellicle of insoluble matter, which, when burnt, appeared to
resemble gluten.
" D. The six grains which were insoluble in water were
treated, for forty-eight hours, with alcohol, of the specific gravity
.817, at 66" of Fahrenheit ; a green solution was obtained, but
by slow evaporation only half a grain of solid green matter was
procured. The insoluble residue obstinately adhered to and coated
the filter, like a varnish, and completely defended the mass from
the action of the alcohol

:

it is

probable that

it

consisted princi-

pally offectila.

" Experiments.

" E. Ten

— Series the Second.

grains of elaterium, from the

same sample, were

treated with alcohol, of the specific gravity .817, at 66" Fahren-

upon being filtered, and the resi;
with successive portions of alcohol, the elaterium
was found to have lost only 1.6 of a grain. The high specific
gravity of the alcohol in this experiment was important; had it
been lower, different results would have been produced.
" F. The alcoholic solution, obtained in the last experiment,
heit, for twenty-four hours

duum washed

was of a most

brilliant

and

beautiful green colour, resembling

that of the oil of cajeput, but brighter : upon slowly evaporating
it, 1.2 grain of solid green matter was obtained.

" G. The solid green matter of the last experiment was treated
with boiling distilled water, when a minute portion was thus dissolved, and a solution of a most intensely bitter taste, and of a
brownish yellow colour, resulted.
" H. The residue, insoluble in water, was inflammable,
burning with smoke, and an aromatic odour, not in the least bitter ; it was soluble in alkalies, and was again precipitated from
them unchanged in colour; ii formed, with pure alcohol, a beautiful

—
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which yielded an odour of a very nauseous kind,
but of very httle flavour, and which gave a precipitate with water ; it was soft, and of considerable specific gravity, sinking rapidly in water ; circumstances which distinguish it from common
It appears to be the
resin ; in very minute quantities it purges.
element in which all the powers of the elaterium are concentrated, and which have been denominated elatin.
tiful

tincture,

" I. The residuum, insoluble in alcohol, weighing 8.4 grains,
(Exp. E.) was boiled in double distilled water, when b.9 grains
were dissolved.
*' J. The above solution was copiously precipitated Ihie^ by a
solution of iodine, and was scarcely disturbed by the persulphate
of

iro7i.

" K. The

part insoluble, both in alcohol and water, which
Experiment I. amounted to 2.5 grains; it burnt

was

left after

like

wood, and was insoluble

in alkalies."

From

these experiments. Dr. Paris expresses the chemical
composition of elaterium in the following manner:

F.

Water

B.

Extractive

4
2.6
2.8
5
2.5

{

I.«<B.D.J.Fecula
C. Gluten

K.
H.

Woody
Elatin

"\

G.

Bittter principle

J

matter

„

.
'

10

The

bitter principle in elaterium

is

very distinct from

its

ex-

the solution obtained in Exp. G. being diluted
and swallowed, produced only an increase of appetite ; and the
tractive matter

:

solution B. produced no effect whatever.

SMOKE FROM STEAM-ENGINES AND FURNACES.
the 2d of May Mr. M. A. Taylor brought forward a motion in the House of Commons, for a Select Committee to consider of the practicability of compelling persons using steamengines and furnaces to erect the same in a manner less prejuHis object, he
dicial to the health and comfort of the public.

On

said, was to consider of some means by which the smoke might
be consumed before it issed from the chimneys. From the discoveries he had made, and from what he had himself witnessed,
he was sure that the smoke which now issued to the destruction
of all kinds of vegetables, might be removed and prevented. He
had formerly brought this subject before the Mouse, and a Committee had l)ccn graiitcd, the report from which clearly showed
that the plan for cuubuining :smokc was not iinpraclicabic. Since
tiicn
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then he had seen several places where smoke was actually conand if the House would take the pains to inquire, they
;
would find it no difficult matter to put a stop to those nuisances

sumed

which now made London, Liverpool, Birmingham, and Manchester almost uninhabitable. Gentlemen might think this statement exaggerated but he meant to say, that literally those
places were uninhabitable, for many people residing near great
furnaces were obliged to send their families away from their ha-

—

bitations to places hired for their reception, in order that they

might be free from those unhealthy nuisances. This was done
by numbers of people in Manchester. The plan he should propose had been successfully carried into effect at Warwick, in the
manufactory of a Mr. Barnes ; and he could assert that it had
been done with scarcely any additional expense, and with onethird less consumption of fuel than was now generally used in
furnaces.
If gentlemen who heard him would take the trouble
of going to the manufactory of Mr. Barnes, they would find this
to be the fact; they would scarcely be able to find where the
furnace was ; and they would perceive no more smoke there than
in any common chimney. He had himself gone to Warwick, to be
satisfied of the fact vvhich he now stated ; and as a proof that no
nuisance existed in the manufactory he spoke of, there was a
bleaching-ground within ten yards of the furnace ; there was also
a garden, and a conservatory ; and none of these sustained the
slightest injury or annoyance from smoke. A similar plan had been
adopted with equal success at a distillery at a little distance beyond
the Penitentiary on Mill-bank. If gentlemen would go there, they
would see a black intense smoke coming out of one furnace and
passing into another, where it was entirely consumed before it
got into the open air.
In order to be fully satisfied of the effect
of the opposite and generally prevailing system, they need only
go over to the other side of the water, where there were several

smoke every day. In
Bridge-street, Blackfriars, there was a furnace which annoyed
furnaces sending forth their masses of

the whole neighbourhood. He had witnessed ebullitions of smoke
near St. James's palace; and those who resided near or frequented Hyde-park must have been frequently annoyed by that
which issued from the Cannon brewery. If he should be able
to satisfy the House that the nuisance could be abated by the application of certain remedies, he hoped he might be permitted
to bring in a declaratory law by which such nuisance might be
abated by the verdict of a jury.
If he succeeded in effecting an
object so conducive to the health and comfort of the public, he
should consider himself as having deserved well of his country.
He concluded with moving that a Select Committee be appointed to take the subject into their consideration.

Mr.
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He had himself witnessed
Mr. Deiiman spconded the motion.
the inconveniences and nuisances stated by his honourable
friend, and he was sure they conld be removed.
and expressed
Sir Charles Mordaunt spoke to the same effect
his conviction that the proposed law would be beneficial to the
all

;

nation at large.

The motion was agreed

to,

and the Committee appointed.

STEAM NAVIGATION,

A new

ship, intended to plv as a regular packet between

New

York and isew Orleans, has recently been built, called the Robert
Fulton.
She is said to be, in every respect, one of the finest
steam vessels ever constructed. She is upv/ards of 750 tons, of a
very great length, rigged with lug sails has three kelsons, (the
centre one large enough for a ship of theline,) together with bilgeways, and the whole secured and bolted in a very superior man;

her frame timber and plank are of live oak, locust cedar,
and southern pine, copper bolted and coppered.
She will afford accommodation for more than 200 persons,
and is fitted up with high and airy state rooms, thoroughly ventilated by means of sky lights the whole length of the cabin,
which is verv extensive. Her after cabin is neatly arranged for
the accommodation of ladies, and separated by means of folding
doors, in the modern style.
She has also a range of births fore
and aft, together with a commodious fore cai)in. And, what
adds to the greatest comfort and security of all, her engine and
other machinery are completely insulated, and unconnected as it
were with the other part of the ship. In the centre, lengthwise,
is a kind of well-hole or square trunk, made both fire and water-

ner

;

proof; no possible accident, therefore, by the bursting of the
boiler, can reach either of the cabins.
This trunk or well-hole
being inclosed by very thick plank, caulked and leaded, may be
inundated with water at pleasure, without any inconvenience to
the passengers.
The furnace is also completely surrounded by the continuation
of the boiler, so that no part of the fire can ever come in contact
with the wood.
There is a space of about nine or ten inches
with materials, nonconductors of heat, which answer
the donlde purpose of excluding the heat from the cabin, and at
the same time deadening the disagreeable noise of the engine.
She is also provided with a leather hose, similar to those used by
our fire-engine couiiianies in this city, which will enable the iiot
filled in

or cold water to be conveyed to any part of the .ship, and furnishing at the same time the great convenicncy to the passengers
of a warm or cold bath at pleasure. Her engine was constructed
by
Vol. 55. No. 2G5. May 1820.
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by Mr. Allaire, and is supposed to be the most powerful and most
exact piece of workmanship ever turned out in America j and her
boiler is said to l)e the largest ever known to have been made in
that or any other countryyJmerican Paper.
A royal brig, called Le Vbyageur, was lately fitted out at
I/Orient for a vovage to Senegal, as a steam-packet, the first of
this construction that has quitted a French port for a distant expedition.
Intelligence has been received of her safe arrival at
the place of her destination.

VARIATION OF THE MAGNETIC NEEDLE.
our 53d Volume, p. 387, we mentioned that the excellent
and unremitting observations of Colonel Mark Beaufoy, made at
Bushey- Heath, near Stanmore, in Middlesex, had shown that the
magnetic variation to the westward of the true north Iiad uniformlv increased, on taking the means monthly, imtil the beginning of the last year, after which it had fluctuated, but giving a
mean variation of 24° 37' 0" in the first three months of 1819.
The observations since published by the Colonel in a contemporary Journal, seem to show that this was the maximum variation, occwvnn^'ni February or March 1819: because he finds
the monthly means, since the beginning of April of that year,
to have uniformly decreased.
It further appears from the Colonel's statements, that the western variation had been on the
Ill

increase through 162 years, or since 1657 : it was only 77 years
before this ))eriod that the first authentic observations on the
variation chu be found, or in 1580,

when

the needle at

London

varied to the east 11° 15'.

MARINE THERMOMETER.
From many experiments made of late years by

scientific

per-

seems every reason to believe that the thermometer
is an instriunent of far greater importance to navigators than it
has been generally supposed.
The late celebrated Dr. Franklin was the first person who noticed the great difference between the temperature of the water
on the North American coast, on and off soundings, and suggested the use of a thermometer as an indicator of an approach
to that dangerous shore, as it had been uniformly found that
the nearer any vessel ap]noximated the shore, the colder the temj)erature of the water became.
Afterwards Col. .Jonathan Williams, of Philadelphia, endeavoured with some success to call the attention of seafaring men
to the importance of the thermometer as a nautical instrument;
and satisfactorily succeeded in showing that no vessel on board
of which a thermon^eter is, can possibly be cast away on the coasts
sons, there

of

Marine T/iermomeler.

SO.**

of the United States, without at least a sufficient warning of the
approach to danger, to allow of its being avoided, unless the ship
should be so cntlrelv disabled as to be totally unninnagcable.

The stateiDents of Dr. Franklin and Colonel Williams apjjlied
only to the coasts of North America ; and Iience it came to be
generally supposed that the increased heat of the sea, when out
of soundings, was caused by the Gulf stream-current, which issuing from the Gulf of IVJesico, sweeps to the northward along the
coasts of the United States: it has of late however been established that the decreasing temperature of the water, as any ves-

the coasts of Spain, Portugal, and Barbary, is sufwarning to any attentive navigator of his approach
to these coasts; and it seems probable, from the experiments of
Mr. Davy, (brother to the celebrated Sir Humphry,) that the
thermometer will be found to point out, not only the proximity

sel approaclies

ficient to give

of land, but also that of extensive banks, &;c. in all places.
A person whose experience had shown him that in i|nitting
the American coasts, there was an increase of 12 deg. of Fahrenheit's scale in the temperature of tlie sea in a few hours run from
the month of the Delaware, found also on approaching the coast
of Portugal, that the mercury in the tube of the thermometer
sunk from (J9 degrees, at which it stood in tlie open sea, to (J0\
degrees, when his ship was about three or four miles from Cape
St. Vincent; and subsequently, that in heating through the
Straits of Gibraltar with a contrary wind, the mercury in the
thermometer rose and fell in proportion to tiie distance he
was from the' Spanish or African s^hores, ranging from 68 degrees, at which

stood in the middle of the Strait, to 61 degrees,
aiid on
it sunk on the African side
the Spanish shore it never fell lower than 64 degrees ; which is
easily accounted for, as the ship was never so near that shore, it
it

whicii was the lowest to which

;

being considered adviseable to keep at a distance from the shoals,
Sec. near Tariffa.
The person already mentioned having discovered many objections to the mode of using the thermometer, recommended by
Colonel Willianis, and having had several thermometers broken,
applied to different mechanics in various [)laces to construct a
marine thermometer ease for him, which would protect the instrument and facilitate its use; but unsuccessfully until he some
time since applied to Messrs. Gardner and Jamieson, mathematical instrument makers in Glasgow. Mr. Jamieson, of that firm,
invented and made a case, which not only prevents the thermometer inclosed in it from being injured, but admits and retains
water from any depth which may be desired ; so that the results
obtained by the experiments made with it are exempted from
any chance of being influenced by the solar rays in sunimcr

Mm2
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warm latitudes, or by the chill of the air in winter or
cold climates, as by an ingenious contrivance the bulb of the
weather or

thermometer is kej3t immersed in a column of water admitted
and retained by the case, from l!ie greatest depth to which it
has been sunk.
Mr. Purdy, the hydrographer of London, has expressed his
opinion of Mr. Jamieson's invention in very flattering terms, as.

have also many

higlily respectable scientific

and nautical men.

KOTE FROM MR. RIDDJLE.
To Mr. Tilloch.

—

From an expression in Mr. Meikle's note, printed in
Sir,
your last Number, I feel it my duty to request that those who
think proper may examine for themselves, whether, in the quotations which I gave from his letter, I have in any respect distorted the meaning of the words which he actually used.
After what I have said in my former letters on the question in
discussion, it is uiiuecessary to make any observations on the
other parts of his note.
Your obedient

servant,

Edward Riddle.
Trinity

House School, Newcastle, 13th May, 1820.

ATMOSPHERICAL PHENOMENON.

May

2d,^

brilliant

1S20.

This morning, soon after sunrise, a very
in the neighbourhood of

phaenomenon was observed

accompanied
of late been
exceedingly low for the time of year, and the atmosphere hazy
and obscure. The thermometer scarcely rising to temperate,
(52°), and at night often as low as 32° of Fahrenheit's scale.
Hartfield, Sus'^ex, a highly-coloured discoid halo,

by a parhelion or mock sun.

The temperature has

AFRICA,

By the latest information, it seems that the expedition under
the command of Major Gray, on whom the direction devolved
death of Major Peddie, has returned to Galam, on the
Senegal, after a most harassing journey through the country of
the Foolado.
Mr. Docherd, the surgeon attached to the expedition, had, wiih a few individuals, however, proceeded onwards
after the

to

Bammakoo,

in

Bambarra, from whence accounts have been

received from him, dated twelve months since, expressing his
hopes of procuring the necessary permission to proceed further.

Markets, it seems, were held twice, every week at Sandsnnding
and Yamina, wheie provisions were reasonable, and every sort
of European merciiandize in great demand, especially articles of
finery for the dresses of the females,

who

are fond of

showy colours.

i
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Among

other things were Manchester prints in great
abundance, which seemed to meet a ready sale, and which must
have been conveyed by the caravan from Morocco across the

lours.

Great Desert.

Lieutenant Lyon, of the Roval Navy,

who was

the friend and fellow traveller of the late Mr. Ritchie, is appointed to succeed that gentleman as British Vice Consul at

Mourzouk, the

capital of Fezzan, in Africa, for tlie purpose of
and attempting discoveries.
By the Magnet, which
left Cape Coast on the 23d March, we learn that Mr. Dupuis
had proceeded to Cormassie, to enter upon his functions as Consul at the Court of the King of Ashantee,and had arrived in safety
and been well received.
facilitating

LIST OF

PATENTS FOR

NEW

INVENTIO>;S.

To Major Rohde,

of Leman-street, Goodman's Fields, Middlesex, sugar-refiner, for a method of separating or extracting
the molasses or syrup from Muscovado or other sugar, communicated to him by a person residing abroad.
15th April, 1820.
6 months allowed to enrol specification.

—

To William Brunton, of Birmingham, engineer, for certain
improvements on, and additions to, fire grates.
liJth April.
6 months.
To George Lilley, of Brigg, Lincolnshire, gent., and Janles
Bristow Fraser, of Blackburn House, Linlithgowshire, in Scotland, gent, for certain improvements in the application of ma-

—

chinery for propelling boats or other vessels floating in or upon
water, and for attaining other useful purposes, i)v means of an
hydro-pneumatic apparatus acted upon by a steam-engine or
other adequate power.
19th April.
6 months.
To Thomas Hancock, of Little Pulteney-strcet, Golden-square,
Middlesex, coach-mnker, for an application of a certain material
to various articles of dress, and otlier articles, by which the same
may be rendered more elastic. 29th April, (i months.
To Thomas Cook, of Brighton, Sussex, engineer, for his improved apparatus for the purpose of cooking, which he designates
A philosophical cookery. 29th April. G months.
To John Hague, of Great Pearl-street, Spital-Fields, Middlesex, engineer, for certain improvements in tlie method of heating

—

—

—

—

—

—

hot-houses, manufactories, and other buildings, and boiling liquids.
9th May.
2 mouths.
To John Andjrose Tickell, of West Bromwich, Staffordshire,
gent, for a cement to be used in aquatic and other buildings and
stucco-work, which is produced by the use and application of a

—

—

mineral substance never before employed in the manufacture
9th May.
thereof.
2 months.

—

—

To

2
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To

Josiah Parkes, of the

nufacturer, for his

New

Inventions.

Borough of Warwick, worsted ma-

new and improved method

of lessening the

consumption of fuel in steam-engines and furnaces in general,
and for consuming smoke. 9th May. 6 months.
To James Jacks, of Camberwell, in the county of Surry, gent.
and Arthur Aiken, of the Adelplii, Westminster, gent, for a new
or improved method of preventing mildew in sail-cloth and
other canvass, and in other manufactures made of vegetable
Uth May. 6 months.
fibre.
To James Scott, of Grafton-street, in the parish of St. Anne,
in the city of Dublin, watch-maker, for his new method of combining, adjusting, and applying by machinery certain of the well
known mechanic powers and modification thereof, where power
llth May.
6 months.
and velocity are required.
To John Malam, of Romney-terrace, Horseferry-road, West1 1th
minster, engineer, for certain improvements on gas meters.
May. 6 months.
To Samuel Kenrick, of West Bromwich, Staffordshire, manufacturer, for his improved method of tinning cast-iron vessels of
13th May.
6 months.
capacity.
To Robert Wornum, of Wigmore-street, Cavendish-square,
Middlesex, piano -forte-maker, for his improvement on piano13th May.
fortes and certain other stringed instruments.
months.
To Robert Bill, of Newman -street, Oxford-street, Middlesex,
esq. for his improved mode of constructing beams, masts, yards,
bow-sprits, and other parts of ships, vessels, and craft, used for
the purpose of navigation, and of other parts of rigging of such
15th May.
2 months.
ships, vessels and craft.
To John Barton, of Falcon-square, London, engineer, for
certain improvements in propelling, and in the construction of
engines and boilers applicable to propelling, and other purposes.
6 months.
15th May.
To Richard Watts, of Crown-court, Temple Bar, in the county
of Middlesex, printer, for liis improvements in inking printing
types with rollers, and in placing and conveying paper on types,
15th May.
4 months.
and in inking with a cylinder.
To Robert Winch, of Shoe-lane, London, press-maker, for
his certain improvements on machines or presses, chiefly appli18th May.
cable to printing.
4 months.
To Edward Masscy, of Eccleston, in the parish of Prescot, in
the county of Lancaster, and also of the city of Coventry, watchtnanufacturer, for certain improvements in the construction of
chronometers and pocket watches.
I9th May.
6 months.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Meteorology,

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL KEPT AT BOSTON,
LINCOLNSHIRE.
[The time of observation, unless otherwise stated,

is

at 1 P. 51.]
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meteorological table,

By Mr. Gary, of the Strand,

:

[
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LXVIII. On the apparent Place of the Pole-Slar.
BAiLy, Esq.
JL

HE

By Francis

following tables, showing the apparent place of the pole-

day of the years 1820, IS21, and 1822, were lately
published at Dorpat in Livonia, by Dr. Struve, the director of the
observatory at that place.
They are computed from the formulae and tables given by M. Bessel in various periodical works,
whicli are not generally known or read in this country: and
therefore tlie following account of them may perhaps be acceptable to the public.
It is well known to the practical astronomer that the polestar for every

star, on account of its magnitude, and proximity to the pole, can
be seen (with telescopes of no very considerable power) at all
times of the year, by day as well as by night : so that, when the
weather is favourable, it may be observed on the meridian twice
within every twenty-four hours.
On account of the extensive use
to which such observations may be applied, it has become desirable that the apparent position of this star in right ascension
and declination should be accurately determined for that precise
moment in every day in the year, when it passes the meridian.
The tables, which follow, have therefore been calculated, for
that purpose, by Dr. Struve abovementioned, and Dr. Walbeck

the director of the observatory at Abo in Finland.
The places
of the star were calculated by each of them separately for every
fifth

day

;

and the values

for the

intermediate days were inter-

polated, after applying for each separate day the correction de-

pending on the moon's longitude. The method of deducing
these values, 1 shall now proceed to explain.
The mean place of the pole-star for the 1st day of January in
any given year (denoted by 1815 -|-/, where / denotes the number of years from 181.5) is first deduced from the formulae given
by M. Bessel, in bis Finidamenta Astronomice, page 30G one
of which formulae serves to determine the right ascension of the
star, and the other its declination.
They are as follow
:

Ow
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whence, the mean places, for the 1st of January
1820, 182!, and 1822, will be as under: viz.
A\.

in the years

D.

in time.

1820= 0". 57'. 0",r)S3
1821=
57. 15,20y
1822=
57. 29,909
c
Next come the corrections on

88°. 20'. 54",609

21. 14 ,055
21. 33 ,495

,

tion, nutation occ:

and

it is

accoinit of precession, aberra-

here that

M.

peculiar talent for analysis, for which he

The

Bessel has
is

shown that

so jnstlv celebrated.

formulae for these corrections are thrown into a synoptical

page 404, for the sake of a more convenient rtference;
and are taken from the fourth part of the Astrcnomicai ol)servations made by M. Bessel at the Royal Oljservatory in Konigsberg; a work which contains a fund of useful and interesting information, and is by far the best specimen of an active observaThe quantities, expressed by A\, D, co, ©,
tory, of any extant.
}) ,
£3 , denote respectively the right ascension and declination
table, in

of the star, the obliquity of the ecliptic, the true longitude of the
sun, the true longitude of the moon, and the place of the moon's

nodes.
In the formulae No. 2 and 5, the reader will readily recognise
the common formulae for aberration and nutation the co-efficients
and for the
for the nutation are those given by M. Lindenau
aberration, that adopted by M.Delambre. The other quantities
are here for the first time deduced by M. Bessel, for the purpose
of determining the apparent place of the star to the greatest exactness.
By the help of a few subsidiary tables he has rendered
The formulae
the use of these fnrmulfe very simple and easy.
1. 2. 3. 4 he has thrown together into one table, showing their
values for every fifth day of the year: 5. 6. 7, together with the
mean place of the star, he has thrown together into another table,
showing their vahies for every hundredth day, for the years 1805
and 9 is altogether
to 182(3: No. S. 10 are in separate tables
These subsidiary
omitted, as its maximum never exceeds 0",01
tables are c- Icniatef! for the meridian of Paris, and corrections are
given for applvir.g them to the meridians of other observatories:
:

;

:

.

the correction for Greenwich

From

is

insensible.

tliese subsidiary tables, the following tables

have been cal-

culated: and it should l)c particularly observed that they show the
apparent place ot the pole-star at (he time of its upper culmi-

nation; and not its place a/ 7Won, from which it will frequently
M. Bessel has explained the method,
very sensibly differ.
wtierebv he deduces the apparent place of a star at the time of
its culmination, in Bode's Jlstronomisches Jahrbuch for 1817,

page 197;

as well as in his

Fundavienta Aslronomice, page 67,

where

;

On
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where he has moreover given

tables

and

rules for determining

the apparent places of 14 of the principal stars observed by Bradley, at the time they passed the meridiaji of Greenwich, for the
years 1750 to 1762.
And in the first part of his Astronomical
observations above mentioned, he has given tables and rules for

determining the apparent places of Dr. Maskelyne's 36 principal
of their culmination, for every tenth day of the

stars ai the lime

As these

year.

the meridian,

it

stars are generally obse'!^vcd

certainly

when

would be desirable that

on, or near,

apparent
ra^.d not

their

places should be given for the time of their culmination,
for noon,

usually practised.

a"^ is

more necessary to make these observaany false impression which may arise
from comparing the values given in this table, with those which
are now given for the first time in the Nautical Almanac for 1S22.
For instance, the app.arent place of the pole-star on June 29, 1 822
is stated in the Nautical Almanac to be yR = 0'\ 57'. 19",6,
I

have thought

the

it

tions, in order to obviate

D = 8S'.

21'. 29",fi

whereas, in the following tables, it is stated
D S8°. 21'. 29",0. Now various
reasons may be assigned for this, and other differences : in the
first place, the computations are not made for the same moment
of time ; secondly, the mean place, at the beginning of the year,
is not the same in each; and thirdly, the corrections are more
numerous in the latter than in the former. Still however this
will not account for the whole of the differences observable in
the two tables.
As the pole-star is sometimes obscured, when other principal
stars in its neigJibourhood, such as 8, /3, y UrscB minoris and
y Cephei, are visible, the observations of which might be made
available to many useful purposes, would it not be desirable to
attempt the correction of the places of those stars in a similar
manner ? Some of the stars, also, situated still further from the
pole, and innnediately in the zenith, such as y Draconis and
others, of which considerable use is made in practical astronomy,
may likewise be subject to variations not hitherto understood
but vvhicli may hereafter )ield to the investigations of the analyst.
In shorf, is it too much to presume that what is called the proper
motion of a star may at some future time be resolvable into geto be 751

= 0''.

neral forumlae

way
ever,

;

;

57'. 20",8,

whereby

as that of aberration
1

its

=

value

may be

and nutation

?

asceitained in the

same

These subjects, how-

shall leave at present for the consideration of those

who

and disposition for the investigation contenting myself with having directed the attention of the public thereto.
It is scarcely necessary to add that the following formula? for
the right ascension must be divided by 15, if it he required to
determine it in time.
Formuler
N n2

have

leisure

:
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409

410

On

the apparent Place of the Pole-Star.

1S21.

On

the apparent Place of the Pole-Star,

1821.

411

412

On

the apparent Place of

1821.

t lie

Pole-Star.

On

the apparent Place of the Vole- Star.
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LXIX. An Essay on

the Reflection, Hefraclion, and Inflection
of Light ; on the Colotirs of thin transparent Plates, and a
new Theory of Fision. By Captain Furman, R.N.
'

A RUTH

is

the only legitimate object of philosopiiical research;

and whoever beHeves his own opinions to be true, and fancies
that he can add to the general stock of knowledge by imparting
some new discovery, has not only the right, but is bound in duty,
to make his opinrons known.
If, among a number of erroneous
opinions, he has afforded but one hint which in the hands of a

man mav

wiser

lead to important results, he has conferred a real

benefit on society; wliilst his errors,

own

though thev may outlive his

time, will finally be dispelled by the light of true philosophy,

his own hint has so materially contributed.
design in writing this eSsay is to show the true cause of
the reflection and refraction of light; and as Sir Isaac Newton
has already accounted for these phsenomena by his hypothesis of
alternate fits of easy refraction and reflection in the medium, it

to

which

My

I intend to oppose his opinion; for, if both
our opinions coincided, there could be no motive for my writing
concerning the cause of these phaenomena, and thisessav, in that
case, "ould be wholly unnecessary. For this opposition however
I shall offer no apology, because I am only exercising a right
which lie exercised before me ; and if all men in all ages had been
bound to withhold their opinions whenever they happened to
differ from those of great men who had preceded them, we
should in a great measure have lost the benefit of Sir Isaac Newton's own discoveries, philosophy would still be in its inf£.ncy, and
there could be no hope that the mists of ignorance would ever
be dispersed.
For a great many ages the history of natural pliilosopby was
little more than a record of errors, every one vicing with another in absurdity and extravagance.
Her* and there we meet
with a transient gleam of tine pbilosopliy, like the sun shooting
forth his beams tlirongh the gloom of a winter's fog, which ju^-.t
served to guide the traveller a few steps further on his way, and
then left him to grojjc in the dark, perhaps for another generation, before any further advance was made in the progress of
science.
It is chicflv to Lord Bacon that we are indebted for the
principle of making experiment the basis of philosophy and all
that he wrote ijesides, excellent as all his writings are, will bear

follows of course that

;

no comparison to the oldigation he has conferred upon scient«c
by the estai)lishment of this law. Before his time, the ipse dixit
of an acknowledged philosopher was sufficient to establish an
oj)inion however absur<l but with this test, like another Hercule*,
he
Vol. .',5. No. 260. June 1820.
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he has cleansed the Augean stable of all its impurities, aixi no
hypothesis now can long hold its ground whose foundation is not
laid on the basis of experiment.
Newton was one of the first of the philosophers that conformed entirely to this principle, and made experiment the groundwork of his philosophy ; and it is upon this basis that I have
grounded all my opinions. I shall propose nothing but what I
can prove by analogy to be at least possil)le, or what I shall show
can be more satisfactorily explained upon my principles than
in any other way.
There can now be no danger of my propagating error, even if my opinions should be wrong, because, in that
case, they will not stand the test of experiment ; and moreover,
where my opinions differ from those which have hitherto been
received, if the argument should not be manifestly on my side,
prejudice will always be against me, the name of Sir Isaac Newton and the preconceived opinions of all the philosophers will
add weight to the opposite scale, and I can hope for no victory
but in the confidence of having truth on my side, which, sooner
or later, must inevitably succeed.
Rays of hght on being emitted from any luminous body are
propagated in straight lines ; but on the intervention of a medium, a glass lens for instance, they are affected in two very
remarkable ways those rays that pass through are refracted, or
bent out of their course by a power that we call refraction, while
the remainder are turned back by the surfaces of the lens by a

—

—

:

power which
I

shall

is

show

called reflection.

presently that Sir Isaac Newton's hypothesis of

alternate refraction and reflection

and that the cause he has assigned

is

not borne out by analogy,

is not adequate to the
but first of all I shall explain what is my own opinion
concerning the cause of these phenomena.
As these two phaenomena of reflection and refraction are totally dissimilar, it appears to me to be highly probable that they.
are produced by two distinct causes; that is, that there are two
distinct substances in the medium, one of which possesses in its
nature the power of reflecting light, and the other that of re-

for it

efl"ect:

fracting

it.

When

I

speak of a medium however as possessing

these properties, I am to be understood with some limitation.
I believe glass, water, and every thing else that is called a me-

dium, to be perfectly neutral in these respects, and that the
power of reflecting and refracting light resides in a fluid or gas,
composed of two distinct substances, that adheres to the surface
of these bodies.
This I shall prove, first, by showing that these
phaenomena cannot be explained by supposing that these powersi
reside in the bodies themselves 3 secondly, by showing that there,

w
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a substance adliering to water and glass—- and, by analogy, to
that does reflect
every other medium possessing these properties
light, because it may be removed ; and when it is, the surfaces of
these bodies no longer do reflect any I'ght ; and lastly, by that
part of the atmcsphere of Saturn which reflects the light, usually
denominated his ring for it is evidently not his atmosphere that
reflects this light, or the whole of it would be equally illuminated; and as it is contrary to all analogy to suppose that any
thing could reside on the surface of air lut what is lighter than
air, the substance that reflects this light can be no other than
some buch a delicate fluid as I have supposed reflects the light
from the surfaces of glass and water, and if it is true in one instance it may be in another.
1. The cause of the reflection of light* must be attributed
either to the resistance of a substance that opposes its admission,
or to the dislike of the rays to enter a medium where that substance resides.
Now if this objectionable substance made a part
of the glass, it is evident that the same substance would be found
in equal proportions all through, and the rays would be reflected
from the interior as well as from the surfaces, which is contrary
to fact ; but very few wo-.ild, in that case, be able to get through
to the other side, and glass in consequence would reflect a mass
of light, as it does now when pounded into dust, but no distinct
image of any object, and could be only a semi-transparent body,
1!

—

;

instead of a clear pellucid substance as

it

now

is.

be said that glass, in consequence of some sort of chemical process, by the contact of the air might possess this property
only on its surface, I ""swer, that this is not sufficient to account
for the phaenomenoi , because, as glass reflects light ifiwardly
from its further surface, that part of the surface that did so would
be inside, and could not be in contact with the air ; and therefore, if it were the particles of glass that reflected the rays back
again, all the particles throughout would also reflect light,
for they all have the same nature ; and consequently we can only
get rid of the difficulty by supposing that it is not the glass,
but a fluid that adheres to it, that has the property of reflecting
If

it

light.
2. I am now to show that there is b substance adhering to
the surfaces of water and glass which may be removed, and that
no light is reflected from those parts of the surfaces of these

bodies from

whence

it is

removed.

In the Enctjclnpcpdia Brliannica, under the article Optics,
• I have separatefl these two phimomcna, and begin with reflection in
order to avoid confubioii when the cause of this is fully comprehended,
tilt cuuiic of the refraction of light will be very easily understood.
:
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paragraph No. 45, there is an attempt to prove that
to touch when they do not ; that is, they rest
suspended in the air without any support, and the following is
a transcript of so much of it as is necessary for my purpose.
" Mr. Melville, on examining the volubility and lustre of drops of
rain that lie on the leaves of colewort and some other vegetables,
found that the lustre of the drop is produced by the copious reflection of light from the flattened part of its surface contiguous
to the plant.
He found also that when the drop rolls along a
part which has been wetted, it immediately loses all its lustre,
the green plant being then seen clearly through it; whereas in
bodies

may seem

the other case

it is hardly to be discerned."
does not appear to me to be at all philosophical to suppose that water, which is pulled towards the earth by the power
of gravity, could rest suspended in the air unless there was something intervening which prevented its descent ; and the more
so, as there is here evidently no dislike on the part of the plant
or the water to come in contact with each other, for when the
plant is dipped in water, water always adheres to it.
It is surely
more reasonable to conclude^ that there is some substance adhering to the surface of water which is siifficiently strong to resist
the pressure of the drop when it is small and let down gently*,
but which gives way when the drop, by an increase of quantity,

Now

it

becomes more weighty, and

also when it comes nearly in contact with other water, because the attraction of the particles of

water to each other is stronger than the resistance of this fluid.
But, whatever may be the cause of the separation, it only concerns me to show that there is a substance adhering to the surface of water, and that it is this substance and not the water that
has the property of reflecting light. Mr. Melville has shown
very clearly f that the drop reflected light while it was separated
from the leaf, but that it ceased to do so the moment they were
made to touch. Now, if it was the water that reflected this light
from the further surface, that surface would remain after the
drop had touched the leaf, and be still the same, and therefore it
ought still to reflect the same light as it did before but if there
be such a substance as I have supposed between the drop and
the leaf when they are separated, that substance must necessarily
be removed when they -are brought into contact, or they never
could touch one another; and as light is only reflected from this
:

* This phaenomenon is more common after dewfall than rain ; and this is
the cause of the brilliancy of the dew-drop, which so frequently seems to
embellish the language of the poets.

y The same phaenomenon
on

dust, paper, und a gre^t

is

exhibited in drops of water sprinkled lightly
other bodies.

many

surface
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surface while the drop and the leaf are separate,
that there must be a substance between, and that
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it is
it is

evident

this

sub-

stance, and not the water, that reflects this light.

Persons under water and looking upwards towards the surface
images of objects that are below, reflected downwards from above. Now if water had the property of reflecting
light back attain into the medium, all the particles throughout
would reflect light as well as those that are upon its surface, for
all have the same nature, and then there could be no distinct
image of any thing, but only a mass of light; and, by the same
rule, the power of reflecting light does not belong to the air, for
we can only account for the distinctness of the image by supposing that this power is confined to the particles that are immediately on the surface of the water ; and no reason can be given
why those particles should reflect light any more than the othei-s
that are above, except by supposing that they undergo some chemical change or decomposition by coming in contact with the
water from which the others are excluded; and in this case it
could not be the air itself, but some fluid or gas which makes a
part of the composition of air, that has the property of reflecting
light; and this is all that I am anxious to maintainThat there is a similar substance adhering to the surfaces of
gla«s which has the property of reflecting light, may be proved
beyond the power of a dispute, because it may be removed by
the pressure of the finger, and when removed there is no light
reflected from that part of the surface.
Glass reflects light from
both its surfaces; and whenever we look into glass, of any figure*,
we may behold two distinct images of the same objects reflected
from the two opposite sur-taces.
I have now in my hand a planoconvex lens, and on pressing my finger hard upon the spot where
the image of any object is reflected from the further surface of
it, so much of the image is removetl as corresponds with the lines
of my finger, whilst in the interstices between the lines, where
there can be no pressure, the light is reflected as strong as ever.
Now, if the light from these objects passes through the glass
before it is reflected, it cannot possibly be the glass that reflects
it back again; and if it had not passed through, the pressure of
my finger could not in any way produce the effect I have described. It is evident then that it is not the glass that reflects light
inwardly, whatever it may do outwardly; and if what I have already said is not sufficient to satisfy the reader that it is not the air
that has this property, Sir Isaac Newton has proved it past all
•ontroversy, by showing that glass reflects light from this surface

will behold the

• \Vlien the surfaces are parallel to each other, ns in

pUiiii glass,

the two

images enter the eye in the same tingle, and then they can only he
guished by holding the glass obliquely.
>
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in an exhausted receiver full as

much

as

it

Inflection

does after the air

H

and consequently, as light is reflected in the absence* of
the air, and after it has passed through glass, the reflection of
light, at least in this case, cannot be owing to either of these
bodies, but must be produced by some other substance which is
independent of both.
There is evidently then a fluid adhering to the surface of glass—
and by analogy we may suppose to every other medium producing
the same eflfect
that, whatever connexion it might originally
have had with the air, is so far independent of air that it remains
attached to the surface of glass in a receiver where the air is exhausted, and it possesses the property of reflecting light, which
let in

;

—

does not belong to the

That

it is

air in general.

this fluid that reflects light inwardly

from the further

medium, is a position that cannot, after these proofs,
be disputed with any show of reason ; and although we can get
at no positive proof of the fact, there is every presumption that
it is this fluid also, and not the glass, that reflects light outwardly
surface of the

from the

first

surface

;

because, as

I

before observed,

all

the par-

the same nature; and if the particles on the
surface of glass reflected the rays of light, those rays that pass
through would be reflected by the particles in every succeeding
stratum ; which is evidently contrary to fact for it is< only by
ticles of glass possess

:

supposing that the reflection of light is confined to the surface of
glass that we can account for the image being so distinct.
AU
this difficulty is removed by supposing that it is the substance
adhering to glass that produces this effect ; and surely no fair
reason can be assigned why it should not reflect light one way,
when it can be proved by positive fact that it does the other
way ; and that it does do so, is confirmed by the third class of
argument I was to adduce in the phaenomenon of Saturn's ring.
3. This luminous ring has excited the attention of the philosopher ever since it was first discovered, and various hypotheses
have been formed in order to account for its appearance.
For^
innately for my principle, it at once serves to explain and is confirmed by the phjenomenon.
The only philosophical way to account for phaenomena which are out of our reach, is to prove by
analogy that such phaenomena may be produced by the cause we
have assigned ; that is, that the same causes do actually produce
similar effects in instances that are within the reach of our experiments.
Now I have already proved that there is a fluid ad* The air cannot be entirely exhausted in a receiver, but it may be niad^
ten thousand times rarer than it was before ; and consequently the power
of reflecting light, if it belonged to the air, should be ten thousand times
less than it was before, and the image reflected by it ten thousand times
fiointcr.
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hering to the surfaces of glass and water that has the propertyof reflecting light, and consequently there can be nothing unreasonable in supposing that the luminous appearance of Saturn's
ring is produced by a similar fluid resting on his atmosphere
and this opinion is the more probable, because it coincides in
every respect with the known laws of nature ; for we observe in
our own atmosphere that heavy bodies sink downwards towards
the earth, while light ones are lifted up by it ; and therefore to
suppose that this ring is produced by the reflection of any solid
body in that situation, and not by such a light substance as I have
imagined, is to suppose what is contrary to all analogy, and what
moreover is wholly uimecessary, as it can be proved that a fluid
is capable of producing the effect, while no such proof can be
adduced in favour of glass or crystal.
If this hypothesis of the cause of the phaenoraenon of Saturn's
and it is the only one analogy will warrant—
ring be admitted
the phaenomenon confirms all I wish to establish concerning my
principle of reflection. Whatever may be the substance that reflects
this light, it proves that atmospheric air does not reflect light, because in that case the whole of Saturn's atmosphere would reflect light as well as this substance that reflects his ring ; and a$
the light of the ring is reflected both ways, outwardly as well as
inwardly, if this substance be such a fluid as I have supposed,
the fluid adhering to the surface of glass may do so also ; and
then there can be no necessity for the agency of glass or water in
the reflection of light, any further than as these bodies attach to
themselves the fluid that does reflect light, and all the inconveniences attending that opinion are consequently avoided*.
Having now fully proved that there is a fluid adhering to glass
and other mediums that has the proj)erty of reflecting light, it
may be worth while, before I commence my inquiries concerning;
the refraction of light, to endeavour to ascertain the cause of its
The reader will however miderstand that what ! have
existence.
to pro))Ose is merely conjectural ; and if I should be mistaken iu
my opinion concerning the cause of the existence of this fluid,
my mistake cannot in any wise invalidate the principle that such
a fluid does exist, because the existence of it has been proved,
jiot upon the mere plea of a probable supposition, but by the
:

—

• If the ring of Saliirn should be as I have supposed a fluid, and not a
we arc provided by it witl) a means of ascertaining the depth of
hui atmosphere ; for as all bodie-s with which we are acquainted are subject
to tiic laws of ;;ravity, this fluid could not remain where it i.-, unless there
was some substance imuiediatLly below it that ])revcntod its descent, and
So that bj
that subxtance can be no otlicr than the atmosphere of Saturn.
fixture,

drductinj^ the diameter of Saturn's bulk from the diameter of his ring, and
dividing the reinaiiid(;r, the gunj remaining will be th? amount of the depth

Cf

)i;»

atmospherf.

evident
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evident demonstration of a fact which is as palpable as the pen
am now holding in my hand.
That this fluid has originally some connexion with the air, is
extremely probable ; because, if it existed beforehand independent
of air, it would not require the presence of a medium in order to
It is reasonable then to suppose that it originally
reflect light.
makes a part of the atmospheric air, but that there is some substance in the composition of glass which attracts it more strongly
I

than the air does of which it makes a part ; so that whenever
glass is exposed to the air for the first time, a decomposition of
the particles that are nearest to it immediately takes place (in
the same manner as chemists procure the decomposition of other
compoiiiui.s bv applying to them some substance that attracts to
it one i)art<of the compound, and repels the rest) ; and, in con-

sequence of this separation, the fluid that attaches itself to the
glass, recovers an original property in its nature, that of reflecting light, which it had lost while it made apart of the composi-

Whether

tion of air.

I

am

right or

wrong

in this conjecture,

it

evident that there is a substance of some sort that attaches
itself to glass and other mediums, and that it only does reflect
is

light'when

it

is

so attached

;

and, having proved

this,

I

now

come to consider the cause of the refraction of light.
The refraction of light, I conceive, may be explained much in
the same way as the reflection of light, with this difference, that
one substance repels the rays, and the other refracts them. Glass
is a coinponiid of diflferent substances, and the fluid that reflects
light mav lie attracted by one part of the compound, while the
These
refracting substance may be attached to another part.
fluids cannot penetrate the pores of the glass, and therefore ne-..
cessarily remain upon its surface; and as the substances of which
glass is composed are blended together, they in like manner
blend themselves on its surface, each fluid being immediately
over that particular sul)stance by which it is atttacted and the
ravs of light, according as they strike upon either fluid, are .re-,
fleeted back or refracted onwards towards the further surface,"
where the same phaenomena are repeated.
Now, as it has already been proved that there is a substance
;

adhering to the srrface of glass that has the property of reflectit is more than probable that the refraction of light is
produced bv a similar cause ; and if no other proof of it could
be adduce;!, the analogy of the two cases would be sufficient to
Fortunately however there is no necesestaiilish its authority.
sity to beg the question, for the proofs 1 have to advance in favour of this hypothesis are sufficiently strong to establish it without having recourse to a mere probability.
In the first place, if the fluid that reflects light covered the
ing light,

whols
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whole of the medium, it is evident that none of the rays of light
would be suffered to pass through; and consequently we can onlyaccount for the transparency of a medium by supposing that it
only partially covered by this fluid
that is, onlv those parts
of it are covered w here the substance is to vvliich this fluid attaches
itself.
Now, if there was no other substance to fill up those parts
on the surface of glass that this fluid did not cover, the surfaces
of the fluid would he rather spherical than flat (as water is when
it is only sprinkled on a surface, and does not entirely cover it),
or, at least, it vvould be l>ounded by sides; and in either case
would reflect light irregularly, and make the images of objects
appear confused.
To prevent this, it is necessary that the whole
surface of the glass should be covered, that is, that the space left
vacant by this fluid should be filled up by the fluid that has the
property of refracting light; and tlieii, like all other fluids,it would
naturally level itself with the surface of the glass, and consequently would reflect light only in such angles as would represent the images of objects distinct and unconfused.
Here then is a necessity for the existence of such a fluid in addition to the probability but it is also to be proved by the still
stronger evidence of positive fact; for the refracting substance,
is

;

:

as well as the reflecting substance,

surface of glass, and whenever
visibly destroyed.

it is,

may

be removed from the
the power of refraction ?s

has been supposed by Sir Isaac Newton and others, that
light passes very obliquely to the further surface of glass,
none of the rays are suffered to pass through, but that all of theni
are reflected back, so that this surface then puts on the appearance of quicksilver, which it docs not in any other instance.
This piiicnomenou however is not produced by reflection, but
It

when

by rej'raclion; and the philosophers themselves acknowledge so
much, although by some strange oversight thev have jumbled
the two powers together, which in their effects are totally dissimilar (except in tins instance, where it so happens that both of
them send the rays into the eye by the same angle), and have
agreed to call that reflection which by their own arguments is
produced by refraction. Maclaurin, in liis "Account of Sir Isaac
Newton's Discoveries," page 114, in speaking of gravity or attraction, says that " the rays of light on entering a medium are
constantly attracted towards the perpendicular, and when they
are incident upon the further surface of the glass, with a sufficient obliquity, are all turned back into the glass, though there
be no sensible medium behind the glass to reflect it."
This
phaenomenon then, even by their own account, is produced by
the rays of light being refracted or turned back by attraction in
the medium, and should be called refraction, which is produced
Vol. 55. No. 206. June 1820.
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—and not

reflection,

which

is

and
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caused only by re-

pulsion.

Light

is

reflected

from the fmther surface of glass, as well

it as when they are
but this extraordinary reflection, as it is called, and
which by the way is only observable in a prism, is never visible
except when the ravs are passing out so obliquely that they would
be brought in again by the common law of refraction if there
was no reflection at all. It is impossible that the same cause
can produce different effects ; and it is therefore contrary to every
principle of sound philosophy to ascribe this phaenomenon to the
power of reflection, which involves so many difficulties, when it
may be produced by refraction without supposing any difficulty

when

the rays strike perpendicularly upon

oblique

:

whatever.
It is evident that the same cause must produce the same effect
when all the circumstances are similar; and no reason can be
assigned why the first surface of glass should not give out as
much light as the other, except by supposing a different cause,
and that cause can only be refraction. I take it for granted, then,
that no one after this will attribute this extraordinary light on
the further surface of the prism to any other cause than that of
refraction ; and admitting this, it is easy to prove that the power
of refracting light is in a fluid that adheres to glass, and not in
the glass itself, because this fluid may be removed by pressure,
and the light, in that case, never makes its appearance. Upon
pressing my finger hard upon that part of the surface of the prism
that refracts the light into it again, the same phaenomenon is
the light is rnly visible in the
exhibited that I before described,
interstices between the lines of my finger ; and this cannot be
explained by supposing that the power of refracting light is in
the glass, and not in a fluid that surrounds it, because the glass

—

cannot be removed by pressure, and its attraction of light
just the same whether my finger press upon it or not.
Neither can it be inferred that the rays of light are intercepted
by the lines of my finger, because, if they can pass through the
closer texture of the glass, thev certainly can pass between my
finger and the glass ; and therefore it is impossible to account
for the phaenomenon, but by supposing that the absence of light,
on the pressure of mv finger, is caused by the removal of the
substance that refracts light in consequence of that pressure; and
as the glass itself cannot be removed, it is evident that the substance that has the power of refracting light is not the glass, but
a fluid that surrounds it.
If then the facts I have stated be correct, and they are such
as may be very easily proved, my hypothesis of the reflection and
refraction of light is proved by as strong evidence as can be produced

itself

must be

.

;
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duced in proof of the existence of any thing, by analogy, necessitv, and matter of fact ; it accounts for all the phaenomena of
light passing through a medium, without involving any difficulty,
which cannot be said of any other system ; and if further proof
should still be required, it is to be found in the utter incapacity
of the old hypothesis to produce the phaenomena it is intended
to explain.

" What

kind of action or disposition this is," says Sir Isaac
speaking of his hypothesis of alternate reflection and
refraction, " whether it consists of a circulating or a vibrating
motion of the rav, or of the medium, or something else, I do
not here inquire*.
Those who are averse from assenting to any
new discoveries but such as they can explain by an hypothesis,
may for the present suppose, that as stones by falling upon water
put the water into an undulating motion, and all bodies by percussion excite vibrations in the air, so the rays of light by impinging on any refracting or reflecting surface excite vibrations
in the refracting or reflecting medium or substance, and by exciting them agitate the solid parts of the refracting or reflecting
body, and by agitating them cause the body to grow warm or
hotf 5 that the vibrations thus excited are propagated in the refracting or reflecting medium or substance, much after the manner that vibrations are propagated in the air for causing sound,
and move faster than the rays, so as to overtake them ; and that
when any ray is in that part of the vibration which conspires
with its motion, it easily breaks through a refracting surface, but
(vhen it is in the contrary part of the vibration which impedes
its motion, it is easily reflected ; and, by consequence, that every
rav is successively disposed to be easily reflected, or easily transBut whether this
mitted, by every vibration which overtakes it.
I content
hypothesis be true or false, I do not here consider.

Newton

in

myself with the bare discovery that the rays of light are by some
cause or other alternately disposed to be reflected or refracted for

many

vicissitudes."

Now

it must be evident to every one who reads this paragraph
with attention, that no part of the argument it contains is

• This reasoning, to say tlie least of it, is vague and unsatisfactory, and
hardly be said to lu-count for the pliitnomena, when it is uncertain what
the action is, whether it be a circulating or a vibrating motion, and whether
tliis motion be in the ray, the medium, or any thing else.
t If the solid parrs of a glass lens grew hot in consequence of light parsing through, would it not be perceptible to the touch ? and after all, what
effect can the heated parls of a medium have upon the sun s rays, which are
infinitely hotter than they can possibly be? Even if they have any oflect,
they must alternately grow hot and cold as many times in a moment of time
n.* there are rays of light reflected and refracted in ttie medium in that time
i-an

whivii

is

ub^ulutcly impottsible.

Q

(J

2

grounded
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grounded on analogy, or on any acknowledged principle in the
laws of nature
it is in fact nothing more than an opinion supporting an opinion, and conseqijentlv affords no proof of the truth
Stones falling upon vv;iter certainly do cause
of the position.
undulations in the water; hut there is no instance of a stone being lifted up bv these undulations, and therefore this is no proof
It
that light may be reflected by the undulations of a medium.
is moreover contrary to every principle in nature, to suppose that
a medium which suffers one ray to pass through it, should be
;

able to turn the next back, merely because the substance of
by the admission of the
it is composed is put iu motion

which

—a
—

circumstance which implies weakness rather than
the rarer any substance is, the more easily it is put
in motion.
It is contrary also to every principle, to suppose that
the returning vibrations should be so exactly proportioned to the
velocity of light, as to cause the rays to turn back in angles that are
a j)hacnomenon which
always equal to the angles of incidence,
can only be explained by supposing the substance to be stationary
that produces the reflection.
Neither can any reason be assigned
why vibrntions, which are excited in the medium by the percussion of the rays of light, should be able to overtake the ray after
it has passed through, and increase its velocity; for there is no
iijstance of a stone being overtaken in the water by the vibrations
occasioned by its percussion, and the velocity of light is infinitely
No reagreater than any thing with which vve are acquainted.
son, again, can be assigned why the reflection of light should be
always on the two surfaces, and never happen in the interior oF
the medium let the medium be of what thickness it may; and
not only are all these arguments unsupported by any principle, but
the fact itself, even if the principle were true, is mis-stated.
Sir Isaac Newton calls his fits of easy reflection and refraction
first

rav,

strength,

for

—

"

and returns
and has given a scale of alternate numbers,
2 4 () 8 10, to show at what distances the ray is
13 5 7 9
Now if we look through
disposed to be reflected or transmitted.
a pane of glass at any object, the glass hardly intercepts any
light at all, at least we do not discover any diminution or faintness in the colours but the images of objects reflected from glass
alternate

bv equal

;

says,

this action or disposition intermits

intervals,"

—

;

arc always very faint, so
OLsr

much

looking-glasses, in order to

so, that

make

we

are obliged to silver

thenj throw out a greater

From this it is evident that at least twenty
body of light.
of the rays must pass through for one that is reflected; and it is
surely begging the question, and not argument, to su|)pose that
these vibrations will suffer nineteen of the ravs to pass on, and
then dispose the twentieth to be easily reflected.
Newton, in all probability, conceived that every part of a incdiiinij
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possesses this disprhypothesis could not acit,

; and if it was as he supposed, my
count for the reflcctTon and refraction of liglit; and his, faulty a$
it is, would Ije the best that has yet been imagined. It is necessary
tlien for nie to explain why the whole of the surface of glass is covered by the image of the reflected object, when only parts of it
reflect the rays of light; and fortunately for me this is very easy
to be done.
Whenever the table of a camera-obscura is removed further
from the lens through wliich the light is admitted, the images
of the olijects represented upon it grow larger and become fainter,
that is, the ra\s of light from these objects are more scattered,
and occupy a larger space. Still however the ravs, scattered as
they are, are in contact with each other; for we can discover no
break in the picture ; and the images, except that they are fainter,

sition

are as perfect as before.

The

cause of this phasnomenon

'fident.

they

The

is

as

apparent as the fact

is

particles of light are evidently compressible, because

may be compressed by

a burning-glass into a space

smaller than what they usually occupy; and

it is

much
way

only in this

that we can account for the rays of light crossing each other, as
they are con>tantIv doing, without meeting any impediment.
Now, u|)on this principle, when the rays enter the eye in great
numbers; that is, when they are reflected from a body like quickS'ilver, that reflects ligiit from every part of its surface, they must
necessarily be comjiressed into a smaller space, and in proportion to their numbers give out a greater body of light; but when
they are reflected from glass, whose surface but partially reflects
light, a great part of this pressure is consequently taken off, and
they expand themselves accordingly, in the same maimer as tie
air does in a receiver when a portion of it is drawn off; so that
the retina, as before, is still entirely covered witli the particle*
of light, no breaks are made in the picture, but the images are
fainter in proportion to the paucity of the rays.
To suppose that the same sitbstance has the power of reflecting and refracting light, is to suppose what cannot be proved

upon the old principle of alternate reflection and refraction, or
in any other way, and what moreover is contrary to all analogy,
and is founded ujjon no principle whatever; whereas, it can be
no objection to my hypothesis that it supposes that the rays of
light are not reflected from every part of the surface of a mediiun,
because it is very evident that thev hare the power of expanding
them«elves whenever they are not confined l)y tlie pressure of
other rays, and there is no other o!»jection with whicii I am acquainted that can be brought against it.
By supposing a fluid
adhering to the surface of a medium consistipg of two substances,

one
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one of which reflects light, and the other refracts it, all the phaenoniena of light in passing through a medium are explained, and
every difficulty vanishes.
The rays of light that strike against
the reflecting substance are turned back from it, while those that
strike upon the refracting substance pass on to the other side,
where, according as ihey strike upon either substance, they are
reflected back into the medium or pass out altogether, being subject however at both surfaces to the law of efraction.
I have
proved that this substance does exist, by showing that it can be
removed, and I have anticipated and answered every objection
that I can conceive can be brought against it.
If anv other hypothesis can be produced that will explain these phaenomena as
satisfactorily as mine has, I am jcadv to withdrav/ my pretensions but if no such hypothesis can be produced, I exiect in
common justice that mine will be received as the true cause of
the reflection and refraction of light.
:

Having now proved what the substance
'reflection

and refraction of

is

that produces the

may be worth while, before I
make a \gv/ observations concern-

light, it

quit this subject altogether, to

ing the nature of these phaenomena, or the manner in which they
act ; premising however, that if what I iiave to say should not
be satisfactory, it cannot aflfect the truth of my hypothesis, because every other system is equally obnoxious to the same obif it is to be considered in that light.
The reader will
perhaps have observed that tlie substance in a medium that reflects light, reflects both ways, inwardly as well as outwardly,
but that the refracting substance refracts onlv on the outside;
for if it was otherwise, one refraction woidd counteract the other,
and the direction of the rav would not be at all altered. The
only way I can account for this, is by supposing that the power
of retracting light is not in the substance itself, but in an effluvium that CKudes from it, and which always proceeds one way,
that is, outside into the air, not inwards towards the glass. This
opinion, while it is sufficieut to account for the phanouicnon, is
b_\' no means iniproliable, for the thagnet attracts only at one end,
and therefore this substance may do the same. Admitting this,
it cannot at all aifcct my system whether attraction be an eflfluvium or i;ot; but there is good reason to believe that it is, because it is only in this way that we can account for bodies feeling
the influence of attraction when thev are at a distance from the
attracting body.
Refraction then in all probability is caused
by an eflfiuvium issuing from the refracting substance, that attracts
the rays of light the moment they arc within reach of its power,
which however barely extends beyond the surface of the refracting substance.
Reflection, on the contrary, i» best explained
without supposing any such effluvium ; most likely it is passive

jection,

and
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like a wall, with this difference, that the

power

of reflection is not so nnuch in the resistance of the fluid as in the
dislike of the rays to pass through it.
By my hypothesis, and by no other that I have ever met with,
we can earisfactorilv account for the double refraction in Iceland
crystal, and some othersubstances,that has excited so much atten-

many speculations among the philosophers; for
we can suppose a fluid on the surface of a medium consisting of
two substances, each of which possesses distinct properties, there
tion and caused so

if

can be no difficulty in adding to it a third substance possessing
a property of its own which is different from those of the other
two. Almost every refracting medium possesses the power of
refraction in a different degree to that of every other medium ;
water refracts less than glass ; and even in glass itself, we find
the quantum of refraction is more or less according to its quality,
that is, according to the substance of which it is composed. Now
it is very possible that Iceland crystal may be composed of two
substances which refract the rays of light in different degrees,
and which substances, though they are mingled together, are not
united, so that the fluid adhering to it is composed of three distinct substances, instead of two as in glass, one of which reflects
and the other two refract the rays of light, but in different degrees.
If

we admit

this, the

phaenomenon

is

explained

difference between glass and Iceland crystal

for the

;

only

that a§ the latter has two refracting substances, and glass only one, it exhibits
two images of the same object for every one that is shown in
is,

for all the other phsenomena that I have ever heard of in
;
Iceland crystal* are merely dependent upon its figure, and glass
of the same shape will exhibit the same phaenomena, except that
there will be only one, two or three images in glass, where there

glass

are two, four and six images in the crystal.
The properties peculiar to Iceland crystal, as

them,

are, that

it

I

understand

exhibits sometimes

Only one image of an object.
Two images of the same object.
3. When the plate is thin, the two images are very close to
each other, and their distances increase in proportion to the
1.

2.

thickness of the plate.

images of one object.
any object is viewed through two pieces of Iceland
crystal a little distant from each other, they exhibit but two
images in one situation, and four in another.
4.

It exhibits six

5.

When

• I have never seen any Iceland crystal, nnd consc<jiien.ly have had no
opportunity of trying the eip«rinicnt» myself".
6.

In
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6. In looking at an object through a plate of Iceland crystal,

moved on

sometimes one of the objects is
move round it, and sometimes the reverse; that is, the image that before was moving is
now stationary, and the one that was stationary is in motion.
7. The images of objects seen through double refracting substances are always much fainter than in those mediums which
exhibit but one image.

if

the plate be

axis,

its

stationary, while the other appears to

In order to prevent the possibility of a misconstruction,

it

may

be necessary to premise that rays of light proceed in every direction from every visible object, otherwise the same object could
not be seen at one time by persons in different situations; so
that whenever we look through a glass lens at any object, the
whole surface of the glass is covered by rays from that object.
But as all these rays are refracted in different angles, according

and the figure of the glass, a great
them must pass outside of the eye wherever it is placed ;

to their angles of incidence

part of

and hence

moved

it is

that objects appear to magnify as the eye

when

is

re-

convex, and diminish
where it is concave ; because, by the common law of refraction,
those rays that strike upon the extremities of a convex or concave lens are more refracted than those that strike near the centre; and as these rays can only enter the eve when it is removed
some distance from the glass^ it follows as a natural consequence,
that the images of objects must grow larger as the eye recedes
from the glass when it is convex, and smaller when it is concave*. Now, as all the rays that strike upon the diiferent parts
of a medium are refracted in different angles, only one image
can be seen through a single refracting surfiice, because all the
other rays proceeding from the same object are refracted by it
outside of the eye ; but in a double refracting surface, as there
are two refracting substances in it, one of which refracts more
than the other, rays from the same object will be refracted into
the eye by different angles, from two parts of the same surface,
further from the glass

it

is

and two images in consequence must be painted on the retina.
With these premises, then, I proceed to explain:
1. Why only one imxge is exhibited in a doul)le refracting
medium.
Iceland crystal in form
oblique

;

its

is

two opposite

whenever a ray

a parallelogram with

all

its

sides consequently are parallel

strikes perpendicularly

upon the

first

angles
;

and

surface in

* This is the phaenomenon which Dr. Berkeley says, in his Theory of
Vision, has so much puzzled all the writers on optics, and can he explained
by none of their theories ; and yet nothing can be more simple upon my
principle, which will be evident when I come to show the true principle of
yision,

which hitheitohas not been discovered.

such

i
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such a part of it that it may pass out perpendicularly through
the further parallel surface, it is evident there can be no refraction, because there is no angle of incidence, the direction of the
ray is in the line of the power of attraction at both surfaces, and
therefore cannot be affected by it.
It is evident from this, that
under these circumstances, a doable refracting substance ought
not to exhibit two images any more than a single refracting substance; because, if the rays falling but a little oI)iique upon the
visible to the eye in one instance, it must
law is precisely the same in both cases ; and
even if it were so, it would not produce a double image, but the
one image would be extended over the whole of the retina*, so
that the object would not be doubled but only magnified.
2. The second peculiarity of Iceland crystal, its double image,
after what I have just said, will be easily explained by a reference to the plate.
N (Plate V.) represent a
Let K L
piece of common glass, and a ray from the object A striking
upon the first surface, and passing on through P by the ordinary
reflection into the eye at E.
The image of the object then will
appear at P ; but there will be only one image, because all the
other rays from this object will be refracted outside of the eye,
and consequently cannot be visible. Now if instead of glass the
rays have to pass through a double refracting substance, while
the ray R enters the eve from P by the ordinary refraction, the
substance possessing the greatest power of refraction will refract
the ray r down to Q in a greater angle, and from thence into
the eye, so that two images of one object must always appear
whenever the substance possesses a double refracting power, and
the rays from it are oblique and not perpendicular.
The reader will understand that I am not here showing the
power of refraction that each substance possesses, but am merely

surface could be

made

in the other, for the

M

explaining the case.
The reader will understand that I do not pretend, in either of
these figures, to give the exact (juantum of the power of rcfractio!i that each substance possesses ; my object is nscrely to show
the principle of doul)le refraction ; and as long as there are two
refracting substances in the same medium possessing different
degrees of power, there must always be two images let the diiference of power be what it will.
3. In order to explain the third peculiarity, that the distance
between ttie images increases in proportion to the thickness ot"

the plate,

let

KLMN

represent a thin plate of Iceland crystal,

and the rays Mr refracted into ^tlie eye at e from the last stirbut
facc at p and q, where their distance asunder is very small
;

•

Tliis

truf, as

I

would be the case
shall [nescni Iv

Vol. 55. No.

26().'

if

make

the commonly receiyed theory of vision was
very evident.

June 1820.
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the thickness of the plate be extended to

and

GH,

Injlection

these rays will

have separated very considerably bv the time they arrive at P
and Q and supposing the eye to be at E, the ray QQ will not
enter it at all, but the rays will be refracted into it from T, and
the two images will in consequence appear at P and T.
Now,
whether we consider the difference in the angles
and
peq^ or the quantity of space between the images on the two
surfaces, it is evident from this, that the distance between the
images must always increase in proportion as the thickness of
;

PET

the plate increases.
4, In order to account for there being six images, it is only
necessary to observe, that in this case there are three different
surfaces for the rays to pass through ; that is, some of them pass
through the two parallel surfaces
and
(fig. 3.) others

KM and MN,

KM

LN

and others again through KL and LN;
and as there are two images for each surface, it follows of course
tbat there must be six images altogether. Every one knows that
the number of images in a muitiplving glass is always in proportion to the luimber of its surfaces
and if I can make it appear
that in common glass of this figure and in the same situation
we should see three images, there can be no difficulty in understanding why there should be six images in Iceland crystal or
any other double refracting substance of the same figure.
For the convenience of measurement, I have made the angles
of refraction in this figure to be half the angle of incidence, which
I believe is rather more than the ordinary refraction in glass; but
if the angles had been less, the images would have been shown
ju'st as well,
with only this difference, that the eye must have
been removed further from the plate. Let K L
N then represent
a plate of common glass, and rays of light from A, striking upon
O P and Q, refracted into the eye at E by the common law of
refraction, and three images of the same object will appear at
RS and T. Now if there was some other substance in the plate
that refracted the rays in a greater or less degree, every one of
these images would of course be doubled, as I have shown in
fig. 1, and the jjhaeuomenon consequently is explained.
5. From not considering that the multiplication of the images
in Iceland crystal, as in glass, depends upon the number of surfaces the rays have to pass through, and not from any new i^odithrough

;

—

M

fication

either in

the crystal or

tlie

rays,

it

has surprised at

on optics not a little, that the two images
of any object, viewed through Iceland crystal, should not be
doui)led when these rays have to pass through a second crystal
before they enter the eye; and I believe it has never yet been satisfactorily explained, why sometimes there should be four images
" It is
exhibited by the two crystals and at others only two.
least the early writers

wonderful,"
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wonderful," says Huvgens, (see the Edinlnirgh Philosophical
Journal for January) " why the rays C E and D G, incident from
the air upon the loner crystal, should not divide themselves like
the first rav A B." In another place he calls it a wonderful phenomenon; and he accounts for there being sometimes only two

and

at other times four im.ages, hv supposing that the ivaves of

" have acquired a certain form or arrangement, in virtue
of vvhich, hy meeting the texture of the second crystal in one
position, they are capable of moving the two different matters
light

which serve for the two kinds of refraction ; while, by meeting
the second crystal in another position, they have not the power
of moving any of these matters.
But in what maimer," he says,
" this happens, I have not been able to form any satisfactory conjecture."

Now this wonderful phenomenon is explained in a moment hy
considering that the crystals are placed in such a position, with
respect to each other, that in one instance, the rays |)assing
through two different surfaces

and consequently exhibit

in the lower crystal enter the eye,

four images, while in another position,

the only rays that can enter the eye are those that pass through
the two parallel surfaces, and then only two images can be visible.
Suppose two plates of glass to be placed, as I have represented them in fig. 4, and rays of light from A to 1)- striking
upon the first jilate in every direction. Now by the common
law of refraction *, the ray a would enter the eye at E ; but h c

and d, and all other rays from rhat object would be refracted
away from the eye in different angles, and could not possibly enter it while it remained in that position
so tliat while the plates
are placed in that position, with respect to each other and the
objects, only one image can enter the eye; and all the difference
between Iceland crystal and glass is, that the images are doubled.
If the plates however, with respect to the object and the eye,
should be placed as I have represented them in fig. 5, the ray a,
from A, will enter the lower plate at one surface, and the ray b
at another; and then two images will be visible at E, £is I have
represented them
and when the crystals possess a double refracting power, by the same rule there will be four.
G. The sixth peculiarity of Iceland crystal, that sometimes one
image appears to move, and sometimes the other, when the cryWhiclistal is moving on its axis, may be explained in this way
cver image we fix our eyes u))on while the crystal is moving, will
always keep one place on the retina, and ccnsc(iuently appear to
;

;

:

" In tlie two Iftst fi;{iire», as well as in the third, I have iniule the angle
of refraction to he half tlic anj^le of incidence
the effect, however, except
that the eye must he placed in a dirterent position, would he just the same
:

let

thu angle of refraction be what

it

U

may.
r

2

be
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be stationary while the other must change its place on the retina, and of course will appear to be in motion.
By the same
rule the moon, in stormy weather, very frequently appears to be
in motion ; whereas, if we fix our eyes steadfa?th- upon it, we perceive at once that the moon is stationary, and that it is the clouds
that are in motion.
Whenever we are moving, objects that are
motionless change their position with respect to one another;
and whichever of two objects we look directly at, will appear to
keep its position, and the other to be in motion; and upon the
same principle we may account for this phaenomenon.
7. The reason why the images of objects appear to be fainter
in Iceland crystal than in glass is this
Whenever an object is
viewed through a plate of plain glass, there are very near as many
;

:

rays from that ol)ject enter the eye, as there are when the glass
out of the way : but in all double refracting substances, half

is

the rays that would enter the eye under any other circumstances,
are bent out by the extraordinary refraction, the rays that do
enter the eve are so much the thinner, and the light in consequence is proportionally fainter.
It affords very strojig grounds for the presumption that an hypothesis is true, when it accounts for plia'nomena by principles
that are either univerally received, or are known to exist in nathe form of Iceland crystal, will
have supposed in figures 3 and 5, (and
if they will not, the principles of refraction laid down by the
writers on optics cannot be true,) then the only difference between glass and Iceland crystal is, that the latter possesses a double refracting power which the other has not ; and it surely is
more pliilosophical to su|)pose that this secondary power is owing
to a secondary substance, when the existence of a first substance
possessing the power of refraction has been fully proved, than
to imagine, with Newton, that the particles of light have two
sides of different power by which thev are differently refracted,
according as either side strikes against the medium ; or, with
Huygensjthat the waves of light are capable of moving the matter,
which produces the refraction in a medium, when it is in one
position, without having any such power when it is in another.
Newton accounted for the phaenonienon of double refraction by
supposing an original difference in the rays of lig'"' * '•" ""
of which " some rays are constantly refracted after the usual manner, and others constantly after the uiuisual manner."
But if the
phaenomenon of double refraction depended solely upon this difference of properties in the rays, the ph.'enomenon would be exhiture.

If pieces of glass, cut in

exhibit the phaenomena

I

bited in glass as well as in Iceland crystal, and in neither of
• He asks (Query 2o) Have not the rays of
with several original properties ?

liglit

them

several sides, endued

with
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depend upon the mere accident of the rays coming down vvith one or the otlier side foremost.
The phccnomenon could not be constant in Iceland crystal, and
never in glass, if the cause did not in great measure reside in
the crystal
and then there can be no necessity to suppose any
such diiference in the properties of light; for, if we admit that
there is one substance in Iceland crystal tiiat has the power of
turning the rays round, and another that has not (and we can
only account for the phenomenon upon his principle bv supposing
this), there can be no difficulty in supposing that there are tvvo
distinct substances in the crystal possessing a greater and less
power of refraction and as the rays strike upon one or other of
these substances, they are more or less refracted.
Huygens accounted for this phaenomenon in a very different
way Light, according to him, instead of being an effluvium of
particles propagated in straight lines from a luminous body, and
proceeding in all directions, consists in undulations of an ethereal
medium. " He supposes the ordinary refraction to be produced
by spherical undulations, propagated through the crystal, while
the extraordinary refraction arises horn spheroidal undulations*."
Here I must confess that I have never read any of the arguments
by whicli this theory of undulations is supported ; and therefore
I do not pretend to controvert them
but as I caimot form in
my mind any idea by which it can account for the phcenomena
of light, at least, witiiout the violation of some of the known laws
of nature, I shall propose certain objections to it, which, if the
hypothesis be founded upon true principles, can very easily be
answered if they cannot, it must be evident that it rests upon
no other authority than tiie fancies of a lively imagination, and
will bear no comparison with an hypothesis that is founded upon
principles which are kriown to exist in nature, and which, as
far as I have met with them, is capable in itself of explaining
all the phaenomena of light, without borrowing from any other
system.
I
shall say nothing about these undulations of light being
spherical and spheroidal, just as it suits the convenience of the
theorist, l)ecause I do not know in what way Huv^iens accounted
for it ; but it certainly is not saying much for a system, that the
inventor of it can only explain himself by the use of principles
which he denies to be in existence. Huvgens, in describing the
phenomena of hglit passing through Iceland crystal, does not
say a word about niululations, but speaks of the rai/s, being divided and variously affected by the crystal, in the same terms
that Sir Isaac Newton would have used; and ypt, innnediatcly
afterwards, it apjjcars that tiiese rays have no existence, but that
any regularity, because

yvith

it

miist

;

;

:

:

:

J

* Sec Edinburgh I'hilosophical Journal.
light
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light consists in undulations of an ethereal

medium*.

It

may

be said, perhaps, that Huygens made use of these terms in condescension to the want of capacity in ordinary readers, who
would not have understood him had he explained himself in any
other way: but a philosophy which can be comi)rehended only
by a few, is rather metaphysical than solid; it can answer no general purpose of usefidness, and, in all probability, is not founded
upon any solid principles.
By supposing light to consist of separate particles, it is easy
to conceive how they may cross each other, as they are continually doing ; but there is no analogy in nature to support the
opinion that undulations of a fluid can cross each other without
one or the other, or both, being thrown into confusion. If we
throw two stones into w-ater at a little distance from each other,
two circles of undulations are produced, proceeding from two
centres; but the moment they meet tliey are broken and thrown
into confusion, and the undulations only proceed where there is

no interruption.
If

it is

difficult to

conceive

how

it is.

possible for undulations

to cross each other without being broken,

it is also equally
conceive how these undulations can pass through a
medium without being separated into particles, and then the hypothesis is destroyed
a stone thrown into water easily passes
through, because the particles of water give way to the greater
force of gravity by which it is impelled; and a particle of light
raay do the same: but it is impossible for a fluid to pass through
another, \vithout one or the other being broken and dispersed;
and the water evidently is not, or we should see it in commotion.
If we hold a tumbler upside dou'n and immerse it in water, we see
tJiat the air still remains at the bottom of it, and cannot escape
through the water: And is it not, then, too much to suppose that
any other fluid can pass through, without either being thrown
into confusion or separated into particles ?
I can readily conceive that particles of light and colour, entering the eye in different directions, may impinge on the retina

difficult to

:

and colours, and that the mind may distinguish
these figures and colours by the sense of seeing, as it is commonly
understood, and not, as the philosophers will have it, by vibrations
on the nerve: but I can imagine nothing but confusion, when I
distinct figures

am

told that light

is

nothing more than undulations of an ethereal

* See the Eflinbur<;h Philosop'.ical Journal. In another part of it we
vead, " The phscnomena of inflection arc considered bj' M. Fresnel to be
inexplicable on the Newtonian theor}^ of the emission of luminous particles ; while almost all of them may be directly deduced by the Huygenian
theory of undulations.' I am fully persuaded myself, and I think 1 shall be
able to prove it, that inflection is a property that does not belong to light.
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; nor can I conceive liow it is possible for these waves to
give the mind any distinct idea of figure or colour, either by the
sense of seeing, or, as it seems to be the mode, by the sense of

feeling.

LXX.

Calalogjie of Ancient Eclipses, with the Dates of their
corresponding Eclipses at one a7id two Periods Distance.

With Remarks,

By Mr. Thomas Yeates.
[^Continued from p. 347-]

To Mr.

Tilloch.

Sir, In my Remarks on the Ancient Eclipses, page 348 of vour
Magazine, I have suggested the idea of the whole ecliptic phsenomena being comprehended in the space of 912 solar years, and
have produced some convincing examples that the hypothesis is
not improbable these examples are submitted with deference to
such of your readers as are practitioners in these calculations,
and who are disposed to listen to useful discussion.
In the next place I propose to show, that not only the same
eclipses return at the expiration of one or more complete periods,
but also the same seiies of eclipses returns in true succession.
This being a very important point to examine, it constitutes the
subject of this paper I take it for granted, that the great astronomical year commencing with the Nabonassare^n sera is a true
epoch for computing the Julian equation according to Rem. XI.
page 345, and that the dates of those eclipses subsequent to that
period must be corrected on that principle.
The manner proceeded on is simply this; 1st. The first column gives the historical dates as per table, Phil. Mag. p. 244.
2d. The second column shows the equation to be added according to the rate of 1 1 minutes per annum from the aforesaid
epoch. 3d. The third column shows the equated or true time
of the said eclipses; and, 4th. The fourth column shows the
corresponding dates. Tiie Julian equation at the rate of seven
days for one period, and 14 days for two periods ; less by four
days for one, and eight days for two periods ; which leaves six
days for two periods to be added for dates preceding the Gregorian and New style, is added afterwards for want of room.
:

:

Before
Christ.

Dates of
Eclipses.

Julian

D. H. M.

721

720
72U

j)
))
-^

March 19 10 34
March b 11 56
Sept.

1

10 IS

40
Before
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Date of

Christ.

Eclipses.

D.

31

O

Aug. 20

H. M.
setting

Eclipses.
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+

Julian
Equation.

Equated
Time.
D. H. M.
August 25 12
Jan.
10 15 40

D. H. M.

Corr.
Eclip'

A.D.'

5 11 16
1794
5
4
2
5 1138
1796
28 ©June 18 23 48
5 11 49 June
23 23 48 1797
Oct. 23 4 16
26
5 12 10
Oct.
28 16 16 1799
24 ©April 7 4 11
5 12 33
April
12 16 44
1801
16 ©Nov.
1
5 13
5 14
1
Nov.
7 19 14
1809
2 ©Feb.
20 8
1
6 16 35
Feb.
7 12 43
1823
In comparing the above historical dates with the equated
times, the calendar of the ancients appears to have diflfered upwards of five whole days from the astronomical time in the space
of about 750 years. The dates of the corresponding eclipses from

29 ©Jan.

©

A.D. 1104

to A.D. 1823 are of three denominations in the
Tables
1. Such as are set down prior to the correction of the
Gregorian calendar.
2. Such as are registered or computed according to that calendar
and, 3. Such as come under the New
style.
Those set down in the tables according to the New style
very nearly agree with the equated dates ; this is manifest by
inspection
those set down according to the Gregorian style do
not so well correspond; which may be attributed perhaps to the
defect of that calendar: but those eclipses set down prior to
the year 1582 require the equation of two whole periods to be
added, because they were recorded before any such correction
took place which will discover two things necessary to be inquired into; first, whether the solar equation allowed for each
period is correct ; and, secondly, whether those eclipses have
been registered by the same or different calendars.
:

:

:

:

Corr.

A.D.

Date of Eclipses.
Equated Time,
D. H.
Davs.
D. H.
1104 5 Mar. 13 3 A. 6 Mar. 19 3 A.
1204 D April 15 12 39 + 6 April 2l 12 39
1302 D July 10 4 A.+6 July 16 4 A.
1323 ]) Nov. 13 2 A. 6 Nov. 19 2 A.
1334 D April 19 10 33 6 April 25 10 33

+

1394 ©July
1400 }) Oct.
1^01

1412
1419
1421

1422
1431

1442
1443

©Mar.

28
3
15

])

Aug. 22

})

April 10

©Aug. 28
})

Aug.

©Aug.
])

))

2
8

Dec. 17
June 12

Vol. 55.

2
2
2

+
+
A. +6
A. +6

M. + 6

6M. + 6
8 M. + 6
9M. + 6
11 A. +6
4 M. + 6
3 59 + 6
2 A. + 6

Aug.
Oct.

3
9

Mar.21
Aug. 28
April 16
Sept. 3

Aug. 8
Aug. 14
Dee. 23
June 18

No. 260. June 1820.

Eelip^

D.

H.

10 34
18 22
12 47
12 21
12 12
3 6 35
9
6 45

19
21
16
19
25

2 4
2 A.
2 M. 20 20 17
6 M. 27 10 15
8 M. 15 8 50
2 21 12
2 4
1 1
A. 28 5 23
4 M. 13 22 17
3 59 22 19 6
2 A. 18 8 54

S

s

A.C.

721
621

523
502
491
431

425
424
413
406
404
403
394
383
382
A.D.
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5a»eof

A.D.

Eclipses.

1443 1) Dec.
July
1461
1468 ]) Aug.
1485
Sept.
1494 5 Sept.
1515 ©Aug.

O

7
7

Equated Time.
Days.
D. H.
Dec. 13 6 .M.

6M.+6

+6
2M. + 6
M.

Eclip.

D.

H.

A.C.

12 10 21
12 23 51

3S2

364
13 10 M.
4
Aug. 10 2 M.
357
9
Sept. 15
2 M. 14 18
340
14 19 45 + 6 Sept. 20 19 45 20 20 29
331
9 9 A. + 'o Aug. 15
9 A. 14 20 5 310
From these examples it appears that the assumed equation
above given very nearly reducis the dates to the same day, and
time of the day within a few hours, although it must be remarked
the distance of time is no less than 1824 years. To proceed on
any nicer calculation would be prolix, but not unprofitable in a
work devoted to the subject of the lunar astronomy.
Again If you add to the above equated dates the Julian equation, these equated dates will correspond with the equated dates
of those eclipses whicii happened for seven himdred years before
the Christian sera, and the result will amount to the same mea1 shall produce an example of this
sure of time, or very nearly

O

10

July

2M,+6

:

:

sort.

D. H.
^^'''

Christ!

D. H. M.

M.

^^^ DSept.20 20 29 A.D. 1494

Equation

+336

])

Sept. 14 19 45

-f
Sept.

+
Eq. time 23 23 35
(2.)*

Eclipse A.C.

331

Eclipse A.D. 1494

(3.)

Eclipse A.C. 331
Eclipse

A.D. 1494

20 19 45

336

Sept. 23 22 51
Eq. time 23 23 35

Table time Sept. 20 20 29
Table time Sept. 14 19 45
Equation

+600

Sept. 20 19 45
Equated time Sept. 23 23 35
Equated time Sept. 23 22 51
Diff.

Having now produced the

6

~ii

which the eclipse*
of the ancients may be verified without the tedious method of
calculation by tables and anomalies, and reduced their dates by a
principles lipon

to a common standard, agreeing with modern observations, I proceed on ether remarks.
The year A.D. 1801 appears to have been remarkable for the
places of the sun and moon in the autumnal equinox, and an
epoch

most simple method
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tpoch most convenient for calculating the lunar periods and cycles
The place of the moon's ascending node and
to anv extent.
apogee in September of that year coincided with points in the

heavens not occurring during many ages, at
nine centuries.

least for

upwards of

In 912 solar years there are 48 lunar cycles of 19 years, and
therefore if you divide this
exactly 49 revolutions of the nodes
period by 48, the precise measure of one cycle is obtained ; and
period
if you divide the same period by 49, you will ascertain the
of one revolution of the nodes. The whole of these calculations
depend upon the just quantity of the solar year, any augmentation or diminution of which, beyond or short of its true and ab:

solute measure, affects

A

the lunar calculations founded on

all

it.

one minute in the quantity of a solar year will
amount to 15 hours 12 minutes for a whole period, and a difference of but one second in a lunation will amount to three
hours in that space of time; a difference of eight seconds will
amount to one day and one hour and a half in a cycle will
difference of

;

amount to three days.
In 912 solar years there

are 228 bissextiles and seven inter235 days; and in one lunar cycle ave 12 x 19
228 lunations, and seven intercalary; in all 235 lunations:
also in a lunar cvcle are 940 changes of the moon, and in 912
this harmony really subsists, and
solar years are 940 lunations

calary days, in

all

=

:

confirmed bv every evidence of observation.
The lunar cycle is computed at 19 solar years, and constitutes
one fundamental principle of the Paschal Tables puldished in all
is

editions of the

book of

Common

Prayer.

The

fractional quantities

belong to the pure astronomy, and which can only affect the ecclesiastical and calendar reckoning in a lapse of some centuries.

This cycle comprehends a regular

series of eclipses

;

and when

a variation which requires a
whole period to exhaust ; so that forty-eight such cycles must
elapse before such period terminates. This arises from the motion
of the moon's ecliptic points or nodes, whose revolutions proexpired, a

new

series begins, with

duce these admirable variations.
The precise measure of this cycle is variously estimated, but
the following method will nearly approximate to the truth.
Days. H.

M.

365

6

Diivs.

X
X

=
19=

X

19-

19

H.

AT.

6935
4 18

G939 IS
11

G939

S

s

2

.Julian

time

3 29
14 31

Solar time.
Tiiere-
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Therefore 19 solar years contain 6939 days 14 hours 31 minutes, at the rate of 1 1 minutes per annum for the Julian excess ;
and by deducting three whole days in 912 years the n.oon completes her course within one hour and a half of the sun, and consequently the cvcle contains (i9ii9 days 13 hours one minute,
which makes a difference of tliree whole days in 912 solar years.
If the moon anticipates the sun three days in 912 solar years,
it is evident the moon's motion must he completed in less time
than the sun, and therefore the quantity of one hour and a half
must be deducted from the solar time as above stated l)nt the
question is, wlicther this equation for the lunar anticipation is
any real element in the lunar astronomy; or whether it may not
be accounted for on the unknown measures of the moon's true
The concurrence of so many examples of eclipses of
motions.
the sun and moon at fixed periods, stated in the preceding remarks, affords so many convincing testimonies for the coincidence
of their motions, as seems to exclude the idea, that any positive
anticipation of either the sun or moon really exists ; and for this
plain and self-evident fact, that every eclipse is caused by a unison and concurrence of their motions.
The true measure of a lunar cycle of 19 years may, it is presumed, be best determined from a comparative statement of the
motions of the sun and moon with the elements of each at that
interval, as computed in the British Nautical Almanack, which
is the highest authority to be consulted in so exact a determina:

tion.

1801.
D.

Sept.

1820.

Remarh
])

Sept. 21

Noon

22

Noon

Midii.

on Ancient Eclipses.

ISOl.
Longitude.
s: D. M. S.
11 17 13 35
11

D. M.

S.

24 23 28
29 37
1
8 31 28

Noon

22

Noon

D. M.

S.

10

2

1

Midn.

17 14 23

1 1

24 50 25
2 26 18
10
49

])

21

Noon
Midn.

22

D. M.

33 39 n.

1

Right ascension.
D. M.

D. M.

348 43
355 3

348 28
355 11

1
19
7 31

1 53
8 35

Noon
-Midn.

S.

31 28 s.
10 45 n,
52 44 n

s.

30 46 s.
8 38 N.
47 30 N.

Midn.

S.

11

Midn.
D Latitude.
21

445
1S20.

D Declination.
M.
6 8 s.
2 42 s.
44 N.
4 7 N.

D.

21

Noon
Midn.

22

Noon
Midn.
})

21

Noon

Midn.

s.

r53

s.

47 n.

5 24 N.

M.
16
16
16
16

16 14
16 10
16 4

Noon

5 32
1

Semidiam.
M. S.
16 18

Midn.

22

D. M.

Hor. Paial. and Propor. Log.
M. S.
M. S.
Noon
59 49 4784
61 20
Midn. 59 35 4801
61 21
Noon 59 18 4822
61 18

s.

44
45

44
42

D

21

22

S.

Place of
D. M.

19
25

4
11 29 45

21

"• M.
11 45

22

12 33

AQl^
4675
4678

Moon's node.
s.

Sept.

19
25

D.

M.

22 33
11 22 14
11

Meridian passage.
H. M.
Sept.

21

1 1

44

12 36
[To be continued.]
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the Distribution of the Magnetic Fluids in Masset
of Iron: and on the Deviations tvhich they produce in ComBy Mr, Charles
passes placed within their Influence.
BONNYCASTf-E.

LXXI. On

AT having been observed by modern navigators, that the iron
which enters so largely into the construction and equipment of their
vessels, is capable of producing a very sensible effect upon the
much attention has lately been turned towards explainneedle
With this view,
ing and correcting the error thus produced.
Mr. Barlow of the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, has, not
long since, published a Memoir, containing the results of a numerous set of experiments, made principally upon spheres of iron
and a few pages on this subject have also been written by Dr.
Young, and printed by order of the Board of Longitude.
The latter of these productions, from its nature and the assumptions on which its investigations are founded, can only be
considered as affording a probable approximation to the truth
and the former, independently of its impeaching in some degree
the received theory of magnetism, is professedly experimental;
and for this reason requires some further evidence to prove that
the conclusions of its author, drawn as they are from a restrit.:ted
case, may be safely employed under the variously modified actions which arise from the irregularity of the ferruginous masses
contained in a ship, and the alterations in the intensities and directions of the magnetic fluids, which take place with every
change of position on the surface of the globe.
To remove these difficulties, and to investigate from the theory
of Coulomb the magnetic attractions of masses of iron of all
figures, and for all places, is the object of the following pages
in which if I have succeeded, I flatter myself I shall have added
something to the stability of the theory I have employed, by
showing how ready an explanation it affords of many magnetic
phaenomena, to the investigation of which it has hitherto been
;

applied without success*.

The
quiry,

upon which it is my intention to found this inan extension of the law that regulates the action of elec-

principle
is

• Mr. Barlow, although led by his results to entertain some doubts of
Coulomb's theoiT, has observed, " If therefore, when the mass of iron is
great, and the distance at whicii it acts considerable, the laws which I have
developed should be found to be the necessary consequence of the hypothesis to which I have alluded, (Coulomb's,) the agreement will furnish
one of the best proofs that has yet been given of t'le accuracy of the deductions upon which that hypothesis is founded and, I should hope, witliout detracting in any manner from the value of the experimental results detailed in the foregoing pages of this work,
(Essay on Magnetic Attractions, page 121.)
;

—

trifled

::

Influence of Masses of Iron, (^c.
trifled
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upon conductors ; which was first given by M.
tlie Memoirs of the Institute for 1811, and employed

bodies

Poisson, in

by him

to determine the development of the electric fluids in
spheres that mutually act on each other; an investigation to
which, 1 believe, it has been heretofore entirely restricted.

Confining ourselves in this place to magnetic forces, the law
1 have here alluded to may be briefly deduced as follows
Conceive every particle of the given mass of iron, as containing equal quantities of the magnetic fluids ; it is then manifest
that they will, by their mutual actions, neutralize each other; and
the magnetism, thus reduced to a latent state, will be incapable
of producing any external effect by which its presence might be

which

detected.

But on the approach of a magnet, this.state of equilibrium is
immediately disturbed ; the different fluids are repulsed or attracted according as the predominant pole is of the same or a
contrary denomination ; the liberated fluids in their turn cause
a further displacement ; and a series of these successive actions
will go on until the developed magnetism is so distributed that
its action upon any particle is equal, and opposite, to that of the
disturbing magnet.
In the case we are considering, the disturbing force is the latent magnetism of the earth; which, from the distance of its
poles, may be considered as acting in parallel lines, and with equal
forces

on

all

the particles of the mass hence the condition which
for the equilibrium of the fluids may be enun:

we have deduced
ciated as follows

:

If the latent magiietism of a mass of iron he developed ly the
action of the earth, it will recede to the iurfacc, and will there
form a very thin shell, whose nature is such, that its action in a
given direction is always equal to a certain constant quantity.
To determine from this law the thickness of the shell at any
required point, is, in most instances, a problem that seems nearly
to surpass the powers of analysis
when however tlie given soHd
is a sphere, a case which is immediately connected with our pre:

sent inquiry, the solution

Let

ANB

S

may

readily be obtained as follows

6) be the given si)herc, of

which the centre
through O draw N S in the direction of the dijj, and
conceive an equal sphere A N'BS' to have its centre at O'j
wiiich is in the line N S, and at an infinitely little distance
from O.
^'^%n the force with whicli any particle p, which is common
to the two sjiheres, is urged towards O, by the attraction of the
sphere A N B S, will vary as p O ; and towards O', by the attraction of A N' B S', will vary as p O'.
Resolve this last force
into the two p i, i 0', at right angles to each other, and conis in

O

(fig.

;

ceive

:
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AN'BS' to be subtracted from the sphere
then the attractions which will act upon p will be
Oi

ceive the sphere

ANBS;

—

and -iO'.
But the attraction of the sphere ANBS, minus the attraction
of the sphere A N' B S', is the same as the attraction of the solid
A N B N' A, together with the repulsion of the solid A S B S'A.
Hence, if the space occupied by the first of these solids be filled
with a magnetic fluid of either denomination, and that occupied
by the second with the opposite the effect of their actions upon
;

the magnetism, in any particle p of the sphere, will be as

and

iO

O'i.

Now

the force with wliich the magnetic action of the earth
resolve this into the two pk and Ae; of whichpk is in the direction pO, and ke\s at right angles to it: also
pk, ke are opposite and proportional to o'i, lO ; it will therefore
follow that, if the forces which solicit p destroy each other, they
attracts

let

phe pe;

each other for every other particle of the sphere
or the fluids will be distributed according to the condition rewill also destroy

quired.

This result may be readily expressed analytically. Take any
n in the surface of the sphere ; join n O, and let it cut
Then if we join mO\\t
the interior surface of the shell in m.
will be equal to mi; but nO is equal to mO' ; therefore m« is
point

equal to Oi: or putting
thickness, and

/

<|5

for the angle

NO?/, T

for the thickness at the point

for the

polar

n ; we derive the

=

formula
^
T. cos <f).
The law which regulates the equilibrium of the magnetic fluids
in spheroids, may also be readily deduced from a similar mode
of reasoning to that which we have employed for spheres.
Thus let N AS B (fig. 7) be the given spheroid, whose major
axis NS is in the direction of the dip.
Conceive also N'AS'B
to be a similar and equal spheroid, whose centre O' is in the hne
NS, and at an infinitely little distance from O. Then it is manifest that the magnetic fluids when they are in equilibrio, will
be bounded by the surfaces NAN'BN and SAS'B S. For the
attraction of any particle p will vary as pm and pv, which are
respectively perpendicular to the minor and major axes (Maclaurin's Fluxions, No. 634 ; or Pliil. Trans. 1S09)
and as this
is true for each sjheroid, the difference of their attractions will
be zero for the direction pv, and the constant quantity mmf for
:

the direction

pm.

The same

solution also extends to spheroids, when the dip is
not in the direction of either of the axes.
For making the con-

N

fig. 8, where
difference of the attractions

struction in
parallel

S

is

the direction of the dip;

pm, pm'

and h p perpendicular

to

N

is

mm';

or drawing

the

mh

S, the difference of these
attractions

on

i

he Mariner's Compass.
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=

^Urftclions will be as mi and hk
{im')', which, putting the
angle N
C equal «, is as cos a and sin a. In the same way it
appears that the dift'erence of the attractions pv, pvf is as cos a

O

—

and

sin a
the attractions therefore perpendicular to N S
destroy each other; whilst in the direction of that line tiiey are
equal to a constant quantity ; and as NS is the direction oV the
:

dip, it h manifest that this distrihution of the fluid is agreeable
*o the law that we have laid down.
Let
be the angle which the conjugate diameter of any j)oint
in the surface makes with the meridian ; t the thickness "of the
-shell at the ^ivcn point ; and T the polar thickness.
Then from
the foregoing denion-rtration we readily derive the following anacf;

.

..

Jytical expression for the tliickness of'the shell at
tlie surface, viz.
/
T. sin ^.

=

any point of

It would be forei^jn to our present purpose to enter
snv further
into the investigation of particular cases; all that we have proposed to iuvestigats may be derived either from what has pre-

ceded, or from tke following general theorem, which it will be
our next object to demonstrate.
Ill any maiS (./iron, whether regular or irreguhir,
ift , t , t
le the respective thicknesses rf the mugvetic fluid at any point,
the dip is direcud according to three rectangji/ar co-ordinates a , a^, a^; then the thickness t at the same point, when the

when

dip is in a direction that makes with a
?

.,

will le expressed ly the
t

—

cos a 4-

t

a

,

a,

,

the angles a

,

a

,

and

formula
cos a

/

-{-

cos a

1

.

The

truth of this theoreu) may be readily established; for,
conceiving the force in the direction of the dip to be unitv,
the forces
in the directions a, a^ and o^ will be respectively cos
a cos a an<l
',

cos

a. But

,

manifest that the thickness at any point is, ceteris
paribus, as the disturbing force; and it therefore follows, that if
the force in the direction a were alone concerned, the thickness
at the given point would be /_ c&s a^
moreover, the fluici .Jij,r,jiit is

:

buted according to

this

law would produce an attraction in the

direction a^^ equal to cos a

;
^

rection

its effect v.'ould

whilst at right angles to that di-

become

zero.

Hence, as a similar observation applies to the distributions of
the
fluids by the hclions of the forces cos a^ and
cos a , we may infer
that

if

these 'ttirfi;. developments had place at the same time, the
produce in the directions a , a and a woul<l

ertects they woiihi.

be respectively cos o

,

cm a^ and

cos a.

But the

forces' cos a
^
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cos «, and cos a acting in the directions of the axes a

,

ajm6

a,^

are equivalent to a force represented by unity, and acting in the
direction we have assumed for that of the dip. Whence we con-

clude that the distribution of the fluid assigned to any point t by
the theorem, is such as would produce a force equal and oppo-

magnetism ; and consequently such as
which we have arrived in page 447.
Having thus deduced the laws which regulate the accumulation of the magnetic fluids in masses of iron of all forms ; it will
now be merely an affair of analysis to determine the deviations
which their attractions are capable of producing upon compasses
whose situations are known with respect to the given body.
When the given body is of an irregular form, the deviations
produced can only be obtained by knowing the attractions for
three other directions of the dip but if the mass be either spherical or spheroidal, the effect may be calculated by a direct process. Thus; let A G D S (fig. 9) be the given sphere ; where O is
the centre; N S the direction of the dip and O' the centre of the
second sphere (page 447-8) ; let also C be the place of the compass, and join CO, CO'; the first of which cuts the sphere in
some point P ; join N P, A P ; and produce the latter to meet
the horizontal circle G H P in H, through which point draw OC'
in C/ then the necessary construction
meeting the vertical C
will be finished by drawing in the vertical plane the axe OA, and
in the plane of the horizon,
the rectangular axes O G,
being also parallel to the magnetic meridian.
From what has been proved in page 447-8, it will then follow
that the attraction of the sphere to the compass at C will be the
result of a positive and a negative force, that vary respectively as
site to that of the terrestrial

will fulfil the conditions to

:

;

C

:

OD

—

:

and

—

^.

Or

OG

resolving the last into the rectangular forces

Ca, aO% and assuming

CO = d, N0P =
C O will
d+ e cos *

the attraction in the direction
1

^^
j

And

O a,

in the direction

tP-\-e-+2ed

cos

4;,

and

00'=

e;

vary as

(py^

as
c.

sin

^

But since e is infinitely small, these expressions
two following respectively,

will

reduce to

the

2c. cos

c. si)i

(f

(p

(2)
It

1

45

on the Mariner's Compass.

In this instance it will be convenient to transform the latter of
these expressions into another which shall represent the force in
the direction
this will readily be effected by adding to it
:

ON
to —^— ) acting in

a force equal

the direction a C, and then sub-

.

same quantity from the first expression, that the efupon the whole may not be altered. We shall then have
the forces in the directions C O and O N respectively,

tracting the
fect
for

3e. cos

,_,

~^~
ip

"

^^^

•'

i

(^)

To

estimate the effect of these forces upon the compass, it will
be necessary to reduce them to the horizontal plane ; for which
purpose put
i;
A; and
d. Then the forces
in the respective directions G O,
will be represented by

GH =

HP =

CN =

DO

—
-—
Where,

if i

^

3 cos k cos
sin

.

cos

cos ^ cos

(p

= sin

1^

ip

and k are known,

Cos
Let

i

i

(p

d. sin k

— cos dl
. ,

. .

.

(6)

. ,

may be found by

+

(5)

.

the formula

cos d. cos k, cos

i.

be the deflection caused in the direction of the needle
by the action of these forces: then since the force by which the
S

magnetism endeavours to

terrestrial

varies as sin Sj

we

m,sin8=-^|3cos
Whence by
^

tan

^
S

=

shall
A. sin

restore

it

to the meridian

have the following equation:
cos

i.

<p.

cos

5— (3 cos

k. cosj.

A.
-{-

S
J

sin

A

iP

cos(p—

^°^ ^^ sin

reduction
i.

a < 3 cos

COS

/:.

COS *.

,_.

^

k. cos i. cos

f

. .

. .

— cos J V

(7)

This is the rigorous formula that expresses the relation between the place of the compass v^ith regard to the sphere, and
the consequent deviation produced in the direction of its needle
when however o is small, an approximate expression may be found
hy neglecting, in the right hand number of the first of the above
:

equations, the coefficient of sin

8,

and substituting

in the place

of 6in i. cos k, their equals sin (f cos / ; where / is the distance
of the meridian
P measured from D, on a great circle at right
angles to N S.
Our expression (7) will then become
.

N

.

^

tan6

cos
sin2p
^-^^
= A—
•

/c\

I.

(8)

which is the formula derived by Mr. Barlow
MagnPtic Attractions.

T

t

2

in his

Essay on

To

—
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To

determine the deviations produced when a dipping needle
substituted for the compass at C, it will be merely neeessary"
_to resolve the forces (3) and (4) into two others which are in the
is

•

'nieridian, and respectively parallel
rection of the dip.
„

V

iJiit the force (3)
valent to

And when

when estimated

estimated

'*•'-

"*i%

'""'^

'P-

GO

to the di-

AO

in the direction

the direction

in

'

\i

and perpendicular

is

equivalent to

is

''"" !' '"'' i

•"'Therefore the total force in the direction at right angks to
i§ as,\-r

And

NO

•;

~^

'^

equi-

^^^

(? i

NO

in the direction
•'

-f-

d

cos k. cosi. sin

the force

is

.

.

for the equation that determines the deviation 5'

—

S'=

^

evidently as

^,.[3cos^^-l(.

'

Hence we have
m'. sin

d

.sin k. cos

.

cos f (sin k. cos^-j-cos k. cos

\

i.

sin

dj.o^y:

~(3cas»<f-l) sin^).?

Or

reclucing as before,

^ ssAif

.

triH 6

Or

cos

ch^ d

+rn5

k.

ro?

;'.

fin d)
.

kMos d +

cos k. cos

/.

sin d) its equal

/,

A'

-/

tan6=;—

-

•

From which we may
A'
tanS=—

s;ti

^0

...

(9)

derive, as before, the

approximate expression

sin'Jip.

/.

•

sip

I.

sin
——

\.f

.

(siti Tc.
T

Mibstituting for (sin

sin ^. sin

'

i8.

.

/ia\
(10)

Having given the deviations

in the horizontal plane, those in

the vertical tnay be deduced very readily from them; for

whence by substituting
tan S'= tan

S.

in (8)

cos d.

at

London

is

(9),

= tan

'

CIS

As the dip

and

3.

A= 7—^;;

and equating the resuke,
cos d. tan

/.

equation

will

/

70° 30'

this

become

for

that place,
tan

From which
/

=

to

(S)

and

1

3333;

f9

/

=

= .o33S

expression

we

tan

;.

learn that

tan
3'

''

"

"

8.

will

be

less

than S from

And as we know from our^xpressions
maximum value of 5 is to that of t' as

71° 32'.

(0) that
\Ve

S'

the

may conclude

that ^he deviations j)roduced iothe
vertical

.
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vtrlical pliuie are much less than those in the horizontal; a
circumstance that was noted by Mr. Barlow, although that gentleman has not given the law by which the former of tliese ac-

regulated*.
curious corollaries may he deduced from the formula
given in the preceding pages. Thus from our expressions (S)
and (9) it may be shown that there are tliree planes of no at~
traction in every sphere; one of which has reference to the diptions

is

Many

one to the horizontal compass; and one is cortithese planes are manifestly determined by making
o ; and are therefore recos I
o; sin I ~ o; and sin 2(p
spectively parallel to the meridian ; at right angles to the meridian ; and at right angles to the dip.
Were the needle acted on by no other attraction than that of
the sphere, its position would be such that
ping needle

;

nion to both

:

=

=

tan 8'= 2 cos 9;

where 5' in this case represents the dip. This formula follows
immediately from the equations (1) and (2; ; for from them we
sin (^ : I
cos S
have
2. cos ^
:

:

:

cos &'= i tan cp.
tan I'— 2 cot 9.
The law here given is that which Dr. Young has assumed, as
it
regulating the position of the needle on the earth's surface
was first deduced by a foreign mathematician, from a much more
:

complicated expression of Biot's

:

and

that that philosopher should have missed
readily

it

is

it,

not a

little

considering

singular

how

very

follows from the principles he has employed.

it

I shall conclude this part of the subject with a deduction that
follows from onr })receding investigations; which serves stroa^ly

to

mark

tricity

;

the analogy between the natures of magnetism and elecis at the same time attended with rather a para-

and

doxical circumstance.

I

allude to the fact, that the

quavMxj of

as the surface ; and is therefore the same ivilldn certain limits, for spheroidal or spherical shells, as for the ivhole solids ; Imt thai
nevertheless the attraction to tlio^e solids vciries as the cubes oj
(heir diameters -f.

magnetic fluid developed

•

The

relations here

in

a sphere or spheroid,

deduced between A and

A', J

is

and V, must be

con*-

jidered as relating only to tlie approxiinati<e expressions 8 and 10 5 and
not to the n;;orous formula; 7 and '.K
t A view of the subject something similar to vvhatjl have here g'''r.n,
conf.' lied by some crtperiinent'* on the attractions of iron i»kte?, had led
inc to pe-.-coi'vc the first part of thi:i law, about t!io same time that Mr. Barlow discovered the second. The two facts appeared so completely opj)Oseil,
that I found it dilFiL-ult to persuade that gentleman (unable as I then was to
^cf^ojnt for ths anomaly) of tbc truth of my deduction: an accidental exueilftictt

h%»

sia",R ho'.TCvar c>iuvtiib<<4 hiaiJbf tb': fat.1.

The
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The same law probably obtains for other solids, but tiotlwng
that we have yet dcmorivStrated will enable us to draw so general a
conclusion : that it is true for spheres and spheroids, may be demonstrated as follows. Since we have seen (page 447-S) that the
development of the magnetic
ticle

fluids

p of the sphere an attraction

terrestrial

which produces on any parand contrary to that of the

e(]ual

magnetism, takes place at the surface

;

it

follows that

that interior portion of the mass which
is bounded by a concentric sphere, having the radius p O, the
equilibrium of the fluids in p would still be maintained ; and the
distribution and consequent attraction of the magnetisin in the
shell thus produced, \\ould be the same as for the whole sphere.

if

we were

to take

away

all

Since moreover the attraction of each of the equal spheres
as either of their masses ; the difference of their attractions, which is proportional to the magnetic
attraction of the first sphere, must also vary as the same mass,

A N B S, A N' B S', varies

or as the cube of the diameter.

The same

demonstration

will evidently

extend to spheroids.

Hence, to complete the investigation which we have proposed
to ourselves, it will now be necessary to examine the attractions
which may be effected by the following
of irregular bodies
theorem, analogous in its nature and demonstration tothatgiven
in page 449.
J/" a, a', a" he three rectangular co-axes ; and ^ , a , a be the
;

mass of iron according

attractions of any
respectively,

same

when

attractions

a ",' a 1",' a 2"

when

the dip

when

the

the dit

a cos a

is

is

to

each of these axes
a; a', a', a/ the

in the direction

dip

in the direction

is

in the direction a":

'

4-

a

a cos a

-\-

a' cos

a'

a cos a

+

a' cos

a'

'.

cos n

+ a"

a

;

and

Then will

cos a"

(1

+ a" cos
-{-

be the attractions according to each

when
and a".

lively,
a, a'

a

"

cos

a''
a''

of the axes

a, a', a" respec'

the dip makes with them the respective

angks

This theorem may be readily demonstrated, as we have observed
from that in page 449. For since we there learn that the
thickness of the shell of magnetism arising from the new position
of the dip, is the aggregate of the thicknesses in its former directions, multiplied respectively by the cosines of the angles made
with those directions; we conclude that the part of the magnetic
force which acts in the direction o, will produce the several attractions a , cos o, a cos a and a cos o, which act according
al)Ove,

to the axes a, a a' respectively; that the attractions in the same
directions

;
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from the part of the force which is parallel to
a cos a ', and a cos a' ; and so on whence

a',

'

'

:

evident.

If it is wished to apply this theorem to practice, it will be convenient to assume the axes a and a' in the horizontal plane; in
this case assuming e for the angle made by the projection of the
needle in that plane with the axe a, we shall have cos e. sin a"=
cos a; and sin e. sin a''= cos a'; whence it follows that the

horizontal forces, estimated at right angles to the deflected
needle, are respectively,
\ c^ cos e

+ Og'. sine +

5 o^ cose^-fl' sin e

Whence may be
which however

a^''

cot a''l .sin a", sin (e

+ a^"cota"[

.

sin a", cos

— o)

(e— 5).

readily derived an expression for the deviation 5;
want of room I must omit.
may however

We

for

observe, that this expression applied to the experiment detailed
in

page 60 of the Essay on Magnetic Attractions,

will

show very

clearly the reason of the results there obtained agreeing so nearly

with those deduced from the formula employed, (which is the
as our 8th,) although that expression is not generally applicable to the attractions of irregular masses.
From the preceding expression we are also enabled to calculate what would be the deviation produced by the attraction of
the iron in a vessel, at any place, and with the ship's head directed to any point of the compass; provided we know the intensity of magnetism ; and the angle of the dip at that place
and the effect produced by the same mass, in three different positions of the vessel's head, at any other place.
But one of the principal uses of the last theorem will be found
to consist in the easy demonstration it affords of Mr. Barlow's
very simple practical method of determining the attraction of the
iron in ships; a point which it is of much importance to establish,
and the more so as its truth has hitherto been allowed to rest
wholly on analogy the only attempt at proof being derived from
tiie manifest fact, that both the iron in the vessel, and the plate
employed to ascertain its effect, must have a resultant of for* e
hut no sufficieiit evidonce has been adduced to show that the resultants of these differently-shaped masses will continue the same

same

;

:

fur all directions of the

meridian and dip* ; a point which was
mode of demonstration,) to prove

indispensably requisite, (in that
* That no sufficient
/our pounder we have
board the Isabella is
from 7-1 to 8G, could
pluiie.

proof is derived from the experiment witli the t«"cnVyalready seen ; and the example of the sittrnctioiis ini
since the dip, which was
manifestly too restricted
be but Iil'-Ic uHcctcd by a motion in tlic hoiiiontal
;
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the efficacy of the method. The truth of the latter, however, follows immediately from our theorem ; for since the attraction of
anv mass of iroii, whose parts are similar and equal on each side
the meridian, passing; through the compass, can be found in all

compass and mass retaining their relative situations,
from the attractions in any three it follows, that if we can find
a mass of iron whose effect shall double that of the ship in three
directions of the vessel's head; it will also, cceferis paribus,
positions, the

;

either with redouble it for every other position of the vessel
gard to the points of the compass, or the situation on the globe.
It was my intention to have added some further applications
of the method I have followed in this inquiry ; l)ut I have already
surpassed the bounds to which I had proposed to restrict myself : and I can therefore only arid my sincere wish that the
hitherto greatly neglected subject of magnetism may continre
to attract the attentioti which it has lately received Irom Government; and by which alone we can hope to see explained maity
of those complicated pha?nomena of variation that, from the
widely extended observations they require, would perhaps for
ever baffle the most arduous exertions of individual talent.
;

Woolwich, June

U), 1820.

'

CMARJ.ES BONNYCASTLE.

LXXI.

Facts respecting the comparative Strength of Chain.
Cables on the Constinction of Capt. Samuel Brown, ani
the Patent Chain. Cable of'THOMAS Brunton, Esfj. ; and of
Iron Cables compared icith Hempen Cables: as elicited on the
Trial of the Causa Brunton against Hawks and others, before the Lord Chief Justice Abbott and a Special Junr,
2:1 1 h May 1820.

A

HIS was an action for infringing a patent granted to the plainthe year 1813, for certain improvements in the construc-

tiif in

making, or manufacturingof ship*' anchors and windlasses,
and chain-cables, or moorings. The cause was of considerable
importance, and occupied the attention of the Court for upwarf's
The case for the plaintiff was opened with gre;'t
of five hours.
ability by Mr. Scarlett, and was confined to an infringement of
one part on! V of tiie patent, namely, the chain-cables: but it vv^s
contended by the Solicitor- General for the defendants, that, as
the patent wa>< not for one, but three articles, if any one of them
were not new at the time of obtaining the p:itciit, or not useful,
the patent would be void.
The Judge was not disposed to admit this: it v.-as possible thaf:
the oldness or inutility of any one of the three articles embrcaed
tion,

iu a grant,

might render, the grant void as to that one, without
destroying

d
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destroying the right to the other two; and therefore his Lordship would reserve the point of law on this head, if defendants
insisted on entering into any other question than the infringement

complained of, should the jury not find for the plaintiff upon this
It was finally so settled; the defendants insisting on inquiring into the noveltv of plaintiff's mode of manufacturing
They admitted the novelty of the windlass.
ships' anchors.
On the part of the plaintiff, the utility of the chain cable was
proved by Captain Jolniston, the acting manager of the house of
Messrs. IBuckles and Co. eminent ship-owners in the city, who
stated, that all the ships belonging to their house were furnished
with the patent chain-cables and anchors ; that the hempen cables used frequently to give way, the iron ones never; and that
in a voyage to the West Indies their ships used to break on an
sometimes
average two of the common anchors every voyage
three ; but that they have never yet broken one of tlie patent
anchors. The actual infringement of the patent was then proved
by a gentleman who bought a chain cable from defendants,
impressed or marked with the name of Hawks on every one of
the links, a piece of which was exliibited to the Jury.
Dr. Gregory and Mr. Barlow (of the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich), Mr. Brunei and Mr. Donkin (both eminent engineers), gave evidence to the perspicuity of the specification, and
The imthe scientific merits of the chain-cable and anchor.
provements in the former they stated to be, the placing the whole
point.

—

material of the links in the same sectional plane, the introducing
a broad-ended stay into each link to prevent the sides from collapsing when exposed to a strain ; the making the ends of this
stay remain in their place by lapping

upon and surrounding a

considerable portion of the opposite curved parts of the opposite

and the making those parts of each link which
interpose between the central stay and the neighbouring interposed links at each end, as straight as possible, that they might
sides of the link,

not be solicited to change their figure when exposed to a strain—
every change of the figure being apt to injure the fibre of the
iron
and these improvements were pointed out as being manifest
and self-evident, by comparing the patent chain-cable with the
chain-cables before in use, which were manufactured by Captain
Brown. In these cables the links had stays, but instead of being
broad-ended, they were sharp-pointed ; and instead of lapping
round and embracing the opposite inner sides of the link, were
secured in the links by holes punched in these to receive the
pointed ends of the pins or stays
a mode of combining them
that tended to weaken the link and endanger its rupture, by
breaking it over the points of the stay as fulcrums, when expose
to a strain ; and besides, instead of presenting the substance of
ihc
Vol. 55. No, 3G6. June 1820.
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—
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the link in the same sectional plane, Capt. Brown's links are
made of a twisted form, for the avowed purpose of giving them
elasticity— -a form extremely injurious to the strength of the link,
as the first effort of tension must be to draw the link out of its
twist, and bring those portions of it which lie between the points
of strain into straight lines.
John Knowles, Esq. secretary to the surveyors of the navy,
gave a mo^t interesting detail of experiments made by order of
the Navy-office, to ascertain the comparative merits of Brown's
chain-cables and those of the patentee.
In every experiment.
Brown's twisted links, with sharp-ended stays, were ruptured
and broken, while the plaintiff's remained uninjured. In consequence, orders were issued that no more chain-cables on Brown's
construction should be admitted for the service of the navy; but
only and exclusively, chain-cables with broad-ended stays in the
links, and the links having their substance in the same plane.
Mr. Knowles read the minutes of the experiments alluded to, and
which were signed by the commissioners of the navy, as follows:
" At a trial of chain and hempen cables on the 23d of May,
IS 16, at the manufactory of Messrs. Brunton and Co., in the
Commercial Road. Present:

The Comptroller

of the navy.

H. Peake.
Seppings.

Sir

Commissioners.

<(

Bowen.
Fraser.

Cunningham.

And

the following were the results

:

" Chain-cables

of 1 \ inch diameter* manufactured from the same iron on Capt. Brown's twisted prmciple,
and on Messrs. Brunton, Middleton, and Company's plan, were
attached together.
Capt. Brown's chain measured 36 feet,
Messrs. Brunton and Company's 33 feet. At a strain of 50 tons
the former had stretched 12 inches, the latter 6.
On a strain
of 60 tons having been applied, the former had stretched 24
inches, and the latter 12. Capt. Brown's Avas broken in the body
of the iron by a strain of 65 tons; the iron was of a very good
quality: the stays of the twisted chain were generally crooked."
Experiment 2. " Capt. Brown's 1| inch chain, 36 feet long,
was attached to Messrs. Brunton and Company's \~ inch that
had before been tried [in Exper. 1.]. Capt. Brown's was broken
by a strain of 76 tons, a second link was fractured, and most of
the stays crooked."
Lord Chief Justice Abbott. " The other stood ? A. " Yes,

Experiment

I.

—

my

lord."
* That

is

the diameter of the iron of which the links

were made.

Expe-
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Experiment 3. "A 12 inch hempen cable was attached to a
length of chain-cables on Messrs. Brunton and Company's principle, of the respective diameters I of an inch, 1 inch, 1|, 1|,
1|, 1|, and 1| in diameter, in order to determine which sized
A strain of
chain was equal in strength to the hempen cable.
28 tons broke the | chain. The hempen cable was measured
after a strain of 25 tons, had been applied; it h*ad stretched 12
inches in 10 feet.
The hempen cable was broken by a strain of

30

tons."

Experiment

4.

"A 24

inch

cable was attached to a
1| inch iron cable of
After a strain of
manufacture.

hempen

H inch iron cable of Capt. Brown's, and a
Messrs. Brunton and Company's

30

tons the cable measured 22 inches:

applied,

it

was reduced

in the nip at

in circumference

tons had been
the cable was broken

when 76
:

91 tons."

3.
''A length of Capt. Brown's twisted chain of
1| inch, that he had supplied to Deptford yard, was attached
to one of
inch manufactured by Messrs. Brunton and Company.
The link of Capt. Brown's was broken by a strain of 64
tons.
It was again tried, and another link broke at 70 tons.
The iron was found to be of a bad quality."
" After the first experiment, Capt. Brown doubted the accu-

Experiment

U

racy of the results given by the hydraulic engine, [the testing
machine is made on the ingenious principle of Mr. Bramah's hydraulic press] imagining that the strain was nearly one-hah" more

than the balances indicated: but the truth of the twgxne appears
to have been proved by the strain on the 12 inch hempen cable;
as it bore, according to that machine, about 2 tons more than
was expected."
" I have also the trials of the hempen cables with
IVilnesi.
Mr. Brunton's, made in order to ascertain what they would bear,
and thereby to be better able to apportion the chain cables to be

—

substituted for them."

Mr.
mean

General (for the defendants).—" We do not
any evidence tliat these chains are not stronger

Solicitor

to offer

than Brown's twisted chains."

Mr.

Scarlett.

— " What

are the experiments as to the

hempen

cables?"

The witness attended previously at Messrs. Brunton^and Company's manufactory, between the 23d of May and tlie 17th of June
1816, to see that the ropes were properly stretched, without any
member of the board; but the trial took place on the 17th of
June.

Present:

r
Commissioners.-?

Experiment

1,

"A

H. Peake.
Tucker.

Sir
J.

(^ P. Fraser.
14 inch cable was tried against chains of

U

u 2

1>
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the cable

was

15,

1^,

11, and

was reduced

1| inches: at a strain of 40
40 tons

to 12 inches: the strain of

coiitiiuied, and the cable was broken."
Bxfteriment 2.
"A 16 inch cable was attached to the chains;
the rope was reduced at 40 tons to 13^ inches: the 1 inch chain
vvds broken by a strain of 44 tons."
Experimtnt 3. " The cable was tlien attached to the chain
from li to 1| inch inchisive: the cable was broken at 47 tons."
Eocperiment 4.
"The chains were then put to an 18 inch
cable, and a further piece of chain of 1| inch was attached.
At 55 tons the rope was reduced to 16} inches, the 1| inch chain
was broken at a strain of 55 tons the cable, which then measured 15| inches, was affixed to the other remaining chains, and
was broken by a strain of 59 tons."
Experiment 5. " A 20 inch cable was tried. The chain of
1| inch broke at a strain of 62 tons.
Upon affixing the cables
again, a piece of 1| inch chain broke at a strain of 66 tons: the
iron of which it was made was good, but very malleable.
"When 71 tons had been applied, the cable was reduced to
17| inches. At a strain of 75 tons the second piece of 1| inch
chain was broken ; the cable was reduced in size to 17 inches,
and was broken at a strain of 76 tons; the smallest size of chain
in the machine being 1| inch."
Experiment 6. " A 24 inch table was put into the machine.
The 1| inch chain was broken at a strain of 80 tons: the rope
was then attached to the other chains: when 92 tons had been
applied, the cable measured 21 inches; vvhen 105 tons were put

—

—

—

:

—

—

upon it, the cable had evidently suffered very much, and measured
20| inches: it was broken with a continuance of the strain of
105 tons."
Lord Chief Justice.

— " And

the chain remained ? "

A.

" Yes,

my lord."
"As it was

considered that the 18 inch cable had not borne a
with the other sizes) to draw any
accurate conclusion of the strength of ropes of tliis size, a duplicate of the IS inch cable was put into the machine, and was
broken by a strain of 63| tons, which is about the force that it
was considered should break an IS inch cai)le."
sufficient strain (comparatively

Mr.

—

Scarlett.
" And the result was an order for the chains
Mr. Brunton?" "Yes; by sharing it between him and
Brown."
" The twisted cable was consequently dismissed?" "Yes."
" And has been used since?" " Those in store were neces-

of

—

—

sarily used,

^'

—

but they were not further ordered."

Cross-examined ly Mr. Gaselee.
"These experiments were against the twisted chains
Yes ; Capt. Brown requested, in a letter of the 4th

only?
of April

1S16,

;
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1816, that not only the triangular chani but the parallel chaia
should be tried against them."
*' Brmiton's was the angular?"
"Yes."
"And Capt. Brown desired some experiments to be made between the elliptical and angular chains?" "Yes."
" Did he (Brunton) admit that the plan of Brown's was strongest?"
"No; he admitted that it was as strong, and it would
be only trying the excellency of the workmanship and the iron
against workmanship and iron."

—

—

—

" Mr. Brunton admitted that the elliptical was as strong as the
angular form, supposing they were made the same way, and not
that the elliptical link with the pointed stay was as strong?"—
*'No; that was not spoken of. Capt. Brown wished to have
manufactured chains for the purpose of trial, with links that had
their sides nearly as a straight line, considering that the more it
deviated it became the weaker.
Brown wished it to be done
but the Navy Board thought it unnecessary to enter into it, as
it was admitted to be as strong."
The plaintiff next called Mr. Bramah; but the Judge here
intimated, that already the evidence for the plaintiff appeared so
plain, that he should like to learn from defendants' counsel what
answer they could give to so strong a case, vvithout'now taking
up the time of the court in examining more witnesses for plaintiff, till it should be seen, from the nature of the defence, whether
it would be necessary ?
iii which event, he would not preclude
defendant from calling more witnesses.
The counsel for plaintiff said, they had many scientific men yet
to be examined, if necessary*; but had no objection to what had
been recommended by his lordship.
Defendants' counsel contended, that neither the chain-cable
nor the anchor were new.
Chains having oval links, very similar in form to those described by the patentee, had been in use
for ages, therefore he could liave no exclusive right to the use of
such chains and Capt. Brown had used stays, therefore he could
have no exclusive right to them. It was also stated, that evidence
would be offered to prove that links having their substance in
the same plane, and having what might be called broad-ended
stays (though not so broad, nor precisely of tlie form of plaintiff's
«tay), had been in use long before the date of the patent.

—

;

We have seldom or never seen in any cause such ii phahinx of scienand practical men as were subpoenaed for the phiintiff. Besides those
already mentioned, we observed among thetn. Processor Millington, of the
Koyal Institution, Messrs. Mawdealay, Wilson Lowry, Ostell, Galloway,
Tilloch, Keir, Collingc, John Farey jun., Hawkins, (iill, .Joseph Farcy,
T. .Jones (instrument-maker te the lioard of I^ongitude), and others ; bcsidei
Master ship-builders. Sea Captains, and people vcrsant with naval matters,
but whose namet) we could not learn.
•

tific
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Solicitor General.

between our

linl-s

— "That there

[Hawkt's] and

fig.

is

a great resemblance

5. [Brunton's]

is

because

We are not prt'cluded, I
resembles the common ova) link.
submit, fom the use o'" the oval link, because he [the patentee]
has specified something like it?"
" Unless you have evidence to show that
JLord Chief Jiist'ce.
it

—

the broLid-heided stay '< cither old or useless, they vvill most
A ly evidence you can call to show that it is not
hkely succeed.
the invention of ihc plaintiff, or useless, will be of importance."
Mr. Jes.^op was called for defendants. He was of opinion that
a little curvature in the sides, was rather better than havintr them

—

making it better able to
stand the effect of a sudden jerk. But on a question from Mr.
Scarlett, whether the iron cable by which a ship rides, could be
brouglit into a straight line, so as to be jerked? he stated his
meaning to be, "that mere positive strength applied to iron does
straight between the poincs of strain, as

not apply to the same material when used against a jerk."
A link of a chain, not of the form of plaintiff's, but having
stays with ends that might be called comparatively broad, and
secured by lapping round the inner part of the link where interposed, like the plaintiff's, was now put in, and sworn to by one
of Mr. Rennie's workmen, as having been (or rather similar
links) made and used some months l)efore the date of the patent: but on cross-examining the witness, it was proved that they
were not made for a chain, properly so called; that only four of
them were made in all; and that ihey were applied to the join-

ing of two bolts

Some

old

men

in

some

building.

(nail-makers) were called to prove, that

parcels of old iron,

which they were

in the habit of

among

working up

into nails, they had frequently, many years ago, met with pieces
of chain having stays in them, which were not sharp- pointed;
to the arsenals were brought to prove
the recent sale of similar pieces of chain among the old stores.
Various pieces of tlie kind of chain alluded to were produced and
sworn to by the witnesses but it turned oyt on examining them,

and some persons belonging

:

that the stays did not lap round the substance of the link, leaving
the substance unhurt, but, on the contrary, were retained in their
places by being received into notches chiselled out of the substance
of the hnk; and it was also proved, even by defendants' wit-

them against a
hinking

—

that

were not put into the

links to strengthen
merely to prevent the chain from
two or more of the links getting entangled;

nesses, that the stays

strain, but

is,

and that thev were nuule

solely for

pump

chains.

Defendants' counsel next put in what is commonly well known
by the name of a mushroom-anchor, and another known by
t'ae name of the adze-anchor, both having their names from their
respective forms. The head of the former, instead of having arms

and
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and

flukes, has a large

tion of a sphere

made

:

New

round head, shaped

the latter

is
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Books.
like a dish, or a

like a cooper's adze.

They

por-

are boths

of fast iron, with a shank of malleable iron riveted into them:

was the same method as that described
and therefore his anchors were not new.
The answer was, That these were not the kind of anchors
claimed or described by the patentee, whose anchors had arms
and flukes, and were described as ship's anchors, which these
were not.
It was proved, even by the witnesses for defendants,
that these anchors were employed only for stationary moorings
and not for ships' anchors used on voyages.
It was now put to the jury, whether there was any necessity
for the plaintiff's counsel to take up their time? and they stated,
that they thought it not necessary, as they were perfectly masters
of the whole case.
The Chief Justice now addressed the jury. It was not necessary that he should recapitulate the whole evidence respecting the
particular infringement complained of, as the plaintiff's counsel
had not been called upon to address them. He wished, however,
in giving their verdict respecting the infringement on the chaincable, to be also informed by them, whether they found the
anchor to be new and beneficial ?
The jury found for the plaintiff' upon all the points: namely,
that the specification was sufficient, the chain-cable and anchor
new and beneficial, and that the defendants had infringed the
ehain-cable.
Nominal damages alone were sought for in this
action, the question of Right being all that was to be tried, as
the defendants were to account, under a previous suit in Chancery, for the profits they had made by the use of the invention.
The jury accordingly awarded One Shilling damages, besides
this the counsel insisted

by the

plaintiff,

—

.

costs of suit.

The

verdict

seemed

to give very general

satisfaction to a

crowded court.

LXXIII. Notices respecting

New

Books.

Lately published,

X RAVELS in Sicily, Greece and Albania, illustrated with nuBy the Rev. T. S. Hughes, Fellow of
merous Engravings.
Emanuel College, Cambridge.
An Essay on Involution and Evolution; containing a new, accurate and general Method of ascertaining the immerical Value
of any Function of an unknown Quantity; particularly applied
to the operation of extracting the Roots of Equations, pure or
adfected. With an Appendix.
By Peter Nicliolson, 8vo.

New

;:

Royal Society.
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New Method of solving Equations with ease and expedition
by which the true value of the unknown Quantity is found withWith a Supplement, containing two
out previous reduction.
other Methods of solving Equations, derived from the same prinBy Theophilus Holdred. 4to.
ciple.
Preparing for Publication.

Mount Sinai ; consisting of, 1 A Journey
Aleppo to Damascus. 2. A Tour in the District of Mount
Libanus and Antihbanus. 3. A Tour in the Hauran. 4. A second Tour in the Hauran. 5. A Journey from Damascus, through
6. A Tour in
Arabia Petra;a and the Desert El Ty, to Cairo.
By the late John Lewis Burckthe Peninsula of Mount Sinai.
Travels in Syria and

.

firom

hardt.

LXXIV.

Proceedings of Learned Societies.

ROYAL SOCIETV.

W

E have this month the painful task of announcing the suspension of the meetings of the Society in consequence of the
He departed
death of its venerable President Sir Joseph Banks.
this life at his house Spring Grove, near Hounslow, on the 19th
June. He was in his seventy-seventh year, having been born 13th
December 1743.
Sir Joseph had been long a severe sufferer by the gout, and
during the last sixteen years he was carried about, having lost the
use of his limbs; but although so far advanced in years and oppressed by infirmities, he preserved to, the last the same cheerfnlness and liberality by which during a long life he was so eminently distinguished.
The loss to science by the demise of this excellent man and
" His time," to
liberal patron will be long and severely felt.
use the words of a contemporary work *, " his wealth, his influence, his talents ; an incomparable library of science and art

knowledge and judgement to advise
encourage

;

generosity to assist

possessed, and
ness, he
his

was

made

;

;

all

and
which he was

affability to conciliate

in short of

it was all something either of goodness or greatthe patrimony of the studious and learned, not of

own country

alone, but of the whole world."

princely; and besides

what he devoted

of science, he expended a large portion of
and private benevolence.

to the
it

in

His' fortune

encouragement
works of public

• Percy Anecdotes of Science.
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ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF LOxVEON.
June 9. Tliis was the last meeting for the present sessions,
and was very nuincronslv attended. A paper by Mr. F. Baily
was read, on the method of adjustinix a transit iiistrumt-nt by
observinj? the passage of two stars, differing consideral)h from
each other in declination: and a new Table was given, wliereby
the deviation of the instrnment and the error of the c!oik might
be readily determined without the trouble of com|;utation. Portable transit instruments are now made with grout neaftn'ss and
accuracy; and are a vahiable acquisition to eveiv oecoiioinical
observatory, and to such persons as are travelling with a view to
improre the connected sciences of astronomy and tocography.
Instruments of this kind are often fixed in situations which do
not command a view of the pole star: and under such circumstances, the table, above alluded to,

is very desirable.
Indeed
Delatnbre prefers this mode of adjusting a transit instrument,
to the observation of the circum-polar stars: he considers the

M.

more correct, and obtainable in much less time.
H. Englefield requested permission to address the meeting,
and called their attention to the new bodies which have lately
been discovered, and which are supposed to be of a cometary
results as

Sir

nature.
He noticed the discoveries of Cassini and Siiorr, supposed to be of new planets, which have not since been observed;
and wished some of the members who had time and iuchnatiou
for the purpose, would submit the observations of those two celebrated astronomers to the test of analysis, in order to determine
whether those bodies assimilated in their motions to those which
have been lately discovered.
The Society afterwards adjourned

—

till

the 10th of

LXXV.

November.

Intelligence

and Miscellaneous

Articles,

NOTE ON THE DIVINING ROD, EY DR. CHARLES BUTTON,
To Mr.

Tilloch.

—

Sir,
In the last No. (14) of the Quarterly Re'i.'w, several
small mistakes have accidentallv crept into the short account relating to the alleged property of the divining rod, for the discovery

of water,

when used by

sirable that every

municate

certain persons.

work should

i)e

And

as

it

must be de-

as correct as possible,

I

com-

your consideration the following particulars relating
to the note in p|). .'ij-'i and \\1 A, concerning some sinaM inadvertencies that have occurred through forget fulness, or by mistakes
in reports passing through two or three different persons, as will
appear by comparing the note with the full account in the 4th
Vol. 55. No. 2GG. June 1820.
x
vol.
for

X

;
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new

divini7ig

Rod.

edition (an. 1814) of Dr. Charles Hutton's trans-

lation of Monlucla's Philosophical Recreations, as given by the

lady herself, whose name was then Lady M. but is now Lady N.
The note begins thus: *' Jan. 21st, 1818: it is just 50 years
since Lady N.'s attention was first called to this subject; she was
then 16 years of age." Which must therefore have been in the
year 1768; whereas Lady M.'s first letter to Dr. Hutton stated,
that the transaction was in 1772 (if not 1773), when she was 19
years old.

But these

are only trifling discrepancies.

The remainder of the note differs not materially from the statement in Lady M.'s letter in Dr. Hutton's book above mentioned,
till we arrive at the paragraph in the middle of the 374th page,
viz.

"Afew

years afterwards she went, at Dr. Hutton's particular

him at Woolwich (Common), and she then showed
him the experiment, and discovered a spring in a field which he
had lately bought near the New College, then building. This
same field he has since sold to the College, and for a larger price

request, to see

in consequence of the spring."

Now, Sir, this paragraph consists of a mass of inaccuracies.
The fact is, that Dr. H. having about 15 or 16 years before purchased the

field

alluded to, bounded close

upon the

east side of

Woolwich Common, and being convenient for erecting dwellinghouses, he immediately commenced a series of operations of that
kind, and in the first year (1790) built the first house, which he
occupied with his family during several years afterwards This
house has now been used for the last 14 years as the hospital of the
Military Academy or College, and goes by the name of the Cube
House; standing on a square of 40 feet each side, and the same
During the building of this house, as it had always
in height.
been reported and understood that no water was to be found
on the neighbouring common, for his satisfaction Dr. H. procured a set of iron boring rods, with which he bored the ground
to the depth of 50 feet, where he found a copious spring of water,
and then dug his first well, 16 years before Lady M. did him the

honour of her

visit.

that time Dr. H. continued similar operations, till, in
the couse of 15 years, he had erected almost 20 new arnd genteel
houses, part of them of 4 stories, and the others of 5 stories high,
and had sunk wolls to them, of the same depth as the first;

From

having taken down about half-a-score cottages of two storiss
high, which had before been on the estate, to make room for
his

new

buildings.

this time the Board of Ordnance had in contemplation
to erect somewhere a new College, the old one in the Warren
(now called the Arsenal) being found too small, and the situation
too confined : various situations were examined for that purpose
but

About
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but on account of Dr. H's new residence, and of his having discovered plenty of water, his situation was preferred accordingly
the whole of Woolwich Common was purchased from the parish,
and the new college was placed very near the first or cubical
house built by Dr. H.
After the new college was completed, the King came down to
view it, having a good taste in architecture, having indeed himself made choice of the drawings for the front of it, being in
the handsome Gothic style. It happened that when standing before the building, and looking down towards the beautiful Military
Barracks, at the lower or opposite end of the common, he perceived that some new buildings partly intercepted the view of the
barracks.
His Majesty immediately remarked the impropriety,
and said that the obstructing buildings might be removed. He
was then told that it was not in their power to remove them ; that
they were private freehold property, and belonged to Dr. H. the
head master of the Academy. *' But," said His Majesty, " they
may be bought ; let the whole be purchased, and the obstructing
:

parts removed."

This was an order not to be neglected by the Board of Ordnance ; and accordingly Dr. H. soon received a message from
them, desiring him to transmit what price he demanded for his
whole estate, houses and land. Dr. H. replied, That though he
well knew they must have the property at any rate, yet he scorned
to take any advantage of that circumstance, desiring not to have
any thing bevond the bare and fair value of the estate and
agreeably to that resolution he requested the Board to send down
their own surveyor to set a value on the estate, and whatever
that valuation might be, he would accept it. The Board replied;
There could be nothing more fair and liberal on his part. Ac;

cordingly, very soon after they sent

down

their

own

surveyor,

Mr. Wyatt, for that purpose; who examined the property, both
houses and land, said the buildings were very well executed, asked
all the tenants what rent they paid; then adding all the rents
together into one sum, multiplied it by 20: thus allowing twenty
years purchase for the whole, both fields and land, which will
certainly not be thought a high valuation.

The

surveyor reported

which they immediately acquainted Dr. H., who said he was quite satisfied; and the busi*
ness was concluded, with thanks and compliments to Dr. H. for
to the Board

his estimate, with

his liberal conduct.

Immediately six of the largest obstructing

houses were taken down.
After all this was done, and the estate conveyed and paid for.
Lady M. honoured Dr. H. with her visit; not to find hira a
spring of water, for that he had found himself long before, but
tp satisfy his curiosity as to the manner in which her ladyship

X

X 2

performed
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Electrical Battery.

—Morphia, — Amhcr.

performed the experiment, and which she certainly did, to the
satisfaction of himself and fuiiily, and of other friends who witnessed

it.

See the whole of Lady M.'s correspondence on the subject, in
the fonrth volume of Dr. H.'s Philosophical Recreations above
referred to.

NKW ELECTRICAL BATTERY.
Dr. Dana, of Harvard University in America, has constructed
an electiical battery of plates, extremely portable and compact,
and from his experinjents appearing to be very powerful.
It
flat glass and tin foil, the glass
two inches larger than those of foil. The
alternate plates of tin foil are connected together, i. e. the 1st,
3d, .5!!i, 7fh, &c. on one side, and the other series, or 2d, 4th,
6th, 8!h, &;c. on the other side, slips of tin foil extending from
the sht-et to the edge of the glass plates for that purpose.
These
connexions unite together all the surfaces, which, when the battery is charged, take by induction the same state.
A battery
constructed in this way contains, in the bulk of a 4to volume, a
very powerful instrument
and when made of plate glass, it is
extremely easy, by varnishing the edges, to keep the whole of
the inner smfaces from the air, and to retain it iq a constant

consists of alternate plates of

plates

beii)G:

on

all

sides

;

—

state of dry insulation.

•

MORPHIA.
Dr. Thomson has given the following as the easiest method
pure morphia: Into a strong infusion of opium
pour caustic ammonia.
Separate the precipitate by the filter.
Evaporate the solution to about a sixth, mix it with more ammonia, and a deposit of impure morphia is obtained. Collect the
deposit by filter, and wash it with cold water. When well drained,
pour a litle alcohiil nw it, and let the alcoholic liquor pass through
the filter: it will carrv off a good deal of colouring matter, and
very little of the morphia. Dissolve the impure morphia in acetic
acid, and mix the deep-brown solution with ivory black. Agitate
the li(|ii(»r frequently for 24 hours, filter it, and the liquid will
pas^ thi'>n!;h colourless. If ammonia be now dropped into it, pure
morphia falls in the state of a white powder.
If this precipitate
be dissiiked in alcohol and slowlv evaporated, the morphia is obfor obtaining

tained in crystals (they are rectangular prisms) perfectly white,
of a pearly lustre, destitute of smell, and of an intensely bitter
taste.
Pure morphia, pa'^sed slowly through red hot peroxide

of copper,

is

converted entirely into carbonic acid and water,—.

—^

AMBEH.
Brewjter maintains, from a number

Annules, No. 90,
Dr..
th"!i

rt'oilts.

that

amber

is

of experiments and
an indurated vegetable juice.

BURNiNa
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BURNING OF SMOKE.

We

our last that Mr. M. A. Taylor had brought
tiiis suliject before the House of Commons, by a motion for a committee to consider of the practicability of compellinp persons using
furnaces, to erect them on a construction less prejudicial to health
than the methods hitherto pursued. The motion having been
agreed to, there has been no little stir in conse(;uence among
those intetested in the discussion.
The method alluded to by
Mr. Taylor as having been successful at Warwick, is not the
only, and we are much inclined to believe not the best, tiiat
may be adopted for causing furnaces to burn their own smoke;
and we shouM be sorry to see Parliament adopting any measure,
which, even by implication, might be construed into an act of
partialityA committee reported last year on this very subject; and in their report, which was an able one, various furnaces were described, no way inferior, if not superior, in efficacy
to the one so strongly recommended by Mr. Taylor.
Among
others, those of Messrs. Gregson, Losh, Wakefield, Brunton,
and Walker, were noticed, and illustrated by means of engravings.
The same parties, and other ingenious individuals, have
been or will be before the present committee, and we may
hojje that much practical useful information will result from the

mentioned

in

investigation.

TEST FOR

D. Tadci

WHEAT FLOUR.

the course of various researches respecting the
fermentation of grain, iuis ascertained that the gluten of wheat
is composed of two substances perfectly distinct from each other,
in

one of which he has named g toiodme, and the other zimome. Tiie
first of these gives to gluten its elasticity, and the second is the
cause of the fermentation which takes place on the mixture of
gluten with other vegetable substances.
Having had occasion to mix various gums with different kinds
of flour, D. Tadei observed, tliat when the powder of giuiiacum

mixed with flour, a blue tint is pro<iuced. AVhen kneaded
with any meal or flour containing but little gluten, the blue
colour is very feeiile
it acijuires no blue tint witli flour that has
been much altered in its qualities: with gluten or zimome a very
fine blue tint is instantly produced.
Guaiacum, it is inferred,
may tiierrf(>re lie employed as a test to detect adulteration of
is

:

flour.

— Giornale di Fhica,

Chtmicn, ^c, 1819.

VOVAGKS, ETC.

The French Government

is now prepaiing a voyage to T.aplimd.
proceed beyond the North Cape, into tlie Kro/<'ii Ocean,
cxjtccted to tenniuatc about the end of September this year.

It is to

ftwd

is

.

.

M.

the

—
New
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the Count dc Romanzow is fitting out at his own expense
an expedition which is to set out from Tehouktches, so as to
pass over the sohd ice from Asia to America, to the north of

M.

Behring's Strait, at the point where
stopped.

Cook and Kotzebue were

an expedition which is
which disembogue on the western
coast, in Russian America, in order to penetrate into the unknown tracts that lie between Icy Cape and the river Mac-

The same^gentleman

is

also fitting out

to ascend one of the rivers

kenzie.

engaged M. Dufour
as have
not been explored by botanists, to augment the French Flora.

The French Minister of the
make an excursion into such

to
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of Great Pearl-street, Spital Fields, Middle-,

improvement in preparing the materials
making pottery-ware, tiles and bricks. 2d June 1820.
6 months allowed to inroll specification.
To William Bate, of Peterborough, Northampton, esq. for his
sex, engineer, for his

—

for

>

combination of additions to machinery calculated to increase
3d June. 6 months.
power.
To William Bate, of Peterborough, Northampton, esq. for
certain improvements in preparing hemp flax or other fibrous
3d June. 4 months.
material for spinning.
To Simon Teissier, of Paris, in the kingdom of France, but
at present residing in Bucklersbury in the city of London, mer-

—

—

—

—

chant, for certain improvements in propelling vessels,
cated to him by a certain foreigner residing abroad.

communi-

— 3d June.

— 2 months.

To Jacob Perkins, late of Philadelphia, in the United States
of America, but now residing at Austin Friars in the city of London, engineer, for certain improvements in the construction of
fixed and portable pumps, such as pumps fixed for raising water
from wells

pumps

aii'l

wliich

other situations, or ships' pumps, or for portable
for garden engines, or in engines

may be employed

for extinguishing fires or other purposes.

To John Hague,

—3d June. —

6.

months.

of Great Pearl-street, Spital Fields, Middle-

sex, engineer, for oertain improvements in the making and con3d June. 2 months.
structing of steam engines.
To John Wakefield, of Ancott's place, Manchester, engineer,

—

—

improvements in the construction of furnaces for boilers
of various descriptionsj and in the mode of feeding the same with
fuel, which improvements are calculated to lessen the consump-

for certain

tioti

———2
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1

and to burn the smoke, that the same
to produce important benefit to the community,— 6th June.

are calculated

tion of fuel,

6 months.
To William Kendrick, of Birmingham, in the county of Warwick, chemist, for the manufacture of a liquid from materials
now considered useless for that purpose, and the application of
the same liquid to the taiming of hides and other articles requiring such process. — (ith June.— 6 months.

To Jonathan Brownill, of Sheflfield, Yorkshire, for his method
for better securing the blades of table knives and forks in the
handles by means of caps being soldered upon the tangs, whether
of iron, steel, or other material, after the handles are upon them.
4 months.
8th June.
To Samuel Parker, of Argyll-street, in the county of Middle2 months.
sex, bronzist, for an improved lamp.— loth June.
To William Erskine Cochrane, of Somerset-street, Portmansquare, county of Middlesex, esq. for his improvement in the

—

—

—

lamps.— 17th June.— 6 months.
Joseph Woollams, of the city of Wells in the county of
Somerset, for certain improvements in the teeth or cogs formed
on, or applied to wheels, pinions, and other mechanical agents
20th June.
6 mo.
for communicating or restraining motion.
To John Butler Lodge, and John Belleston junior, both of

construction of

To

—

—

the Strand, in the county of Middlesex, truss-makers, for certain
improvements in the construction and application of spring trusses
20th June.
or bandages for the relief or cure of hernia.

—

—

months.
To John Vallance, of Brighthelmstone, in the county of Sussex,
brewer, for his method and apparatus for freeing rooms and
buildings (whether public or private) from the distressing heat
sometimes experienced in them, and keeping them constantly
crowded to
cool, or of a pleasant temperature, whether they are
excess or empty, and also whether the weather be hot or cold.
20th June.

— 6 months.

the county of Sussex,
brewer, for his method and apparatus for packing and preserving
(i months.
20th June.
hops.
To John Shaw, of Mary-street, Fitzroy-square, in the county
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